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I.  INTRODUCTION 1 

 2 

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND OCCUPATION. 3 

A. My name is Steven H. Mills.  I am the Vice President of Energy Supply 4 

Operations for Xcel Energy Services Inc. (XES).  The service company 5 

affiliate of Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation 6 

(NSPM or the Company) and an operating company of Xcel Energy Inc. 7 

(Xcel Energy). 8 

 9 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.  10 

A. I have worked for Xcel Energy since 1981, including assignments in 11 

engineering, procurement, material management, and generation facility 12 

operations and maintenance.  Additionally, I served for five years as Vice 13 

President of Planning and Project Controls for Rocky Mountain 14 

Remediation Services at the Rocky Flats Nuclear site.  In my current position 15 

as Vice President of Energy Supply Operations, I am responsible for all 16 

fossil and renewable operations throughout the Xcel Energy generation fleet.  17 

My statement of qualifications is attached as Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 18 

1. 19 

 20 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING? 21 

A. I present and support Northern States Power Company’s capital and 22 

Operations and Maintenance (O&M) budgets for the Energy Supply 23 

business unit for purposes of determining test year electric revenue 24 

requirements and final rates in this proceeding.  I also present and support 25 

the Company’s multi-year rate plan (MYRP) capital additions and O&M 26 

increases related to the Energy Supply function.  I also provide information 27 
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with respect to the performance of our generation fleet and steps we are 1 

taking to improve performance and operate more efficiently.  Last, I discuss 2 

Energy Supply’s Annual Incentive Plan Key Performance Indicators.  3 

 4 

I note that dollar amounts in my Testimony are first presented on an NSPM 5 

basis followed by the State of Minnesota jurisdictional amount in 6 

parenthesis, unless otherwise noted. The jurisdictional values in my 7 

testimony do not reflect the interchange offsets to NSPW; those values are 8 

shown in Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 2. 9 

 10 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF ENERGY SUPPLY’S PLANS FOR THE NEXT 11 

THREE YEARS. 12 

A. The Company’s Energy Supply function will remain responsible for 13 

maintaining the safe operation of the Company’s non-nuclear generating 14 

fleet.  We must continue to support our generation facilities through capital 15 

additions related to keeping our plants in good working order as well as 16 

operations and maintenance expense to ensure they are operated and 17 

maintained effectively.  These costs are necessary to provide our customers 18 

with economical energy they can rely on. We also support new and existing 19 

resources necessary to meet demand and keep the Company well-positioned 20 

to comply with environmental regulations and the State’s energy policy goals.   21 

 22 

 Over the next three years, Energy Supply will continue to focus on keeping 23 

our plants running efficiently.  Each year we must make investments in 24 

Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects to ensure our plants run 25 

reliably and perform well.  We must also undertake Environmental 26 

Improvement projects to control and reduce the emissions from our existing 27 
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plants.  These efforts toward reliability, performance enhancement, and 1 

environmental improvements form the bulk of our routine work to keep our 2 

generation plants running. 3 

 4 

 Energy Supply also anticipates some major investments in Renewable and 5 

New Generation.  Specifically, the Commission recently approved our 6 

development and construction of the Courtenay Wind Farm, which will be 7 

placed in service in 2016.  In 2018, we anticipate building a new combustion 8 

turbine at our Black Dog plant (Unit 6).  These major capital investments 9 

contribute to our ability to achieve energy conservation goals over the long 10 

term. 11 

 12 

 In light of the impacts of the Company’s recent past investments (for 13 

example, the 2015 addition of the Pleasant Valley and Border Winds projects 14 

to our system) and pending future investments on our customers, we have 15 

deferred some fundamental Reliability/Performance Enhancement spending 16 

from 2016 and 2017 into 2018 and beyond.  We have also looked for ways 17 

to better forecast or reduce costs, as by revisiting our chemical usage and 18 

cost forecasts and looking for cost avoidance or savings opportunities where 19 

possible.  While we cannot defer needed projects indefinitely – and some 20 

needs cannot be deferred at all – we have taken these steps to balance 21 

customer cost impacts with needed work at our plants.  As a result, over the 22 

next three years we anticipate lower capital outlays in 2017, balanced by an 23 

increase in capital additions in 2018 in order to meet customer needs for 24 

reliable, safe, and cost-effective service.   25 

 26 
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Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF YOUR TESTIMONY. 1 

A.  First, I provide an overview of the Energy Supply business area and the 2 

value it provides to customers.  Next, I describe Energy Supply’s capital 3 

budget planning and oversight.  I also describe Energy Supply’s capital 4 

investment program for 2016, 2017, and 2018.  5 

 6 

To continue providing safe, reliable, environmentally-sound, and cost-7 

effective electric service to our customers, we plan to place into service 8 

capital additions at our existing plants totaling approximately $37.2 ($28.3) 9 

million in 2016.  In addition, we have budgeted in 2015 and 2016 capital 10 

expenditures of approximately $300.0 ($220.4) million, plus AFUDC for a 11 

total of $312.4 ($229.5) million of capital additions in 2016 for the 12 

completion of the Courtenay Wind Farm.  Our total capital additions for 13 

2016 are expected to total $350.9 ($257.8) million.  I note that while the 14 

Courtenay Wind Farm is a major capital project for Energy Supply, we are 15 

currently recovering the costs of this new facility (capital and O&M) through 16 

the Renewable Energy Standard (RES) rider during the pendency of this 17 

case.  Consequently, the Courtenay Wind Farm is not included in Energy 18 

Supply’s or the Company’s capital additions in this case.  Additional 19 

testimony regarding the use of the RES rider is provided by Company 20 

witness Mr. Aakash H. Chandarana. 21 

 22 

In 2016, we also plan to place in service capital projects at our Black Dog, 23 

Riverside Unit 9, Sherco, and A. S. King Unit 1 plants as part of our ongoing 24 

commitment to maintain reliability and performance of our assets and make 25 

environmental improvements that are valuable to our customers.  26 
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Additionally, we are planning to implement other projects at our plants to 1 

ensure their long-term safe and reliable operation.   2 

 3 

In 2017, we plan to place into service capital additions at our plants of 4 

approximately $53.4 ($39.2) million.  The vast majority of these additions, 5 

$50.0 ($36.7) million, are Reliability/Performance Enhancement 6 

investments, which are needed to maintain our generation fleet in good 7 

working order. Significant individual efforts include projects at Sherco Unit 8 

3, A. S. King Unit 1, Black Dog Unit 5/2, and Wilmarth Unit 2.   9 

 10 

In 2018 we plan to place into service capital additions at our plants of 11 

approximately $237.8 ($169.2) million.  The new generation Black Dog Unit 12 

6 project is the largest portion at $108.3 ($79.6) million. In addition, 13 

Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects that were deferred from 14 

2016-17, due to budget constraints, are a significant driver at $103.7 ($76.2) 15 

million.   16 

 17 

In support of our overall mission to maintain a safe and reliable generation 18 

fleet, we have also budgeted $164.6 ($143.7) million for O&M expenses in 19 

2016.  The primary drivers of our 2016 O&M budget are new operating and 20 

maintenance costs (including land payments) for the Border Winds and 21 

Pleasant Valley wind farms, which were completed and put into service in 22 

2015, and wage increases for our Energy Supply labor.   23 

 24 

We continue to undertake efforts to limit O&M spending by using 25 

productivity and efficiency measures and other cost management strategies 26 

to help offset cost increases and maintain a reasonably small but steady year-27 
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on-year O&M growth rate on an average basis.  That said, our O&M 1 

budgets fluctuate somewhat in individual years, depending on what 2 

overhauls and other work may be needed at our generation plants. 3 

 4 

Our proposed plant additions, capital investments, and O&M budget 5 

support our commitment to keeping our plants online and available for 6 

customers.  We are cognizant of concerns related to overhaul frequency and 7 

duration and continued interest in how our generation fleet is performing.  8 

Our generating fleet has historically performed within industry norms.  In 9 

addition, since 2011 we have been implementing our Energy Supply 10 

Operating Model to better centralize management of our fleet, implement 11 

additional best practices, improve our quality assurance and human 12 

performance practices, and seek cost efficiencies through better sourcing 13 

management.  Through these programs, we are seeking to continually 14 

improve our plant operations to cost-effectively achieve strong performance.   15 

  16 

Q. DO YOU PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RELATED TO THE 17 

ENERGY SUPPLY FUNCTION? 18 

A. Yes.  To prepare testimony for this case, we reviewed the discovery related 19 

to Energy Supply from our multiyear rate case filed in 2013.  We 20 

incorporated some of this discovery into my testimony through expanded 21 

discussion and schedules.  Appendix A also provides a list of relevant 22 

information requests from the Company’s last rate cases in Docket Nos. 23 

E002/GR-12 961 and E002/GR-13 868 that I have responded to in this 24 

case with new time frames as appropriate to reflect the November 2, 2015 25 

filing date of this case, and indicates whether the responsive information is 26 

included in my testimony or schedules, or if it is provided in Appendix A.  27 
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Where information was requested for a particular historical timeframe in the 1 

last case, the Company has provided information for an updated, 2 

comparable timeframe in relation to the filing date of this case. 3 

 4 

Q.  HOW IS THE REMAINDER OF YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY ORGANIZED? 5 

A.  The remainder of my Direct Testimony is organized as follows: 6 

  Section II – Energy Supply Functions and Activities 7 

  Section III – Capital Budget and Energy Supply Planning Process 8 

  Section IV – O&M Budget 9 

  Section V – Operating Performance 10 

  Section VI – Completeness Information 11 

  Section VII – Conclusion  12 

 13 

II.  ENERGY SUPPLY FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 14 

 15 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE ENERGY SUPPLY’S KEY ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES.  16 

A. Energy Supply’s primary responsibility is to operate and maintain the 17 

Company’s non-nuclear generation facilities in a safe, reliable, cost-effective, 18 

and environmentally sound manner.  We are also responsible for managing 19 

major construction projects, overseeing environmental compliance, and 20 

supporting the coordination of generating unit dispatch with the 21 

Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO).  Exhibit___(SHM-1), 22 

Schedule 2 presents the high level functional structure of the Energy Supply 23 

business unit. 24 

 25 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE NSP GENERATION PORTFOLIO. 1 

A. The NSP Electric System (serving NSP-Minnesota and NSP-Wisconsin) 2 

serves over 1.6 million electric customers in Minnesota, North Dakota, 3 

South Dakota, Wisconsin, and Michigan.  Together, NSP’s generating plants 4 

have a net maximum capacity of over 8,050 MW.  Our generating facilities 5 

use a variety of fuel sources including natural gas, coal, nuclear fuel, water 6 

(hydro), wind, biomass, refuse, solar, and oil.  Figure 1 shows the NSPM fuel 7 

mix as a percent of July 2015 owned accredited capacity.   8 
Figure 1  9 

NSPM Fuel Mix by Accredited Capacity (MW), July 2015  10 
 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 In addition to the owned accredited capacity view of our generation facilities, 21 

I provide another representative view of how we are meeting customer 22 

needs, the actual generation view of our electricity production. While the 23 

focus of my testimony is limited to the generation that is owned by the 24 

Company, we also serve customer needs with power purchased pursuant to 25 

long-term Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs).  We recover our energy 26 

costs (and some associated capacity costs) associated with our purchased 27 
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power resources through a combination of Purchased Capacity Cost 1 

Adjustment (PCCA) and ECA riders, which are annually reviewed by the 2 

Commission in other proceedings.  Figure 2 shows the fuel mix as a percent 3 

of actual 2014 generation including PPAs. 4 
Figure 2 5 

NSPM Fuel Mix by Actual 2014 Owned Generation  6 
and PPAs (MWH)  7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

Q. HOW HAS THE GENERATION PORTFOLIO EVOLVED OVER TIME? 17 

A. Our generation portfolio has evolved as a result of state and federal energy 18 

policies and regulations and Company-driven efforts to improve efficiencies 19 

and environmental performance.   20 

 21 

 For example, to comply with Minnesota’s Renewable Energy Standard 22 

(RES), we have added over 1,200 MW of renewable energy to the NSP 23 

System from 2006-14, including wind, hydro, biomass, and solar resources. 24 

In 2015, we placed in service 350 MW of additional wind capacity through 25 

our Pleasant Valley wind farm (200 MW) and Borders Winds farm (150 26 

MW).  We recently received approval to develop an additional 200 MW of 27 
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low-cost wind capacity through our Courtenay Wind Farm (Docket No. 1 

E002/M-13/603), which is scheduled to be placed in service in 2016.  These 2 

wind resources will help us meet the long-term RES compliance 3 

requirements addressed in our 2015 Upper Midwest Resource Plan 4 

(Resource Plan).  As we continue to complete new renewable generation 5 

projects, we reduce the capacity factor of existing fossil generating units so 6 

that renewable energy displaces the use of fossil fuels on an operational 7 

basis.  8 

 9 

Q. DO YOU EXPECT THE RESOURCE MIX TO CONTINUE TO EVOLVE OVER THE 10 

NEXT SEVERAL YEARS? 11 

A. Yes.  As shown in our current Resource Plan, we expect our resource mix to 12 

gradually shift away from coal resources and incorporate higher levels of 13 

renewable and natural gas resources.  This is a response to several factors, 14 

including the potential for significant carbon and other environmental 15 

regulation, new or changing renewable energy standards, the declining cost 16 

of renewable energy and natural gas, and the age of some of our existing 17 

generation units.  Our proposed framework for meeting future generation 18 

needs is further outlined in our 2015 Resource Plan submitted to the 19 

Commission in Docket No. E002/GR-15-21.   20 

 21 

Q. HOW DOES ENERGY SUPPLY SUPPORT THE COMPANY’S GENERATION 22 

PORTFOLIO DESCRIBED ABOVE? 23 

A. Energy Supply makes capital investments and incurs Operations and 24 

Maintenance (O&M) costs to support existing generation plants, maintain 25 

and update generation facilities, and invest in new resources where 26 

appropriate.  As a general matter, we must make investments each year to 27 
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keep our plants running safely and efficiently to support our customers’ 1 

needs and reduce future financial risk to our customers.  However, large new 2 

generation resources tend to be the largest drivers of our capital budget, 3 

while overhauls of existing plants tend to drive O&M and contribute to 4 

capital maintenance programs and timing.  I will discuss our capital 5 

investments and O&M trends in more detail below. 6 

 7 

III.  CAPITAL BUDGET 8 

A. Overview 9 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 10 

A. In this section I illustrate capital budget trends for Energy Supply, discuss 11 

how the Energy Supply business unit develops its annual capital budget, and 12 

explain how Energy Supply identifies, prioritizes, and manages capital 13 

projects within the confines of the capital budget.  14 

 15 

Q. FOR 2012-14, WHAT WERE ENERGY SUPPLY’S KEY STRATEGIC GOALS AND 16 

FOCUS DRIVING YOUR CAPITAL INVESTMENTS? 17 

A. For 2012-14, our capital addition levels were steady, with a focus on overall 18 

plant maintenance and support, as well as on Sherco 3 in 2013.  We 19 

experienced some variability during this period due to the need for emergent 20 

work based on asset availability, environmental regulation compliance, and 21 

renewable energy policy goals and compliance requirements.  In total, our 22 

2012-14 average annual capital additions were approximately $108.3 ($80.7) 23 

million.  These additions did not involve any major new generation projects. 24 

 25 
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Q. AND HOW DID YOUR CAPITAL INVESTMENTS BREAK INTO CAPITAL BUDGET 1 

GROUPINGS THAT REFLECTED THOSE GOALS? 2 

A. We divide our capital budget into the following three capital budget 3 

groupings, which describe the types of work Energy Supply undertakes: 4 

• Renewable and New Generation 5 

• Reliability/Performance Enhancement 6 

• Environmental Improvement 7 

 8 

Q. FOR 2012-14, CAN YOU PROVIDE A SUMMARY OF HOW YOUR INVESTMENTS 9 

FELL INTO THOSE CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPINGS? 10 

A. Yes.  Our capital grouping hierarchy was established during development of 11 

our new Enterprise Project Management (EPM) software system, Unifier, 12 

implemented in 2013.  We went back and grouped 2012 capital additions 13 

using the same criteria to provide a three year historical trend of these 14 

budget groupings. Table 1 below shows the breakdown of costs by each 15 

capital budget grouping for 2012-14.  16 
Table 1 17 

2012 – 2014 Actual Capital Additions (With AFUDC) 18 
2012-2014 Actual Capital Additions (With AFUDC) 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 
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Q. CAN YOU EXPLAIN WHY THE PERCENTAGES OF YOUR INVESTMENTS IN THESE 1 

GROUPINGS CHANGED OVER THESE THREE YEARS? 2 

A. Yes.  The Company’s investments in capital budget groupings vary 3 

somewhat by year based on the needs of our generation facilities, including 4 

reliability considerations and responses to environmental and renewable 5 

requirements and policies.   For example, in 2012, the Reliability/ 6 

Performance Enhancement addition costs were primarily driven by the 7 

emergent $14.7 million Black Dog Unit 5/2 Combustion Turbine (CT) 8 

exhaust replacement project. This unit has historically had significant issues 9 

with cracking in struts and diffuser/flow shields of the exhaust cylinder, 10 

similar to other FD2 machines of this type and vintage fleet wide.  In 11 

September 2011, the unit was inspected and found to have two cracked 12 

struts.  Repairs were attempted by Siemens and resulted in warped struts and 13 

a significant rotor misalignment.  Due to the failed strut repair, misalignment 14 

of the unit, and severely worn hot gas path components, the decision was 15 

made to leave the unit offline until suitable repairs could be performed in 16 

2012. 17 

 18 

In 2013, our largest Reliability/Performance Enhancement addition costs 19 

were primarily driven by the emergent $11.3 million replacement of the 20 

Sherco Unit 3 cooling towers.  The extended restoration project at Sherco 21 

Unit 3 made it advantageous to accelerate that project into 2013 to reduce 22 

future overhaul durations and complete the project at a lower cost than 23 

initially estimated due to working less overtime with the extended 24 

construction window. In addition, $12.4 million of Sherco Unit 3 restoration 25 

costs were placed in service in 2013.  26 

 27 
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In 2014 to 2015, the need arose to support additional Environmental 1 

Improvement work to achieve new Mercury and NOx emissions targets and 2 

to maintain removal rates for SOx.  As a result, Reliability/Performance 3 

Enhancement work was minimized or deferred from 2014-15 to facilitate 4 

our focus on Environmental Improvement.  However, we also faced 5 

emergent issues.  During the 2013 overhaul of A.S. King, we identified 6 

thermal fatigue cracking in the waterwall.  This required a $9.6 million 7 

waterwall replacement project at the A.S. King plant in 2014.    8 

 9 

Q. HOW DID YOUR TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENTS OVER THESE YEARS COMPARE 10 

TO YOUR BUDGETS? 11 

A. Excluding the emergent projects identified above, on average our 2012-14 12 

capital additions came in 13.8 percent above budget. 13 

 14 

Q. LOOKING AT THIS HISTORY, WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE? 15 

A. The Company exceeded its budget in these years when necessary in order to 16 

meet our overall goals of providing safe, reliable, environmentally sound 17 

energy that meets our customers’ needs and expectations.  Therefore, the 18 

Commission can have confidence that our budgets represent amounts we 19 

will actually incur on behalf of customers and are reliable for rate-setting 20 

purposes. 21 

 22 

Q. WHAT ARE THE COMPANY’S FORECASTED CAPITAL ADDITIONS FOR 2015? 23 

A. In 2015, we are forecasting Reliability/Performance Enhancement and 24 

Environmental Improvement capital additions of $88.6 ($65.1) million.  25 

These include a series of Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects 26 

completed during the planned Sherco Unit 1 overhaul. These projects are: 27 
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replacement of the turbine Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) system, 1 

replacement of the plant Distributed Control System (DCS) system, and 2 

replacement of the boiler coutant bottom.  We have also undertaken 3 

Environmental Improvement projects for Sherco Units 1 and 2 NOx 4 

control coal mill optimization to comply with the Minnesota Pollution 5 

Control Agency (MPCA) Site Implementation Plan (SIP) consent order 6 

Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 4.  Our forecasted Renewable and New 7 

Generation capital additions of $613.9 ($451.1) million in 2015 are for the 8 

Pleasant Valley and Border Winds wind projects, which were discussed in 9 

the Company’s most recent Minnesota electric rate case.   10 

 11 

Q. LOOKING AHEAD, WHAT ARE YOUR CAPITAL FORECASTS FOR 2016-2018 BY 12 

CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING? 13 

A. For the next two years (2016-2017), our capital spend will decrease with 14 

respect to base investments.  The reduction in base capital was made to 15 

somewhat offset additional costs related to major capital Renewable and 16 

New Generation additions that are being placed in service in 2015 and 2016.  17 

When major capital additions are planned, non-essential capital additions are 18 

deferred where possible to minimize the effect on customers while 19 

maintaining an acceptable risk profile.  (Non-essential capital additions may 20 

include parking lot repairs, roof repairs, or vehicle replacements, for 21 

example.)  In addition, base environmental enhancement costs are currently 22 

forecast to decline from the previous three years due to the completion of 23 

upgrades to the Sherco Units 1 and 2 Air Quality Control Systems (AQCS), 24 

including installation of a Mercury reduction system.   25 

 26 
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However, many Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects cannot be 1 

deferred indefinitely, as issues like aging building roofs and vehicles will have 2 

to be addressed eventually.  As such, we anticipate base capital spending will 3 

increase beginning in 2018.  I discuss each of the key projects we anticipate 4 

for 2016 through 2018 later in my testimony. 5 

 6 

Table 2 below illustrates that, overall, our 2016-18 average capital additions 7 

break down into approximately $141.3 ($103.8) million for Renewable and 8 

New Generation $61.7 ($45.3) million for Reliability/Performance 9 

Enhancement and $11.1 ($8.1) million for Environmental Improvement.    10 
Table 2 11 

2016 – 2018 Forecasted Capital Additions (With AFUDC) 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE SIGNIFICANT INCREASES IN FORECASTED 18 

INVESTMENTS IN 2016 THROUGH 2018. 19 

A. Virtually all of our Renewable and New Generation capital additions are 20 

associated with the major Courtenay Wind Farm (2016) and Black Dog 6 21 

(2018) projects.  When the Courtenay Wind Farm project was approved in 22 

2015, efforts were made to delay or cancel non-essential capital projects that 23 

were budgeted in 2016-17.  Approximately $50 million of projects were 24 

moved out of each year to minimize the effect on customers of the 25 

renewable addition.  A similar effort was completed with O&M costs.  This 26 
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effort reduced costs somewhat for 2016 and 2017, but also means that we 1 

will need to address the deferred projects in the future. 2 

 3 

Our 2018 planned Reliability/Performance Enhancement budget reflects our 4 

efforts to plan for projects that need to be completed in 2018, as well as 5 

projects that could have been completed earlier but were deferred.  6 

Examples of base capital projects that we would typically have completed 7 

earlier, but which were deferred until 2018 or later, include A.S. King 8 

17A&B Feedwater Heater replacement and Sherco Unit 1&2 Coal Crushers 9 

and Feeder replacements.  These projects are discussed later in my 10 

testimony. 11 

 12 

Q. WHAT KEY PROJECTS WILL YOU BE INVESTING IN OVER THIS TIME PERIOD? 13 

A. The investment in Renewable and New Generation projects (Courtenay 14 

wind) and other Renewable and New Generation projects (Black Dog Unit 15 

6) drives our overall capital investment strategy.  In 2016, we anticipate 16 

placing the Courtenay Wind Farm in service (approximately $312.4 million 17 

with AFUDC); and in 2018 we anticipate placing the new Black Dog Unit 6 18 

in service (approximately $108.3 million with AFUDC).  We do not 19 

anticipate any major capital additions in 2017.  The remainder of our costs 20 

are largely driven by base investments required to keep our generation fleet 21 

operating safely and reliably producing electricity, and overhauls required to 22 

complete repairs.    23 

 24 
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Q. WHAT OTHER PROJECTS DO YOU EXPECT TO DRIVE YOUR INVESTMENTS 1 

OVER THESE YEARS? 2 

A. Our capital additions are largely dependent on individual unit overhaul 3 

cycles.  Equipment and systems that comprise a generating unit have life 4 

expectancies and inspection/replacement cycles defined by their 5 

manufacturers.  These cycles may be defined by different measurable criteria, 6 

i.e., hours and starts.  At intervals throughout the equipment life, inspections 7 

are performed to gauge if the actual degradation is following the calculated 8 

trend.  When the equipment degradation trend approaches end of life, a 9 

replacement project is budgeted for the next available opportunity that does 10 

not affect availability.  For most major equipment components, these repairs 11 

and inspections must take place during an overhaul when the unit is offline 12 

and equipment can be safely disassembled. 13 

 14 

 Depending on the type of generating unit, the costs will vary.  Overhauls at 15 

coal generation plants are a mix of large O&M costs and capital costs 16 

because it is often necessary to clean areas of the coal plants (an O&M cost) 17 

before undertaking the capital upgrades.  Overhauls at Intermediate plants 18 

are largely capital costs, due to the replacement of combustion turbine parts.  19 

The turbine parts, as part of the inherent design of these plants, are exposed 20 

to extremely high temperatures and lots of thermal cycles, and therefore 21 

have shorter life expectancies and are more prone to thermal fatigue failure 22 

than those in our baseload fleet.   Tables 3 and 4 below show Energy 23 

Supply’s actual and planned plant additions for 2012 to 2018 and 24 

expenditures for 2012 to 2017.   25 

 26 

 27 
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Table 3 1 

2012 – 2018 Capital Plant Additions (With AFUDC)  2 
 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 
Table 4 9 

2012-2018 Capital Expenditures (Excludes AFUDC) 10 
 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 
Q. WHAT DO THESE TABLES ILLUSTRATE REGARDING CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 18 

VERSUS CAPITAL ADDITIONS? 19 

A. These table above illustrates that our capital expenditures typically remain 20 

within a range of $100 to $115 million but for the years in which we make 21 

major capital investments – as with Pleasant Valley, Border Winds, and 22 

Courtenay Wind in 2015 and 2016.  While the capital addition trend is 23 

directly affected by our capital expenditures, the capital additions trend may 24 

not mirror the capital expenditure trend.  The capital expenditure trend 25 

reflects the progress of the project through the months, whereas the capital 26 

addition trend reflects the total at the conclusion of the construction or 27 

implementation process when the asset is placed in service. The difference 28 

Northern States Power Company - MN ($ Millions)
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

ES - Except Wind 95.6$   123.5$ 95.2$   88.1$      37.3$    52.8$   234.9$  
MN Jurisdiction 71.5$   92.0$   70.7$   64.8$      34.9$    38.8$   167.0$  

ES - Wind 5.0$     4.3$     1.3$     614.4$    313.6$  0.6$     2.9$      
MN Jurisdiction 3.7$     3.2$     1.0$     451.1$    217.3$  0.0$     2.2$      

Total 100.6$ 127.8$ 96.5$  702.5$   350.9$ 53.4$   237.8$ 
Total MN Jurisdiction 75.2$   95.2$   71.7$   515.9$   252.2$ 38.8$   169.2$   

 

Northern States Power Company - MN ($ Millions)
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

ES - Except Wind 107.4$ 111.1$ 92.1$   100.5$    120.7$  113.4$ 109.7$  
MN Jurisdiction 80.3$   82.6$   68.4$   73.9$      88.7$    83.3$   80.6$    

ES - Wind 8.0$     5.3$     40.8$   665.5$    210.6$  0.7$     3.4$      
MN Jurisdiction 6.0$     3.9$     30.3$   489.0$    154.7$  0.5$     2.5$      

Total 115.4$  116.4$  132.9$ 766.0$   331.3$  114.1$  113.1$   
Total MN Jurisdiction 86.3$   86.6$   98.7$  562.9$   243.4$ 83.8$   83.1$     
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between capital expenditures and capital additions reflects the varying 1 

lengths of time required to complete different projects.  However, Company 2 

witness Ms. Lisa H. Perkett addresses how the Company’s overall capital 3 

additions align with budgeted capital additions in any given year. 4 

 5 

Q. WHAT KINDS OF CHANGES COULD OCCUR THAT MAY LEAD TO A RE-6 

PRIORITIZATION OF YOUR INVESTMENTS AND CHANGE THE PERCENTAGES 7 

THAT YOU INVEST IN EACH CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING? 8 

A. As discussed by Company witness Mr. Gregory Robinson, we must manage 9 

our business unit to our capital budget. The most important budget 10 

management tool is good project planning. Despite good planning, 11 

unexpected events can, and do, occur. 12 

 13 

For example, if there is an unexpected failure of a large component at an 14 

existing plant, such as the boiler, we must address it when it occurs. Some of 15 

our routine work orders exist to meet these needs. Further, we would look 16 

to re-prioritize – or defer budgeted projects altogether – if necessary and 17 

possible. Sometimes we must continue with certain projects as budgeted if 18 

they are necessary for the continued reliable operations of our plants, or 19 

because putting them on hold would unnecessarily incur costs (such as 20 

ongoing maintenance expenses to address problems that could be solved by 21 

a one-time investment), despite the need for additional expenditures 22 

elsewhere.  Conversely, if budgeted projects are delayed or deferred due to 23 

other priority needs or the fact that we are able to implement different 24 

solutions, we always have more needs than we can fund and may pull 25 

forward projects that make sense to complete in the present. Consequently, 26 
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our capital budgets reasonably reflect the amount of capital spend in a given 1 

year, and are a reasonable basis upon which to set customer rates.   2 

 3 

Q. WHY IS THE ABILITY TO CHANGE THESE INVESTMENT PERCENTAGES 4 

IMPORTANT TO THE COMPANY AND YOUR CUSTOMERS? 5 

A. Since capital funds are finite, when the need to implement unbudgeted 6 

capital emerges, we fund these needs by cancelling or delaying comparably 7 

less urgent capital projects. This approach benefits customers.  For example 8 

in 2014-15, Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects were deferred to 9 

make room for Environmental Improvement required to comply with 10 

regulations. By doing this, we are generally able to stay within our annual 11 

capital budget and continue to safely and reliably operate our plants.  12 

 13 

 Similarly, to the extent additional analysis of our capital projects indicates 14 

that we should delay one project in lieu of another project of similar scope, 15 

timing and cost; we perform these like-kind project replacements to more 16 

efficiently deploy our capital budgets and ensure we are meeting our 17 

generation plants’ needs. 18 

 19 

Q. IS IT NECESSARY FOR ENERGY SUPPLY TO ADJUST ON A REGULAR BASIS THE 20 

CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED TO BE WORKED ON? 21 

A. Yes, for the reasons noted above.  As a further example, Reliability/ 22 

Performance Enhancement capital projects on the intermediate plant 23 

turbines and generators are dictated by the number of hours, or starts, the 24 

machine experiences. If market conditions change as regional generations 25 

assets change, the frequency and duration of operation for these plants will 26 

also differ from historical trends and future modeling.  This may cause 27 
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projects like combustion turbine Combustion Inspections (CI) or Hot Gas 1 

Path (HGP) work and steam turbine major overhauls to be moved up. 2 

 3 

Q. SHOULD CUSTOMERS BE CONCERNED THAT SPECIFIC CAPITAL PROJECT PLANS 4 

EVOLVE? 5 

A. No.  It is in our customers’ interests for Energy Supply to apply the funding 6 

available to the highest priority projects based on risk and urgency.  We 7 

make adjustments to our capital investment plan during the course of a year 8 

to better serve our business’s and our customers’ most pressing needs in a 9 

cost-effective way.  When the need arises to accelerate a project, we assess 10 

the situation to make sure we are doing so for the right reasons and in a 11 

prudent way.  Similarly, we assess potential project delays or cancellations to 12 

make sure we are still meeting business and customer needs in a reasonable 13 

way. 14 

 15 

Q. EVEN IF YOUR INVESTMENT GROUPING PERCENTAGES CHANGE FROM THE 16 

CURRENT FORECAST, WILL ENERGY SUPPLY STILL MANAGE ITS OVERALL 17 

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS TO ITS OVERALL BUDGET? 18 

A. Yes, but history shows that if anything our budgets are a conservative 19 

indicator of our investments.  Ultimately, we will invest as necessary to meet 20 

our overall goals of safe, reliable and environmentally sustainable power 21 

generation for our customers. 22 

 23 

Q. SO WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE ABOUT ENERGY SUPPLY’S 2016 – 2018 CAPITAL 24 

INVESTMENT FORECASTS? 25 

A. I conclude that our capital forecasts represent an accurate and reasonable 26 

picture of our investments over these years.  If anything, history 27 
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demonstrates that these forecasts may be conservative.  Therefore, these 1 

forecasts can be relied on to set just and reasonable rates for our customers. 2 

 3 

B. Capital Budget Development 4 

1. Key Investment Needs  5 

Q. WHAT ARE THE BASIC CATEGORIES OF THE CAPITAL BUDGET? 6 

A. At the highest level, the capital budget can be described as consisting of base 7 

capital and major capital.  Base capital projects are considered a part of the 8 

normal plant operation cycle necessary to preserve and maintain operation 9 

of our plants.  Major capital projects are large and unique projects that have 10 

special regulatory requirements and are initiated in support of strategic 11 

corporate goals for addition of generation capacity or significant extension 12 

of the operational life of a generation asset in support of the Resource Plan.     13 

 14 

Looking at the capital budget from the perspective of the kinds of work we 15 

do, we divide the capital budget into the following capital budget groupings: 16 

1) Renewable and New Generation, 2) Reliability/Performance 17 

Enhancement, and 3) Environmental Improvement.  In my testimony, I 18 

discuss the capital budget from both the capital budget grouping perspective 19 

and the individual plant or generation resource perspective for 2016 through 20 

2018.    21 

 22 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE FIRST CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING, RENEWABLE AND 23 

NEW GENERATION PROJECTS. 24 

A. Changing system requirements may necessitate the construction of new 25 

generation units or decommissioning of old generating units.  The need for 26 
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such investments may result from environmental mandates, the end of 1 

useful life of a facility, or changes in the level of energy resources needed to 2 

serve our customers.  An example of this type of project is the 3 

decommissioning and removal of the coal fired units at our Black Dog plant 4 

and the construction of a combustion turbine at the plant, Black Dog Unit 6. 5 

 6 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE SECOND CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING, RELIABILITY/ 7 

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS.  8 

A. Our generating stations are large, complex machines that require regular 9 

maintenance to ensure that they are operating reliably and efficiently 10 

consistent with their design.  Many of our capital additions take the form of 11 

routine investments that may involve replacing worn or obsolete parts of our 12 

generating units.  We also routinely make safety repairs and improvements at 13 

our plants to maintain a safe working environment for our employees and 14 

satisfy new codes and regulations.  We consider these types of capital 15 

additions the baseline of our capital spend, and they make up the majority of 16 

our base capital budget.  17 

 18 

We also undertake Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects that are 19 

intended to improve the functioning of existing plants. An example of a 20 

Reliability/Performance Enhancement projects is air heater tube section 21 

replacements at the A.S. King plant.  As tube bundles leak and fail, heat 22 

transfer decreases and the unit heat rate subsequently suffers which in turn 23 

increases the amount of fuel required to create the same electrical output. By 24 

replacing these tube sections, the Company enhances performance with 25 

more efficient equipment, ultimately providing more efficient production to 26 

meet our customers’ needs. 27 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE THIRD CAPITAL BUDGET GROUPING, 1 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS.  2 

A. Our plants may require new systems and components to continue to operate 3 

reliably and consistently with new regulatory requirements.  This type of 4 

capital addition can include replacing degraded environmental components 5 

or the addition of new environmental technology such as mercury sorbent 6 

injection and other emissions controls.  Such capital projects are generally 7 

larger than routine maintenance projects and are planned over a longer 8 

period.   9 

 10 

2. Reasonableness of Overall Budget 11 

Q. PLEASE MAKE THE BUSINESS CASE FOR THE ENERGY SUPPLY CAPITAL 12 

PROGRAM. 13 

A. Energy Supply supports one of the most fundamental activities of an electric 14 

utility: the generation of electricity.  Running electric generation resources is 15 

a capital- and infrastructure-intensive process, as generation resources need 16 

oversight, maintenance, and improvement even when completely new.  As 17 

resources age, the initial influx of capital may no longer be necessary but 18 

investment in maintenance tends to increase.  Moreover, environmental and 19 

legal mandates require that the Company maintain certain levels of 20 

renewable resources.  The Company invests in new generation resources to 21 

achieve these goals.    22 

 23 

We recognize that funds are not unlimited and that it is critical to provide 24 

our customers with cost-effective electricity.  As I discuss below, we manage 25 

our capital investments accordingly by timing investments where possible to 26 

keep costs reasonably level over time.  I will also discuss processes we have 27 
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employed to ensure the costs of any given project are reasonable.  While we 1 

cannot control the timing of investments in every circumstance, we maintain 2 

a disciplined capital planning and investment process to support the 3 

provision of reliable and safe energy at cost-effective prices. 4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROCESS NSPM USES TO DETERMINE ITS CAPITAL 6 

INVESTMENT PLAN FOR ENERGY SUPPLY.  7 

A. The appropriate annual capital budget for Energy Supply is based on the 8 

relationship between corporate management of overall finances and the 9 

business needs Energy Supply identifies in order to maintain our power 10 

plants and address new generation needs.  Company witness Mr. Gregory J. 11 

Robinson explains how the Company establishes overall business area capital 12 

spending guidelines and budgets based on financing availability, specific 13 

needs of business areas, and overall needs of the Company. 14 

 15 

Within Energy Supply, we use a rigorous planning process to determine 16 

which projects to undertake and when, in order to fulfill our obligation as a 17 

regulated utility to provide safe, reliable service to our customers at a 18 

reasonable cost. Our long-term (20 year) investment plan is detailed in our 19 

Resource Plan.  We maintain a more detailed project investment plan for our 20 

mid-term (5 year) investment cycle.  There are also projects that we must 21 

undertake in any given year simply to keep the plants running.   22 

 23 

Multiple factors drive our capital requirements, including safety, customer 24 

demand, environmental regulations, and unit operational condition.  Each 25 

year, our plants submit proposed capital projects for the next year based on 26 

the requirements, needs, and goals of each plant.  The proposed projects are 27 
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evaluated and ranked according to their financial and operational merits, 1 

such as costs, benefits, and impact on Unplanned Outage Rate. Evaluated 2 

projects include those that may be completed in a single year, as well as 3 

those that will require multiple years to execute and complete.  The result of 4 

this review process is a ranked list of potential projects for a given year, 5 

which is evaluated against the available capital budget for that year, as well as 6 

the planned unit outage schedule for the next several years and known 7 

regulatory factors, such as new environmental regulations.     8 

 9 

Q. WHAT HAPPENS IF THE NUMBER OR TYPE OF PROJECTS ENERGY SUPPLY 10 

BELIEVES ARE IMPORTANT OUTPACES THE AVAILABLE FUNDING? 11 

A. Often the desired initial budget exceeds the spending guidelines, which then 12 

requires review meetings with Company leaders to assess the requested 13 

budget and determine the right course of action.  Because this happens 14 

throughout the Company, a higher or lower percentage of the Company’s 15 

overall resources may be allocated to Energy Supply in any given year, 16 

depending on the priority of needs throughout the Company.  To determine 17 

the urgency of the need for projects not specifically required for compliance, 18 

we often rely on performance data, engineering studies, and equipment age 19 

to identify the equipment that presents the greatest risk to the customer.  20 

Deferring investments might provide a short-term advantage of lower cash 21 

investment, but the overall long-term cost could be higher if the investments 22 

must be made at a higher capital cost in the future. 23 

 24 

In most years, the number and size of projects exceed available funds.  The 25 

project list is evaluated against the funds available for the next year, as well 26 

as the planned unit outage schedule for the next several years and known 27 
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regulatory factors, such as new environmental regulations, before final 1 

project decisions are made. This process may include: 2 

● Adding new projects that have been selected and prioritized for 3 

inclusion in the budget 4 

● Eliminating projects to be suspended, reprioritized, or terminated 5 

based on the review process. 6 

 7 

Ultimately, the needs of our generation plants and Company goals with 8 

respect to new future generation resources are balanced against the overall 9 

funding available to arrive at an appropriate budget for the Energy Supply 10 

business area. 11 

 12 

Q. IS THE OVERALL LEVEL OF ENERGY SUPPLY CAPITAL ADDITIONS 13 

REASONABLE AND NECESSARY IN EACH YEAR OF THIS MULTI-YEAR RATE 14 

PLAN?  15 

A.  Yes.  In each year, while Energy Supply might desire greater funding to meet 16 

all of our preferred outcomes for customers, the Energy Supply capital 17 

additions included in this case are reasonable and necessary to maintain the 18 

reliability and safety of our generation resources, and to ensure compliance 19 

with environmental and other mandates.  Overall, our capital additions 20 

support investments that are necessary to provide electricity to meet our 21 

customers’ energy needs. 22 

 23 
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3. Ongoing Capital Cost Controls  1 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PROCESS YOU FOLLOW TO MANAGE PROJECT 2 

IMPLEMENTATION.  3 

A. Capital budgets are finalized at least one year prior to their execution. Part of 4 

the project development process includes the identification of key schedule 5 

dates and budgetary milestones. Once a capital project has been approved 6 

for execution, it is assigned to a Project Manager (PM), typically three to six 7 

months in advance of the first planned activity required to commence the 8 

project. The PM is responsible for working with the plant to review and 9 

more fully develop the schedule and monthly cash flow requirements for the 10 

assigned project. The PM will typically contact vendors and contractors to 11 

gather cost and schedule data for the anticipated scope of the project, and 12 

begin engineering and purchasing activities. If the PM identifies specific 13 

information related to changes in cost or the schedule, he or she advises 14 

management and recommends options for consideration. Management then 15 

responds as appropriate.  16 

 17 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PROCESS YOU FOLLOW TO MANAGE PROJECT 18 

PROCUREMENT COSTS.  19 

A. Part of the responsibilities of the PMs is to work with our Supply Chain 20 

function to procure the goods and services we require to meet Energy 21 

Supply’s mission through competitive supply contracts.  Our policies require 22 

that all purchases of goods or services greater than $50,000 must be 23 

competitively bid.  There is an allowance in rare occasions for sole source 24 

procurement, but justification for such actions are limited and we require 25 

approval of such sole source contracts at the Director level.  The use of 26 

competitively bid Master Services Agreements (MSAs) and other 27 
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competitively bid contracts helps to ensure that we receive the best value 1 

from our suppliers, which benefits our customers. 2 

 3 

Q. WHAT DOES ENERGY SUPPLY DO TO ADAPT TO CHANGING CONDITIONS? 4 

A. As described earlier, when the need to implement unbudgeted projects 5 

arises, we try to find ways to fund these needs by cancelling or delaying 6 

comparably less urgent capital projects.  If there are instances where we have 7 

an unexpected need to undertake a large project that we cannot offset but 8 

which would benefit our customers, a capital budget target adjustment may 9 

be requested and reviewed by our Financial Counsel and Board of Directors 10 

prior to approval to move forward.  An example of this process was our 11 

submittal of the Courtenay Wind Farm project.   12 

 13 

 In short, with rare exceptions that must be managed within overall Company 14 

limitations, Energy Supply is required to manage to our allotted budget in 15 

each year.   16 

 17 

4. Major Capital Projects 18 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 19 

A. This section of my testimony discusses the major planned investments 20 

Energy Supply anticipates in 2016 through 2018.   21 

 22 

Q. HOW DID ENERGY SUPPLY IDENTIFY THE PROJECTS THAT FALL WITHIN THIS 23 

CATEGORY OF INVESTMENTS? 24 

A. In general, we consider a project to be major if it is a unique project that will 25 

require a greater than normal quantity of Energy Supply resources to 26 
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complete.  Most often, major capital projects for Energy Supply involve 1 

investments in new generation. 2 

 3 

Q. WHAT MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS DOES ENERGY SUPPLY ANTICIPATE 4 

COMPLETING OVER THE PERIOD OF THIS MULTI-YEAR RATE PLAN? 5 

A. We anticipate undertaking two major capital projects:  In 2016 we plan to in-6 

service Courtenay Wind Farm and in 2018 we plan to in-service Black Dog 7 

Unit 6. 8 

 9 

The major capital projects we expect to complete during the plan period, as 10 

well as the additional key projects we anticipate completing in 2016 and 11 

2017, are discussed in more detail under each plan year, below. 12 

 13 

C. 2016 Capital Additions 14 

Q. WHAT CAPITAL ADDITIONS IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING TO MAKE IN 2016? 15 

A. We project capital plant additions of approximately $350.9 ($252.2) million 16 

for 2016. The majority of the 2016 capital additions is related to completion 17 

of the Courtenay Wind Farm major capital project, approximately $312.4 18 

($229.5) million including AFUDC.  Other significant capital plant additions 19 

include: 20 

• EPA 316b screen house modifications at Black Dog; 21 

• Hot gas path inspection and repairs on Riverside Unit 9 22 

• AQCS Baghouse filter bag replacement at A.S. King 23 

• Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Controls (EHC) on Sherco Unit 2. 24 

 25 
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 Further, we are seeking to make approximately $15.7 ($11.5) million in capital 1 

additions related to smaller projects (under approximately $1 million) at our 2 

various other plants.  Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 5 provides a list of all 3 

capital projects that we are seeking to include in rate base for 2016, their 4 

capital addition costs, and their in-service dates.  Exhibit___(SHM-1), 5 

Schedule 6 provides a description of each project and information regarding 6 

why each project is needed.   I discuss all of our major capital projects and 7 

most of our larger capital projects (above approximately $1 million) in further 8 

detail below in my discussion regarding each generating plant.   9 

 10 

1. Sherburne County 11 

Q.  ARE THERE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE SHERCO PLANT IN 12 

2016? 13 

A. Yes.  We are planning approximately $9.2 ($6.7) million in plant additions in 14 

2016 for projects at Sherco Units 1, 2 and 3 to coincide with the planned 15 

overhaul at Unit 2 in 2016. These projects primarily relate to maintaining 16 

environmental compliance, reliability and efficiency of these units.  Included 17 

in Schedules 5 and 6 is a description of each individual project, its costs, in-18 

service date, and the need for the project.  The schedules also identify and 19 

describe each of the capital additions at Sherco that we plan to include in 20 

rate base for the 2016 test year.   21 

 22 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2016 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT SHERCO.   23 

A. We are planning one significant capital project addition at our Sherco plant 24 

for 2016.  We have budgeted $3.4 ($2.5) million to replace the Sherco Unit 2 25 

turbine Electro-Hydraulic Controls (EHC) system. The EHC system 26 

controls the amount of steam entering the turbine, thereby regulating the 27 
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output of the unit. For this project, we are replacing the current EHC system 1 

with a new digital turbine control system. We will also replace the current 2 

mechanical overspeed trip systems with a triple redundant electronic 3 

overspeed trip system, and replace critical aging field devices and cables with 4 

new equipment. The turbine control replacement projects for all three 5 

Sherco Units were bid in one package in order to reduce costs and to ensure 6 

that the exact same turbine control system is used on all three units.  7 

 8 

The current turbine control systems are 38 years old. They are obsolete and 9 

no longer supported by the vendor. Many spare parts are not available, and 10 

troubleshooting expertise is becoming increasingly unavailable. Foregoing 11 

these investments now could risk reliability or operational losses, such as 12 

losing the ability to control the speed of the turbine and causing irreparable 13 

damage, which could ultimately result in higher costs for customers. 14 

 15 

Q. WHY IS THE COMPANY PROCEEDING WITH THESE PROJECTS WHILE THE 16 

FUTURE OPERATION OF SHERCO UNITS 1 AND 2 IS BEING EVALUATED? 17 

A. These investments are needed to preserve the reliable operation of these 18 

units in the near term, independent of a decision on their future operation. 19 

Thus, it is important that these units are well-maintained until such time as 20 

they are removed from service. 21 

 22 

2. Allen S. King 23 

Q.  ARE THERE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE A.S. KING PLANT IN 24 

2016?  25 

A. Yes.  We are planning total capital plant additions of approximately $14.8 26 

($10.9) in 2016. In 2016, there is a scheduled major overhaul for our A. S. 27 
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King Plant.  Schedules 8 and 9 identify all of our capital plant additions at 1 

the A. S. King plant. 2 

 3 

Q.  PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE KING PLANT.   4 

A. There are four significant capital projects planned for the A.S. King plant in 5 

2016. 6 

• Replace Cyclone Burner Secondary Air Dampers 7 

• Replace AQCS Baghouse Filter Bags 8 

• Replace Furnace Wall Refractory 9 

• Replace Tubular Air Heater Cold Side 10 

 11 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE CYCLONE BURNER 12 

SECONDARY AIR DAMPERS. 13 

A. We have budgeted $3.6 ($2.7) million in 2016 capital additions to replace six 14 

of the twelve secondary A. S. King Unit 1 Cyclone Burner Secondary Air 15 

Flow Dampers, drives, actuators, and airflow measurement devices.  This 16 

project will improve cyclone air flow control and reduce maintenance issues 17 

with the drives and linkages, thereby increasing performance and reducing 18 

the potential for outages for maintenance of the cyclones.   19 

 20 

 Additionally, the cyclone work is necessary to comply with Maximum 21 

Achievable Control Technology (MACT) rules, which require tight 22 

combustion control that is achieved through robust dampers. A cross-23 

functional reliability team performed industry benchmarking and visited 24 

several plants of similar design as our basis for initiating this project. The 25 

new drives being installed as part of this project will reduce boiler backend 26 
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fouling and extend unit run time through reliable control of combustion air 1 

inputs.  2 

 3 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE AQCS BAGHOUSE FILTER 4 

BAGS. 5 

A. We have budgeted $3.6 ($2.6) million in 2016 capital additions to replace the 6 

Air Quality Control System (AQCS) baghouse bags in all sixteen 7 

compartments of the baghouse filter as they reach the end of their useful 8 

life.  These bags were last replaced in 2011, and the manufacturer 9 

recommends replacing the bags every four years.  Each of the 16 10 

compartments holds 1,040 bags for a total of 17,000 bags including some 11 

spares. Additionally, as part of this project, we will purchase replacement 12 

wire cages because the existing cages have been showing signs of corrosion 13 

during previous inspections.  In addition, we will restore coating damage 14 

from bag and cage removal.   15 

 16 

Failure to replace the bags on the manufacturer’s recommended schedule 17 

could impact future environmental performance leading to possible unit 18 

derates due to compliance failures.  By performing this work coincident with 19 

the outage at the A. S. King plant, we minimize the potential for future 20 

outages should the unit be derated and we need to undertake this work later.  21 

Our budget for this project is based on our experience with many dry 22 

scrubber and baghouse AQCS’s installed throughout the Xcel Energy 23 

generation fleet and the pricing provided by our preferred vendors that have 24 

provided consistent filter bag pricing and quality to our competitive bidding 25 

process. 26 

 27 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE FURNACE WALL 1 

REFRACTORY. 2 

A. We have budgeted $2.5 ($1.9) million in 2016 capital additions for the A. S. 3 

King Unit 1 Furnace Wall Refractory Replacement.  This project is for the 4 

replacement of refractory on the front, rear, and side furnace walls.  5 

Refractory is castable ceramic, similar to cement or grout, that provides 6 

thermal and wear protection.  Refractory is typically used in furnace 7 

locations with high radiant heat (near the flame) or in locations where 8 

molten ash may be flowing.   We will also be cladding around all four walls 9 

of the furnace. By replacing the eroded refractory we are able to protect this 10 

area of the furnace from erosion and atmosphere corrosion.  11 

 12 

Failure to undertake this project during the current King outage could 13 

impact the reliable operation of the plant by increasing the chance of failure 14 

of boiler tubes.  The only viable alternative would be to continually patch 15 

refractory as it erodes, which is only a short term solution.  Replacement of 16 

refractory in half of the cyclone burners was completed in 2015.  We based 17 

our cost estimates for the furnace wall refractory replacement on our recent 18 

experience.  19 

 20 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE TUBULAR AIR HEATER 21 

COLD SIDE. 22 

A. We have budgeted $1.9 ($1.4) million in 2016 capital additions to replace A. 23 

S. King Unit 1 Tubular Air Heater Cold Side. With this project we will 24 

replace the complete section of wide pitch tubing in the air heater.  This 25 

includes the replacement of 3,430 tubes which transfer heat from the exiting 26 

flue gas to incoming combustion air that is used in the burners. Through 27 
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time and wear, air heater leakage has increased over five times the design 1 

parameters of the plant.  This is an excessive leakage rate and needs to be 2 

addressed. 3 

 4 

According to accepted industry standard, a tubular air heater requires tube 5 

replacement when 10 percent of the total number of tubes are out of service.  6 

At the time of the last inspection (Spring 2012), approximately 15 percent of 7 

the tubes in the wide pitch of the cold side were found to be out of service 8 

due to dew point corrosion failures, fouling, or plugging, which is due to 9 

normal wear and tear.  The condition of this air heater is affecting efficiency 10 

and performance at the plant because the increased air leakage through the 11 

air heater requires the forced draft fans to operate harder to account for this 12 

air leakage.  Damage to the tubular air heater has occurred primarily due to 13 

the Forced Draft (FD) fan coils (secondary air heater) not operating 14 

effectively.  The FD fan coils were replaced to the proper operating 15 

condition during the Spring 2014 overhaul.  During the 2014 overhaul, 16 

suppliers and contractors were brought in to review the air heater scope of 17 

work and provide estimates for this project. This project is necessary to 18 

maintain operating efficiencies.  19 

 20 

3. Intermediate Plants 21 

Q. IS THE COMPANY MAKING ANY CAPITAL ADDITIONS AT ITS INTERMEDIATE 22 

FACILITIES IN 2016? 23 

A. Yes.  We are planning plant additions of approximately $10.2 ($7.5) million 24 

at the Black Dog plant, Unit 5/2, in 2016.  These projects are mainly 25 

meeting environmental compliance, maintaining reliability and improving the 26 

Black Dog site to support all operations at the plant.  We also plan to place 27 
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in-service approximately $0.9 ($0.6) million in capital projects at our High 1 

Bridge plant in 2016.  Finally, we are planning to in-service approximately 2 

$4.6 ($3.4) million in capital additions at our Riverside Plant. Schedules 8 and 3 

9 provide additional information on these capital additions. 4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE BLACK DOG 6 

PLANT.   7 

A. We have budgeted $7.2 ($5.3) million in 2016 capital additions to install 8 

screen house modifications to comply with the impingement requirements in 9 

Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act.  The 316(b) Rule, finalized in August 10 

2014, regulates circulating water intake structures at power plants that have a 11 

design intake flow greater than 2 Million Gallons per Day (MGD) and use at 12 

least 25 percent of water intake exclusively for cooling operations, as at the 13 

Black Dog Plant.   The Rule identifies seven different compliance options to 14 

address impingement, which occurs when fish or other large organisms get 15 

pinned or trapped against the intake screens. Based on the conditions at the 16 

Black Dog plant, the selected option is to install Ristroph (fish-friendly) 17 

traveling water screens in the existing screenhouse.  Electrical and 18 

mechanical upgrades are also necessary for the operation of the new 19 

traveling water screens, as is construction of a fish return line to return the 20 

fish to the river. Several years of engineering and small scale studies were 21 

performed during the development of system design and cost. After 22 

installation and in-servicing are completed in 2016, we are required to 23 

conduct two years of sampling and testing to optimize performance of the 24 

system. The capital addition is shown in our tables in 2018, but will be 25 

changed to match the 2016 in-service date.  Only the $0.3 million cost of 26 

two years of Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) mandated additional 27 
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studies will be placed in service in 2018. Company witness Ms. Anne Heuer 1 

provides additional information regarding the ratemaking treatment of this 2 

project. 3 

 4 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE RIVERSIDE 5 

PLANT.   6 

A. We have budgeted $4.4 ($3.3) million in 2016 capital additions to perform 7 

the Riverside Unit 9 Hot Gas Path (HGP) inspection and repairs. The 8 

combustion turbine Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) recommends 9 

performance of an HGP at 24,000 EOH or 900 factored starts (whichever 10 

comes first). During the HGP inspection, the existing parts will be removed 11 

from the turbine and parts provided by our vendor under the combustion 12 

turbine parts program will be installed.  13 

 14 

Delaying this HGP inspection beyond the OEM recommended maintenance 15 

interval would involve great risk.  As these components age, they may 16 

undergo thermal mechanical fatigue, cracking, abnormal wear, foreign object 17 

damage, cooling hole damage or plugging, or other issues inherent with the 18 

high temperature operating conditions they experience.  These issues could 19 

result in unit trips, extended forced outages, and possibly major equipment 20 

damage.  Consequently, to keep Riverside in good working order we are 21 

undertaking the OEM recommended work on the OEM’s recommended 22 

schedule. Our budgeted amounts are based on the Master Services 23 

Agreement we have in place for all HGP and Combustion Inspection (CI) 24 

projects, which cover our material supply and construction services for these 25 

types of projects.  26 

  27 
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4. Peaking and Refuse Derived Fuel Plants 1 

Q. IS THE COMPANY PLANNING ON ANY CAPITAL ADDITIONS TO ITS PEAKING 2 

AND REFUSE DERIVED FUEL PLANTS IN 2016? 3 

A. Yes.  We are planning $1.0 ($0.7) million in 2016 plant additions at our 4 

peaking and refuse derived fuel plants.  Schedules 8 and 9 provide details on 5 

these projects.   6 

 7 

5. Wind Facilities 8 

Q. IS THE COMPANY PLACING ANY NEW PLANTS INTO SERVICE IN 2016? 9 

A. Yes.  We will be placing the Courtenay Wind Farm project in service in 10 

2016.  Costs associated with the Courtenay project are included in the RES 11 

rider.  We are forecasting costs at completion of approximately $312.4 12 

million.  13 

 14 

Q.  ARE THERE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE COMPANY’S WIND 15 

FARMS IN 2016? 16 

A. Yes.  We are forecasting approximately $1.1 ($0.8) million in plant additions 17 

in 2016 for our existing wind facilities that consist mainly of gearbox 18 

replacement projects.  Schedules 5 and 6 provide additional information. 19 

 20 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THESE GEARBOX REPLACEMENT PROJECTS.  21 

A. We continue to budget for failed gearbox replacements.  Grand Meadows 22 

initially experienced a high number of failures due to a heat treatment issue 23 

affecting a certain gearbox model and age range.  The failure rate of this type 24 

of gearbox has slowed down in 2013.  However, failure in all gearboxes are 25 

occurring throughout the industry, and we consequently have a need to 26 
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replace gearboxes as failures occur since both our Nobles and Grand 1 

Meadows wind facilities are no longer under warranty.    2 

 3 

We have installed vibration-monitoring equipment to help detect potential 4 

gearbox failures and limit the amount of damage, thereby increasing the core 5 

exchange value of the gearbox or in some cases being able to complete 6 

repairs as an O&M expense.   We have forecasted our costs for gearbox 7 

replacements at both our Nobles and Grand Meadow facilities based on our 8 

experience with gearbox replacements and industry knowledge.  However, 9 

the amount of historical data is still relatively small, which continues to make 10 

forecasting a challenge.  The design shortcomings of the Nobles and Grand 11 

Meadows gearboxes were thoroughly reviewed by the Company and 12 

significant attention was placed on the gearbox supply for Pleasant Valley, 13 

Borders and Courtenay wind farms.  As a result, we are confident we will not 14 

experience the same issues at these wind farms, and expect gearboxes to 15 

operate for their designed lifecycle. 16 

 17 

D. 2017 Capital Additions 18 

Q. WHAT CAPITAL PLANT ADDITIONS IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING TO PLACE IN 19 

SERVICE IN 2017? 20 

A. For 2017, we are requesting to include in rates the costs associated with 21 

approximately $53.4 ($38.8) million of plant additions. Over 90 percent of 22 

these additions are for Reliability/Performance Enhancement of existing 23 

generation.  Significant capital plant additions include: 24 

 25 

• Hot gas path inspection and repairs on Riverside Unit 10 26 

• Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Controls (EHC) on Sherco Unit 3. 27 
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• SCR catalyst replacement at A.S. King 1 

• HP/IP turbine replacement on Sherco Unit 3 2 

Further, we are seeking to make approximately $13.6 ($10.0) million in 3 

capital additions related to smaller projects (under approximately $1 million) 4 

at our various other plants.  Schedule 4 provides a list of all capital projects 5 

that we are seeking to include in rate base for 2017, their capital addition 6 

costs, and their estimated in-service dates.  Schedule 5 provides a project 7 

description and information regarding why the project is needed.   I discuss 8 

all of our major capital projects and most of our larger capital projects 9 

(above approximately $1 million) in further detail below in my discussion 10 

regarding each generating plant.   11 

 12 

1. Sherburne County 13 

Q.  ARE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE SHERCO PLANT IN 2017? 14 

A. Yes.  We are planning approximately $37.9 ($27.8) million in plant additions 15 

in 2017 for projects at Sherco Units 1, 2 and 3. In 2017, there is a scheduled 16 

overhaul for Sherco Unit 3 consistent with its regular three- year overhaul 17 

schedule, since it returned to operation in 2014. These projects primarily 18 

relate to maintaining environmental compliance, reliability and efficiency of 19 

these units.  Included in Schedules 5 and 6 is a description of each individual 20 

project, its costs, in-service date, and the need for the project.  The schedules 21 

also identify and describe each of the capital additions at Sherco that we plan 22 

to include in rate base for the 2017 test year.   23 

 24 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2017 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT SHERCO.   25 

A. We are planning six significant capital projects for Sherco in 2017.  These 26 

include: 27 
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• Replace Unit 3 Intermediate and Finishing Superheater 1 

• Replace Unit 3 Reheater Pendants 2 

• Replace Unit 3 Motor Control Programmable Logic Controller  3 

• Replace Unit 3 Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Controls (EHC) 4 

• Replace Unit 3 Lime Slurry Rapid Response System 5 

• Replace Unit 3 High Pressure and Intermediate Pressure Turbine. 6 

 7 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE SHERCO 3 INTERMEDIATE 8 

AND FINISHING SUPERHEATER. 9 

A. We have budgeted $12.1 ($8.9) million in 2017 capital additions to replace 10 

the Sherco Unit 3 Intermediate and Finishing Superheater.  This project 11 

involves replacing the tubes that comprise the Unit 3 Finishing Superheater 12 

Pendant and Intermediate Superheater sections. These replacements are 13 

necessary as normal wear and tear reduces the wall thickness of the tubes 14 

that comprise this part of the plant.  We are approaching the OEM guideline 15 

of 85 percent remaining nominal tube wall thickness.  If current known rates 16 

of material loss continue, the majority of tube sections in the reheater will be 17 

below 85 percent of nominal wall in 2014 requiring that we address this issue 18 

during Sherco 3’s regularly scheduled 2017 overhaul.  19 

 20 

This project will also reduce the number of large slag falls and subsequent 21 

damage as well as reduce the tubes plugging up. The replacement will also 22 

allow us to reduce the use of explosive cleaning to mitigate future tube 23 

damage and subsequent leaks. Failure to perform this project will require us 24 

to continue to utilize stopgap measures and could affect unit reliability.  Cost 25 
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estimates for the intermediate and finishing superheater and reheater 1 

pendant replacement projects were provided by the OEM.  2 

 3 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE SHERCO 3 REHEATER 4 

PENDANTS. 5 

A. We have budgeted $6.7 ($4.9) million in 2017 capital additions to replace 6 

Sherco Unit 3 reheater pendants due to significant coal ash corrosion on the 7 

exterior of the tubes making up this part of the Unit. The corrosion is deep 8 

enough to cause tube leaks with erosion affecting the efficient operation of 9 

the unit.  This is work similar to the replacements we are doing at King and 10 

we are undertaking this work for similar reasons. Our budget for this project 11 

is based on our experience at the King Plant.   12 

 13 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE SHERCO 3 MOTOR 14 

CONTROL PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER. 15 

A. We have budgeted $6.3 ($4.7) million in 2017 capital additions to replace 16 

Sherco U3 Motor Control Programmable Logic Controllers  (PLC). This 17 

project will replace the existing Motor Control System PLCs and the Ash 18 

Water PLC. Additionally, this project will replace a portion of the original 19 

fiber optic network to restore the network to its original design parameters.  20 

Equipment was specified and ordered for delivery in 2014 and therefore our 21 

equipment costs are fully known.  Due to the shortened duration of the 2014 22 

Sherco Unit 3 overhaul, the delivery contract and installation of this 23 

equipment was delayed until 2017. 24 

 25 

We are undertaking this project because the existing fiber optic network has 26 

aged and is no longer functioning consistent with its original design.  27 
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Additionally, the PLCs have effectively reached the end of their useful life, 1 

spare parts are difficult to source, and the PLCs are no longer supported by 2 

the OEM.  By undertaking this project we are replacing the PLC systems 3 

that will allow for continued reliable operation of the plant. 4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE SHERCO 3 TURBINE EHC 6 

CONTROLS. 7 

A. We have budgeted $3.5 ($2.6) million in 2017 capital additions to replace 8 

Sherco Unit 3 Turbine Electro-hydraulic Controls (EHC). The EHC system 9 

controls the amount of steam entering the turbine, thereby regulating the 10 

output of the unit. The scope of the work includes replacing the present 11 

obsolete control system with a state of the art control system which will 12 

greatly enhance availability, reliability and efficiency. The current turbine 13 

EHC system is 28 years old, is obsolete, and is no longer supported by the 14 

OEM. Spare parts have also become difficult to source, and troubleshooting 15 

expertise is becoming increasingly unavailable. The new control logic and 16 

hardware will greatly improve automatic control of the turbine in all 17 

operating modes allowing for the safe and reliable operation of the plant.  18 

The scope and budget for this project are based on similar projects at Sherco 19 

Units 1&2.  20 

 21 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE SHERCO 3 LIME SLURRY 22 

RAPID RESPONSE SYSTEM. 23 

A. We have budgeted $1.0 ($0.8) million in 2017 capital additions to replace the 24 

Sherco Unit 3 Lime Slurry Rapid Response System and modify the reagent 25 

preparation system to a rapid response configuration.  This project will allow 26 

us to decrease response time associated with changing the slurry mix utilized 27 
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to mitigate SO2 emission while changing load conditions to follow 1 

renewable generation.  Costs are based on estimates and new designs from 2 

the dry scrubber OEM. The project is necessary to comply with Cross-State 3 

Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) air quality regulations.  4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE SHERCO 3 HIGH PRESSURE 6 

AND INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE TURBINES. 7 

A.  We have a planned project to replace the Sherco Unit 3 High Pressure (HP) 8 

and Intermediate Pressure (IP) Turbines.  This is a follow-on project from 9 

the Restoration efforts undertaken at Sherco Unit 3 after the Event of 10 

November 2012.  As discussed by Company Witnesses Mr. Ronald Brevig 11 

and Mr. Michael Anderson in our last rate case (Docket No. E-002/GR-13-12 

868), when the Restoration work was being undertaken it was not possible to 13 

fully replace the HP/IP turbines at the time and still get Unit 3 up and 14 

running as quickly as possible.  Consequently, we installed a temporary 15 

HP/IP setup to allow the Unit to get back up and running and then planned 16 

this project for the 2017 Unit 3 Overhaul.  We still plan on performing this 17 

work in 2017.  Our insurers covered the costs of this project and therefore 18 

this project will not result in any capital additions to rate base, consistent 19 

with our commitments that our customers should not pay for any costs of 20 

the Restoration covered by insurance.   21 

 22 

2. Allen S. King 23 

Q.  ARE THERE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE A.S. KING PLANT IN 24 

2017?  25 

A. Yes.  We are planning total capital plant additions of approximately $4.1 26 

($3.0) in 2017. In 2017 there is a scheduled minor overhaul for the A.S. King 27 
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Plant.  Schedules 5 and 6 identify all of our capital plant additions at the A.S. 1 

King plant. 2 

 3 

Q.  PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2017 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE KING 4 

PLANT.   5 

A. We have budgeted $2.3 ($1.7) million in 2017 capital additions to replace one 6 

row of the A.S. King Unit 1 Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) catalyst.  7 

Specifically, we plan to replace the top layer (143 modules) of the SCR with a 8 

new catalyst during the 2017 Spring outage.  Each catalyst module has 9 

dimensions of 64" x 75" x 38" and weighs 2,900 pounds each. The scope of 10 

the project also includes the procurement and installation of new catalyst, 11 

removal and proper disposal of the existing catalyst, and ammonia injection 12 

tuning after installation.  The expected life of the catalyst is six years for any 13 

particular layer.  The catalyst management plan requires replacement of one 14 

of the three layers every other year and has been completed several times at 15 

this plant.  This particular layer was first installed in April 2011. 16 

 17 

Three layers are required to be in operation to maintain emissions within 18 

permit limits.  If a layer is allowed to fall under desired chemical activity 19 

levels, the unit must derate.  By undertaking this project, we can continue to 20 

operate the A.S. King plant at full capacity while maintaining compliance 21 

requirements.  Failure to do so would require us to derate the unit so that 22 

emissions fall within required tolerances. 23 

 24 

3. Intermediate Plants 25 

Q. IS THE COMPANY MAKING ANY CAPITAL ADDITIONS AT ITS INTERMEDIATE 26 

FACILITIES IN 2017? 27 
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A. Yes.  We are planning plant additions of approximately $2.5 ($1.8) million at 1 

the Black Dog plant, Unit 5/2, in 2017.  We plan to place in-service 2 

approximately $0.6 ($0.5) million in capital projects at our High Bridge plant 3 

in 2017.  We are also planning to in-service approximately $4.7 ($3.4) million 4 

in 2017 capital additions at our Riverside Plant. Schedules 5 and 6 provide 5 

additional information on these capital additions. 6 

 7 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE BLACK DOG 8 

PLANT.   9 

A. We have budgeted $1.9 ($1.4) million in 2017 capital additions to replace 10 

turbine controls at Black Dog Unit 5/2. This project covers replacement of 11 

the existing obsolete Unit 2 and Unit 5 Turbine Control, Excitation Control, 12 

and Unit 5 Static Frequency Converter/Static Excitation Equipment Control 13 

Systems with an OEM provided Windows-based system or other controls 14 

system as identified during the engineering phase of this project. 15 

The existing controls consist of obsolete equipment that are no longer 16 

supported by the OEM. We have parts agreements with Siemens presently 17 

to cover the systems. However, the price of that coverage has increased, the 18 

list of components exempted from that coverage is increasing, and Siemens 19 

has indicated that soon coverage will not be available. It is increasingly 20 

possible that the failure of a part of the existing control system could result 21 

in a lengthy shutdown as replacement parts are searched out or attempts are 22 

made to refurbish/repair failed parts.   23 

 24 

While we could continue indefinitely with the existing control equipment, at 25 

some point this will result in an outage of substantial length.  We also 26 
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considered replacing existing control equipment with a non-OEM supplied 1 

equipment.  However, we had concerns regarding the experience of non-2 

OEM suppliers with these units, and believe it is more prudent to undertake 3 

the project as described above.  The estimated cost of this project is based 4 

on OEM estimates and previous experience replacing turbine controls 5 

systems. 6 

 7 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE RIVERSIDE 8 

PLANT.   9 

A. We have budgeted $4.5 ($3.3) million in 2017 capital additions to perform 10 

Riverside Unit 10 Hot Gas Path (HGP) inspection and repairs.  The scope 11 

of this project is identical to the Unit 9 project that is budgeted as a 2016 12 

capital addition. 13 

 14 

4. Peaking and Refuse Plants 15 

Q. IS THE COMPANY PLANNING ANY CAPITAL ADDITIONS TO ITS PEAKING AND 16 

REFUSE DERIVED FUEL PLANTS IN 2017? 17 

A. Yes.  We are planning $2.0 ($1.7) million in 2017 plant additions at our 18 

peaking and refuse derived fuel plants.  Schedules 8 and 9 provide details on 19 

these projects.   20 

 21 

5. Wind Facilities 22 

Q.  ARE THERE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE COMPANY’S WIND 23 

FARMS IN 2017? 24 

A. Yes.  We are forecasting approximately $0.6 ($0.4) million in 2017 plant 25 

additions for our existing wind facilities that consist mainly of gearbox 26 

replacement projects.  Schedules 5 and 6 provide additional information. 27 
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E. 2018 Capital Additions 1 

 2 

Q. WHAT CAPITAL PLANT ADDITIONS IS THE COMPANY PROPOSING TO PLACE IN 3 

SERVICE IN 2018? 4 

A. For 2018, we are requesting to place in rates the costs associated with 5 

approximately $237.8 ($169.2) million of plant additions.  Significant capital 6 

plant additions include: 7 

 8 

• U6 Simple Cycle Combustion Turbine Black Dog 9 

• Pond 4 Construction Sherco 10 

• Reheater Pendant Replacement Sherco Unit 1 11 

• Combustion Turbine Major Overhaul Angus Anson Unit 2 12 

 13 

Further, we are seeking to make approximately $19.2 ($14.1) million in 2018 14 

capital additions related to smaller projects (under approximately $1 million) 15 

at our various other plants.  Schedule 5 provides a list of all capital projects 16 

that we are seeking to include in rate base for 2018, their capital addition 17 

costs, and their estimated in-service dates.  Schedule 6 provides a project 18 

description and information regarding why the project is needed.   I discuss 19 

all of our major capital projects and most of our larger capital projects 20 

(above approximately $1 million) in further detail below in my discussion 21 

regarding each generating plant.   22 

 23 

1. Sherburne County 24 

Q.  ARE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE SHERCO PLANT IN 2018? 25 
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A. Yes.  We are planning approximately $71.2 ($52.3) million in plant additions 1 

in 2018 for projects at Sherco Units 1, 2 and 3.  These projects primarily 2 

relate to maintaining environmental compliance, reliability and efficiency of 3 

these units.  In 2018, there is a scheduled overhaul for Sherco Unit 1 4 

consistent with its regular three-year overhaul schedule.  Included in 5 

Schedules 5 and 6 is a description of each individual project, its costs, in-6 

service date, and the need for the project.  The Schedules also identify and 7 

describe each of the capital additions at Sherco that we plan to include in 8 

rate base for the 2018 test year.   9 

 10 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2018 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT SHERCO.   11 

A. We are planning 11 capital projects for Sherco in 2018.  These include: 12 

• Pond 4 Construction Sherco 13 

• Reheater Pendant Replacement Sherco Unit 1 14 

• Intermediate Pressure Turbine Replacement Sherco Unit 1 15 

• Cold Side Air Heater Basket Replacement Sherco Unit 1 16 

• Boiler Ignitor Replacement Sherco Unit 1 17 

• 12DC5 Dust Collector Replacement Sherco Units 1&2 18 

• Boiler Feed Pump Turbine Controls Replacement Sherco Unit 1 19 

• Main Station Auxiliary Transformer 12 Replacement Sherco Unit  20 

• Coal Crusher Feeder Replacement Sherco Units 1&2 21 

• Coal Crusher Replacement Sherco Units 1&2 22 

• Battery Charger and Inverter Replacement Sherco Unit 1 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO CONSTRUCT POND 4. 1 

A. We have budgeted $15.0 ($11.0) million in 2018 capital additions to 2 

construct Pond 4 at Sherco. The ponds store waste ash and scrubber solids 3 

from emissions control equipment. Due to higher than normal pond water 4 

inventories, the construction schedules for pond expansions have been 5 

moved up.  If the pond water inventory returns to normal operating levels, it 6 

is possible the construction of Pond 4 will be delayed. Annual precipitation 7 

and the amount of water naturally evaporated from the pond in the Summer 8 

have an effect on water levels.  9 

 10 

The Pond 4 project is being updated to reflect a start date of 2014, as there is 11 

an opportunity to connect Pond 3 to Pond 4 and salvage the existing 12 

discharge structures, as well as salvage lost capacity with the elimination of 13 

the upper portions of the common dike between Pond 3 and Pond 4.  This 14 

means that starting early allows us to monitor pond levels and provides 15 

additional options to decrease project costs. In addition, development of this 16 

project the EPA proposed the Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR) rules, 17 

which are expected to become effective in 2015 that may impact the pond 18 

operations.  At the time of design it was unclear as to exactly what the final 19 

rules would require.  Therefore, a decision was made to start the Pond 4 20 

project in 2014 with engineering and permitting and construction of the new 21 

pond beginning in 2016.  The scrubber solids lines would begin discharging 22 

to Pond 4 in 2016.  The return water would continue to be sent back from 23 

Pond 3 in order to begin balancing the water levels between the two ponds.  24 

In 2017, once water levels are balanced, the common dike would be lowered 25 

and the pond base liners would be connected.   26 

 27 
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If the EPA ruling is unfavorable or if the ruling is delayed too long, Pond 3 1 

will need to be raised to full height in 2016 and a new separate Pond 4 would 2 

need to be built and placed in service in 2018.  This project has been revised 3 

to reflect the new Pond 4 being built north of Pond 3 in response to the 4 

final EPA CCR rule requirements.  The budget for this project was 5 

developed based on our extensive experience with ash ponds and landfills 6 

and the relationships we have formed with local engineering and 7 

construction contractors. 8 

  9 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE REHEATER PENDANTS ON 10 

UNIT 1. 11 

A. We have budgeted $11.4 ($8.4) million in 2018 capital additions to replace 12 

the Sherco Unit 1 front and rear Reheater Pendant sections from the inlet 13 

header to the outlet header.  Scope does not currently include replacement 14 

of the inlet and outlet headers.  Inspections were completed during the 2015 15 

overhaul for end-of-life evaluations on the headers. 16 

 17 

End-of-life studies to gauge the loss of tube material due to coal ash 18 

corrosion, erosion, and oxide exfoliation/chemical cleaning show that the 19 

Reheater Pendant sections are approaching the OEM guideline of 85 percent 20 

remaining nominal wall thickness.  If current known rates of material loss 21 

continue, the majority of tube sections in the reheater will be below 85 22 

percent of nominal wall in 2016.  Tube inspections and leak risk analysis 23 

performed by Structural Integrity show the tube leak risk curve transitioning 24 

from linear to parabolic around 2016.  The risk curve reached a threshold of 25 

four tube leaks per year in 2018, justifying a replacement in the spring of 26 

2018. 27 
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The budget for this project was developed based on budgetary estimates 1 

from the OEM for material supply and installation. 2 

 3 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE INTERMEDIATE PRESSURE 4 

TURBINE ON SHERCO UNIT 1. 5 

A. We have budgeted $10.0 ($7.3) million in 2018 capital additions to replace 6 

the Intermediate Pressure (IP) turbine complete inner casing, diaphragms, 7 

rotor, and blades. 8 

 9 

The existing IP is reaching the end of its useful life which means that 10 

maintenance repairs will continue to increase in scope and cost.  We expect 11 

efficiency improvements to occur by installing the new IP turbine, as well as 12 

a decreasing of risk of operational issues with each operating cycle. 13 

 14 

A major overhaul was performed on the IP turbine in 2012. The overhaul 15 

was designed to determine the current condition of the turbine, and allow 16 

three additional years of service. In 2015, the IP was to be replaced or 17 

undergo significant major work above and beyond the normal major 18 

overhaul work scope, including machining new rotor centerline, replacing 19 

rows of buckets, and repairing diaphragm dishing.  However, it was 20 

determined at that time that this work could be deferred; therefore, we have 21 

budgeted for the project in 2018. 22 

 23 

At this time, the IP suffers from significant high temperature creep (rotor 24 

and diaphragms), rotor bowing (17 mils, 15 + mils last outage), rotor 25 

swelling (rotor diameter is increasing) all factory balance plane holes full with 26 

weights opposite the bow (this rotor will lose the option to be balanced), 27 
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diaphragm dishing beyond the OEM recommended, moderate to severe 1 

Solid Particle Erosion (SPE) damage to rotating and stationary components,  2 

and bucket lifting.  Fundamentally, we can no longer defer this project. 3 

 4 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE COLD SIDE AIR HEATER 5 

BASKETS ON SHERCO UNIT 1. 6 

A. We have budgeted $2.1 ($1.5) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 7 

cold end baskets on 11 and 12 air heaters.  The cold end baskets are most 8 

prone to soot blower erosion and corrosion and will need to be replaced in 9 

order to maintain efficiency and performance.  Air heater basket 10 

replacements are performed on a regular frequency and basket supply pricing 11 

has been verified with our preferred suppliers. 12 

 13 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE BOILER IGNITORS ON SHERCO 14 

UNIT 1. 15 

A. We have budgeted $1.9 ($1.4) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 16 

oil ignitors. The oil ignitors are used during start-up and shutdown of the 17 

unit to control warm-up and cool-down of the boiler.  They are also used to 18 

light-off burner elevations as coal mills are swapped during operation. The 19 

project scope includes the replacement of 56 ignitor internal components 20 

consisting of an air and oil atomization assembly with flexible hoses to be 21 

used to connect to the oil and air supply lines, a High Energy Ignition (HEI) 22 

solid spark rod with tip and solid flame rod. The replacement also includes 23 

56 of the following: motor operated valves, flow switches, eddy plate, oil side 24 

ignitors, ignitor internal components and ignitor horns.   25 

 26 
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We have planned for this project because the current ignitor system is 1 

reaching the end of its useful life due to material failures and unsupported 2 

individual components by the OEM.  The motor operated air/oil valve is 3 

not supported anymore. The igniter horns are badly warped. Supporting 4 

infrastructure such as the air and oil lines are failing due to age.  The high 5 

energy spark plugs and wire have been damaged from excessive heat, and the 6 

differential pressure switches are getting difficult to maintain.  The 7 

replacement system will be the latest ignitor technology from the OEM, and 8 

updated budgetary estimates were provided as the basis for the project cost. 9 

 10 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE 12DC5 DUST COLLECTOR 11 

ON SHERCO UNITS 1&2. 12 

A. We have budgeted $1.6 ($1.2) million in 2018 capital additions to increase 13 

capacity of the 12DC5 Dust Collector, which includes increasing baghouse 14 

filter surface area, upgrading the fan/blower, additional dust collection 15 

ductwork, and new controllers.  The dust collector gathers dust from the 16 

belts, which supply coal to the boiler building from the coal yard, transfer 17 

hoppers, feeders, and cascade conveyors that transport the coal to the 18 

internal storage silos. The system has been undersized for a long time.  We 19 

performed an initial engineering study to determine the scope for this project 20 

and a budgetary estimate from a preferred equipment supplier. This is an 21 

important area because accumulated coal dust creates a fire safety hazard. 22 

Also, if we lose equipment in this area we can lose the coal supply to Units 1 23 

& 2 for an extended period of time. 24 

 25 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE BOILER FEED PUMP TURBINE 26 

CONTROLS ON SHERCO UNIT 1. 27 
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A. We have budgeted $1.5 ($1.1) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 1 

existing mechanical/hydraulic boiler feedwater pump turbine control system 2 

with a new digital control system. The new digital system should be identical 3 

to the new control system installed at Sherco Unit 3 and based on actual 4 

costs from the completion of that project. We will replace the current 5 

mechanical overspeed trip system with a triple redundant electronic 6 

overspeed trip system. The replacement of this control system should be 7 

combined with a multi-unit package project for all three Sherco units, 8 

and/or be combined with a main turbine control system replacement in 9 

order to reduce costs and ensure that we have the same control system on all 10 

three Sherco units. This will reduce the likelihood of operator error and 11 

reduce the stress on our technical resources. 12 

 13 

The existing mechanical/hydraulic controls can be extremely difficult to 14 

troubleshoot unless skilled hydraulic control personnel are available. Internal 15 

expertise will be retiring soon and third party assistance is becoming 16 

increasingly difficult to obtain on a timely basis. Some parts may be difficult 17 

or impossible to obtain in the future. A new digital control system would be 18 

far easier to operate, maintain, and troubleshoot. 19 
 20 
Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE THE 12 MAIN STATION 21 

AUXILIARY TRANSFORMER ON SHERCO UNIT 1. 22 

A. We have budgeted $1.4 ($1.0) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 23 

12 main station auxiliary transformer. The transformer was last replaced in 24 

1987 due to a catastrophic failure.  Because power loss is of the utmost 25 

importance to our customers, every facility has a backup power supply 26 

through auxiliary transformers.  If generation from the unit abruptly stopped 27 
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due to some equipment failure, other electrically driven equipment may be 1 

kept in service by taking power from the grid, allowing the plant to continue 2 

operating while not synced to the grid or completing a managed shutdown.  3 

 4 

Two other main satiation auxiliary transformers were repaired in 2007. Both 5 

had a failed crimp connection between the winding and high voltage leads. 6 

We are watching the 12 main satiation auxiliary for a similar failure by 7 

increasing all of the main satiation auxiliary oil testing to quarterly. We have 8 

recently replaced other auxiliary transformers and our budgetary estimate is 9 

based on the costs at completion of that project. 10 

 11 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE COAL CRUSHER FEEDERS ON 12 

SHERCO UNITS 1&2. 13 

A. We have budgeted $1.4 ($1.0) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 14 

current Sherco Unit 1&2 crusher vibratory feeders to slow, wide belt feeders.  15 

The scope of replacement includes new feeder belts, gearboxes, and motors.  16 

We recently performed another project replacing end-of-life vibratory 17 

feeders with new belt feeders and the budget is based on those prior project 18 

costs. 19 

 20 

These vibratory feeders are a major contributor to the excessive coal dust in 21 

this area because as they shake they constantly push coal dust rich air out of 22 

any opening in the feeders, which then collects on all equipment in this area.  23 

If this coal were to spontaneously start to combust or meet an ignition 24 

source, the damage could be dangerous and expensive.  This project will 25 

help eliminate fugitive coal dust in this area, instead of requiring constant 26 

cleaning of the area. 27 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE COAL CRUSHERS ON SHERCO 1 

UNITS 1&2. 2 

A. We have budgeted $1.2 ($0.9) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 3 

existing crushers and motors as they approach their end of useful life. 4 

Maintaining the crushers has become exceedingly expensive due to their age 5 

and the existing crushers have coal dust leakage issues from past 6 

maintenance access modifications that were made over the last 30 years.  7 

The new crushers and motors will be newer models of the same 8 

Pennsylvania Koal King crushers which are currently in operation and will 9 

have the same capacity.  This project is similar to the project for Unit 3 and 10 

the budgeted costs reflect competitively bid pricing for those crushers and 11 

motors. 12 

 13 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE BATTERY CHARGER AND 14 

INVERTER ON SHERCO UNIT 1. 15 

A. We have budgeted $1.1 ($0.8) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 16 

Direct Current (DC) System. Currently there are 3 125 VDC (volt – direct 17 

current) chargers that charge the 250 VDC center tap battery 11. One 18 

charges the 11-1 battery; one charges the 11-2 battery; and the third provides 19 

a back-up for either. Each half battery feeds 125 VDC panels and the two 20 

batteries in series feed the 250 VDC panel. These DC loads include 480 volt 21 

and 4 KV breaker control, relay, and protection, and emergency DC back up 22 

equipment. 23 

 24 

With respect to the inverter system, currently there are two 270 VDC 25 

chargers that charge the 270 VDC inverter battery 12. One is in service while 26 

the other is a backup. The 270 VDC batteries feed two inverters, which each 27 
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feed continuous AC load panels. Each inverter has a static switch that allows 1 

transfer to an alternate source fed from a voltage regulator.  Together this 2 

equipment provides power emergency generator and turbine protection 3 

equipment in the case of loss of AC power.   4 

 5 

The existing U1 battery chargers, inverters, static switches and voltage 6 

regulator are original equipment installed in 1975. They have been very 7 

reliable, but with time it is becoming more difficult to maintain them and 8 

find spare parts.  There are very few people left that are trained to trouble 9 

shoot and repair these devices.  In addition, the voltage alarm circuits in the 10 

chargers are unreliable and can no longer be accurately adjusted, resulting in 11 

nuisance alarms. 12 

The budget for this project was developed based on material supply quotes 13 

and our experience with replacing similar battery backup systems. 14 

 15 

2. Allen S. King 16 

Q.  ARE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE A.S. KING PLANT IN 2018? 17 

A. Yes.  We are planning total capital plant additions of approximately $11.0 18 

($8.0) in 2018. In 2018 there is a scheduled major overhaul for the A.S. King 19 

Plant.  Schedules 5 and 6 identify all of our capital plant additions at the A.S. 20 

King plant. 21 

 22 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2018 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE KING 23 

PLANT.   24 

A. We have budgeted $3.6 ($2.6) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 25 

A.S. King Unit 1 17A&B Feedwater Heaters, which increase the temperature 26 

of water before it enters the boiler tube circuits. The budget for this project 27 
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was developed based on the 16A&B feedwater heater replacements that 1 

were completed in 2014-15. 2 

 3 

For context, the 17A&B high pressure feedwater heaters weigh 52 tons each.  4 

These feedwater heaters are 45' long x 4' in diameter.  They each have a tube 5 

bundle heat transfer surface area of 11,935 square feet and have tube rating 6 

of 4,700 psig at 568 degrees F and shell rating of 1,100 psig at 505 degrees F. 7 

 8 

These feedwater heaters have been in service since 1968.  The feedwater 9 

heaters were 4 percent plugged in 2013. As additional tubes are plugged, the 10 

feedwater velocity in the remaining tubes increases, exponentially increasing 11 

the rate of degradations.  As the feedwater heater tubes continue to degrade, 12 

we are at risk of a feedwater heater tube leak.  If a feedwater heater tube leak 13 

occurs, the unit must be derated by 110 MW (if the isolation valves hold), or 14 

a full unit outage is required if the isolation valves do not hold to complete 15 

repairs.  The prediction on end of life for these feedwater heaters is based on 16 

percentage of tubes plugged, trend of repairs, loss of unit efficiency, and 17 

recommendation of Technical Resources.   18 

 19 

3. Intermediate Plants 20 

Q.  ARE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE COMPANY’S INTERMEDIATE 21 

PLANT IN 2018? 22 

A. Yes.  We are planning plant additions of approximately $113.7 ($83.4) 23 

million at the Black Dog plant, Unit 5/2 and Unit 6, in 2018.  We plan to 24 

place in service approximately $13.4 ($9.8) million in 2018 capital projects at 25 

our High Bridge plant.  We are also planning to in-service approximately 26 
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$0.7 ($0.5) million in capital additions at our Riverside Plant in 2018. 1 

Schedules 5 and 6 provide additional information on these capital additions. 2 

 3 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2018 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT BLACK DOG.   4 

A. We plan $111.8 million of capital additions for Black Dog in 2018.  These 5 

include: 6 

• Unit 6 Simple Cycle Combustion Turbine 7 

• CT Hot Gas Path Unit 5/2 8 

 9 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE BLACK DOG 6 PROJECT.  10 

A. We anticipate installing a new “F” class simple cycle combustion turbine at 11 

the Black Dog Station in 2018 (“Black Dog Unit 6”).  This project will 12 

provide additional fast response load-following capability to balance the 13 

output of our additional renewable wind generating assets.  This project was 14 

approved by the Commission.  The estimated capital costs for Black Dog 15 

Unit 6 are set forth in Schedules 5 and 6. 16 

 17 

More specifically, the combustion turbine is to be located on the current 18 

Unit 4 steam turbine pedestal and connected into the 115kV switchyard.  19 

Fuel will be natural gas only.  Project output will be approximately 215 MW 20 

during summer months.   21 

 22 

Q.     HOW DID THE COMPANY DEVELOP ITS COST ESTIMATE FOR THE BLACK DOG 23 

UNIT 6 PROJECT? 24 

A.     Our estimate is based on the cost of the project that was submitted to the 25 

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission as part of a competitive resource 26 
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acquisition process.  As part of the competitive process, Xcel Energy has 1 

agreed to only put the amount proposed into rate base.   2 

 3 

Q.     IS IT REASONABLE TO BELIEVE THAT BLACK DOG UNIT 6 PROJECT WILL BE 4 

PLACED IN-SERVICE IN 2018? 5 

A.     Yes.  Combustion turbine vendor proposals have been received and a 6 

contract will be in place in 2015.  A request for proposal has been issued to 7 

potential gas suppliers for an in service date of fall 2017.  Air permit and site 8 

permit applications will also be submitted in 2015.  Unit 4 steam turbine 9 

demolition has started and is scheduled for completion in 2015.  10 

 11 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO PERFORM HOT GAS PATH (HGP) 12 

INSPECTION/REPAIRS ON BLACK DOG UNIT 5. 13 

A. We have budgeted $3.5 ($2.6) million in 2018 capital additions to purchase 14 

parts and perform HGP Inspection.  Parts purchased include one full set of 15 

combustion inspection parts (support housings, pilot nozzles, combustor 16 

baskets, transitions, and transition seals) and one full set of turbine parts 17 

(ring segments, vanes, and blades for turbine rows 1 - 3). 18 

 19 

The parts pool initiative has been completed and contract is in place. Our 20 

project budget is based on the terms of our combustion turbine parts 21 

exchange program’s Master Services Agreement.   22 

 23 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2018 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT HIGH BRIDGE.   24 

A. We plan $13.4 ($9.8) million of capital additions for High Bridge in 2018.  25 

These include: 26 

• CT Hot Gas Path Unit 8 27 
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• Replace Steam Turbine L-0 Blades Unit 9 1 

• Replace Turbine Controls Unit 8&9 2 

 3 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO PERFORM HOT GAS PATH 4 

INSPECTION/REPAIRS ON HIGH BRIDGE UNIT 8. 5 

A. We have budgeted $5.0 ($3.7) million in 2018 capital additions to purchase 6 

parts and perform HGP inspections. Included in this capital project is the 7 

labor, material and rental equipment needed to perform a HGP. Parts 8 

installed include: fuel nozzles, combustor baskets, transitions, and rows 1-4 9 

of the turbine. 10 

 11 

The combustion turbine OEM, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI), 12 

recommends that at 8,000 Equivalent Operating Hours (EOH) or 300 starts 13 

(whichever comes first) a Combustion Inspection (CI) be performed. During 14 

a CI, the combustor parts are removed from the turbine. The parts listed 15 

above will then be installed in the turbine. The project budget is based on 16 

vendor pricing guarantees from our turbine parts and services Master Service 17 

Agreements.  18 

 19 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE STEAM TURBINE L-0 BLADES ON 20 

HIGH BRIDGE UNIT 9. 21 

A. We have budgeted $4.9 ($3.6) million in 2018 capital additions to Replace 22 

steam turbine 40" L-0 blades with new design L-0 blades.  Progress Energy 23 

experienced mid-span scrubber failure at 24,000 hours of operation.  High 24 

Bridge is at 8,500 hours of operation as of spring 2012.  Visual inspection of 25 

turbine blades was performed during the Fall 2013, Spring 2014, and Fall 26 

2014 outage, when we found degradation of the Stellite strip and shroud 27 
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erosion consistent with an identified design issue with the current L-0 blades 1 

with erosion at the shroud.  Two non-Xcel Energy plants have had failures 2 

of the L-0 blades when the shroud erosion reached 4.5 mm.  The Stellite 3 

strip is a more erosion-resistant material installed on the leading edge of the 4 

end of the blades to help protect against erosion from the higher rotating 5 

velocities found on longer turbine blades.  Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems 6 

Americas (MHPSA) engineering recommends that the blades be replaced 7 

when shroud erosion reaches 3.0 mm.  Based on MHPSA review of our L-0 8 

blade inspection reports, the shroud erosion on the current High Bridge L-0 9 

blades is between 3.0mm - 4.0mm.   10 

 11 

The budget for this project was developed based on blade pricing received 12 

from turbine manufacturers and our experience de-blading the turbine rotor 13 

for inspection and repairs. 14 

 15 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REPLACE TURBINE CONTROLS ON HIGH 16 

BRIDGE UNITS 8 AND 9. 17 

A. We have budgeted $3.1 ($2.3) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 18 

Unit 8&9 turbine control system with Ovation. Current control system is 19 

Mitsubishi Netmation.   20 

 21 

The current control system is from 2002 and is outdated.  Very little training 22 

is available for the system, making it difficult to troubleshoot, modify, and 23 

maintain. Lead times for parts are long, typically 36 months or more for 24 

replacement control cards. The budget for this project was developed based 25 

on our experience with turbine controls replacement projects. 26 

 27 
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4. Peaking and Refuse Plants 1 

Q.  ARE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE PEAKING AND REFUSE 2 

PLANTS IN 2018? 3 

A. Yes.  We are planning $16.4 ($11.9) million in 2018 plant additions at our 4 

peaking and refuse derived fuel plants.  These include:  5 

• Combustion Turbine Major Overhaul Angus Anson Unit 2 6 

• Generator Rewind Red Wing Unit 1 7 

 8 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO PERFORM A MAJOR OVERHAUL OF THE 9 

ANGUS ANSON UNIT 2 COMBUSTION TURBINE. 10 

A. We have budgeted $10.9 ($8.0) million in 2018 capital additions to perform 11 

rotor removal Class 2B inspection with replacement of row 3&4 Disks and 12 

row 2 through 4 blades and row 2 vanes and the four ring segments.  The 13 

budget for this project was developed based on pricing from our turbine 14 

parts and services Master Service Agreements. 15 

 16 

The vanes and blades are past their OEM life cycle limit to replace at 800 to 17 

3200 starts.  Our technical resources experts have determined that these 18 

vanes and blades are at their end-of-life. 19 

 20 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PROJECT TO REWIND RED WING UNIT 1 GENERATOR. 21 

A. We have budgeted $1.8 ($1.3) million in 2018 capital additions to replace the 22 

original 1948 General Electric generator stator windings.  Activities 23 

associated with this project will include winding removal; stator frame and 24 

core cleaning and inspection; inspect, clean, and tighten associated clamping 25 

hardware; new winding installation; and applicable testing per Institute of 26 
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Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and American National 1 

Standards Institute (ANSI) standards. 2 

 3 

The 2007 turbine generator major overhaul inspection and 2010 life 4 

extension study both recommend a generator rewind based on age and 5 

condition of the generator.  The current stator winding is 65 years old from 6 

original installation in 1948, while median life expectancy is 40 yrs.  Cycling 7 

duty on refuse derived fuel (RDF) plants is higher than normal, which has 8 

caused problems with French Island units.  Although they are not the same 9 

machines, the designs are similar with a large number of fairly thin turns.  10 

Other concerns in the condition assessments identify girth cracks, slot wedge 11 

tightness, and end-turn mechanical integrity as potential issues.  The reports 12 

indicate a generator rewind is required for operation through 2027. 13 

 14 

The budget for this project was developed based on rewind costs from other 15 

recently completed generator rewind projects. 16 

 17 

5. Wind Facilities 18 

Q.  ARE ANY CAPITAL PROJECTS PLANNED FOR THE COMPANY’S WIND FACILITIES 19 

IN 2018? 20 

A. Yes.  We are forecasting approximately $3.0 ($2.2) million in 2018 plant 21 

additions for our existing wind facilities that consist mainly of gearbox 22 

replacement projects.  Schedules 5 and 6 provide additional information. 23 

 24 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE SIGNIFICANT 2018 CAPITAL PROJECTS AT THE 25 

COMPANY’S WIND FACILITIES.   26 
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A. We have budgeted $1.7 ($1.2) million in 2018 capital additions to replace 1 

failed turbine rotor gearboxes at our Nobles Wind Farm. Gearboxes are 2 

failing with planetary section damage and need to be replaced.  Costs include 3 

the crane and labor to remove the rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, and then 4 

reinstall the components and are based on our ongoing experience with this 5 

work.   6 

   7 

Q. WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE WITH RESPECT TO THE LEVEL OF CAPITAL COSTS 8 

THE COMPANY IS SEEKING TO RECOVER IN THIS RATE CASE FOR THE YEARS 9 

2016 THROUGH 2018? 10 

A. In each year 2016 - 2018, Energy Supply’s capital additions are reasonable 11 

and necessary to maintain the reliability and safety of our generation 12 

resources, and to ensure compliance with environmental and other mandates 13 

and policy goals.  Overall, they support investments that are necessary to 14 

provide electricity to meet our customers’ energy needs. 15 

 16 

IV.  O&M BUDGET 17 

A. O&M Overview and Trends 18 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN YOUR O&M BUDGET?   19 

A. The Energy Supply O&M budget is largely devoted to the operation and 20 

maintenance of existing assets.  For example, significant labor is required to 21 

operate and maintain our generating plants on a day-to-day basis, including 22 

operating power plant equipment from control rooms, performing checks 23 

on equipment operation parameters, and performing routine maintenance, 24 

such as repairing pumps and valves.  We also regularly use chemicals such as 25 

lime, activated carbon, and ammonia to reduce emissions at the plants.  In 26 
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addition to existing assets, O&M costs have been included in the budget for 1 

renewable assets that have been added to the portfolio. 2 

 3 

Q. HOW ARE THE COMPANY’S LONG-TERM O&M COSTS TRENDING? 4 

A. Our O&M costs are trending slightly higher due to increased costs related to 5 

new renewable generation additions.  These increases are offset somewhat 6 

by decreases due to Black Dog coal plant retirements and decreased coal 7 

plant operating capacity factors. We make efforts to hold our O&M budget 8 

relatively flat from year to year; therefore, our costs have increased 9 

cumulatively by roughly 0-2 percent annually from 2010-16, depending on 10 

the needs of our business unit and of the overall Company.   11 

 12 

Q. WHAT IS THE COMPANY’S O&M BUDGET FOR 2016? 13 

A. We have budgeted $164.6 ($143.7) million in O&M costs for 2016, which is 14 

an increase of $6.1 million (3.85%) from our 2015 forecast.  This increase 15 

captures the O&M costs for the new Pleasant Valley and Border Winds 16 

projects, which total approximately $6.8 million consistent with the Strategist 17 

analysis provided in Docket Nos. E-002/M-13-716 and E002/M-13-603.1  18 

Coupled with these investments, we will decrease chemical usage due to 19 

increased renewable resource generation.  Internal Labor costs will decrease 20 

as a result of increased Contract Labor for wind maintenance services.  We 21 

have competitively bid wind farm service agreements to lock in preferred 22 

pricing and reduce our exposure to market volatility.  I discuss our wind 23 

farm Maintenance Service Agreements (MSA’s) in greater detail later in the 24 

cost mitigation portion of my testimony. 25 

1 O&M for the Courtenay Project will be captured in the RES Rider. 
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Q. WHAT ARE THE BASIC CATEGORIES OF THE O&M BUDGET? 1 

A. We prepare our budgets in accordance with the overall competencies that 2 

the Energy Supply function must implement.  We divide the O&M budget 3 

into the following competencies: 1) base labor, 2) base operations, 3) base 4 

maintenance, 4) base chemicals, 5) overhauls, and 6) projects.  Our O&M 5 

budget can also be analyzed by the following components: 1) internal labor, 6 

2) contract labor, 3) materials, 4) commodities, and 5) other.  In my 7 

testimony, I discuss the O&M budget from both of these perspectives. 8 

 9 

Q. WHAT ARE THE MAJOR COST DRIVERS OF THE 2016 ENERGY SUPPLY O&M 10 

BUDGET? 11 

A. Individual unit overhaul costs primarily drive when and where we spend 12 

O&M dollars.  While approximately 70 percent of the 2016 Energy Supply 13 

O&M budget is related to employee and contract labor, which are included 14 

in the budget costs of our O&M competencies, the majority of our labor 15 

costs are driven by plant overhaul needs.   16 

 17 

Q. HOW DO OVERHAUL CYCLES DRIVE COSTS IN THE ENERGY SUPPLY O&M 18 

BUDGET? 19 

A. Equipment and generating unit systems have life expectancies and 20 

inspection/replacement cycles defined by their manufacturers.  These cycles 21 

may be defined in many different measurable criteria such as hours and 22 

dimensional checks.  At intervals throughout the equipment life, inspections 23 

are performed to gauge if the actual degradation is following the calculated 24 

trend.  When the equipment degradation trend approaches end of life, a 25 

replacement project or repair work is budgeted for the next available 26 

opportunity that does not affect equipment availability.  For all unique 27 
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equipment components, repairs and inspections must take place during an 1 

overhaul when the unit is offline and equipment can be safely disassembled. 2 

 3 

 Depending on the type of generating unit, overhaul costs will vary.  4 

Overhauls at coal generation plants create less cyclical variation in O&M 5 

costs than capital costs.  This is because the decrease in chemical use during 6 

an overhaul dampens the increase in O&M overhaul and projects costs.  7 

Intermediate plant overhauls tend to drive capital costs and, to a lesser 8 

extent, O&M costs.  9 

 10 

Q. WHAT ARE THE OTHER COST COMPONENTS IN THE ENERGY SUPPLY O&M 11 

BUDGET? 12 

A. The remainder of the 2016 O&M budget is comprised primarily of materials 13 

and commodities, including boiler tubing, concrete, valves and fittings, and 14 

emissions reduction chemicals.  Tables 5 and 6 below show the 2016 NSPM 15 

Energy Supply O&M budget by competency, major cost component, and 16 

trend. 17 
Table 5 18 

Historic and Current NSPM Energy Supply O&M Budget 19 
By Competency 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 

Northern States Power Company - MN ($ Millions)
2012 

Actual
2013 

Budget
2013 

Actual
2014 

Budget
2014 

Actual
2012-2014 
Average

2015 
Forecast

2016 
Budget

Base Labor 64.4$   69.2$    67.1$   70.0$   67.1$   66.2$      65.7$      67.2$   
Base Non-Labor 50.4$   47.0$    51.1$   48.9$   57.5$   53.0$      50.7$      59.1$   
Base Chemicals 8.1$     15.4$    7.7$     13.9$   8.9$     8.2$        10.2$      11.9$   
Overhauls 24.4$   23.3$    32.2$   16.2$   17.8$   24.8$      28.0$      23.9$   
Projects 5.7$     3.1$      3.5$     10.1$   5.7$     5.0$        3.9$        2.5$     
Total 153.0$ 158.0$  161.6$  159.1$  157.0$ 157.2$    158.5$   164.6$  
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 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 
Table 6 8 

Historic and Current NSPM Energy Supply O&M Budget 9 
By Component 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 
 16 
 17 
 18 
 19 
 20 
 21 
 22 
 23 
 24 
 25 
 26 
 27 
 28 
 29 

Northern States Power Company - MN ($ Millions)
2012 

Actual
2013 

Budget
2013 

Actual
2014 

Budget
2014 

Actual
2012-2014 
Average

2015 
Forecast

2016 
Budget

Base Labor 64.4$   69.2$    67.1$   70.0$   67.1$   66.2$      65.7$      67.2$   
Base Non-Labor 50.4$   47.0$    51.1$   48.9$   57.5$   53.0$      50.7$      59.1$   
Base Chemicals 8.1$     15.4$    7.7$     13.9$   8.9$     8.2$        10.2$      11.9$   
Overhauls 24.4$   23.3$    32.2$   16.2$   17.8$   24.8$      28.0$      23.9$   
Projects 5.7$     3.1$      3.5$     10.1$   5.7$     5.0$        3.9$        2.5$     
Total 153.0$ 158.0$  161.6$  159.1$  157.0$ 157.2$    158.5$   164.6$  
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Q. ARE THERE OTHER WAYS TO ANALYZE ENERGY SUPPLY’S O&M COSTS? 1 

A. Yes.  Our budgeting process begins at the plant level.  Therefore, another 2 

way to analyze our O&M costs is by plant.    I have provided Schedule 3 3 

which presents O&M costs by plant from 2012 through 2016. 4 

 5 

Q. HOW DOES THE 2016 BUDGET COMPARE WITH 2014 ACTUAL COSTS?  6 

A. Since 2012, our Energy Supply O&M budget increased by an average of 1.2 7 

percent year over year.  This is consistent with our efforts to hold our O&M 8 

spending relatively flat.  2014 had unusually low O&M costs, mainly due to 9 

commodity costs associated with A.S. King performing a longer fourteen 10 

week overhaul and Sherco Unit 3 performing a four week overhaul.  When 11 

our 2016 budget is compared with our unusually low 2014 actual O&M 12 

costs, the result is an increase of approximately $7.5 million, or 4.8 percent.  13 

Much of the increase is attributed to costs associated with the Pleasant 14 

Valley and Border Winds farms.  The budget reflects the addition of 15 

maintenance service contracts totaling $6.4 million and land easement 16 

payments totaling $2.2 million. Additionally, 2016 chemical usage and 17 

chemical costs are budgeted to increase approximately $3.0 million over 18 

2014 levels.  We expect chemical usage to increase in 2016 because of 19 

shorter plant down time during a planned six week (rather than fourteen 20 

week) overhaul at A. S. King, and because Sherco Unit 3 is not scheduled for 21 

overhaul in 2016.  These chemical cost increases are offset by decreased 22 

Internal Labor costs $2.8 million.  This decrease is attributed to the 23 

retirement of Black Dog Units 3 and 4. 24 

 25 

Q. HOW DOES THE 2016 BUDGET COMPARE WITH THE 2015 FORECAST?  26 
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A. Our 2016 Energy Supply O&M budget is approximately $6.0 million or 3.8 1 

percent higher than our 2015 forecasted expenses.  2 

 3 

 The main drivers of the cost increase from 2015 forecast to our 2016 budget 4 

are increased contract labor costs from wind farm maintenance services 5 

costs and wind farm land easement payments.  Again, some of these cost 6 

increases have been offset by lower internal labor costs due to the retirement 7 

of Black Dog units 3 and 4.  Additionally, we have stabilized our O&M 8 

project and overhaul costs as reliability performance has reached a level 9 

where it becomes increasingly more expensive to achieve a marginal 10 

additional unit of plant reliability.   11 

 12 

B. O&M Budget Detail  13 

Q. WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THIS SECTION OF TESTIMONY? 14 

A. In this section I will describe the variances in budgeted and forecasted costs 15 

by each component of the energy supply O&M budget.  Similar to past 16 

practice, I will use a three-year historical average of actuals (2012-14) to 17 

make some comparisons.  Although it is not the largest budget component, I 18 

will start with overhaul costs because overhauls drive many of our cost 19 

variations within O&M. 20 

 21 

1. Overhaul Costs 22 

Q. WHAT IS AN OVERHAUL? 23 

A. The process of generating electricity involves a complex series of 24 

consecutive steps, each step carried out in a different part of the station.  In 25 

order to ensure that this process runs smoothly, efficiently, and safely, 26 

regular maintenance of a generating station is necessary.  To accomplish this, 27 
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we perform two main types of maintenance: (i) Base Maintenance, which 1 

consists of materials, contractor expenses, permits, dues, fleet vehicles, 2 

employee expenses, and other miscellaneous costs required to maintain 3 

stations on a daily basis, excluding Base Commodity Costs; and (ii) 4 

Overhauls to perform large-scale preventive maintenance. 5 

  6 

Each of our coal plants requires regular overhauls every one to three years 7 

depending on their design.  Our natural gas plant overhauls are dependent 8 

upon the number of hours that they have run and the number of times the 9 

unit has been started.  During an overhaul, we perform detailed equipment 10 

inspections and perform preventive and corrective maintenance work 11 

activities to prepare the unit to meet our reliability goals.   12 

 13 

Q. WHAT DO OVERHAUL COSTS COVER?  14 

A. Overhauls are scheduled and planned in advance (prior year and/or on 15 

overhaul schedule).  We budget overhaul costs to include all incremental 16 

costs for the overhaul. Overtime, contract work, materials, and other 17 

expenses used for overhauls are included in this O&M budget category.  18 

Fixed or “base” costs are budgeted as “Base” (e.g., regular time labor for 19 

native station employees). For example, if native plant maintenance 20 

personnel are working regular hours during an overhaul on non-overhaul 21 

dependent work, their time is charged to Base Labor.  If those same 22 

employees are asked to stay over and work additional overtime hours 23 

supporting overhaul work, that time is charged to Overhauls.  Activities 24 

performed during the overhaul and that are overhaul-dependent are included 25 

in this category.   26 

 27 
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Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY PLAN AND BUDGET FOR OVERHAULS? 1 

A. Planned overhauls are managed so that costs are relatively constant each 2 

year.  We manage overhauls by staggering units and planned work.  This 3 

overhaul management strategy avoids significant variation in annual overhaul 4 

costs.  For example, in 2016, the A. S. King plant overhaul costs increased 5 

while Black Dog costs have decreased. A combustion inspection on an 6 

Angus Anson combustion turbine is approximately the same cost as a similar 7 

inspection at Inver Hills.  As a result of our overhaul and project planning 8 

and prioritization process, we manage annual O&M spending on these items 9 

while also maintaining safe and reliable operations. 10 

 11 

Q. WHAT OVERHAULS ARE SCHEDULED IN 2016?  12 

A. The 2016 test year budget includes approximately $23.9 million in overhauls. 13 

The overhauls are identified and described in Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 14 

7.   15 

 16 

Q. WHY WERE THESE PLANTS IDENTIFIED FOR OVERHAULS? 17 

A. In general, overhauls occur either in response to general wear and tear 18 

through normal operations or to provide preventive maintenance.   Schedule 19 

7 discusses the schedule, scope and basis for each overhaul, and 20 

Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 8 provides the costs.   21 

 22 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE INCREASE IN THE OVERHAUL BUDGET FOR THE 2016 23 

TEST YEAR COMPARED TO THE 2014 BUDGET. 24 

A. The 2016 budgeted overhaul costs are approximately $6.1 million higher 25 

than the 2014 actuals.  Overhaul costs came in lower than budgeted in 2014, 26 

due to the shortening of the planned eight week overhaul of Sherco Unit 3 27 
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to four weeks.  This change was made due to the reduced run time during 1 

the Sherco Unit 3 restoration in October of 2013.  We have budgeted $23.7 2 

million for overhauls in 2016.  This is in line with our 2012 - 2014 average 3 

actual costs of $24.8 million. 4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DECREASE IN THE OVERHAUL BUDGET FOR 2016 6 

COMPARED TO THE 2015 FORECAST. 7 

A. The primary driver for decreased overhaul costs of $4.1 million from the 8 

2015 forecast to the 2016 budget is the elimination of the fall A.S. King 9 

overhaul.  We have undertaken several projects at the plant over the 10 

previous several years to address hardened ash deposits that necessitated 11 

semi-annual overhauls to clean.  Therefore, the A.S. King Plant is now on an 12 

annual overhaul cycle with a minor/major overhaul rotation every other 13 

year.   Due to the elimination of a second A.S. King overhaul every year, our 14 

overall overhaul O&M costs have decreased. 15 

 16 

 Additionally, through efforts from our overhaul management group we have 17 

improved our overhaul planning methods, which has helped to reduce 18 

duration and cost. We also added a provisional overhaul performance Key 19 

Performance Indicator (KPI) in 2015 to track our improvements and 20 

potentially become a management scorecard metric. 21 

 22 

2. Base Labor 23 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE BASE LABOR COMPONENT OF THE O&M BUDGET. 24 

A. The Base Labor cost category consists of labor for Energy Supply employees 25 

in a department or station, and overtime for recurring activities required to 26 

operate stations twenty four hours a day or departments on a daily basis.  27 
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Base labor consists primarily of native station employees performing native 1 

station work or a supplemental workforce performing station work of a 2 

routine and recurring nature.   3 

 4 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCE IN BASE LABOR COSTS FROM 2014 ACTUAL 5 

COSTS TO THE 2016 TEST YEAR BUDGET IDENTIFIED IN TABLE 5? 6 

A. Our 2016 Base Labor budget is approximately $0.1 million higher than 2014 7 

actual costs.  This increase is primarily the difference between base wage 8 

increases and decreasing headcount as we retire units and optimize 9 

operations.   10 

 11 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCE IN BASE LABOR COSTS FROM THE 2015 12 

FORECAST TO THE 2016 TEST YEAR BUDGET IDENTIFIED IN TABLE 5.   13 

A. The increase from the 2015 forecast of $1.5 million as compared to 2016 14 

budget is primarily related to the 2016 balance of wage increase, estimated at 15 

three percent for our employees, with a decrease in full time equivalent 16 

positions due to the retirement of Black Dog Units 3 and 4.   17 

 18 

3. Base Non-Labor 19 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE BASE NON-LABOR COMPONENT OF THE O&M 20 

BUDGET 21 

A. This component consists of Base Operations and Base Maintenance.  Base 22 

Operations consists of materials, contractor expenses, permits, dues, fleet 23 

vehicles, employee expenses, and other miscellaneous costs required to 24 

operate stations or departments on a daily basis, excluding Base Commodity 25 

Costs detailed below.   26 

 27 
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 As noted above, Base Maintenance consists of materials, contractor 1 

expenses, permits, dues, fleet vehicles, employee expenses, and other 2 

miscellaneous costs required to maintain stations on a daily basis, excluding 3 

Base Commodity Costs detailed below. 4 

  5 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE INCREASE IN BASE NON-LABOR COSTS FROM THE 2015 6 

FORECAST TO THE 2016 BUDGET. 7 

A. The $8.3 million increase in Base Non-Labor from the 2015 forecast to the 8 

2016 budget is primarily due to increased contract labor costs of $6.4  9 

million in 2016 for the maintenance service contracts at Pleasant Valley and 10 

Border Winds farms.  These maintenance service contracts utilized our 11 

competitively bid Master Service Agreement program to maximize 12 

economies of scale.  We have established MSA contracts with Vestas for the 13 

turbines and Duke for the balance of plant through 2017. Additionally, land 14 

easement costs associated with Pleasant Valley and Border Winds farms 15 

contributed $2.2 million.    16 

 17 

Q. WHAT ARE THE LONG-TERM TRENDS FOR BASE NON-LABOR COSTS? 18 

A. Our long-term Base Non-Labor costs have increased due to the new 19 

renewable generation that has been placed in service.  When compared to a 20 

three-year historic average, our 2016 budget is approximately $6.0 million 21 

higher than an average of our actual costs from 2012-2014.  This is mainly 22 

due to our Pleasant Valley and Border Winds farms coming into service and 23 

generating new O&M costs.   24 

 25 

4. Base Chemicals  26 

Q. WHAT DO BASE CHEMICALS COSTS COVER? 27 
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A. This cost category consists primarily of chemicals used in the generation 1 

process and for the control of emissions.  Chemicals for which we incur the 2 

most costs include sulfuric acid, lime, ammonia, and, more recently, mercury 3 

sorbent.  Exhibit___ (SHM-1), Schedule 9 and Exhibit___ (SHM-1), 4 

Schedule 10  provide the quantity and prices we have historically paid for 5 

our main chemicals, the amounts and prices we used to calculate our 2016 6 

budget, and a summary of chemical costs by plant (actual percentage owned 7 

by the Company) including usage amount, price, and total cost for 2012 8 

actual, 2013 test year, 2013 actual, 2014 test year, 2014 actual, 2015 test year, 9 

2015 YE forecast through July and 2016 test year.  10 

 11 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING THE MAIN 12 

CHEMICALS THE COMPANY USES? 13 

A. Yes.  The main chemicals we utilize at our plants are discussed below. 14 

 15 

Sulfuric Acid.  The vast majority of sulfuric acid is used for water treatment to 16 

control scale formation in cooling waters. The material is received and 17 

handled in liquid form. It is then metered into the cooling tower waters 18 

where it controls scale by maintaining the pH within certain limits. Minor 19 

amounts are also used in demineralizers.  20 

 21 

Mercury Absorbents.  Activated carbon is the industry standard for mercury 22 

removal from flue gases, and is used at Sherco and A.S. King to remove 23 

mercury from the flue gas.  Activated carbon is received in semi-tanker 24 

trucks, where it is loaded into large silos in a powder form. From these 25 

storage silos, it is metered into the boiler flue gas where mercury is absorbed 26 

into the active carbon.  This activated carbon now containing mercury is 27 
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ultimately caught in the Air Quality Control System and then conveyed to a 1 

secure landfill for safe storage. 2 

 3 

Lime.  Lime is used at the A.S. King plant and Sherco Unit 3 to remove 4 

sulfur dioxide from the flue gas. The use of lime at these plants is governed 5 

by the design of the flue gas desulfurization system and regulatory removal 6 

limits.  The material is received and stored in a solid pebble form. To be 7 

used in an air quality control system, it is usually slaked with water and 8 

stored a short time before being used as lime slurry. This lime slurry is then 9 

metered into the Air Quality Control System, where it reacts with sulfur 10 

dioxide to produce calcium sulfate. This calcium sulfate is then collected by 11 

this same Air Quality Control System and conveyed to a secure landfill for 12 

safe storage.  13 

 14 

Ammonia.  The vast majority of ammonia used is at the A. S. King plant for 15 

use in a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system.  In addition to the A. S. 16 

King plant, our Riverside, High Bridge, and Black Dog plants also use 17 

ammonia in SCR systems but to a lesser degree. A SCR system reduces the 18 

nitrogen oxides in boiler flue gas. The ammonia is received and handled in a 19 

liquid form, then vaporized and applied just ahead of a large catalyst inside 20 

the boiler flue gas ductwork. Here nitrogen oxides react with the ammonia 21 

to form nitrogen and water. 22 

 23 

Significantly smaller amounts of ammonia are also used at other plants for 24 

boiler water treatments. In this application, it is used directly to raise the pH 25 

of the boiler water to specific limits to reduce corrosion of the boiler steel. 26 

 27 
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Other.  “Other” chemicals include chemicals with lower usage rates that may 1 

be specific to a generating site or are used in ancillary systems.  Examples of 2 

these chemicals include:  Bromine, Polisher Resin, Corrosion Inhibitors, 3 

Ethylene, Hydrogen, CO2, and Urea. 4 

 5 

a. Base Chemical Trends 6 

Q. WHAT ARE THE SHORT-TERM TRENDS FOR BASE CHEMICALS?  7 

A. Although it fluctuates from year-to-year, the short-term trend for the base 8 

chemicals component of our O&M budget is an increase from 2015 to 2016 9 

due to the Sherco Unit 1&2 mercury reduction project that was put into 10 

service in 2015.  Compared to a historic three-year average from 2012-2014, 11 

our overall 2016 chemicals budget represents an increase of approximately 12 

$3.6 million.  Our 2012 to 2016 O&M costs for each type of chemical are set 13 

forth in Table 7: 14 
Table 7 15 

Historic and Current NSPM Energy Supply O&M Costs 16 
By Chemical 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

Norther States Power Company -MN ($ Millions)
2012 

Actual
2013 

Actual
2014 

Actual
2012-14 

Avg
2015 

Forecast
2016 

Budget
Lime 2.7$      2.4$      3.9$      3.0$      3.4$        5.3$      
Mercury Sorbent 0.4$      0.2$      0.3$      0.3$      1.7$        1.3$      
Ammonia 3.3$      3.1$      3.3$      3.2$      3.5$        3.6$      
Sulfuric Acid 0.8$      0.7$      0.8$      0.8$      0.9$        0.7$      
Other 0.9$      1.3$      0.6$      0.9$      0.7$        1.0$      

Total: 8.1$     7.7$     8.9$     8.2$     10.2$      11.9$     
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 Q. CAN YOU ALSO DESCRIBE THE SHORT-TERM TRENDS FOR BASE CHEMICALS 1 

BY CHEMICAL TYPE?  2 

A. Yes.  I will describe the short-term trends for each chemical in turn. 3 

 4 

Lime.  Our costs for lime begin increasing in 2016 due to two factors.  First, 5 

we have a renegotiated contract with our supplier.  Second, the Sherco EPA 6 

Reasonably Attributable Visibility Impairment (RAVI) Best Available 7 

Retrofit Technology (BART) settlement calls for decreased SO2 emissions. 8 

To comply with the new SO2 emission standard, the Company must 9 

increase lime usage starting in 2016.  As a result, both lime usage and lime 10 

pricing are causing our costs to increase. 11 

 12 

 Mercury Sorbent.  As we continue to optimize usage rates with the new Sherco 13 

Unit 1&2 activated carbon injection system, we anticipate our costs for 14 

mercury sorbent should start to stabilize in 2016 to a point that will be 15 

slightly lower than our 2015 year end forecast.  We are currently working 16 

through pluggage issues with our Continuous Emissions Monitoring System 17 

(CEMS) filters due to the wet scrubbers on Sherco Units 1&2.  We have 18 

reached out to several CEMS manufacturers and they have confirmed that 19 

this is an industry wide issue with wet scrubbers.  We are injecting mercury 20 

sorbent under the OEM-recommended control method (constant carbon 21 

density mode), which is the widely used control method within industry for 22 

wet scrubbers. We are still analyzing the optimal carbon density to achieve 23 

compliance but not over use sorbent unnecessarily. 24 

 25 

Ammonia.  Ammonia usage rates remain steady overall.  Fluctuations within a 26 

year are due to overhaul schedules and the impact of market cost changes on 27 
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our supply contracts. While our chemical contracts protect us from short-1 

term volatility, they are tied to a market index such that chemical prices tend 2 

to increase steadily over the life of the contract. 3 

 4 

Sulfuric Acid.  Sulfuric Acid usage rates also remain steady overall.  5 

Fluctuations within a year are, as with ammonia, due to overhaul schedules 6 

and the impact of market cost changes on our supply contracts. 7 

 8 

Other.  Other chemical usage rates are similarly steady with mid-year 9 

fluctuations due to overhaul schedules and the impact of market cost 10 

changes on our supply contracts. 11 

 12 

Q. WHAT ARE THE LONG-TERM TRENDS FOR BASE CHEMICALS?  13 

A. The long-term trend for the base chemicals component of our O&M budget 14 

is a return to approximately pre-Sherco restoration 2010 usage levels, with 15 

additional costs associated with the Sherco Unit 1 and 2 mercury sorbent 16 

usage as shown in Table 7 above and Figure 3 below. We are forecasting 17 

chemical usage levels to stabilize as we optimize new systems and seek 18 

further efficiencies.  19 

 20 

An example would be the new triasing (three sections) secondary air damper 21 

upgrade capital project to be in-service in 2016 at the A. S. King plant.  This 22 

project will help to lower NOx emissions from the combustion process that 23 

in turn will decrease the ammonia usage rates required to meet our emissions 24 

limits.    These usage rates are shown in Figure 3 below.   25 

 26 
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Figure 3 1 

Historic and Current NSPM Energy Supply O&M  2 
 Chemical Usage Rates  3 
 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

In addition, new mandated emissions targets may change our required 25 

chemical usage.  For example, decreased NOx or SOx emissions 26 

requirements would increase ammonia and lime usage rates. Also, regulation 27 
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of CO2 emissions may lead to lower capacity factor operation of coal units 1 

and more renewable investment.  This scenario would lower chemical usage 2 

rates at the coal units. Our current forecast shown in Schedule 10 does 3 

include increasing market commodity prices and decreased capacity factors 4 

for Sherco Unit 1 and 2 that coincide with our wind farm additions.  We 5 

mitigate the effects of market conditions through our strategic sourcing and 6 

Master Service Agreement initiatives by locking in long term pricing that 7 

mitigates market risks.     8 

 9 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE MORE DETAIL REGARDING THE TRENDS DEPICTED IN 10 

FIGURE 3?  11 

A. Yes.  Historic data contains unique events that can make year-to-year trend 12 

analyses misleading.  As described, chemical usage levels are greatly affected 13 

by equipment planned overhauls and unplanned outages.   14 

 15 

For example, our historic use of Lime, Mercury Sorbent, and Sulfuric Acid 16 

were low in years when the Sherco units were in overhaul periods.  By way 17 

of reference, the Sherco Unit 3 restoration took place from November 2011 18 

through October 2013.  In addition, the Sherco Units are on three year 19 

scheduled overhaul cycles.  Sherco Unit 3 had a brief overhaul in 2014 after 20 

the restoration was completed, and is scheduled for a major overhaul in 21 

2017.  Figure 3 illustrates decrease in usage of Lime, Mercury Sorbent, and 22 

Sulfuric Acid during these overhaul periods.  23 

 24 

As a further example, A. S. King overhauls have a similar effect on Lime, 25 

Mercury Sorbent, and Sulfuric Acid usage rates, as well as Ammonia usage. 26 

A.S. King is now on a cycle of major overhauls in even years and minor 27 
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overhauls in odd years, beginning in 2016. Schedule 7 shows the 2015-18 1 

overhaul schedules.   2 

 3 

I also note that Figure 3 identifies material usage reductions we achieve after 4 

gaining experience with newer emissions control chemicals at our plants.  5 

With greater experience we are able to fine-tune the usage of these chemicals 6 

and optimize combustion equipment that effects emissions generation.  As 7 

an example, our experience with SCR technology at our A.S. King plant has 8 

enabled us to fine-tune reductions in ammonia usage. 9 

 10 

b. Base Chemical Budgeting 11 

Q. GIVEN THESE TRENDS AND CONSIDERATIONS, HOW DOES THE COMPANY 12 

BUDGET FOR BASE CHEMICALS?  13 

A. Our budgeting methodology develops a historic plant average for chemical 14 

consumption (i.e., the amount of chemicals used at a given plant in a given 15 

year).  By calculating average consumption, we normalize the budget for the 16 

impact of operating profile variation over time. Next, we multiply plant 17 

averages by our predicted cost of a unit of a particular chemical.  For the 18 

past six years, we have gained market intelligence from a third-party firm, 19 

Power Advocates (PA), to obtain projected market price data. We then 20 

estimate forward pricing by factoring this data into our long-term chemical 21 

contracts’ pricing formulas.  We then make adjustments for significant 22 

planned outages and known adjustments to anticipated chemical usage rates.   23 

 24 

There are exceptions to this approach.  In particular, because we are 25 

continually optimizing our usage rate of mercury sorbent as we gain more 26 

experience with mercury removal technologies, we use the previous year’s 27 
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data instead of a three year historic average for mercury sorbent.  I discuss 1 

this chemical in more detail below. 2 

 3 

We believe our methodologies are consistent with feedback we have received 4 

from our regulators and should result in more accurate budgeting.  However, 5 

because our actual consumption of chemicals is based on the variables I 6 

described and is directly correlated to plant run times, unforeseen events can 7 

impact our actual costs when compared to our budgeted costs. 8 

 9 

Q. WHAT ARE THE KEY VARIABLES THAT CAN AFFECT THE COMPANY’S 10 

BUDGETING PROCESS? 11 

A.  Our actual chemical costs are mainly affected by three variables:  (1) plant 12 

dispatch; (2) operating efficiencies; and (3) commodity costs including the 13 

cost of transportation.  While it is difficult to perfectly predict these three 14 

variables, we have continued to refine our budgeting processes to reasonably 15 

predict chemical usage and costs.   16 

 17 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW PLANT OPERATING PROFILES AFFECT CHEMICAL 18 

CONSUMPTION AND WHAT THE COMPANY HAS DONE TO ACCOUNT FOR THIS 19 

FACTOR. 20 

A. Our actual consumption of chemicals at a particular plant is directly 21 

correlated to the amount the plant is running.  If a particular plant is run 22 

more than we predict during any particular period of time, we will consume 23 

more chemicals.  And if it runs less than we predict, it will consume less 24 

chemicals.  Therefore, plant dispatch is a main driver of our chemical costs.  25 

However, our budgeting methodology for Base Chemicals captures past 26 

actual usage to inform our budgeting, rather than relying on predictions of 27 
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future changes in plant operating profiles.  Further, improvements in 1 

reliability lead to greater accuracy in predicting usage.   2 

 3 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW OPERATING EFFICIENCIES AFFECT CHEMICAL 4 

CONSUMPTION AND WHAT THE COMPANY HAS DONE TO ACCOUNT FOR THIS 5 

FACTOR. 6 

A. As we obtain more experience using chemicals for environmental 7 

remediation, we are able to fine-tune our chemical operations to best suit the 8 

operating needs of the plant.  This means that although we expected to use a 9 

certain amount of chemicals at a particular plant, through operating 10 

efficiencies we were able to utilize a lesser amount of chemicals.  These 11 

operating efficiencies inform subsequent years’ budgeting.  It is for this 12 

reason we have modified our straight consumption average budgeting 13 

methodology to account for increased experience with certain emissions 14 

chemicals. 15 

 16 

Our utilization of mercury sorbent is illustrative.  When we first 17 

implemented mercury sorbent for mercury remediation at Sherco Unit 3, 18 

there were no commercial plant scale uses of the chemical for mercury 19 

mitigation; we were the first to implement it.  We tested this technology 20 

initially through lab scale bench tests.  Later, we scaled up these lab tests for 21 

our plant and our engineers and consultants identified a certain quantity of 22 

mercury sorbent that should be used.  We budgeted for and purchased that 23 

amount.  With the benefit of more experience with mercury sorbent, we 24 

were able to fine-tune our usage amounts and ultimately consume fewer 25 

chemicals.  We leveraged this experience when we installed mercury controls 26 

on Sherco Units 1 and 2 this year.  However, because these units are 27 
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designed differently than Unit 3, we still expect some additional need to fine-1 

tune our mercury sorbent usage at Sherco.  For example, after one year of 2 

experience with the new Alstom steam-assisted Activated Carbon Injection 3 

(ACI) system we have learned that they overestimated the amount of 4 

sorbent injection required to meet contract performance guarantee removal 5 

rates.  We have incorporated these findings into our budgeting for sorbent. 6 

 7 

Q. THERE WAS SIGNIFICANT INTEREST IN MERCURY SORBENT BUDGETING IN 8 

THE COMPANY’S LAST RATE CASE.  PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW THE COMPANY’S 9 

MERCURY SORBENT PLANNING HAS EVOLVED AND IMPROVED. 10 

A. We based our original absorbent budgets on Original Equipment 11 

Manufacturer (OEM) absorbent usage rate guidelines from ADA Carbon 12 

Solutions based on the system installed on Sherco Unit 3.  After reviewing 13 

material supply proposal bids, Alstom was chosen as the equipment supplier, 14 

in part because of its decreased annual sorbent usage.  We decreased 15 

absorbent usage rates in the budget based on OEM guidelines.  After system 16 

installation and commissioning was complete, we analyzed our mercury 17 

removal rates and realized Alstom’s guidelines were also too conservative.  18 

We again decreased sorbent usage rates for budgeting purposes to match a 19 

level that allows us to conservatively meet our mercury emissions 20 

requirements.  To be more accurate in our forecasting of sorbent usage 21 

going forward, we use the previous year’s data instead of a three year historic 22 

average.  We are also continuing to optimize the mercury reduction system 23 

and the systems that contribute to removal efficiency by testing how each 24 

system affects the other throughout the load range of plant operations.  25 

 26 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW COMMODITY COSTS AFFECT YOUR CHEMICAL COSTS 1 

AND WHAT THE COMPANY HAS DONE TO ACCOUNT FOR THIS FACTOR. 2 

A.  The base ingredients for the chemicals we use are commodities traded on 3 

world markets and subject to market volatility similar to metals or 4 

petroleum.  The base pricing for all consumers of chemicals includes the 5 

base commodity costs plus an adder from the provider for manufacturing 6 

costs and a profit margin.  Consequently, we, like every other large consumer 7 

of chemicals, are subject to market fluctuations.   8 

 9 

An example is the current indexed pricing model for ammonia, which is 10 

subject to market volatility and changes monthly. As the market for 11 

ammonia is driven by the world agriculture markets, any significant events 12 

affecting markets for fertilizer could have long-term impacts to our chemical 13 

pricing.  As I explain below, however, we have negotiated long-term 14 

chemical contracts to help us ensure supply and achieve cost savings despite 15 

commodity cost fluctuations.   16 

 17 

Q. HOW ACCURATE HAVE YOUR CHEMICAL PRICE FORECASTS BEEN? 18 

A. Generally, our pricing forecasts have been reliable with the significant 19 

exception of when ammonia prices spiked in November, 2012. Further, 20 

because of the relatively new market for activated carbon, reliable market 21 

data has been difficult to obtain. 22 

 23 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE CHANGE IN BASE CHEMICAL COSTS FROM 2012-14 24 

AVERAGE ACTUAL COSTS TO THE 2016 BUDGET. 25 

A. Our 2016 budgeted Base Chemical costs, as shown in Schedules 9 and 10, 26 

are approximately $3.7 million higher than our 2012-14 actual costs.  27 
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Consistent with the discussion above, this difference is caused by two 1 

factors: first, decreased costs during the 2012-13 timeframe due to the 2 

Sherco Unit 3 restoration overhaul, and second, increased costs starting in 3 

2015 for Sherco Units 1&2 mercury reduction sorbent costs. 4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCE IN COSTS FOR BASE CHEMICALS FROM 6 

2014 ACTUAL COSTS TO 2016 BUDGET. 7 

A. Our 2016 budgeted Base Chemical costs are approximately $3.0 million 8 

more than our 2014 actual costs.  Our base commodity usage was lower in 9 

2014 because Sherco Unit 3 and A. S. King overhauls were occurring in that 10 

year. In addition, we anticipate approximately a $0.9 million increase in 11 

mercury sorbent for Sherco Units 1&2 in 2016 due to additional mercury 12 

sorbent usage from the completion of the Sherco Unit 1 and 2 mercury 13 

reduction project in 2015.  14 

 15 

Q. WOULD THE COMPANY CONSIDER RECOVERING EMISSIONS CONTROL 16 

CHEMICALS THROUGH THE FUEL COST ADJUSTMENT (FCA) MECHANISM AS 17 

ALLOWED UNDER 2011 LEGISLATIVE CHANGES? 18 

A. Yes.  To the extent concerns about the variability of our budgeted chemical 19 

costs and our actual expenditures persist, it may be appropriate to recover 20 

our actual costs of chemicals through the FCA.   21 

 22 

c. Base Chemical Cost Controls 23 

Q. IS THE COMPANY DOING ANYTHING TO CONTAIN ITS CHEMICAL COSTS?  24 

A. Yes.  We continue to optimize our usage of chemicals at our plants; 25 

however, this fine-tuning can only provide limited cost reduction in any 26 
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given year.  Consequently, our efforts to mitigate our chemical costs are also 1 

focused on obtaining favorable pricing from our suppliers.  2 

 3 

As part of overall fleet-wide cost mitigation measures, which I discuss 4 

further below, we have undertaken extensive chemical cost mitigation steps.  5 

By competitively bidding and negotiating long-term agreements with 6 

negotiated mark-ups above base commodity index pricing, we can leverage 7 

our volume purchases to ensure supply and remove pricing risk premiums 8 

that are inherent in long-term fixed contracts.  These contracts allow us to 9 

mitigate the impact of supply constraints pricing when markets tighten.  10 

However, due to the inherent nature of index pricing, volatility remains a 11 

risk.  Figures 4, 5 and 6 illustrate the favorable contract pricing obtained 12 

relative to established markets. 13 

 14 
Figure 4 15 

NSPM Quick Lime vs. Power Advocates 16 
“Should Cost” 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 
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Figure 5 1 

NSPM Ammonia vs. Spot Market vs. Power Advocates 2 
 “Should Cost” 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 
Figure 6 12 

NSPM Sulfuric Acid vs. Power Advocates 13 
 “Should Cost” 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE A MORE DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE SPECIFIC EFFORTS 24 

THE COMPANY IS UNDERTAKING TO PROCURE CHEMICALS AT REASONABLE 25 

PRICES? 26 

A. Yes.  I will discuss our effort with respect to each type of chemical: 27 

 28 
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 Activated Carbon.  Our contract for activated carbon was competitively bid 1 

and awarded to ADA Carbon Solutions.  Our strategy for activated carbon 2 

in the near future is to build a strong relationship with our supplier to ensure 3 

sufficient supply and reasonable pricing.  Pricing is based on the producers’ 4 

price index for industrial chemicals less fuel, but also has capped yearly 5 

increases along with preferred customer discounts.  Additional savings 6 

discounts and escalation caps were also negotiated for this contract.  Our 7 

contract should allow for more consistent budget forecasts as well as 8 

anticipated below market, but indexed to market, pricing.   9 

 10 

Lime.  We underwent a competitive bidding process for lime in 2010, and as 11 

a result entered into an agreement that offered anticipated price protections 12 

through December 2015 based on available market intelligence.  This 13 

contract has been renegotiated and updated pricing forecasts can be found in  14 

Schedule 10.    15 

 16 

Anhydrous and Aqueous Ammonia.  We accepted bids for ammonia in 2007 and 17 

Airgas Specialty Products was the successful bidder.  Airgas offered 18 

competitive prices, and importantly, Airgas is just a few miles away from our 19 

King plant – the largest ammonia consumer in the NSP fleet – which should 20 

help mitigate shipping costs.   21 

  22 

As I mentioned, ammonia prices are now subject to a volatile market.  The 23 

Company’s ammonia supplier agreement with Airgas Specialty based on the 24 

old pricing formula expired at the end of 2012. In anticipation of the new 25 

formula tied to the Tampa Ammonia Index, the Company re-bid its 26 

ammonia supply.  Airgas’s bid came in much lower than its competitors, so 27 
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the Company continued the relationship with Airgas based on the new 1 

formula.   2 

 3 

Sulfuric Acid.  The Company’s current sulfuric acid supply agreement with 4 

Brenntag expires in 2016.  In an effort to apply downward cost pressure for 5 

this commodity, we are looking for other supply opportunities to leverage 6 

the Brenntag relationship.  7 

 8 

5. Projects 9 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PROJECT COSTS COMPONENT. 10 

A. “Projects” are significant activities we undertake to improve our generators 11 

whose costs are not capitalized.  Projects include larger expenses, and while 12 

they may be performed during an overhaul, they are not overhaul dependent.  13 

Fixed or “base” costs used to complete projects are budgeted as “Base” (e.g., 14 

regular time labor for native station employees).  Overtime, contract work, 15 

materials, and other expenses used for projects are included. Examples of 16 

project activities at the stations are: 17 

• major coal mill repairs, 18 

• major pump rebuild performed outside of an overhaul, 19 

• partial baghouse bag replacement, and 20 

• conveyor belt replacement. 21 

Q. WHAT PROJECTS ARE PLANNED IN 2016? 22 

A. We have budgeted $2.5 million in planned projects for test year 2016.  23 

Schedule 7 provides information for these O&M projects.   24 

 25 
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Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DECREASE IN PROJECT COSTS FROM THE 2012-14 1 

AVERAGE TO THE 2016 BUDGET.   2 

A. Project costs are expected to decrease $2.5 million from 2012-14 average to 3 

the 2016 budget. The budgeted costs for projects and overhauls are typically 4 

inversely related as we perform additional projects during years of reduced 5 

overhaul spending to reduce variability in costs.  Project costs should bear a 6 

rough inverse correlation with overhaul costs each year. Projects are planned 7 

so that if there are a large amount of priority overhauls in a given year, 8 

projects may be deferred appropriately to offset cost increases.  9 

 10 

Because of the increase in overhaul costs for 2016 that I explain above, we 11 

have redirected some resources to projects to ensure the continued safe and 12 

reliable operation of our generation fleet.  Through our budgeting process, 13 

we identify priority projects and defer non-essential projects to those years 14 

when a unit undergoes an overhaul.  This allows us to perform essential 15 

maintenance while working to keep our O&M budget stable. 16 

 17 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DECREASE IN PROJECT COSTS FROM THE 2014 ACTUALS 18 

TO THE 2016 BUDGET.   19 

A. Project costs are expected to decrease $3.2 million from 2014 actuals to the 20 

2016 budget. Besides the primary overhaul-to-project relationship described 21 

above, other initiatives have helped us to lower project costs.  Ensuring 22 

proper capitalization of work, consistent with GAAP, IRS, and our Capital 23 

Asset Accounting criteria requirements, has decreased the number of O&M 24 

projects.  Increased preventive maintenance and decreased corrective 25 

maintenance work has allowed us to proactively decrease project costs over 26 

time. 27 
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C. O&M Budget Components 1 

1. Internal Labor 2 

Q. WHAT DOES THE INTERNAL LABOR COMPONENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY 3 

BUDGET CAPTURE? 4 

A. Our Internal Labor budget component captures the costs of our Xcel 5 

Energy labor force that run our plants and support Energy Supply activities.  6 

Our Internal Labor budget also includes planned overtime and special time 7 

(excluding overhaul related work) to ensure we have personnel available to 8 

operate our plants at all hours of the day.  Our Internal Labor budget 9 

component is the largest component of our O&M costs. 10 

 11 

Q. HOW DOES XCEL ENERGY DETERMINE WHICH OPERATIONS OF THE ENERGY 12 

SUPPLY FUNCTION WILL BE UNDERTAKEN BY INTERNAL LABOR? 13 

A. We believe it best to maintain internal resources for the day-in, day-out work 14 

and support functions at our plants.  Operating and maintaining our fleet is a 15 

core competency of the Company.  Using internal labor to do so allows us to 16 

build up an internal knowledge base and expertise to meet these core needs.  17 

Key roles that we believe should be filled with internal labor resources 18 

include plant operators, electricians, environmental service workers, 19 

engineers, instrument and control technicians, and chemists familiar with our 20 

fleet. 21 

 22 

 Further, we utilize a part-time “special construction” workforce comprised 23 

of personnel who are dispatched to different plants to address projects 24 

throughout our fleet.  This ensures we have personnel at the ready to meet 25 

immediate needs.  They essentially account for our “bench strength” to 26 

mitigate costs and maintain access to critical resources, such as boilermakers.   27 
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Q. HOW HAVE THE ENERGY SUPPLY INTERNAL LABOR COSTS BEEN TRENDING? 1 

A. As shown in Table 6, our Internal Labor costs have decreased when 2 

compared to our 2012-14 average actual costs.  For 2016, we are budgeting 3 

approximately $73.6 million in Internal Labor costs, a $5.3 million decrease 4 

from our previous three year trend.  This is mainly attributable to a 5 

reduction in our workforce due to the retirement of Black Dog Units 3&4. 6 

 7 

Q. WHAT IS THE COMPANY DOING TO CONTROL INTERNAL LABOR COSTS? 8 

A. I discussed how we mitigate our Internal Labor costs in my discussion of 9 

base labor, above. 10 

 11 

2. Contract Labor 12 

Q. WHAT DOES THE CONTRACT LABOR COMPONENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY 13 

BUDGET CAPTURE? 14 

A. The Contract Labor component of our budget captures the costs of outside 15 

contractors, experts, and other third-party assistance that augment our core 16 

operations and maintenance competencies.  Examples include crews hired to 17 

help with overhaul work, as well as experts from our equipment 18 

manufacturers to provide expertise on plant engineering and construction. 19 

 20 

Q. HOW DOES THE COMPANY DETERMINE WHAT OPERATIONS OF THE ENERGY 21 

SUPPLY FUNCTION WILL BE UNDERTAKEN BY CONTRACT LABOR? 22 

A. We look to outside vendors to provide specialized expertise that is not cost- 23 

effective for us to maintain for our core operations.  Such expertise may be 24 

necessary for specialized and non-regularly occurring work such as repairs 25 

and overhauls. Examples of such functions include specialty engineers, 26 

turbine services, construction contractors and specialty trades.  Further, we 27 
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use contract labor to supplement our workforce as needed to accommodate 1 

major projects such as overhauls and O&M projects. 2 

 3 

Q. HOW HAVE THE CONTRACT LABOR COSTS BEEN TRENDING? 4 

A. As shown in Table 6, Contract Labor costs increase in our 2016 budget over 5 

2012-14 average actual costs. The 2016 budget is approximately $9.5 million 6 

higher.  The majority of this increase is maintenance service contracts for 7 

wind farms.  As additional wind capacity is added, we add scope to our 8 

competitively bid Master Service Agreement contracts.  These costs 9 

increased by $2.8 million in 2015 and $6.4 million in 2016. 10 

 11 

Q. WHAT IS THE COMPANY DOING TO CONTROL CONTRACT LABOR COSTS? 12 

A. We use the Master Service Agreement program, which I describe below, to 13 

help ensure we obtain qualified and cost-effective contract labor.  We also 14 

carry out significant contract oversight protocols, which include validating 15 

hours charged to a project and compliance to contract terms and conditions. 16 

 17 

3. Materials 18 

Q. WHAT DOES THE MATERIALS COMPONENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY BUDGET 19 

CAPTURE? 20 

A. The Materials budget component captures all non-chemical material costs 21 

we incur to operate and maintain our plants.  This includes everything from 22 

steel to personal protective equipment. 23 

 24 

Q. HOW HAVE MATERIAL COSTS BEEN TRENDING? 25 

A. Our material costs tend to fluctuate within a confined band.  2016 material 26 

costs decreased approximately $4.3 million compared to the 2012-14 historic 27 
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average.  This is primarily due to additional material costs as Company-1 

owned wind farm warranties expire at both Grand Meadow and Nobles, 2 

meaning we have purchase materials ourselves rather than asking the 3 

vendors to cover them through warranties.   Also, material costs were higher 4 

in 2014 due to a larger than typical overhaul at the A. S. King plant, which 5 

drives the decrease of $7.4 million from the 2014 actual costs to the 2016 6 

budget.  7 

 8 

Q. WHAT HAS XCEL ENERGY BEEN DOING TO CONTROL MATERIAL COSTS? 9 

A. As part of the Master Service Agreement program, we have implemented 10 

supply agreements with several preferred vendors to obtain bulk discounts 11 

and better service.  Significant measures to leverage our purchasing volumes 12 

have also been implemented to reduce spend in the MRO (maintenance, 13 

repair, and operations) supplies category.  The MRO supplies category 14 

includes general industrial supplies; fasteners; hand and power tools; pipe, 15 

valves and fittings; power transmission (clutch and gearbox); and safety 16 

materials.  While these are generally less expensive items, we utilize a high 17 

volume of these materials. 18 

 19 

Our basic sourcing strategy in this category is to lower the costs by 20 

leveraging volume purchasing at negotiated prices.  Combining all of our 21 

sourcing with a few national suppliers has resulted in a nearly seven percent 22 

cost reduction while also driving operational costs down. These savings are 23 

due to a combination of both negotiated pricing discounts and yearly cash 24 

rebate checks we receive from these suppliers.   25 

 26 
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The Company is also able to reduce costs with two measures: 1) by 1 

implementing consolidated statement billing to reduce administrative 2 

overhead, and 2) using consignment and dedicated inventory materials that 3 

allow the Company to reduce inventory and inventory holding costs.  For 4 

example, during facility outages the Company uses consignment trailers from 5 

our suppliers to reduce lead-time, returns of unused materials, and overstock 6 

materials resulting in more efficient outage material control. 7 

 8 

Another example of an MRO supplies category cost-saving strategy includes 9 

using a vending machine program to monitor and limit the consumption of 10 

supplies at plants.  Some plant supplies can be accessed via a standard size 11 

vending machine and locker device.  Currently the vending machines and 12 

locker units are being used for safety items (personal protective equipment) 13 

and general industrial items (lubricants, batteries, tools).  There are seven 14 

plants utilizing the vending units for increased inventory control.  15 

 16 

4. Chemicals 17 

Q. WHAT DOES THE CHEMICALS COMPONENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY BUDGET 18 

CAPTURE? 19 

A. The Chemicals component is the same as the Base Chemicals budget items 20 

discussed above. 21 

 22 

5. Other 23 

Q. WHAT DOES THE OTHER COMPONENT OF THE ENERGY SUPPLY O&M 24 

BUDGET CAPTURE? 25 

A. The Other budget component (approximately eight percent of the 2016 test 26 

year budget) captures all other costs we incur to operate and maintain our 27 
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plants.  This includes wind farm land easements, transportation fleet costs, 1 

utility costs for the plants such as gas, electric and sewer bills, fees including 2 

environmental fees, and other miscellaneous costs.   3 

 4 

Q. HOW HAVE THE COSTS OF THE OTHER CATEGORY BEEN TRENDING? 5 

A. Our costs in the Other category have increased due to additional wind farm 6 

land easement costs with the addition of the Pleasant Valley and Border 7 

Winds farms in 2015.  The 2016 Other budget has increased $3.6  million 8 

over the 2012-14 average costs with $2.2  million of that increase directly 9 

attributable to the new wind farms. This is in line with our $1.9 million dollar 10 

increase from our 2014 actuals to our 2016 budget. 11 

 12 

D. Multi-Year Rate Plan O&M Costs 13 

 14 

Q. WHAT IS THE LEVEL OF O&M EXPENSE THAT ENERGY SUPPLY SEEKS TO 15 

RECOVER FOR THE 2017 AND 2018 PLAN YEARS? 16 

A. Company witness Mr. Chandarana explains the basis of the Company’s 17 

overall approach to its O&M expenses requests for the 2017 and 2018 Plan 18 

Years and Company witnesses Charles Burdick and John Mothersole explain 19 

the basis for the Company’s selection of the particular factors used in our 20 

rate requests for these years. 21 

 22 

Q. WHILE THE COMPANY PROPOSES USING THESE FACTORS, ARE THERE 23 

SPECIFIC DRIVERS THAT YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED FOR ENERGY SUPPLY THAT 24 

WILL IMPACT THE EXPENSE LEVELS IN 2017 AND 2018? 25 
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A. Yes.  As shown in our 2017 and 2018 supporting information, provided in 1 

Volume 6 of our Initial Filing, Energy Supply will see the need for changes 2 

in it O & M expenses for Plan Year 2017 in the following areas: 3 

• A decrease of $2.3 million due to Overhauls 4 

• An increase of $1.5 million due to Projects 5 

• An increase of $1.4 million due to Base Non-Labor 6 

 7 

And for Plan Year 2018 in the following areas: 8 

• A decrease of $5.9 million due to Base Non-Labor 9 

• An increase of $5.2 million due to Overhauls 10 

• An increase of $2.8 million due to Chemicals 11 

• An increase of $1.7 million due to Base Labor 12 

 13 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF OVERHAULS ON ENERGY 14 

SUPPLY’S 2017 O&M BUDGET. 15 

A. Overhaul costs in 2017 are expected to decrease because Sherco 3’s overhaul 16 

costs are being shared between the unit’s joint owners (Xcel/SMMPA). 17 

Costs will also be affected by a combination of decreased overhaul scope at 18 

the A.S. King plant and an increased scope at the Riverside plant.   19 

  20 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF PROJECTS ON ENERGY 21 

SUPPLY’S 2017 O&M BUDGET. 22 

A. Project costs in 2017 are expected to increase because additional O&M costs 23 

related to capital projects are being deferred from 2017 to later years.  24 

Additional equipment repairs will be required to maintain reliability until the 25 

equipment can be replaced.  26 
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Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF BASE NON-LABOR ON 1 

ENERGY SUPPLY’S 2017 O&M BUDGET 2 

A. Base Non-Labor costs in 2017 increased due to deferred base maintenance 3 

at Sherco from 2016 to 2017.   4 

 5 

Q.    PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF BASE NON-LABOR ON 6 

ENERGY SUPPLY’S 2018 O&M BUDGET. 7 

A.   Base Non-Labor costs in 2018 are likely to decrease due to reductions in 8 

Base Operations, offset somewhat by increases associated with wind farm 9 

Base Maintenance MSA agreements because maintenance needs will increase 10 

following the end of the warranty period. 11 

 12 

Q.    PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF OVERHAULS ON ENERGY 13 

SUPPLY’S 2018 O&M BUDGET. 14 

A.    Overhaul costs in 2018 increased due to Sherco 1 overhaul costs being 15 

wholly owned by the Company. Costs were also affected by decreased 16 

overhaul scope at the RDF and intermediate plants.   17 

 18 

Q.    PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF CHEMICALS ON ENERGY 19 

SUPPLY’S 2018 O&M BUDGET. 20 

A.    Chemical costs in 2018 are expected to increase from 2017 because our lime 21 

usage in 2017 is likely to be lower than typical due to the extended overhaul 22 

planned for Sherco Unit 3 during 2017. 23 

 24 

Q.    PLEASE EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF BASE LABOR ON ENERGY 25 

SUPPLY’S 2018 O&M EXPENSES. 26 
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A.  Base labor costs in 2018 are expected to increase due to annual wage 1 

increases. 2 

 3 

V.  OPERATING PERFORMANCE 4 

 5 

Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION OF YOUR TESTIMONY. 6 

A. This section is intended to provide information to demonstrate our fleet 7 

performance.  While we believe that our fleet generally performs well, there 8 

is always room for improvement and we continue to seek ways to do so. Our 9 

focus is on operational excellence and providing our customers with reliable 10 

and safe energy at a reasonable cost.   11 

 12 

Q.  WHY DO POWER PLANT OUTAGES OCCUR AT ALL? 13 

A.  Power plants consist of multiple complex chemical, thermal, mechanical and 14 

electric systems working together to convert the energy content of fuel to 15 

thermal energy, to mechanical energy, and ultimately to electricity.  These 16 

complex systems are under significant chemical, thermal and mechanical 17 

stresses.  This causes the equipment to occasionally succumb to these 18 

stresses and fail, which can result in an unplanned outage.  19 

 20 

Planned outages are necessary to maintain and replace equipment to mitigate 21 

failures, which result in unplanned outages.  An appropriate analogy is with 22 

an automobile, which if driven new off the dealership lot and operated in a 23 

continuous 24-hour, seven day manner without stopping for periodic 24 

planned maintenance (i.e. lube oil changes, belt replacement, etc.), will 25 

ultimately succumb to mechanical failure resulting in costly repairs and the 26 

car will be unavailable for an extended period. 27 
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Q.  HAVE YOU QUANTIFIED THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLANNED OVERHAULS 1 

AND RELIABILITY? 2 

A.  Yes.  Figure 7 below is known as a bathtub curve and shows actual historic 3 

reliability data following outages at our Sherco units through to its next 4 

planned overhaul from 2004-10.  The curve has three distinct regions.  5 

Immediately following the outage, reliability is not at its maximum but 6 

begins to bend down (to the bottom of the bathtub) as new equipment 7 

installed in the outage is broken in and contaminants introduced into plant 8 

systems during the outage are removed.  The second region at the bottom of 9 

the bathtub is the long period of highly reliable performance following the 10 

initial break in period.  The third region shows a deterioration of reliability 11 

performance as equipment failures begin to occur over time prior to the next 12 

planned outage. 13 
 14 

Figure 7 15 
Sherco Site Overhaul Frequency vs.  16 

Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate 2004 - 2010 17 
 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 
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Q.  DESCRIBE HOW OPERATING MODEL STRATEGIES HAVE OPTIMIZED UNIT 1 

PERFORMANCE AT DIFFERENT POINTS IN THE BATHTUB CURVE? 2 

A.    Quality assurance (QA) and foreign material exclusion practices (FME) were 3 

utilized to minimize the break in period and more quickly get to maximum 4 

reliability performance (bottom of the bathtub) by ensuring that newly 5 

installed equipment performs well and contamination is minimized.  During 6 

the highly reliable period, we employed measures to ensure units were not 7 

inadvertently taken off-line due to human-caused error, and our Preventive 8 

Maintenance (PM) practices were employed to maximize the duration of this 9 

period.  The results of our efforts have greatly minimized the bathtub curve 10 

profile relationship for reliability between overhauls.  Figure 8 shows actual 11 

historic reliability data following overhauls at our Sherco units through to their 12 

next planned overhaul from 2011 through July 2015. 13 
Figure 8 14 

Sherco Site Overhaul Frequency vs.  15 
Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate 2011 – 2015 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26  
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A. Past Performance and Outages 1 

Q. HOW HAVE YOUR GENERATION UNITS PERFORMED IN 2015? 2 

A. Our plant overhaul performance has improved and is improving, and we are 3 

performing well compared to our industry peers.  Benchmarking indicates 4 

that overhaul performance at our major plants is generally on par with 5 

industry norms.  Of course, we consistently strive to improve performance. 6 

 7 

 For supplemental information related to plant performance, please refer to:  8 

Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 11, which provides the following data by 9 

plant: 1) generation capacity; 2) type of fuel; 3) kWh produced by month for 10 

2013, 2014 and 2015 through June; 4) and the test year rate base amount for 11 

each plant; and Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 12, which provides 1) plant 12 

outages for 2013, 2014 and 2015 and the duration of the outage periods; 2) 13 

the reason the plant was in an outage; and 3) the plan to alleviate the 14 

reoccurrence of similar outages. 15 

 16 

Q. DOES THE COMPANY UTILIZE ANY METRICS TO MEASURE PLANT 17 

PERFORMANCE? 18 

A. Yes.  The two main metrics we utilize to measure plant performance are 19 

Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (EUOR) and Equivalent Availability 20 

Factor (EAF).   21 

 22 

 EUOR is best used as a measure of the performance of baseload plants, 23 

since it measures the unavailability of a particular baseload unit while 24 

controlling for planned outages.  In other words, EUOR can measure a 25 

plant’s performance by identifying its rate of unplanned unavailability and 26 

therefore planned outages do not impact a particular plant’s score.  EUOR is 27 
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not an appropriate measure for our intermediate plants due to their more 1 

intermittent generation. 2 

 3 

 EAF measures a plant’s availability at its maximum rating expressed as a 4 

percentage of all the available hours in a year.    If a plant is unavailable for 5 

any reason, a planned outage for an overhaul or other work or an unplanned 6 

outage, this planned outage affects its EAF performance. 7 

 8 

 These metrics are tracked across the industry by the North American 9 

Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), which allows us to benchmark our 10 

performance against our industry peers. 11 

 12 

Q. HOW HAVE THE COMPANY’S BASELOAD AND INTERMEDIATE PLANTS 13 

PERFORMED IN 2015 BASED ON THESE METRICS? 14 

A.   The Company’s baseload fleet is comprised of our A. S. King plant and 15 

Sherco plant.  The Company’s intermediate fleet is comprised of our 16 

combined cycle gas facilities at our High Bridge plant, Riverside plant and 17 

Black Dog Units 2 and 5. 18 

 19 

 Through July of 2015, the A. S. King plant has operated in the first quartile 20 

when benchmarked against our industry peers utilizing the EUOR metric.  21 

Our King plant’s 2015 year to date EAF performance is within the fourth 22 

quartile due to the planned overhaul at the King plant in 2015.  Because the 23 

EAF metric does not normalize for planned outages, we do not believe this 24 

metric is indicative of our A.S. King plant’s performance in 2015.  We are 25 

forecasting unit performance to come in just below our annual target by 26 
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Year End (YE) as show in Figure 9 below, and in the 2nd quartile when 1 

compared to industry peers. 2 
Figure 9 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 Our Sherco plant is comprised of three units.  Through July of 2015, all 14 

three Sherco units are performing at the top of the first quartile in EOUR.  15 

Unit 1’s EAF performance is within the fourth quartile when benchmarked 16 

against our industry peers due to a Spring overhaul in 2015.  Unit 2&3’s 17 

EAF performance is within the upper bounds of the first quartile when 18 

measured with the metric and within industry norms.  I again note that the 19 

EAF metric does not control for the planned unavailability of a particular 20 

generating plant.  We are forecasting site performance to come in just above 21 

our annual target by Year End (YE) as shown in Figure 10 below, and in the 22 

1st quartile when compared to industry peers. 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 
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Figure 10 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 Our Black Dog, High Bridge and Riverside plants, as intermediate facilities, 11 

are not measured utilizing the EUOR metric.  When measured using the 12 

EAF metric, for 2015 (through July),  Black Dog is in the 4th quartile due to 13 

a major Spring overhaul, High Bridge is in the 3rd quartile due to a major 14 

Spring overhaul, and Riverside is in the 2nd quartile due to a minor Spring 15 

overhaul.  We believe this is well within industry norms.  We are forecasting 16 

Black Dog to perform slightly below YE target and High Bridge and 17 

Riverside to come in just above our annual target by Year End (YE) as show 18 

in Figures 11, 12 and 13 below. Our YE forecasts for Intermediate plant 19 

performance compared to industry peers are:  Black Dog 4th quartile, High 20 

Bridge 3rd quartile and Riverside 1st quartile. 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 
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Figure 11 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 
Figure 12 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 
Figure 13 19 
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 23 

 24 

 25 
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Q. WHY HAVE THE COMPANY’S INTERMEDIATE PLANTS BEEN 1 

UNDERPERFORMING THE BASELOAD PLANTS IN 2015 EAF WHEN COMPARED 2 

TO INDUSTRY PEERS? 3 

A.   The intermediate combined cycle plants see a negative effect from seasonal 4 

derating during the Summer months. The seasonal rating of a unit can 5 

impact its stated availability without truly affecting its performance.  In this 6 

situation, a unit will see a calculated performance drop in its Net Dependable 7 

Capacity (NDC) due to warmer ambient conditions.  When air is warmer, its 8 

density decreases.  This affects the ability of the compressor section of the 9 

combustion turbine to supply adequate air for full load combustion.  10 

Performance on a given unit is not being impacted by any events, but rather 11 

its capacity changes due to ambient temperature conditions. This affects 12 

combined cycle units in the NSPM region to a greater extent than units in 13 

other regions because of the wide range of ambient weather conditions we 14 

experience. 15 

 16 

 Xcel Energy uses a two season capacity rating (Summer/Winter) for the 17 

NDC of all generating units.  This methodology has a seasonal impact on 18 

our combined cycle units during the Summer months.  For the NSPM 19 

region, Summer is defined as May through October. 20 

  21 

 Other major utilities that Xcel Energy has performed benchmarking with 22 

reduce their Net Maximum Capacity (NMC) during the Summer months to 23 

eliminate the effect of seasonal derating and create a higher EAF 24 

performance.   25 

 26 
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Q. WHAT IS ANOTHER METRIC THAT YOU BELIEVE PROVIDES A MORE ACCURATE 1 

ASSESSMENT OF RELIABILITY AND CUSTOMER VALUE THAN EAF? 2 

A.   We believe that In Market Availability (IMA) is a better metric than EAF to 3 

track our ability to provide value to our customers through reliability.  IMA 4 

is similar to EAF, except the metric controls for the fact that an unavailable 5 

unit would not be dispatched due to market conditions.  This again affects 6 

our combined cycle units to a greater degree.  In the Spring and Fall, our 7 

combined cycle facilities do not run as often due to decreased load demand.  8 

We therefore schedule our overhauls during this time.  To reduce customer 9 

costs during these overhauls we try to limit work to straight time (i.e., not 10 

using overtime or special time schedule), which increases the duration of the 11 

overhaul but lowers its overall cost.  Figure 14 shows the difference between 12 

IMA and EAF for NSPM plants in 2014.  Figures 15-19 show individual 13 

plant IMA and EAF performance for the coal and intermediate plants. 14 
Figure 14 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

To support a first quartile performance in EAF at the combined cycle 25 

facilities, we could work more overtime to shorten overhaul duration.  We 26 
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generally do not follow this strategy because it increases costs rather than 1 

creating value for our customers. 2 
Figure 15 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 
Figure 16 12 

 13 
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 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 
Figure 17 20 
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Figure 18 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 

 9 
Figure 19 10 

 11 

 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HIGH BRIDGE AND 19 

RIVERSIDE IMA/EAF PERFORMANCE. 20 

A. Although High Bridge and Riverside plants have similar combined cycle 21 

system configurations, they are dispatched to the market at different price 22 

points.  This is due to higher fuel and O&M costs, as well as a higher 23 

incremental heat rate, at the High Bridge plant.  This means that as the 24 

Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) dispatches plants as 25 

the system load increases, Riverside will in most cases be dispatched before 26 

High Bridge and therefore runs more often.  It also means that High Bridge 27 
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spends much less time “in market” and therefore planned and unplanned 1 

overhauls do not affect the in-market availability metric as often but they do 2 

count towards the effective availability factor metric. 3 

  4 

Q. HOW DO YOU EVALUATE FORCED OUTAGES? 5 

A. Any unplanned loss of generating capacity (e.g., through a forced outage or 6 

derate) is systematically evaluated through the work management process,  7 

the event assessment process, or both.  These processes determine the cause 8 

of the event and identify corrective actions that are undertaken as governed 9 

by Company policy.  We take every plant outage very seriously and have a 10 

comprehensive corporate policy and procedure for assessing and analyzing 11 

the causes of an outage.  Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 13 provides this 12 

policy.  All events impacting the generating capacity of a unit (e.g., 13 

unplanned outages or unit derates) require completion of an Event 14 

Assessment Report.  This report documents all pertinent information 15 

associated with the event and includes interviews with personnel involved, 16 

all costs associated with the incident, and log entries.   17 

 18 

 In the event of an outage, we: 19 

• Conduct a root cause analysis to determine what caused the 20 

unplanned loss of capacity and document the incident in writing; 21 

• Document all corrective actions taken to bring the plant back online; 22 

and 23 

• Meet regularly to discuss corrective actions and repair progress, 24 

tracking the issue until it is resolved. 25 
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By collecting this information, we hope to improve our internal processes 1 

and prevent similar occurrences in the future.  I discuss our process 2 

improvements further below. 3 

 4 

Unplanned loss of generating capacity events are reviewed both individually 5 

and collectively across the fleet to improve operating and maintenance 6 

practices.  The causes of unplanned loss of generating capacity events can be 7 

generally grouped into the following four categories: 8 

• Boiler Tube Leaks; 9 

• Human Performance Events; 10 

• Quality Assurance/Quality Control Related Issues; and  11 

• Work Management Process Issues. 12 

 13 

 As mentioned, Schedule 12 identifies the causes of each outage from 2013 14 

through 2015. 15 

 16 

B. Best Practices and Productivity Improvements 17 

Q. ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF THE NSPM GENERATING 18 

FLEET? 19 

A. We are aware that the performance of some plants in our fleet has been in 20 

the top quartile while other plants have not.  We are also aware of our 21 

stakeholders’ concerns regarding plant performance.  We have sought to 22 

improve both the reliability and efficiency of our generation fleet through 23 

initiatives that can cost effectively increase the reliability and performance of 24 

our generating plants.  We made increased capital and O&M investments to 25 

bring our facilities to a condition where they can consistently operate at a 26 
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very high level.  As our reliability performance has improved over the past 1 

several years (as discussed in more detail below), we are now transitioning to 2 

a focus on managing people and processes to maintain the performance that 3 

our technology investments have achieved.  4 

 5 

Q. WHAT IS THE COMPANY DOING TO IMPROVE ITS PLANT PERFORMANCE?  6 

A.  Most recently, we have undertaken measures to more centrally manage and 7 

systematically operate our units.  While each of our generating units is 8 

different, there are sufficient commonalities that we can implement best 9 

practices throughout all of the Xcel Energy fleet. Further, by centralizing 10 

management of our fleet, we can capture economies of scale to more 11 

efficiently procure parts and materials.  We have carefully implemented Xcel 12 

Energy-wide programs to increase our plant performance and obtain 13 

efficiency improvements.  14 

 15 

1. Plant Performance 16 

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF BEST PRACTICES AND 17 

EFFICIENCY OR PRODUCTIVITY INITIATIVES. 18 

A. To improve upon our plant processes and to unify our power plants to 19 

achieve improved operations, we launched the Generation Operating Model 20 

in late 2011.  This initiative enables us to better implement accountability, 21 

standardization, organizational alignment, and technical improvements.  The 22 

initiative began with visits to other companies’ generation plants located 23 

across the country to benchmark best practices and learn from other 24 

successful plants’ operations.  The Generation Operating Model’s objective 25 

for standardization is to create efficiencies and facilitate information-sharing.   26 

 27 
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 As part of the Generation Operating Model, we have developed the “Energy 1 

Supply Playbook” (Playbook) as our guiding document.  The Playbook 2 

contains the principles we follow to manage, operate and maintain our 3 

generation assets.  In addition, it provides for the alignment of resources and 4 

standardization of the key elements in our operations to help us identify best 5 

practices, capture synergies, reduce costs and promote excellence.  The 6 

Playbook reinforces our approach that operating processes should be 7 

performed similarly across our entire fleet to enable us to be more effective.  8 

The Playbook is attached as Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 14.   9 

 10 

As discussed in our last rate case, some of the key Generation Operating 11 

Model initiatives include the: 12 

• Human Performance Program, which seeks to reduce human error; 13 

• Quality Assurance (QA)/ Quality Control (QC) Program, which seeks 14 

to reduce unplanned outage rates and improve unit reliability through 15 

stronger QA/QC requirements, greater contractor oversight, and better 16 

identification and reporting of non-conformance; 17 

• Work Planning and Scheduling Process, which standardizes planning 18 

and scheduling across the Xcel Energy fleet to help ensure the right 19 

materials and resources are available at the right time to improve 20 

productivity and efficiency; and 21 

• Overhaul Management, which standardizes management of overhaul 22 

processes and resources.  23 

 24 

Q. HOW HAVE YOU BEEN ADDRESSING THE INFORMATION SHARING 25 

COMPONENT OF THE OPERATING MODEL? 26 
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A. In addition to the Playbook, information sharing is promoted and facilitated 1 

throughout our business areas and operating companies.  One way we 2 

implement this information sharing is through the Operations Council, 3 

where senior management meets on a monthly basis to discuss operational 4 

issues.  We also have monthly regional and fleet reliability calls where we 5 

address individual unit performance issues and share lessons learned. We 6 

also gather our engineers and other key experts at least yearly to provide 7 

them a forum to share information.  Further, we also circulate newsletters 8 

and other updates to all Energy Supply personnel so they can be apprised of 9 

developments at our plants.   10 

 11 

Q. CAN YOU IDENTIFY AND QUANTIFY THE BENEFITS OF THIS INFORMATION 12 

SHARING? 13 

A. The benefits are usually in avoided costs of outages, repairs, or replacements, 14 

which are difficult to quantify.  The focus of operating experience sharing 15 

allows us to internalize and implement lessons we have learned to avoid 16 

similar issues at other plants.   17 

 18 

Q. PLEASE FURTHER EXPLAIN THE COMPANY’S HUMAN PERFORMANCE 19 

INITIATIVES. 20 

A. As we developed the Generation Operating Model, human performance 21 

emerged as one component of our operations that presented an opportunity 22 

for improvement.  We developed the Human Performance Program and 23 

documented it in Company policy to engender behaviors that support safe, 24 

reliable, and predictable operation by reducing the severity and frequency of 25 

events caused by human error.  A copy of the Company policy documenting 26 
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our Human Performance Program is provided as Exhibit___(SHM-1), 1 

Schedule 15. 2 

 3 

Q. CAN YOU QUANTIFY THE BENEFITS OF THE HUMAN PERFORMANCE 4 

PROGRAM? 5 

A. Yes, we have gathered data and performed a thorough analysis on the 6 

Human Performance Program.  One of the metrics we use to track the 7 

success of our human performance program is Human Performance 8 

Incident Rate (HPIR).  This metric is calculated similarly to the OSHA safety 9 

metric Total Recordable Incident Rate (TRIR), HPIR = (#HPI Events x 10 

200,000hrs/Hours Worked). Human error contribution events have been 11 

trending down since our program started in 2011.   Our Human 12 

Performance Program is consistent with general industry interest in 13 

identifying opportunities to mitigate human error as a root or contributing 14 

cause to outages and other plant performance issues.  Figure 20 below shows 15 

the company trend for HPIR from 2010 through May 2015. 16 
Figure 20 17 

NSPM HPIR 18 
 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

 27 
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Q.  PLEASE DESCRIBE THE QA/QC PROGRAM. 1 

A. To mitigate QA/QC issues, we utilize our Quality Management Program.  2 

The objective of our Quality Management Program, which includes QA and 3 

QC, is to provide fleet-wide oversight processes and controls to reduce 4 

unplanned outage rate (UOR) and improve unit reliability. Quality oversight 5 

efforts have been focused on supplier, vendor, and contractor performance 6 

to improve two main areas that significantly affect fleet UOR: 1) Service and 7 

material quality and 2) New equipment/component design.  8 

 9 

 The QA/QC program is a comprehensive approach that includes 10 

improvement initiatives in the areas of: 11 

• Vendor/supplier performance for procurement of goods and services; 12 

• Control of contractor in plant construction and installation activities; 13 

• Supplier/contractor accountability for cost of rework items; 14 

• Receiving inspections for plant equipment and materials;  15 

• Increased focus and processes for work-in-progress quality control; and  16 

• Increased focus on post-maintenance and post-installation QA/QC 17 

testing to verify proper completion and equipment operability. 18 

 19 

We have also increased our oversight presence in the shops and field to gain 20 

Supplier/Contractor recognition of our Quality Program.  The use of QA 21 

tools such as the QA contract requirements, and inspection and test plans, 22 

help us to ensure a higher level of Supplier/Contractor performance and 23 

accountability.  These efforts yielded a measured reduction.   24 

 25 
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 As a result of this more formal and rigorous process surrounding QA, we 1 

should be better able to prevent inferior work from being performed at, and 2 

inferior products from being installed in, our plants. For example, during the 3 

2012 Sherco Unit 1 overhaul, more rigorous contractor oversight resulted in 4 

the identification and early resolution of a contractor installing out of spec 5 

bolts on a turbine for which the costs of mitigation were paid by the 6 

contractor.  While this is a relatively new program, we expect this trend to 7 

continue. 8 

 9 

Q. PLEASE FURTHER DESCRIBE THE COMPANY’S WORK MANAGEMENT PROCESS 10 

IMPROVEMENTS. 11 

A. As part of the Generation Operating Model, work management process 12 

improvements are being implemented to reduce repeat failures of critical 13 

equipment by implementing standard Predictive Maintenance (PdM) and 14 

Preventive Maintenance (PM) actions prior to failure.   15 

 16 

PdM is an activity that monitors a critical parameter as an indicator of 17 

equipment condition or performance.  Examples of PdM activities that we 18 

continue to expand include:  1) Thermography, 2) Vibration Analysis, 3) 19 

Acoustic Monitoring, 4) Lubrication Sampling and Analysis, and 5) 20 

Miscellaneous Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) (e.g., Eddy current testing 21 

to determine condenser tube wall thickness).  PdM activities are also being 22 

used to diagnose equipment problems when off-normal conditions are 23 

detected. 24 

 25 

A PM is a scheduled activity with the purpose of preventing future 26 

breakdown or corrective maintenance.  An example of this is our critical 27 
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motor PM initiative that identified PM actions at specific time intervals for 1 

large motors.  These strategies are intended to produce improved reliability 2 

and are intended to be a key driver in achieving reductions in unforced 3 

outages.  In addition, there is typically an inverse relationship between (1) 4 

Corrective Maintenance (CM) and Breakdown Maintenance (BD) work and 5 

(2) PM work.  Since CM/BD is typically unplanned, the costs associated 6 

with CM/BD work are typically higher than PM work.  Our efforts to 7 

improve our PM program should also help to decrease maintenance costs.  8 

Figure 21 shows our PM to CM/BD work trend. 9 
Figure 21 10 

PM vs CM/BD Monthly Average Hours per Year (%) 11 
 12 

 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

Q. WHAT ARE YOUR CONCLUSIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE GENERATION 19 

OPERATING MODEL? 20 

A. I believe that moving Energy Supply to a fleet-based model has improved 21 

performance.  Operational improvements could be lost without a centralized 22 

governance model.  Moving to a fleet-based approach allows the individual 23 

plants to leverage the power of the lessons learned.  Our model facilitates 24 

knowledge transfer of leading practices through formalized, structured 25 

interactions and by centralizing critical functions, such as engineering and 26 

overhaul management.    27 
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2. Cost Mitigation 1 

Q. IN ADDITION TO THE IMPROVEMENTS YOU JUST DESCRIBED, IS THE 2 

COMPANY DOING ANYTHING TO MITIGATE PROCUREMENT COSTS?  3 

A. Yes. The Company has created three innovative programs to mitigate 4 

procurement costs: (1) the Master Services Agreement Initiative; (2) the 5 

Combustion Turbine Parts Exchange Program; and (3) Chemicals Supply 6 

Contract Program. 7 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE MASTER SERVICES AGREEMENT INITIATIVE. 8 

A. Keeping Xcel Energy’s generation facilities running smoothly and efficiently 9 

requires the careful coordination of a wide range of maintenance processes 10 

and activities, including specialized efforts during outages.  Much of this 11 

maintenance work is completed by contractors, including contractors with 12 

specific skills that are not cultivated in-house, such as work on railroad lines 13 

and cooling tower inspections.  14 

 15 

 The contracts required for each subcontractor are often complex and time-16 

consuming to prepare and execute. We therefore launched the Master 17 

Services Agreement (MSA) with three main objectives:  18 

• Reduction of costs due to “volume purchasing” at competitively bid 19 

rates and the reduction of the associated transactional inefficiencies of 20 

negotiating services agreements on an individual or plant-by-plant basis;  21 

• Consistent contract terms and conditions across business units and 22 

projects, which reduces the time spent in negotiation and allows the 23 

Company greater control of contractual risk; and 24 

• QA and QC control, through standard contractual terms, allowing 25 

stricter adherence to the Company’s operating and safety standards.   26 

  27 
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Q.     WHAT BENEFITS HAVE RESULTED FROM THE MSA INITIATIVE? 1 

A. The MSA initiative has reduced the number of service agreements for plant 2 

maintenance that we were executing with the same companies on a plant-by-3 

plant basis.  This allows our staff to focus on higher value requests-for-4 

proposals and negotiations, as opposed to one-time purchase orders.  It has 5 

also resulted in a list of key providers for each work category, which allows 6 

plant employees to issue maintenance orders more quickly by having 7 

competitively bid pricing, safety appendices, and terms and conditions 8 

already in place. 9 

 10 

 By aggregating the work performed by contractors across Xcel Energy and 11 

using longer-term contracts, we can negotiate better terms and pricing.  We 12 

estimate that the process of acquiring bids and negotiating longer-term 13 

contracts results in a cost reduction of two to seven percent for labor, 14 

materials, and equipment.  15 

 16 

 A subset of the MSA initiative that has benefited NSP is the Combustion 17 

Turbine Parts Exchange Program and Combustion Turbine Overhaul 18 

Services MSA (these programs are discussed in greater detail below).   19 

 20 

The Company has recently taken a similar approach for 28 onsite plant 21 

maintenance service categories with coverage by 67 various MSA contracts 22 

for activities such as cooling tower maintenance, mobile crane services, 23 

HVAC repair, electric motor and pump repairs, and fire pump and fire 24 

suppression sprinkler repair services. Since January 2014 when these MSA 25 

contracts were negotiated, NSPM has realized over $620,000 in cost savings. 26 

 27 
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Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE COMBUSTION TURBINE PARTS EXCHANGE PROGRAM 1 

AND CT OVERHAUL MSA.  2 

A. Xcel Energy currently operates twenty natural gas-fired generating units 3 

across its operating utilities, with additional units expected in the future.  The 4 

reliability of these units depends on an effective and ongoing maintenance 5 

plan, including ready access to spare parts.  In the past, that involved keeping 6 

an extensive stock of parts on hand for each Combustion Turbine (CT) in 7 

the fleet. In NSPM all eight turbines have signed parts exchange and 8 

maintenance service agreement contracts. 9 

  10 

 This unique parts exchange strategy is an industry-leading initiative that 11 

allows the Company to purchase only the parts that immediately go into 12 

service.  Instead of investing in complete sets of spare and emergency 13 

inventory parts upfront on a plant-by-plant basis, we rely on long-term 14 

contracts with a qualified parts supplier to provide the parts on a just-in-time 15 

basis.  The supplier commits to having a complete supply of qualified spare 16 

parts readily available to support the Company’s turbine overhaul schedule, 17 

which provides us the confidence that we will have the parts we need when 18 

we need them.  19 

 20 

 The CT overhaul MSA is structured similar to our other master service 21 

agreements.  It provides use with volume discounts and greater familiarity 22 

with vendor personnel due to more consistent interactions. 23 

 24 

Q. WHAT BENEFITS HAVE RESULTED FROM THE CT PARTS EXCHANGE AND 25 

OVERHAUL MSA INITIATIVE? 26 
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A. The CT Parts Exchange program has been in place since 2013 and results in 1 

better pricing, reduced ownership costs, and fewer overhauls.  The CT 2 

Overhaul MSA started in 2015 and was used during intermediate plant 3 

overhauls this Spring.  Table 8 below show the costs savings associated with 4 

these programs.  5 
Table 8 6 

CT Parts Exchange & Overhaul MSA Savings ($) 7 
 8 

 9 

 10 

 11 

Other benefits of these programs include ongoing access to state-of-the-art 12 

equipment and more consistent overhauls and inspections. By streamlining 13 

the process for procuring and managing inventory, and by reducing the 14 

number of parts in inventory, the Company reduced its cost of owning and 15 

maintaining the parts inventory.  Additionally, we receive credit from the 16 

negotiated sale of the used turbine parts back to the supplier, further 17 

reducing costs.  18 

 19 

 In addition to reduced costs, the programs reduce the time and labor 20 

requirements for overhauls and reduce the frequency of required overhauls.  21 

Due to this, we expect our overhaul interval to increase from every 12,000 22 

hours to every 24,000 hours of operation.  We also expect to experience a 23 

reduction in the number of combustion section overhauls required.   24 

 25 

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO THE CHEMICAL SUPPLY 26 

CONTRACTS.  27 

2013 2014 2015 Projected 2016
CT Parts Exchange 202,500$     836,082$     1,116,423$      505,231$               
CT Overhaul MSA -$               -$               1,010,687$      To be determined

Total: 202,500.00$ 836,082.00$ 2,127,110.00$ 505,231.00$           
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A. As previously discussed, we use large quantities of chemicals in our plants to 1 

reduce emissions and treat water.  The biggest contracts include sulfuric acid, 2 

lime, ammonia, and mercury sorbent (also known as activated carbon).   3 

 4 

Over the past five years, the Company has re-negotiated or re-bid its 5 

chemicals contracts.  As a cost-saving measure, over 80 percent of the 6 

chemicals have been negotiated on a long-term basis to avoid costly spot-7 

buy pricing.   8 

 9 

Our supply chain function also uses the services of Power Advocate, which 10 

specializes in utility procurement market intelligence.  By using this service, 11 

the Company is better positioned to identify market pressures and determine 12 

how these pressures will affect our material costs.   13 

 14 

Q. WHAT BENEFITS HAVE RESULTED FROM THE CHEMICAL SUPPLY 15 

CONTRACTS?  16 

A. The Company was able to negotiate rates below market prices on a long-17 

term basis.  An example of the benefit of long-term buying is our agreement 18 

for activated carbon.  We negotiated an index based price structure from 19 

2012 through 2017 in anticipation of increased costs in that market brought 20 

on by the 2015 compliance deadline with the Mercury and Air Toxics 21 

Standards (MATS).  The Company’s locked-in rate structure is below the 22 

projected market prices. 23 

 24 

Another example of long-term contracts and Supplier Relationship 25 

Management (SRM) is our agreement for sulfuric acid. The Company has 26 
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negotiated a five year contract with index based pricing.  Today this 1 

agreement has rates lower than in 2011. 2 

 3 

 4 

VI.  COMPLETENESS INFORMATION  5 

 6 

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS SECTION OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 7 

A. The purpose of this section of my testimony is to address Energy Supply’s 8 

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for purposes of the Annual Incentive 9 

Program (AIP), as required by Order Point 29 in the Commission’s May 8, 10 

2015 Order in Docket E002/GR-13-868. Company witness Ms. Ruth K. 11 

Lowenthal discusses the AIP more broadly. 12 

 13 

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE ENERGY SUPPLY BUSINESS UNIT FITS WITHIN THE 14 

COMPANY’S OVERALL AIP. 15 

A. As explained by Ms. Lowenthal, the Company’s AIP has three components: 16 

individual, business area, and corporate.  For the individual component, 17 

employees have performance goals tied to job functions.  The business area 18 

and corporate components use KPIs to measure goals.  Each business area, 19 

including Energy Supply, uses a scorecard that identifies priorities, KPIs, and 20 

target goals.   21 

 22 

Q. PLEASE IDENTIFY AND EXPLAIN THE KPI MEASURES FOR THE ENERGY 23 

SUPPLY BUSINESS UNIT FOR 2015. 24 

A. We measure the following performance indicators: 25 

• Safety – OSHA Recordable Incident Rate 26 

• Reliability – Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (EUOR)  27 
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• Reliability – Equivalent Availability Factor (EAF) 1 

• Reliability – Trading Earnings Contribution 2 

• Efficiency – Maintenance Work Productivity 3 

• Efficiency – Productivity Through Technology (PTT) Index 4 

• Efficiency – Operational Excellence Benefits 5 

• Customer – Regulatory Performance Index (RPI) 6 

Definitions of each KPI can be found in Exhibit___(SHM-1), Schedule 16. 7 

 8 

Q. HOW were THE KPI GOALS FOR THE ENERGY SUPPLY ORGANIZATION 9 

DETERMINED? 10 

A. With corporate leadership guidance, Energy Supply sets KPIs and uses 11 

benchmarking to evaluate how our performance in key areas compares to 12 

other similar utilities, industries or generating units.  This allows us to 13 

identify areas for improvement and set realistic targets.  As part of our 14 

efforts for continuous improvement, we established teams to track 15 

performance of key areas and identify recommendations for improvement 16 

that can be used across the fleet. 17 

 18 

Q. HOW ARE KPI TARGETS SET? 19 

A. Before a KPI is included on the scorecard, it is generally tracked for a period 20 

of time to develop a trend of performance.  After a trend is established, a 21 

stretch goal to improve the metric is developed to create meaningful 22 

operational and/or cost improvement while balancing the cost of achieving 23 

the KPI target.  Schedule 16 provides our current KPI scorecard and historic 24 

trends for our current performance indicators as well as detailed definitions 25 
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of each KPI.  As Schedule 16 indicates, we continue to adjust our KPI goals 1 

to establish realistically attainable but increasingly challenging goals. 2 

 3 

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE AN EXAMPLE OF THE GOAL SETTING PROCESS FOR ONE 4 

OF THESE KPIS? 5 

A. Yes.  A good example is EUOR, where we set a goal of moving all of our 6 

units to first quartile performance but did so by moving the KPI target up 7 

over time so as to achieve this reliability improvement in a cost effective 8 

manner.  Schedule 16 shows the annual adjustment downward of the EUOR 9 

target, and Figure 22 below shows the trend. 10 
Figure 22 11 

EUOR KPI Trend from 2010 - 2015 12 
 13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 17 

 18 

 19 

Q.  WHICH KPI GOALS FOR 2015 ARE THE SAME AS THE GOALS FROM 2014? 20 

A. The overall Regulatory Performance Index (RPI) goal for 2015 is the same 21 

as 2014.  Our target for the number of permitted non-compliance self-22 

reports increased.  This is mainly due to tighter compliance regulations 23 

including daily and rolling average exceedance levels.  Some of these daily 24 

limits do not allow any leniency on days when units are started up or shut 25 

down. Our target for NOx and SO2 emissions intensity decreased, which 26 

balanced the overall RPI target to be the same as 2014. 27 
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Q.  WHICH KPI GOALS FOR 2015 ARE DIFFERENT FROM PAST KPI LEVELS? 1 

A. The remainder of the KPI targets were changed to require improved 2 

performance to achieve goals. 3 

 4 

Q. HOW DO THESE KPIS PROVIDE VALUE TO CUSTOMERS? 5 

A. KPIs provide value to customers by holding employees at every level 6 

accountable to goals that increase customer value, keep short term costs low, 7 

and reduce long term risks.  One particular example of how our 8 

performance translates to customer value is through our safety goals. 9 

Employee and contractor safety are paramount at our facilities.  Safety also 10 

increases productivity and helps to decrease costs for both O&M and capital 11 

work because employees are engaged in work planning and not away from 12 

work due to injuries. 13 

 14 

Q. HOW DO YOU KNOW THESE KPIS ARE APPROPRIATELY CHALLENGING TO 15 

HELP IMPROVE ENERGY SUPPLY AND COMPANY PERFORMANCE? 16 

A. As stated above, we track areas where we see room for improvement before 17 

identifying specific KPIs.  This is done so that we can establish challenging 18 

but realistic goals to improve our business without negatively affecting other 19 

aspects of our business.   Once a KPI is established, we continue to monitor 20 

performance.  As goals are met, we look to replace KPIs with new ones that 21 

promote improvement in needed areas.  In relation to the difficulty of the 22 

goals that are set, the data provided shows that our actual performance is 23 

consistently near our goals with a fairly small margin between exceedances 24 

and misses.   25 

 26 
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Q. BASED ON YOUR REVIEW, WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE ABOUT THE INCENTIVE 1 

METRICS USED BY THE ENERGY SUPPLY BUSINESS UNIT? 2 

A. The goals for Energy Supply are based on protecting employee and public 3 

safety, and on improving reliability, efficiency, and customer service.  As 4 

Company witness Ms. Lowenthal explains, in order to serve as true 5 

incentives, KPIs must be set at levels that require outstanding performance, 6 

but not so high that they are unattainable.  The Energy Supply KPI levels 7 

meet this requirement and make it challenging to meet or exceed our targets.  8 

Overall Energy Supply’s goals in the Annual Incentive Program are set 9 

appropriately and sufficiently challenge the Company and its employees to 10 

meet them. 11 

 12 

VII.  CONCLUSION 13 

 14 

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR TESTIMONY. 15 

A.   I recommend that the Commission approve the Energy Supply capital 16 

investments and O&M budget presented in this rate case.  Our 2016 and 17 

2017-18 capital additions are part of a sound plan to address aging 18 

infrastructure and ensure system reliability.  To support these capital 19 

investments, we have budgeted $164.6 ($143.7) million for O&M in 2016.  20 

We have managed our O&M activities to keep costs low and operate as 21 

efficiently as possible. 22 

 23 

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR PRE-FILED DIRECT TESTIMONY? 24 

A. Yes. 25 
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Statement of Qualifications 
 

Steven H. Mills 
 

Vice President Energy Supply Operations 
Xcel Energy, Inc 

 
 
Steven H. Mills is the Vice President, Energy Supply Operations for 
Xcel Energy Inc, responsible for all fossil and renewable operations 
throughout the Xcel Energy generation fleet. 

 
Mr. Mills has more than 30 years of regulated utility experience.  He 
joined Xcel Energy is 1981.  His career includes assignments in 
engineering, procurement, material management and generation facility 
operation and maintenance.  In addition, he spent five years working at 
the Rocky Flats Nuclear site as Vice President Planning & Project 
Controls for Rocky Mountain Remediation Services.   
 
Throughout his career with Xcel Energy, he has held a number of 
positions of increasing responsibility in the areas of operations, 
maintenance, engineering, project management and support service 
functions.  

 
Mr. Mills earned a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from 
the South Dakota School of Mines & Technology and a Masters of 
Business Administration from the University of Southern Colorado. 
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2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actual 2012-14 Avg 2015 Forecast 2016 Budget
 Angus Plant 2,155,245               2,922,382           2,636,225           2,106,680            2,660,961          2,484,144          2,115,105           2,963,959          
 AS King Plant 23,313,901              28,562,281         34,693,165         31,420,428           34,154,367        30,720,478        29,474,705         29,001,444        
 Black Dog Station 16,228,893              13,716,336         18,866,634         14,366,898           17,068,098        17,387,875        11,514,142         9,035,117          
 Blue Lake Plant 715,624                  845,923              959,611              856,462               1,576,536          1,083,924          1,217,643           1,243,854          
 Borders Wind -                    1,162,483           4,992,341          
 Grand Meadows Wind 2,620,590               2,291,618           3,001,544           2,965,868            3,554,127          3,058,754          2,929,923           3,291,297          
 Granite City Plant 43,000                    126,400              134,611              130,964               204,683             127,431             135,009              145,207             
 High Bridge Plant 6,060,014               6,206,857           6,434,494           6,417,780            7,759,002          6,751,170          6,923,852           7,086,065          
 Inver Hills Plant 1,481,471               882,287              909,103              1,413,466            1,230,173          1,206,916          1,214,267           1,401,432          
 Key City Plant 51,067                    74,200                25,154                77,160                 52,715               42,979               48,170                -                    
Minnesota Valley Plant 23,444                    266,930              81,551                271,930               66,927               57,307               227,043              152,353             
 Nobles Wind 3,592,959               3,924,948           3,394,254           4,805,983            4,376,853          3,788,022          4,896,547           4,940,889          
 Pleasant Valley Wind -                    1,698,607           6,849,549          
 Red Wing Plant 4,994,852               5,036,530           5,637,699           5,989,718            6,959,023          5,863,858          6,489,527           5,274,620          
 Riverside Plant 6,947,905               7,208,523           8,511,136           7,261,277            7,989,790          7,816,277          7,502,242           6,862,844          
 Sherco Plant 47,377,374              52,568,694         54,868,018         44,773,946           46,753,842        49,666,411        56,384,864         56,445,283        
 St. Anthony Falls 437,734                  519,086              716,968              521,041               579,909             578,204             373,640              496,119             
 Wilmarth Plant 5,603,907               4,775,834           5,230,572           5,618,507            6,372,772          5,735,750          5,476,624           5,648,159          
 Disbursed Generation 79,490                    40,800                29,490                29,865                 22,972               43,984               56,115                61,200               
Other Energy Supply O&M 31,294,425              28,068,209         15,952,727         30,101,749           15,617,251        20,954,801        18,658,573         18,680,793        

Total 153,021,895$         158,037,838$     162,082,956$     159,129,722$       157,000,001$    157,368,284$    158,499,081$     164,572,525$    

Minnesota Jurisdiction net of interchange allocation
2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actual 2012-14 Avg 2015 Forecast 2016 Budget

 Angus Plant 1,611,721               2,180,808           1,960,339           1,566,104            1,974,888          1,848,983          1,563,583           2,177,718          
 AS King Plant 17,357,447              21,178,395         25,690,231         23,344,240           25,348,844        22,798,841        21,774,494         21,308,276        
 Black Dog Station 12,079,437              10,196,663         13,993,161         10,677,090           12,667,599        12,913,399        8,507,235           6,638,382          
 Blue Lake Plant 535,159                  631,266              713,586              636,691               1,170,064          806,270             900,149              913,902             
 Borders Wind 859,371              3,668,031          
 Grand Meadows Wind 1,959,756               1,710,108           2,232,003           2,204,828            2,637,777          2,276,512          2,165,957           2,418,221          
 Granite City Plant 32,156                    94,324                100,097              97,358                 151,909             94,721               99,805                106,688             
 High Bridge Plant 4,532,334               4,631,834           4,784,804           4,770,973            5,758,528          5,025,222          5,051,033           5,182,439          
 Inver Hills Plant 1,107,884               658,401              676,026              1,050,772            913,000             898,970             897,649              1,029,670          
 Key City Plant 38,190                    55,372                18,706                57,361                 39,123               32,006               35,610                -                    
 Minnesota Valley Plant 17,533                    198,691              45,768                202,109               49,671               37,657               167,843              111,941             
 Nobles Wind 2,686,918               2,928,969           2,524,027           3,572,767            3,248,380          2,819,775          3,619,793           3,630,227          
 Pleasant Valley Wind 1,255,703           5,032,580          
 Red Wing Plant 3,717,328               3,741,033           4,177,333           4,450,509            5,164,733          4,353,131          4,788,056           3,875,435          
 Riverside Plant 5,195,236               5,379,324           6,329,040           5,398,036            5,929,802          5,818,026          5,545,976           5,042,350          
 Sherco Plant 35,104,078              38,924,230         40,543,302         33,224,750           34,444,584        36,697,321        41,609,771         41,429,522        
 St. Anthony Falls 327,117                  386,377              532,113              387,267               430,393             429,874             276,197              364,515             
 Wilmarth Plant 4,171,092               3,542,831           3,877,797           4,174,553            4,729,739          4,259,543          4,046,947           4,149,882          
 Disbursed Generation 59,445                    30,447                21,929                22,202                 17,049               32,808               41,484                44,966               
Other Energy Supply O&M 23,269,891              20,874,167         11,797,555         22,366,132           11,526,273        15,531,240        13,829,984         13,735,286        

Total 113,802,722$         117,343,240$     120,017,817$     118,203,742$       116,202,356$    116,674,298$    117,036,640$     120,860,031$    
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NSPM Electric - Excluding Courtenay Wind
2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actual 2012-14 Avg 2015 Budget 2016 Budget

Internal Labor 78,136,953        78,666,827        82,195,060        78,404,551        76,409,483        78,913,832        75,050,738          73,588,104        
Contract Labor 33,628,098        27,995,399        34,977,836        29,447,898        29,282,871        32,629,602        35,184,060          42,151,364        
Materials 25,831,966        26,103,908        27,431,920        27,651,164        31,180,026        28,147,971        24,352,211          23,825,887        
Commodities 8,057,416          15,397,680        7,706,140          13,862,233        8,879,685          8,214,414          14,399,726          11,873,531        
Other 7,367,462          9,874,024          9,772,000          9,763,877          11,247,936        9,462,466          10,414,967          13,133,639        

Total 153,021,895       158,037,838$     162,082,956$     159,129,722$     157,000,001$     157,368,284$     159,401,702$      164,572,525$     

Minnesota Jurisdiction net of interchange allocation
2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actual 2012-14 Avg 2015 Budget 2016 Budget

Internal Labor 58,095,019        58,450,933        60,855,946        58,264,628        56,660,801        58,537,255        55,342,772          54,067,502        
Contract Labor 25,036,542        20,747,985        25,908,718        21,865,017        21,544,350        24,163,203        25,410,674          30,953,783        
Materials 19,157,731        19,305,683        20,301,177        20,516,863        23,072,922        20,843,943        17,479,929          17,479,182        
Commodities 6,024,655          11,490,442        5,729,700          10,305,154        6,590,301          6,114,885          10,633,745          8,723,858          
Other 5,488,775          7,348,197          7,222,276          7,252,080          8,333,982          7,015,011          8,731,130            9,635,706          

Total 113,802,722$     117,343,240$     120,017,817$     118,203,742$     116,202,356$     116,674,298$     117,598,250$      120,860,031$     

Note: The jurisdictional values in testimony do not reflect the interchange offsets to NSPW; those values are shown in this Schedule.
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

 
In the Matter of:      ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER BY CONSENT 
Xcel Energy – Northern States Power Company 
Sherburne County Generating Station     
 
The Commissioner of the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) and  Xcel Energy – Northern 
States Power Company (Xcel) enter into this Administrative Order by Consent for the Sherburne County 
Generating Station (Sherco), Becker, Sherburne County, Minnesota, pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 116.07, 
subd. 9 (2010). 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

BACKGROUND 

1. On July 6, 2005, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published regulations to 
address visibility impairment in our nation’s largest national parks and wilderness (“Class I”) 
areas (70 FR 39103). This rule is commonly known as the “Regional Haze Rule”. 40 CFR §§ 
51.300-51.309. 

2. The Regional Haze Rule (Rule) requires that Minnesota establish and achieve visibility goals for 
each of its Class I areas by 2018. The Rule regulates the emission of pollutants that contribute to 
regional haze. The MPCA has determined that the key contributing pollutants are particulate 
matter (PM, measured as PM10), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and nitrogen oxides (NOX). 

3. The Rule regulates certain older stationary sources that could contribute to visibility impairment 
in Class I areas and requires Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) emission limits on 
contributing pollutants for these sources.  

4. The Rule requires that Minnesota submit a Regional Haze State Implementation Plan (SIP) to 
U.S. EPA that identifies the older sources that cause or contribute to visibility impairment in its 
Class I areas. The Regional Haze SIP submittal must also include a schedule for implementation 
of BART limits and other control measures.  

5. The Rule includes 40 CFR Part  51, Appendix Y “Guidelines for BART Determinations Under the 
Regional Haze Rule” which provides direction for determining which sources may need to install 
BART and for determining BART. 

6. To satisfy the Rule, the MPCA determined what constitutes BART for each BART-eligible unit and 
established emission limits consistent with its determination of BART. BART limits take into 
consideration the technology available, the costs of compliance, the energy and the non-air 
quality environmental impacts of compliance, any pollution control equipment in use or in 
existence at the source, the remaining useful life of the source, and the degree of improvement 
in visibility which may reasonably be anticipated to result from the use of such technology.  

7. To identify the BART-eligible emission units, MPCA used the following criteria: 
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a. One, or more, emission(s) units at the facility fit within one of the twenty-six (26) 
categories listed in the 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix Y Guidelines; 

b. The emission unit(s) were in existence on August 7, 1977 and began operation at some 
point on or after August 7, 1962; and  

c. The sum of the potential emissions from all emission unit(s) identified in the previous 
two bullets was greater than 250 tons per year of the visibility-impairing pollutants: 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxide (NOx), and PM10. 

8. The MPCA requested BART analyses from BART-eligible electric generating facilities that were 
found through modeling to be subject-to-BART, unless the facility was scheduled for future 
emissions reductions and all of the following criteria were met: 

a. The MPCA had sufficient information about planned emission reductions at the time 
facilities were notified that they were subject to BART; 

b. Public Utility Commission (PUC) approvals for the reductions were in place; and 

c. The MPCA determined that planned emission reductions likely represented presumptive 
BART emissions levels as described in the Guidelines. 

9. In July 2005, EPA determined that the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) provided more emission 
reductions of NOX and SO2 than would be required under BART, and thus states could choose in 
their Regional Haze SIPs to let participation in CAIR substitute for BART for electric generating 
facilities for these pollutants. The MPCA originally pursued this option. 

10. In May 2009, EPA published a proposed rule to stay application of CAIR in Minnesota. See Stay 
of Clean Air Interstate Rule for Minnesota; Stay of Federal Implementation Plan To Reduce 
Interstate Transport of Fine Particulate Matter and Ozone for Minnesota (74 FR 22147). In 
November 2009, EPA finalized the stay of CAIR in Minnesota. See Administrative Stay of Clean 
Air Interstate Rule for Minnesota; Administrative Stay of Federal Implementation Plan To 
Reduce Interstate Transport of Fine Particulate Matter and Ozone for Minnesota (74 FR 56721). 
Thus, the MPCA decided it could no longer determine that CAIR would substitute for BART for 
electric generating facilities. 

11. The MPCA submitted a Regional Haze SIP to U.S. EPA on December 30, 2009, which identified 
the BART-eligible and subject-to-BART sources and gave the MPCA’s determination of what 
constitutes BART and associated emission limits. 

12. On August 8, 2011, EPA promulgated the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR), also known as 
the Transport Rule. This trading program rule replaced CAIR, and Minnesota was covered by the 
rule. See Federal Implementation Plans: Interstate Transport of Fine Particulate Matter and 
Ozone and Correction of SIP Approvals (76 FR 48208). 

13. On December 19, 2011, the MPCA placed on public notice a Supplemental Regional Haze SIP 
that proposed to determine that participation in CSAPR would substitute for source-specific 
BART determinations for power plants. 
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14. On December 30, 2011, EPA proposed that CSAPR provided more emission reductions of NOX 
and SO2 than would be required under BART, and thus states could choose in their Regional 
Haze SIPs to let participation in CSAPR substitute for BART for electric generating facilities for 
these pollutants. See Regional Haze: Revisions to Provisions Governing Alternatives to Source-
Specific Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Determinations, Limited SIP Disapprovals, and 
Federal Implementation Plans (76 FR 82219).  

15. Under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(4), a state that opts to participate in the trading program in lieu of 
source-specific BART may also adopt provisions for a geographic enhancement to the program, 
to address the requirement under 40 CFR 51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably attributable 
visibility impairment. In addition, EPA has said that states may also include in their SIPs 
provisions applicable to a specific source even if there is no such reasonable attribution for that 
source (76 FR 82224). 

16. MPCA is choosing to include in the SIP a source-specific BART requirement applicable only to 
Sherco. 

17. As is required for all SIP conditions, the MPCA must make BART emission limits enforceable.  The 
MPCA is making the BART emission limits applicable to the Sherco facility enforceable through 
this Administrative Order. 

THE FACILITY 

18. Xcel Energy – Northern States Power Company owns and operates Sherco. Sherco has two 
emission units, Unit 1 and Unit 2, which are BART-eligible. Unit 1 (690 MW net, operational 
beginning in 1976) and Unit 2 (683 MW net, operational beginning in 1977) are tangentially fired 
and discharge emissions to the atmosphere through a common 650 foot stack, identified as 
SV001. 

19. The MPCA determined that Sherco Units 1 and 2 are subject to BART. See RESULTS of Best 
Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Modeling to Determine Sources Subject-to-BART in the 
State of Minnesota at http://proteus.pca.state.mn.us/publications/aq-sip2-07.pdf. 

 

BEST AVAILABLE RETROFIT TECHNOLOGY (BART) 

20. The MPCA requested a BART analysis from Xcel for Sherco. Xcel submitted the analysis in 
October 2006. See Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART) Analysis For Sherburne County 
Generating Plant Units 1 and 2 http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/view-
document.html?gid=2231  

21. After the Administrative Stay of the Clean Air Interstate Rule, the MPCA requested updated 
BART information from the facility. This was received in November 2008. 
http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/view-document.html?gid=2234  
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22. After considering the five statutory factors as documented in the MPCA’s BART determination 
memorandum dated October 26, 2009, the MPCA determined that BART for Units 1 and 2 is 
represented by the emission limitations set forth in this Order. These limitations are based on: 

a. Installation of sparger tubes and lime injection in the existing scrubber to control SO2 
emissions;  

b. Low NOX burners and overfire air on Unit 1 and additional computerized combustion 
controls on Unit 2 to control NOX emissions; and 

c. Existing wet electrostatic precipitators to control PM emissions. 

ORDER 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED AND AGREED: 

Xcel Energy will install and operate control equipment in order to meet the following requirements, 
which the parties agree represent BART for Sherco.  

I. BART Emission Limitations and Compliance 

A. BART for Nitrogen Oxides (NOX)  

1. Emission Limitations 

a) NOX emissions from SV001 shall not exceed 0.15 lb/MMBtu on a 30-day 
rolling average basis. 

2. Compliance with the NOX emission limits above will be determined through use 
of a continuous emission monitor in accordance with 40 CFR 75.10 and Minnesota Rules 
7017.1002 through 7017.1180, as applicable. 

a) The 30-day rolling average shall be calculated from the daily averages, 
with each daily average calculated from the valid hourly averages in each day. 
Biased data shall be used, following Appendix A to 40 CFR 75, but not 
substituted data.  

B. BART for Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)  

1. Emission Limitations 

a) SO2 emissions from SV001 shall not exceed 0.12 lb/MMBtu on a 30-day 
rolling average basis. 

2. Compliance with the SO2 emission limits above will be determined through use 
of a continuous emission monitor in accordance with 40 CFR 75.10 and Minnesota Rules 
7017.1002 through 7017.1180, as applicable. 

a) The 30-day rolling average shall be calculated from the daily averages, 
with each daily average calculated from the valid hourly averages in each day. 
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Biased data shall be used, following Appendix A to 40 CFR 75, but not 
substituted data.   

C. BART for Particulate Matter (PM)  

1. Emission Limitations 

a) PM10 emissions, including filterable plus organic and inorganic 
condensables, from SV001 shall not exceed 0.09 lb/MMBtu, based on an 
averaging period consistent with the particulate matter test reference methods 
stated below. 

2. Compliance with the PM emission limit above will be determined through: 

a) Operation of a continuous opacity monitor in accordance with 
Minnesota Rules Parts 7017.1190 to 7017.1220, as applicable; 

b) Maintaining opacity for SV001 at less than or equal to 20 percent using 
a 3-hour average. 

c) Performance testing at a frequency consistent with that required under 
EPA’s Mercury and Air Toxics Standards Rule (40 CFR Part 63, Subpart UUUUU), 
or at least every 3 years. Particulate matter testing shall be conducted according 
to Minn. R. 7017.2001 to 7017.2060, using US EPA Method 201A or Method 5, 
and Method 202. 
 

D. Compliance Deadline for BART 

1. Initial compliance with these limits shall be demonstrated no later January 1, 
2015.  

II. Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements 

A. Recordkeeping Requirements 

1. CEMS and COMS data shall be recorded and retained at the facility available for 
review by the MPCA or EPA inspectors 

2. Retain onsite at the stationary source an operation and maintenance plan for all 
air pollution control equipment, keeping copies of the O & M Plan available for use by 
staff and MPCA or EPA staff.  

3. Retain all records at the facility for a period of five (5) years from the date of 
monitoring, sample, measurement or report. Records which must be kept at this 
location include all calibration and maintenance records and all electronic recordings for 
continuous monitoring instrumentation. 

B. Reporting Requirements 
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CAPITAL ADDITIONS LIST
Company 
Descr Project ID Project Nbr Desc New Grandparent

Const Close 
Date Item Desc

Activity 
Year YE Amt

NSP-
Minnesota 11084541 SER-PMO-Gas Analyzer 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -12000

NSP-
Minnesota 11358850 SER-MMR-Purchase Videoprobe

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -50000

NSP-
Minnesota 11482479 SER-SMC-Misc Tools-Special Con

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -100000

NSP-
Minnesota 11483086

SER-RTC-Tools & Equipment 
2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/08/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11483104

SER-PMO-WirelessTesting 
Transm

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/04/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -31000

NSP-
Minnesota 11483278

SER-CHM- Misc Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -40720

NSP-
Minnesota 11483435

SER-MMR-Misc Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/04/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -16000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485385 ASK0C-2016 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/20/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -150000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485480 BDS0C 2016 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -74920

NSP-
Minnesota 11485510 HBC0C 2016 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -50000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485811 REW0C RED WING 2016 TOOLS

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485860 RIV0C-2016 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/05/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -50000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485922

ANSC0 2016 Misc Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485925 BLLC0 2016 Misc Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -15000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485930

GDMC0 2016 Misc Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/19/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -10000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485947 IVHC0 2016 Misc Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11485971

NBLC0 2016 Misc Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11487088

WLM0C 2016 Tools & Equipment 
B

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 11487714 HNIC0 2016 Misc Tools Equip Bl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -15000

NSP-
Minnesota 11632215 SER-CSC-Purchase Forklift #2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -16.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11632228 SER-CHM-Sulfur Analyzer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -97.39

NSP-
Minnesota 11633891 SER-MMR-Phased Array Software

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/27/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 11967444

SER-MMR-Thermography Unit 
Replay

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/16/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -49000

NSP-
Minnesota 12077784

SER0C MTR Vibration Monitor 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/17/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -65000

NSP-
Minnesota 11729337

SCFMNC0 Overlay Wall 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/12/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2262424.56

NSP-
Minnesota 10524134 BDS5C SCR Catalyst Environmental Improvement 10/16/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -800705.75

NSP-
Minnesota 11215945 RIV9C-U9 HGP Inspection No 1

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -4437268.6

NSP-
Minnesota 11348578 HBC8C CT Exhaust Exp Joint Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -181094.35

NSP-
Minnesota 11551351

BRD0C Border Wind ND Sequoia 
W

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -57035

NSP-
Minnesota 11632531

GDM0C Gearbox Replacements 
201

Renewable and New 
Generation 12/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -575448.85

NSP-
Minnesota 11632691

NBL0C Gearbox Replacements 
201

Renewable and New 
Generation 12/21/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -575448.85

NSP-
Minnesota 11783884

HBC0C 2016 Small Project 
Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -80259.73

NSP-
Minnesota 11783928 HBC0C 2016 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/21/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -100879.61

NSP-
Minnesota 11794837 BDS2C 22 Condensate Pump OH

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/06/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -47029.8

NSP-
Minnesota 11806358 RIV0C Emergent  Work 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -101191.48

NSP-
Minnesota 11806385 RIV0C Small Project Routines 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/24/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -100263.36

NSP-
Minnesota 11869600 PLV0C Pleasant Valley Wind

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -24116

NSP-
Minnesota 11958407 IVH0C SUS-C Fused Disconnect

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -18026.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11961430 HBC9C 91 & 92 Batteries Replace

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/26/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -260753.18

NSP-
Minnesota 11968032 BLL0-Small Capital Projects 20

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -25058.22

NSP-
Minnesota 12076460 ANS0C Small Project Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30020.26

NSP-
Minnesota 12077853 IVH0C Small Project Routine 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20049.03

NSP-
Minnesota 12077902 HBC9C U9 ST Valve OH

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/12/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -200270.15

NSP-
Minnesota 12078027 BDS0C Process Water Treatment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -856966.61

NSP-
Minnesota 12078033 BDS2C Gland Steam Exc Line

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/04/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -162037.28

NSP-
Minnesota 12078047 BDS5C MS Bypass Vlv Desup

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/10/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -323613.46

NSP-
Minnesota 12078136 IVH0C Fire Protection Tank

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/02/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -303236.05

NSP-
Minnesota 12078137 HBC7C CT Servo Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/26/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -60468.68

NSP-
Minnesota 12173639

CRT0C Courtenay Wind Farm 
Construct

Renewable and New 
Generation 12/02/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -294568959.4

NSP-
Minnesota 12174192

CRT0C Courtenay Wind Land 
Land Right

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2653779

NSP-
Minnesota 11229496

ASK1C-AQCS Baghouse Bags 
Repla Environmental Improvement 06/02/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -3587311.44

NSP-
Minnesota 11487919 SHCJC Emerg Reclaim Controls U

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/14/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -299107.05
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NSP-
Minnesota 11487953 SHC2C Monitor System Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -12668.99

NSP-
Minnesota 11488127 SHC2C U2 Turbine EHC Ctrls Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -3434181.87

NSP-
Minnesota 11630596 SHC2C U2 Battery Charger Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/22/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -195368.27

NSP-
Minnesota 11634320

REW1C REPLACE U1 ID FAN 
VFD

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/18/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -161018.7

NSP-
Minnesota 11636269

WLM1C Baghouse Bag 
Replacement Environmental Improvement 01/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -237506.64

NSP-
Minnesota 11771928 BDS0C 2016 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -301448.12

NSP-
Minnesota 11771939 BDS0C 2016 Small Capital Proje

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/09/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -115354.37

NSP-
Minnesota 11771944 BDS0C Inst Cedar Gate Service

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/05/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -10000

NSP-
Minnesota 11795202 SHCJC 2016 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -200601.16

NSP-
Minnesota 11795208 SHC3C 2016 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -351217.6

NSP-
Minnesota 11795219 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2016 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/16/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -45411.57

NSP-
Minnesota 11795223 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2016 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/06/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -201829.24

NSP-
Minnesota 11795225

SHC2C U2 2016 Small Project 
Rou

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -426203.71

NSP-
Minnesota 11795240 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2016 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -45411.57

NSP-
Minnesota 11795246 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2016 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/06/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -201829.24

NSP-
Minnesota 11795247 ASK1C Air Heater Cold Side Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -1918312.34

NSP-
Minnesota 11795249 SHC1C 2016 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -300837.9

NSP-
Minnesota 11795253 SHCCC 2016 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -275885

NSP-
Minnesota 11795263 SHCCC 2016 Emergent work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/28/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -1004746.72

NSP-
Minnesota 11795411 SHC2C Replace U2 BMS HMI

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -583009.91

NSP-
Minnesota 11795603 SHCCC Ring Head. Valve Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2415.74

NSP-
Minnesota 11798749

REW1C REPLACE U1 FUEL 
CHUTES

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -90554.99

NSP-
Minnesota 11806209 ASK1C Emergent Work 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/21/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -601625.08

NSP-
Minnesota 11806216 ASK1C 2016 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/24/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -250891.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11875607 SHC2C BASH PLC Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -116574.96

NSP-
Minnesota 11962243 BDS0C Municipal Sewer Line Environmental Improvement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -992023.06

NSP-
Minnesota 11965149 ASK1C Inst Dewatering Bins Scr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/27/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -391356.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11965179 ASK1C Cyclone Sec Air Damper

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/10/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -3617412.94

NSP-
Minnesota 11966508 SHC1C 2015 Rewind 12 ID fan mo

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/27/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -200388.23

NSP-
Minnesota 11966511 SHC1C 2015 Rewind 13 ID fan mo

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/20/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -180996.25

NSP-
Minnesota 11966928 SHC2C Gen-Xfmr Prot Relay Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -250257.17

NSP-
Minnesota 11967089 SHC3C Level 2 Mill OH 2016 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -142895.09

NSP-
Minnesota 11967092 SHC3C Level 2 Mill OH 2016 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -142895.09

NSP-
Minnesota 12073051

REW0C SMALL PROJECT 
ROUTINES 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/10/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30081.16

NSP-
Minnesota 12073138

REW0C 480V LOSS OF PHASE 
PROTE

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/14/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -49658.07

NSP-
Minnesota 12075658 SHC2C Rpl South Mud Drum Inter

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/17/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -171327.83

NSP-
Minnesota 12076275 ASK1C Cooling Tower PLC Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -106267.24

NSP-
Minnesota 12078184 SHC0-CCR Monitoring Wells Environmental Improvement 08/17/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -151872.43

NSP-
Minnesota 12078454 SHC2C Soot Blower Valve Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -96808.27

NSP-
Minnesota 12078459 SHC0C Rpl Bottom Ash Pipes Environmental Improvement 10/19/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -149812.31

NSP-
Minnesota 12172022 WLM0C 2016 Small Project Rout

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30106.71

NSP-
Minnesota 12172365 ASK99-Replace B-Crusher Cage a

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -426070.35

NSP-
Minnesota 12173238

ASK1C Cooling Tower PLC 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -283095.24

NSP-
Minnesota 12173239 ASK1C Furnace Wall Refractory

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2545925.3

NSP-
Minnesota 12173240

ASK1C ID Fan Suction Duct Exp 
Joint

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/07/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -271435.59

NSP-
Minnesota 12173241

ASK1C Inverter Panel 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/07/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -334987.73

NSP-
Minnesota 12173243 ASK1C SCR Inlet Expansion Joint

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -439710.68

NSP-
Minnesota 11914730

BRD0C Border Wind Xmsn Serv 
Ge

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -10191

NSP-
Minnesota 12173857

CRT0C Courtenay Wind Xmsn 
Serv Gen

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -7987285.41

NSP-
Minnesota 12174179

CRT0C Courtenay Wind Collector 
Sub

Renewable and New 
Generation 03/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -7242326.76

NSP-
Minnesota 11084542 SER-PMO-Purch Wireless Testng

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/31/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -41000

NSP-
Minnesota 11088349

SER-CHM-DGA Gas 
Chromatograph

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/05/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -50900
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NSP-
Minnesota 11358824

SER-CHM-Thermogravimetric 
Anal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -51000

NSP-
Minnesota 11482987

SER-CSC-Purchase Air 
Compressor

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -16000

NSP-
Minnesota 11621347 SER-SMC-Misc Tools-Special Con

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/11/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -100000.01

NSP-
Minnesota 11629891 HBC0C 2017 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/29/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -50000.01

NSP-
Minnesota 11629932

BLL0C 2017 Small Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/05/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -19999.98

NSP-
Minnesota 11629939 HNI0C 2017 Small Tools and Equ

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -15000

NSP-
Minnesota 11630376 ASK0C-2017 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/14/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -149999.99

NSP-
Minnesota 11631075

SER-CHM-Misc Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -51000

NSP-
Minnesota 11631079

SER-CHM-UV VIS 
Spectrophotomet

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/24/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -10000

NSP-
Minnesota 11631131

SER-RTC-Tools & Equipment 
2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -19999.66

NSP-
Minnesota 11631242 RIV0C-2017 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -60000

NSP-
Minnesota 11631296

SER-MMR-Misc Tools & Equip 
2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11631316 SER-SMC-Vehicles

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -130000

NSP-
Minnesota 11631690 IVH0C 2017 Misc Small Tools an

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11632273 ANS0-C-Tool blanket 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11632411

GDM0C 2017 Misc Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -10000

NSP-
Minnesota 11632663 NBL0C Misc Tools and Equip 201

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/26/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11633897 SER-MMR-ET Probe Pusher

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -36000

NSP-
Minnesota 11635013 WLM0C Tools Blanket 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 11635292 REW0C TOOL BLANKET 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/14/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 12077766 SER0C CSC Barrel Grabber Environmental Improvement 10/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -11000.04

NSP-
Minnesota 12077767

SER0C CSC Drum Packer 
Crusher Environmental Improvement 05/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -21000

NSP-
Minnesota 12077779 SER0C MMR Video Probe 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -55000.02

NSP-
Minnesota 11349838 RIV10C-U10 HGP Inspection No 1

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -4457973.07

NSP-
Minnesota 11485436

BDS5C TXP-T3000 Controls 
Upgrade

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/06/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1902310.49

NSP-
Minnesota 11632533

GDM0C Gearbox Replacements 
201

Renewable and New 
Generation 11/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -284757.53

NSP-
Minnesota 11632694

NBL0C Gearbox Replacements 
201

Renewable and New 
Generation 11/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -284162.86

NSP-
Minnesota 11772473 IVH5C Combustion Inspection

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/11/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -52155.42

NSP-
Minnesota 11783899 HBC0C 2017 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -80266.51

NSP-
Minnesota 11783932 HBC0C 2017 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -151547.54

NSP-
Minnesota 11806398 RIV0C Emergent Work 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -151834.24

NSP-
Minnesota 11961430 HBC9C 91 & 92 Batteries Replac

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/26/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -3500

NSP-
Minnesota 11968030 BLL0-Small Capital Projects 20

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -25059.77

NSP-
Minnesota 12076461 ANS0C Small Project Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30020.8

NSP-
Minnesota 12077854 IVH0C Small Proj Routine 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -25060.72

NSP-
Minnesota 12077899 HBC7C Turbine Controls Rplc

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -397006.3

NSP-
Minnesota 12172228 RIV0-Small Capital Projects -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -91944.27

NSP-
Minnesota 11083261 SHCJC Positioner Haulage Drive

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -356196.67

NSP-
Minnesota 11217415 SHC3C U3 BFPT Controls Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -16422.68

NSP-
Minnesota 11348592 SHC3C Boiler Section Repl 2020

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -6693625.12

NSP-
Minnesota 11348594 SHC3C Battery Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -129961.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11487089

WLM2C Baghouse Bag 
Replacement Environmental Improvement 01/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -234489.06

NSP-
Minnesota 11487734 SHC3C Motor Control Sys PLC Re

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -6336324.85

NSP-
Minnesota 11487740

SHC3C Turbine EHC Controls 
Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/05/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -3550947.54

NSP-
Minnesota 11487918

SHCJC Rotary Car Dump PLC 
Upg

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -573130.82

NSP-
Minnesota 11488170 SHC3C U3 Landfill Capping 2016 Environmental Improvement 10/31/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -232944.56

NSP-
Minnesota 11629963 BDS0C 2017 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -76445.65

NSP-
Minnesota 11630369 ASK1C-SCR Catalyst Repl 2016 Environmental Improvement 06/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -2290735.86

NSP-
Minnesota 11630540

SHC3C Repl U3 ID Fans VSD 
Cont

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -969859.74

NSP-
Minnesota 11630544 SHC3C Inst Slurry Rapid Resp S

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1047856.52

NSP-
Minnesota 11630604 SHC3C Repl U3 Boiler Fin Super

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -12094454.62

NSP-
Minnesota 11634148 WLM1C Replace U1 Bin 12 Screw

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/16/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -126174.63
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NSP-
Minnesota 11634329

REW1C REPLACE U1 GEN 
BANK TUBE

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -877493.62

NSP-
Minnesota 11635985

SHC3C BFPT Overspeed Ctrl 
Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/06/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -329554.74

NSP-
Minnesota 11636260

REW0C REPLACE SCALPING 
CONVEYO

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/29/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -467264.26

NSP-
Minnesota 11771930 BDS0C 2017 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -401981.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11771941 BDS0C 2017 Small Capital Proje

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/09/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -115409.41

NSP-
Minnesota 11794608 SHCCC Small Project Routines

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -200616.99

NSP-
Minnesota 11794612 SHCCC 2017 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/27/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1373640.5

NSP-
Minnesota 11794638 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2017 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -201877.12

NSP-
Minnesota 11794643 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2017 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -45422.34

NSP-
Minnesota 11794647 SHC1C 2017 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -250771.16

NSP-
Minnesota 11794651 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2017 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -45422.34

NSP-
Minnesota 11794660 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2017 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -201877.12

NSP-
Minnesota 11794666 SHC2C 2017 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -351079.73

NSP-
Minnesota 11794674 SHC3C 2017 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -426110.43

NSP-
Minnesota 11794695

SHCJC RCD Barrel Drives 
Upgrade

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -190620.91

NSP-
Minnesota 11794698 SHCJC 2017 small project routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -200616.87

NSP-
Minnesota 11795285 ASK1C Governor Valve

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/29/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -685943.65

NSP-
Minnesota 11795657

SHC3C MV Bus Undervoltage 
Rela

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/09/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -220861.02

NSP-
Minnesota 11806229 ASK1C Emergent Work 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -768896.66

NSP-
Minnesota 11806231 ASK1C 2017 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -250916.96

NSP-
Minnesota 11809666

WLM2-Replace U2 B21 Screw 
Auge

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -100124.74

NSP-
Minnesota 11915980 SHC3C HP IP Turbine Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/12/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -6002.63

NSP-
Minnesota 11962243 BDS0C Municipal Sewer Line Environmental Improvement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -5000

NSP-
Minnesota 11965316 ASK1C Inst RO Membranes

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/23/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -91578.22

NSP-
Minnesota 11967007 SHC3-U3 Motor Protect Relay Re

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -2615.67

NSP-
Minnesota 11967057 SHC3C Foxboro Workstation Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -914823.59

NSP-
Minnesota 11967061 SHC3C Gen-Xfmr Prot Relay Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -289050.17

NSP-
Minnesota 11967093 SHC3C Level 2 Mill OH 2017 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -142929

NSP-
Minnesota 11967099 SHC3C Level 2 Mill OH 2017 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -142929

NSP-
Minnesota 12073057

REW0C SMALL PROJECT 
ROUTINES 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/11/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30083.29

NSP-
Minnesota 12078271

SHC99-SHC99-Rpl RCD THF 
Drives

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -320997.24

NSP-
Minnesota 12078479 WLM0C 2017 Small Cap Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30109.52

NSP-
Minnesota 11228131 SER-CHM-CHN Analyzer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -65000

NSP-
Minnesota 11358830 SER-CHM-Discrete Analyzer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/06/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50900

NSP-
Minnesota 11632205 SER-CSC-Paint Can Crusher Environmental Improvement 06/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -29000

NSP-
Minnesota 11635316 REW0C TOOL BLANKET 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 11794371 SHCJC 2018 Small Tools & Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -182400

NSP-
Minnesota 11794850 BDS0C 2018 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -74920

NSP-
Minnesota 11795649 IVH0C 2018 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/28/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11795801 HBC0C 2018 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/04/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50000.01

NSP-
Minnesota 11797316 ANS0C Tool Blanket 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/17/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11802870

SER-SMC-Misc Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -180081

NSP-
Minnesota 11805056

HNI0C 2018 Small Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -15000

NSP-
Minnesota 11805109

GDM0C 2018 Small Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -10000

NSP-
Minnesota 11805612

NBL0C Small Tools Equipment 
2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11806022

BLL0C 2018 Small Tools and 
Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11806248 ASK1C 2018 Tool Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -150000

NSP-
Minnesota 11806409 RIV0C Tool Blanket 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/14/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -60000

NSP-
Minnesota 11807397

SER-CHM-Misc. Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50900

NSP-
Minnesota 11807400 SER-CHM-Automatic Visconmeter

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -45810

NSP-
Minnesota 11807416

SER-MTR-Vac Pump Stator 
Conduc

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -35630

NSP-
Minnesota 11807424

SER-RTC-Misc. Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000.04
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NSP-
Minnesota 11807429 SER-MMR-Purchase Alloy Analyze

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/23/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -38000

NSP-
Minnesota 11807447

SER-MMR-Purchase Video Probe 
(

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -55000

NSP-
Minnesota 11807453

SER-MMR-Misc. Tools & 
Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 11807918

WLM0C /10882 2018 Tools 
Blanke

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30000

NSP-
Minnesota 12073341

BRDW0C 2018 Small Tools and 
Eq

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -24999.96

NSP-
Minnesota 12077790 SER0C PMO Gas Analyzer 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

NSP-
Minnesota 12077793

SER0C PMO Pur Lab Transm 
2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/26/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -40999.98

NSP-
Minnesota 11083285 RIV7C-U7 Hydrogen Coolers Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -331114.95

NSP-
Minnesota 11485438 BLLC0 Admn Bldg Battery Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -55080.63

NSP-
Minnesota 11485445 BDS5C Cooling Water Strainer R

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -94527.78

NSP-
Minnesota 11629961 BDS5C 21 Lighting Transformer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -70554.07

NSP-
Minnesota 11632388 ANS2-C-U2 replace vanes and bl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -10935250.4

NSP-
Minnesota 11783911 HBC0C 2018 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -80263.87

NSP-
Minnesota 11783938 HBC0C 2018 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -151532.07

NSP-
Minnesota 11795831 HBC7C U7 CEMS Analyzer Environmental Improvement 10/26/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20595.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11795837 HBC8C U8 CEMS Analyzer Environmental Improvement 11/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20590

NSP-
Minnesota 11795913 HBC7C U7 CT Servo Replace 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/10/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -54558.63

NSP-
Minnesota 11795970

HBC9C ST L-O Blade 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -4854611.1

NSP-
Minnesota 11805120

GDMC0 2018 Generator 
Replacements

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -322139.13

NSP-
Minnesota 11805125

GDMC0 Gearbox Replacement 
2018

Renewable and New 
Generation 11/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -951158.29

NSP-
Minnesota 11805619

NBL0C 2018 Gear Box 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/14/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1684128.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11806420 RIV0C Emergent Work 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/12/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -151815.9

NSP-
Minnesota 11806426 RIV0C Demo Coal Dock Bulding Environmental Improvement 09/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -12070.15

NSP-
Minnesota 11945517

BDS0C Black Dog U6 Simple 
Cycle

Renewable and New 
Generation 03/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -108338625

NSP-
Minnesota 11961393 HBC9C Turbine Controls Replace

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/17/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1502770.96

NSP-
Minnesota 11961474 HBC8C Turbine Controls Replace

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/17/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1567522.22

NSP-
Minnesota 11961530 HBC0C Fork Truck Purchase

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -55298.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11962072 HBC8C U8 Hot Gas Path

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -5039567.27

NSP-
Minnesota 11962571 BDS5C U5 CT HGP

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -3502346.37

NSP-
Minnesota 11966519 RIV0C --61&62 Battery Room Ven

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/21/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -75280.17

NSP-
Minnesota 11968027 BLL0-Small Capital Projects 20

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -25059.13

NSP-
Minnesota 12076462 ANS0C Small Project Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30020.58

NSP-
Minnesota 12077898 HBC7C BFP Mezz Access

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/10/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50344.12

NSP-
Minnesota 12078035 BDS5C CT Blade Path Thermocpl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -64841.11

NSP-
Minnesota 12078037 BDS5C CT Expansion Joint

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -145988.96

NSP-
Minnesota 12078039 BDS5C CT Insulation

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -135285.73

NSP-
Minnesota 12078040 BDS5C CT Row 1 Inner Sup Ring

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -175838.05

NSP-
Minnesota 12078042 BDS5C Comb Dynamics System

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/03/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -407330.55

NSP-
Minnesota 12078091 BLL0-Mk. V Card Replacement -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -32556.3

NSP-
Minnesota 12172228 RIV0-Small Capital Projects -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -8333.33

NSP-
Minnesota 12172229 RIV0-Small Capital Projects -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -91941.51

NSP-
Minnesota 11217403 SHCCC U1&2 Coal Crushers Rpl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1210065.18

NSP-
Minnesota 11217409 SHC1C U1 Boiler Section Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -11434010

NSP-
Minnesota 11487761 SHC1C Generator Rectifier Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/12/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -422586.7

NSP-
Minnesota 11487762 SHC1C Generator AVR Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -805718.05

NSP-
Minnesota 11487923 SHC1C BFPT Controls Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1526605.56

NSP-
Minnesota 11629462 SHC1C Repl u1 drum internals h

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -516582.06

NSP-
Minnesota 11629470 SHC1C Replace u1 battery

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -194072.95

NSP-
Minnesota 11629473

SHC1C Replace U1 
TRANSFORMERS

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1436313.28

NSP-
Minnesota 11629487 SHC1C U1 Turbine Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -9955553.63

NSP-
Minnesota 11629954 BDS0C 316b Screenhouse Environmental Improvement 08/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -7542918.22

NSP-
Minnesota 11630568 SHC1C U1 Battery Charger Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1097797.24
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NSP-
Minnesota 11630593 SHC1C U1 Inst CO-NOx Grid on E Environmental Improvement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -765351.72

NSP-
Minnesota 11634988 WLM0C Replace Ash Loadout Buil Environmental Improvement 08/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -75267.89

NSP-
Minnesota 11635040

WLM1C Replace U1 Lower Air 
Hea

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/19/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -131646.19

NSP-
Minnesota 11635042

WLM2C Replace U2 Lower Air 
Hea

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/19/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -66766.41

NSP-
Minnesota 11635278

REW2C REPLACE U2 GEN 
BANK TUBE

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/21/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -931535.62

NSP-
Minnesota 11635472

REW1C REPLACE U1 
SUPERHEATER

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -663734.18

NSP-
Minnesota 11793487

SHCCC 2018 Small Project 
routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -12638482.53

NSP-
Minnesota 11793489 SHCCC 2018 Emergent work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1603782.67

NSP-
Minnesota 11793491 SHCJC 2018 Small Project routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -200610.74

NSP-
Minnesota 11793501 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11793504 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11793506 SHC1C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Sum

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11794375 SHC1C 2018 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -752290.65

NSP-
Minnesota 11794466 SHC3C 2018 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -606597.07

NSP-
Minnesota 11794475 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11794481 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Sum

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11794484 SHC2C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858.46

NSP-
Minnesota 11794488 SHC2C 2018 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -601832.49

NSP-
Minnesota 11794676 SHCJC Repl U1&2 Coal Crushr Fe

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/10/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1378742.21

NSP-
Minnesota 11794854 BDS0C 2018 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -115361.5

NSP-
Minnesota 11794860 BDS0C 2018 Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -403574.86

NSP-
Minnesota 11795374 SHCCC Pond 4 Construction Environmental Improvement 10/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -14977947.01

NSP-
Minnesota 11806222

ASK1C Replace 17A Feedwater 
He

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/04/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1784497.97

NSP-
Minnesota 11806235

ASK1C Replace 17B Feedwater 
He

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1785873.55

NSP-
Minnesota 11806312 ASK0C 2018 Small Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -401452.6

NSP-
Minnesota 11809546

WLM0-Purch Emissions 
Monitoring Eq Environmental Improvement 01/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -228454.03

NSP-
Minnesota 11809647 WLM0-Install CEM Stack Vision Environmental Improvement 01/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -107146.83

NSP-
Minnesota 11809666

WLM2-Replace U2 B21 Screw 
Auge

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -14000

NSP-
Minnesota 11965373 ASK1C Inst RO EDI Vessels

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/20/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -93530.96

NSP-
Minnesota 11965386 ASK1C -- Emergent Work 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1406865.99

NSP-
Minnesota 11966366

SHCCC Bottom Ash UG Pipe 
Repla

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -434209.21

NSP-
Minnesota 11966497 SHC1C Bottom Ash Refractory Co

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/28/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -138729.57

NSP-
Minnesota 11966516 SHC1C 2018 Rewind 11 ID fan mo

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/26/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -143529.36

NSP-
Minnesota 11966525 SHC1C Boiler Ignitor Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1899888.07

NSP-
Minnesota 11966541

SHC1C Repl U1 ID Fan MV 
Cables

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -470000.84

NSP-
Minnesota 11966594

SHC1C Replace Gen H2SCW 
Cabine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -71121

NSP-
Minnesota 11966625 SHC1C Oil Room Bldg Roof Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -52248.37

NSP-
Minnesota 11967002

SHCJC 12DC5 Upgrade 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1625128.25

NSP-
Minnesota 11967102 SHC3C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/23/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -142915.77

NSP-
Minnesota 11967105 SHC3C Level 2 Mill OH 2018 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/23/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -142915.77

NSP-
Minnesota 11970552

REW1C U1 GENERATOR 
REWIND

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/21/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1806475.62

NSP-
Minnesota 11974948

WLM0C Screenhouse Control 
Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -187794.9

NSP-
Minnesota 11974950 WLM0C Screenwash Pump Repl Environmental Improvement 01/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -66347.32

NSP-
Minnesota 11974951 WLM0C Screenhouse MCC Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -193647.05

NSP-
Minnesota 11993654 SHC1C Turb Isolation Vlv TG

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/20/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -46470.51

NSP-
Minnesota 12073063

REW0C SMALL PROJECT 
ROUTINES 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30082.45

NSP-
Minnesota 12075653 SHC1C Inst Gen Dewpoint Monitor

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -35437.66
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NSP-
Minnesota 12075661 SHC1C HP Steam RV Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -152817.7

NSP-
Minnesota 12076921

REW0C RELOCATE LANDFILL 
ACCESS RD Environmental Improvement 09/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -625060.51

NSP-
Minnesota 12078185

SHC0-HVAC U1 2 4 KV Bus 
Room

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -311407.5

NSP-
Minnesota 12078212 SHC1C Gen Core Monitor repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -139110.08

NSP-
Minnesota 12078294 SHC1-Cold End AH Basket Repl.

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -2095868.71

NSP-
Minnesota 12172024 WLM0C 2018 Small Project Rout

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30108.42

NSP-
Minnesota 12172333 ASK1-250VDC Pnl & Batt Charger

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -376711.91

NSP-
Minnesota 12172342 ASK1-East Hydrogen Cooler Retu

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -561554.41

NSP-
Minnesota 12172350 ASK1-West Hydrogen Cooler Retu

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -561495.45

NSP-
Minnesota 12172358 ASK1C Repl Cyclone Sec Air Dam

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/20/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -3993816.66
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NSP-
Minnesota 11084541

SER-PMO-Gas 
Analyzer 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -12000

One (1) flue-gas analyzer (to measure excess oxygen, 
carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxide content, at a minimum) 
is needed for plant thermal performance testing (e.g., heat 
balance tests, boiler efficiency tests) in addition to the 
analyzers that are currently available.

Current analyzers are showing signs of wear when returning 
them for yearly calibration checks to the manufacturer. Failure of 
our existing analyzers could prevent completing any given 
performance test. We need an additional analyzer to provide 
improved reliability in our testing services (i.e. sufficient 
availability of analyzers to do the job plus functional spares as 
backup against analyzer failure).

Continue to risk doing our thermal 
performance testing with insufficient 
reliability due to lack of functional 
spare flue-gas analyzers. This risk 
could result in an inability to complete 
a given test, making it impossible to 
provide an accurate boiler efficiency 
and/or net unit heat rate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11358850

SER-MMR-Purchase 
Videoprobe

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -50000 Replace videoprobe equipment.

Need tools and equipment to perform inspections. Equipment 
has a limited life. Replacement schedule is based on life 
expectancy. Upgrade equipment is more reliable, calibrations 
hold.

Can inspect with existing equipment 
or rent the equipment which typically 
includes contracting the inspector as 
well. Inspection equipment becomes 
unreliable with age and requires 
frequent refurbishment, so equipment 
may not be available when needed.

NSP-
Minnesota 11482479

SER-SMC-Misc Tools-
Special Con

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -100000

Purchase tools and equipment to support fleet wide outage, 
project and routine maintenance work performed by Special 
Construction.  Included, but not all inclusive:  safety 
equipment, small tools, shop equipment and specialized 
tools.

The plants and facilities utilize Special Construction to 
supplement outages, projects and routine maintenance work at 
their sites.  The sites typically do not have the tools and 
equipment necessary to complete the work that is performed by 
Special Construction.  The expectation is that our department will 
bring the necessary resources to complete the work.  The tools 
and equipment will be housed in a central location and rotated 
from site to site. 
 
Tools replacements are needed as tools come to end of life and 
are not cost effective to repair. Rent tools and equipment. 

NSP-
Minnesota 11483086

SER-RTC-Tools & 
Equipment 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/08/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

Miscellaneous tools and equipment for the Riverside Training 
Center.

Many of the machinist tools and equipment are non repairable or 
out dated. To provide up to date training and also for safety 
reasons the equipment needs to be replaced.

Continue to use old and outdated 
tools and equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11483104

SER-PMO-
WirelessTesting 
Transm

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/04/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -31000

PMO0116 - Purchase one lot of wireless testing transmitters 
to be used for testing power plants in the Northern Region of 
Xcel Energy. These pressure and temperature transmitters 
are being purchased as tools for conducting equipment and 
steam cycle performance tests at power plants.

Currently the MN Company Performance Testing group spends a 
large amount of time setting up test equipment at plants when 
preparing for a test. The wireless transmitters would save set up 
time as well as possible maintenance issues associated with wire 
transmitters.

Continue to use only the transmitters 
that are in MN Company 
Performance Testing currently to 
complete testing, which requires a 
large amount of set up time.

NSP-
Minnesota 11483278

SER-CHM- Misc Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -40720 Purchase of Miscellaneous Tools/Laboratory Instrumentation

These tools are used for analysis of water to monitor and control 
corrosion and scaling in power plants and to comply with 
monitoring requirements for NPDES and Solid Waste Permits. 
Chemistry Resources functions as a non-profit in-house general 
laboratory for Xcel Energy. It provides analyses for mandatory 
regulatory monitoring programs and for operational and 
maintenance activities in the plants. All of its tools are used 
throughout Energy Supply's Minnesota fleet as well as backup 
support for Denver and Amarillo labs. Outside contractors have 
profit margins built into their costs with which to purchase tools. 
Plants have overhead budgets to purchase tools. Chemistry 
Resources has neither. Our only means of obtaining the tools 
necessary to perform the work is through the plants or capital. 
Having tools for the central Chemistry Resources lab is more 
cost effective than having identical sets of tools at each plant.

If we are unable to purchase this 
equipment, we will be unable to 
provide necessary support to the 
plants, and, in most cases, required 
to send work to an outside contract 
lab.

NSP-
Minnesota 11483435

SER-MMR-Misc Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/04/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -16000

Replace air monitor (4K), glass bead polisher (2K) Epoch UT 
unit (10K).

Need tools and equipment to perform inspections. Equipment 
has a limited life. Replacement schedule is based on life 
expectancy. Upgrade equipment is more reliable, calibrations 
hold.

Can inspect with existing equipment 
or rent the equipment which typically 
includes contracting the inspector as 
well. Inspection equipment becomes 
unreliable with age and requires 
frequent refurbishment, so equipment 
may not be available when needed.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485385

ASK0C-2016 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/20/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -150000

ASK0116 - Tool blanket for miscellaneous tools needed to 
support core operations. Refer to additional information 
attachment for list of tools (Atomizer balancing wheel, Boiler 
Bldg Hoists, safety tools. I C electric tools, Gator 
replacement, conduit threader)

Ensure necessary tools continue to be available to support core 
operations.

Not replacing the tools reduces the 
efficiency of maintenance and 
operations activities.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485480

BDS0C 2016 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -74920

BDS0116 - This funding provides for new or replacement 
tools and equipment for the plant.

The addition and replacement of tools and equipment is 
necessary to maintain the productivity of the operating and 
maintenance personnel. Rent/Lease do without

NSP-
Minnesota 11485510

HBC0C 2016 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -50000 Tool blanket to purchase tools greater than $1000 each.

Tools needed to adequately perform jobs safely. Existing tools 
can break or a new tool can do a task better. Rent tools
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NSP-
Minnesota 11485811

REW0C RED WING 
2016 TOOLS

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30000

This project will be used to purchase capital maintenance 
tools for the 2016 calendar year.  Such equipment may 
include scaffolding, specialized electrical instruments, 
machining equipment, welding machines, etc.

This project will allow for the site to have on-hand the 
appropriate tools required for plant personnel to efficiently and 
safely perform their work tasks.  Having the appropriate tools & 
equipment makes for a safer work environment and reduces the 
risk of potential industrial safety incidents.  Staying current with 
electrical diagnostic equipment's makes for quicker and more 
accurate troubleshooting of plant equipment.

Do not purchase the appropriate and 
necessary tools for plant personnel to 
perform their jobs, which could 
compromise safety and slow 
maintenance type activities 
throughout the site.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485860

RIV0C-2016 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/05/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -50000

Miscellaneous tools and equipment as needed for continued 
maintenance of the Riverside plant.  This may include small 
tool replacements, electrical tools, maintenance and shop 
equipment, and Instrumentation / Controls tools.

Improved maintenance, improvements, and operation of the 
plant.  Tool replacements are done when needed or broken.

Do nothing - Loss of efficiency. 
Rent tools - More costly over time. 
Borrow tools from other plants - Time 
wasted in transporting/unavailability 
of tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485922

ANSC0 2016 Misc 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

ANS0116 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment ($15k)

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Upgrade and replace 
old equipment.

Continue to use existing equipment. 
Rent tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485925

BLLC0 2016 Misc 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -15000

Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and test 
equipment ($15k)

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Improve testing 
capabilities.

Continue to use existing equipment. 
Rent tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485930

GDMC0 2016 Misc 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/19/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -10000

GDM0116 - Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test 
equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485947

IVHC0 2016 Misc 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000

IVH0116 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment. ($20k) Improve work force efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.  Safety and reduced work 
efficiency risk increases if using 
equipment in poor condition.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485971

NBLC0 2016 Misc 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20000 Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487088

WLM0C 2016 Tools & 
Equipment B

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30000

WLM0116 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment.

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Improve testing 
capabilities. Rent/Lease 

NSP-
Minnesota 11487714

HNIC0 2016 Misc 
Tools Equip Bl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -15000

HNI0116 - Blanket for miscellaneous tools. These tools will 
be used for day to day operation and in preparation for the 
turbine overhauls. Necessary for continued upkeep of operating facilities.

Delay activities - result in increase in 
expenditures in future years and 
delays in normal repair of plant 
equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632215

SER-CSC-Purchase 
Forklift #2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -16.46

CSC-Replace Forklift no. 2 Replace existing lower floor forklift 
(#2)

CSC-Replace Forklift no. 2 The existing lower floor Nissan 4000 
lb capacity, propane-powered, adjustable forklift (#2) has been in 
service since 1996.  The Hazardous Waste Storage Facility 
(HWSF) is a bi-level facility and it does not have its own ramp for 
traversing between the lower and upper floors; therefore, two 
forklifts are required for operations within the HWSF.  The lower 
floor forklift is utilized for loading/unloading slide-loaded/drop-
decks/low-boy trailers, drum and pallet handling and movement, 
roll-off disposal operations, intra-Chestnut transfers, transformer 
and bushing draining operations, and pre-load staging.  The 
lower floor forklift also works in concert with the upper floor 
forklift for transferring materials between floors for waste 
acceptance, weighing, storage, and roll-off disposal.  Without the 
lower floor forklift, any task involving a forklift would require the 
upper floor forklift to drive around to fulfill the lower floor tasks 
and then drive back around to the upper floor.  Depending on the 
type of project, it may take anywhere between 1 and 50 trips 
back and forth to accomplish.  This would be an incredibility slow 
process and result in higher labor charges and significantly 
increased usage and wear on the sole forklift.

- Operate with existing piece of 
equipment and expect eventual 
equipment failure. 
- Repair and/or replace failed 
components; however, parts and 
labor may outweigh the cost of a new 
forklift.  
- Operate with only one operational 
forklift.  The forklift would have to 
travel around to the front of the 
Annex building to the ramp to switch 
floors.  Also, only one pallet or piece 
of equipment could be moved from 
one floor to the other without having 
to change floors.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632228

SER-CHM-Sulfur 
Analyzer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -97.39

CHM-Sulfur Analyzer Purchase of Sulfur Analyzer - 
Instrument used primarily to measure Moisture and Ash in 
Coal

CHM-Sulfur Analyzer This instrument is necessary to maintain 
Operational  Excellence in support of fleet wide operations. It is 
primarily used to analyze coal to meet the requirements of coal 
supply  contracts and to monitor efficiency in boiler operations.

This work could be contracted out at 
a cost of $100,000 per year.

NSP-
Minnesota 11633891

SER-MMR-Phased 
Array Software

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/27/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30000 MMR-Upgrade Phased Array Software More accurate and efficient during overhauls Rent an instrument.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967444

SER-MMR-
Thermography Unit 
Replay

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/16/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -49000 MMR-Replace Thermography Unit Repair costs too high. Rental.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077784

SER0C MTR Vibration 
Monitor Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/17/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -65000

Purchase an ADRE 408 vibration test equipment for rotating 
equipment.

Vibration test equipment is for recently added rotating equipment 
engineering position in Technical Resources & Compliance.  The 
vibration test equipment is needed to diagnose, troubleshoot, 
and maintain rotating equipment.  Failure to have equipment will 
make supporting power plants on vibration issues more difficult.

Do nothing which will make rotating 
equipment engineers job more 
difficult in analyzing equipment 
issues for power plants.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11729337

SCFMNC0 Overlay 
Wall Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/12/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2262425

SCF0116 - Install concrete overlay on Taylors Falls wall. 
The 880-foot long concrete water-retaining wall has extensive 
deterioration and some leakage.  As part of the evaluation 
report, Barr developed seven different options for the repair 
of the wall.  After completing the soil borings and concrete 
corings and evaluating the results, the Company would like to 
proceed with Option 2- Buried Wall, which consists of 
installing a liner on the upstream side of the wall, and placing 
and compacting fill on the upstream and downstream sides of 
the wall.

Existing wall has multiple horizontal cracks and deterioration. 
Further deterioration could threaten the structural integrity of the 
wall and leave it vulnerable to failure, resulting in potential 
downstream flooding.

Bury wall in an earth embankment, 
localized repairs, concrete and steel 
panel repairs, complete replacement

NSP-
Minnesota 10524134 BDS5C SCR Catalyst

Environmental 
Improvement 10/16/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -800706

Complete replacement of the Unit 5 SCR Catalyst.  This 
includes materials and company / contract labor to perform 
the replacement.

The Black Dog SCR Catalyst has an expected life of ~ 30,000 
fired hours, and hence must be replaced periodically to maintain 
permit limits for NOX Emissions. The existing SCR at Black Dog 
is the original catalyst (2002 in-service date) and has 
experienced approximately 25,000 fired hours. Black Dog unit 5 
averages 2,500 hours per year of operation. Hence, if operating 
hours remain constant it would last until Fall 2014, at which time 
NOX emissions might prevent operation of the unit within 
environmental permit limits. Samples taken yearly and sent to 
Hitachi indicate that the catalyst should make it to 30,000 fired 
hours. This is provided that the dispatch rates remain constant 
@ ~ 20%.  Note: With U5 out of service from September 2011 to 
August 2012, this project could be pushed back to 2014 & 2015.

Allow the Catalyst to come to end of 
life and not run the Units 5/2 
Combined Cycle

NSP-
Minnesota 11215945

RIV9C-U9 HGP 
Inspection No 1

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -4437269

Hot Gas Path Inspection outage No. 1 for Riverside's 
Combined Cycle Unit 9. Included in this capital project is the 
labor and rental equipment needed to replace Hot Gas Path 
parts. Parts include: transitions, liners, fuel nozzle end 
covers, fuel nozzle assemblies, stage 1 
nozzles/buckets/shrouds, and stage 2 
nozzles/buckets/shrouds.  Unit 9's first HGP will use parts per 
the PSM parts agreement.  The project will also include 
replacing the flex seals and R0 compressor blades to 
address issues with the current OEM design.

The combustion turbine OEM, GE recommends that at 24,000 
EOH or 900 factored starts (whichever comes first) a Hot Gas 
Path (HGP) be performed. For Unit 9, the first HGP is projected 
to be performed in 2015.  During a HGP, the existing parts will 
be removed from the turbine and parts provided by PSM will be 
installed.  The existing parts which are removed will be sent to 
PSM. 
 
Delaying this Hot Gas Path inspection beyond the OEM 
recommended maintenance interval would involve great risk.  As 
these components age, they may undergo thermal mechanical 
fatigue, cracking, abnormal wear, foreign object damage, cooling 
hole damage or plugging, TBC coating damage, oxidation, 
corrosion, erosion, hot spots / burning, clearance issues, etc.  
The probability of seeing these problems increases above the 
OEM recommended maintenance interval.  Any combination of 
these issues could result in unit trips, extended forced outages, 
and possibly major equipment damage.

1. Enter into Long term service 
agreement (LTSA) with GE. This will 
decrease capital expenditures, but 
will increase the plant O M costs. 
Plant O M costs are used to 
determine the economics of 
operating the RIV units and this 
would effectively price them out of 
the market. 
2. Do not do maintenance and 
continue to operate units. Eventually 
components will fail because they 
have a finite life. In addition to a 
major reliability issue, this would also 
become a safety issue. 
3. Do not do maintenance and tag 
the units out of service. 
4. Delay Maintenance and manage 
starts per unit and hours. The 
consequence of this would be higher 
risk of failure and increased O M cost 
for the plant due to parts requiring a 
higher level of repair.

NSP-
Minnesota 11348578

HBC8C CT Exhaust 
Exp Joint Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -181094

Replace the CT exhaust expansion joint and the insulation 
material. The expansion joint will be replaced when it begins 
to show signs of degradation such as brittleness and 
discoloration. At this time the insulation material will also be 
replaced.The new expansion joint will be an upgraded design 
that is less prone to fail.

This expansion joint has been in service for 7 years.  These 
expansion joints have a life expectancy of 5 to 8 years.  
This same expansion joint failed on the Unit 7 CT after only 5 
years.  The expansion joint on U8 was torn and a temporary 
patch installed in 2012.  The repair was warranted for 1 year. 
 
Additionally, the insulating material, Fiberfrax, used in 
conjunction with the expansion joint is listed as a possible cancer 
hazard by inhalation on the MSDS. Failure of the expansion joint 
could release the insulation material and hot exhaust gases into 
plant.

Do nothing until the expansion joint 
fails, then replace.  Doing this 
increases the risk of health and 
safety hazards in the plant, and could 
adversely affect unplanned outage 
duration.

NSP-
Minnesota 11551351

BRD0C Border Wind 
ND Sequoia W

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -57035

The Border Winds is a 150 MW wind farm to be located in 
northeastern Rolette County, North Dakota immediately south 
of the US-Canadian Border. RES Americas will develop and 
construct the Project and upon completion will transfer 
ownership to Xcel Energy. The Project will be constructed 
using 75 Vestas 2.0 MW V110 wind turbine generators at a 
95m hub height. The project also includes transformers, bus 
bars, breakers, collection lines and generational 
interconnection transmission lines.

Wind projects initiated before end of 2013 will qualify for Federal 
Production Tax Credit (PTC).

Look at non-wind alternatives for 
generation. Wind projects are 
justified.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11632531

GDM0C Gearbox 
Replacements 201

Renewable and New 
Generation 12/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -575449

GDM0216 - Replace 5 failed gearboxes. Cost includes the 
crane and labor to remove the rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, 
and then reinstall the components.

Gearboxes failed, with planetary section damage, and need to 
be replaced.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
gearbox fails. Up tower repairs are 
becoming an option but the cost and 
reliability have not yet been vetted.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632691

NBL0C Gearbox 
Replacements 201

Renewable and New 
Generation 12/21/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -575449

Replace 6 failed gearboxes. Cost includes the crane and 
labor to remove the rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, and then 
reinstall the components.

Gearboxes failed, with planetary section damage, and need to 
be replaced.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
gearbox fails. Up tower repairs are 
becoming an option but the cost and 
reliability have not yet been vetted.

NSP-
Minnesota 11783884

HBC0C 2016 Small 
Project Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -80259.7

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11783928

HBC0C 2016 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/21/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -100880

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May risk unit shutdown or derate

NSP-
Minnesota 11794837

BDS2C 22 
Condensate Pump OH

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/06/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -47029.8

Remove, disassemble, inspect the rotating and stationary 
sections of the pump and all associated 
internal components with new/remanufactured/aftermarket 
elements to restore the pump to new 
condition.  The new/remanufactured components will be 
OEM, or aftermarket equipment design to 
restore the pump to the original design performance.  The 
motor for the pump will be addressed via a 
separate capital project.  The completed pump and motor will 
be reassembled, reinstalled, balance and 
aligned to return it to service.

This pump is a critical component of the plant and is required to 
operate at design levels to enable and  provide reliable plant 
performance.  This pump is esigned to, and has, operated 
reliably over many  years but has reached the end of its service 
life.  The pump performance has degraded over many  years of 
operation and no longer meets minimum reliability and 
performance standards.  The pump has  been maintained 
during its life but must be remanufactured to allow the steam 
generating unit to  maintain its designed and rated capacity.  
This project will result in the pump being remanufactured to  
design condition and performance to allow the steam generating 
unit to maintain its design performance  and capabilities.

The plant would like to replace the 
condensate pumps for 2x100% 
pumps in order to reduce both O&M 
and capital maintenance costs as 
well as reduce the risk of causing an 
outage on Unit 52.  Aside from 
replacing the 
pumps the only other option is to 
continue to overhaul the pumps 
roughly every 10 years.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806358

RIV0C Emergent  
Work 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -101191

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. Unit derate or shutdown

NSP-
Minnesota 11806385

RIV0C Small Project 
Routines 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/24/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -100263

Miscellaneous small projects (valves, piping, etc.) with 
material costs of $2,500 to $20,000 as defined by the Capital 
Asset Accounting guidelines Valves or piping may leak and need replacement

Without replacement the condition 
may lead to a unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11869600

PLV0C Pleasant 
Valley Wind

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -24116

The Pleasant Valley Project is a 200 MW wind farm to be 
located near Austin, MN. It will be developed and constructed 
by RES Americas. Once complete, RES will transfer 
ownership to Xcel Energy. The Project will be constructed 
using 100 Vestas 2.0 MW V110 wind turbine generators at a 
95m hub height. The project also includes transformers, bus 
bars, breakers, collection lines and generational 
interconnection transmission lines.

Wind projects initiated before end of 2013 will qualify for Federal 
Production Tax Credit (PTC).

Look at non-wind alternatives for 
generation. Wind projects are 
justified.

NSP-
Minnesota 11958407

IVH0C SUS-C Fused 
Disconnect

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -18026.2

Add fused disconnect to SUS by "Blue Warehouse" to reduce 
electric arc hazard at isolation points on secondary side.

Arc Hazard Assessment has arc hazard levels well in excess of 
40 cal / square cm (over 70 cal / square cm).  This should be 
reduced. to allow safe operation of the downtream equipment 
without needing to isolate the transformer.

New system is safer than existing 
equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11961430

HBC9C 91 & 92 
Batteries Replace

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/26/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -260753

#91 and #92 battery capacity tests came in under 90% in Fall 
2013, potentially indicating accelerated degradation of battery 
condition.  Batteries will be capacity tested again in 2015, and 
if the results are poor will be replaced in 2016.

These batteries are vital to plant protection and provide UPS 
power supply.

Continue to operate with degraded 
batteries. Risk damage to equipment 
and possible regulatory fines.

NSP-
Minnesota 11968032

BLL0-Small Capital 
Projects 20

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -25058.2

Miscellaneous small projects (valves, piping, etc.) with 
material costs of $2,500 to $20,000 as defined by the Capital 
Asset Accounting guidelines Motors or valves must be replaced if not operating properly May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12076460

ANS0C Small Project 
Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30020.3

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077853

IVH0C Small Project 
Routine 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -20049

Miscellaneous small projects (valves, piping, etc.) with 
material costs of $2,500 to $20,000 as defined by the Capital 
Asset Accounting guidelines Motors or valves must be replaced if not operating properly May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077902

HBC9C U9 ST Valve 
OH

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/12/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -200270

Project to cover capital portion of the U9 Steam Turbine valve 
overhaul.  Complete replacement of steam turbine valve 
internals. Valve internals are worn and need replacement.

Manage hours on the steam turbine 
to reduce wear on the valves
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NSP-
Minnesota 12078027

BDS0C Process Water 
Treatment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -856967

Once the ponds are removed as part of site remediation, 
currently scheduled for 2016, plant outfall SD005 will no 
longer exist and our process water (blowdown, makeup 
reject, drains, etc) will require a new discharge method.  This 
project entails installation of process water monitoring and 
treatment equipment to be able to discharge this water into 
the circulating water discharge (outfall SD004).  This includes 
the required storage tanks, sampling equipment, piping, 
pumps, valves, instrumentation, and controls required for the 
project.  There is a separate capital project to also install a 
new city sewer line in 2016 as a backup to this discharge 
location, for the case in which pH or other parameters are out 
of range for discharge to circulating water.

This project is required to allow for normal plant operation 
following retirement of units 3 and 4 and remediation of the coal 
yard and ponds.  The secondary discharge option utilizing the 
city sewer is not considered a viable primary option, due to the 
high O&M costs associated with discharging large volumes of 
water to the city sewer.  This project will allow for process water 
to be discharged to the circulating water systems during normal 
operation throughout the year, and avoid these excessive sewer 
fee costs which have been in excess of $100k per year at other 
locations, with other potential fees which are significantly higher.

Defer project and all waste water will 
have to be routed to the sewer. This 
will incur added expenses in sewer 
fees.  This would also provide no 
means of treating the water if outside 
of sewer limits.  Additional sampling 
equipment would need to be added 
to the sewer project as well.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078033

BDS2C Gland Steam 
Exc Line

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/04/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -162037

Replace the Unit 2 Steam Turbine Gland Steam excess 
piping and control valve with larger size equipment to improve 
system performance.

The existing gland steam excess piping and control valve have 
not been capable of handling the quantity of excess gland steam 
at higher steam turbine loads, particularly during duct burner 
operation. This has resulted in operation with gland steam 
pressure greater than 4x normal pressure, which has caused 
higher moisture content in the steam turbine's lubricating oil as 
the excess steam leaks into the lubrication oil glands. More 
moisture in the lubricating oil increases the risk of turbine bearing 
failure from improper lubrication. Adequately sized gland steam 
excess piping and control valve will improve control of gland 
steam pressure at higher loads and reduce the risk of improper 
lubrication of the turbine / generator bearings.

Continue operations with the existing 
equipment and continue risk of 
turbine bearing failure from water in 
the lubricating oil.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078047

BDS5C MS Bypass Vlv 
Desup

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/10/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -323613

Complete replacement of the U2 HP Main Steam Turbine 
Bypass valve desuperheater used to cool steam being 
bypassed to the condenser.  This includes labor and 
materials required to perform the replacement.  This project is 
not expected to include the control valve section of the 
assembly, rather just the desuperheater section.

During the Spring 2014 outage inspections, a routine borescope 
inspection of the internals of the Unit 2 HP Main Steam Turbine 
Bypass valve discovered quench cracking in the desuperheater 
section of the valve.  Due to the configuration and assembly of 
the desuperheater, repair of these cracks is not practical 
because the cracking can only be accessed from inside the 
desuperheater, thus this section will need to be replaced.  This 
quench cracking is expected to be shallow at this time, but these 
cracks are expected to propagate over time and would lead to 
external leaks once through the wall of the desuperheater, 
resulting in safety issues and extended unplanned forced 
outages to repair or replace.  Replacing this desuperheater with 
a new and upgraded design may also improve the performance 
of the desuperheater to allow for improved steam bypass during 
startup, which is currently limited by the downstream temperature 
which can lead to quenching the steam turbine during a hot 
startup if the unit is rolled prematurely due to inadequate bypass 
capability.

Defer project and risk safety issues 
and extended forced outages for 
repair if the cracks propogate through 
the wall.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078136

IVH0C Fire Protection 
Tank

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/02/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -303236

IVH0211 - Replace the existing 200,000 gallon water storage 
tank needed to supply the diesel fire pump and foam system 
for the 10,000,000 million gallon fuel oil tank fire protection 
system. This project was originally submitted for the 2008 
budget.

Existing tank is failing structurally and has extensive corrosion 
over the entire area of the tank.  Note:  This project will not be 
necessary if the fuel oil storage tanks are sold.  However, at this 
time, the likelihood of a tank sale is remote, therefore, this 
project needs to move forward. Defer until tank fails completely.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078137

HBC7C CT Servo 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/26/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -60468.7

Replace/rebuild servo's on 7 CT.  The OEM is no longer 
supporting the existing style of servo, and they have a 
compatible replacement.  This project is to purchase and 
install "new" style servos that are supported by the OEM.  A 
spare set will be kept in stock and rotated in to each CT to 
minimize outage duration and maintain reliability.  The set 
that is removed will be inspected/repaired and returned to 
stock.

The servo's are necessary for controlling combustor bypass, 
IGV's, and fuel gas to the combustion turbine.  It is essential the 
servo's function properly.  OEM recommends rebuilding these 
servo's every year.  We haven't been since we changed the 
control oil to hydraulic oil and the varnishing has been reduced, 
adjustment to PM schedule will be made as needed.

Wait until the valves start to stick, but 
that would result in multiple 
outage(s).  OEM is no longer 
supporting currently installed 
hardware, so the outage would 
involve the lead time for purchasing 
and installing  new servo assemblies.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173639

CRT0C Courtenay 
Wind Farm Construct

Renewable and New 
Generation 12/02/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2.9E+08 200 MW New Wind Farm in Courtenay , ND Qualifies for a Federal production Tax credit (PTC).

Wind projects are justified when 
comparing against non-wind 
alternatives for new generation.

NSP-
Minnesota 12174192

CRT0C Courtenay 
Wind Land Land Right

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2653779 200 MW New Wind Farm in Courtenay , ND Qualifies for a Federal production Tax credit (PTC).

Wind projects are justified when 
comparing against non-wind 
alternatives for new generation.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11229496

ASK1C-AQCS 
Baghouse Bags Repla

Environmental 
Improvement 06/02/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -3587311

Replace bags in all sixteen compartments of baghouse filter 
bags due to end of life.  The last time these bags were 
replaced was 2011, and it is recommended to replace these 
bags every four years.  Each of the 16 compartments holds 
1,040 bags for a total of 17,000 bags including some spares.  
Purchase replacement wire cages (tub and lock style 
recommended) during this outage, because the existing 
cages have been showing signs of corrosion during previous 
inspections.  The cages are original installation from 2007.  
Also, restore coating damage from bags and cage removal.

Increased occurrences of bag failures from being at end of 
manufacturers recommended life.  Opacity exceedances occur 
due to bag failures with high dP.  Industry standard and OEM's 
recommendation for bag replacement is four years.  The current 
air permit requires us to operate AQCS equipment to 
manufacturer's recommendations. 
 
Availability - Estimated derate of 6000 MWH in 2016 (5 days x 
24 hours x 25 MW x 2 times per year) due to increasing failures.  
Assume that 2 times in 2016 the unit will be derated due to 
compartments out of service beyond the minimum (14 of 16) 
allowed for full service. Spare bags will be installed to replace 
failures. Estimate 5 days derate per event for inspection, 
scaffold, and replacement.  The frequency of failures would 
progressively get worse with time until replacement.

Do nothing - Accept future 
environmental exceedances and/or 
possible derates due to opacity.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487919

SHCJC Emerg 
Reclaim Controls U

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/14/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -299107

Replace current obsolete Variable Frequency Drives(VFD) in 
the Emergency Reclaim track hopper feeder level. Current 
VFD's are mechanical, new VFD's would be electric control 
straight to the motor. Tie new controls into DCS. Existing 
VFD's operating since 1987.

New VFD will be easier on equipment with a gradual start. Will 
eliminate obsolete gear reducer which is about 30K to rebuild, 
there are additional maintenance cost for removal and install. Of 
the 5 in our system we average about 1 rebuild per year. Better 
reliability against FAILURE, system will still run, just not at 
variable rates untill the problem is fixed. This is in comparison to 
complete shut down with a current failure.

Continue current repair methods. 
Annual repair costs will become less 
predictable the more obsolete 
equipment becomes. Less reliability 
in coal supply for plant.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487953

SHC2C Monitor 
System Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/30/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -12669

SHC3812 - Replace various monitoring equipment for U2 
turbine, generator, boiler feed pump turbines, and boiler feed 
pumps. This includes replacing the U2 Turbine Supervisory 
Instrumentation (TSI) system with a Bentley Nevada 3500 
system, with redundant X-Y probes on each bearing, thrust 
bearing wear detectors, expansion detectors, generator core 
monitors, and generator liquid detectors. Also includes 
installation of new hydraulic cylinder pressure transmitters for 
turbine valves, turning gear motor power transducers, BFP 
rotor position sensors, and misc instruments.

(including risks associated with project): The present TSI system 
is 26 years old, and the technology is 35+ years old. Many of the 
circuit boards have been obsolete for a number of years. The 
capability to troubleshoot problems and correct will be enhanced 
with this project.

Equipment failures may derate the 
unit.

NSP-
Minnesota 11488127

SHC2C U2 Turbine 
EHC Ctrls Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -3434182

SHC1714 - Replace the current GE Mark 1 Electrohydraulic 
Control Systems with a new digital turbine control system. 
Also replace the current mechanical overspeed trip systems 
with a triple redundant electronic overspeed trip system. Also 
replace critical aging field devices and cables with new 
equipment.The turbine control replacement projects for all 3 
Sherco Units should be done in one package in order to 
reduce costs and to ensure that the exact same turbine 
control system is used on all 3 Sherco units.

(including risks associated with project): The current turbine 
control systems are 35 years old. It is obsolete and no longer 
supported by GE. Many spare parts are not available, and 
troubleshooting expertise is becoming increasingly unavailable. 
For more details, refer to system health report.

Run with current system and possible 
unit derates.

NSP-
Minnesota 11630596

SHC2C U2 Battery 
Charger Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/22/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -195368

DC System: Replace total of four 125VDC batteries (21-
1battery, 21-2 battery).  These batteries feed 125 VDC 
panels and the two batteries in series feed the 250 VDC 
panel. These DC loads include 480 volt and 4 KV breaker 
control, relay and protection and emergency DC back up 
equipment.

The existing U2-21 batteries need replacement in 2016 due to 
end of their life cycle.

Allow batteries to fail and replace as 
necessary. Derate risk and 
equipment risk

NSP-
Minnesota 11634320

REW1C REPLACE U1 
ID FAN VFD

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/18/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -161019

This Project will replace U1's ID Fan's (1999 Model Year) 
Allen Bradley 700 HP VFD with a new equivalent VFD from 
either Allen Bradley or Yaskawa.  The existing isolation 
transformers will be re-used but the new drive will be 
relocated directly south of its current location into a new room 
enclosure.

The existing Allen Bradley VFD was nearly obsolete when it was 
installed in 1999 and is currently no longer manufactured.  The 
OEM stopped production of all repair parts in 2014 and stopped 
future product support.  Failure of the VFD will result in extended 
downtimes (i.e. months) for the unit because a new VFD would 
have to be manufactured by the OEM prior to site installation.  
Failure of this VFD renders the unit unavailable on any fuel 
source including Natural Gas or RDF.  Red Wing & Wilmarth 
have contractual agreements with RRT and are required to burn 
a minimum combined 320,000 Tons of RDF per year or penalties 
will occur.

Continue to operate the unit until a 
failure occurs which will result in 
potential Air Quality Permit violations 
and an extended forced outage.  This 
method will result in an Unplanned 
Emergent Capital Project to replace 
the VFD so the unit can be returned 
to service.

NSP-
Minnesota 11636269

WLM1C Baghouse 
Bag Replacement

Environmental 
Improvement 01/25/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -237507

WLM0217 - Replace six modules (1260 total) of baghouse 
bags.

Permit required to meet opacity standards.Bags are on a four 
year frequency to be changed out. The bags were on a six plus 
year changeout in the past but it was determined that changing 
out the bags more frequently saves on material loss on boiler 
tubes. It has been determined that after four years the bags 
begin to blind/plug and no longer allow enough air flow to 
operate the units at their full potential. Because of the plugged 
bags the air flow through the unit is decreased causing a high 
differential pressure reducing load capability and allowing the 
flue gas to consume more of the tube material throughout the 
boiler.

Do not change out the bags and run 
the unit at reduced load.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11771928

BDS0C 2016 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -301448

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures.

Withhold funding for projects 
emerging from overhaul inspections 
and risk not having funds available to 
properly repair the unit.

NSP-
Minnesota 11771939

BDS0C 2016 Small 
Capital Proje

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/09/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -115354

Replace valves that leak or motors that failed.  Small capital 
projects are defined as projects where the material cost is 
greater than $20,000 but the total project cost does not 
exceed $20,000 Replace valves that leak or motors that failed. 

Evaluate each project for impact to 
unit.  Perform project or maintain 
existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11771944

BDS0C Inst Cedar 
Gate Service

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/05/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -10000

Construction of a new Class 5 aggregate service road from 
the plant to the Cedar Gate. This road will be approximately 
6,000-feet long and designed to be 20-feet wide with a 6" 
section.  The portion of the road north of the coal yard and 
ash ponds will be constructed on a new Class 5 berm 
adjacent to Black Dog Road. 
 
The berm will be built to an elevation of 720 north of the coal 
yard and Ash Ponds 1-3.  The section of the berm north of 
the coal yard will be constructed with new Class 5 material 
and the existing Class 5 flood berm material.  The section of 
the berm north of Ash Ponds 1-3 will be of new Class 5 
material constructed over the existing flood berm.  The 
section of road north of Ash Pond 4 will be constructed over 
the pond embankment.  It is assumed that some grading and 
sub-grade preparation will be needed along the road 
alignment.

In 2015 the City of Burnsville and Dakota County will start 
construction of a new bike trail from the screen house to the 
Cedar Gate Bridge in the existing Black Dog Road right-of-way. 
The new bike trail will eliminate access to the Cedar Gate, 
requiring a new service road to be constructed.

1)  Negotiate with the City to use their 
bike trail for access to the Gedar 
Gate. 
2)  Access the Cedar Gate area from 
the east (This would require vehicles 
to travel west on Black Dog Road to 
35W, then take Hwy 13 East and 
access the site off of Silver Bell 
Road).

NSP-
Minnesota 11795202

SHCJC 2016 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -200601

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795208

SHC3C 2016 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -351218

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project for impact on 
unit performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795219

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2016 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/16/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -45411.6

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795223

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2016 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/06/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -201829

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795225

SHC2C U2 2016 
Small Project Rou

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -426204

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795240

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2016 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -45411.6

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795246

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2016 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/06/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -201829

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11795247

ASK1C Air Heater 
Cold Side Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -1918312

Replace the complete section of wide pitch tubing section in 
the air heater.  This includes full width replacement of 3,430 
tubes (96 tubes x 35 tubes wide).

Air heater leakage has increased from a design leakage rate of 
2.6% to 5.7% in 2010, to 11.3% in 2014 according to Xcel's 
Performance Monitoring Department.  This is considered an 
excessive leakage rate and needs to be addressed. 
 
In Spring 2012, approximately 15% of the tubes in the wide pitch 
of the cold side were found to be out of service due to dew point 
corrosion failures, fouling, or plugging.  As an excepted industry 
standard, a tubular air heater is in serious need of tube 
replacement when 10% of the total number of tubes are out of 
service.  The condition of this air heater is affecting the efficiency 
and performance at this time.  With increased air leakage thru 
the air heater, the forced draft fans operate harder to account for 
this air leakage. 
 
Damage has occurred primarily due to the forced draft fan coils 
(secondary air heater) not being effective for years.  The FD fan 
coils are being replaced to the proper operating condition during 
the Spring 2014 annual outage. 
 
Patch work is to be planned during the upcoming outages, 
assuming 12 boilermakers days and nights for 10 days straight 
each outage to perform misc. repairs.

Do nothing.  Accept higher unit heat 
rate and boiler efficiency decreases. 
Also, higher electrical load from the 
fans. 

NSP-
Minnesota 11795249

SHC1C 2016 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -300838

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795253

SHCCC 2016 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -275885

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795263

SHCCC 2016 
Emergent work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/28/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -1004747

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures.

May result in a unit shutdown or 
derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795411

SHC2C Replace U2 
BMS HMI

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -583010

SHC1814 - Replace the Unit 2 Burner Management DCS 
Equipment with \"security hardened\" workstations, servers, 
and network switches. A Domain Server will be added to 
manage the additional cyber security software and 
hardware.This is to include all software updates/bug fixes, 
hardened software security, and complete configuration 
translation to the new Ovation 3.3.X

The current hardware and software will not support the Energy 
Supply Cyber Security policy. WorkStation servers - starting to 
see an increase in hard drive failures.

Request a "Legacy System" 
exemption from the Energy Supply 
cyber  security policy. Increase 
spare parts inventory and maintain 
old system.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795603

SHCCC Ring Head. 
Valve Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/15/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2415.74

The ring header valves are broken and corroded.  The valves 
need to be replaced.  14 valves should be replaced: FP GV 
1001-1005, FP GV 1007-1011, FP GV 1033, GST WV C004, 
GST WV C011, GST WV C042

The valves are corroded and do not hold.  This prohibits the 
plant from isolating the system in times of events.  For example, 
if a leak were to develop in the system, we would have to turn off 
all the site fire protection to fix the leak.  Any spills (un-
intentional) of fire protection water (since it is cooling tower 
water) is considered a spill, so this is an environmental concern.  
Replacing the 14 "main" valves will allow us to isolate Unit 3 
cooling towers, Unit 3 Boiler Bldg, Unit 2 Blr Bldg, Unit 1 Blr Bldg, 
Landfill, and the Coal Yard from one another.

Shutdown the entire system instead 
of sections.

NSP-
Minnesota 11798749

REW1C REPLACE U1 
FUEL CHUTES

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/11/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -90555

This project will replace the 4 feeder boxes which connect the 
pant legs to the boiler. The refractory will also be replaced.  
The new feed chutes will be constructed as carbon copies to 
the currently installed ones and will include new wear plates 
at the time of installation.

The chutes and refractory were replaced in 2010 and have a 5 
year life expectancy.  By this time, holes will have burnt through 
the chutes allowing tramp air to leak into the boiler which causes 
CO emissions to worsen.

Continue to patch the chutes on an 
as needed basis. These repairs are 
difficult because the feeders are cast 
iron and difficult to perform welds on.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806209

ASK1C Emergent 
Work 2016

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/21/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -601625

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. Unit derate of shutdown may occur.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806216

ASK1C 2016 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/24/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -250891

Small capital projects funds for 2016.  Small capital projects 
defined as projects where the materials are greater than 
$2500, but the total project does not exceed $50,000.

Blanket to perform small capital project routines.  Much of this is 
based on discovery items identified in 2016. 

Each project under this defnition will require a separate child JDE 
number for accounting purposes. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11875607

SHC2C BASH PLC 
Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -116575

Replacement of the legacy Square D PLC for the Unit 2 boiler 
bottom ash control.

The Square D PLC is a legacy system that is not supported 
anymore. Parts can not be purchased or repaired off site 
anymore.  On site repairs are limited due to the unavailability of 
electronic components. This system was commissioned around 
1988.

The boiler bottom ash system will not 
operate without a PLC. The unit may 
need to shutdown.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11962243

BDS0C Municipal 
Sewer Line

Environmental 
Improvement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -992023

This project involves the construction of a plant monitoring 
and treatment pond. An analysis is needed with the existing 
municipal sewer line and the plant waste water due to the 
closure of the Ash Pond System.  Plant effluents will no 
longer be treated using the existing Ash Ponds.  This project 
will be completed as a part of the Black Dog remediation 
project which is associated with the cessation of coal for 
Units 3&4 (April 2015). Timely remediation is mandated by 
the NPDES and MPCA VIC program.

Closure of Ash Ponds will necessitate an alternate routing of 
plant effluents. Plant effluents will no longer be treated using the 
existing Ash Ponds. Per NPDES a new configuration/solution will 
be necessary.

A series of holding tanks in the plant 
is possible but the capacity of this 
option is not enough.

NSP-
Minnesota 11965149

ASK1C Inst 
Dewatering Bins Scr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/27/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -391356

Install a new center and lower dewatering unit to each of the 
two dewatering bins at King.  This system is currently a 
technology developed in the late-90's by UCC (OEM).

The bottom ash screens at King are a high maintenance system.  
These screens require replacement every three years.  There 
are three screens in each of the two dewatering bins.  Each of 
the six screens costs $35,000 in material costs to replace; for a 
total of $210,000.  The new screens will last 12-20 years without 
replacement.  System Assessment is currently orange due to 
poor ash sluicing and holes in the existing screens.   
 
Indirect benefits of this application include decreased dewatering 
time by 50%, and reducing the amount of moisture in the ash.

Continue with the current mode of 
operation and have higher 
maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11965179

ASK1C Cyclone Sec 
Air Damper

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/10/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -3617413

Replace six of the twelve secondary air flow dampers, drives, 
actuators, and airflow measurement device during the Spring 
2016 outage.  There are twelve cyclones on the King boiler in 
total which include two actuators per cyclone.  New drives will 
be designed and built to improve cyclone air flow control and 
reduce maintenance issues with the drives and linkages.  The 
current dampers are a 1/3-2/3 split damper configuration.  
This project will change to a 1/3-1/3-1/3 split damper 
configuration. 
 
The remaining six cyclone dampers are scheduled for 
replacement in 2018.

With MACT rules, tight combustion control is necessary, and a 
robust damper is required to provide control.  The current 
dampers and drives have both operational and maintenance 
issues.  Most of the issues with maintenance are related to high 
ambient temperatures and binding of linkages.  These new 
drives will reduce boiler backend fouling and extend unit run time 
through reliable control of combustion air inputs.  Finely tuned air 
to lower NOx vs the split damper design that is currently used.  
Boiler combustion study performed by a third party indicates that 
the installation of this project at completion will reduce NOx from 
0.5 MMBTU/lb to 0.4 MMBTU/lb at the boiler outlet.  This is 
performed by extending the height and the duration of the burn 
in the furnace.  System engineering has benchmarked other 
comparable utility boilers.  The result is a 1/3-1/3-1/3 split 
damper design has tighter control compared to the existing 1/3-
2/3 split damper design.  This yields better combustion, reduction 
in ammonia, and reduction in maintenance expenses.  
Maintenance has repaired these sticky dampers routinely during 
outages.  $50,000 has been spent over each of the past 6+ 
years.  After completion of this project, it is anticipated 
maintenance costs will reduce by 90%.  This improvement is 
recommended by the cross functional high performance team. 
 
At current levels, a 50% reduction in NOx yield $1.5M per year 
savings in chemicals. 
At current levels, a 80% reduction in NOx yield $2.4M per year 
savings in chemicals.

Continue current mode of operation; 
continue to perform maintenance 
during each outage.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966508

SHC1C 2015 Rewind 
12 ID fan mo

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/27/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -200388

This project is for rewinding 12 ID fan motor stator. The motor 
is 6000HP and 4000 Volts. In order for us to send the current 
12 ID fan stator we need to install the spare in the 12 ID fan 
location and to rewind the stator that is removed from the 12 
ID fan location. Cost for removal is about $15,000, cost for 
installation is about $15,000, and cost of the stator rewind is 
about $130,000.

The Sherco U1 and U2 IDF motors are at the end of life and 
require the stators to be rewound for continued reliable 
operation. Sherco has a spare stator that can be rewound non-
outage and then installed during a unit outage so another motor 
can be removed and rewound. This process will continue until all 
U1 and U2 IDF motors are rewound.

If a fan motor fails it will cause a unit 
derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966511

SHC1C 2015 Rewind 
13 ID fan mo

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/20/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -180996

This project is for rewinding 13 ID fan motor stator. The motor 
is 6000HP and 4000 Volts. In order for us to send the current 
13 ID fan stator we need to install the spare in the 13 ID fan 
location and to rewind the stator that is removed from the 13 
ID fan location. Cost for removal is about $15,000, cost for 
installation is about $15,000, and cost of the stator rewind is 
about $130,000.

The Sherco U1 and U2 IDF motors are at the end of life and 
require the stators to be rewound for continued reliable 
operation. Sherco has a spare stator that can be rewound non-
outage and then installed during a unit outage so another motor 
can be removed and rewound. This process will continue until all 
U1 and U2 IDF motors are rewound.

If a fan motor fails it will cause a unit 
derate.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11966928

SHC2C Gen-Xfmr Prot 
Relay Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -250257

REPLACE U2 GENERATOR & TRANSFORMER 
PROTECTIVE RELAYING & METERING WITH 
MICROPROCESSOR BASED MULTIFUNCTION RELAYING 
AND UPGRADE WATT/VAR METERING WITH NEW 
DIGITAL METERING

NEWER PROTECTIVE RELAYING IS MUCH LESS LABOR 
INTENSIVE TO MAINTAIN AND IT CONTAINS EVENT 
RECORDING CAPABILITIES WHICH CAN ENABLE STAFF TO 
DIAGNOSE AND REPAIR CAUSES OF TRIPS MUCH MORE 
QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY.  UPGRADES TO DIGITAL 
WATT/VAR METERING WILL SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE 
ACCURACY OF THE METERS WHICH WILL REDUCE $ 
LOSSES DUE TO METERING ERRORS. PROPOSED 
INSTALLATION DURING 2016 OUTAGE.

Keep old system and have higher 
maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967089

SHC3C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2016 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -142895

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on Floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 3 has 7 coal mills whose performance is tracked though 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967092

SHC3C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2016 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/23/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -142895

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on Floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 3 has 7 coal mills whose performance is tracked though 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 12073051

REW0C SMALL 
PROJECT ROUTINES 
2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/10/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30081.2

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria 
categories and include material costs greater than $2,500, 
but total cost less than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12073138

REW0C 480V LOSS 
OF PHASE PROTE

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/14/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -49658.1

This project will install AC PRO trip units onto (6) 480V main 
breakers (2-DSII-616, 4-DSII-632) supplying power from the 
reserve station auxiliary transformers.  The AC PRO trip units 
are capable of providing phase current unbalance detection 
and protection.

In June of 2014, the opening of fuses in the 13,800V power 
supply resulted in single phase power being supplied to 1RSA 
and 2RSA transformers.  The unbalanced voltages and 
unbalanced currents on the 480V three phase system caused 
overcurrent tripping on some motor loads, the overheating and 
insulation system failure on two motors, and the failure of 
instruments in the plant.  The event prevented the plant from 
operating for 1 week and resulted in approximately $50,000 in 
damages.  Lost burn revenue for both units amounted to 
$45,000.

Continuing to operate without single 
phase protection on the 480V power 
system leaves the equipment at risk 
of being damaged if another single 
phase event were to occur.  Without 
the proper trip protection, the chance 
of injury increases to personnel 
working within close proximity to 
equipment experiencing single 
phasing.

NSP-
Minnesota 12075658

SHC2C Rpl South 
Mud Drum Inter

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/17/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -171328

Replace the south mud drum orifices during the Unit 2 2016 
overhaul including:  orifices, orifice adapaters, Marman 
clamps, nuts and bolts.

The orifices have worn thin from 39 years of operation. The 
orifices regulate the flow through the individual waterwall tubes 
and regulate balanced heat transfer.  Failure of the orifices can 
cause stress related failures in the waterwall tubes or short term 
over heating of tubes that become plugged by failed orifice 
components.  The orifices in the north mud drum were replaced 
during the arch replacement project.

Perform partial replacement of failed 
orifices during 3-year overhaul 
cycles.

NSP-
Minnesota 12076275

ASK1C Cooling Tower 
PLC Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -106267

The cooling tower is currently operated by a stand alone 
PLC.  This project will bring cooling tower control into the 
existing plant DCS system.  The construction work will occur 
during the 4th quarter of 2015 after the cooling tower is out of 
service for the summer.  Startup and checkout will occur 
February-March, 2016.  Engineering and procurement of 
equipment will need to begin in early to mid 2015.

The cooling tower PLC was installed during MERP to allow for 
startup and testing of the Cooling Towers prior to installation of 
the DCS system in the plant.  Since then, there have been 
issues with starting up the Cooling Towers and controlling them.  
This project will reduce the PLC maintenance and 
troubleshooting, as well as improve the system performance.     
 
This project was initially part of ASK PLC Replacements, but has 
been be pulled out as separate project to allow ASK1112 to be in-
serviced for the work completed during the Spring 2014 outage. Do nothing.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078184

SHC0-CCR Monitoring 
Wells

Environmental 
Improvement 08/17/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -151872

Install monitoring wells around CCR units (U3 Landfill, Bottom 
Ash Pond and Pond 3) per CCR rule requirements. Mandated per EPA's Coal Combustion Residual (CCR) Rules Close the active CCR units

NSP-
Minnesota 12078454

SHC2C Soot Blower 
Valve Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -96808.3

Replacement of the soot blower supply control valve on unit 
2.

Current copes-vulcan control valve is from original construction 
and has become obsolete. Replacement parts are no longer 
available.

There is no alternative. Failure of this 
valve will force unit offline until 
replacement can be installed.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078459

SHC0C Rpl Bottom 
Ash Pipes

Environmental 
Improvement 10/19/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -149812

Replacing both bottom ash lines from east wall of unit 1 to 
bottom ash pond; 56ea, 12" ID, 18' long Basalt Lined  pipes 
("Group 02");

Pipes have reached their end of life, failure to replace may result 
in environmental spills.

No alternatives exist that are as 
economical and prevents 
environmental spills.

NSP-
Minnesota 12172022

WLM0C 2016 Small 
Project Rout

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/01/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -30106.7

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.
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NSP-
Minnesota 12172365

ASK99-Replace B-
Crusher Cage a

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/29/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -426070

Replace one set of crusher cages and rotor during the Spring 
2016 outage.  The hammer replacement is considered a wear 
item and will be O&M expense.

Crusher performance is critical to boiler operation.  Good coal 
fineness is important to reduce boiler slagging.  The crusher 
cages need good alignment for proper crushing of coal.

Continue current mode of operation 
and risk UOR.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173238

ASK1C Cooling Tower 
PLC Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -283095

The cooling tower is currently operated by a stand alone 
PLC.  This project will bring cooling tower control into the 
existing plant DCS system.  The construction work will occur 
during the 4th quarter of 2015 after the cooling tower is out of 
service for the summer.  Startup and checkout will occur 
February-March, 2016.  Engineering and procurement of 
equipment will need to begin in early to mid 2015.

The cooling tower PLC was installed during MERP to allow for 
startup and testing of the Cooling Towers prior to installation of 
the DCS system in the plant.  Since then, there have been 
issues with starting up the Cooling Towers and controlling them.  
This project will reduce the PLC maintenance and 
troubleshooting, as well as improve the system performance.    

This project was initally part of ASK PLC Replacements, but has 
been be pulled out as separate project to allow ASK1112 to be in-
serviced for the work completed during the Spring 2014 outage. Do nothing.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173239

ASK1C Furnace Wall 
Refractory

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/13/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -2545925

This project is for the replacement of refractory on the front, 
rear, and side furnace walls.  The cyclones were replaced in 
2015, and are not included in this scope of work.  This also 
includes the addition of a two foot band of Amstar 888 
cladding around all four walls, just below the existing stud 
line.

Refractory has been eroded and should be replaced to protect 
this area of the furnace from erosion and O2 reduced 
atmosphere corrosion.

- Continue current mode of operation 
and risk tube failures. 
- Patch large areas of refractory 
using O&M dollars.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173240

ASK1C ID Fan Suction 
Duct Exp Joint

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/07/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -271436

Replacement of one ID fan suction ductwork expansion 
joints.  This is the horizontal joint located just above grade 
before the four intakes to each ID fan.  This joint is 26' x 24' x 
9" tall.

Expansion joint is a low quality material which has torn.   
 
This expansion joint is located outside and when it rains water 
leaks into the ductwork. Continue current mode of operation.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173241

ASK1C Inverter Panel 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/07/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -334988

Replace the two inverter panels during the 2016 outage.  
These panels are located in the relay room and the battery 
room.

The inverter panels are original installation in 1967 and spare 
parts can't be found in case of issues with equipment.

Inverter circuits are critical loads to 
plant operation.  Continuing with 
current mode of operation increases 
the risk of failure of a circuit where no 
replacement parts are available or a 
load is shorted out.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173243

ASK1C SCR Inlet 
Expansion Joint

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -439711

Replacement of the SCR inlet fabric expansion joint.  This 
joint is in the vertical plane on a horizontal duct before the 
transition down into the SCR.  This expansion joint is 70' long 
x 13' tall x 26" wide.

Expansion joint is torn, has large holes, and is of a poor quality 
material.   
 
Air leaking into the flue gas stream just prior to the SCR catalyst 
has negative short and long term consequences to SCR 
operation.  Air leaking into the flue gas steam negatively affects 
temperature before reaching the SDAs. Continue current mode of operation.

NSP-
Minnesota 11914730

BRD0C Border Wind 
Xmsn Serv Ge

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -10191

The Border Winds is a 150 MW wind farm to be located in 
northeastern Rolette County, North Dakota immediately south 
of the US-Canadian Border. RES Americas will develop and 
construct the Project and upon completion will transfer 
ownership to Xcel Energy. The Project will be constructed 
using 75 Vestas 2.0 MW V110 wind turbine generators at a 
95m hub height. The project also includes transformers, bus 
bars, breakers, collection lines and generational 
interconnection transmission lines.n

Wind projects initiated before end of 2013 will qualify for Federal 
Production Tax Credit (PTC).

Look at non-wind alternatives for 
generation. Wind projects are 
justified.

NSP-
Minnesota 12173857

CRT0C Courtenay 
Wind Xmsn Serv Gen

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/31/2015

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -7987285 200 MW New Wind Farm in Courtenay , ND Qualifies for a Federal production Tax credit (PTC).

Wind projects are justified when 
comparing against non-wind 
alternatives for new generation.

NSP-
Minnesota 12174179

CRT0C Courtenay 
Wind Collector Sub

Renewable and New 
Generation 03/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2016 -7242327 200 MW New Wind Farm in Courtenay , ND Qualifies for a Federal production Tax credit (PTC).

Wind projects are justified when 
comparing against non-wind 
alternatives for new generation.

NSP-
Minnesota 11084542

SER-PMO-Purch 
Wireless Testng

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/31/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -41000

Purchase one lot of wireless testing transmitters to be used 
for testing power plants in the Northern Region of Xcel 
Energy. These pressure and temperature transmitters are 
being purchased as tools for conducting equipment and 
steam cycle performance tests at power plants.

Currently the MN Company Performance Testing group spends a 
large amount of time setting up test equipment at plants when 
preparing for a test. The wireless transmitters would save set up 
time as well as possible maintenance issues associated with wire 
transmitters.

Continue to use only the transmitters 
that are in MN Company 
Performance Testing currently to 
complete testing, which requires a 
large amount of set up time.

NSP-
Minnesota 11088349

SER-CHM-DGA Gas 
Chromatograph

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/05/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -50900 Purchase of Gas Chromatograph

This instrument is necessary to maintain Operational Excellence 
in support of fleet wide operations. It is primarily used to analyze 
insulating oil samples to monitor the health of Plant and 
distribution transformers, often for Insurance purposes.

This work could be contracted out at 
a cost of >$100,000 per year.

NSP-
Minnesota 11358824

SER-CHM-
Thermogravimetric 
Anal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -51000

Purchase of Thermogravimetric Analyzer - Instrument used 
primarily to measure Moisture and Ash in Coal

This instrument is necessary to maintain Operational Excellence 
in support of fleet wide operations. It is primarily used to analyze 
coal to meet the requirements of coal supply contracts and to 
monitor efficiency in boiler operations.

This work could be contracted out at 
a cost of $100,000 per year.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11482987

SER-CSC-Purchase 
Air Compressor

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -16000

Replace existing air compressor, filter, and after cooler for fire 
protection system in hazard waste storage area.

Air Compressor - the existing air compressor was purchased in 
1987. The system is equipped with a dryer, filter, and after 
cooler. The pneumatic system at the Chestnut Hazardous Waste 
Facility is utilized to drain electrical equipment, pump used oil 
into storage tanks, operate air tools and is required for the 
operation of our fire suppression foaming system. This system is 
inspected annually. While the inspection occurring in January 
indicates that it is operating well, we are currently planning to 
replace it in the year 2010. We anticipate the need to replace the 
filter, dryer and after cooler at this time. The total cost of the 
project is currently estimated to be $12,000. This total includes 
$10,350 for equipment (Compressor and after cooler $8000, new 
dryer $2000, new filter $350) and $1650 for any additional work 
necessary to install the new system.The HWSF has a number of 
tanks that are used to store several thousand gallons of used oil. 
Since the pneumatic system is an essential part of our fire 
protection system we have decided to replace this equipment 
rather than wait for a catastrophic system failure.

1. Operate the existing facility until it 
fails thus compromising the 
effectiveness of the facilities fire 
protection system.

NSP-
Minnesota 11621347

SER-SMC-Misc Tools-
Special Con

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/11/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -100000

Purchase tools and equipment to support outages, projects 
and routine maintenance work performed by Special 
Construction.  Included, but not all inclusive:  Safety 
equipment, small tools, shop equipment and specialized 
tools.

Tool replacements are needed as tools come to end of life and 
are no longer cost effective to repair. 
 
The plants and facilities utilize Special Construction to 
supplement outages, projects and routine maintenance work at 
their sites.  The sites typically do not have the tools and 
equipment necessary to complete the work that is performed by 
Special Construction.  The expectation is that our department will 
bring the necessary resources to complete the work.  The tools 
and equipment will be housed in a central location and rotated 
from site to site.

Rent tools.  Plants/facilities build tool 
budget to provide tools and 
equipment

NSP-
Minnesota 11629891

HBC0C 2017 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/29/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -50000 Tool blanket to purchase tools more than $1000 each.

Tools needed to adequately perform jobs safely. Existing tools 
can break or a new tool can do a task better. Rent tools

NSP-
Minnesota 11629932

BLL0C 2017 Small 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/05/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and test 
equipment ($20k)

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Improve testing 
capabilities.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.

NSP-
Minnesota 11629939

HNI0C 2017 Small 
Tools and Equ

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -15000

HNI0117 - Blanket for miscellaneous tools. These tools will 
be used for day to day operation and in preparation for the 
turbine overhauls. Necessary for continued upkeep of operating facilities.

Delay activities - result in increase in 
expenditures in future years and 
delays in normal repair of plant 
equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11630376

ASK0C-2017 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/14/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -150000

Blanket for miscellaneous tools needed to support core 
operations.

Ensure necessary tools continue to be available to support core 
operations.

Not replacing the tools reduces the 
efficiency of maintenance and 
operations activities.

NSP-
Minnesota 11631075

SER-CHM-Misc Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -51000

CHM-Misc Tool 2017-Purchase of Miscellaneous 
Tools/Laboratory Instrumentation

CHM-Misc Tool 2017 -These tools are used for analysis of water 
to monitor and control corrosion and scaling  in power plants and 
to comply with monitoring requirements for NPDES and Solid 
Waste Permits.  
Chemistry Resources functions as a non-profit in-house general 
laboratory for Xcel Energy. It provides analyses for mandatory 
regulatory monitoring programs and for operational and 
maintenance activities in the plants. All of it's tools are used 
throughout Energy Supply's Minnesota fleet as well as backup 
support for Denver and Amarillo labs. 
Outside contractors have profit margins built into their costs with 
which to purchase tools.   Plants have overhead budgets to .... Rent tools. 

NSP-
Minnesota 11631079

SER-CHM-UV VIS 
Spectrophotomet

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/24/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -10000

CHM-UV VIS Spectro - Purchase of UV-Vis 
Spectrophotometer

CHM-UV VIS Spectro-This instrument is necessary to maintain 
Environmental Excellence in support of fleet wide operations. It 
is primarily used to analyze water to meet the requirements of 
NPDES and Solid Waste Permit monitoring programs.

This work could be contracted out at 
a cost of $5,000 per year.

NSP-
Minnesota 11631131

SER-RTC-Tools & 
Equipment 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -19999.7

Replace machinist tools and equipment as needed for 
continued operation.

Many of the machinist tools equipment are non repairable or out 
dated. New and replacement equipment will need to be 
purchased to provide up to date training and for safety reasons.

Do not buy new tools and continue to 
use old and outdated tools and 
equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11631242

RIV0C-2017 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -60000

Miscellaneous tools and equipment per attached listing. All 
individual tools to be >$1000 and meet definitions for general 
plant equipment.

Improve capability and efficiency of daily operations 
maintenance tasks.

Do nothing - Not acceptable, need 
tools for maintenance 
Rent tools - More costly over time. 
Borrow tools from other plants - Time 
wasted in transporting/unavailability 
of tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11631296

SER-MMR-Misc Tools 
& Equip 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000 Misc tools needed in the department. Used during overhauls to support inspections. Rent.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11631316 SER-SMC-Vehicles

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/17/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -130000

Purchase three vehicles.  Two F250 super cab, 4x4 gas with 
8ft bed and liftgate.  One F150 crew cab 4x4 gas with 6ft 
bed.

The vehicles are used to move resources from site to site in 
support of outages, projects and routine maintenance. At end of 
life, replacement recommendation is provided by fleet based on 
number of hours and repairs.

Rent vehicles. Request used 
replacement vehicle from fleet 
management.

NSP-
Minnesota 11631690

IVH0C 2017 Misc 
Small Tools an

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

IVH0117 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment Improve work force efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.  Safety and reduced work 
efficiency risk increases if using 
equipment in poor condition.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632273

ANS0-C-Tool blanket 
2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000

ANS0117 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment ($20k)

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Upgrade and replace 
old equipment.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632411

GDM0C 2017 Misc 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -10000

GDM0117 - Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test 
equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632663

NBL0C Misc Tools and 
Equip 201

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/26/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -20000 Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.

NSP-
Minnesota 11633897

SER-MMR-ET Probe 
Pusher

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -36000 MMR-ET Probe Pusher

MMR-ET Probe Pusher used for inspections during plant 
overhauls. Rent tool.

NSP-
Minnesota 11635013

WLM0C Tools Blanket 
2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30000

WLM0117 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment.

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Improve testing 
capabilities. Rent/Lease Do without

NSP-
Minnesota 11635292

REW0C TOOL 
BLANKET 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/14/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30000

This project will be used to purchase capital maintenance 
tools for the 2017 calendar year.  Such equipment may 
include scaffolding, specialized electrical instruments, 
machining equipment, welding machines, etc.

This project will allow for the site to have on-hand the 
appropriate tools required for plant personnel to efficiently and 
safely perform their work tasks.  Having the appropriate tools & 
equipment makes for a safer work environment and reduces the 
risk of potential industrial safety incidents.  Staying current with 
electrical diagnostic equipment's makes for quicker and more 
accurate troubleshooting of plant equipment.

Do not purchase the appropriate and 
necessary tools for plant personnel to 
perform their jobs, which could 
compromise safety and slow 
maintenance type activities 
throughout the site.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077766

SER0C CSC Barrel 
Grabber

Environmental 
Improvement 10/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -11000

Replace Existing Hydraulic Forklift Drum Handling 
Attachment

The existing drum handling attachment is believed to be about 
30 years old.  Parts are becoming worn and the cost for 
rebuilding would be about as expensive as a newer model.  Spill 
cleanup waste comes into the facility in 55-gallon drums from 
around the NSP service territory.  These drums are dumped into 
an industrial roll-off box.  The facility manages about 400-600 
containers per year; most are 55-gallon drums.  The disposal 
cost to manage the industrial waste in bulk is less expensive 
than managing in drum quantities.

Keep spill clean-up waste in 55-
gallon drums and send to end facility 
as such.  The HWSF has limited 
space for storing containers.  
Disposal cost for non-bulk spill clean-
up is more expensive than disposing 
in bulk quantities (e.g., roll-off 
container).  Shipments in non-bulk 
would need to be completed more 
often increasing disposal and 
transportation costs.  There may be a 
potential to rent this type of 
equipment from fork-lift vendor at an 
added cost.  Rebuild existing 30 year 
old piece of equipment.  
Vendor/supplier believes this would 
be a very expensive option.
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NSP-
Minnesota 12077767

SER0C CSC Drum 
Packer Crusher

Environmental 
Improvement 05/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -21000 Replace existing drum packer/crusher.

The existing drum packer/crusher was purchased in 1987 and 
has been in service since the inception of the Hazardous Waste 
Storage Facility. It is used primarily for crushing metal 55-gallon 
drums (and occasionally other sizes) and for compacting empty 
containers inside of 55-gallon drums, which significantly reduce 
(waste volume) (e.g., PCB contaminated drums can be crushed 
and palletized to reduce storage space & transport space, in 
return reducing transportation costs).  Minor repairs have been 
made to the lever that controls the up and down motion.  
Eventually, it is anticipated that this unit will fail due to the 
longevity of the equipment.  The exact service life of this piece of 
equipment is unknown, but has been estimated to be 15 years.  
The existing crusher does not have the ability to crush overpack 
drums.  It also has removable plates to go from packing of 
materials to crushing of drums.  The plates are held in place by 3 
bolts.  Handling and positioning of the plates presents both lifting 
and other ergonomic concerns.  The existing model can also 
operate with the front door open, which presents additional 
safety concerns.   
New models have the capability of crushing overpacks (85-gal 
capacity drums).  An emergency stop button shuts off all power 
at a touch. A safety interlock automatically shuts off the hydraulic 
power when the door is not completely closed. A universal head 
can be used for either compacting or crushing eliminating the 
removal of one of the plates. A piercer on this plate vents closed 
drums through the squeeze head.

- Operate with existing piece of 
equipment and expect eventual 
equipment failure.  Lack of drum 
crushing equipment would result in 
less facility floor space and increased 
disposal costs for some items.  
- Replace parts as they fail; however, 
Consolidated Baling Machine Corp 
does not produce drum crushers 
anymore.  Common industry 
components (hoses, motors, etc) 
could be replaced with similar parts.  
Machine specific parts that fail would 
not be able to be replaced without 
either finding a non-OEM supplier, an 
used parts dealer, or having the parts 
custom-made.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077779

SER0C MMR Video 
Probe 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -55000 Replace borescope video probe.

Replace non-destructive examination inspection equipment with 
up to date technology.  2 Video probes are replaced on an 8-
year cycle, 1 every 4 years.

NSP-
Minnesota 11349838

RIV10C-U10 HGP 
Inspection No 1

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -4457973

Hot Gas Path Inspection outage No. 1 for Riverside's 
Combined Cycle Unit 10. Included in this capital project is the 
labor and rental equipment needed to replace Hot Gas Path 
parts. Parts include: Stage 1, 2, and 3 turbine nozzles, 
buckets, shrouds, and diaphragms.  Unit 10's first HGP will 
use refurbished 'Life 2' of Unit 9's HGP parts.

The combustion turbine OEM, GE, recommends that at 24,000 
EOH or 900 factored starts (whichever comes first) a Hot Gas 
Path (HGP) be performed. For Unit 10, the first HGP is projected 
to be performed in 2016.  During a HGP, the existing parts will 
be removed from the turbine and the refurbished parts will be 
installed.  The existing parts which are removed will be sent for 
refurbishment under O&M dollars. 
 
Delaying this Hot Gas Path inspection beyond the OEM 
recommended maintenance interval would involve great risk.  As 
these components age, they may undergo thermal mechanical 
fatigue, cracking, abnormal wear, foreign object damage, cooling 
hole damage or plugging, TBC coating damage, oxidation, 
corrosion, erosion, hot spots / burning, clearance issues, etc.  
The probability of seeing these problems increases above the 
OEM recommended maintenance interval.  Any combination of 
these issues could result in unit trips, extended forced outages, 
and possibly major equipment damage.

1. Enter into Long term service 
agreement (LTSA) with GE. This will 
decrease capital expenditures, but 
will increase the plant O M costs. 
Plant O M costs are used to 
determine the economics of 
operating the RIV units and this 
would effectively price them out of 
the market. 
2. Do not do maintenance and 
continue to operate units. Eventually 
components will fail because they 
have a finite life. In addition to a 
major reliability issue, this would also 
become a safety issue. 
3. Do not do maintenance and tag 
the units out of service. 
4. Delay Maintenance and manage 
starts per unit and hours. The 
consequence of this would be higher 
risk of failure and increased OM cost 
for the plant due to parts requiring a 
higher level of repair.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485436

BDS5C TXP-T3000 
Controls Upgrade

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/06/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1902310

This project covers replacement of the existing obsolete Unit 
2 and Unit 5 Turbine Control, Excitation Control, and Unit 5 
Static Frequency Converter/Static Excitation Equipment 
Control Systems (Teleperm XP and Simadyn) with an OEM 
provided Windows based system (T-3000) or other controls 
system as identified during the engineering phase of this 
project.

The existing controls consist of obsolete equipment (Teleperm 
XP and Simadyn components) that are no longer supported by 
the OEM (Siemens). We have parts agreements with Siemens 
presently to cover the systems. However, the price of that 
coverage has increased, the list of components exempted from 
that coverage is increasing, and Siemens has indicated that 
soon coverage will not be available. It is increasingly possible 
that the failure of a part of the existing control system could 
result in a lengthy shutdown as replacement parts are searched 
out or attempts are made to refurbish/repair failed parts.

Continue with the existing control 
equipment. At some point this will 
result in an outage of substantial 
length. Another option - Replace 
existing control equipment with a non-
OEM supplied equipment. Concerns 
with the experience of non-OEM 
suppliers with these units.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632533

GDM0C Gearbox 
Replacements 201

Renewable and New 
Generation 11/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -284758

GDM0217 - Replace failed gearboxes in GE 1.5 SLE wind 
turbines. Cost includes the crane and labor to remove the 
rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, and then reinstall the 
components.

Gearboxes fail with planetary section damage and need to be 
replaced.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
gearbox fails.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11632694

NBL0C Gearbox 
Replacements 201

Renewable and New 
Generation 11/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -284163

Replace failed gearboxes. Cost includes the crane and labor 
to remove the rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, and then 
reinstall the components.

Gearboxes fail with planetary section damage and need to be 
replaced.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
gearbox fails. Up tower repairs are 
becoming an option but the cost and 
reliability have not yet been vetted.

NSP-
Minnesota 11772473

IVH5C Combustion 
Inspection

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/11/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -52155.4 Perform Combustion Inspection on Unit 5 combustion turbine. Based on operating hours and starts

Continue with no inspection/parts 
replacement and risk equipment 
failure resulting in catastrophic 
damage and possible injury.  Failure 
would result in 6 to 12 months 
unavailability

NSP-
Minnesota 11783899

HBC0C 2017 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -80266.5

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $20,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11783932

HBC0C 2017 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -151548

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. Unit derate or shutdown may occur.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806398

RIV0C Emergent Work 
2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -151834

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. Unit derate or shutdown may occur.

NSP-
Minnesota 11961430

HBC9C 91 & 92 
Batteries Replac

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/26/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -3500

#91 and #92 battery capacity tests came in under 90% in Fall 
2013, potentially indicating accelerated degradation of battery 
condition.  Batteries will be capacity tested again in 2015, and 
if the results are poor will be replaced in 2016.

These batteries are vital to plant protection and provide UPS 
power supply.

Continue to operate with degraded 
batteries. Risk damage to equipment 
and possible regulatory fines.

NSP-
Minnesota 11968030

BLL0-Small Capital 
Projects 20

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -25059.8

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12076461

ANS0C Small Project 
Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30020.8

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. Unit derate or shutdown may occur.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077854

IVH0C Small Proj 
Routine 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -25060.7

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077899

HBC7C Turbine 
Controls Rplc

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -397006

Replace the U7 Turbine Control System with Ovation.  
Current control system is Mitsubishi Netmation.  Control 
system to be installed in 2017.

The current Netmation control system is from 2002 and is 
outdated.  Very little training is available for the system making it 
difficult to troubleshoot,modify, and maintain.  Lead time for parts 
are long, typically 36 months or more for cards.

Continue to operate with existing 
control system.

NSP-
Minnesota 12172228

RIV0-Small Capital 
Projects -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -91944.3

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $20,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11083261

SHCJC Positioner 
Haulage Drive

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -356197

Positioner haulage electronic drive is the originally installed 
(1970's) drive.  Due to the age, amount of usage (>9 Million 
tons/year), and the operating environment this drive is 
approaching end of life.   Replacement parts are becoming 
more difficult to obtain because the equipment is obsolete. 
Positioner arm was replaced in 2009.

The Dumper is the single entry point for coal delivery to all three 
Sherco units. Reliable operation of the dumper is essential for 
maintaining adequate coal supply for these units to operate at 
full capacity.  Sherco has achieved record production runs 3 of 
the last 4 years which also means record coal throughput. Yard 
is currently operating near its full capacity and delays in dumper 
operation have the potential of affecting plant operations 
(derates). This drive currently fails ~ 1 to 3 times per year with an 
average repair time of ~ 12 hours during which trains can not be 
unloaded.  The major concern however is the growing difficulty to 
find adequate replacement parts. Continuing to wait until ultimate 
failure would require an expedited modification with an extended 
multi day train unloading delay. 

Continue with existing equipment 
with higher maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11217415

SHC3C U3 BFPT 
Controls Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -16422.7

SHC0314 - U3 BFPT Controls Replacement  
U3 BFPT Controls Replacement (2014) -Replacement of the 
obsolete Unit 3 electronic-analog feed pump turbine controls. 
Project will cover the procurement and installation of new 
BFP turbine control systems to replace existing GE MDT 20 
system. New control will include the controllers the associated 
hardware, software, and field-mounted equipment required to 
integrate into the existing control oil system as well as the 
proposed turbine control upgrade system.

The boiler feed pump is classified as Critical equipment for unit 
operation. As a result of routine and regular maintenance 
observations and inspections over time, the existing controls 
equipment are considered obsolete.  
Although the existing system historically has not caused 
problems, the potential for a breakdown in the equipment creates 
a high risk of costly repair and downtime of the unit.

As a proactive approach, an 
alternative would be to continue 
operating with the existing equipment 
with this knowledge of the risks and 
create a plan to prepare equipment 
repairs  if they should occur.  
Postpone replacement for one 
outage cycle (3 additional yrs)
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NSP-
Minnesota 11348592

SHC3C Boiler Section 
Repl 2020

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -6693625

Replace Unit 3 Boiler Reheater Superheater Pendant section. 
Reheater Superheater Pendant section has significant coal 
ash corrosion on exterior of tubes. The corrosion is deep 
enough to cause tube leaks with erosion. Significant oxide 
deposits exist in the reheater ID.  Project does not currently 
include the replacement of: horizontal sections, inlet or outlet 
headers.

End-of-life studies to gauge the loss of tube material due to coal 
ash corrosion, erosion, and oxide exfoliation/chemical cleaning 
show that the Reheater Superheater Pendant section will be 
below the OEM guideline of 85% remaining nominal wall 
thickness.  Tube leak risk analysis performed by Structural 
Integrity show the tube leak risk curve transitioning from linear to 
parabolic around 2018.  The risk curve reached a threshold of 4 
tube leaks per year in 2020, justifying a replacement in the 
Spring of 2020.

Continue to perform inspections and 
maintenance during major overhauls 
which take place every 3 years.  
Accept additional tube leak risks to 
reliability starting in 2018.

NSP-
Minnesota 11348594 SHC3C Battery Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -129961

The project will replace Unit 3-31 NERC battery including 
terminal plates, jumper cables between racks, intercell strap 
connectors, bolts, nuts, washers, breathers, and caps. Total 
of 124 batteries (2V 15 OPzS 1875) and the associated 
hardware will be purchased.

Based on normal life cycle and overall plant battery replacement 
plan tied to outage scheduling, the battery is planned to be 
replaced in 2017 outage.

Allow battery to fail and replace as 
necessary. Derate risk and 
equipment risk

NSP-
Minnesota 11487089

WLM2C Baghouse 
Bag Replacement

Environmental 
Improvement 01/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -234489

WLM0216 - Replace six modules (210 bags per module) of 
baghouse bags.

Bags are on a four year frequency to be changed out using the 
new P84 bags. The bags were on a six plus year changeout 
frequency in the past (using a teflon coated bag) but it was 
discovered that changing out the bags more frequently saves on 
material loss on boiler tubes; discovered after the changeout in 
2008 and having less boiler wear in 2009. Per bag OEM after 
four years the bags begin to blind/plug limiting air flow and it is 
recommended to change them out. Because of the plugged bags 
the air flow through the unit is decreased causing a high 
differential pressure allowing the flue gas to consume more of 
the tube material throughout the boiler. Limited airflow forces 
less RDF burn meaning less revenue produced.

Do not change out the bags and run 
the units at decreased load.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487734

SHC3C Motor Control 
Sys PLC Re

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/28/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -6336325

This project will replace the existing Motor Control System 
PLCs (31KCL - 36KCL) and the Ash Water PLC. Additionally 
this project will replace a portion of the original fiber optic 
network (supporting the Motor Control System) to restore the 
network to its original design basis. 
SHC 3212

Aging Equipment and Decreasing Equipment Reliability. 
1) The existing fiber optic network no longer supports its original 
design basis. There is limited or no redundancy in certain 
systems due to past failures. 
2) The existing Square-D Symax PLCs were installed in the mid-
1980s and now the OEM no longer supports the equipment. The 
supply of spare cards and other spare parts is limited to primarily 
rotating spares from stock into service and then repairing the 
removed card so that it can be placed back into stock. Salvaged 
components from a partial replacement / upgrade may be used 
to maintain the remainder of the original PLC installation.

Do nothing.  
Failure rates will continue to rise. 
Repairing failed cards and parts is 
increasingly expensive without 
necessarily increasing reliability. O 
Replace with new, more capable 
DCS / PLC system.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487740

SHC3C Turbine EHC 
Controls Rep

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/05/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -3550948

Replace the current GE Mark 2 AMS Electro-hydraulic Control 
System with a new digital turbine control system. 
The scope of the work includes replacing the present 
obsolete control system with a state of the art control system 
wich will greatly enhance availability reliability and efficiency.

The current turbine control system is 24 years old. It is obsolete 
and no longer supported by GE. Many spare parts are not 
available, and troubleshooting expertise is becoming increasingly 
unavailable. 
The ultimate desire of the turbine control replacement project is if  
all 3 Sherco units were completed using the identical turbine 
control equipment. 
The new control logic and hardware will greatly improve 
automatic control of the turbine in all operating modes

Remain using the existing system 
Defer updating and continue with 
existing equipment and control 
dysfunctions by mitigating risk.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487918

SHCJC Rotary Car 
Dump PLC Upg

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -573131

SHC2113 - Replace rotary car dumper PLC. Includes 1 
processor with 5 I/O racks. I/O rack hold multiple cards with 
each card holding multiple control points. Replacement 
project to include PLC equipment, termination work, project 
management, and drafting updates.

Current PLC is obsolete and parts are hard to come by. Aging 
Equipment/Increase equipment reliability. The existing Square-D 
Symax PLC's were installed in the mid-1980s and now the OEM 
no longer supports the equipment. Replacement will help with 
commonality of spare parts, broader range for equipment 
support, and training can cover a broader range. There is no 
reasonable method to migrate to a new system. The supply of 
spare cards and other spare parts is limited to primarily rotating 
spares from stock into service and then repairing the removed 
card so that it can be placed back into stock. The other method 
to build spares is to upgrade a system and use the removed 
components to keep other system operational.

Convert all systems to the DCS. Not 
practical nor cost effective. Do 
nothing. Failure rates will continue to 
rise. Keep repairing the parts and the 
reliability and costs will increase.

NSP-
Minnesota 11488170

SHC3C U3 Landfill 
Capping 2016

Environmental 
Improvement 10/31/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -232945

Close out and install the final cover system over 6 acres of 
Cell 3 of the Unit 3 Ash Landfill.  UPDATE 140127:  This 
project has been moved to 2017 to reflect the delayed start-
up of Unit 3.  In addition, landfill operations staff are having 
safety concerns with placing ash on the higher elevations 
during the winter months, as the ash becomes slippery when 
snow and ice build up on the compacted layers.

Meet permit requirements by reducing water infiltration into the 
landfill, reducing the amount of leachate generated and providing 
protective cover. The solid waste permit requires capping within 
180 days of reaching final elevation.

Mandatory permit requirement - Solid 
Waste permit mandates capping 
within 180 days of reaching final 
grades.

NSP-
Minnesota 11629963

BDS0C 2017 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -76445.7

BDS0117 - This funding provides for new or replacement 
tools and equipment for the plant.

The addition and replacement of tools and equipment is 
necessary to maintain the productivity of the operating and 
maintenance personnel. Rent/Lease Do without
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NSP-
Minnesota 11630369

ASK1C-SCR Catalyst 
Repl 2016

Environmental 
Improvement 06/19/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -2290736

Replace the top layer (143 modules) of the SCR with new 
catalyst during the 2017 Spring outage.  Each catalyst 
module has dimensions of 64" x 75" x 38" and weighs 2,900 
lbs each.  The lead times for new catalyst require that the 
purchase order be placed with catalyst supplier in the year 
prior to installation - June 2016 for March 2017 delivery. 
 
The scope of the project to include the procurement and 
installation of new catalyst, removal and proper disposal of 
the existing catalyst, and ammonia injection tuning after 
installation.

Environmental.  Compliance of NOx emissions.  Three layers are 
required to be in operation to maintain emissions within permit 
limits.  If a layer is allowed to fall under desired chemical activity 
levels, the unit must derate.  The expected life of the catalyst is 
six years for any particular layer.  The catalyst management plan 
requires replacement of one of the three layers during even 
years.  This particular layer was first installed in April 2011.

1) Replace the existing catalyst with 
a new layer.  This is the 
recommended option for 2016 
outage. 
 
2) Rejuvenate the catalyst using 
O&M dollars at a cost of approx. 
$1.9MM.  Rejuvenation projects are 
not capitalized criteria.  This process 
is taking the existing catalyst out of 
the reactor, sending offsite for 
cleaning and recharging, and then 
installing the same layer in the 
reactor.  However, rejuvenations 
have not yet been proven to restore 
catalyst to full condition.  In addition, 
time study for construction proves 
that catalyst rejevenations would 
require a minimum of four weeks 
(assuming the suppliers work around 
the clock and meet schedules).  This 
option is being considered for future 
outages. 
 
3) Continue current mode of 
operation.  Exceed air permit limits 
and accept unit derates to meet NOx 
limits.  Assume increased 3% 
increased ammonia usage and 
derates of 10 MW per year 
increasing more rapidly after two 
years.

NSP-
Minnesota 11630540

SHC3C Repl U3 ID 
Fans VSD Cont

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -969860

Replace the existing controls on the Unit 3 ID Fan Variable 
Speed Drives with new, industry supported digital controls.   
Electronic equipment and circuit boards are to be disposed of 
properly.

The controls hardware for these drives continually see failures 
and have resulted in Unit derates in the past. 
The control hardware for the existing drives is obsolete, 
unreliable, and not supported by vendors.  The SCR's 
themselves which are the working portion of the system are still 
viable.

Continue maintenance and risk of 
failures and derates. 
 
Replace entire VSD system.

NSP-
Minnesota 11630544

SHC3C Inst Slurry 
Rapid Resp S

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1047857

For the scrubber, modify the reagent preparation system to a 
rapid response configuration.  The addition of a lime slurry 
supply loop reaching to the head tanks allows the recycle 
slurry / lime slurry mixing to be done just upstream of each 
atomizer.  This decreases the control lag time associated with 
the recycle/lime ratio changes to decrease from the current 
20 minutes to 1 minute.

Unit 3's SO2 removal requirements are projected to increase 
from 70% to 85% with the reinstatement of CSPR.  Higher 
removal rates place a premium on following the removal setpoint 
with precision to make removal rates and minimize the wasted 
lime caused by control swings of + or - 5% as is our current 
operation. 
 
The rapid response configuration is the current design supplied 
with dry scrubbers with the additive tank functioning as a 
recycle/lime mix tank being obsolete.  The rapid response style 
has the added advantage of minimizing scale formation and 
plugging by keeping the lime and recycle slurries separate until 
just before spraying.

Continue with existing control system 
with higher chemical costs for 
operation.

NSP-
Minnesota 11630604

SHC3C Repl U3 Boiler 
Fin Super

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1.2E+07

Replace the U3 Finishing Superheater Pendant and 
Intermediate Superheat sections from the Intermediate SH 
inlet header to the finishing SH outlet header.  Scope does 
not currently include replacement of the outlet headers.

End-of-life studies to gauge the loss of tube material due to coal 
ash corrosion, erosion, and oxide exfoliation/chemical cleaning 
show that the Pendant sections are approaching the OEM 
guideline of 85% remaining nominal wall thickness.  If current 
known rates of material loss continue, the majority of tube 
sections in the reheater will be below 85% of nominal wall in 
2015.  Tube inspections and leak risk analysis performed by 
Structural Integrity show the tube leak risk curve transitioning 
from linear to parabolic around 2015.  The risk curve reached a 
threshold of 4 tube leaks per year in 2019, justifying a 
replacement in the Spring of 2017. Structural Integrity predicts 
about 15 tube failures between 2015 and 2019.  Reduces 
number of large slag falls and subsequent couton bottom 
damage as well as reducing intermediate superheater pluggage. 
Reducing the use of explosive cleaning will reduce the tube 
damage and subsequent leaks. Improved NOx by reduced 
furnace temperature.

Continue to perform inspections and 
maintenance during major overhauls 
which take place every 3 years.  
Accept additional tube leak risks to 
reliability starting in 2015.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11634148

WLM1C Replace U1 
Bin 12 Screw

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/16/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -126175

WLM 10919 - Replace bin 12's six metering bin screw 
augers.

This is a project to replace six screw augers in unit one metering 
bin 11. The existing augers are six years old, ages vary between 
augers. Some of the augers can be rebuilt, however, some are 
becoming very thin and are beyond repair. The augers are a 
critical element of our fuel delivery system and without them we 
can not regulate the amount of fuel going into the boiler. 
Improperly regulated fuel may lead to environmental 
exceedances in CO. This project would also replace the six spur 
gears, two flex bearings and ten roller bearings

Rebuild all the augers that still have 
life in them by reflighting them, 
however, as previously stated, some 
of the augers are too far gone to be 
rebuilt. Do nothing and wait for the 
augers to not auger any fuel once the 
flighting is worn off, or they break 
from weak barrels.

NSP-
Minnesota 11634329

REW1C REPLACE U1 
GEN BANK TUBE

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -877494

This Project will replace the entire Generating Bank tube 
section with new SA210A1 & SA213T22 boiler tubes from the 
steam drums to the mud drum - 871 total tubes.  The majority 
of the existing boiler tubes were installed in 1949 during 
original construction - the front 2 rows nearest the 
superheater pendents were installed in 1987 during the 
retrofit to RDF.

Of the total 871 tubes 609 of them are between 20% to 50% wall 
loss.  Currently there are 23 tubes that are plugged within the 
steam and mud drums.  Tube plugging is not considered a 
permanent repair but is sometimes the only feasible option when 
the leaks are deep within the generating section.  Generating 
section leaks are difficult to repair because of their location and it 
takes additional boiler cooldown time when personnel must enter 
the drums to install plugs.  Attached is a detailed NDE inspection 
from 2010.

No alternative, ASME code requires 
repair or replacement. The old tubes 
will cause more forced outages if not 
replaced.  Repairs present safety 
issues.

NSP-
Minnesota 11635985

SHC3C BFPT 
Overspeed Ctrl Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/06/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -329555

Replace the current mechanical overspeed trip systems with 
triple redundant electronic overspeed trip systems on both 
boiler feedpump turbines on Unit 3. The replacement of these 
systems should be combined with a multi-unit package 
project for all 3 Sherco units in order to reduce costs and 
ensure that we have the same system on all 3 Sherco units.  
This will reduce the likelihood of operator error and reduce 
the loading on technical resources. The overspeed system on 
the Unit 3 main turbine is being replaced with an electronic 
system during this same time frame as part of the restoration 
project.

The electronic overspeed tripping system will eliminate the need 
to perform actual mechanical overspeed trips, which in the case 
of the boiler feedpump turbines requires personnel to stand 
directly adjacent to the unit being tested. A failure of equipment 
at overspeed conditions could lead to a catastrophic event with a 
high likelihood of injuries. The industry is moving away from the 
existing systems because of the risk involved with actually 
overspeeding the equipment in order to test the prevention 
systems.

Do Nothing and continue to run 
mechanical overspeed trip tests on 
the existing equipment

NSP-
Minnesota 11636260

REW0C REPLACE 
SCALPING CONVEYO

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/29/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -467264

REW0912 - Replace the scalping conveyor. This is on a 5 
year replacement schedule. Conveyor is worn out. Continue repairing.

NSP-
Minnesota 11771930

BDS0C 2017 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -401981

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derate or shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 11771941

BDS0C 2017 Small 
Capital Proje

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/09/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -115409

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794608

SHCCC Small Project 
Routines

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -200617

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794612

SHCCC 2017 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/27/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -1373641

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derate or shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794638

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2017 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -201877

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794643

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2017 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -45422.3

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794647

SHC1C 2017 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -250771

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11794651

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2017 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -45422.3

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794660

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2017 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -201877

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794666

SHC2C 2017 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -351080

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project for impact on 
unit performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794674

SHC3C 2017 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -426110

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project for impact on 
unit performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794695

SHCJC RCD Barrel 
Drives Upgrade

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -190621

Upgrade existing obsolete Reliant RCD drives to control 
existing DC motors.  To include regerative drives similar to 
existing set up, programming PLC and HMI.  Project estimate 
is contingent on doing this project along with SHC-11446, 
and SHC-12271

Obsolescence - Most efficient and economic way to do this 
project is to do this, the PLC (SHC-11446), and the RCD 
Haulage drives (SHC-12271) at the same time, or else you will 
pay more to have PLC reprogramming and new dwg's done each 
time. Continue higher maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794698

SHCJC 2017 small 
project routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/03/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -200617

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795285

ASK1C Governor 
Valve

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/29/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -685944

Install four new turbine governor valves during Spring 2017 
outage.

Replace valves to reduce risk of unplanned outage.  The OEM 
recommends replacement every six years, and the last 
replacement occurred in 2011.  The last inspection showed solid 
particle erosion and spindle runout. Spindle runout is a concern 
since it can lead to valve sticking. 
 
New governor valves will: 
1) Save the company expediting parts under premium pricing for 
reverse engineering. 
2) Having spare parts on hand and not using them. 
3) Rebuild the valves during off peak times at a reduced price.

Do nothing: 
1. Risk valve sticking and turbine 
control problems during operation. 
2. Risk counting on suppliers to 
provide expedited parts during 
outages (which is also their busy 
season).

NSP-
Minnesota 11795657

SHC3C MV Bus 
Undervoltage Rela

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/09/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -220861

Provide hardwired electrical protection for all loads on 
medium voltage busses via undervoltage and auxiliary relays 
consistent with plant design basis.  This project moves the 
undervoltage protection out of multiple PLCs/processors and 
their network and provides direct tripping.   Project needs to 
be coordinated with Motor Control PLC project planned for 
2014.

Existing tripping occurs through multiple PLCs and over network 
busses.   As a result undervoltage(UV) protection is 
compromised due to PLC and/or network issues.   If UV 
protection fails to operate due to some contingent event, 
equipment damage and/or unrequested restarts can occur

May result in equipment damage and 
forced outages.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806229

ASK1C Emergent 
Work 2017

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/20/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -768897

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derates or shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806231

ASK1C 2017 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -250917

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11809666

WLM2-Replace U2 
B21 Screw Auge

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -100125  Replace U2 B21 Screw Auger 19 Auger is severely worn. May cause derate if it fails.

NSP-
Minnesota 11915980

SHC3C HP IP Turbine 
Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/12/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -6002.63 Replacement of HP and IP turbine rotors and diaphragms.

The existing components, which were repaired as part of the Unit 
3 Restoration Project, are not expected to meet the performance 
guarantees from their original installation as part of the Unit 3 
Uprate Project.  Also the expected maintenance cycle for the 
repaired equipment is on a 3 year cycle whereas new 
components will be able to remain in service for 9-10 years at a 
time.  We also predict that the repaired turbine rotors will have 
problems such as losing pieces of shrouds or potentially throwing 
blades while in service.

No alternative. This is an insurance 
funded project.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11962243

BDS0C Municipal 
Sewer Line

Environmental 
Improvement 10/31/2016

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -5000

This project involves the construction of a plant monitoring 
and treatment pond. An analysis is needed with the existing 
municipal sewer line and the plant waste water due to the 
closure of the Ash Pond System.  Plant effluents will no 
longer be treated using the existing Ash Ponds.  This project 
will be completed as a part of the Black Dog remediation 
project which is associated with the cessation of coal for 
Units 3&4 (April 2015). Timely remediation is mandated by 
the NPDES and MPCA VIC program.

Closure of Ash Ponds will necessitate an alternate routing of 
plant effluents. Plant effluents will no longer be treated using the 
existing Ash Ponds. Per NPDES a new configuration/solution will 
be necessary.

A series of holding tanks in the plant 
is possible but the capacity of this 
option is not enough.

NSP-
Minnesota 11965316

ASK1C Inst RO 
Membranes

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/23/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -91578.2

Procure and install two new sets of RO membranes for the 
1st and 2nd pass RO.

Fouling in the RO membranes reduces the capacity and quality 
of water that is sent to the holding tanks. 
This is also OEM recommendation to repalce three years after 
installation.

Chemical cost will increase and RO 
failure may cause the plant to truck in 
water.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967007

SHC3-U3 Motor 
Protect Relay Re

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -2615.67

Unit 3 Medium & Low Voltage MCCs have 38 GE Lodtrak III 
motor protection relays currently installed.  These relays are 
obsolete and are failing at an increasing rate of 5-10 per 
year.  Spare parts can no longer be procured.  A drop-in 
replacement is available from Littlefuse (model MPU-32 with 
adapter mounting plate, RTD input module and Current input 
module).  A few have been purchased for installation as an 
interim measure and to validate. Recommend large scale 
replacement in 2017 Outage.

Lodtrak III motor protection relays are 30 yrs old, obsolete and 
can no longer be procured.  30-35 will need to be purchased and 
installed on Unit 3 in order to keep Unit 3 operating. Continue higher maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967057

SHC3C Foxboro 
Workstation Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -914824

Replacement of the Engineering and Operator Workstations 
hardware and software. This would include the Historian and 
other misc PC computers. Installation would take place during 
the Spring 2017 Major Outage on Unit 3.

Estimated end of life for the Workstation hardware and 
unsupported software by Microsoft and Invensys (Foxboro). 
Unable to maintain current virus protection upgrades.

Equipment failures may derate the 
unit.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967061

SHC3C Gen-Xfmr Prot 
Relay Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -289050

REPLACE U3 GENERATOR & TRANSFORMER 
PROTECTIVE RELAYING & METERING WITH 
MICROPROCESSOR BASED MULTI-FUNCTION RELAYING 
AND UPGRADE WATT/VAR METERING WITH NEW 
DIGITAL METERING.

NEWER PROTECTIVE RELAYING IS MUCH LESS LABOR 
INTENSIVE TO MAINTAIN AND IT CONTAINS EVENT 
RECORDING CAPABILITIES WHICH CAN ENABLE STAFF TO 
DIAGNOSE AND REPAIR CAUSES OF TRIPS MUCH MORE 
QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY.  UPGRADES TO DIGITAL 
METERING WILL SIGNIFICANTLY IMPROVE ACCURACY OF 
THE METERS WHICH WILL REDUCE $ LOSSES DUE TO 
METERING ERRORS.  PARTIAL UPGRADES HAVE ALREADY 
BEEN INSTALLED ON U3 Continue higher maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967093

SHC3C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2017 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/07/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -142929

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on Floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 3 has 7 coal mills whose performance is tracked though 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967099

SHC3C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2017 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -142929

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on Floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 3 has 7 coal mills whose performance is tracked though 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 12073057

REW0C SMALL 
PROJECT ROUTINES 
2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/11/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30083.3

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078271

SHC99-SHC99-Rpl 
RCD THF Drives

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/25/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -320997

Same description as - (ERC drives is in 2016-17) ERC#11445 
- Replace the existing obsolete mechanical drives and motor 
to new Variable Frequency Drives.  There are 3 drives that 
will be involved with this project, they are in the Train 
Dumping building and alow us to receive coal.

These drives are Obsolete as a complete unit.  They are over 25 
years old. Some rebuild parts are able to be found, but they have 
long lead times and a part will break that we can not replace 
eventually.  Loss of these drives will stop our ability to unload 
coal trains.

Continue to run them untill we cannot 
find replacement parts, then we 
would have to use part from 
Emergency Reclaims which are used 
almost every day also.  Using these 
parts would take away a path for coal 
to get to the plant.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078479

WLM0C 2017 Small 
Cap Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2017 -30109.5

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11228131

SER-CHM-CHN 
Analyzer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -65000 Purchase of CHN Analyzer

This instrument is necessary to maintain Operational Excellence 
in support of fleet wide operations. It is primarily used to analyze 
coal and Fly Ash to meet the requirements of coal supply 
contracts and to monitor efficiency in boiler operations.

A portion of the work could be 
contracted out at a cost of $50,000 
per year.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11358830

SER-CHM-Discrete 
Analyzer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/06/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50900 Purchase of The Discrete Analyzer

This instrument is necessary to maintain Operational Excellence 
in support of fleet wide operations. It is primarily used to analyze 
water to meet the requirements of NPDES and Solid Waste 
Permit monitoring programs.

This work could be contracted out at 
a cost of $50,000 per year.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632205

SER-CSC-Paint Can 
Crusher

Environmental 
Improvement 06/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -29000 Purchase a paint can crusher to replace existing machine

Crushers have complex linkages and controls and close 
tolerances which become more problematic as the equipment 
ages, resulting in improper cycling of the equipment, jams, and 
miss cycles of the hydraulic ram causing equipment damage. 
Environmental conditions for this equipment are relatively harsh 
with paint spray, wedged can parts, and high hydraulic forces. 
Once the machine becomes excessively worn, repairs become 
frequent and out of service times longer. Because of the 
relatively high payback from operating the can crusher and the 
storage limits for flammable liquids at the waste management 
facility when the equipment become inoperative it is very 
important to repair or replace quickly.

Manual opening and bulking paint 
cans is the alternative to purchasing 
a paint can crusher. Manual paint 
bulking is less efficient. Operators 
have to pry open each container, 
poor and scoop out the contents, and 
place the empty container in a drum 
crusher. These three steps are done 
by the automated paint can crusher 
machine with a cycle time of 12 to 15 
seconds between cans. Manual 
bulking op paint products increases 
the safety hazards associated with 
the paint bulking operations. These 
hazards include skin/eye contact, 
vapor inhalation, and fire hazard. 
Acquiring the can crusher is 
considered an engineered remedy to 
these safety hazards.

NSP-
Minnesota 11635316

REW0C TOOL 
BLANKET 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30000

This project will be used to purchase capital maintenance 
tools for the 2018 calendar year.  Such equipment may 
include scaffolding, specialized electrical instruments, 
machining equipment, welding machines, etc.

This project will allow for the site to have on-hand the 
appropriate tools required for plant personnel to efficiently and 
safely perform their work tasks.  Having the appropriate tools & 
equipment makes for a safer work environment and reduces the 
risk of potential industrial safety incidents.  Staying current with 
electrical diagnostic equipment's makes for quicker and more 
accurate troubleshooting of plant equipment.

Do not purchase the appropriate and 
necessary tools for plant personnel to 
perform their jobs, thus increasing 
the likelihood of industrial accidents, 
and slowing maintenance type 
activities throughout the site.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794371

SHCJC 2018 Small 
Tools & Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -182400

SHC0118 - Miscellaneous tools and equipment as listed. All 
individual tools to be >$1000 and meet definitions for general 
plant equipment. Total budget is defined as joint common, 
but individual tools are defined with the associated JDE child 
purchase work order. AA $30,000 High Speed Recorder 
$30,000 Hg CEMS calibration/standard $80,000.

Improve capability and efficiency of daily operations   
maintenance tasks.

Do nothing - Loss of efficiency.- Rent 
tools - More costly over time. - 
Borrow tools from other plants - Time 
wasted in transporting/unavailability 
of tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794850

BDS0C 2018 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -74920

BDS0118 - This funding provides for new or replacement 
tools and equipment for the plant.

The addition and replacement of tools and equipment is 
necessary to maintain the productivity of the operating and 
maintenance personnel. Rent/Lease Do without

NSP-
Minnesota 11795649

IVH0C 2018 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/28/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

IVH0118 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment Improve work force efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.  Safety and reduced work 
efficiency risk increases if using 
equipment in poor condition.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795801

HBC0C 2018 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/04/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50000 Tool blanket to purchase tools more than $1000 each.

Tools needed to adequately perform jobs safely. Existing tools 
can break or a new tool can do a task better. Rent tools

NSP-
Minnesota 11797316

ANS0C Tool Blanket 
2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/17/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

ANS0118 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment ($20k)

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Upgrade and replace 
old equipment.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.

NSP-
Minnesota 11802870

SER-SMC-Misc Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -180081

Purchase tools and equipment to support outages, projects 
and routine maintenance work performed by Special 
Construction.  Included, but not all inclusive:  Safety 
equipment, small tools, shop equipment and specialized 
tools.

Tool replacements are needed as tools come to end of life and 
are no longer cost effective to repair. 
 
The plants and facilities utilize Special Construction to 
supplement outages, projects and routine maintenance work at 
their sites.  The sites typically do not have the tools and 
equipment necessary to complete the work that is performed by 
Special Construction.  The expectation is that our department will 
bring the necessary resources to complete the work.  The tools 
and equipment will be housed in a central location and rotated 
from site to site.

Rent tools.  Have plants/facilities 
build tools into their budgets in order 
to provide tools and equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11805056

HNI0C 2018 Small 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -15000

HNI0118 - Blanket for miscellaneous tools. These tools will 
be used for day to day operation and in preparation for the 
turbine overhauls. Necessary for continued upkeep of operating facilities.

Delay activities - result in increase in 
expenditures in future years and 
delays in normal repair of plant 
equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11805109

GDM0C 2018 Small 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -10000

GDM0118 - Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test 
equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.

NSP-
Minnesota 11805612

NBL0C Small Tools 
Equipment 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000 Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11806022

BLL0C 2018 Small 
Tools and Equip

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and test 
equipment ($20k)

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Improve testing 
capabilities.

Continue to use existing equipment, 
if available.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806248

ASK1C 2018 Tool 
Blanket

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -150000

ASK0118 - 2018 blanket for miscellaneous tools needed to 
support core operations.

Ensure necessary tools continue to be available to support core 
operations.

Not replacing the tools reduces the 
efficiency of maintenance and 
operations activities.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806409

RIV0C Tool Blanket 
2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/14/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -60000

RIV0118 - Miscellaneous tools and equipment per attached 
listing. All individual tools to be >$1000 and meet definitions 
for general plant equipment.

Improve capability and efficiency of daily operations   
maintenance tasks.

Do nothing - Loss of efficiency.- Rent 
tools - More costly over time. - 
Borrow tools from other plants - Time 
wasted in transporting/unavailability 
of tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807397

SER-CHM-Misc. Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50900

CHM0118 Purchase of Miscellaneous Tools/Laboratory 
Instrumentation

These tools are used for analysis of water to monitor and control 
corrosion and scaling  in power plants and to comply with 
monitoring requirements for NPDES and Solid Waste Permits.  
Chemistry Resources functions as a non-profit in-house general 
laboratory for Xcel Energy. It provides analyses for mandatory 
regulatory monitoring programs and for operational and 
maintenance activities in the plants. All of its tools are used 
throughout Energy Supply's Minnesota fleet as well as backup 
support for Denver and Amarillo labs. 
Outside contractors have profit margins built into their costs with 
which to purchase tools.   Plants have overhead budgets to 
purchase tools.  Chemistry Resources has neither.  Our only 
means of obtaining the tools necessary to perform the work is 
through the plants or capital.  Having tools for the central 
Chemistry Resources lab is more cost effective than having 
identical sets of tools at each plant.

If we are unable to purchase this 
equipment, we will be unable to 
provide necessary support to the 
plants, and, in most cases,  required 
to send work to an outside contract 
lab.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807400

SER-CHM-Automatic 
Visconmeter

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -45810 CHM0318 Purchase of Automatic Viscometer

This instrument is necessary to maintain Operational  Excellence 
in support of fleet wide operations. It is primarily used to analyze 
oil to monitor the condition of oil-filled equipment (most 
importantly steam and gas turbines)  in the plants in order to 
prevent catastrophic failure.

This work could be contracted out at 
a cost of $50,000 per year. This 
analysis has the potential to save 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in 
emergency repairs and lost revenue

NSP-
Minnesota 11807416

SER-MTR-Vac Pump 
Stator Conduc

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -35630

This project will purchase a Kinney vacuum pump for the 
Stator Conductor Integrity Detector (SCID).

The SCID is used to determine the integrity of the water cooling 
circuits in water-cooled generator stator windings. The 
generators with these windings are Sherco 1, 2, 3, Monticello, 
Nichols 3, Pawnee, Cherokee 4, and Fort St. Vrain 1. The 
vacuum pump is the most critical piece of the SCID and has the 
longest lead time. We would like to ensure this system is 
available when needed.There are no risks associated with this 
project.

1) Do nothing. Would require 
contracting the test to an outside 
vendor if our pump failed. Current 
pricing is $30,000 to perform the test.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807424

SER-RTC-Misc. Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

Replace machinist tools and equipment as needed for 
continued operation.

Many of the machinist tools and equipment are non repairable or 
out dated. New and replacement equipment will need to be 
purchased to provide up to date training and for safety reasons.

Continue to use old and outdated 
tools and equipment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807429

SER-MMR-Purchase 
Alloy Analyze

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/23/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -38000 MMR-Replace Alloy Analyzer 2018

MMR-Replace Alloy Analyzer 2018 used for overhaul 
inspections. Rent tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807447

SER-MMR-Purchase 
Video Probe (

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -55000 MMR-Replace Video Probe (6mm)

MMR-Replace Video Probe (6mm). This is used with overhaul 
equipment inspections. Rent tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807453

SER-MMR-Misc. Tools 
& Equipment

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000 MMR-Tools and Equip 2018

MMR-Tools and Equip 2018. These tools are used for overhaul 
inspections and plant equipment analysis. Rent tools.

NSP-
Minnesota 11807918

WLM0C /10882 2018 
Tools Blanke

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30000

WLM0118 - Replace toolboxes, chain hoists, misc tools, and 
test equipment.

Improve work force efficiency and safety. Improve testing 
capabilities. Rent/Lease Do without

NSP-
Minnesota 12073341

BRDW0C 2018 Small 
Tools and Eq

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -25000 Purchase specialty tools, chain hoists, and test equipment.

Required to maintain the wind farm and improve work force 
efficiency and safety.

Continue to use existing equipment if 
available, otherwise rent tools at a 
higher overall cost.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077790

SER0C PMO Gas 
Analyzer 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20000

One (1) flue-gas analyzer (to measure excess oxygen, 
carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxide content, at a minimum) 
is needed for plant thermal performance testing (e.g., heat 
balance tests, boiler efficiency tests) in addition to the 
analyzers that are currently available.

Current analyzers are showing signs of wear when returning 
them for yearly calibration checks to the manufacturer. Failure of 
our existing analyzers could prevent completing any given 
performance test. We need an additional analyzer to provide 
improved reliability in our testing services (i.e. sufficient 
availability of analyzers to do the job plus functional spares as 
backup against analyzer failure).

Continue to risk doing our thermal 
performance testing with insufficient 
reliability due to lack of functional 
spare flue-gas analyzers. This risk 
could result in an inability to complete 
a given test, making it impossible to 
provide an accurate boiler efficiency 
and/or net unit heat rate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077793

SER0C PMO Pur Lab 
Transm 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/26/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -41000

Purchase one lot of wireless testing transmitters to be used 
for testing power plants in the Northern Region of Xcel 
Energy. These pressure and temperature transmitters are 
being purchased as tools for conducting equipment and 
steam cycle performance tests at power plants.

Currently the MN Company Performance Testing group spends a 
large amount of time setting up test equipment a plants when 
preparing for a test. The wireless transmitters would save set up 
time as well as possible maintenance issues associated with 
wired transmitters.

Continue to use only the transmitters 
that are in MN Company 
Performance Testing currently to 
complete testing, which requires a 
large amount of set up time.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11083285

RIV7C-U7 Hydrogen 
Coolers Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -331115

Replace two hydrogen coolers on Unit 7 generator. The 
Maximo ID Number for these two coolers is #1284031 and 
#1284032

Chestnut testing has shown the tubes to be thin and in need of 
replacement on the 23 year old (as of 2011) coolers. Leaks in 
the past have allowed water to enter the generator, risking 
equipment damage. Tubes had to be plugged in the past to 
alleviate leaks. This has increased the likelihood of generator 
load limits due to excessive hydrogen temperatures during hot 
summer weather when the load is most needed and most 
valuable. Water box seal, warpage, and gasket problems have 
previously caused hydrogen leaks which add to operating costs. 
Currently 8% of the West cooling tubes are plugged and 5% of 
the East tubes are plugged.

1) Continue to operate with the 
equipment at end of life and accept 
the EAF hits resulting from poor 
equipment condition. 
 
2)Coolers could be re-tubed at a 
lower cost, but this doesn't address 
the warpage issues.  
 
3)Cooling water flow through the 
coolers could be reduced to 
decrease the expected rate of tube 
degradation at the expense of rated 
generator load during summer 
months.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485438

BLLC0 Admn Bldg 
Battery Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -55080.6

BLL0213 - Replace the complete battery string for the 
"control Room".

The battery string is approaching its end of design life and 
testing indicates that its health is trending with design.  Battery 
installed 1995 with a design life of 20- years.  When tested at 15-
yrs old the battery had 151% design capacity.  Required testing 
in 2015 will provide better insight into the condition of the battery 
bank.  At that point we can better scope the replacement date of 
this battery string.

no good alternatives... MUST 
maintain operable for FERC/NERC... 
could increase monitoring frequency 
in an attempt to extend life to last 
possible moment.

NSP-
Minnesota 11485445

BDS5C Cooling Water 
Strainer R

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -94527.8

BDS1212 -This project is to replace the existing auxiliary 
cooling water self-cleaning strainer with an improved strainer.

The existing Hayward self-cleaning strainer frequently plugs with 
debris and must be disassembled and manually cleaned 
approximately twice per year. Additionally, the wedgewire design 
is not effective at straining fine debris allowing the heat 
exchangers to frequently plug. The ALF strainer is specifically 
designed by Alfa Laval to protect heat exchangers in low quality 
water installations. It would cost about $24,000 per year (about 2 
cleanings) to hire a contractor to clean the heat exchanger and 
$9,000 per year (2 cleanings) to clean and maintain the strainer. 
Installation of the new strainer is expected to decrease this to 1 
cleaning per year.In summer conditions, the constant plugging of 
the heat exchangers allows the closed cooling temperature to 
rise above the design temperatures. This has potential for long 
term damage to equipment.

Continue to frequently clean the heat 
exchangers and strainer. Deal with 
high equipment temperatures in 
summer months.

NSP-
Minnesota 11629961

BDS5C 21 Lighting 
Transformer

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -70554.1 This project is to replace the existing 21 Lighting Transformer.

The 21 Lighting Transformer provides power to the Unit 5/2 
Lighting Bus.  The existing transformer has been in service since 
the original Black Dog Unit 2 was installed in a sub-optimal (dirty - 
non-climate controlled environment).  It is reaching the end of its 
expected life.  If this transformer were to fail the plant could 
potentially lose power to CEMS and other redundancy on Unit 
52.  The other transformers of this vintage at Black Dog have 
been replaced.

Continue to operate with the existing 
transformer until catastrophic failure.  
Failure could result in a loss of CEMS 
power and redundancy on Unit 52.

NSP-
Minnesota 11632388

ANS2-C-U2 replace 
vanes and bl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1.1E+07

ANS2-U2 Rotor Removal  Class 2B inspection with 
replacement of row 3&4 Disks and row 2 thru 4 blades and 
row 2 vanes and the four ring segments

The Vanes and Blades are past their OEM life cycle limit. 
Replace at 800 to 3200 starts. 
Tech Resource Recommendation

The alternative is to continue running 
the unit past OEM recommended 
starts.

NSP-
Minnesota 11783911

HBC0C 2018 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -80263.9

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $20,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11783938

HBC0C 2018 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -151532

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795831

HBC7C U7 CEMS 
Analyzer

Environmental 
Improvement 10/26/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20595.2 Replace U7 CEMS Analyzer

The analyzer is needed to meet emissions monitoring 
requirements.

Do nothing.  Fall out of compliance 
with emissions monitoring 
regulations.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795837

HBC8C U8 CEMS 
Analyzer

Environmental 
Improvement 11/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -20590 Replace U8 CEMS Analyzer

The analyzer is needed to meet emissions monitoring 
requirements.

Do nothing.  Fall out of compliance 
with emissions monitoring 
regulations.

NSP-
Minnesota 11795913

HBC7C U7 CT Servo 
Replace 2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/10/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -54558.6 Replace/rebuild servo's on 7 CT

The servo's are necessary for controlling the combustor bypass, 
IGV's, and fuel gas to the combustion turbine.  It is essential the 
servo's be maintained to ensure safe and reliable control of 
critical CT systems.

Do nothing, wait until they fail and 
repair them during an unplanned 
outage.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11795970

HBC9C ST L-O Blade 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -4854611

Replace steam turbine 40" L-0 blades with new design L-0 
blades.

Progress Energy experienced mid-span snubber failure at 
24,000 hours of operation.  High Bridge is at 8500 hours of 
operation as of spring 2012.  Visual inspection of turbine blades 
perfomed during the Fall 2013, Spring 2014, and Fall 2014 
outage found degradation of the stellite strip and shroud erosion.  
There is a design issue with the current L-0 blades with erosion 
at the shroud.  (2) plants have had failures of the L-0 blades 
when the shroud erosion reached 4.5 mm.  MHPSA engineering 
recommends that the blades be replaced when shroud erosion 
reaches 3.0 mm.  Based on MHPSA review of our L-0 blade 
inspection reports, the shroud erosion on the current HBC L-0 
blades is between 3.0mm - 4.0mm.  If blades are not replaced in 
2016 there will not be another opportunity until 2024 (next 
scheduled steam turbine overhaul). Run to failure.

NSP-
Minnesota 11805120

GDMC0 2018 
Generator 
Replacements

Renewable and New 
Generation 10/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -322139

GDM0318 - Replace failed generators in GE 1.5 SLE wind 
turbines. 1 in 2012 and 1 in 2015 and assuming the 
generators are repairable.

High operating temperatures in the compact design have caused 
a small amount of failures in the industry after 5 years of 
operation.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
generator fails. Up tower repair of the 
generator is limited to bearing and 
slip ring replacements.

NSP-
Minnesota 11805125

GDMC0 Gearbox 
Replacement 2018

Renewable and New 
Generation 11/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -951158

GDM0218 - Replace failed gearboxes in GE 1.5 SLE wind 
turbines. Cost includes the crane and labor to remove the 
rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, and then reinstall the 
components.

Gearboxes fail with planetary section damage and need to be 
replaced.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
gearbox fails.

NSP-
Minnesota 11805619

NBL0C 2018 Gear Box 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/14/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1684128

Replace failed gearboxes. Cost includes the crane and labor 
to remove the rotor, gearbox, and main shaft, and then 
reinstall the components.

Gearboxes fail with planetary section damage and need to be 
replaced.

Do not run the wind turbine once a 
gearbox fails. Up tower repairs are 
becoming an option but the cost and 
reliability have not yet been vetted.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806420

RIV0C Emergent Work 
2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/12/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -151816

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derate or shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806426

RIV0C Demo Coal 
Dock Bulding

Environmental 
Improvement 09/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -12070.2

Demo the old coal dock building and construct a secure 
electrical enclosure to contain live electrical equipment that is 
maintained at that location

There is evidence that vandals have tried on different occasions 
to gain entry to this abandoned building.  This building was used 
to store equipment, used as a brake room and contains a small 
electrical room.  This project would demo the building and 
construct a secure area for the remaining electrical panel to 
reduce the liability of any vandals getting hurt in this building. Continue with existing risks.

NSP-
Minnesota 11945517

BDS0C Black Dog U6 
Simple Cycle

Renewable and New 
Generation 03/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1.1E+08

A new Combustion Turbine for Black Dog plant.  The CT will 
generate 215 MWs and will be located in the area where Unit 
4 exists.  The new unit will be connected to the existing 115 
kV Substation. Intended to meet projected load growth. None

NSP-
Minnesota 11961393

HBC9C Turbine 
Controls Replace

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/17/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1502771

Replace U9 turbine control system with Ovation.  Current 
control system is Mitsubishi Netmation.  Control system to be 
installed in 2016.

Current Mitsubishi control system is from 2002.  Part of the 
current steam turbine controls reside within the Mitsubishi system 
and part of it is within Ovation.  This arrangement makes 
troubleshooting and tracing points through the logic extremely 
difficult.  Very little training is available making the system 
difficult to work on, modify, and maintain.  Parts have long lead 
times, typically 36 weeks for cards.  Service bulletins have been 
issued regarding life of some control cards are limited to 10 
years. The next steam turbine overhaul is scheduled for 2024, 
which would be the next earliest opportunity to replace the 
control system.  At that point the control system would be 22 
years old.

Continue to operate with existing 
control system

NSP-
Minnesota 11961474

HBC8C Turbine 
Controls Replace

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/17/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1567522

Replace the U8 turbine control system with Ovation. Current 
control system is Mitsubishi Netmation.  Control system to be 
installed in 2018.

The current control system is from 2002 and is outdated.  Very 
little training is available for the system making it difficult to 
troubleshoot, modify, and maintain. Lead times for parts are 
long, typically 36 months or more for cards.

Continue to operate with existing 
control system

NSP-
Minnesota 11961530

HBC0C Fork Truck 
Purchase

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -55298.2

Purchase fork truck Yale Veracitor Model GP-VX.  It has 
pneumatic tires, hydraulic 5-way fork adjustments, back up 
safety light system, back up safety horn.

Our existing fork truck is 20 years old and came from the old 
High Bridge coal plant.  The forks need to be adjusted manually 
which is a potential safety issue.  It does not have the updated 
safety features that a new fork truck would have.  The existing 
fork truck has hard rubber tires which makes it unsuitable for use 
outside.

Continue to use our existing fork 
truck and have higher maintenance 
costs.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11962072

HBC8C U8 Hot Gas 
Path

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -5039567

Hot Gas Path (HGP) Inspection outage for High Bridge 
Combined Cycle Unit #8. Included in this capital project is the 
labor, material and rental equipment needed to perform a 
HGP. Parts installed include: fuel nozzles, combustor 
baskets, transitions, and rows 1-4 of the turbine.

The combustion turbine OEM, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) 
recommends that at 8,000 EOH or 300 starts whichever comes 
first that a combustion inspection (CI) be performed. During a CI, 
the combustor parts are removed from the turbine. The parts 
listed above will then be installed in the turbine.

Enter into Long term service 
agreement (LTSA) with Mitsubishi 
Power Services, a subsidiary of MHI. 
This will decrease capital 
expenditures, but will increase the 
plant O M costs. Plant O M costs are 
used to determine the economics of 
operating the HBC units and this 
would effectively price them out of 
the market.2. Do not do maintenance 
and continue to operate units. 
Eventually components will fail 
because they have a finite life. This 
then becomes a safety issue.3. Do 
not do maintenance and tag the units 
out of service.

NSP-
Minnesota 11962571 BDS5C U5 CT HGP

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -3502346

Purchase parts for 2018 HGP and perform Hot Gas Path 
Inspection.  Parts purchased include one full set of CI parts 
(support housings, pilot nozzles, combustor baskets, 
transitions, and transition seals) and one full set of turbine 
parts (ring segments, vanes, and blades for turbine rows 1 - 
3).

Parts pool initiative is completed and contract is in place. Plant 
will not own capital emergency spares.  Plants will need to 
purchase parts to install during the outage.  Assume parts 
purchased under the contract at scheduled price. Credit 
accounted for returned parts according to parts supply contract.

If Hot Gas Path Inspection is 
deferred to a later year, the risk of a 
catastrophic failure of especially a 
hot gas path part would be 
unacceptable.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966519

RIV0C --61&62 Battery 
Room Ven

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/21/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -75280.2

Improve the fire protection reliability in the 61 and 62 Battery 
Room by upgrading the ventilation system. 
(Note: this project originated from the Riverside All Risk Loss 
Prevention Report, recommendation RIV P Improve Fire 
Protection Reliability in 61 and 62 Battery Room.  
Recommendation items 1) seal cable penetrations in wall and 
2) replace existing steel doors with 2 hour fire rated doors will 
be handled through plant O&M projects.)

The ventilation system is currently a wall mounted ventilation fan 
that is pulling air from the roof through an 18x18 duct.  The wall 
penetration into the battery room does not have a 2 hour rated 
fire damper.  Also, the door to the battery room in the stairway is 
open and is possibly being use for ventilation purposes.  The 
door should be in the closed position.  The ventilation system 
should be high level and designed to limit hydrogen 
concentrations to 1% of the total room volume or continuous 
ventilation at a rate of not less than 1 cfm per square foot of floor 
area of the room.

Continue operating with the existing 
system with the known deficiencies.

NSP-
Minnesota 11968027

BLL0-Small Capital 
Projects 20

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -25059.1

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12076462

ANS0C Small Project 
Routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 09/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30020.6

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $20,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12077898

HBC7C BFP Mezz 
Access

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/10/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -50344.1

Install stairway to U7 and U8 BFP mezzanine for better 
access.  Stairwell needs to meet OSHA and building codes 
for assuming individuals will be carrying tools.

Current access to U7 and U8 BFP mezzanine is by a ship's 
ladder.  The ladder is steep and makes carrying tooling and parts 
up the ladder difficult.  This is an issue that has been identified 
on the HBC safety action item list by plant employees. Maintain current access.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078035

BDS5C CT Blade Path 
Thermocpl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -64841.1

Historically we have not had a problem with the Blade Path 
thermowell. But others in the user groups are beginning to 
have problems with the F3 and F4  exhaust designs. It is 
TR&C's recommendation that we budget for the replacement 
during the hot gas inspection per Siemens bulletin PB3-14-
0043-GT-EN-01. The replacement thermowells are of a more 
robust design than the existing thermowells.

The blade path thermocouples are critical for monitoring the 
combustion process, and protecting against catastrophic 
damage resulting from combustion turbine part failure.

Continue combustion turbine 
operation with the existing 
thermowells and thermocouples. It is 
likely that, due to deterioration of the 
existing thermowells, trips without 
warning will occur from thermocouple 
failure.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078037

BDS5C CT Expansion 
Joint

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -145989

Perform complete replacement of Unit 5 Combustion Turbine 
Exhaust Expansion Joint.  This includes labor and materials 
to perform a full replacement of the expansion joint.

The combustion turbine exhaust expansion joint is a critical 
component subject to severe duty. If the joint should fail, 1100F 
exhaust gases would escape the combustion turbine exhaust 
into the plant. The original expansion joint furnished with the 
combustion turbine in 2002 required replacement in December 
2003. The first replacement expansion joint was of better quality 
than the original, and was replaced in 2012 when the Siemens 
single piece exhaust was installed. This current expansion joint 
may need to be replaced during the Hot Gas Path Inspection, 
currently scheduled for 2018.

Defer the replacement of the 
combustion turbine exhaust 
expansion joint to a future date. 
Replacement frequency should 
consider industry experience, in 
addition to periodic condition 
assessment of the expansion joint.
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NSP-
Minnesota 12078039 BDS5C CT Insulation

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -135286

Perform full replacement of the Unit 5 combustion turbine 
insulation.  This includes labor and materials to remove the 
existing insulation and replace with new.

The majority of the combustion turbine insulation is original from 
2002 and in need of replacement.  The insulation has degraded 
over time with age and exposure to high temperatures.  
Furthermore, frequent outage work has increased the wear on 
the insulation as it has been removed and reinstalled many 
times, and it has been damaged from other outage activities.  
There have also been hot air or gas leaks in the past which have 
further accelerated the wear.  New insulation is required to 
maintain thermal efficiency, prevent cold spots on the turbine 
shell and potential operational issues from warping of the casing, 
and provide a safeguard against injury if working around the unit 
while it is hot.

Defer to future year, and elevate the 
risk of either a safety event or a 
forced outage from the deteriorated 
insulation causing instrument or other 
equipment failure from the heat.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078040

BDS5C CT Row 1 
Inner Sup Ring

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -175838

Replace the combustion turbine row 1 Inner Support Ring 
with one made of upgraded material during the next hot gas 
path inspection, currently scheduled for 2018.  See Siemens 
Bulletin PB3-14-0027-GT-EN-01.

Oxidation and cracking has been reported on the current 
configuration of the support ring within the 501F fleet, and this 
issue was observed in 2012 which required replacement of the 
ring.  The combustion turbine OEM has developed an improved 
support ring intended to enhance durability, simplify service 
replacement, and address the issues observed on some units 
with the original design.  Oxidation and cracking of the ring could 
result in liberation resulting in downstream damage, and 
distortion of the inner support ring has also been reported on 
some units resulting in difficulty with re-assembly.

Defer support ring replacement to a 
future outage. The risk of this 
approach is that the ring may be 
found to be damaged when 
inspected during the hot gas path 
inspection outage, preventing startup 
and extending the outage 25 weeks 
for manufacture of new support ring.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078042

BDS5C Comb 
Dynamics System

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/03/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -407331

Replacement of the Unit 5 Combustion Dynamics Monitoring 
system.  This includes the computer hardware, sensors, 
wiring, conduit, and associated equipment and interfaces.

This equipment was initially installed in 2004.  The existing 
sensors are prone to failure and there is a more reliable sensor 
now being manufactured.  This equipment is used to monitor 
combustion dynamics which cause combustion hardware 
components to wear and which can lead to significant equipment 
damage if not addressed.  This system provides output to 
perform tuning of the combustion turbine to reduce these 
dynamics.  Many of these components are past recommended 
replacement interval per Siemens Bulletin SB4-12-043-GT-EN-
01 issued in 2012.

Defer project and continue use of 
current system while risking 
increased failures and a forced 
emergent project if obsolete 
components fail.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078091

BLL0-Mk. V Card 
Replacement -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -32556.3 Pro-active replacement of several Mark V circuit  cards.

The GE Mark V turbine Control System at BLL is starting to 
suffer from frequent circuit card failures resulting in lost unit 
availability.  Pro-actively replacing aging/prone to failure cards 
will increase reliability.  O&M projects are planned to replace 
several cards a year through 2019.  Replacement of the system 
is currently planned for 2020.

Address card failures as they occur, 
this typically results in lost unit 
availability.

NSP-
Minnesota 12172228

RIV0-Small Capital 
Projects -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/10/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -8333.33

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $20,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 12172229

RIV0-Small Capital 
Projects -

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -91941.5

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $20,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11217403

SHCCC U1&2 Coal 
Crushers Rpl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 07/16/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1210065

Replace the existing crushers and motors in place today. The 
economics of the cost to maintain the crushers are a result of 
the end of life wear and degradation.  The existing crushers 
have coal dust leakage issues from past maintenance access 
modifications that were made over the last 30 years.   
The  original equipment was not supplied with additional 
access locations because it was believed to pose dust 
leakage issues and safety risks.  The new crushers and 
motors will be newer models of the same Pennsylvania Koal 
King crushers which are currently in operation and will have 
the same capacity.

The existing old and obsolete equipment  requires above 
reasonable maintenance costs on an annual basis. The  original 
equipment was not designed with an appropriate number of 
access locations  because it believed to possess dust leakage 
issues and safety risks. Over time, access panels and doors 
have improved to mitigate the problems and are now 
incorporated into the design on new crushers. In the past 
Rebuilds and enclosure modification have created many leaks 
resulting in additional cleaning and causing potential safety and 
environmental hazards.  New crushers will minimize maintenance 
and rebuild costs.

Remain in operation as is and 
continue to rebuild on a more 
frequent basis with the acceptance of 
elevated operating risk of coal dust 
related safety concerns.

NSP-
Minnesota 11217409

SHC1C U1 Boiler 
Section Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1.1E+07

Replace the U1 front and rear Reheater Pendant sections 
from the inlet header to the outlet header.  Scope does not 
currently include replacement of the inlet and outlet headers.  
Inspections are scheduled for the 2015 overhaul to perform 
end-of-life evaluations on the headers.

End-of-life studies to gauge the loss of tube material due to coal 
ash corrosion, erosion, and oxide exfoliation/chemical cleaning 
show that the Reheater Pendant sections are approaching the 
OEM guideline of 85% remaining nominal wall thickness.  If 
current known rates of material loss continue, the majority of 
tube sections in the reheater will be below 85% of nominal wall in 
2016.  Tube inspections and leak risk analysis performed by 
Structural Integrity show the tube leak risk curve transitioning 
from linear to parabolic around 2016.  The risk curve reached a 
threshold of 4 tube leaks per year in 2018, justifying a 
replacement in the Spring of 2018.

Continue to perform inspections and 
maintenance during major overhauls 
which take place every 3 years.  
Accept additional tube leak risks to 
reliability starting in 2016.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11487761

SHC1C Generator 
Rectifier Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/12/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -422587

SHC2012 - The existing U1 generator excitation system is a 
1970s General Electric Alterrex Excitation System where a 
smaller AC generator (exciter) is the power source for the 
main generator. The exciter AC output is rectified by parallel 
banks of silicon rectifiers and this DC is applied to the main 
generator field. This project is to replace the U1 generator 
water cooled rectifiers and 5 pole disconnects.

The existing U1 generator water cooled rectifiers are obsolete 
and finding parts is becoming very difficult. GE has issued both 
an "End of Life" and "Obsolescence" notification GE LCN - 
CS002-0 on both Alterex AVRs and Diode Bridges. The existing 
rectifiers are also prone to water leaks. TIL 1027-3 identifies 
many known concerns with the existing GE water cooled 
rectifiers. The U3 generator water cooled rectifiers and 5 pole 
disconnects will be replaced in the fall of 2011 and the plan is to 
replace U1 in 2015 and U2 in 2016 which will minimize the need 
for additional spare parts and allow for training on one form of 
generator water cooled rectifiers for Sherco to maximize the 
knowledge base needed to maintain the equipment.

Do nothing and continue to operate 
and maintain the existing generator 
water cooled rectifiers and 5 pole 
disconnects. This will mean that 
Sherco has different equipment on 
U3 than on U1 and U2 and will 
continue to have leaks.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487762

SHC1C Generator 
AVR Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -805718

SHC1912 - The existing U1 generator excitation system is a 
1970s General Electric Alterrex Excitation System where a 
smaller AC generator (exciter) is the power source for the 
main generator. The exciter AC output is rectified by parallel 
banks of silicon rectifiers and this DC is applied to the main 
generator field. The Alterrex manual and automatic voltage 
regulator controls the exciter excitation. The new digital 
regulator shall reproduce all the functionality of the existing 
Alterrex, including the exciter field breaker, exciter and 
generator shaft voltage suppression circuits, field discharge 
resistor, Power System Stabilizer, and all voltage regulator 
controls, limiters, and protective functions.

The existing U1 generator voltage regulator is obsolete and 
finding parts and qualified personnel to diagnose problems is 
becoming very difficult. GE has issued both an "End of Life" and 
"Obsolescence" notification GE LCN - CS002-0 on both Alterex 
AVRs and Diode Bridges. Also NERC requires periodic testing 
that will be very difficult to perform with the existing equipment 
but should be made much easier with a new digital voltage 
regulator designed to perform those tests. The U3 generator 
voltage regulator will be replaced in the fall of 2011 and the plan 
is to replace U1 in 2015 and U2 in 2016 which will minimize the 
need for additional spare parts and allow for training on one form 
of voltage regulators for Sherco to maximize the knowledge base 
needed to maintain the equipment.

Do nothing and continue to operate 
and maintain the existing voltage 
regulator. This will mean that Sherco 
has different equipment on U3 than 
on U1 and U2 and will require 
additional outside support to maintain 
and run NERC required testing.

NSP-
Minnesota 11487923

SHC1C BFPT Controls 
Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1526606

SHC0216 - Replace the existing mechanical/hydraulic 
General Electric UT70-30 boiler feedwater pump turbine 
control system with a new digital control system. The new 
digital system should be identical to the new control system 
supplied for U3. Replace the current mechanical overspeed 
trip system with a triple redundant electronic overspeed trip 
system. The replacement of this control system should be 
combined with a multi-unit package project for all 3 Sherco 
units, and/or be combined with a main turbine control system 
replacement in order to reduce costs and ensure that we 
have the same control system on all 3 Sherco units. This will 
reduce the likelihood of operator error and reduce the loading 
on technical resources.

The existing MHC hydraulic controls can be extremely difficult to 
troubleshoot unless skilled hydraulic control personnel are 
available. Internal expertise will be retiring soon and outside help 
is becoming increasingly more difficult to obtain on a timely 
basis. Some parts may be difficult or impossible to obtain in the 
future. A new digital control system would be far easier to 
operate, maintain, and troubleshoot.

Existing controls may cause unit 
derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11629462

SHC1C Repl u1 drum 
internals h

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -516582

SHC0817 - (U1 Repl Stm Drum Separator Cans) Replace 
108 Steam Drum Separator cans and associated hardware. A 
separate project will occur to inspect the integrity of the drum 
once all the hardware has been removed.

Steam drum separator cans deteriorate past the point of 
refurbishment. Separator cans improve the quality of steam from 
the drum entering superheat tubing. Without these new cans 
superheat tubing will be damaged.

There is no alternative. Without good 
steam separation, steam quality will 
be poor.

NSP-
Minnesota 11629470

SHC1C Replace u1 
battery

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -194073

DC System: Replace total of four 125VDC batteries (11-
1battery, 11-2 battery). These batteries feed 125 VDC panels 
and the two batteries in series feed the 250 VDC panel. 
These DC loads include 480 volt and 4 KV breaker control, 
relay and protection and emergency DC back up equipment.

The existing U1 batteries need replacement in 2017 due to end 
of their life cycle.

Do nothing and allow batteries to fail 
and replace as necessary. Derate 
risk and equipment risk

NSP-
Minnesota 11629473

SHC1C Replace U1 
TRANSFORMERS

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1436313

Replace 12 MSA transformer. 12 MSA transformer was 
replaced back in 1987 due to a catastrophic failure.

11 MSA was repaired in 2010 and 21 MSA was repaired in 2007. 
Both had a failed crimp connection between the winding and HV 
leads. Both are operating fine. We are watching 12 MSA for a 
similar failure by increasing all of the MSA transformer oil testing 
to quarterly.

Allow transformer to fail and replace. 
Derate risk, equipment risk, and 
possible personnel risk.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11629487

SHC1C U1 Turbine 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -9955554

Replace the IP turbine complete inner casing, diaphrams, 
rotor, and blades

Existing IP is reaching end of useful life.  Maintenance repairs 
will continue to increase in scope and cost.  Efficiency 
improvement expected with new IP turbine.    Risk of operational 
issue increases with each operating cycle. 
 Additional information from 2014 System Health Report:  IP 
Turbine (Yellow/Red):  2012 Update:  A major overhaul was 
performed on the IP turbine in 2012. The overhaul was designed 
to determine the current condition of the turbine, and allow three 
additional years of service. In 2015 the IP was to be replaced or 
undergo significant major work, above and beyond the normal 
major overhaul work scope (machine new rotor centerline, 
replace rows of buckets, repair diaphragm dishing). Mgt. pushed 
the next major to 2018 and replacement to 2021.  
The IP suffers from significant high temperature creep (rotor and 
diaphragms), rotor bowing (17 mils, 15 + mils last outage), rotor 
swelling (rotor diameter is increasing) all factory balance plane 
holes full with weights opposite the bow (this rotor will lose the 
option to be balanced), diaphragm dishing beyond the GE 
recommended, moderate to severe SPE damage to rotating and 
stationary components, bucket lifting. The 8th stage buckets on 
either side of the notch were replaced this outage due to 
structural concerns with running 3~6 additional years. This is a 
worn out turbine in its last stages of useful life. 
 (Notes from last year's System Health Report: The turbine is 
susceptible to SPE damage. Inspection in 2007 revealed 
continued rotor bowing (15+ mils), rotor and diaphragm creep 
damage, 8th stage notch group SPE damage, 10th stage bucket 
lifting, and other mechanical issues that warrant turbine 
replacement or major refurbishment within the next 3 years.  All 
low speed balance planes are filled, i.e. no longer able to low 
speed balance this rotor without using the field balance ports). 
 See attached 2014 System Health Report document for 

Increase frequency and depth of 
Overhaul Maintenance work.  This 
would shorten time between opening 
the IP for repairs from 6 years down 
to 3 years.  Should consider having 
additional major spare parts on hand 
for major repairs or replacement, i.e. 
blades, seals, diaphragms.

NSP-
Minnesota 11629954

BDS0C 316b 
Screenhouse

Environmental 
Improvement 08/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -7542918

EPA-316(B) is a part of the Clean Water Act passed by the 
Federal Government.  In 2004 the original regulation was 
published and in January 2007 many sections including Black 
Dog's proposed compliance option was rejected by the US 
2nd District Court.  Currently, the rule is being redrafted with 
more stringent performance standards and compliance 
alternatives and in July 2012 a final version of the rule is due 
for release.  At this time the EPA has informed the states to 
proceed with Best Professional Judgment on compliance 
options.  Based on the latest understanding of the content of 
the rule and the limitations of the site due to the Minnesota 
River, the best compliance option is to install Ristroph (fish 
friendly) traveling water screens in the existing screenhouse.  
In order to meet the entrainment requirements of the rule, fine 
mesh screens (2mm) will be used during the months of April 
through August with 3/8 inch screens used during the 
remaining months.  The traveling screen system will be 
designed and constructed to facilitate changing of the 
screens.  After installation, there is expected to be a two year 
testing phase of fish survivorship and meeting other 
requirements of the rule.  In 2017 another compliance phase 
will involve other activities as required, based on the test 
results.

Federal mandated regulations on circulating water intake 
structures with a intake flow greater then 50 MGD, Plant capacity 
factor greater then 15%, and more then 25% of the water intake 
is used for cooling.

No alternative. EPA 316b 
compliance.

NSP-
Minnesota 11630568

SHC1C U1 Battery 
Charger Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1097797

DC System: Currently there are 3 125 VDC chargers that 
charge the 250 VDC center tap battery 11. One charges 11-1 
battery, one charges 11-2 battery and the third is backup for 
either. Each half battery feeds 125 VDC panels and the two 
batteries in series feed the 250 VDC panel. These DC loads 
include 480 volt and 4 KV breaker control, relay and 
protection and emergency DC back up equipment. Inverter 
System: Currently there are 2 270 VDC chargers that charge 
the 270 VDC inverter battery 12. One is in service while the 
other is a backup. The 270 VDC battery feeds two inverters 
which each feed continuous AC load panels. Each inverter 
has a static switch that allows transfer to an alternate source 
fed from a voltage regulator.

The existing U1 battery chargers, inverters, static switches and 
voltage regulator are original equipment installed in 1975. They 
have been very reliable but with time they are becoming more 
difficult to maintain and find spare parts. There are very few 
people left that are trained to trouble shoot and repair these 
devices. The voltage alarm circuits in the chargers are unreliable 
and can no longer be accurately adjusted and we now get 
nuisance alarms. When we have component failures we struggle 
to find replacements.

Do nothing and continue to operate 
and maintain the existing chargers 
and inverters at high maintenance 
costs.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11630593

SHC1C U1 Inst CO-
NOx Grid on E

Environmental 
Improvement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -765352

This project will enhance our ability to minimize NOx, CO, and 
slagging.  We would install a 24 point permanent CO/O2 grid 
at the economizer outlet.  The 24 points would be stretched 
across in 8 locations with 3 different length ports to test gas 
samples at.

This will allow us to maintain reduced NOx levels of 0.15 lb/mbtu 
or less on unit 1 over a 30-day rolling average.  Currently our 
NOx analyzers are at a single point in the duct near the air 
heater and are not representative of the flue gas emissions.  
These analyzers also tend to fail often.  When this occurs the 
only analyzer we have to go with is the one in the unit 1/2 shared 
stack which is not representative at all of what is going on in the 
boiler.  This will enable us to keep the unit tuned tighter on an 
ongoing basis.

Pay a Contractor to come in and 
perform monthly boiler tuning with a 
portable grid.  Approximately 
$80,000/month. 
 
Utilize the Performance Monitoring 
group's portable unit, which is not 
available and requires constant 
personnel attention to gather data.

NSP-
Minnesota 11634988

WLM0C Replace Ash 
Loadout Buil

Environmental 
Improvement 08/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -75267.9  - Replace Ash Loadout Building

Ash load out building is starting to corrode and will need to be 
replaced. Ash and dust containment is part of our air permit and 
fugitive emssions plan.

Run as is and try to patch up the 
building as needed.

NSP-
Minnesota 11635040

WLM1C Replace U1 
Lower Air Hea

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/19/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -131646

WLM0618 - Replace the complete set (6) of lower air heater 
baskets during the Jan '13 overhaul.

The lower air heater baskets were last replaced Jan 2008. They 
are on a 5 years replacement schedule due to wearing out. 
When they developed holes, or cannot be cleaned, we lose 
efficiency, boiler draft, and operational freedoms due to starving 
the boiler of air which would lead to lost revenue.

Run with the blanked out holes in the 
modules and reduce boiler output to 
compensate for less boiler airflow. 
There is also a point were too many 
holes will make it impossible to keep 
a negative furnace pressure, forcing 
the unit to be shut down.

NSP-
Minnesota 11635042

WLM2C Replace U2 
Lower Air Hea

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/19/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -66766.4

WLM0718 - Replace the complete set (6) of lower air heater 
baskets during the Jan '13 overhaul.  

Run with the blanked out holes in the 
modules and reduce boiler output to 
compensate for less boiler airflow. 
There is also a point were too many 
holes will make it impossible to keep 
a negative furnace pressure, forcing 
the unit to be shut down.

NSP-
Minnesota 11635278

REW2C REPLACE U2 
GEN BANK TUBE

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/21/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -931536 REW0317 - Replace U2 Generating Bank Tubes

Tube leaks will cause the unit to shutdown. Burning RDF is very 
corrosive to tubes. Tube leaks will cause forced outages

NSP-
Minnesota 11635472

REW1C REPLACE U1 
SUPERHEATER

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -663734  - Replace Unit 1 Superheat Tubes

Tube leaks will cause the unit to shutdown. Burning RDF is very 
corrosive to tubes. Tube leaks will cause forced outages

NSP-
Minnesota 11793487

SHCCC 2018 Small 
Project routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1.3E+07

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11793489

SHCCC 2018 
Emergent work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1603783

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derate or shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 11793491

SHCJC 2018 Small 
Project routine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -200611

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project that would be 
part of this blanket for impact on unit 
performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11793501

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11793504

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11793506

SHC1C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Sum

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 1 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794375

SHC1C 2018 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -752291

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project for impact on 
unit performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11794466

SHC3C 2018 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -606597

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project for impact on 
unit performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794475

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794481

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Sum

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794484

SHC2C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -201858

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 2 has 7 mills whose performance is tracked through 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794488

SHC2C 2018 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/02/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -601832

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation.

Evaluate each project for impact on 
unit performance.  Perform project or 
maintain existing equipment status.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794676

SHCJC Repl U1&2 
Coal Crushr Fe

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/10/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1378742

Replace the current U1/2 crusher vibratory feeders to slow, 
wide belt feeders.  New Feeder belt, gearbox, and motors.

Safety - These vibratory feeders are a major contributor to the 
excessive coal fines in this area because as they shake they 
constantly push coal dust rich air out of any opening in the 
feeders which collects on everything in this area.  If this coal 
were to spontaneously start to combust or meet an ignition 
source the damage could be very dangerous and expensive.  
This project will help to start to eliminate fugitive coal dust in this 
area, instead of just cleaning up after the mess.

Do Nothing: Continue cleaning up 
fugitive coal dust and risk fire.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794854

BDS0C 2018 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -115362 Small capital projects fund for 2018

Small capital projects are defined as projects where the material 
cost is greater than $2500, but the total project cost does not 
exceed $20,000. This includes valves, piping and motors. May cause unit derate if not fixed.

NSP-
Minnesota 11794860

BDS0C 2018 
Emergent Work

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -403575

This fund covers unexpected equipment failures and 
discovery issues from overhaul inspections.

Emergent work for unexpected and unplanned equipment 
failures. May cause unit derate or shutdown.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11795374

SHCCC Pond 4 
Construction

Environmental 
Improvement 10/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1.5E+07

UPDATE 130220:  Due to higher than normal pond water 
inventories, the construction schedules for pond expansions 
have been moved up.  If the pond water inventory returns to 
normal operating levels, it is possible the construction of 
Pond 4 gets pushed back a couple of years.  UPDATE 
140125:  The Pond 4 project is being updated to reflect a 
start date of 2014, as there is an opportunity to connect Pond 
3 to Pond 4 and salvage the existing discharge structures, as 
well as salvage lost capacity with the elimination of the upper 
portions of the common dike between Pond 3 and Pond 4.  
However, the EPA has proposed CCR rules slated for 2015 
that may impact the pond operations.  At this time, it is 
unclear as to exactly what the final ruling will look like.  
Therefore, a meeting with Plant, E and C Management and 
Environmental Services staff was held on 1/21/14 to discuss 
the pond options and potential impacts of the proposed rules.  
A decision was made to start the Pond 4 project in 2014 with 
engineering and permitting and construction of the new pond 
beginning in 2016.  The scrubber solids lines would begin 
discharging to Pond 4 in 2016.  The return water would 
continue to be sent back from Pond 3 in order to begin 
balancing the water levels between the two ponds.  In 2017, 
once water levels are balanced, the common dike would be 
lowered and the pond base liners would be connected.  If the 
EPA ruling is not in our favor or if the ruling is delayed too 
long, Pond 3 will need to be raised to full height in 2016 and 
a new separate Pond 4 would need to be built and placed in 
service in 2019.  UPDATE 150213:  This project has been 
revised to reflect the new pond being built north of Pond 3 in 
response to the EPA CCR rule requirements, but detailed 
estimates have not been pulled together yet. This pond is required for continued operation of Units 1 & 2.

Under the current plant operation, the 
collection and shipment of ash to 
another site would not be realistic. 
 
Several design options were 
evaluated.  The proposed plan allows 
for the most efficient operation of the 
ponds while recognizing the potential 
new CCR ruling.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806222

ASK1C Replace 17A 
Feedwater He

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/04/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1784498

Replace 17A Feedwater Heater during 2018 annual outage.  
The 17 high pressure feedwater heater weighs 52 tons.  This 
feedwater heater is 45' long x 4' in diameter.  It has a surface 
area of 11,935 square feet.  This heater has tube rating of 
4,700 psig @ 568 degrees F and shell rating of 1,100 psig @ 
505 degrees F.

This feedwater heater has been in service since 1968.  This 
feedwater heater was 4% plugged in 2013.   
 
If a feedwater heater leak occurs the unit is derated by 110 MW 
(if the isolation valves hold) and a full unit outage is required if 
the isolation valves do not hold.  The prediction on end of life 
based on percentage of tubes plugged, trend of repairs, loss of 
unit efficiency, and recommendation of Technical Resources.

Increased derates and loss of unit 
heat rate efficiency as number of 
plugged tubes increases. 
Replace feedwater heater.

NSP-
Minnesota 11806235

ASK1C Replace 17B 
Feedwater He

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1785874

Replace 17B Feedwater Heater during 2018 annual outage.  
The 17 high pressure feedwater heater weighs 52 tons.  This 
feedwater heater is 45' long x 4' in diameter.  It has a surface 
area of 11,935 square feet.  This heater has tube rating of 
4,700 psig @ 568 degrees F and shell rating of 1,100 psig @ 
505 degrees F.

This feedwater heater has been in service since 1968.  This 
feedwater heater was 4% plugged in 2013.  If a feedwater heater 
leak occurs the unit is derated by 110 MW (if the isolation valves 
hold) and a full unit outage is required if the isolation valves do 
not hold.  The prediction on end of life based on percentage of 
tubes plugged, trend of repairs, loss of unit efficiency, and 
recommendation of Technical Resources.

Increased derates and loss of unit 
heat rate efficiency as number of 
plugged tubes increases. 

NSP-
Minnesota 11806312

ASK0C 2018 Small 
Project Routi

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -401453

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $50,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11809546

WLM0-Purch 
Emissions Monitoring 
Eq

Environmental 
Improvement 01/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -228454

Purchase and replace emissions monitoring chillers and 
analyzers for Nox, SO2, CO, and O2.

The current environmental analyzers were discontinued as of 
Jan. 31, 2007. The plant has been able to make repairs to the 
analyzers with in stock, spare parts from either our store room or 
other plants store room. We have since run out of spare parts 
and other plants that historically had spares have updated to 
newer models and hence have no spares to support ours. Some 
parts will continue to be supported for the existing equipment for 
the next 3-4 years via after market vendor; but not all parts. 
There are already examples of non-supported parts failing, see 
the additional project information. After the next 3-4 years no 
parts will be available due to the technology being out of date. 
To stay ahead of this curve the current under run in capital 
dollars (due to the landfill cell 8 construction project coming in 
under budget) for 2009 can be used to pay for the bulk of a 
project to replace all environmental analyzers and their chillers. 
There would need to be new dollars allocated in 2010 which 
would be used for the installation of the equipment, and the 
RATA testing required by permit via the MPCA to certify such 
equipment after its exchange. Current capital under run for 2009 
is $225K, this project would cost $154K in 2009 for equipment 
and $38K in 2010 for installation/certification.

1. Continue to run as is using 
replacement parts that will be 
supported for the next 3-4 years 
hopefully not needing any parts no 
longer supported. 2. Put in a project 
at a later time to do this work which 
will tie up allocated funds if it is 
emergent due to failures, and will not 
be until two years minimum if non-
emergent due to the budgeting 
process.

NSP-
Minnesota 11809647

WLM0-Install CEM 
Stack Vision

Environmental 
Improvement 01/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -107147

 Install Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) Stack Vision 
for air quality compliance.

 Install Continuous Emission Monitoring (CEM) Stack Vision for 
air quality compliance. None.

NSP-
Minnesota 11809666

WLM2-Replace U2 
B21 Screw Auge

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/30/2017

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -14000  - Replace U2 B21 Screw Auger 19

Replace U2 B21 Screw Auger 19 is worn and is more expensive 
to repair than replace.

Higher maintenance costs for weld 
buildup.

NSP-
Minnesota 11965373

ASK1C Inst RO EDI 
Vessels

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 08/20/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -93531

Procure and install two new sets of EDI vessels for the 1st 
and 2nd pass Reverse Osmosis system.  The EDI vessels 
further improve water quality, which is required for the 
supercritical King boiler.

EDI vessels will typically lose their charge capacity after five 
years operation.  This is OEM recommendation to replace five 
years after installation.

Higher plant maintenance costs for 
chemicals if not replaced. Failure of 
equipment may cause plant to truck 
water. 

NSP-
Minnesota 11965386

ASK1C -- Emergent 
Work 2018

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1406866 ASK1C-Emergent work This fund is to replace unanticipated equipment failures. May cause derate or unit shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966366

SHCCC Bottom Ash 
UG Pipe Repla

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 03/08/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -434209

Replace the Bottom Ash Piping that is underground outside 
with a 304 SS.

Currently, the pipes are made of a mild steel, and the pipes 
underground have the same issue as the pipes inside the 
building that are in the trench and have corrosion problems from 
the outside of the pipe. This will greatly reduce risk of pipe failure 
(which has happened) and a failure would be very large before 
we found out about it.

May cause an environmental spill of 
piping if not maintained properly.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966497

SHC1C Bottom Ash 
Refractory Co

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/28/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -138730

Replace the current Refractory Cooling weir with an inward 
flowing weir which is fed from the Seal Trough. This is an 
industry wide common modification for the same style bottom 
ash refractory cooling that Sherco has on Units 1 and 2.

Current refractory cooling is insufficient, and has been 
redesigned widely throughout industry. Refractory cooling is 
required to keep the refractory cool when bottom ash pulling is 
being done twice a day. Overheating of refractory results in 
premature refractory loss, which can (and has) lead to unit 
outage to repair.

May cause forced outage to repair. 
New designs and suggestions from 
utility peers will be considered.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966516

SHC1C 2018 Rewind 
11 ID fan mo

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/26/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -143529

The Sherco U1 and U2 IDF motors are at end of life and 
require the stators to be rewound for continued reliable 
operation. Sherco has a spare stator that can be rewound 
non-outage and then installed during a unit outage so 
another motor can be removed and rewound. This process 
will continue until all U1 and U2 IDF motors are rewound. This 
project is for the installation of the spare in the 11 ID fan 
location and the rewind of the stator that is removed from the 
11 ID fan location. Cost for installation is about $30,000 and 
cost of the stator rewind is about $130,000.

As stated above the U1 and U2 IDF motors are at end of life and 
need to be replaced or rewound. The plan is to get each motor 
rewound by installing a rewound spare during an outage and 
rotating threw all of them.

An ID fan motor failure will cause a 
unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966525

SHC1C Boiler Ignitor 
Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 02/15/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1899888

The replacement of 56 ignitor internal components consisting 
of an air and oil atomization assembly with flexible hoses to 
be used to connect to the oil and air supply lines, a High 
Energy Ignition (HEI) solid spark rod with tip, a solid 
flame rod. The replacement of 56 motor operated valves and 
flow switches.  Eddy Plate oil side ignitors, including ignitor 
internal components. Replacement of 56 ignitor horns.

The current ignitor system has reached the end of life due to 
material failures and unsupported individual components by the 
OEM.  The motor operated air/oil valve is not supported 
anymore. The igniter horns are badly warped. Supporting 
infrastructure such as the air and oil lines are failing due to age.  
The high energy spark plugs and wire have been damaged from 
excessive heat, and the D/P switches are getting difficult to 
maintain.  The replacement system shall be the latest ignitor 
technology from the OEM. 
 
Failure of the ignitors to function properly can increase boiler 
start-up/overhaul durations. 
Replacement of the boiler ignitors will 1) reduce future O&M 
costs for ignitor repair and 2) avoid a minimum of two x 10 hour 
outage extensions per year due to ignitor failures.

Continue to repair with used or 
refurbished replacement parts as 
available. This option will require 
higher maintenance costs.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11966541

SHC1C Repl U1 ID 
Fan MV Cables

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -470001

Replace 30+ year old medium voltage (4160V) cables. For ID 
11, 12, 13 Note: (the cables for 14 fan were already replaced 
)  Each fan will require 2 cables for each of the three phase. 
A total of 18 cables will be installed. The installation will 
require that new cable tray be used for the cables to 11 and 
13 fans. The  cable tray that was installed for 14 fan will be 
used  for the new 12 fan cables. The pull in of the 12 fan 
cables would be done during the U1 outage. The cables tray 
for the 11 and 13 fans would be installed prior to the outage. 
The installation of the 11 and 13 cables would be done during 
the outage. During the outage coordination would take place 
for the termination to maintain ID fan available. The existing 
cables run in  cable trays that have been sprayed with flame-
mastic fire suppression coated containing asbestos, for this 
reason the old existing cables be abandoned in place.

Existing cables are original equipment (30+ year old) and are 
subject to failure. The U1 ID fans are critical equipment  for Plant 
reliability. One of the cables for 14 fan failed has already and the 
cables for 14 fan were replaced.

Without replacement, a cable failure 
could lead to a unit derate.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966594

SHC1C Replace Gen 
H2SCW Cabine

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/18/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -71121

The annunciators for the Hydrogen/Stator Cooling Cabinet 
are past the end of life and very unreliable. Another option is 
to bring all instruments to the Turbine Control System or the 
DCS, and place an operator interface display down at the 
SCW panel instead of the existing hard interface.

The existing annunciators are at end of life and parts are 
obsolete.A failure for an alarm to flash on the annunciator could 
cause an operator to ignore a serious problem.  The 
consequence could be a stator or rotor overheating problem that 
could cause a fault and extended forced outage.

Continue to maintain existing 
equipment until parts are not 
available.

NSP-
Minnesota 11966625

SHC1C Oil Room Bldg 
Roof Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -52248.4

Remove the existing roofing system and replace with new of 
like kind. Substructure inspections will be completed during 
the tear off and will be addressed at that time.  The area of 
the roof is approximately 3600 SF.

The roofing system is over 30 yr old and has surpassed its useful 
life cycle and to mitigate future repair costs it should be replaced. Continue to patch leaks.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967002

SHCJC 12DC5 
Upgrade Replacement

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/07/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1625128

New Dust Collector to include baghouse, fan/blower, Dust 
Collector piping, new PLC.  The Dust Collector gathers dust 
from the 5 blets, 3 XFR hopper, 11,12, 21 and 22 Feeders, 
11, 15, 16, and 17 cascade conveyors and has been 
undersized for a long time.  This is an important area 
because if we lose equipment in this area we can lose the 
coal supply to U1 and U2.

Safety.  12DC5 is undersized for the # of points it collects from.  
This is a high risk area to have excess coal dust as it is right 
where the 5 belts come into the plant to feed U1/2.  This area is 
not applicable for regular washdowns and we get lots of dust on 
beams in the area that are hard to keep clean.

Do more manual cleaning which 
increases maintenance costs.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967102

SHC3C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Spr

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/23/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -142916

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on Floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 3 has 7 coal mills whose performance is tracked though 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11967105

SHC3C Level 2 Mill 
OH 2018 Fal

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/23/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -142916

Includes replacement of worn ceramic surfaces, wear liners, 
classifier vane blade replacements, air inlet vane 
replacement, RTV, roll to ring adjustment, hardwire weld 
overlay on Floor, replace mill rolls, replace hardox wall liners, 
replace outlet valve discs, replace door springs, all external 
repairs, classifier replacement, inverted cone replacement, 
pyrite area and pyrite hopper repairs, and replacement of 
pyrite supply valve and jet pump/piping.

Unit 3 has 7 coal mills whose performance is tracked though 
operating data (mill motor amps, coal fineness, etc.) to determine 
the frequency of Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 overhauls. 
Typically there are 2-3 Level 2 overhauls per year.

Without the mill overhaul the 
combustion process would be less 
efficient.

NSP-
Minnesota 11970552

REW1C U1 
GENERATOR 
REWIND

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/21/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -1806476

This project will replace the original 1948 General Electric 
generator stator windings.  Activities associated with this 
project will include winding removal; stator frame and core 
cleaning and inspection; inspect, clean, and tighten 
associated clamping hardware; new winding installation; and 
applicable testing per IEEE and ANSI standards.

The 2007 Turbine Generator Major Overhaul Inspection and 
2010 Life Extension Study both recommend a generator rewind 
based on age and condition of the generator.  The current stator 
winding is 65 years old from original installation in 1948 while 
median life expectancy is 40 yrs.  Cycling duty on RDF plants is 
higher than normal which has caused problems with French 
Island units and although they are not the same machines, the 
designs are similar with a large number of fairly thin turns.  Other 
concerns in the condition assessments identify girth cracks, slot 
wedge tightness, and endturn mechanical integrity as potential 
issues.  The reports indicate a generator rewind is required for 
operation through 2027.

Continue operation with original 
stator winding.  Continued operation 
with the original stator winding has 
the potential to fail which could result 
in equipment damage and possibly 
catastrophic failure.  Equipment 
damage and or catastrophic failure 
would be a significant financial 
impact as well as an impact to worker 
safety.

NSP-
Minnesota 11974948

WLM0C Screenhouse 
Control Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -187795 Screenhouse Controls Replacement

Screenhouse is currently using IFIX for a DCS, this is one of the 
last areas at Wilmarth to use IFIX. We want to replace the 
controls and get them into our permanent DCS Delta V. 
Operation, troubleshooting, and maintenance are made easier 
having one DCS for communication. To be 316B compliant 
further controls on the traveling water screens are required which 
we do not have capable currently, this replacement project would 
supply what's needed.

Maintain old controls with higher 
maintenance costs.
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NSP-
Minnesota 11974950

WLM0C Screenwash 
Pump Repl

Environmental 
Improvement 01/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -66347.3 Screenwash Pump replacement

Current screen wash pump is undersized for EPA 316B 
compliance. 316B compliant screens were installed in fall of 
2013 including the fish friendly header. To be able to use the fish 
friendly header and debris header at the same time (316B 
requirement) the pump must be uprated.

None. Larger pump needed for EPA 
316b compliance.

NSP-
Minnesota 11974951

WLM0C Screenhouse 
MCC Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 01/24/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -193647 Replace Motor Control Center (MCC) in screen house.

Current set up is below grade (potential issues during flooding) 
and undersized. The maximum power potential has been 
reached in the screen house, to be able to uprate pumps (screen 
wash pump needs to be uprated for EPA 316B) more power is 
required. Further controls are required for 316B requiring more 
power as well.

None. More electrical capacity is 
needed for the EPA 316b 
compliance.

NSP-
Minnesota 11993654

SHC1C Turb Isolation 
Vlv TG

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 11/20/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -46470.5

Install a new isolation valve(s) in the HP turbine gland 
exhaust piping. The valve(s) will help to prevent the turbine 
from rolling off turning gear during the turbine pre-warming 
process during unit startups. Installation during spring 2015 
outage.

Each time the turbine rotor is kicked off gear, it coasts to a 
complete stop and causes the turning gear to re-engage. 
Repeated re-engagement of the gear is damaging to the rotor 
and turning gear. This can also lead to unit startup delays.

Continue existing operation which will 
cause damage to the turning gear.

NSP-
Minnesota 12073063

REW0C SMALL 
PROJECT ROUTINES 
2

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/11/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30082.5

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria  categories 
and include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost 
less than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause derate or unit shutdown.

NSP-
Minnesota 12075653

SHC1C Inst Gen 
Dewpoint Monitor

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/13/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -35437.7 Install new Dewpoint Monitor for Unit 1.

Currently Unit has no dew point monitor to detect hydrogen 
cooler leaks and stator cooling leaks.

Continue present operation with 
dewpoint monitor.
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NSP-
Minnesota 12075661

SHC1C HP Steam RV 
Repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 04/25/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -152818

The existing Crosby brand relief valves are being replaced 
with Consolidated brand valves.

The high pressure steam relief valves are required to close and 
seal tightly and open at the appropriate pressure during unit 
operation.  During a plant trip, these valves lift (open) and 
damage is very likely to occur to the valve internals such that 
they will not seal without refurbishment.  The existing valves are 
difficult to maintain due to their design and require special tooling 
to cut the valve nozzle which Xcel does not own.  Lead time and 
availability of parts is becoming a major issue and could result in 
extended down time following a trip or during a routine overhaul.  
 
The new valves are able to be machined with tooling and 
personnel that are readily available and parts are available and 
have reasonable lead times.  These factors will reduce down 
time following a plant trip.  In the recent example of Unit 2 trip on 
9/29/14, the shutdown for RV repair ran from 9/30/14 thru 
10/3/14.  With the new valves, the down time would have been 2 
days instead of 4.

Continue with old valves and have 
higher maintenance costs and 
potential for forced outages.

NSP-
Minnesota 12076921

REW0C RELOCATE 
LANDFILL ACCESS 
RD

Environmental 
Improvement 09/05/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -625061

This project includes clearing/grubbing, soil 
excavation/placement, Class 5 aggregate, safety features, 
stormwater controls, and engineering/contraction costs to 
place an approximately 1400 foot long access road to the 
new construction cells at the Red Wing Landfill.

An alternate location is needed in order to access higher 
elevations within the cells and to avoid contruction of future ash 
cells. The current road enters the landfill at such a low elevation 
that operationally it would be very difficult to get ash placed at 
the upper elevations without winding all the way around the west 
side of the west cell.  Stormwater runoff control is mandated by 
the State and requires large sedimentation ponds in the areas 
along the current road alignment.  Construction for the new road 
would also include the formation of some of the mandated 
stormwater control features, lowering costs for future projects 
(cut/fill soil balance).  The new road location will also mitigate 
noise issues with neighboring developments.

Alternative would be to stop 
expanding and maintaining the 
landfill which would require the plant 
to stop operating and producing ash.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078185

SHC0-HVAC U1 2 4 
KV Bus Room

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/29/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -311408

Install HVAC cooling to the Sherco U1 and U2 4 KV bus room 
to maintain the bus room at a Design Indoor Temperature of 
55 to 80 Deg F.

The bus room gets very hot and operators and electricians are 
required to wear 40 calorie arc flash clothing to perform breaker 
racking activities and testing of electrical equipment. The room 
also has electrical equipment such as relays, PLC controllers 
and metering equipment that is sensitive to both heat and dirty 
conditions. Cooling the bus room provides two benefits: it cools 
the area down for both the people and equipment working in the 
area and it also keeps the environment cleaner for the long term 
operation of the critical equipment in the room.

Continue existing operation. Use 
fans.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078212

SHC1C Gen Core 
Monitor repl

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/31/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -139110 Replace existing obsolete core monitor with latest equipment.

Existing core monitor is obsolete and unreliable.  Failure to 
operate correctly could result in unnecessary unit shutdown, or 
overheating failure.

NSP-
Minnesota 12078294

SHC1-Cold End AH 
Basket Repl.

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/30/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -2095869

Replacement of the cold end baskets on 11 and 12 air 
heaters

The cold end baskets are most prone to soot blower erosion and 
corrosion and will need to be replaced in order to maintain 
efficiency and performance.

Do nothing - baskets will decorate 
resulting in a loss of efficiency

NSP-
Minnesota 12172024

WLM0C 2018 Small 
Project Rout

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 12/01/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -30108.4

Labor and materials that are categorized as capital 
expenditures. Must meet capitalization criteria categories and 
include material costs greater than $2,500, but total cost less 
than $10,000.

These are small projects such as valve replacement, motors, etc 
that have failed during plant operation. May cause unit derate or shutdown.
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NSP-
Minnesota 12172333

ASK1-250VDC Pnl & 
Batt Charger

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 05/09/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -376712

During the 2016 outage, replace the 250VDC Panel 11 in the 
3rd floor Battery Room.  Replace the Battery Charger with 
two new redundant chargers in the 3rd floor battery room. 
The project would include upgrades to individually isolate the 
batteries.

The DC system is the most important electrical system at King.  
The 250 VDC system powers several emergency oil pumps, 
natural circulation valve, and inverter panels.  The new design 
will provide a safer design for performing routine battery tests. 
 
Panels: 
The DC Panels are original installation in 1967 and spare parts 
can't be found in case of issues with equipment. 
 
Battery chargers: 
There is no redundancy to the battery chargers in the 3rd floor 
battery room. There is no safe effective way to isolate battery 
without personal protective risk, Battery PMs are required every 
five years per NERC/FERC requirements. The DC system in the 
3rd floor battery room should function similar to the AQCS 
system. When the AQCS DC system was installed during MERP, 
the system was installed with redundant battery chargers. In 
AQCS, the electricians simply isolate a breaker for battery 
maintenance instead of suiting up in protective arc flash gear, 
which is a safer approach. 
 
The 125VDC system was replaced due to age during the 2014 
outage.

Delaying this project will only 
increase the risk of a failure with 
single redundancy of the 250VDC 
battery charger.
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NSP-
Minnesota 12172342

ASK1-East Hydrogen 
Cooler Retu

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -561554

Re-tube the east hydrogen cooler during the 2018 six-week 
annual outage. 
Each hydrogen cooler is 23" x 46" x 176" long. 
Each cooler contains 448 T316L Stainless Steel tubes with 
copper fins, 7/8" OD x 20-BWG.

Recommended to be added to the long term capital budget by 
the long standing system engineer who will not be here at the 
end of this year. 
 
This cooler was last retubed in 1983.  It currently is 2% plugged 
tubes, with the inspection testing scheduled for Spring 2015 
outage. Continue to monitor for leaks.

NSP-
Minnesota 12172350

ASK1-West Hydrogen 
Cooler Retu

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 10/22/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -561495

Re-tube the east hydrogen cooler during the 2018 six-week 
annual outage. 
Each hydrogen cooler is 23" x 46" x 176" long. 
Each cooler contains 448 T316L Stainless Steel tubes with 
copper fins, 7/8" OD x 20-BWG.

This cooler was last retubed in 1983.  It currently is 2% plugged 
tubes, with the inspection testing scheduled for Spring 2015 
outage. Continue to monitor for leaks.

NSP-
Minnesota 12172358

ASK1C Repl Cyclone 
Sec Air Dam

Reliability/Performance 
Enhancement 06/20/2018

CWIP 
Closings 2018 -3993817

Replace six secondary air flow dampers and drives.  These 
new drives will reduce boiler backend fouling and extend unit 
run time through reliable control of combustion air inputs. 
 
As part of this plan, six cyclones will be performed in 2016 
(Previously Approved Shell ASK-17198) and the remaining 
six in 2018.

Current dampers and drives have both operational and 
maintenance issues.  New drives will be designed and built to 
improve cyclone air flow control and reduce maintenance issues 
with the drives and linkages.  Most of the issues with 
maintenance are related to high ambient temperatures and 
linkage binding. Continue current mode of operation.
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2015-18 NSPM Planned Overhaul Schedule

2015
Unit MW Start End Days Driver Scope
Wilmarth 1 11 Jun 7 Jun 12 6 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jun 8 Jun 13 6 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Red Wing 1 11 Jun 14 Jun 18 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Red Wing 2 11 Jun 15 Jun 19 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
SherCo 2 712 Sep 19 Sep 25 7 breeching repairs Dual unit outage: stack inspection, breeching repairs, relay testing 
SherCo 1 712 Sep 20 Sep 26 7 breeching repairs Dual unit outage: stack inspection, breeching repairs, relay testing 
Wilmarth 1 11 Sep 20 Sep 24 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Sep 21 Sep 25 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wheaton 2 63 Sep 22 Oct 2 11 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 1 55 Sep 22 Oct 2 11 Winter prep Winter prep 
Red Wing 2 11 Sep 26 Oct 1 6 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
High Bridge 8 270 Sep 26 Oct 11 16 Combustion Inspection Combustion Inspection, Winter Prep 
Red Wing 1 11 Sep 27 Oct 1 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
High Bridge 7 270 Sep 28 Oct 7 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 
Black Dog 5/2 265 Sep 28 Oct 7 10 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 4 55 Oct 5 Oct 16 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 3 55 Oct 5 Oct 16 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 5 57 Oct 19 Oct 30 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 6 57 Oct 19 Oct 30 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Riverside 10 245 Oct 31 Nov 9 10 borescope borescope 
Riverside 9 245 Oct 31 Nov 9 10 Borescope Borescope 

2016
Unit MW Start End Days Driver Scope
Wilmarth 1 11 Jan 10 Jan 29 20 Boiler Boiler 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jan 11 Jan 28 18 Boiler Boiler 
SherCo 2 712 Feb 20 Apr 18 59 Turbine Boiler, turbine, turbine controls 
Riverside 9 245 Feb 27 Mar 20 23 Hot gas path Hot gas path, summer prep 
Riverside 10 245 Mar 7 Mar 16 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
High Bridge 7 270 Mar 21 Apr 3 14 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
High Bridge 8 270 Mar 21 Apr 3 14 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
A. S. King 500 Apr 1 May 13 43 Turbine valves Boiler, turbine valves 
Wheaton 1 55 Apr 4 Apr 15 12 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Wheaton 2 63 Apr 4 Apr 15 12 Summer prep Summer prep 
Wheaton 3 55 Apr 18 Apr 29 12 Summer prep Summer prep 
Wheaton 4 55 Apr 18 Apr 29 12 Summer prep Summer prep 
Black Dog 5/2 265 Apr 25 May 4 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
SherCo 2 712 May 1 May 9 9 Boiler chemical clean Boiler chemical clean 
Wheaton 6 57 May 2 May 13 12 Summer prep Summer prep 
SherCo 1 712 May 14 May 23 10 Boiler chemical clean Boiler chemical clean 
Wilmarth 1 11 Jun 5 Jun 9 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jun 6 Jun 10 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
High Bridge 7 270 Sep 12 Oct 16 35 U9 Steam Turbine Valves U9 Steam Turbine Valves, Winter Prep 
High Bridge 8 270 Sep 12 Oct 16 35 U9 Steam Turbine Valves U9 Steam Turbine Valves, Winter Prep 
Wilmarth 1 11 Sep 18 Sep 22 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Sep 19 Sep 23 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Black Dog 5/2 265 Sep 24 Oct 31 38 TXP controls SCR replacement, BFP replacement, TXP controls, generator major, winter prep 
Wheaton 1 55 Oct 3 Oct 14 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 2 63 Oct 3 Oct 14 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 3 55 Oct 17 Oct 28 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 4 55 Oct 17 Oct 28 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 6 57 Oct 31 Nov 11 12 Winter prep Winter prep 
Wheaton 2 63 Oct 31 Dec 31 62 Rotor disc replacement Rotor disc replacement
Riverside 9 245 Nov 7 Nov 16 10 Winter prep Winter prep 
Riverside 10 245 Nov 7 Nov 16 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 

2017
Unit MW Start End Days Driver Scope
Wheaton 2 63 Jan 1 Apr 3 93 Rotor disc replacement Rotor disc replacement 
Wilmarth 1 11 Jan 8 Feb 18 42 Turbine Boiler, Turbine 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jan 9 Jan 29 21 Boiler Boiler 
SherCo 3 517 Feb 25 May 29 94 Motor Controls, HP/IP replacement Boiler, Final SH & WW Panel replacement, HP/IP replacement , Motor Controls
A. S. King 500 Mar 31 Apr 24 25 Boiler Boiler 
High Bridge 8 270 Apr 1 Apr 10 10 Summer prep Summer prep 
High Bridge 7 270 Apr 1 Apr 10 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Riverside 9 245 Apr 22 May 1 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Riverside 10 245 Apr 22 May 1 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Inver Hills 1 54 Apr 22 May 7 16 Combustion Inspection Combustion Inspection 
Black Dog 5/2 265 May 6 May 15 10 Summer prep Summer prep 
SherCo 3 517 Jun 3 Jun 12 10 Boiler chemical clean Boiler chemical clean 
Wilmarth 1 11 Jun 4 Jun 9 6 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jun 5 Jun 10 6 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
High Bridge 7 270 Sep 16 Sep 25 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 
High Bridge 8 270 Sep 16 Sep 25 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 
Wilmarth 1 11 Sep 17 Sep 21 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Sep 18 Sep 22 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Riverside 9 245 Oct 7 Nov 17 42 Steam Turbine Major Steam Turbine Major, Winter Prep 
Riverside 10 245 Oct 7 Nov 17 42 Steam Turbine & Generator Major Steam Turbine & Generator Major, Hot Gas Path, Summer Prep 
Black Dog 5/2 265 Oct 21 Oct 30 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 
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2018
Unit MW Start End Days Driver Scope
Angus Anson 2 116 Jan 1 Apr 30 120 CT Major CT Major 
Wilmarth 1 11 Jan 5 Jan 20 16 Boiler Boiler 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jan 8 Feb 16 40 Turbine Boiler, turbine, generator rewind 
SherCo 1 712 Feb 24 Apr 23 59 IP turbine replacement IP turbine replacement, LP turbine, BFPT, boiler 
Riverside 9 245 Mar 12 Mar 20 9 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Riverside 10 245 Mar 12 Mar 20 9 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Inver Hills 4 55 Mar 24 May 2 40 Generator Inspection Generator Inspection 
A. S. King 500 Mar 30 May 15 47 HP/IP turbine Boiler, 17A Feedwater heater replacement, HP/IP turbine 
Inver Hills 2 61 Apr 8 May 17 40 Generator Inspection Generator Inspection 
High Bridge 7 270 Apr 28 May 7 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
High Bridge 8 270 Apr 28 May 7 10 Summer Prep Summer Prep 
Black Dog 5/2 265 May 5 May 14 10 Summer prep Summer prep 
Wilmarth 1 11 Jun 3 Jun 7 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Jun 4 Jun 8 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Riverside 10 245 Sep 15 Sep 24 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 
Riverside 9 245 Sep 15 Sep 24 10 Winter Prep Winter Prep 
High Bridge 8 270 Sep 22 Nov 18 58 U9 Turbine & Generator U9 Turbine & Generator, U8 Hot Gas Path, Winter Prep 
High Bridge 7 270 Sep 22 Nov 12 52 U9 Turbine & Generator U9 Turbine & Generator, U7 Winter Prep 
Wilmarth 1 11 Sep 23 Sep 27 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Wilmarth 2 11 Sep 24 Sep 28 5 Boiler cleaning Boiler cleaning 
Black Dog 5/2 265 Sep 29 Oct 21 23 Hot Gas Path Hot Gas Path, Winter Prep 
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OVERHAUL O&M COSTS 2014 Budget 2014 Actual Variance 2015 Budget 2015 Forecast 2016 Budget 2017 Budget
Angus Plant
ANS U2 CI inspection 2013 -$               272,453$       (272,453)$      
17211 ANS0O Gas line ILI Pigg 800,000$         

Sub-Total: -                 272,453         (272,453)       -                   -                   800,000           -                   
AS King Plant
ASK-2014 U1 Forced Outage 526,406         
ASK-2014 U1 Spring Outage 4,423,827      5,207,322      (783,495)       
ASK-2015 U1 Spring Outage 5,977,400        5,619,534        
ASK-2016 U1 Spring Outage 5,562,301        
ASK-2017 U1 Spring Outage 3,184,400        
Generator Inspect (10 Year) 1,475,000      2,364,231      (889,231)       
Winter Prep Cleaning 2014 424,714         -                 424,714         
ASK1-OH-Spr 13 Pln Turbine 1,721             (1,721)           
ASK1-OH-Spr 13 Pln Generator 25,467           (25,467)         
ASK-2014 U1 Spring Outage Disc 214,974         (214,974)       

Sub-Total: 6,323,541      8,340,121      (1,490,174)     5,977,400        5,619,534        5,562,301        3,184,400        
Black Dog Station
BDS4O U4 Boiler Overhaul 2014 410,000         626,378         (216,378)       
BDS5O U5 HRSG Overhaul 2014 49,200           16,569           32,631           
BDS5O U5 HRSG Overhaul 2015 9,200               110,746           
BDS5C U5 Comb Inspection (811)                 
BDS5O Hi-Eff Inlet Filter Repl 100,000         139,273         (39,273)         (7,286)              
BDS5O BD Unit 5 Overhaul 2013 12,712           (12,712)         
BDS3O U3 Boiler OH 2013 (2,815)            2,815            
BDS2O U2 Turbine Valve Overhau 106,923         (106,923)       255,000           115,190           
BDS4O U4 Turbine Outage Work 89,223           (89,223)         
BDS5O U5 Regulatory OH 2016 9,201               96,000             
BDS2O Generator Major Insp 755,001           
BDS2O U2 Routine Overhaul 2017

Sub-Total: 559,200         988,263         (429,063)       264,200           217,839           764,202           96,000             
Blue Lake Plant
BLLO7 Combustion Inspec U7 50,000             

Sub-Total: -                 -                 -                50,000             -                   -                   -                   

Grand Meadows
GDM0O Replace SQL Server 30,000             

Sub-Total: -                 -                 -                -                   -                   -                   30,000             
Granite City Plant

High Bridge CC Plant
HBC9O ST Valve Overhaul 500,000           
HBC7O 72 BFP Overhaul 175,000           
HBC7O GEN Major Inspect 250,000           
HBC7O HRSG Overhaul 50,001             
HBC7O LP Low Prehtr Hdr Repl 159,999           
HBC7O Servo Valve refurb 25,002             
HBC7O U7 HGP Misc Outage Costs 150,000           156,140           
HBC8O U8 Overhaul 2015 100,000           99,770             

Sub-Total: -                 -                 -                250,000           255,910           500,000           660,002           
Inver Hills Plant
IVH5O Unit 5 Generator Inspect 530,000         244,123         285,877         -                   

Sub-Total: 530,000         244,123         285,877         -                   -                   -                   -                   
Red Wing Plant
REW0O-BOILER OVERHAUL 2014 2,230,770      2,905,833      (675,063)       
REW0O BOILER OVERHAUL 2015 61,018           (61,018)         2,556,863        2,415,084        
REW0O BOILER OVERHAUL 2016 1,369,503        
REW0O BOILER OVERHAUL 2017 1,394,503        

Sub-Total: 2,230,770      2,966,851      (736,081)       2,556,863        2,415,084        1,369,503        1,394,503        
Riverside Plant
RIV7O-U7 Turb Valve OH 9,619             (9,619)           
RIV10O-U10 Combustion Inspecti 106                (106)              
RIV9-U9 HGP 2016 110,000           
RIV7P U7 Summer Prep Outage 20 3,300,466        
RIV U7 Steam Turbine Life Eval 125,000           
RIV U10 - U10 - Proj Lube Chng 270,185           
RIV 9 -  Ins oil mist filter 17,892             
RIV 10 -  Ins oil mist filt U1 17,891             
RIV10-U10 HGP 2017 185,501           
RIV10-U10 Generator Inspection 300,000           
RIV9-U9 Generator Inspection 300,000           
RIV10-Press Sw Mod for oil sys 31,793             
RIV10-U10 Winter Prep Proj-17 37,000             
RIV9-Press Sw Mod for oil sys 31,793             

Sub-Total: -                 9,725             (9,725)           -                   110,000           4,617,521        
Sherco Plant
SHC1O 2012 Major Overhaul 13,078             
SHC2 OM Major 2013 Overhaul Un 1,297,663      (1,297,663)     80,630             
SHC3 OM Major 2014 Overhaul Un 5,001,212      1,766,510      3,234,702      8,382               
SHC3 OM Major 2014 Overhaul Un (669,166)        (669,166)       
SHC3 OM Major 2015 Overhaul Un 445,019         12,968,521      18,249,261      
SHC2 OM Major 2016 Overhaul Un 13,436,724      
SHC3 OM Major 2017 Overhaul Un 8,968,778        
SHC1 MATS Combustion Insp 300,000           

Sub-Total: 4,332,046      3,509,192      1,267,873      13,268,521      18,351,351      13,436,724      8,968,778        
Wilmarth Plant
WLM0 2013 Major Overhaul 4,743             (4,743)           
WLM0 2014 Major Overhaul 1,508,197      1,354,933      153,264         (192)                 
WLM0 2015 Major Overhaul 93,221           (93,221)         1,276,078        1,094,107        
WLM0C 2016 Major Overhaul 1,371,261        
WLM0O 2017 Major OH 1,465,273        
WLM2O Rotate Side Wall Tubes(N 96,501             
WLM0P Boiler Relief Valve Flan 19,000             
WLM0P U1 Main Turbine Repairs 1,181,000        

Sub-Total: 1,508,197      1,452,897      55,300           1,372,579        1,093,915        1,371,261        2,665,273        
TOTAL: 15,483,754$  17,783,625$  (1,328,446)$   23,739,563$     27,953,633$     23,913,991$     21,616,477$     
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Angus Plant
15566 ANSO2 U2 turning gear re 95,000 95,000
15567 ANSO3 U3 turning gear re 95,000 80,969 14,031
ANS0O Iron Filter Green Sand&R 65,000 59,320 5,680
ANS3P U3 Torque Converter Rebu 75,000 92,917 (17,917)
ANS3O U3 row 4 blade springs m 18,370 (18,370)
14950 ANS0O RO Membrane chang 43,875 (43,875)
14951 ANSO0 Fuel tank insp & r 55,000             44,628             
Evergreen U2-3 Control Systems 1,748               
ANS0C RTU Replacement 505                  
17366 ANSO0 Batt Cap Test 9,000              

Sub-Total: 330,000 295,451 34,549 55,000             46,881             -                 9,000              
AS King Plant
12 BFP Overhaul 120,000 450 119,550
AQCS System Improvements 2014 200,000 106,340 93,660 2,342               
AQCS System Improvements 2015 100,000 100,000 100,000           130,706           
AQCS System Improvements 2016 100,000          
ASK1-AQCS Sys Improvements 17 100,008          
ASK1-11 Circ Water Pump and Mo 172,972 305,925 (132,953)
ASK1-GSU Transformer Overhaul 257,000 257,000
ASK1P-2014 Combustible Coal Du 240,000 3,397 236,603
ASK--Combustible Coal Dust 240,000           240,000           
ASK99-Combustible Coal Dust 16 240,000          
ASK99-Combustible Coal Dust 17 240,000          
ASK1P-2014 Conveyor Drive Moto 112,500 90,828 21,672
ASK1-SSH wrap around tubes 14 335,000 475,565 (140,565) (3,136)              
Aux Boiler Building Drain Tren 50,000 65,993 (15,993)
Crusher Bearing Oil Circulatio 260,000 260,000
ASK--Rebuild Crusher Rotor Reb 230,000           280,000           
Furnace Refractory 14 690,000 690,000
S-3 Turntable Gears 100,000 30,885 69,115 48,386             
SDA Tank & Hopper Coating 759,000 645,638 113,362
ASK-2013 U1 Forced Outages 39,731 (39,731)
ASK1P-P&ID Drawing Updates 145,802 (145,802) 216,000           244,175           
ASK1-P&ID Elect Draw Update 16 216,000          
ASK1-P&ID Elect Drawing Upd 17 216,000          
ASK1P - Chemical Cleaning (22,645)            
ASK1C Repl SCR Catalyst 2014 2,675 (2,675)
CFD Modeling and Comb Optimiza 100,079 (100,079)
ASK--MATS Combustion Repairs 325,000           
ASK--12 Circ Water Pump overha 85,000             232,106           
ASK1-11 CL Twr Bster Pmp Refur 255,000          
ASK1-12 CL Twr Bstr Pump Refur 255,000          

Sub-Total: 3,396,473 2,013,308 1,383,165 1,196,000 1,151,934        811,000 811,008
Black Dog Station
BDS0P Common Summer Prep 2014 134,000 13,811 120,189
BDS0P Regulatory Required 2014 33,000 24,061 8,939
BDS0P U0 Regulatory 2016 8,001              
BDS0P U0 Regulatory OH 2017 8,000              
BDS2P U2 Regulatory Req 2014 41,200 57,933 (16,733) (17)                   
BDS0P U0 Regulatory OH 2015 8,000               24,361             
BDS0P U0 Summer Prep 2015 40,000             1,809               
BDS2P U2 Regulatory 2015 1,200               1,442               
BDS2P U2 Regulatory OH 2017 1,200              
BDS2P U2 Summer Prep 2014 96,000 65,047 30,953 (32)                   
BDS2P U2 Summer/Winter Prep 20 82,000             92,621             82,000            
BDS3P U3 Fall Regulatory 2014 9,000 5,387 3,613 (16)                   
BDS3P U3 Gen Collector Ring Gr 27,000 19,524 7,476
BDS3P U3 Spring Regulatory 201 50,200 2,513 47,687
BDS3P U3 Summer Prep 2014 99,000 153,831 (54,831)
BDS3P U3 Winter Prep 2014 99,000 164,683 (65,683)
BDS4P U4 42 Mill Rebuild 123,600 123,600
BDS4P U4 Fall Regulatory 2014 6,000 6,000
BDS4P U4 Gen Collector Ring Rp 85,000 85,000
BDS4P U4 Spring Regulatory 201 10,200 3,837 6,363
BDS4P U4 Summer Prep 2014 125,700 1,295 124,405
BDS4P U4 Winter Prep 2014 125,700 130,997 (5,297) 15,830             
BDS5P U5 Elec Package Battery 16,000 33,306 (17,306) (612)                 
BDS5P U5 Summer Prep 2014 90,000 47,224 42,776 (2)                     
BDS5P U5 Winter Prep 2014 90,000 37,591 52,409 (297)                 
BDS5P U5 Summer Prep 2015 75,000             70,492             
BDS5P U5 Winter Prep 2015 75,000             74,775             
BDS5P U5 Winter Prep 2016 75,000            
BDS5P U5 Summer Prep 2016 75,000            
BDS5P U5 Regulatory OH 2017 9,201              
BDS5P U5 Spring Routine OH 201 75,000            
BDS5P U5 Fall Routine OH 2017 90,001            
BDS2P U2 Turning Gear Overhaul 50,000            
BDS5P U5 Exc Cabinet Maint 1,200              
BDS5P U5 Servo Valve Inspect 2 30,000             
BDS2P 21 Circ Water Pump OH 45,000             85,000            
BDS2P 21 Boiler Feed Pump OH 55,000             54,606             
BDS5P Row 1 Blade Rplc 2 245,741           
BDS0P Ovation Migration 175,000           
BDS0P BD Flood Prep 2014 255,280 (255,280)
BDS2P 22 Circ Water Pump OH 94,337 (94,337) 45,000             
BDS4P U4 Winter Prep 2013 (3,748) 3,748
BDS4O U4 Turb Insp Fall 13 5,588 (5,588)

Sub-Total: 1,260,600 1,112,497 148,103 411,200 800,701 291,201 268,402
Blue Lake Station
BLL8C Combustion Inspection 0 62 (62)
BLLO7 Combustion Inspec U7 49,509             
BLL0C Upgr Gas Turb Compart Ho 4,856               
BLL7-U7 Exh. Frame Blow Switch 17,000            
BLL8-U8 Exh. Frame Blow Switch 17,000            

Sub-Total: 0 62 (62) 0 54,365 0 34,000
Borders Wind
BWF Avian Study 2016 150,000          95,000            
BWF End of War Insp 68,000            

Sub-Total: 0 0 0 0 0 150,000 163,000
ES Corp
CORPM-Exp-Riverside Site Plan (430,035) 430,035

Sub-Total: 0 (430,035) 430,035 0 0 0 0
Grand Meadows Wind
GDM0O Gearbox HS Section Repai 40,321 0 40,321
GDM0O IMS Gear Box Repair on T 61,028 (61,028)
GDMOC Blade LE Cracks Repair 200,800 252,952 (52,152)
GDM0P LE Blade Repairs 2015-20 99,000             
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GDM0P Gearbox Oil Changes 2016 2,293              398                 
GDMOC Blade Leading Edge Repai 6,420 (6,420)

Sub-Total: 241,121 320,400 (79,279) 99,000 0 2,293 398
High Bridge CC Plant
HBC U0 Condenser Summer 2014 20,000 29,871 (9,871)
HBC U0 Condenser Winter 2014 20,000 23,245 (3,245)
HBC U0 IA App Milestone Paymen 20,000 286,067 (266,067)
HBC U0 Interconnection Agreeme 170,000 275,000 (105,000)
HBC U0 Switchgear and Relay 20 15,000 15,000
HBC U7 Summer Prep 2014 90,000 7,541 82,459
HBC U7 Winter Prep 2014 90,000 28,213 61,787 (503)                 
HBC7P U7 Winter Prep 2015 70,000             69,656             
HBC7P U7 Winter Prep 2016 70,001            
HBC7P U7 Summer Prep 2016 70,000            
HBC7P U7 Summer Prep 17 70,000            
HBC7P U7 Winter Prep 17 70,000            
HBC U8 Summer Prep 2014 90,000 5,277 84,723
HBC U8 Winter Prep 2014 90,000 53,095 36,905 (503)                 
HBC8P U8 Summer Prep 2015 70,000             21,846             
HBC8P U8 Winter Prep 2016 70,000            
HBC8P U8 Summer Prep 2016 70,003            
HBC8P U8 Winter Prep 17 70,000            
HBC8P U8 Summer Prep 17 70,000            
HBC U9 Inverter & Charger PM 8,000 5,084 2,916
HBC7P U7 HRSG Pen & Hdr Insul 82,000 44,371 37,629 (59)                   
HBC7P U7 Inv & Charger PM 8,000 8,000
HBC8P U8 Inv & Charger PM 8,000 8,000
HBC8P U8 Pen & Hdr Insul 82,000 35,019 46,981
HBC9P U9 Steam Turb Winter Pre 4,000 5,936 (1,936) 24,000             23,816             
HBC9P U9 Steam Turb Summer Pre 26,000             10,289             26,000            
HBC9P U9 Steam Turb Winter Pre 26,000            
HBC9P U9 Steam Turb Summer Pre 26,000            
HBC0P Riverwall Repairs 6,210 (6,210)
HBC0P River Wall Inspect 7,000               8,000               7,000              
HBC0P Flood Prep 2014 33,112 (33,112)
HBC0P Aux Boiler Roof Access M 23,800 (23,800) 5,205               
HBC9P U9 Crane Access Modifica 24,209 (24,209) 1,000               557                  
HBC7P Economizer Preheat Tube 11,013 (11,013)
HBC8P Economizer Preheat Tube 1,509 (1,509)
HBC8P Preheater Tube Repair 13,316 (13,316)
HBC0P NPDES River Temp Modelin 10,000             10,000             
HBC7P U7 CT Lube Oil Pump Gear 24,000             
HBC7P U7 CCI Drag Valve Insp 37,000             114,894           
HBC8P U8 CCI Drag Valve Inspec 37,000             37,000             
HBC7C Hot Gas Path (454)                 
HBC0P U0 71&81 Battery Disch P 5,000              
HBC0P Circ Water Tunnel Inspec 10,000            
HBC0P CWP 2 MOV OH 10,000            
HBC0P NERC MOD-027 Testing 20,000            
HBC0P Priority Pollutant Samp 3,000              
HBC7P U7 Boiler Feed Pump Emer 36,540 (36,540)

Sub-Total: 796,999 948,428 (151,429) 306,000 299,744 314,004 379,000
Inver Hills Plant
IVH0O Plant Paging System Main 10,000 10,000
IVH0P Denison Fuel Pump Pos In 12,000 12,000
IVH0P Exhaust Stack Repair Wor 25,000 25,000
IVH0P Leak Detection Component 30,000 30,000
IVH0P Paint MCC Cabs & Inlet D 25,000 62,430 (37,430) (45)                   
IVH0P Relay and Transformer Ma 45,000 45,000
IVH0P-Dsl Fire Pump Motor OH 6,000               6,000               15,000            
IVH5P U5 Fin Fan Motor Overhau 30,000 12,460 17,540

Sub-Total: 177,000 74,890 102,110 6,000 5,955               0 15,000
Minnesota Valley Plant
MN0C Install new fencing 1,664 (1,664)

Sub-Total: 0 1,664 (1,664)
Nobles Wind
NBL0O Blade LE Crack Repairs 201,000 176,904 24,096 201,000           178,000           201,000          201,000          
NBL0O Gearbox HS Section Repai 85,224 85,224
NBL0O Gearbox Oil Test and Cha 497,272 487,619 9,653 300,000           198,824           
Replace Pitch Drive Oil 50,000            
NBL0C CESP T76 Transformer Rep 0 4,210 (4,210)

Sub-Total: 783,496 668,733 114,763 501,000 376,824           201,000 251,000
Pleasant Valley Wind
PVW Avain Study 2016 200,000 150,000
PVW End of War Insp 100,000

Sub-Total: 0 0 0 0 -                   200,000 250,000
Red Wing Plant
REW0P 2014 Boiler Explosive Cl 44,994 44,994
REW0P 2015 Boiler Explosive Cl 46,790             46,790             
REW0P 2017 BLR EXPL CLNG 46,790            
REW0P Bridge Inspection 45,984 8,780 37,204 509                  19,000            
REW2C REPLACE U2 REAR SIDE MEM 886                  
REW2C REPLACE U2 TRAVELING GRA 75                    
REW1C C6 DUCT SCRUBBER CONVEYO 1,041               
REW2C REPLACE U2 BAGHOUSE BAGS 4,833               
REW1C REPLACE BIN 11 AUGERS-2 551                  
REW0C REPLACE BIN 12 AUGERS 190                  
REW0C ROTARY CONTROL DRIVE 46                    
REW0C ODR PROGRAM SKF PROJECT 192                  
REW2C U2 TURBINE BLADE REPLACE (1,330)              
REW0P STACK INSPECTION 18,512 18,512
REW0P REGULATORY REQUIRED 18,711            
REW0P-CLEAN DREDGE SPOILS POND 42,468 (42,468)

Sub-Total: 109,490 51,248 58,242 46,790 53,783             37,711 46,790
Riverside Plant
RIV0P Improve FP in 61&62 Batt 54,000 54,000
RIV0P Seal Cable Penet U6 4160 8,500 8,500
RIV10P #2 Brg CT Encl&Accsss P 10,500 10,500
RIV10P U10 Summer Prep 2014 100,500 1,528 98,972
RIV10P U10 Summer Prep Outage 230,500           320,428           
RIV10-U10 Summer Prep out -16 75,499            
RIV10P U10 Winter Prep Outage 122,500 131,386 (8,886) 112,000           127,354           
RIV10P U10 Winter Prep Project 37,000 37,000 72,500             72,500             
RIV10P U10 Winter Prep Reg Prj 97,500            
RIV10-U10 Winter Prep out-16 97,500            
RIV10P-U10 BFP Major Maint 141,000           141,000           
RIV7P 6 Circ Water Pump Major 45,000 45,000
RIV7P U7 Summer Prep Outage 20 21,000 119,934 (98,934) 21,000             210,858           
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RIV7P U7 Winter Prep Outage 20 41,000 247,070 (206,070) 41,000             41,000             
RIV7P 7 Circ Water Pump Major 45,000            
RIV7P U7 Summer Prep Outage 20 21,000            
RIV7P U7 Winter Prep Outage 20 (650)                 41,000            
RIV7P U7 Winter Prep Reg Proj 10,000            
RIV7-U7 Winter Prep Outage-17 41,000            
RIV7-71 Condens pump major mai 57,000             
RIV9P #2 Brg CT Enc/Access Plt 10,500 10,500
RIV9P Replace 9GSU A-phase HV 125,000 125,000
RIV9P U9 Summer Prep Outage 20 100,500 15,100 85,400 81,500             29,912             
RIV9-Summer Prep outage - 2016 75,499            
RIV9P U9 Summer Prep Outage 20 75,499            
RIV9P U9 Winter Prep Outage 20 122,500 251,575 (129,075) 93,000             103,436           
RIV9P U9 Winter Prep Outage 20 97,500            
RIV9P U9 Winter Prep Projects 37,000 37,000
RIV9P U9 Winter Prep Outage 20 97,500            
RIV9-Winter Prep Projects-17 81,502            
RIV9-U9 CT Compartment per-HGP 32,000             32,000             
RIV10C Comb Insp No 1 Inst (187,509) 187,509
RIV0-2 Aux Cool pump major mai 47,332            
RIV0-1 Closed Cool pmp major m 55,512            
RIV0-Refurb BF Pump Spare-17 141,000          
RIV0C Emerson DCS Evergreen Re 802 (802)

Sub-Total: 835,499 579,886 256,415 881,500 1,077,838        462,998 636,845
Sherco Plant
SHC1 Mill Overhauls 90,000 90,000
SHC1P Feeder to Mill Downspout 32,000 32,000
SHC2 Mill Overhauls 165,000 165,000 90,000             45,000             
SHC2P Feeder to Mill Downspout 32,000 32,000
SHC3 Coal yard crusher 46,089 46,089
SHC3P Haul Road 46,089 4,768 41,321 102,420          
SHC3P Replace 6A&6B Transf Con 50,186 50,186
SHC3 Mill Overhauls 78,176             24,171             122,904          
SHC3 BA Disposal (47,052)            
SHCC Coal yard crusher 210,000 210,000
SHCC Holding Basin Dredging 72,000 72,000
SHCCP Replace Fire Protection 317,286 317,286
SHCJP Replace 4C Conveyor Belt 91,440 91,440 114,300          
SHCJP Replace S/R Boom Belt 53,340 53,340 66,675            
SHCJP Rotary Plow Feeder Gear 38,100 38,100
SHCJP S/R Slew Drive Rebuilds 114,300 114,300
SHCJP Stacker Structural Inspe 57,150 57,150
SHCJP Stacker/Reclaimer Parent 304,800 304,800
SHC2P VFD Feeder Motors 1,301 (1,301)
SHC1C U1 Scrubber Spargers 106 (106)
SHC1C U1 Scrubber Sparger 6,176 (6,176)
SHC2C U2 Scrubber Spargers 461 (461) (1,127)              
SHC2C U2 Scrubber Spargers 7,388 (7,388)
SHC3C Motor Ctrl PLC Repl 6,006 (6,006)
SHC1C U1 Generator PD Test 10,000            
SHC2C U2 Generator PD Test 10,000            
SHC3C Rpl 7 Conveyor Belt 53,771            
SHCCC Stack Rep and Paint 277,300          
SHCJC Rotary Plow Feeder Reb 14,288            
SHCJC Rpl 51 Conveyor Belt 119,063          
SHCJC Rpl 52 Conveyor Belt 152,400          
SHCJC Rpl 5A conveyor belt 83,820            

Sub-Total: 1,719,780 26,206 1,693,574 168,176           20,992             0 1,126,941
St. Anthony Falls Plant 0
HNIC0 Headgates and Hoists Rep 8,454 (8,454)

Sub-Total: 0 8,454 (8,454)
Wilmarth Plant
WLM0P 3rd Floor Duct Removal 22,500 22,500
WLM0P Boiler Master Isolation 40,000 11,395 28,605
WLM0P Circ Water Pump #1 Rebui 80,000 80,000
WLM0P Circ Water Pump Rebuild 80,000 80,000
WLM0P Grounds Cleanup South Pr 40,000 40,000
WLM0P Lance Cleaning Room Remo 63,500 63,500
WLM0P New Communication Line 25,000 25,000
WLM0P Paint Lime Silo 25,000 25,000
WLM0P Repair Bunker/Ash Buildi 35,000 35,000
WLM0P Transfer 1 Belt Replacem 20,000 13,638 6,362
Replace U1 Superheat 2,590
WLM2C Grate Bed Replacement 2,532               
WLM1P Gland Seal Tank Upgrade 8,000 8,000

Sub-Total: 439,000 27,623 411,377 0 2,532 0 0
TOTAL: 10,089,458 5,698,815 3,706,659 3,670,666 3,891,549        2,007,209 3,354,539
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Chemical Costs
NSPM Electric

2012 Actual 2013 Actual 2014 Actual 2012-14 Avg 2015 Forecast 2016 Budget
Lime 2,710,240$    2,336,800$    3,859,047$    2,968,696$    3,387,237$       5,349,406$     
Mercury Sorbent 396,186$       228,397$       323,295$       315,959$       1,695,300$       1,254,590       
Ammonia 3,305,191$    3,132,781$    3,310,708$    3,249,560$    3,516,170$       3,599,948       
Sulfuric Acid 753,594$       677,889$       841,634$       757,706$       902,325$          725,165          
Other 889,953$       1,330,276$    545,001$       921,743$       711,478$          944,422          
Rate Case Adjustmen -               -               -               

Total: 8,055,164$    7,706,143$    8,879,685$   8,213,664$   10,212,510$     11,873,531$    

Minnesota Jurisdiction (Net of Interchange Billings)
2012 Actual 2013 Actual 2014 Actual 2012-14 Avg 2015 Forecast 2016 Budget

Lime 2,026,795$    1,737,177$    2,868,816$    2,210,929$    2,488,710$       3,930,377$     
Mercury Sorbent 296,279         169,790         240,337         235,469$       1,245,590         921,787          
Ammonia 2,471,717      2,692,158      2,458,845      2,540,907$    2,583,441         2,644,995       
Sulfuric Acid 563,560         503,918         625,671         564,383$       662,967            532,801          
Other 664,620         624,855         404,996         564,824$       522,745            693,898          
Rate Case Adjustmen -               -               
Total 6,022,971$    5,727,898$   6,598,665$   6,116,511$    7,503,454$      8,723,858$     
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Major Chemical Usage 2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actuals 2012-14 Avg 2015 May Fcst 2016 Budget
Lime (tons) 
AS King Plant 16,509            16,000               9,547              14,167              11,100              12,385            
Sherco Unit 3 -                  43,020               3,029              18,147              12,898              5,309              
Red Wing Plant 3,099              5,316                 2,668              4,771                2,442                2,736              
Wilmarth Plant 4,237              4,589                 4,333              3,879                4,702                4,424              

Sub-total: 23,845            68,925              19,578            40,964             31,142              24,855            
Mercury Sorbent (lbs)
AS King Plant 542,720          1,900,000          172,055          552,797            67,491              260,756           
Sherco Unit 1 -                  -                    -                  
Sherco Unit 2 -                  -                    -                  
Sherco Unit 3 -                  2,400,000          134,799          1,186,059         360,415            165,071           

Sub-total: 542,720          4,300,000         306,854          1,738,857         427,907            425,827           
Ammonia (tons)
AS King Plant 19,819            22,000               13,493            22,649              16,005              16,439            
Black Dog Plant 91                   250                    161                 291                   290                   181                 
High Bride Plant 1,069              1,164                 732                 833                   616                   806                 
Riverside Plant 356                 300                    240                 250                   186                   261                 

Sub-total: 21,335            23,714               14,626            24,023             17,097              17,686            
Sulfuric Acid (tons)
AS King Plant 24,290            (1)                    -                    8,096              
Black Dog Plant 20,903               24                   40,972              19                     14                   
Riverside Plant -                  -                  -                    -                  
Sherco Plant 2,585              4,950                 2,657              4,902                3,444                2,875              

Major Chemical Price per lb/ton 2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actuals 2015 May Fcst 2016 Budget
Lime
AS King Plant 117.00$          115.40$             116.73$          122.98$            122.20$            118.64$           
Sherco Unit 3 -$                125.00$             117.01$          132.00$            122.50$            79.84$             
Red Wing Plant 131.98$          137.82$             131$               137.91$            136.95$            133.33$           
Wilmarth Plant 87.15$            126.60$             119.56$          125.95$            125.10$            110.60$           
Mercury Sorbent
AS King Plant 0.73$              0.60$                 0.74$              0.74$                0.75$                0.74$               
Sherco Plant -$                1.08$                 0.75$              0.74$                0.76$                0.50$               
Ammonia
AS King Plant 155.00$          158.00$             213.00$          192.00$            192.00$            186.67$           
Black Dog Plant 201.39$          320.00$             322.00$          289.00$            289.00$            270.80$           
High Bride Plant 150.60$          166.16$             213.00$          192.00$            192.00$            185.20$           
Riverside Plant 150.60$          160.00$             213.00$          192.00$            192.00$            185.20$           
Sulfuric Acid 
AS King Plant 286.71$          253.00$          243.00$            260.90$           
Black Dog Plant 287.03$             253.00$          292.88$            243.00$            165.33$           
Riverside Plant 286.71$          253.00$          243.00$            260.90$           
Sherco Plant 286.18$          240.56$             253.00$          252.05$            243.00$            260.73$           

Overall Cost 2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actuals 2015 May Fcst 2016 Budget
Lime
AS King Plant 1,931,529$      1,847,137$        1,114,429$      1,742,223$       1,356,367$        1,467,442$      
Inver Hills Plant 187$               62$                 
Sherco Unit 3 * -$                3,046,510$        354,459$         2,395,400$       1,580,010$        644,823$         
Red Wing Plant 409,413$         797,208$           349,633$         658,411$          334,465$          364,504$         
Wilmarth Plant 369,298$         580,800$           518,092$         488,593$          588,205$          491,865$         

Sub-total: 2,710,240$     6,271,655$        2,336,800$     5,284,627$      3,859,047$       2,968,696$     
Mercury Sorbent 
AS King Plant 396,186$         1,140,000$        127,837$         409,070$          50,821$            191,615$         
Sherco Unit 1 -                  -                    -$                -                   -$                
Sherco Unit 2 -                  -                    -$                -                   -$                
Sherco Unit 3 * -$                1,468,443$        100,560$         877,684$          272,474$          124,345$         

Sub-total: 396,186$        2,608,443$        228,397$        1,286,754$       323,295$          315,959$        
Ammonia
AS King Plant 3,071,930$      3,474,848$        2,873,953$      4,348,577$       3,072,965$        3,006,283$      
Black Dog Plant 18,363$          84,000$             51,752$          84,000$            83,795$            51,303$           
High Bride Plant 161,229$         194,000$           155,912$         160,000$          118,270$          145,137$         
Riverside Plant 53,670$          48,000$             51,164$          48,000$            35,678$            46,837$           
Sherco Unit 3 * -$                

Sub-total: 3,305,191$      3,800,848$        3,132,781$      4,640,577$      3,310,708$       3,249,560$     
Sulfuric Acid 
AS King Plant 6,964$            -$                   (359)$              -$                 -$                  2,202$             
Black Dog Plant 6,853$            6,000$               6,126$            12,000$            4,644$              5,874$             
Riverside Plant -$                -$                   -$                 -$                
Sherco Unit 1 344,614$         457,765$           321,824$         470,525$          334,846$          333,761$         
Sherco Unit 2 389,724$         401,970$           308,614$         470,525$          299,849$          332,729$         
Sherco Unit 3 * 5,439$            331,040$           41,684$          294,493$          202,295$          83,139$           

Sub-total: 753,594$        1,196,775$        677,889$        1,247,543$       841,634$          757,706$        
Other Chemicals
AS King Plant 99,787$          82,000$             488,922$         82,000$            (156,268)$         144,147$         
Black Dog Plant 194,131$         322,000$           268,564$         256,500$          303,198$          255,298$         
High Bride Plant 40,275$          143,400$           74,243$          123,102$          38,530$            51,016$           
Inver Hills Plant 1,147$            1,380$            1,246$              1,258$             
Riverside Plant 78,412$          153,000$           16,835$          105,000$          42,845$            46,031$           
Sherco Plant (Allocated) 319,709$         589,017$           346,366$         596,933$          210,297$          292,124$         
Angus Anson Plant 8,238$            10,250$             (313)$              10,557$            2,642$             
Blue Lake Plant 29,942$          41,200$             42,400$            9,981$             
Red Wing Plant 113,119$         128,452$           107,697$         133,590$          40,545$            87,120$           
St. Anthony Falls 13,205$          47,983$            20,396$           
ES Nobles Wind 715$               470$               470$                 552$               
Wilmarth Plant 4,478$            50,640$             12,907$          52,650$            16,155$            11,180$           

Sub-total: 889,953$        1,519,959$        1,330,276$     1,402,732$       545,001$          921,743$        
Total Chemical (Allocated) 8,055,164$     15,397,680$      7,706,143$     13,862,233$     8,879,685$       8,213,664$     

          [TRADE SECRET DATA ENDS]

        [TRADE SECRET DATA BEGINS]
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Overall Cost By Plant ($1000) 2012 Actual 2013 Budget 2013 Actual 2014 Budget 2014 Actuals 2012-14 Avg 2015 May Fcst 2016 Budget
AS King Plant 5,506,396$      6,543,985$        4,604,782$      6,581,870$       4,323,885$        4,811,688$      
Black Dog Plant 219,347$         412,000$           326,442$         352,500$          391,637$          312,475$         
High Bride Plant 201,504$         337,400$           230,155$         283,102$          156,800$          196,153$         
Inver Hills Plant 1,147$            -$                   1,567$            -$                 1,246$              1,320$             
Riverside Plant 132,082$         201,000$           67,999$          153,000$          78,523$            92,868$           
Sherco Plant (Allocated) 1,059,486$      6,294,745$        1,473,507$      5,105,560$       2,899,771$        1,810,921$      
Angus Anson Plant 8,238$            10,250$             (313)$              10,557$            -$                  2,642$             
Blue Lake Plant 29,942$          41,200$             -$                42,400$            -$                  9,981$             
Red Wing Plant 522,532$         925,660$           457,330$         792,001$          375,010$          451,624$         
St. Anthony Falls -$                -$                   13,205$          -$                 47,983$            20,396$           
ES Nobles Wind 715$               -$                   470$               -$                 470$                 552$               
Wilmarth Plant 373,776$         631,440$           530,999$         541,243$          604,360$          503,045$         
Total Chemical (Allocated) 8,055,165$     15,397,681$      7,706,144$     13,862,234$     8,879,686$       8,213,665$     

                     [TRADE SECRET DATA ENDS]

        [TRADE SECRET DATA BEGINS]
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Plant Description Address Unit Type Max Capacity MISO Accredited 
Capacity

Max Capacity MISO 
Accredited 
Capacity

Max Capacity MISO 
Accredited 
Capacity

Max Capacity MISO 
Accredited 
Capacity

2012 2012 2013 2013 2014 2014 2015 2015
Base Load Coal
Allen S King 1 1103 King Plant Road, Bayport MN 55003 FC/Steam 537.7 498.3 539.9 509.5 542 515.9 540.8 524.6
Black Dog 3,4 1400 Black Dog Road, Burnsville, MN 55337 FC/Steam 241.3 209.6 256.1 218.2 235.6 187.1 0 0
Sherburne 1,2,3 13999 Industrial Blvd., Becker MN 55308 FC/Steam 1390.6 1347.5 1400.5 1362.2 1893.3 1842.6 1945.3 1909.6

Intermediate
Black Dog 5/2 1400 Black Dog Road, Burnsville, MN 55337 Gas CC 270.8 240 286 262.5 284 196.9 281.4 199.3
High Bridge 7A,8 501 Shepard Road, St. Paul MN. 55102 Gas CC 234.6 216.6 228.4 213.6 229.4 221.6 312.8 305.8
High Bridge 9 501 Shepard Road, St. Paul MN. 55102 FC/Steam 313.4 284.7 310.2 289.1 311.8 300.2 223.2 218.6
Riverside 9,10 3100 Marshall Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418 Gas CC 157.5 137.8 157.6 144 155.8 147 310.2 302.9
Riverside 7A 3100 Marshall Street NE, Minneapolis, MN 55418 FC/Steam 314.2 268.6 309.2 279.7 306.4 287.7 158.4 155

Biomass / RDF
Red Wing 1,2 801 E 5th Street, Redwing MN 55066 RDF/Steam 19 13.1 19 13.1 20 16 16 16
Wilmarth 1,2 800 Summit Ave, Mankato MN 56001 RDF/Steam 20 13.1 20 12.6 20 15 16 16

Wind
Border Wind No address yet, North of Rolla and East of St John, ND Wind 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Grand Meadow 228 Industrial Park Dr, Dexter, MN 55926 Wind 100 15.8 100 14.3 100 13.8 100 14.3
Nobles Wind 19469 McCall Avenue, Reading, MN 56165 Wind 200 33.4 200 31.2 200 33.8 200 33.6
Pleasant Valley Wind 228 Industrial Park Dr, Dexter, MN 55926 Wind 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hydro Production
Hennepin ISD** 31 3rd Ave SE, Minneapolis MN Hydro 13 5.3 13 5.1 11 0 5 5
Upper/Lower Dam** 31 3rd Ave SE, Minneapolis MN Hydro 5 0 8 2.1 8 3 5 5
St Croix Falls St Croix Falls WI Hydro 25 13.9 25 15.5 25 15 13 13
**Saint Anthony Falls

Peaking
Angus Anson 2,3,4 7100 E Rice Street, Sioux Falls, SD 57110 CT 345.2 298 335.4 294.2 345.6 321 348.6 323.3
Blue Lake 1-4, 7,8 1200 70th Street, Shakopee, MN 55379 CT 473.2 454.6 468.9 453.1 468.3 454.7 467.6 449.8
Granite City 1,2,3,4 Hwy 10 & East St Germain, St Cloud MN 56302 CT 54.4 52 55 52.1 55.4 52.2 53.2 50.1
Inver Hills 1,2,3,4,5,6 3185 117th Street, Inver Grove Heights, MN 55077 CT 288.9 260.3 288.9 262.1 286.1 255.4 285.8 249.2
Key City 2,3,4 PO Box 1090, Mankato MN 56002 CT 29.9 28.5 41.4 30.1 37 33.9 0 0

Diesel Engine Peaking
Alliant Tech 600 2nd St. NE, Hopkins, MN 55343 Diesel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
United Hospital 6300 Olson Memorial Hwy.,  Golden Valley, MN 55427 Diesel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

No generation at these locations
Minn Valley Hwy 212 East, Granite Falls, MN 56241 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lake Benton 75 1740 US Hwy 14, Lake Benton, MN 56149 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Lake Benton Wnd 1740 US Hwy 14, Lake Benton, MN 56149 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
West Faribault Co Rd 18 & Hwy 65, Faribault MN 55021 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wind Storage 800 S Kniss Ave, Luverne, MN 56156 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Net kWh 2012 2013
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

Base Load Coal
Allen S. King 1 334672000 305597000 270369000 307276000 34789000 236757000 340039000 318256000 228459000 306854000 327271000 364028000 337250000 246422000 -5001000 -4330000 -4720000 106504000

Black Dog 3 39312000 48507000 37906000 35748000 17046000 19166000 51740000 35531000 47155000 35448000 16900000 54267000 52416000 43340000 44389000 17358000 20789000 48331000
Black Dog 4 90835000 16602000 53974000 70348000 93409000 88104000 74192000 72161000 74434000 49443000 21642000 88001000 100340000 24480000 -42000 58000 15988000 87324000

Sherburne Co. 1 375575000 357000000 149000 0 325810000 222200000 434174000 461702000 392910000 400847000 438681000 485754000 446393000 374528000 447564000 420662000 313912000 272980000
Sherburne Co. 2 347743000 331271000 287628000 385422000 284382000 227640000 463257000 410284000 407168000 380140000 432063000 476040000 365331000 330426000 411621000 307386000 378299000 311491000
Sherburne Co. 3* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sub-Total: 1188137000 1058977000 650026000 798794000 755436000 793867000 1363402000 1297934000 1150126000 1172732000 1236557000 1468090000 1301730000 1019196000 898531000 741134000 724268000 826630000
Intermediate

Black Dog 5/2 120000 114000 120000 117000 121000 116000 125000 56916000 15026000 24641000 12449000 70125000 110000 103000 562000 9349000 80465000 25647000
High Bridge 7/9 51318000 88659000 136780000 111706000 18509000 107370000 166286000 81372000 15908000 29444000 79781000 110563000 145464000 133950000 146663000 143273000 24181000 53217000
High Bridge 8/9 36548000 64991000 111111000 89722000 68394000 132290000 156333000 63887000 15286000 17546000 31416000 73891000 93571000 54428000 119954000 139657000 11388000 32254000
Riverside 9/7A 53395000 141362000 104707000 93800000 125073000 94335000 140922000 113338000 29591000 1116000 34058000 120606000 102753000 88491000 129616000 51656000 60044000 39347000

Riverside 10/7A 35352000 107058000 92276000 90228000 115306000 83377000 137769000 65839000 27848000 -78000 45341000 99885000 77002000 30752000 78097000 59244000 61681000 34990000
Sub-Total: 176733000 402184000 444994000 385573000 327403000 417488000 601435000 381352000 103659000 72669000 203045000 475070000 418900000 307724000 474892000 403179000 237759000 185455000

Biomass / RDF
Red Wing 1 5597000 2129000 5189000 5169000 5365000 5262000 4442000 5017000 4957000 4447000 4035000 4230000 5494000 1000 4193000 5463000 5406000 5196000
Red Wing 2 4465000 2564000 4812000 5258000 5304000 5063000 4381000 5034000 4913000 5387000 4531000 5365000 5944000 3028000 4687000 5438000 5910000 4896000
Wilmarth 1 2391000 5166000 6330000 5617000 5238000 2695000 3684000 5560000 4188000 5966000 5640000 4930000 252000 5840000 6134000 5609000 6138000 3356000
Wilmarth 2 2149000 4557000 6286000 5533000 5680000 4675000 4652000 3199000 3934000 6420000 5916000 4755000 1226000 5577000 6475000 5560000 6194000 5340000

Sub-Total: 14602000 14416000 22617000 21577000 21587000 17695000 17159000 18810000 17992000 22220000 20122000 19280000 12916000 14446000 21489000 22070000 23648000 18788000
Wind

Grand Meadow 36551527 23760088 33671000 29805000 28239000 23266133 12496167 13994365 21318909 26898709 31789108 26275810 38256878 27046128 28758000 34067623 29525241 21206866
Nobles Wind Farm 1 65907090 52844815 28030735 62084897 64734371 46977579 35229592 37450658 48379784 75810516 70628865 57673635 64857143 52029166 59843283 59655322 68050588 50186269

Sub-Total: 102458617 76604903 61701735 91889897 92973371 70243712 47725759 51445023 69698693 102709225 102417973 83949445 103114021 79075294 88601283 93722945 97575829 71393135
Hydro Production

St. Anthony Falls All 2766000 3677000 4967000 5365000 2877000 1087000 4955000 5194000 2696000 2852000 4945000 5133000 4312000 4683000 5752000 5304000 6493000 5134000
St. Croix Falls All 5627000 5405000 12824000 12399000 14471000 13621000 8702000 5464000 3971000 5198000 5964000 5458000 4457000 4264000 5564000 15339000 17268000 16308000

Sub-Total: 8393000 9082000 17791000 17764000 17348000 14708000 13657000 10658000 6667000 8050000 10909000 10591000 8769000 8947000 11316000 20643000 23761000 21442000
Peaking

Angus Anson 2 0 188000 0 0 1646000 2634000 18240000 4358000 852000 912000 0 0 252000 232000 254000 594000 0 0
Angus Anson 3 350000 220000 368000 0 0 2222000 9746000 1562000 652000 1030000 21000 0 708000 258000 256000 582000 0 134000
Angus Anson 4 0 4000 0 1266000 3819000 9208000 44522000 10044000 1719000 1480000 104000 0 -1000 0 0 2123000 892000 1066000

Blue Lake 1 0 27000 121000 0 0 211000 740000 0 0 0 35000 0 27000 0 0 0 0 0
Blue Lake 2 10000 0 0 0 0 250000 982000 0 0 0 28000 0 30000 0 106000 0 0 0
Blue Lake 3 33000 26000 0 0 0 207000 918000 0 0 0 0 0 27000 0 8000 0 0 0
Blue Lake 4 0 36000 0 0 0 212000 1351000 0 0 0 25000 0 30000 0 0 0 0 0
Blue Lake 7 0 0 0 9080000 27973000 28873000 44380000 19195000 2200000 1608000 98000 0 0 0 0 9486000 5734000 6280000
Blue Lake 8 0 0 0 4406000 26673000 23082000 41160000 17234000 1654000 1000 0 0 3000 0 0 10028000 2047000 3634000

Granite City 1 0 4000 0 0 0 170000 283000 0 3000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Granite City 2 0 4000 0 0 0 176000 363000 0 2000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Granite City 3 0 4000 0 0 0 193000 432000 0 0 5000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21000
Granite City 4 0 4000 0 0 0 125000 415000 1000 3000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12000
Inver Hills 1 29000 2000 49000 3000 14000 1954000 3369000 0 254000 0 90000 0 30000 0 18000 206000 85000 5000
Inver Hills 2 30000 1000 0 26000 531000 2572000 2913000 202000 324000 0 87000 0 29000 0 18000 187000 94000 0
Inver Hills 3 27000 271000 1111000 2000 656000 1324000 3120000 481000 254000 185000 87000 0 29000 0 18000 264000 117000 0
Inver Hills 4 64000 281000 603000 23000 167000 1620000 3439000 413000 352000 0 30000 0 31000 0 18000 204000 125000 16000
Inver Hills 5 63000 2000 49000 25000 151000 1753000 6228000 864000 479000 164000 104000 0 31000 0 18000 209000 220000 15000
Inver Hills 6 0 0 0 34000 146000 2014000 3248000 240000 361000 0 8000 0 31000 0 18000 268000 159000 16000
Key City 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Key City 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Key City 3 0 0 0 69000 46000 177000 367000 46000 51000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56000 40000
Key City 4 0 0 0 26000 46000 258000 660000 46000 52000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 56000 44000

Sub-Total: 606000 1074000 2301000 14960000 61868000 79235000 186876000 54686000 9212000 5385000 717000 0 1257000 490000 732000 24151000 9585000 11283000
TOTAL: 1490929617 1562337903 1199430735 1330557897 1276615371 1393236712 2230254759 1814885023 1357354693 1383765225 1573767973 2056980445 1846686021 1429878294 1495561283 1304899945 1116596829 1134991135

*Only Xcel Portion
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2014 2015
JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB

287581000 329226000 328226000 340603000 232235000 342278000 347108000 292201000 75130000 -2741000 82523000 320466000 340968000 339600000 311941000 346589000 215969000 336882000 281465000 317565000
43015000 45020000 44373000 14041000 49230000 51576000 48156000 41323000 33212000 48475000 51720000 47266000 41566000 43570000 45903000 29239000 48142000 50112000 35955000 40071000
85425000 75912000 86121000 56428000 89288000 108523000 78721000 63542000 54416000 48182000 97411000 75779000 65115000 83940000 66771000 56755000 93227000 99615000 86852000 85731000

416037000 400186000 334028000 388822000 395052000 454595000 416512000 354150000 333360000 257392000 363861000 241404000 294358000 411692000 358745000 431441000 405266000 419988000 371742000 238938000
364350000 397081000 223260000 0 69820000 378737000 368753000 354502000 340291000 250418000 337814000 264475000 287484000 394946000 353496000 406596000 387892000 425341000 364031000 369307000
-1521000 -1157000 4090000 173301000 124629000 107546000 323121000 271095000 247848000 177845000 220183000 193215000 226122000 314689000 86649000 106831000 287621000 302562000 243422000 221382000

1194887000 1246268000 1020098000 973195000 960254000 1443255000 1582371000 1376813000 1084257000 779571000 1153512000 1142605000 1255613000 1588437000 1223505000 1377451000 1438117000 1634500000 1383467000 1272994000

79475000 65301000 78961000 18018000 40325000 62508000 92142000 19362000 47116000 10605000 73855000 4316000 19627000 28076000 11194000 67712000 27140000 45873000 30595000 95755000
72890000 70857000 31580000 64668000 114529000 72952000 42166000 19434000 17548000 41195000 60293000 51979000 22459000 56430000 15941000 74629000 30849000 59950000 36365000 35825000
60377000 64035000 17518000 38272000 93278000 94699000 47304000 26852000 26488000 26533000 45649000 39912000 17899000 50505000 25416000 96307000 41769000 87341000 62135000 69072000
72823000 73493000 62261000 27022000 24742000 52584000 27388000 3721000 12093000 -825000 61707000 59185000 30402000 74404000 37454000 64753000 31525000 92920000 70314000 102199000
49955000 60207000 53453000 26906000 27168000 67713000 26423000 5204000 15481000 -629000 62076000 60534000 33174000 74869000 38620000 65448000 42670000 89274000 74202000 98141000

335520000 333893000 243773000 174886000 300042000 350456000 235423000 74573000 118726000 76879000 303580000 215926000 123561000 284284000 128625000 368849000 173953000 375358000 273611000 400992000

5313000 5587000 2708000 5846000 5661000 4848000 5794000 1518000 0 4511000 4512000 5567000 5636000 6333000 5435000 6127000 5689000 6009000 5960000 2843000
5823000 6278000 4245000 5717000 6387000 3961000 5054000 3736000 4452000 6828000 5114000 4744000 5374000 3956000 5032000 4892000 4969000 4462000 5246000 1482000
5725000 4178000 5029000 5326000 5630000 4960000 385000 4980000 6340000 6304000 6303000 5023000 5635000 5723000 4613000 5206000 4852000 4707000 0 4193000
6022000 5401000 5711000 5295000 5492000 4295000 105000 3669000 6622000 6014000 6694000 5122000 6241000 5939000 4499000 7099000 5533000 5730000 1680000 6041000

22883000 21444000 17693000 22184000 23170000 18064000 11338000 13903000 17414000 23657000 22623000 20456000 22886000 21951000 19579000 23324000 21043000 20908000 12886000 14559000

19061000 13539000 23816283 26746864 37763056 29131273 41809469 33855138 36856789 37558981 26586044 21414896 20023446 10104587 20378604 31647366 37606213 26966336 32211854 30225983
40218208 33309518 40263786 53161588 76038619 58704028 87997260 70070010 77142288 83403737 60568014 47733700 47511443 23977842 50470308 68100641 81299226 63627752 71476516 63155452
59279208 46848518 64080069 79908452 113801675 87835301 129806729 103925148 113999077 120962718 87154058 69148596 67534889 34082429 70848912 99748007 118905439 90594088 103688370 93381435

2505000 0 2000 1000 3000 1288000 5839000 4740000 6206000 6237000 2674000 583000 8220000 6077000 6139000 6063000 4152000 5811000 5689000 4453000
10107000 4755000 5104000 9910000 8387000 6485000 5582000 4725000 6242000 13682000 16693000 15522000 12928000 8712000 15678000 13120000 10651000 8405000 6817000 4811000
12612000 4755000 5106000 9911000 8390000 7773000 11421000 9465000 12448000 19919000 19367000 16105000 21148000 14789000 21817000 19183000 14803000 14216000 12506000 9264000

2914000 1758000 548000 830000 164000 0 80000 0 0 82000 4198000 0 772000 908000 232000 0 0 0 0 0
2090000 1778000 1024000 658000 102000 80000 858000 258000 1090000 602000 778000 0 736000 180000 86000 0 0 0 0 0
8591000 11942000 3059000 2552000 0 0 20000 0 0 5929000 6948000 1902000 1139000 1632000 768000 2361000 0 0 0 3000
220000 0 0 103000 0 0 0 0 116000 0 0 0 175000 29000 0 0 0 0 4000 0
303000 0 0 2000 0 0 0 0 131000 0 0 0 172000 31000 0 0 0 0 7000 0
317000 0 0 8000 72000 14000 0 0 217000 21000 74000 123000 319000 182000 141000 87000 42000 132000 30000 21000
378000 0 0 1000 0 0 0 0 296000 0 0 0 196000 38000 0 0 0 97000 0 0

15274000 12456000 12525000 1005000 0 0 0 0 0 0 3119000 643000 1715000 594000 902000 15151000 0 42000 0 0
14743000 12861000 6833000 854000 0 63000 0 0 84000 0 8469000 2755000 3231000 2580000 785000 0 0 3000 0 0

208000 0 0 29000 0 0 21000 0 0 0 0 7000 60000 0 2000 1000 0 0 0 0
211000 0 0 24000 0 0 25000 0 0 0 0 9000 63000 0 2000 1000 0 0 0 0
221000 0 0 24000 0 0 8000 0 0 0 0 5000 62000 0 1000 1000 0 0 0 0
185000 0 0 21000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4000 58000 0 2000 0 0 0 0 0
678000 1050000 916000 0 32000 411000 394000 48000 0 0 0 0 228000 0 33000 290000 0 737000 0 159000

1069000 952000 124000 0 145000 23000 352000 48000 0 0 0 0 217000 0 35000 0 0 537000 0 145000
923000 1211000 254000 1006000 74000 151000 261000 47000 0 0 0 0 222000 0 18000 0 0 0 0 9000
352000 1131000 1041000 1517000 57000 21000 342000 48000 0 0 0 0 224000 0 9000 0 0 0 0 24000

1611000 2396000 246000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42000 408000 0 13000 184000 0 0 0 22000
1059000 934000 358000 0 0 78000 347000 26000 0 0 0 0 339000 0 9000 0 0 0 0 23000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

109000 141000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
104000 153000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 42000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

51560000 48763000 26928000 8634000 646000 841000 2708000 475000 1934000 6634000 23586000 5569000 10336000 6174000 3038000 18076000 42000 1548000 41000 406000
1676741208 1701971518 1377678069 1268718452 1406303675 1908224301 1973067729 1579154148 1348778077 1027622718 1609822058 1469809596 1501078889 1949717429 1467412912 1906631007 1766863439 2137124088 1786199370 1791596435
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MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

217142000 -4467000 231431000 313827000
40608000 17168000 0 0
50427000 18289000 0 0

0 0 215718000 367451000
342073000 356870000 342993000 369542000
248890000 266860000 275957000 249687000

899140000 654720000 1066099000 1300507000 0 0 0 0 0 0

43793000 34358000 17273000 74492000
116292000 76937000 19069000 72852000
139823000 96643000 39690000 77210000
136109000 144194000 52945000 102654000
131343000 145372000 46334000 121931000

567360000 497504000 175311000 449139000 0 0 0 0 0 0

4353000 6551000 6609000 5603000
0 5112000 6922000 6381000

6106000 6145000 6187000 5121000
6366000 6632000 6499000 4996000

16825000 24440000 26217000 22101000 0 0 0 0 0 0

35040766 33973954 31662661 15497000
72543121 74880841 71880582 39527261

107583887 108854795 103543243 55024261 0 0 0 0 0 0

5883000 5450000 6386000 6963000
7511000 9674000 13834000 10854000

13394000 15124000 20220000 17817000 0 0 0 0 0 0

4558000 340000 1224000 1049000
7688000 255000 1149000 244000

28000 4833000 5815000 7131000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

23000 23000 81000 137000
103000 0 0 0

0 815000 5509000 4355000
0 0 3315000 7917000
0 0 1000 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

83000 0 0 0
47000 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
47000 0 82000 0
47000 0 0 0
62000 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

12686000 6266000 17176000 20833000 0 0 0 0 0 0
1616988887 1306908795 1408566243 1865421261 0 0 0 0 0 0
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2012 2013 2014 2015
Demand Prod MN Jur % 88.1030% 87.7158% 87.5284% 87.3461%

Energy Prod MN Jur % 87.8749% 87.6069% 87.5394% 87.3278%
Demand MN Co % 83.9899% 84.8812% 84.7923% 84.1349%

Demand After Interchange % 73.9976% 74.4542% 74.2173% 73.4886%
 Energy After Interchange % 73.8060% 73.5809% 73.5243% 73.3465%

Plant Description 2012 Rate Base 2012 MN Jurisdiction 
Rate Base

2013 Rate Base 2013 MN Jurisdiction 
Rate Base

2014 Rate Base 2014 MN Jurisdiction 
Rate Base

2015 Rate Base 2015 MN Jurisdiction 
Rate Base

Allocator

Hydro Production
Hennepin ISD** 8,897,779$                             6,584,145$                       11,169,602$                     8,316,240$                     12,235,717$                    9,081,024$                       11,389,858$                        8,370,242$                       Demand
Lower Dam** (112,309)$                               (83,106)$                          (220,434)$                         (164,123)$                       (231,932)$                        (172,134)$                        (220,139)$                            (161,777)$                         Demand
St Croix Falls* 103,738$                                76,764$                            139,885$                          104,151$                        223,338$                         165,756$                          1,220,847$                          897,183$                          Demand
Upper Dam** 2,217,080$                             1,640,586$                       2,086,139$                       1,553,219$                     1,955,236$                      1,451,124$                       1,824,476$                          1,340,781$                       Demand

Sub-Total: 11,106,287$                           8,218,388$                       13,175,192$                     9,809,487$                     14,182,359$                    10,525,770$                     14,215,041$                        10,446,428$                     

Other Production
Alliant Tech (71,767)$                                 (53,106)$                          (89,964)$                           (66,982)$                         (103,386)$                        (76,730)$                          (116,450)$                            (85,577)$                           Demand
Black Dog 74,264,512$                           54,953,973$                     77,721,402$                     57,866,867$                   72,059,593$                    53,480,716$                     71,675,738$                        52,673,464$                     Demand
Blue Lake 38,210,317$                           28,274,726$                     35,310,681$                     26,290,293$                   33,262,643$                    24,686,650$                     31,624,556$                        23,240,429$                     Demand
Border Wind 404$                                       298$                                 4,683$                              3,446$                            8,172,353$                      6,008,662$                       129,939,045$                      95,305,783$                     Energy
Courtenay Wind -$                                        -$                                 -$                                  -$                                -$                                 -$                                 45,540,677$                        33,402,507$                     Energy
Grand Meadow 114,172,759$                         84,266,393$                     107,187,022$                   78,869,227$                   100,770,094$                  74,090,461$                     96,330,674$                        70,655,209$                     Energy
Granite City (1,354,617)$                            (1,002,385)$                     (1,574,681)$                      (1,172,416)$                    (1,615,591)$                     (1,199,049)$                     (1,681,593)$                         (1,235,778)$                      Demand
High Bridge-MERP 307,141,002$                         227,277,036$                   296,402,865$                   220,684,452$                 282,882,723$                  209,948,042$                   271,867,715$                      199,791,652$                   Demand
Inver Hills 6,008,950$                             4,446,480$                       5,894,672$                       4,388,832$                     5,905,246$                      4,382,717$                       5,829,845$                          4,284,268$                       Demand
Key City (1,561,756)$                            (1,155,662)$                     (1,791,720)$                      (1,334,011)$                    (1,824,606)$                     (1,354,174)$                     (1,850,263)$                         (1,359,731)$                      Demand
Lake Benton 75* 250,063$                                185,041$                          226,756$                          168,830$                        204,438$                         151,728$                          183,293$                             134,699$                          Demand
Lake Benton Wnd* 9,566,198$                             7,078,759$                       9,566,201$                       7,122,440$                     9,566,094$                      7,099,701$                       9,565,980$                          7,029,901$                       Demand
Nobles Wind 331,609,948$                         244,748,173$                   303,873,936$                   223,593,322$                 280,309,972$                  206,095,818$                   258,913,009$                      189,903,713$                   Energy
Pleasant Valley Wind -$                                        -$                                 7,589$                              5,584$                            10,646,747$                    7,827,941$                       167,844,142$                      123,107,857$                   Energy
Riverside-MERP 236,804,568$                         175,229,748$                   226,065,487$                   168,315,303$                 213,946,709$                  158,785,564$                   201,567,941$                      148,129,365$                   Demand
United Hospital 246,126$                                182,128$                          199,256$                          148,354$                        152,384$                         113,096$                          105,513$                             77,540$                            Demand
West Faribault* 623,293$                                461,222$                          623,115$                          463,935$                        622,954$                         462,340$                          622,809$                             457,694$                          Demand
Wind Storage* 2,497,400$                             1,848,016$                       2,171,260$                       1,616,595$                     1,908,188$                      1,416,207$                       1,691,533$                          1,243,083$                       Demand
Angus Anson 36,595,668$                           27,079,924$                     34,448,658$                     25,648,481$                   31,046,409$                    23,041,820$                     28,146,577$                        20,684,513$                     Demand

Sub-Total: 1,155,003,068$                      853,820,764$                   1,096,247,217$                812,612,551$                 1,047,912,966$               774,961,508$                   1,317,800,742$                   967,440,589$                   

Steam Production
Allen S King 405,639,493$                         300,163,577$                   403,042,795$                   300,082,384$                 399,567,122$                  296,548,104$                   389,934,399$                      286,557,151$                   Demand
Black Dog 15,085,608$                           11,162,991$                     10,988,662$                     8,181,523$                     7,680,303$                      5,700,117$                       8,525,558$                          6,265,309$                       Demand
Coal Cars -$                                        -$                                 -$                                  -$                                1,362,927$                      1,011,528$                       2,596,618$                          1,908,217$                       Demand
High Bridge 252,278$                                186,680$                          168,301$                          125,308$                        14,546$                           10,796$                            2,997$                                 2,202$                              Demand
Minn Valley* (2,499,531)$                            (1,849,594)$                     (6,811,242)$                      (5,071,257)$                    (10,345,469)$                   (7,678,132)$                     (11,147,642)$                       (8,192,241)$                      Demand
Red Wing 7,640,726$                             5,653,955$                       9,054,601$                       6,741,533$                     8,383,715$                      6,222,170$                       7,655,071$                          5,625,601$                       Demand
Riverside 9,939,259$                             7,354,815$                       8,891,547$                       6,620,132$                     8,148,539$                      6,047,629$                       7,906,772$                          5,810,572$                       Demand
Sherburne 346,913,349$                         256,707,627$                   392,284,430$                   292,072,327$                 405,364,094$                  300,850,462$                   408,033,239$                      299,857,727$                   Demand
Wilmarth 3,772,407$                             2,791,492$                       4,596,378$                       3,422,197$                     5,388,087$                      3,998,895$                       4,823,406$                          3,544,651$                       Demand

Sub-Total: 786,743,589$                         582,171,544$                   822,215,472$                   612,174,146$                 825,563,864$                  612,711,569$                   818,330,417$                      601,379,190$                   

Total Production: 1,952,852,945.00$                 1,444,210,697.01$           1,931,637,881.31$           1,434,596,184.32$         1,887,659,189.06$          1,398,198,847.60$           2,150,346,200.57$              1,579,266,206.83$           

*No generation at these locations
**Saint Anthony Falls
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Unit Outage Information 
[TRADE SECRET

BEGINS
Type of Outage Duration Equipment that resulted Description of Change in Steps Taken to Alleviate Reoccurrence

Unit Plant Category Primary Reason for outage Start End (Days) in the forced outage Equipment Failure Energy Costs
Jan-12

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 1/1/12 0:01 1/31/12 23:59 30 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue must 
be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced First Reheater Leaks 1/3/12 0:30 1/10/12 0:38 7 Boiler leak Reheat section tube leak

Boiler leak repaired. U3 reheat section has extensive damage 
from service. Due to expected remaining life of unit, 
replacement of complete superheat section not economically 
justified.   

Blue.Lake.2 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Fuel Piping And 
Valves 1/1/12 0:00 1/10/12 11:50 9

The unit was held out of service to 
support fuel leak off testing 
preventative maintnenace on Unit 3

Fuel Oil Supply System was required to be out of service No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

Blue.Lake.3 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Fuel Piping And 
Valves 1/9/12 13:30 1/13/12 8:28 4 3-HOV-0028-FO 3 Combustion 

Chamber Fuel Control 3-Way Valve
Environmental Fuel Leak Off Testing Preventative 
Maintenance

Environmental Leak Test Comple - Passed. We sent the old 
valve out to be remachined again then tested prior to 
reinstallation.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Bed Agglomeration (fbc Only) 1/6/12 17:32 1/9/12 22:58 3 Boiler Cleaned inbed media and inspected boiler.  Routine to 
prevent tube failures.

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We monitor the boiler fouling 
rate and schedule cleaning as required to maintain reliable 
operation.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 1/13/12 18:15 1/17/12 0:20 4 Boiler Periodic Cleaning and Inspection

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We monitor the boiler fouling 
rate and schedule cleaning as required to maintain reliable 
operation.

French.Is.4 Peaking Maintenance Generator Voltage Control 1/3/12 7:00 1/13/12 12:00 10 Generator  Voltage Control

This was a shutdown for a capital project to install a new 
voltage regulator.  This was done because the existing voltage 
regulator was obsolete and was having issues that would 
require extended outages to locate parts. 

French.Is.4 Peaking Extension Generator Voltage Control 1/13/12 12:00 1/17/12 12:39 4 Generator  Voltage Control

Extension of voltage control outage to make adjustment on 
newly installed voltage control device.  This was a one time 
issue with the new voltage regulator and we do not expect 
anymore issues.

Key.City.1 Peaking Forced Generator Rotor Windings 1/1/12 0:00 1/31/12 23:59 30 Generator Ground Alarm The decision was made to moth ball the unit in place until 
economically justified.

Red.Wing.2 RDF Forced Induced Draft Fan Motors - 
Variable Speed 1/1/12 2:20 1/4/12 8:37 3 Induced Draft Fan motor Fan tripped due to a lightning strike 

We are planning a project to replace the variable frequency 
drive control signal to better protect against consequences of 
lightning strikes and other occurrences which affect line 
voltage.

Riverside.7 CC Derate Gas Turbine - Gas Fuel System 1/9/12 0:01 1/10/12 12:50 1

Unit 9 Fuel gas Perforamnce Heater 
09-FG-HT-0002 The unit 9 outage 
resulted in lost steam supply causing 
the Unit 7 derate.

Unit 9 Fuel Gas Performance Heater Heat Exchanger 
Head Gasket started to leak. This is a high pressure boiler 
feed water at ~350 degrees. It needed to be repaired for 
safety and potential incremental equipment damage.

Thermal Cycle Fatigue Cleaned surface and replaced gasket.

Riverside.9 CC Maintenance Gas Turbine - Gas Fuel System 1/9/12 0:01 1/10/12 12:50 1 Unit 9 Fuel gas Perforamnce Heater 
09-FG-HT-0002

Unit 9 Fuel Gas Performance Heater Heat Exchanger 
Head Gasket started to leak. This is a high pressure boiler 
feed water at ~350 degrees. It needed to be repaired for 
safety and potential incremental equipment damage.

Thermal Cycle Fatigue Cleaned surface and replaced gasket.

Sherburne.3 Steam Extension Turbine Failure 1/1/12 0:01 1/31/12 23:59 30 Low pressure turbine, L-1 disk
During turbine overspeed trip testing, turbine blades failed 
at the L-1 disk, finger pinned blade attachment due to 
stress corrosion cracking.

Re-design of the L-1 disk to blade attachment.

Wheaton.2G Peaking Maintenance Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control 1/9/12 7:00 1/17/12 8:52 8 Upgrade Fire System No equipment failure, improving fire system

Added redundant heat heads to all existing locations.  Moved 
end of line resistors to remote location outside of turbine 
compartment.  Added four additional horns/ strobes and all 
associated wiring.

Wheaton.3G Peaking Maintenance Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control 1/3/12 7:00 1/6/12 9:45 3 Upgrade Fire System No equipment failure, improving fire system

Added redundant heat heads to all existing locations.  Moved 
end of line resistors to remote location outside of turbine 
compartment.  Added four additional horns/ strobes and all 
associated wiring.

Wheaton.6 Peaking Maintenance Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control

1/23/12 7:00 1/31/12 23:59 8 Upgrade Fire System No equipment failure, improving fire system Checked wiring, added horns and strobes, reprogrammed 
system.

Feb-12

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 2/1/12 0:00 2/29/12 23:59 28 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue must 
be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Superheater Leaks 2/1/12 0:00 2/3/12 23:56 2 Boiler leak Primary Superheat section tube leak

Boiler leak repaired. U4 primary superheat section has 
extensive damage from long term overheat. Due to expected 
remaining life of unit, replacement of complete superheat 
section not economically justified.   

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Turbine Main Stop Valves 2/4/12 12:50 2/24/12 4:39 20 Unit 4 Stop Valve Stop valve pressure seal steam leak
Stop valve repaired by remachining sealing surface and new 
pressure seal installed.  Stop valve bonnet was hot torqued to 
insure bolt torque remained correct when valve was hot.

Blue.Lake.4 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Lube Oil Pumps 2/27/12 14:15 2/29/12 23:59 2 The Aux Lube Oil Pump Motor, Jack 
Oil Pump Motor, Lube Oil Motor

Preventative Maintenance for Combustion Turbine 
Lubrication Pumps and Motors No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

Outage Dates
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French.Is.1 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 2/3/12 18:15 2/8/12 0:30 5 Boiler Periodic Boiler Cleaning and Inspection

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We monitor the boiler fouling 
rate and schedule cleaning as required to maintain reliable 
operation.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 2/17/12 17:50 2/22/12 0:43 5 Boiler Periodic Boiler Cleaning and Inspection

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We monitor the boiler fouling 
rate and schedule cleaning as required to maintain reliable 
operation.

HighBridge.7 CC Forced Other HP Steam valves 
(including vent and drain... 2/2/12 2:40 2/6/12 21:30 4 Main Steam Bypass Valve

Bypass valve stuck partially open during operation which 
resulted in overheating of the bypass piping to the 
condenser.

Valve plug was damaged by magnetite resulting in the valve 
sticking partially open. Since the problems experienced in July 
and Aug 2011 on both Units 7 and 8, newly designed valve 
internals were purchased and installed which prevents 
magnetite from causing the valve to stick and fail to operate 
properly.

HighBridge.8 CC Forced HP Superheater 2/2/12 7:30 2/9/12 23:00 7 Superheater Tube Header
Superheater tube broke away from the header due to 
quenching from water leak of a desuperheater control 
valve.

Tube break was repaired.  Desuperheater control valve was 
inspected and returned to service.  No further issues have 
occurred.

HighBridge.9 CC Forced HP Superheater 2/2/12 7:30 2/6/12 23:00 4 Unit 8 Superheater Tube Header

Unit 8 Superheater tube broke away from the header due 
to quenching from water leak of a desuperheater control 
valve. Unit 9 is unvailable while Units 7 and 8 are out of 
service.

Tube break was repaired.  Desuperheater control valve was 
inspected and returned to service.  No further issues have 
occurred.

HighBridge.9 CC Derate HP Superheater 2/6/12 23:00 2/9/12 23:00 3 Unit 8 Superheater Tube Header
Unit 8 Superheater tube broke away from the header due 
to quenching from water leak of a desuperheater control 
valve. Unit 9 is derated while 8 is out of service.

Tube break was repaired.  Desuperheater control valve was 
inspected and returned to service.  No further issues have 
occurred.

Key.City.1 Peaking Forced Generator Rotor Windings 2/1/12 0:00 2/29/12 23:59 28 Generator Ground Alarm The decision was made to moth ball the unit in place until 
economically justified.

Sherburne.3 Steam Extension Turbine Failure 2/1/12 0:00 2/29/12 23:59 28 Low pressure turbine, L-1 disk
During turbine overspeed trip testing, turbine blades failed 
at the L-1 disk, finger pinned blade attachment due to 
stress corrosion cracking.

Re-design of the L-1 disk to blade attachment.

Wheaton.2G Peaking Forced Other PLC problems 2/8/12 9:01 2/9/12 13:30 1 Speed Transducers Speed Sensing Transducers out of calibration Calibrated Transducers and added frequency/ hertz matching 
relay to speed

Wheaton.5 Peaking Maintenance Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control

2/6/12 11:00 2/17/12 16:00 11 Upgrade Fire System No equipment failure, improving fire system Checked wiring, added horns and strobes, and reprogrammed 
system.

Wheaton.6 Peaking Maintenance Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control

2/1/12 0:00 2/3/12 17:00 2 Upgrade Fire System No equipment failure, improving fire system Checked wiring, added horns and strobes, and reprogrammed 
system.

Wheaton.6 Peaking Maintenance Service Air Compressors 2/9/12 9:00 2/10/12 15:00 1 Pressure switches controlling air 
pressure to unit control air

Pressure switch air line piped incorrectly causing a loss of 
pressure

Engineering support redew piping scheme, then we re-piped 
air to operate correctly.

Mar-12

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced First Reheater Leaks 3/30/12 22:34 3/31/12 23:59 0 Tube leak in the Reheat section of the 
boiler cause a derate. 

A tube in the Reheat section split open causing a steam 
leak contained inside the boiler.

In the Spring of 2013 the Reheat section of the boiler was 
replaced. Prior to the replacement, King Plant performed NDE 
(tube thickness testing) and from that data we pad weld 
thinning tubes and install new tube shields. 

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 3/1/12 0:00 3/31/12 23:59 30 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue must 
be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced DCS - data highway 3/12/12 13:52 3/17/12 11:06 5 Unit 3/4 DCS (Ovation System) 
Network Equiment (Data Concentrator)

Inconsistent indications related to problems with the 
Ovation System (data concentrator failure). 

Both Data Concentrators on the Unit 3/4 Ovation System were 
replaced and a third added for redundancy and to better 
distribute network traffic.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Other Boiler Instrumentation 
and Control Problems 3/17/12 12:27 3/18/12 16:44 1 Unit 3/4 DCS (Ovation System) 

Configuration

As part of an event associated with a previous problem 
(Ovation network failure on 3/12/12) numerous Operator 
settings returned to their initial default values.

Operations went through Unit 3 and reset all User Selectable 
parameters to normal.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Maintenance Circulating Water Pumps 3/10/12 0:24 3/11/12 14:10 1 Circulating Water Pumps
Outage required to install a blank on the 41 Circulating 
Water Pump to allow continued operation of the unit while 
repairs are being made to the pump column.

Blank was installed so pump could be removed from service 
and sent out for rebuild. Pump was placed back in service and 
blank was removed.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced DCS - data highway 3/12/12 11:09 3/20/12 1:18 8 Unit 3/4 DCS (Ovation System) 
Network Equiment (Data Concentrator)

Unit 4 was shutdown due to loss of the Ovation network 
(data concentrator failure) which caused a complete loss 
of Unit 4 Control Room indications on 3/12/12 . Unit 4 was 
restored on 3/20/12.

Both Data Concentrators on the Unit 3/4 Ovation System were 
replaced and a third added to better distribute network traffic 
and provide redundancy.

Blue.Lake.4 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Lube Oil Pumps 3/1/12 0:00 3/21/12 13:39 20 The Aux Lube Oil Pump Motor, Jack 
Oil Pump Motor, Lube Oil Motor

Preventative Maintenance for Combustion Turbine 
Lubrication Pumps and Motors No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

Blue.Lake.7 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Gas Fuel System 3/1/12 0:00 3/9/12 23:00 8 U7 Moog Pilot Valve PM's for IGV's, 
SRV, and Gas Pre-mix Valves

Preventative Maintenance for Combustion Turbine 
Hydraulically actuated Valves No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

Blue.Lake.7 Peaking Extension Gas Turbine - Gas Fuel System 3/9/12 23:00 3/19/12 8:08 10 U7 Moog Pilot Valve PM's for IGV's, 
SRV, and Gas Pre-mix Valves

Preventative Maintenance for Combustion Turbine 
Hydraulically actuated Valves No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Refractory (fbc Only) 3/2/12 17:54 3/9/12 0:48 7 Boiler Refractory North Wall Refractory protects the boiler steel from heat.  We perform 
periodic maintenance on this component. 

Inver.Hills.4G Peaking Forced Circuit Breakers 3/20/12 9:21 3/27/12 14:30 7 Generator Breaker Bearing failed and Trip Coil overheated in Generator 
Breaker.

Replaced Generator Breaker with complete replacement 
breaker.  Failed Generator Breaker to be repaired and available 
as a spare.
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Riverside.10 CC Derate Circulating Water Pump Motors 3/14/12 11:43 3/28/12 14:00 14 Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor

The Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor power 
terminations faulted phase to phase resulting in a 
protective relay operation on the Unit 9 Station Auxillary 
Transformer.

Unit 9 Station Auxiliary Transformer Relay Timing was 
incorrectly set to operate before the Unit 6 Circulation Water 
Pump Motor protection Relay. The relay timing was corrected 
and the Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor and its 
terminations were repaired.

Riverside.7 CC Derate Circulating Water Pump Motors 3/14/12 11:43 3/28/12 14:00 14 Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor

The Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor power 
terminations faulted phase to phase resulting in a 
protective relay operation on the Unit 9 Station Auxillary 
Transformer.

Unit 9 Station Auxiliary Transformer Relay Timing was 
incorrectly set to operate before the Unit 6 Circulation Water 
Pump Motor protection Relay. The relay timing was corrected 
and the Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor and its 
terminations were repaired.

Riverside.9 CC Forced Unit Auxiliaries Transformer 3/12/12 9:12 3/14/12 11:43 2 Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor

The Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor power 
terminations faulted phase to phase resulting in a 
protective relay operation on the Unit 9 Station Auxillary 
Transformer.

Unit 9 Station Auxiliary Transformer Relay Timing was 
incorrectly set to operate before the Unit 6 Circulation Water 
Pump Motor protection Relay. The relay timing was corrected 
and the Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor and its 
terminations were repaired.

Riverside.9 CC Derate Circulating Water Pump Motors 3/14/12 11:43 3/28/12 14:00 14 Unit 6 Cirrculation Water Pump Motor

The Unit 6 Circulation Water Pump Motor power 
terminations faulted phase to phase resulting in a 
protective relay operation on the Unit 9 Station Auxillary 
Transformer.

Unit 9 Station Auxillary Transformer Relay Timing was 
incorrectly set to operate before the Unit 6 Circulation Water 
Pump Motor protection Relay. The relay timing was corrected 
and the Unit 6 Cirrculation Water Pump Motor and it's 
terminations were repaired.

Sherburne.3 Steam Extension Turbine Failure 3/1/12 0:00 3/31/12 23:59 30 Low pressure turbine, L-1 disk
During turbine overspeed trip testing, turbine blades failed 
at the L-1 disk, finger pinned blade attachment due to 
stress corrosion cracking.

Re-design of the L-1 disk to blade attachment.

Apr-12

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced First Reheater Leaks 4/1/12 0:00 4/2/12 9:12 1 Tube leak in the Reheat section of the 
boiler caused the unit to shut down. 

A tube in the Reheat section split open causing a steam 
leak contained inside the boiler.

In the Spring of 2013 the Reheat section of the boiler was 
replaced. Prior to the replacement, King Plant performed NDE 
(tube thickness testing) and from that data we pad weld 
thinning tubes and install new tube shields. 

Angus.Anson.4 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Boroscope 
Inspection

4/2/12 6:00 4/5/12 18:00 3 Yearly inspection of inside of CT 
combustor and compressor section Yearly Preventative Maintentance This preventative maintenance takes place every year in the off 

peak time of the year.

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 4/1/12 0:00 4/30/12 23:59 29 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue must 
be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 4/21/12 17:00 4/26/12 10:00 5 Boiler leak Superheat section tube leak

Boiler leak repaired. U3 secondary superheat section has 
extensive damage from explosion cleaning. Due to expected 
remaining life of unit replacement of complete superheat 
section not economically justified.   

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Cold reheat steam piping up to 
boiler 4/9/12 16:40 4/10/12 21:52 1 Boiler reheat piping Steam leak from a 1” cold reheat drip pot drain line weld 

crack, which was unisolable from reheat boiler section.
Drain line failed due to flow acccelerated corrosion, similar 
piping sections will be inspected at future planned outages.

Blue.Lake.7 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Boroscope 
Inspection 4/22/12 0:00 4/28/12 15:00 6

This is a planned Annual Gas Turbine 
Inspection of the Combustion 
Components and Compressor

Preventative Maintenance for Combustion Turbine No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

Blue.Lake.8 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Boroscope 
Inspection 4/22/12 0:00 4/28/12 15:00 6

This is a planned Annual Gas Turbine 
Inspection of the Combustion 
Components and Compressor

Preventative Maintenance for Combustion Turbine No failures.  Preventive Maintenance only.

French.Is.1 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 4/6/12 18:00 4/10/12 1:15 4 Boiler Periodic Boiler Cleaning and Inspection

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We monitor the boiler fouling 
rate and schedule cleaning as required to maintain reliable 
operation.

French.Is.1 RDF Forced Turbine - Miscellaneous 
Turbine Piping 4/20/12 6:50 4/23/12 11:30 3 Steam Extraction Piping Hole in elbow caused by erosion

The problem was localized so we repaired the hole and 
inspected other areas.  Based on our inspections, we do not 
anticipate any more issues with this piping.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Circulating Water Pumps 4/27/12 6:08 4/30/12 23:59 3 Circulating Water Pumps Routine Maintenance
This pump was inspected at the original equipment 
manufacturer's factory to assure extended service.  Minor 
repairs were completed at the time to assure extended service.

Inver.Hills.1G Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Ignition System 4/3/12 9:03 4/5/12 11:40 2 Pac Sci control module 20 BX relay Replaced defective relay.

Inver.Hills.3G Peaking Forced Other Controls And 
Instrumentation Problems

4/3/12 9:03 4/4/12 11:00 1 Speed Probe Speed probe indicating speed while unit is not operating. Corrected faulty wiring connections and reinitiated 
programmable logic controller (PLC).

Riverside.7 CC Derate Exciter transformer 4/10/12 18:54 4/11/12 20:40 1
Unit 7 Derate due to Unit 9 Generator 
Potential Transformer VT4 09-GS-PX-
0003 

Generator Potential Transformer failed, the phase to 
phase differential was great enough to run the unit back to 
full speed no load on voltage imbalance.

The potential transformer is of defficient design. Upgraded 
improvements were ordered to replace them all at the next 
opportunity. The new ones had a 3 month lead time so we 
were forced to reinstall inkind.

Riverside.9 CC Forced Exciter transformer 4/10/12 18:54 4/11/12 20:40 1 Unit 9 Generator Potential Transformer 
VT4 09-GS-PX-0003 

Generator Potential Transformer failed, the phase to 
phase differential was great enough to run the unit back to 
full speed no load on voltage imbalance.

The potential transformer is of defficient design, Upgraded 
improvements were ordered to replace them all at the next 
opportunity. The new ones had a 3 month lead time so we 
were forced to reinstall inkind.

Sherburne.3 Steam Extension Turbine Failure 4/1/12 0:00 4/30/12 23:59 29 Low pressure turbine, L-1 disk
During turbine overspeed trip testing, turbine blades failed 
at the L-1 disk, finger pinned blade attachment due to 
stress corrosion cracking.

Re-design of the L-1 disk to blade attachment.

Wheaton.1G Peaking Forced Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control

4/24/12 9:37 4/26/12 16:30 2 CO2 discharged cause by false fire trip End of line resistors improperly located from previous Fire 
Alarm upgrade shorted and tripped CO2 and unit

Relocated end of line resistors outside of turbine compartment.  
Planning further upgrades on all other units
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Wheaton.2G Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Cooling Water 
System

4/25/12 7:00 4/26/12 9:30 1 Accessory Gear Water pump Gear driver water pump developing high pitch sequel Engineering inspected and cleared pump for services

May-12

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 5/1/12 0:00 5/31/12 23:59 30 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue needed 
to be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.

French.Is.1 RDF Maintenance Service Water Piping 5/25/12 20:15 5/31/12 11:55 6 Service Water Piping Scheduled replacement of corroded piping.
This was a project to replace some 70 year old piping that was 
getting thin due to corrosion.  Several sections of piping were 
replaced and we expect a long service with little or no issues.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Circulating Water Pumps 5/1/12 0:00 5/17/12 15:32 16 Circulating Water Pumps Routine Maintenance
This pump was inspected at the original equipment 
manufacturer's factory to assure extended service.  Minor 
repairs were completed at the time to assure extended service.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 5/18/12 18:10 5/22/12 1:05 4 Boiler Periodic Boiler Cleaning and Inspection

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We monitor the boiler fouling 
rate and schedule cleaning as required to maintain reliable 
operation.

French.Is.4 Peaking Forced Gas Turbine Compressor - 
High Pressure Bearings

5/9/12 10:58 5/17/12 12:04 8 # 4 bearing High Vibration Lack of grease in the trunions Each fall and spring we conduct preventative maintenance to 
grease the trunions.

HighBridge.7 CC Extension Major Gas Turbine Overhaul 5/27/12 18:00 5/31/12 9:58 4 Combustion Section - Planned Outage 
Extension

Following a planned overhaul, combustion tuning of the 
refurbished combustion system required multiple fuel 
nozzle positioning changes and tuning runs.

After every overhaul, the combustion system requires tuning to 
optimize unit performance for emissions and reliability.  The 
combustion section components installed during this outage 
required more fuel nozzle swaps and additional tuning efforts 
by original equiment manufacturer engineers than is typically 
the case.  These tuning difficulties are inherent to the 
combustion system design of the Mitsubishi units.

HighBridge.9 CC Extension Major Gas Turbine Overhaul 5/27/12 18:00 5/31/12 9:58 4 Unit 7 Combustion Section - Planned 
Outage Extension

Following a planned overhaul of Unit 7, combustion tuning 
of the refurbished Unit 7 combustion system required 
multiple fuel nozzle positioning changes and tuning runs.

After every overhaul, the combustion system requires tuning to 
optimize unit performance for emissions and reliability.  The 
combustion section components installed during this outage 
required more fuel nozzle swaps and additional tuning efforts 
by original equiment manufacturer engineers than is typically 
the case.  These tuning difficulties are inherent to the 
combustion system design of the Mitsubishi units.

Inver.Hills.1G Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Lube Oil System - 
General

5/15/12 6:30 5/17/12 7:00 2 Unit was held out of service for 
preventive maintenance activities. Lube Oil replacement required unit to be out of service. Lube oil was drained.  Lube Oil tank cleaned. Lube Oil Tank 

was refilled with new lubricating oil.

Inver.Hills.1G Peaking Forced Generator Output Breaker 5/18/12 10:45 5/21/12 9:40 3 Generator Breaker Charging system failed to prepare breaker for closure. Replaced cutoff switch and adjusted levers to allow closing 
mechanism to properly charge and close breaker.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate High Pressure Heater Tube 
Leaks 5/14/12 15:28 5/17/12 23:22 3 27 High Pressure Feedwater Heater 

tube leak

This high pressure feedwater heater is at its end of life.  
Cumulative wear (36 years of service) of high pressure 
feedwater heater tubes from extraction steam erosion 
caused the leaks.

27 High Pressure Feedwater Heater will be replaced during the 
next major overhaul scheduled for the fall of 2013.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate Circulating water piping 5/27/12 4:40 5/31/12 23:59 4 Cooling Tower makeup underground 
concrete pipe leak

Underground failure of 20" diameter pre-stressed concrete 
pipe and subsecuent loss of makeup water to maintain 
cooling tower basin level.  Derate required during repair 
since alternate source of water was a smaller source.

Ordered spare replacement sections of concrete piping.  
Implemented an ultrasonic inspection technique to evaluate the 
health of existing underground concrete piping.

Sherburne.3 Steam Extension Turbine Failure 5/1/12 0:00 5/31/12 23:59 30 Low pressure turbine, L-1 disk
During turbine overspeed trip testing, turbine blades failed 
at the L-1 disk, finger pinned blade attachment due to 
stress corrosion cracking.

Re-design of the L-1 disk to blade attachment.

Wheaton.1G Peaking Forced Fire protection system 
instrumentation and control 5/1/12 0:00 5/11/12 11:00 10 CO2 discharged cause by false fire trip Wrong temp rated head installed in turbine compartment 

from previous upgrade tripped CO2 and unit
Inspected heat detection heads on all units for designed  
temperature rating for installed location.

Wheaton.3G Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Fire Detection 
And Extinguishing Sys

5/17/12 7:00 5/18/12 12:00 1 Verifying temp rating on heat heads No equipment failure, verifying heat rating on installed 
heads

Inspected heat detection heads on all units for designed  
temperature rating for installed location.

Wheaton.4G Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Fire Detection 
And Extinguishing Sys

5/17/12 7:00 5/18/12 15:00 1 Verifying temp rating on heat heads No equipment failure, verifying heat rating on installed 
heads

Inspected heat detection heads on all units for designed  
temperature rating for installed location.

Jun-12

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Extension Major Boiler Overhaul (720 
Hours Or Longer) 6/3/12 23:59 6/7/12 23:40 4 11 & 12 Gas Fan installation

King Plant replaced both 11 & 12 Gas Fan during the 
Spring outage in 2012. A construction print was incorrect 
and seal plates that protect the fan hub were 
manufactured incorrectly. As a result new plates had to be 
manufactured delaying the startup of the fans.

New process was developed to control receipt inspections

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced Slag-tap (cyclone Furnace) 6/20/12 9:00 6/22/12 2:00 2 Slag Tap holes were covered over 
causing an outage.

King Plants slag flows to two openings on the boiler floor. 
The slag flows through these holes to a bottom ash pit. If 
slag cannot flow through the slag tap holes the unit must 
shut down and clean out the slag tap holes. This outage 
occured because the vent line from the slag tank was 
plugged and not allowing slag to flow. 

We created preventive maintenance routes to inspect the line 
every year.

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 6/1/12 0:00 6/30/12 23:59 29 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue must 
be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.  Exhaust replacement complete and unit returned to 
service on 8/9/2012.
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Black.Dog.3 Steam Extension Boiler Inspections - Scheduled 
or Routine

6/3/12 23:00 6/19/12 13:27 16 Unit 3 Boiler Extension of the planned outage Additional time required to perform prioritized maintenance and 
improve reliability for summer months.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Derate Flood 6/20/12 0:00 6/29/12 12:00 9 Flood derate, unit had full capabilities 
of generation. 

Road limitations did not support continued generation of 
ash and coal usage. This was a derate and all generation 
was replaceable with gas.

Flood procedure strategically allows for operations of the plants 
with deratement, replaceable with gas, to minimize bottom and 
fly ash generations and coal usage. 

French.Is.2 RDF Forced Conductors And Buses 6/6/12 2:30 6/14/12 20:10 8 Generator Cable Failed due to a leakage path to ground
The cable was replaced and 2 projects were completed to 
replace both Unit 1 and Unit 2 generator cable sets.  These 
cables have been in service for 70 years.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Refractory (fbc Only) 6/15/12 17:50 6/21/12 19:55 6 Boiler Refractory South Wall
Refractory protects the boiler steel from heat.  We perform 
periodic maintenance to maintain patch refractory to maintain 
protection. 

HighBridge.7 CC Derate Other Gas Turbine Combustor 
Problems 6/4/12 11:36 6/13/12 16:45 9 Combustion Section  

Following a planned overhaul, combustion tuning of the 
refurbished combustion system required multiple efforts to 
properly tune the combustion system.

After every overhaul, the combustion system requires tuning to 
optimize unit performance for emissions and reliability.  The 
combustion section components installed during this outage 
required more fuel nozzle swaps and additional tuning efforts 
by original equipment manufacturer engineers than is typically 
the case.  These tuning difficulties are inherent to the 
combustion system design of the Mitsubishi units.

HighBridge.9 CC Derate Other Gas Turbine Combustor 
Problems 6/4/12 11:36 6/13/12 16:45 9 Unit 7 Combustion Section

Following a planned overhaul of Unit 7,  combustion tuning 
of the refurbished Unit 7 combustion system required 
multiple efforts to properly tune the combustion system.

After every overhaul, the combustion system requires tuning to 
optimize unit performance for emissions and reliability.  The 
combustion section components installed during this outage 
required more fuel nozzle swaps and additional tuning efforts 
by original equipment manufacturer engineers than is typically 
the case.  These tuning difficulties are inherent to the 
combustion system design of the Mitsubishi units.

Inver.Hills.3G Peaking Forced Gas Turbine -  Hydraulic Oil 
System

6/4/12 15:15 6/9/12 14:22 5 Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump Auxiliary Hydraulic Pump operating when it should not be. Pressure switches repaired.

Inver.Hills.4G Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Fire Detection 
And Extinguishing Sys 6/4/12 16:11 6/6/12 15:00 2 Fire Protection Damper Fire Protection Damper closed during unit startup which 

trips the unit off.
Wiring inspected and found to be incorrectly landed.  Wiring 
connections modified as required to properly operate damper.

Inver.Hills.6G Peaking Forced Generator Synchronization 
Equipment 6/8/12 11:01 6/11/12 13:40 3 Speed Probe Speed probe noise creating controls issues preventing 

normal unit start.

This issue followed a unit overhaul where speed probes were 
disconnected to allow maintenance on the turbine.  System 
was inspected and reconnected during investigation of this 
problem which resolved the issue.

Riverside.10 CC Extension Other Hydrogen System 
Problems 6/16/12 6:00 6/19/12 11:00 3 U10 Generator Hydrogen Analyzer 

Programmable Logic Controller failure
Unit 10 Turbine end hydrogen analyzer display failed on 
analyzer.

Internal logic controller electrical component failure could not 
have been anticipated, we stock repalcements if necessary.

Riverside.7 CC Derate Other Hydrogen System 
Problems 6/16/12 6:00 6/19/12 11:00 3 Unit 7 Derate due to U10 Generator 

Hydrogen Analyzer PLC failure
Unit 10 Turbine end hydrogen analyzer display failed on 
analyzer.

Internal logic controller electrical component failure could not 
have been anticipated, we stock repalcements if necessary.

Sherburne.1 Steam Forced Waterwall (Furnace Wall) 6/25/12 20:30 6/27/12 20:56 2 Boiler waterwall tube leak

North boiler wall, 8th floor near B10 sootblower.  Leak 
initiated from a slag area found in the weld to base metal 
interface, likely a start/stop area.  This was a new tube 
installation during the spring planned outage.

We began to add into our constuction contracts the 
requirement to use phased array "cobra" probe testing (non-
destructive examination) that is small enough to slip in between 
two boiler tubes (1/2") to monitor the quality and acceptance of 
weld repairs.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate Circulating water piping 6/1/12 0:00 6/2/12 8:22 1 Cooling Tower makeup underground 
concrete pipe leak

Underground failure of 20" diameter pre-stressed concrete 
pipe and subsequent loss of makeup water to maintain 
cooling tower basin level.  Derate required during repair 
since alternate source of water was a smaller source.

Ordered spare replacement sections of concrete piping and 
have them in stock.  Implementing an ultrasonic inspection 
techniquet to evaluat the health of existing underground 
concrete piping.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate First Reheater Leaks 6/2/12 8:22 6/10/12 20:00 8 Tube leak in the Reheat section of the 
boiler cause a derate. 

During the above Sherburne 2 cooling tower makeup 
piping leak, a tube leak developed in the reheat section of 
the boiler.  It was a management decision to maintain the 
derate and avoid further collateral demage to the tube leak 
until other units in the NSP system could return to service 
following their planned outages.  This reheat leak caused 
the plant to take an outage starting on 6/14/12.

Thorough inspection, repair and shielding of the reheat section 
is planned during the next major overhaul.  This section of the 
boiler will be replaced in 2019.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate Induced Draft Fan Fouling 6/10/12 20:00 6/14/12 22:29 4 23 Induced Draft Fan

During the above Sherburne 2 cooling tower makeup 
piping leak, 23 ID Fan was removed from service in order 
to inspect the rotor due to high vibration.  The fan rotor 
was cleaned, and during the re-start, the upper half 
outboard bearing failed.  After analysis, it was determined 
that the upper bearing cap had a pre-existing crack, likely 
from original manufacturing, that failed.

All other similar bearings were inspected for cracks, none 
found.  We have performed full spectrum vibration analysis on 
all remaining ID fans and found no immediate concerns.

Sherburne.2 Steam Maintenance Induced Draft Fan and First 
Reheater Leak 6/14/12 22:29 6/21/12 8:17 7 Front Reheater

The reheat tube leak was found on the 7th pendant from 
the east side, 4th tube in due to a stress crack.  Most of 
the duration for this outage was the repair of 23 ID Fan 
bearing.

See above mitigation techniques for Sherburne 2.

Sherburne.3 Steam Extension Turbine Failure 6/1/12 0:00 6/30/12 23:59 29 Low pressure turbine, L-1 disk
During turbine overspeed trip testing, turbine blades failed 
at the L-1 disk, finger pinned blade attachment due to 
stress corrosion cracking.

Re-design of the L-1 disk to blade attachment.

Wheaton.2G Peaking Forced Generator Output Breaker 6/6/12 19:10 6/15/12 9:16 9 Generator Breaker Trip coil Trip coil failed to open Generator Breaker on shutdown 
resulting in an 86 lock out and unit trip New trip coil installed.  All circuitry checked and tested

Wheaton.4G Peaking Maintenance Other Fire Protection System 
Problems

6/4/12 7:00 6/8/12 18:00 4 Verifying temp rating on heat heads No equipment failure, verifying heat rating on installed 
heads

Inspect heat detection heads on all units for designed  
temperature rating for installed location
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Wheaton.4G Peaking Forced Generator Output Breaker 6/11/12 6:00 6/13/12 9:00 2 Generator Breaker  Main Trip prop 
assembly

Breaker did not trip on shutdown resulting in 86 lock out 
and unit trip

New main trip prop assembly installed.  Upgraded assembly 
per Powell Breakers.  All other units Gen Breakers confirmed 
upgrade had been made

Wheaton.4G Peaking Forced Generator Output Breaker 6/15/12 22:00 6/19/12 12:00 4 Limit Switch in Breaker cubicle Limit Switch failed in cubical that indicated breaker is 
ready for operation

The circuit was found to be okay, but the limit switch failed. 
The switch was replaced and tested.

Willmarth.1 Peaking Forced Generator Vibration 6/6/12 18:22 6/10/12 1:00 4 Unit 1 Turbine and Generator #1 and 
#3 Bearings

Increase in vibrations from being out of balance after an 
electrical event in the substation.

We performed a balance shot on the turbine and generator.  
This resolved the vibration issue.  The event was caused from 
a grid system event that is unknown to the plant i.e. lightening, 
car crash, etc. We are upgrading our generator relay protection 
system in 2014.

JULY 2012

BD25.CC Steam Extension Other Safety Problems 7/1/12 0:00 7/31/12 23:59 31 Unit 5 #6 bearing support strut 
The Unit inspection revealed #6 main bearing support 
strut crack had grown beyond repair and the issue needed 
to be resolved before the unit could be returned to service.

Exhaust section of turbine replaced with improved single piece 
exhaust.  Exhaust replacement complete and unit returned to 
service on 8/9/2012.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Derate Flood 7/1/12 0:00 7/12/12 23:41 11 Flood derate, unit had full capabilities 
of generation. 

Road limitations during a flood do not support continued 
generation of ash from coal burning due to a truck hauling 
route change. Coal burning was stopped during the flood 
and replaced with gas until normal truck hauling could 
resume.

Flood procedure strategically allows for operations of the plants 
with deratement, replaceable with gas, to minimize bottom and 
fly ash generations and coal usage. 

Black.Dog.4 Steam Maintenance Condenser Tube Fouling Tube 
Side 7/12/12 23:41 7/15/12 17:47 2 #42 Circulating Water Pump

Unit was taken off-line to clean the condenser. After 
condenser cleaning, the  unit was restored and a low 
vacuum condition remained. Further diagnostics identified 
the major cause of the low vacuum issue was a reduced 
capacity in the 42 Circulating Pump due to a rotated pump 
assembly. The circulating water pump reduced capacity 
and, coupled with high river temperatures, caused 
condenser vacuum issues which limited load generation 
due to condenser absolute limits (which could cause 
damage to steam turbine blades).

42 Circlating Pump was sent out for refurbishment and 
summer marine growth and high river temperatures contribute 
to this issue every year.  Permit-limited use of bromine 
treatment assists with marine fouling but does not prevent this 
derate based on environmental conditions.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Derate Condenser Loss Of Vacuum 7/19/12 7:00 7/31/12 23:59 12 #42 Circulating Water Pump

42 Circulating Pump was at reduced capacity due a 
rotated pump assembly and high river temperatures 
causing condenser vacuum issues limiting load generation 
due to condenser absolute limits (which could cause 
damage to steam turbine blades).

42 Circlating Pump was sent out for refurbishment and 
summer marine growth and high river temperatures contribute 
to this issue every year.  Permit-limited use of bromine 
treatment assists with marine fouling but does not prevent this 
derate based on environmental conditions.

Blue.Lake.1 Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Gas Fuel System 7/6/12 13:00 7/11/12 12:41 4
1-PMP-0001-FO Unit 1 Fuel Oil 
Supply Pump Discharge Pressure 
Switch

Pressure switch failed causing a start-up failure Switch was replaced.  This was the first known failure of this 
component.

French.Is.2 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 7/27/12 17:26 7/31/12 21:46 4

Boiler This was a maintenance outage for periodic cleaning and 
inspection. RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We believe we are cleaning at 

appropriate intervals.

French.Is.4 Peaking Forced Emergency Generator Trip 
Devices 7/5/12 14:40 7/9/12 13:00 3 Coverplate

Cover plate fell off which allowed exhaust gas out and 
heated up a bearing temperature sensor causing a unit 
trip.

Plate was replaced.  Inspection of other access plates and 
insulation was completed to avoid repeated incidents.

Granite.City.1 Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Lube Oil System - 
General

7/2/12 14:46 7/5/12 12:30 2 Low lube oil pressure A pump failed due to low lube oil pressure. The pump was replaced.

Granite.City.1 Peaking Forced Other Switchyard Equipment-
external

7/17/12 7:00 7/31/12 23:59 14 Failed disconnect switch. This is 
shared between Units 1&2

The disconect failed during testing The switch was replaced.

Granite.City.2 Peaking Forced Other Switchyard Equipment-
external

7/17/12 7:00 7/31/12 23:59 14 Failed disconnect switch. This is 
shared between Units 1&2

The disconect failed during testing The switch was replaced.

Key.City.3 Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Lube Oil System - 
General

7/5/12 16:42 7/12/12 11:40 6 Oil quality was found below standards 
during testing.

Equipment could not be run with current  water parts per 
million content.

Portable oil filtration skid was installed until oil quality was 
improved.

Key.City.3 Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Lube Oil System - 
General

7/16/12 14:18 7/18/12 14:30 2 Oil quality was found below standards 
during testing.

Equipment could not be run with current  water parts per 
million content.

Portable oil filtration skid was installed until oil quality was 
improved.

Key.City.4 Peaking Forced Gas Turbine - Turning Gear 
And Motor

7/24/12 12:30 7/27/12 8:00 2 Turning gear rachet would not engage Rachet was out of adjustment. Made adjustments to rachet, and created a procedure for 
monthly inspection of rachet assembly.

Riverside.10 CC Maintenance Transmission equipment at the 
1st substation 7/21/12 0:36 7/22/12 9:11 1 5M308 "B" High Voltage Disconnect in 

Unit 7 Substation

The bottom half of the insulator broke off at Unit 7, forcing 
an outage to safely repair the equipment.  (Units 9 & 10 
can't run without Unit 7.)

Replaced defective equipment and inspected other similar 
equipment in the substation.

Riverside.7 CC Maintenance Transmission equipment at the 
1st substation 7/21/12 0:41 7/22/12 6:55 1 5M308 "B" High Voltage Disconnect in 

Unit 7 Substation

The bottom half of the insulator broke off at Unit 7, forcing 
an outage to safely repair the equipment.  (Units 9 & 10 
can't run without Unit 7.)

Replaced defective equipment and inspected other similar 
equipment in the substation

Riverside.9 CC Maintenance Transmission equipment at the 
1st substation 7/21/12 0:26 7/22/12 4:52 1 5M308 "B" High Voltage Disconnect in 

Unit 7 Substation

The bottom half of the insulator broke off at Unit 7, forcing 
an outage to safely repair the equipment.  (Units 9 & 10 
can't run without Unit 7.)

Replaced defective equipment and inspected other similar 
equipment in the substation

Sherburne.1 Steam Maintenance Waterwall (Furnace Wall) 7/7/12 1:00 7/9/12 2:05 2 Boiler waterwall tube leak
Leak initiated from a slag area found in the weld to base 
metal interface, likely a start/stop area.  This was a new 
tube installation during the spring 2012 planned outage.

We began to add into our constuction contracts the 
requirement to use phased array "cobra" probe testing (non-
destructive examination) that is small enough to slip in between 
two boiler tubes (1/2") to monitor the quality and acceptance of 
weld repairs.

Wheaton.5 Peaking Forced Generator Inspection 7/5/12 12:39 7/8/12 16:30 3 Generator breaker CT fail to ground
Wire harness in generator breaker cabinet came loose 
and rested on air compressor resulting in melting 
insulation off ct wire shorting them to ground.

We repaired wiring and attached harness to a more practical 
location using bolted clips to ensure the position remains 
secure.

Willmarth.2 Peaking Forced Thermal Discharge Limits 7/5/12 16:00 7/9/12 17:10 4 Reached thermal discharge limits 
under NPDS permit. Reached thermal discharge limits under NPDS permit. Reached thermal discharge limits under NPDS permit.
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AUGUST 2012

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced Slag-tap (cyclone Furnace) 8/11/12 6:30 8/12/12 23:30 1 Boiler furnace

Cyclone firing is utilized to burn coal to produce the heat needed 
in the boiler to produce steam. The cyclone is a large cylindrical 
barrel the fuel and air are brought into tangentially, creating a 
cyclonic fireball. The non-combustible "impurities"  drop out as 
molten slag running out the bottom of the cyclone, down the 
furnace wall and through 1 of 2 "slag tap" holes on boiler floor. 
When large amounts of slag are generated (variable fuel quality 
and boiler dynamics are contributing factors) it can overtake the 
slag tap holes. As this occurs, hot air no longer flows through 
the slag tap hole because the molten slag causes the slag to 
solidify overthe hole. Reduced loads (nightly load reductions) 
have a significant impact on the amount of heat entering the 
furnace and will cool the slag down substantially. Coupled with 
fuel quality issues which increase slag generation, the slag tap 
holes can plug. We had lower quality coal deliveries and nightly 
load reductions that contributed to this specific slag tap hole 
plugging.

To minimize the chance of reoccurence we:  1) Do short-term 
biasing of cyclones (increase firing in lower cyclones and 
decrease firing in upper).  Biasing the cyclones has other 
impacts on the boiler; it increases boiler fouling and slag 
production;  2) We work with the energy markets group and 
MISO to reduce the duration and size of load reductions when 
we have poor fuel quality;  and 3) We inspect our cyclone air 
dampers and coal feeders annually during the major boiler 
outage.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Derate Condenser Loss Of Vacuum 8/1/12 0:00 8/3/12 23:00 2 #42 Circulating Water Pump

42 Circulating Pump was at reduced capacity due a 
rotated pump assembly and high river temperatures 
causing condenser vacuum issues limiting load generation 
due to condenser absolute limits (which could cause 
damage to steam turbine blades).

42 Circlating Pump was sent out for refurbishment and 
summer marine growth and high river temperatures contribute 
to this issue every year.  Permit-limited use of bromine 
treatment assists with marine fouling but does not prevent this 
derate based on environmental conditions.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Superheater Leaks 8/25/12 4:21 8/30/12 8:18 5 Unit 4 boiler tubes Superheat tube leak and caused collateral damage to 
other tubes.

Adjacent tubes were inspected for wall loss. Failed tubes were 
internally inspected for pluggage. Replacement tubes were 
shielded for protection from sootblower erosion.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Derate Other Miscellaneous 
Condensing System Problems

8/30/12 17:00 8/31/12 23:59 1 #42 Circulating Water Pump

42 Circulating Pump was at reduced capacity due a 
rotated pump assembly and high river temperatures 
causing condenser vacuum issues limiting load generation 
due to condenser absolute limits (which could cause 
damage to steam turbine blades).

42 Circlating Pump was sent out for refurbishment and 
summer marine growth and high river temperatures contribute 
to this issue every year.  Permit-limited use of bromine 
treatment assists with marine fouling but does not prevent this 
derate based on environmental conditions.

Blue.Lake.7 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Fuel Piping And 
Valves 8/9/12 7:00 8/10/12 17:16 1

7-FG-CV-VSR-1 Unit 7 SRV Stop 
Ratio Valve - This was not a forced 
outage

Unit 7 Stop Ratio Valve (Main Gas Supply Valve) was 
starting to leak through.

We have a rebuilt spare in stock.  This was a preventatiive 
maintenance outage to replace the valve. We monitor 
performance degradation and replace the valve when 
necessary to avoid a start up failure on interstage pressure.

Blue.Lake.8 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine -  Hydraulic Oil 
System 8/10/12 7:30 8/14/12 21:00 4 8-HO-PMP-PH1-1 Hydraulic Lift Oil 

Pump - This was not a Forced Outage
Hydraulic lift oil pump discharge pressure degraded below 
the necessary supply pressure.

This was a maintenance outage to replace the pump with a 
stock rebuilt spare pump.

French.Is.1 RDF Maintenance Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 8/10/12 22:00 8/14/12 2:35 3 Boiler

This was a maintenance outage for periodic cleaning and 
inspection. RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We believe we are cleaning at 

appropriate intervals.

Granite.City.1 Peaking Forced Other Switchyard Equipment-
external

8/1/12 0:00 8/11/12 16:15 10 Failed disconnect switch. This is 
shared between Units 1&2

The disconnect failed during testing. The switch was replaced.

Granite.City.2 Peaking Forced Other Switchyard Equipment-
external

8/1/12 0:00 8/11/12 16:15 10 Failed disconnect switch. This is 
shared between Units 1&2

The disconnect failed during testing. The switch was replaced.

HighBridge.7 CC Forced Differential Expansion 8/16/12 16:00 8/17/12 17:48 1

Unit 9 Steam Turbine developed a rub 
while on turning gear after a scheduled 
run.  Unit 7 is unavailable when Unit 9 
is forced out of service.

Investigation eventually revealed that the Unit 7 main 
steam blocking valve was leaking by introducing steam to 
the steam turbine causing differential cooling of the 
turbine and casing.  The rub on Unit 9 resulted from the 
differential cooling and associated expansion/contraction.

Unit 7 main steam blocking valve was inspected and repaired 
during a December 2012 maintenance outage.  The motor 
operator for the valve was adjusted to ensure proper closure of 
the valve.

HighBridge.8 CC Forced Differential Expansion 8/16/12 16:00 8/17/12 17:48 1

Unit 9 Steam Turbine developed a rub 
while on turning gear after a scheduled 
run. Unit 8 is unavailable when Unit 9 
is forced out of service.

Investigation eventually revealed that the Unit 7 Reheat 
Stop Valve was leaking by introducing steam and 
condensed steam to the steam turbine causing differential 
cooling of the turbine and casing.  The rub on Unit 9 
resulted from the differential cooling and 
expansion/contraction.

Even though Unit 8 main steam blocking valve did not exhibit 
any problems, it was inspected during a May 2013 
maintenance outage.  The motor operator for the valve was 
adjusted to ensure proper closure of the valve.

HighBridge.9 CC Forced Differential Expansion 8/16/12 16:00 8/17/12 17:48 1 Steam Turbine developed a rub while 
on turning gear after a scheduled run.

Investigation eventually revealed that the Unit 7 main 
steam blocking valve was leaking by introducing steam to 
the steam turbine causing differential cooling of the 
turbine and casing.  The rub resulted from the differential 
cooling and associated expansion/contraction.

Both Unit 7 and Unit 8 main steam blocking valves were 
inspected and repaired as necessary to ensure proper function 
and to prevent recurrence of this event.

Monticello.1 Nuclear Forced Reactor Coolant System Piping 8/11/12 10:31 8/18/12 12:04 7

An ineffective drain loop seal on a
drywell cooler allowed leakage in 
excess of the amount of unidentified 
leakage inside the drywell allowed by 
plant's operating license.  As a result 
the plant had to be shut down.

The cause of the ineffective loop seal has not been
determined.  It is not known if a hole corroded in the loop 
seal drain piping resulting in water draining out or if the 
loop seal dried out over the course of the operating cycle.

The loop seal filled with water due to steam condensing
in the cooler.  The steam came from a steam leak on an 
adjacent flange, which was repaired.  The other four loop seals 
were inspected to verify proper operation.  A preventative 
maintenance inspection and repair procedure was written to 
add water to the cooler loop seals each refueling outage and to 
inspect the drain piping.
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Prairie.Island.1 Nuclear Forced Auxiliary Generators (except 
Nuclear Emergency Gen 8/14/12 10:25 8/20/12 7:53 5

The number 1 and 2 diesel
generators on Unit 1 were declared
inoperable due to a visible flame on
the exhaust.  Both diesel generators
being inoperable required Unit 1
to be shut down.  

Inadequate compression and gasket material on the 
number 1 and number 2 diesel exhaust extension resulted 
in excessive oil and hot gas leakage causing fires on 
exhausts.  The lack of compression was due to yielding of 
the exhaust manifold during repetitive heat up and 
cooldowns.

Immediate action taken was to replace the gaskets and
re-torque the exhaust system for both the number 1 and
2 diesel generators. The final corrective actions to prevent
reoccurrence were the installation of new Garlock gaskets and 
the Belleville washer system for diesels.

Red.Wing.2 RDF Forced Lack Of Fuel (outside 
management control)

8/20/12 22:00 8/24/12 11:04 3 Insufficiant supply of fuel to operate NA Negotiated fuel contract with city of Red Wing for additional 
fuel. Began receiving July in 2013.

Sherburne.2 Steam Forced Waterwall (Furnace Wall) 8/7/12 22:45 8/10/12 7:53 2 Boiler waterwall tube leak Leak created by a large ash/slag fall from overhead boiler 
pendants.  

Large ash/slag accumulations develop on boiler pendants 
when poor coal quality and poor combustion occurs.  
Periodically we receive coal with high amounts of sodium or 
calcium which can lead to large accumulations of slag on boiler 
pendants that hang over the boiler furnace.  In order to help 
mitigate this we are purchasing a coal sampler that will analyze 
incoming coal elements real-time.  We hope to learn how to 
vary combustion and sootblowing techniques to mitigate large 
slag formations.

Wheaton.4G Peaking Forced High Pressure Compressor - 
Bleed Valves 8/30/12 11:47 8/31/12 23:59 1 130 volt DC solonoid DC solonoid coil failed, and we were required to open 

compressor bleed valves during start-up.
Replaced bleed valve solonoid and ordered spares. 
Incorporated testing device in annual preventive maintenance.

Willmarth.2 Peaking Derate Lack Of Fuel (outside 
management control)

8/2/12 8:30 8/7/12 5:08 4 Insufficiant supply of fuel to operate 
both units 

N/A N/A

Willmarth.2 Peaking Derate Lack Of Fuel (outside 
management control)

8/12/12 18:53 8/20/12 14:06 7 Insufficiant supply of fuel to operate 
both units 

N/A N/A

SEPTEMBER 2012

BD25.CC Steam Maintenance Gas Turbine - Hot End 
Inspection

9/3/12 0:00 9/7/12 14:30 4 Unit 5 Gas Turbine Maintenance Outage to perform vendor retorques and 
inspections as part of post maintenance testing.

The outage was performed in order to prevent future 
unplanned outages.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Inverters 9/18/12 6:00 9/26/12 9:30 8 UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) UPS Inverter intermittent fault

A technician was brought in from the UPS OEM.  The 
technician replaced numerous circuit board level piece part 
components and resoldered multiple joints/connections.  Upon 
completion of the tech's work the UPS was put back in service.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Derate Other Miscellaneous 
Condensing System Problems 9/1/12 0:00 9/13/12 11:19 12 #42 Circulating Water Pump

42 Circulating Pump was at reduced capacity due a 
rotated pump assembly and high river temperatures 
causing condenser vacuum issues limiting load generation 
due to condenser absolute limits (which could cause 
damage to steam turbine blades).

42 Circlating Pump was sent out for refurbishment and 
summer marine growth and high river temperatures contribute 
to this issue every year.  Permit-limited use of bromine 
treatment assists with marine fouling but does not prevent this 
derate based on environmental conditions.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Desuperheater/attemperator 
Piping 9/13/12 11:19 9/15/12 1:41 1 42 Attemperator

Unisolable steam leak from the boiler on 42 Attemperator 
line on top of the boiler. Leak in high temperature, high 
pressure water piping component, caused by Flow 
Accelerated Corrosion. Failed piping components 
replaced.

Failed piping components replaced. Testing was performed on 
other piping components nearby. Piping configuration was 
modified in order to reduce the possibility of future failures due 
to the same cause.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Inverters 9/16/12 0:00 9/17/12 14:30 1 UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply) UPS system issues 

Plant Electrical Maintenance personnel checked all major 
internal components, removed/cleaned/re-seated all circuit 
boards, and went through manufacturer recommended 
diagnostic checks.  Unit was put back in service.

Monticello.1 Nuclear Forced Maintenance Error 9/25/12 10:42 9/28/12 0:40 2

A bus that supplies power to one of the 
Reactor Feed and Reactor 
Recirculation pumps locked out. This 
caused a water level to change in the 
reactor and the plant shut down as it 
was designed to do.

As energy was increased to a 4160 volt bus ammeter
switch during maintenance, a bus lockout occurred.

Work Management guidance was revised to require the
appropriate level of detail in work plans needed to expose the 
potential plant impact when increasing energy into plant 
electrical systems during maintenance and testing.

OCTOBER 2012

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced Slag-tap (cyclone Furnace) 10/12/12 13:15 10/16/12 4:55 3 Boiler furnace

Cyclone firing is utilized to burn coal to produce the heat needed 
in the boiler to produce steam. The cyclone is a large cylindrical 
barrel the fuel and air are brought into tangentially, creating a 
cyclonic fireball. The non-combustible "impurities"  drop out as 
molten slag running out the bottom of the cyclone, down the 
furnace wall and through 1 of 2 "slag tap" holes on boiler floor. 
When large amounts of slag are generated (variable fuel quality 
and boiler dynamics are contributing factors) it can overtake the 
slag tap holes. As this occurs, hot air no longer flows through 
the slag tap hole because the molten slag causes the slag to 
solidify overthe hole. Reduced loads (nightly load reductions) 
have a significant impact on the amount of heat entering the 
furnace and will cool the slag down substantially. Coupled with 
fuel quality issues which increase slag generation, the slag tap 
holes can plug. We had lower quality coal deliveries, nightly load 
reductions, and found our slag tank vent line partially obstructed 
during this particular event. This line provides the source of 
differential pressue across the slag tap hole

To minimize the chance of reoccurence we:  1) Do short-term 
biasing of cyclones (increase firing in lower cyclones and 
decrease firing in upper).  Biasing the cyclones has other 
impacts on the boiler; it increases boiler fouling and slag 
production;  2) We work with the energy markets group and 
MISO to reduce the duration and size of load reductions when 
we have poor fuel quality; 3) We inspect our cyclone air 
dampers and coal feeders annually during the major boiler 
outage; and 4) We have increased preventative maintenance 
frequency for cleaning the slag tank vent line.

helping to pull hot air through hole with molten slag.

Angus.Anson.4 Peaking Maintenance Gas Turbine - Gas Fuel System 10/20/12 8:00 10/31/12 23:59 11 Gas line work

WAPA brought to our attention that we had a launcher 
and receiver inside their easement.  We removed gas line 
launcher and receiver and replaced them with a shutoff 
valve in our own easement.

This is a one-time replacement, though installation of the 
shutoff valve allow us to do future pipeline inpections with more 
modern equipment than before.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Thermal Discharge Limits 10/1/12 0:00 10/2/12 15:46 1 Thermal Discharge Limits

This was a forced derate to reduce the heat added to 
Black Dog Lake and prevent a shutdown of the unit due to 
low river flow, low river temperature, high ambient 
temperature, and the current thermal lake discharge to the 
river differential temperature limit condition.

Due to the nature river temperature and flow limitations the site 
is bound by the environmental permit thermal limits and can 
not prevent issue. Steps to mitigate effects have been taken to 
prevent shutting the site down due to permit limits. 
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Blue.Lake.8 Peaking Forced Generator Synchronization 
Equipment 10/23/12 17:50 10/31/12 23:59 8 8-GM-GEN-0008 Circuit Board Failure

Circuit Board component failure on a synchronization 
control card prevented us from synchronizing the 
generator on start up.

Outage to replace the card with a stock rebuilt spare. 
Electronic component failure could not have been anticipated.

Sherburne.1 Steam Derate Induced Draft Fan Fouling 10/23/12 4:00 10/24/12 7:30 1 14 Induced Draft Fan
14 ID Fan was removed from service in order to inspect 
the rotor due to elevated vibration.  The fan rotor was 
cleaned and put back in service.  

The elevated fan vibration was caused by a leaky scrubber 
module flush valve that leaked water and onto the fan impeller 
causing an imbalance.  Operations was monitoring the fan 
vibration proactively and caught this issue early.  A preventive 
maintenance inspection was added for the flush valves in the 
scubber modules to ensure they are not leaking prior to placing 
the module back into service.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate High Pressure Heater Tube 
Leaks 10/1/12 0:00 10/10/12 9:30 9 27 High Pressure Feedwater Heater 

tube leak

This high pressure feedwater heater is at its end of life.  
Cumulative wear (36 years of service) of high pressure 
feedwater heater tubes from extraction steam erosion 
caused the leaks.

27 High Pressure Feedwater Heater will be replaced during the 
next major overhaul scheduled for the fall of 2013.

Sherburne.2 Steam Derate Main Steam Relief/safety 
Valves 10/19/12 8:40 10/27/12 0:24 7 Main Steam Outlet Safety Relief Valve 

HP RV 2001.

Weak mechanical spring in relief valve with no adjustment 
remaining to increase lift pressure.  Pressure and 
subsequent output derate required to protect against 
causing further damage to the valve.

Replaced the weak spring in the valve.  During future planned 
outages we will be monitoring how much adjustment is left on 
similar relief valves so we can proactively replace weak 
springs.

NOVEMBER 2012
No forced outages this month
DECEMBER 2012
No forced outages this month
JANUARY 2013

Sherburne.1 Steam Derate Extraction Steam Piping 1/1/13 0:00 1/3/13 19:15 3 17 High Pressure Feedwater Heater 
shell side drain leak

This feedwater heater was replaced during the 2012 major 
outage.  During construction, pipe fitters used threaded 
pipe and welded over top of the threads instead of using 
solid piping with socket welds as designed.

We have implemented more rigorous QA/QC requirements in 
our construction contracts with hold points for inspection and 
testing.

Sherburne.2 Steam Forced Bottom Ash Hoppers (including 
Gates)

1/4/13 0:00 1/7/13 11:53 3 21 and 26 Bottom Ash Hoppers

The bottom ash hoppers are made up of a steel exterior 
with a ceramic refractory liner to stand up to the intense 
radiant heat of the boiler.  During normal operation, the 
hoppers are filled with water so that bottom ash can be 
ground into small pieces and pumped to the bottom ash 
pond for landfilling.  The ceramic refractory used to line 
the hoppers cracked and spalled away from the steel base 
due to normal operation.  The steel base overheated and 
cracked causing water leaks and the need for an outage to 
repair.

During the next planned overhaul, the ceramic material that 
lines the interior of the hoppers will be replaced with a more 
durable material.

FEBRUARY 2013

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Turbine Control Valves 2/10/13 10:42 2/28/13 23:59 19 #6 Throttle Valve The #6 throttle valve stem sheared in service. Failure was 
possibly caused by the unit following load demand. 

Failed parts were replaced.  Because failure was possibly 
caused by the unit following load demand, the load following 
mode was disabled for Unit 4. 

BD25.CC Steam Forced Operator Error 2/1/13 0:00 2/28/13 23:59 28 Turning Gear 

Unit 2 steam turbine started up with a bowed rotor due to 
unit coming off of the turning gear when rotor was hot. 
The Operator did not notice the turning gear issue and 
rolled the turbine up causing bearing damage.  Significant 
damage was done to the turbine bearings and seals, 
requiring a turbine overhaul. 

Steam turbine logic was modified so as to make it unlikely that 
the turbine would be rolled immediately following a turning gear 
failure.

MARCH 2013

Prairie.Island.1 Nuclear Derate Heater Level Control 3/19/13 18:31 3/28/13 22:12 9

A control valve on a feedwater
heater drain line failed open.  Plant
operating procedures required
operators to reduce power by 1.3%.

The valve positioner on the control valve failed
due to the loss of a snap ring that allowed
the feedback linkage on the back of the
positioner to become disconnected.

The control valve was repaired.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Turbine Control Valves 3/1/13 0:00 3/28/13 9:34 27 #6 Throttle Valve The #6 throttle valve stem sheared in service. Failure was 
possibly caused by the unit following load demand. 

Failed parts were replaced.  Because failure was possibly 
caused by the unit following load demand, the load following 
mode was disabled for Unit 4. 

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Superheater Leaks 3/28/13 9:34 3/31/13 23:59 4 Unit 4 boiler tubes

Superheat leak in boiler with a subsequent governor 
control problem.  Tube leak in secondary superheater tube 
stub-to-outlet header weld in boiler penthouse. Upon 
startup following tube leak repair, the turbine governor 
motor failed, and was repaired.

Nearby tube welds were inspected for failure indications.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Operator Error 3/1/13 0:00 3/10/13 12:25 10 Turning Gear 

Unit 2 steam turbine started up with a bowed rotor due to 
unit coming off of the turning gear when rotor was hot. 
The Operator did not notice the turning gear issue and 
rolled the turbine up causing bearing damage.  Significant 
damage was done to the turbine bearings and seals, 
requiring a turbine overhaul. 

Steam turbine logic was modified so as to make it unlikely that 
the turbine would be rolled immediately following a turning gear 
failure.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Other Miscellaneous External 
Problems 3/10/13 12:25 3/21/13 13:04 11 Unit 5 Compressor

Unit 5 temperature vs. humidity inlet area and compressor 
icing conditions caused damage to compressor blading. 
Unit was made unavailable when this condition existed 
until inlet air heating modification is installed.

Ambient conditions existed that could cause air inlet icing, with 
possible subsequent damage to combustion turbine 
compressor section.  A capital project was initiated to install 
equipment to prevent forced outages caused by ambient icing 
conditions. The project is scheduled to be installed in fall 2013. 

BD25.CC Steam Forced Turbine Gland Seal System 3/22/13 13:00 3/23/13 13:59 1 Turbine Gland Steam Attemperator 
spray flow regulators

Unit 2 steam turbine gland steam attemperator spray flow 
regulators plugged. Regulators temporarily removed and 
replaced with manual throttling valves.

Plans made to replace spray filters, flow regulators, and spray 
block valves, during next scheduled outage.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Turbine Control Valves 3/24/13 20:48 3/31/13 23:59 7
Unit 2 speed probes

Unit 2 steam turbine speed sensors not sensing speed 
correctly, resulting in unit load swings and trips Adjusted speed sensors and launched an investigation.
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APRIL 2013

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Operator Error 4/10/13 10:50 4/17/13 16:48 7 Cold Reheat Blocking Valve

Operator intended to close Unit 4 Cold Reheat block valve 
(Unit 4 was off line), but starting closing the Unit 3 cold 
reheat block valve, forcing Unit 3 off line. Unit 3 was kept 
off line to inspect for damage.

Procedures and physical locks where implemented to prevent 
operation of this valve when on-line were installed. Training 
was provided. 

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Superheater Leaks 4/2/13 10:50 4/9/13 5:01 7 Unit 4 boiler tubes Secondary superheat tube leak. Two secondary 
superheater tubes ruptured. 

A total of 12 tube sections were replaced. An air pressure test 
was conducted following tube repair.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Superheater Leaks 4/9/13 7:32 4/30/13 23:59 22 Unit 4 boiler tubes

Secondary superheat boiler section had multiple cracks 
requiring extensive weld repairs.  Suspected cause is the 
tube overheating due to hairpin pluggage that occurred 
earlier in the same month.

Conducted a major investigation that included tube hairpin 
radiography to check for hairpin pluggage and cleanout of 
plugged hairpins.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Other Low Pressure Turbine 
Problems 4/3/13 17:30 4/5/13 11:09 2 Compressor

Temperature vs. humidity inlet area and compressor icing 
conditions caused damage to compressor blading. Unit 
was made unavailable when this condition existed until 
inlet air heating modification is installed.

Ambient conditions existed that could cause air inlet icing, with 
possible subsequent damage to combustion turbine 
compressor section.  A capital project was initiated to install 
equipment to prevent forced outages caused by ambient icing 
conditions.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Other Miscellaneous External 
Problems 4/5/13 16:46 4/25/13 13:45 20 Compressor

Temperature vs. humidity inlet area and compressor icing 
conditions caused damage to compressor blading. Unit 
was made unavailable when this condition existed until 
inlet air heating modification is installed.

Ambient conditions existed that could cause air inlet icing, with 
possible subsequent damage to combustion turbine 
compressor section.  A capital project was initiated to install 
equipment to prevent forced outages caused by ambient icing 
conditions.

MAY 2013

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Exciter Commutator And 
Brushes 5/7/13 13:15 5/16/13 18:43 9 Commutator Ring Commutator ring insulation delamination issue 

A piece of rope style insulation on the collector ring stub shaft  
unwound at speed.  To prevent reoccurence all rope style 
insulation was removed from that area of the collector ring stub 
shaft and replaced with layers of a more stable epoxy type 
insulation.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Superheater Leaks 5/1/13 0:00 5/24/13 19:51 24 Unit 4 boiler tubes

Secondary superheat boiler section had multiple cracks 
requiring extensive weld repairs.  Suspected cause is the 
tube overheating due to hairpin pluggage that occurred 
earlier in the same month.

Conducted a major investigation that included tube hairpin 
radiography to check for hairpin pluggage and cleanout of 
plugged hairpins.

Sherburne.1 Steam Forced Plant Superheater Leaks 5/15/13 23:54 5/20/13 11:59 5 Boiler tube leak, platen pendent 15  in 
West Furnace, hairpin tube.

A crack developed on the exterior of the tube and 
propogated through the wall.  The cause of the leak was 
determined to be fatigue.

During the next planned overhaul, similar tube will be inspected 
for external cracking and replaced as necessary.

JUNE 2013

Allen.S.King.1 Forced High Pressure Heater Tube 
Leaks 6/25/13 6:00 6/28/13 21:03 16 A Feedwater Heater

Feedwater heater design consists of a tube side (contains 
feedwater flow) and shell side (uses extraction steam to heat the 
feedwater). Feedwater enters a divided channel and passes 
through the tubes, extraction steam enters the top of the heater 
and condenses on the outside of the tubes. This thermodynamic 
reaction increases the temperture of the feedwater prior to 
entering the boiler. The high pressure feedwater heater has 668 
tubes, 3/4" in diameter, tube side pressure of 4000psi, shell side 
pressure of 300psi.  Over time the feedwater tubes wear/thin as 
a result of the extraction steam impinging the exterior of the 
tubes and the feedwater flow through the inside of the tubes.  
Typical tube failures start as a small thru-wall leak.  This results 
in 4100psi feedwater jetting into the shell side of the heat 
exchanger and may lead to two other consequences: 1) 
collateral damage of adjacent tubes or internal components, and 
2) growth of the existing leak.  Eventually, leak(s) can overcome 
the ability to manage continued operation of the heat exchanger, 
requiring an 

16 A Feedwater Heater is original equipment from 1968 and is 
scheduled to be replaced in the near future.  We are working 
with the capital group to determine timing (2015-17 timeframe, 
56 week lead time on equipment).  To help reduce 
reoccurence we perform Eddy Current testing each year. This 
test will indicate which tubes are approaching min-wall 
thickness.  As we find potential issues we plug those tubes.   
We have changed the style of plugs used that have proven to 
be more effective at other Xcel Energy sites.  We have also 
expanded tube plugging to tubes around the affected tube in 
an effort to reduce collateral failures.

outage to safely make repairs. This tube failure also resulted in 
dislodging an existing plug.

Sherburne.1 Steam Derate Other Switchyard Equipment-
external 6/5/13 13:58 6/19/13 14:40 14 Generator output breaker 8N17 B1 

disconnect

Unit 1 generator normally has 2 outlet breakers (sized for 
full load through either breaker) 8N16 and 8N17.  8N16 
was out of service for maintenance (see Sherburne 1 
forced outage starting 6/19/2013 steps to alleviate for 
further info).  During preventive maintenance 
thermography, a substaion technician notified our control 
room operator that the 8N17 B1 disconnect was 
overheating and that we should reduce load to avoid a unit 
outage.  Load was reduced while monitoring the 
disconnect tempurature to ensure further damage or 
subsecuent unit outage did not occur.

None.  This derate was a result of proactive monitoring of 
equipment and likely prevented serious equipment damage in 
the substation and possibly to the generating unit itself.

Sherburne.2 Steam Forced High Pressure Heater Tube 
Leaks

6/4/13 15:03 6/10/13 15:00 6 27 High Pressure Feedwater Heater 
tube leak

This high pressure feedwater heater is at its end of life.  
Cumulative wear (36 years of service) of high pressure 
feedwater heater tubes from extraction steam erosion 
caused the leaks.

27 High Pressure Feedwater Heater will be replaced during the 
next major overhaul scheduled for the fall of 2013.

Allen.S.King.1 Forced High Pressure Heater Tube 
Leaks 6/28/13 21:03 6/30/13 23:59 16 A Feedwater Heater

Feedwater heater design consists of a tube side (contains 
feedwater flow) and shell side (uses extraction steam to heat the 
feedwater). Feedwater enters a divided channel and passes 
through the tubes, extraction steam enters the top of the heater 
and condenses on the outside of the tubes. This thermodynamic 
reaction increases the temperture of the feedwater prior to 
entering the boiler. The high pressure feedwater heater has 668 
tubes, 3/4" in diameter, tube side pressure of 4000psi, shell side 
pressure of 300psi.  Over time the feedwater tubes wear/thin as 
a result of the extraction steam impinging the exterior of the 
tubes and the feedwater flow through the inside of the tubes.  
Typical tube failures start as a small thru-wall leak.  This results 
in 4100psi feedwater jetting into the shell side of the heat 
exchanger and may lead to two other consequences: 1) 
collateral damage of adjacent tubes or internal components, and 
2) growth of the existing leak.  Eventually, leak(s) can overcome 
the ability to manage continued operation of the heat exchanger, 
requiring an 

16 A Feedwater Heater is original equipment from 1968 and is 
scheduled to be replaced in the near future.  We are working 
with the capital group to determine timing (2015-17 timeframe, 
56 week lead time on equipment).  To help reduce 
reoccurence we perform Eddy Current testing each year. This 
test will indicate which tubes are approaching min-wall 
thickness.  As we find potential issues we plug those tubes.   
We have changed the style of plugs used that have proven to 
be more effective at other Xcel Energy sites.  We have also 
expanded tube plugging to tubes around the affected tube in 
an effort to reduce collateral failures.

outage to safely make repairs. This tube failure also resulted in 
dislodging an existing plug.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Pilot fuel nozzles/vanes 6/11/13 7:00 6/12/13 18:00 1 Pilot Fuel Nozzles
The combustion turbine pilot nozzle set was replaced with 
a different, more robust pilot nozzle to prevent nozzle 
failure which would cause extensive compressor damage

The May 30, 2013 failure had the potential of causing 
catastrophic damage to the combustion turbine compressor, 
which could have resulted in a forced outage of several 
months.

BD25.CC Steam Forced Turbine Governing System 6/22/13 23:01 6/30/13 0:00 8

Unit 2 speed probes

The Unit 2 steam turbine speed sensors were not sensing 
speed correctly, resulting in unit load swings and tripss

Plans were made to replace the speed sensors with a type less 
susceptible to failure. Other plans were to balance the No. 1 
bearing of the steam turbine, and to investigate replacing the 
speed sensing system of the steam turbine.

Steam 4

Steam 4
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Sherburne.1 Steam Forced Switchyard circuit breakers - 
external 6/19/13 14:40 6/24/13 22:03 5 Generator output breakers 8N16 and 

8N17 B1 disconnect

See initiating derate on 6/5/13 for background info.  This 
outage was required to repair 8N17 B1 disconnect and to 
perform post maintenance testing on 8N16 generator 
breaker prior to placing it back into service.

8N16 generator outlet breaker was removed from service for 
maintenance on 5/15/2013 when it failed to open due to water 
infiltration in the C phase breaker.  In order to mitigate future 
reoccurrence we have added substation breaker observations 
to our daily rounds activities.  Preventive maintenance 
thermography of these breakers already occurs periodically.

Sherburne.2 Steam Forced Waterwall (Furnace Wall) 6/11/13 13:20 6/14/13 9:17 3 Boiler waterwall tube leak

F2 retractable sootblower drive chain failed causing the 
sootblower to be stuck inside the boiler (high in the 
furnace).  Due to the intense heat and duration of time in 
the boiler, the lance melted and drooped down making it 
unable to be retracted from the boiler.  When maintenance 
attempted to remove the sootblower, it fell and created a 
tube leak upon impact.

Training was completed with maintenance personnel so that 
prior to removing a stuck retractable sootblower lance over top 
of the boiler furnace, a cable be tied to it so that it can not fall.  

Willmarth.1 Peaking Forced Turbine Control Valves 6/9/13 15:59 6/15/13 2:13 5 Unit 1 Turbine.

Unit 1 turbine upon trying to bring turbine on line governor 
would not take control. After open and inspection it was 
determined the steam admission valve had stuck open not 
allowing for governor control due to scoring of the 
crosshead assembly.

Turbine contractor made repairs to crosshead by honing out 
crosshead assembly and replacing crosshead bushing with 
spare. Added to 8 year major overhaul inspection as check 
point.

JULY 2014

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced First Superheater Leaks 07/19/2014 07/24/2014 5

Unit 3 Boiler Tubes Boiler Tube Rupture - Primary Superheat Section This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  Much of the boiler is thinned due to normal 
operation (sootblower erosion and flyash erosion).  A survey 
was completed to measure the tube wall thickness and any 
thin tubes were replaced or shielded for protection from future 
erosion.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced First Superheater Leaks 07/18/2014 07/20/2014 2

Unit 4 Boiler Tubes Boiler Tube Rupture - Primary Superheat Section This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  Much of the boiler is thinned due to normal 
operation (sootblower erosion and flyash erosion).  A survey 
was completed to measure the tube wall thickness and any 
thin tubes were replaced or shielded for protection from future 
erosion.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced First Reheater Leaks 07/20/2014 07/25/2014 5

Unit 4 Boiler Tubes Boiler Tube Rupture - Reheat Superheat Section This event is a continuation of the 7/18 event.                                                           
This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  Much of the boiler is thinned due to normal 
operation (sootblower erosion and flyash erosion).  A survey 
was completed to measure the tube wall thickness and any 
thin tubes were replaced or shielded for protection from future 
erosion.

AUGUST 2014

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced
Other Miscellaneous 
Condensing System Problems 08/24/2014 08/29/2014 5

U4 Condenser Unit was derated for degraded condenser performance.  
Condenser fouling (biological and non biological reduction 
in heat transfer) coupled with high river temperatures 
caused condenser vacuum issues which limited load 
generation due to condenser absolute limits (which could 
cause damage to steam turbine blades). 

Condenser fouling and resultant cleaning is a semiannual 
reoccurring issue.  Online mechanical and chemical cleaning 
is used to improve condenser performance during high river 
temperatures, but is less effective than offline cleaning (enter 
condenser and manually clean with scrapers).  For this derate, 
the frequency of the online mechanical cleaning and chemical 
addition  was increased to improve the performance of the unit 
in the short term until the unit could be taken offline for a 
regularly scheduled fall outage, at which time an offline 
cleaning would be performed.

Sherburne.2

Steam

Forced Operator Error 08/25/2014 08/27/2014

2

This event was initially coded as 
condenser tube leaks, but further 
investigation showed that this was due 
to human error.  This error resulted in 
recycle water (brackish water) being 
introduced into the primary system 
causing a chemistry excursion which 
based on chemistry data was believed 
to be a condenser tube leak.

Operations and Engineering were investigating a 
suspected leak in a scrubber module reheater.  Past 
practice has been to use the high pressure deaerator 
water to confirm reheater leak location.  Operations was 
hesitant to do that in this particular instance due to 
concerns that it would cause a stack opacity transient.  
Operations hooked up a hose between an unlabeled pipe 
connection and the reheater vent connection.  Operations 
and Engineering believed this to be well water (clean 
water), but in actuality was recycle pond water which is 
used for other service duties in the scrubbers.  Following 
the leak check, the water was drained but draining was 
terminated prior to removing all the water.  When the 
reheater was placed back in service, this water was 
returned to the deaerator, in to the condensate and 
feedwater, and into the boiler causing the chemistry 
transient.

Procedure has been developed to provide guidance to 
Operations when checking for scrubber module reheater leaks 
including performing flushing prior to placing it back in service.  
Water system piping connections in the scrubber building have 
been labeled.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced First Superheater Leaks 08/19/2014 08/23/2014 4

Unit 3 Boiler Tubes Boiler Tube Rupture - Primary Superheat Section This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  Additional thickness surveys were completed to 
measure the tube wall thickness and any thin tubes were 
replaced or shielded for protection from future erosion.

Red.Wing.2 Steam Forced First Superheater Leaks 08/07/2014 08/13/2014 6

Unit 2 Superheat Tubes Unit 2 Superheat tube leak Inspected all superheat tubes for wall loss and repaired as 
necessary.  Performed capital project to perform a partial 
pendent replacement; this included the front 9 tubes of the 
western 18 pendents.

SEPTEMBER 2014

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Derate
Feedwater Pump/drive Lube Oil 
System 09/01/2014 09/03/2014 2

12 Boiler Feed Pump Main lube oil 
pump

Turbine driven 12 Boiler Feed Pump Main Lube oil pump 
failed the monthly swap of pumps test causing the boiler 
feed pump to trip 

12 Boiler Feed Pump Main Lube oil pump was rebuilt. Testing 
and swap of oil pumps is done monthly to test the capacity of 
each pump.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced Second Reheater Leaks 09/20/2014 09/21/2014 1

Unit 4 Boiler Tubes Boiler Tube Rupture - Secondary Superheat Section This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  Along with additional thickness surveys / repairs / 
shielding, boiler pressures and temperatures were reduced in 
an effort to reduce the stress on the unit.  These reductions 
resulted in reduced energy output, but allowed for operation 
thru retirement  in April of 2015 without another tube leak. 

OCTOBER 2014
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Allen.S.King.1 Steam Derate (17 MW) Feedwater Pump 10/30/2014 10/31/2014 1

12 Boiler Feed Pump Turbine driven 12 Boiler Feed Pump removed from service 
due to high vibrations and temperatures of outboard pump 
bearing.  Suspected alignment of pump and/or bearing as 
well as a rotating assembly balance issue.  Electric driven, 
11 boiler feed water pump was put in service but has a 
smaller capacity resulting in derate 

Outboard bearing inspected and pump alignment verified.  
Vibration specialist contacted to perform analysis upon return 
of pump.  Specialist recommended a balance weight should be 
fabricated and installed at the next opportunity.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Second Reheater Leaks 10/02/2014 10/08/2014 6

Unit 3 Boiler Tubes Boiler Tube Rupture - Secondary Superheat Section This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  Along with additional thickness surveys / repairs / 
shielding, boiler pressures and temperatures were reduced in 
an effort to reduce the stress on the unit.  These reductions 
resulted in reduced energy output, but allowed for operation 
thru retirement  in April of 2015 without another tube leak. 

Sherburne.2

Steam

Forced Main Steam Relief/safety 
Valves 10/01/2014 10/03/2014

2

Main Steam Relief Valve (HP RV 
2001)

The Unit had experienced a trip from full load on 9/24/14 
due to a breaker trip which caused this relief valve and the 
two other superheat relief valves to lift.  When the unit was 
placed back on line and steam pressure was building with 
the load increase, this valve lifted prematurely twice and 
could not be reset on line due to poor workmanship by the 
contractor.

We have changed relief valve servicing contractors due to this.  
We are also planning to change to a different style of valve 
from the current Crosby valves to Consolidated valves in 2019.  
We will be doing a full inspection on this and the other 
superheat relief valves in 2016.

Sherburne.3

Steam

Forced Second Superheater Leaks 10/17/2014 10/22/2014

5

Finishing Superheat - One initial leak 
site, which caused collateral damage 
on multiple tubes.  A total of nine tube 
replacements were made.

Tube leak occurred in finishing superheat in October of 
2014, two and a half days after unit startup. Root cause 
was short term overheating stress rupture. The lower mills 
were not available during the initial startup as a result of a 
failure of a programmable logic controller.  This resulted in 
the superheat section of the boiler being hotter than 
normal during low steam flow conditions.

The finishing superheat is original plant equipment and is 
nearing end of life.  Sectional replacement is planned for 2017.  
Motor control center programmable logic controller 
replacement is also planned for 2017.  The programmable 
logic controller replacement was originally scheduled for 2014 
but the outage scope and duration was reduced due to Unit 3 
restoration being delayed from first quarter to third quarter in 
2013.  Procedures have been compensatorily revised to 
prevent a cold start up of the unit without management 
approval if these lower mills are not available.

Wheaton.4G Gas Maintenance Gas Turbine - Boroscope 
Inspection 10/04/2014 10/14/2014 10

This was a scheduled maintenance 
outage.

Turbine boroscope inspection was completed during 
planned overhaul

This was a scheduled maintenance outage.

Willmarth.1 Steam Forced
Emergency Generator Trip 
Devices 10/01/2014 10/07/2014 6

Mechanical overspeed trip mechanism Upon removal of trip it was tested on test bench. After it 
failed to trip at a consistant RPM it was determined that it 
needed to be sent for internal inspection. The overspeed 
mechanism was sent to Power Plant Services to inspect 
the internal components. Their inspection revealed that 
there was excessive wear (Flat spots)on the governor 
weight where it actuates the Spindle collar.

A new manufactured overspeed mechanism was purchased 
and installed in January 2015.

NOVEMBER 2014

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Derate Feedwater Pump 11/03/2014 11/05/2014 2

12 Boiler Feed Pump Turbine driven 12 Boiler Feed Pump removed from service 
due to high vibrations and temperatures of outboard pump 
bearing.  Electric driven 11 boiler feed water pump has a 
smaller capacity resulting in derate.

12 Boiler Feed Pump has balance weight installed the week of 
11/4/2015 to reduce vibrations.

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Derate Feedwater Pump 11/07/2014 11/14/2014 7

12 Boiler Feed Pump Turbine driven 12 Boiler Feed Pump removed from service 
due to high vibrations, high bearing temperatures and 
bypass leak of recirculation valve.  Electric driven 11 boiler 
feed water pump was put in service but has a smaller 
capacity resulting in derate.

Contacted pump specialist consulted in regards to recirc line 
bypass leak and the impact to pump vibration which resulted in 
repairing leak on 12 boiler feed pump recirculation valve flange.   

Sherburne.2

Steam

Forced Pulverizer Motors And Drives 11/01/2014 11/10/2014

9

23 Coal Mill main vertical shaft thrust 
bearing failure.

Mill tripped on low lube oil pressure due to metal shavings 
plugging up the lube oil filter. Inspection revealed the lower 
bearing housing oil return lines on both the main and 
intermediate vertical shafts were not piped back to the 
sump as originally designed.  This was an undocumented 
modification which occured at some time in the life of the 
plant.  Oil impurities collected in the lower bearing housing 
due to no flow conditions as a result of this incorrect 
piping leading to the eventual failure of the bearing. 

The oil return piping was routed back to the sump to be 
consistent with original design.  All other mills on Units 1 and 2 
were inspected for similar piping configuration and will be 
corrected during each applicable mill overhaul.  Mills are 
inspected prior to overhauls to determine major gearbox 
preventative maintenance schedules along with regular lube oil 
sampling.

Blue.Lake.8 Gas Forced Main Transformer 11/10/2014 11/22/2014 12
Unit 8 Generator Step Up Transformer High Voltage Bushing Oil Leak Work was rescheduled with a contractor for December

DECEMBER 2014

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Derate Feedwater Pump 12/01/2014 12/31/2014 30

12 Boiler Feed Pump 12 Boiler Feed Pump removed from service due to high 
vibrations and temperatures of outboard bearing.  Electric 
driven 11 boiler feed water pump has a smaller capacity 
resulting in derate.  12 boiler feedwater pump could not be 
disassembled at this time due time due to lack of positive 
isolation against 4500 psi, 300F water.  Pump was worked 
during the spring 2015 plant outage, at that time it was 
discovered that the inlet pump volute had cracked open 
due to cyclic fatigue initiating a crack at an internal stress 
riser.  The inlet volute is internal to the pump, guiding the 
inlet water source through the first of 5 stages of impellers 
within the pump.

Pump was removed from service, the pump could not be 
repaired at this time due to isolation valve leakage making it 
unsafe to perform the work.  In addition, we are pursuing 
various pump manufactures about redesigning the pump to 
reduce/remove the cyclic fatigue issues and stress risers 
throughout the pump element.  .

Blue.Lake.7 Gas Forced
Gas Turbine - Fuel Piping And 
Valves 12/17/2014 12/19/2014 2

U7 Fuel Gas Isolation Valve This was a brand new isolation valve that leaked through 
and did not hold pressure

Vendor replaced the leaking valve with a new tested valve, no 
issues since.

Blue.Lake.8 Gas Forced Main Transformer 12/09/2014 12/19/2014 10
Unit 8 Generator Step Up Transformer High Voltage Bushing Oil Leak Oil Leak was repaired, No issues since.

Red.Wing.2 Steam Forced
Induced Draft Fan Motors And 
Drives 12/08/2014 12/11/2014 3

Unit 2 Over Fired Air Fan Variable 
Frequency Drive Unit

Unit 2 Over Fired Air Fan Variable Frequency Drive unit 
failed

The failed variable frequency drive was repaired and returned 
to service.

Red.Wing.2 Steam Forced First Superheater Leaks 12/20/2014 12/24/2014 4

Unit 2 Superheat Tubes Unit 2 Superheat tube leak Inspected all superheat tubes for wall loss and repaired as 
necessary.  Performed capital project to perform a partial 
pendent replacement; this included the front 9 tubes of the 
western 18 pendents.

JANUARY 2015
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Sherburne.1

Steam

Forced Pulverizer Mill Classifiers 01/22/2015 01/25/2015

3

13 Coal Mill Dynamic Classifier 
labrynth seal failure.

The addition of dynamic classifiers is a capital project to 
comply with environmental regulations for NOX reduction.  
A temporary corrosion protective coating was applied to 
the machined surfaces of various parts.  This material was 
not removed prior to assembly which prevented the metal 
surfaces from mating properly.  This likely started two 
failure mechanisms.  The first failure mechanism was that 
the additional material decreased the clearance in the 
labyrinth seal which caused a “rub” once the drive 
assembly heated up.  The second failure mechanism is 
that the socket head cap screws that hold the drive pulley 
would have become loose once the protective coating 
became less viscous under higher temperatures.  The 
socket head cap screws had been modified during 
assembly to compensate for the counter bores being too 
shallow by facing off the underside of the head and 
removing the fillet radius to get them to sit below flush.   
These screws also were manufactured with the flaw of 
having had the hole drilled too deep into the head prior to 
being broached.  The combination of the machining on the 
cap and the drilling prior to broaching the socket created 
an intersection where the cross-sectional area of the cap 
screw was reduced; this weakened the cap screws 
causing five of the eight to fail. The heads broke off three 
and the other two broke from the additional load placed 
upon them. Three remained intact but two of these had 
some stripped threads and all were loose.  This was a 
contractor performance issue.

Classifier was disassembled down to the bearing, parts were 
cleaned and re-assembled with all new fasteners, Loctite and 
lock washers.  A non conformance report was initiated for all 
issues identified on this project to hold the supplier 
accountable.  All charges for parts and labor will be back 
charged to the supplier.   All identified defects were corrected 
by the supplier on unshipped dynamic classifiers and all 
dynamic classifiers already installed or on site have been 
inspected and identified defects repaired. 

Sherburne.1

Steam

Forced Pulverizer Mill Classifiers 01/26/2015 01/28/2015

2

13 Coal Mill Dynamic Classifier 
labrynth seal failure.

The addition of dynamic classifiers is a capital project to 
comply with environmental regulations for NOX reduction.  
This classifier was disassembled again and found that the 
same bolts for the drive pulley as referenced in the above 
event had all worked loose even with the Loctite and lock 
washers and torqued to 100 ft/lbs per supplier 
recommendation. Most of the counter bores in the drive 
pulley were found to be shallow so spacers were not flat 
on the bottom causing the screws to work loose.  It was 
also discovered .030 of vertical run-out in the bearing. 
Also the lower grease seal was found to be installed 
upside down.  This was a contractor performance issue.

The spacer that the bearing attaches to bearing was modified 
to achieve .005 run-out, bearings were replaced, the stationary 
labrynth seal was shimmed to get it parallel to the rotating seal 
to maintain clearance of at least .090. The counter bores in the 
drive pulley were recut.  Lower grease seal was re-installed in 
the correct configuration.    A non conformance report was 
initiated for all issues identified on this project to hold the 
supplier accountable.  All charges for parts and labor will be 
back charged to the supplier.   All identified defects were 
corrected by the supplier on unshipped dynamic classifiers 
and all dynamic classifiers already installed or on site have 
been inspected and identified defects repaired.
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Type of Outage Duration Equipment that resulted Description of Change in Steps Taken to Alleviate Reoccurrence

Unit Plant Category Primary Reason for outage Start End (Days) in the forced outage Equipment Failure Energy Costs
Outage Dates

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced
Exciter Commutator And 
Brushes 01/06/2015 01/07/2015 1

Generator Exciter Exciter/Generator ground fault detection system alarmed 
as a result of an oil film across insulated surfaces.  The oil 
was drawn through the bearing oil seal and liberated into a 
fine mist and distributed throughout the exciter housing 
due to the speed of the exciter shaft and ventilation 
system within the housing.  The oil allowed fine particles 
of carbon from exciter brush wear to collect resulting in 
the ground fault detection alarm.  Root cause(s): lower 
pressure within the exciter encloser vs the bearing oil 
system due to accumulation of dust and other materials on 
the exciter enclosure filters. 

All surfaces and equipment were cleaned, removing oil 
residual and carbon dust.  Preventative maintenance practices 
for filter change outs was increased.  New insulating materials 
were ordered to have on hand in the event the oil had 
penetrated the existing insulators.

Allen.S.King.1 Steam Forced
Exciter Commutator And 
Brushes 01/16/2015 01/18/2015 2

Generator Exciter Exciter/Generator ground fault detection system alarmed 
as a result of an oil film across insulated surfaces.  The oil 
was leaching out from under insulating material as well as 
through the oil seal.  The oil surfaces allowed carbon dust 
to build up resulting in the ground fault detection alarm.  
Root cause(s): Bearing oil seal clearance was excessive 
and dust had migrated into the seal grooves allowing small 
amounts of oil to migrate past seal.  Oil from the first event 
noted above had gotten wicked under the insulated 
surfaces due to small gaps between mating surfaces, this 
oil leached out from under the surfaces during equipment 
operation. 

All surfaces were cleaned, equipment disassembled, and new 
insulting materials were installed..  Bearing oil seal was 
disassembled, cleaned and installed to proper tolerance.  We 
are working with the OEM and our technical resources team to 
develop an improved bearing oil seal design for installation in a 
future planned outage.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Generator Rotor Collector Rings 01/14/2015 01/15/2015 1

Unit 3 Generator Rotor Collector Rings Long term generator collector ring wear caused rotor 
vibration requiring an outage and repair  

This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  The collector ring has required frequent offline 
grinding to bring vibration down and prolong life.  However, 
only so much material can be removed before replacement of 
the ring assembly would be required , at a significant cost, lead 
time, and outage duration for installation.  Due to vibration and 
proximity to the retirement in April, the ring was hand stoned, 
rather than ground, and the unit was returned to service.

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced
Generator Brushes And Brush 
Rigging 01/19/2015 01/23/2015 4

Unit 3 Generator Rotor Collector Rings Long term generator collector ring wear caused rotor 
vibration requiring an outage and repair  

Continuation of 1/14/15 event.  Following hand stoning and 
return to service, collector ring current distribution was uneven.  
The unit was taken offline and additional stoning was 
performed, along with installing new brush rigging and 
brushes.  The unit was returned to service without issue and 
operated without incident thru retirement in April 2015.

BD25.CC Combined Forced Other Exciter Problems 01/04/2015 01/06/2015 2

Unit 52 Generator Exciter Breaker Exciter breaker failed to close on startup The breaker failed due to the auxillary switch found slightly out 
of adjustment. This prevented the breaker from latching as 
designed. The aux switch actuating lever was adjusted, the 
breaker was tested repeatedly and did not fail. Our 
Preventative Maintenance Procedures were reviewed to make 
sure this switch adjustment/verification step was included and 
found that it was. This appeared to be an isolated incident so 
no further actions were necessary.

FEBRUARY 2015

Black.Dog.3 Steam Forced Air Heater (regenerative) 02/24/2015 02/27/2015 3

Unit 3 Air Heater (regenerative) Air Heater Drive Coupling failure This unit is past end of life and is scheduled for retirement in 
April 2015.  The Air Heater Drive Coupling failed from normal 
operational wear.  The coupling was replaced and the unit 
operated without issue thru retirement in April 2015.

MARCH 2015

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced
Boiler Water Condition (not 
Feedwater Water Quality) 03/13/2015 03/15/2015 2

Unit 4 Water Condition Contamination of makeup water required cleanup before 
starting unit up

Common makeup water tanks were contaminated from a water 
softener malfunction.    A unit startup was attempted once the 
makeup water quality was acceptable, but soon showed that 
water quality was deteriorating again and the unit start was 
aborted.

Black.Dog.4 Steam Forced
Boiler Water Condition (not 
Feedwater Water Quality) 03/16/2015 03/23/2015 7

Unit 4 Water Condition Contamination of makeup water required cleanup before 
starting unit up

The unit was held out pending improved makeup water quality 
following contamination from a softener malfunction.  The 
softener system design was changed to prevent future 
contamination.

APRIL 2015

HBR CC 1x1 Combined Forced
Other Gas Turbine Combustor 
Problems 04/14/2015 04/17/2015 3

U7/U8 Combustion systems Various derates as a result of combustion dynamics 
issues creating unstable unit firing.

Each occurrence was managed by interface with MHPSA 
(Mitsubishi/Hitachi Power Systems Americas) Remote 
Monitoring Center (RMC).  The RMC provided combustion 
tuning changes to address the instability issues.  In addition, 
combustion and turbine modifications were completed during 
the U7 Hot Gas Path Overhaul in May 2015 to address 
equipment issues contributing to combustion instability.  U8 is 
scheduled for a portion of these same modifications in the 
October 2015 overhaul as well as the scheduled 2018 Hot Gas 
Path Overhaul.

MAY 2015

French.Is.2 Steam Forced
Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 05/15/2015 05/21/2015 6

This was a maintenance outage for periodic cleaning and 
inspection.

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We believe we are cleaning at 
appropriate intervals.

JUNE 2015

Sherburne.2

Steam

Forced Automatic Turbine Control 
Systems - Mechanical 06/15/2015 06/22/2015

7

Load reference signal from the turbine 
control system to the coordinated 
control system

Load reference signal input to the coordinated control 
system had drifted due to age preventing turbine control 
valve number four from opening past 42% open.  

The load reference signal was adjusted to allow full open on 
the control valve.  Turbine controls are becoming obsolete.  
New turbine controls will be installed in 2016.

French.Is.1 Steam Forced
Minor Boiler Overhaul (less 
Than 720 Hours) 06/03/2015 06/12/2015 9

This was a maintenance outage for periodic cleaning and 
inspection.

RDF fuel causes boiler fouling.  We believe we are cleaning at 
appropriate intervals.
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This policy establishes the requirements for Event Assessments and Root Cause 
Analysis (RCA), provides guidelines for conducting a RCA, establishes a forum for the 
dissemination and engagement in analysis, and an exchange of lessons learned 
throughout the Energy Supply Organization.  

2.0 APPLICABILITY 

All Energy Supply personnel 

3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

3.1 Business Area Management, General Managers, and Plant Directors are 
responsible to initiate and conduct Event Assessments, RCA, and complete 
corrective actions, as required by this policy.  

3.2 The Technical Services organization SHALL be responsible to provide a 
consolidated database of completed RCA reports accessible to Energy Supply 
personnel in cooperation with other support areas.  

3.3 All Business Areas SHALL be responsible for assistance in analysis and 
lessons learned for incidents where they have expertise. 

3.4 Plant Management SHALL notify the Hazard Insurance Department of any 
physical damage loss in excess of $100,000 or any fire involving activation or 
malfunction of a fixed fire extinguishing or detection system. 

3.5 Plant Management and Technical Services SHALL determine if a Generator 
trip was due to a generator Protection System misoperation.  The plant will 
forward the regional Protection System Operational Analysis and Corrective 
Action Plan for any Generator Protection System misoperation to Technical 
Services who will forward to Transmission Operations. 

4.0 REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Energy Supply Management reserves the right to initiate or exclude for analysis 
an incident based on perceived value to the organization. 
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4.2 The following events require an Event Assessment Report be completed: 

4.2.1 All personnel injuries (regardless of severity) 

4.2.2 All reported near-miss events 

4.2.3 Unplanned unit outage or unit derate which limits the unit as required for 
GADS reporting 

4.2.4 Any environmental non-compliance (including exceedances and 
reportable spills) and 

4.2.5 Any plant/equipment casualty or re-work (fire, catastrophic equipment 
failure, explosion, etc.) 

4.3 The following events require an Event Assessment Report to be completed and 
a formal Root Cause Analysis be conducted to determine the cause of the 
event: 

4.3.1 All personal injuries that are classified as an OSHA Recordable Injury 
and/or Lost Workday Injury 

4.3.2 Unplanned unit outage or unit derates in which the unplanned loss of 
capacity exceeds 48 equivalent hours 

4.3.3 Any environmental event in which a permit limit is exceeded and/or 
notification to a Regulatory Agency (e.g. Environmental Protection 
Agency, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency etc.) is required 

4.3.4 Equipment and/or property damage that costs >$250,000 to repair or 
replace  

4.3.5 Other off-normal events that warrant a formal root cause analysis as 
determined by Site Management 

4.4 All Event Assessments and Root Cause Analyses required per sections 4.2 and 
4.3 of the policy SHALL be documented on the approved Energy Supply Event 
Assessment Report Form (XES 2.600_A01). 
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4.5 The Energy Supply Root Cause Investigation Report (XES 2.600_A02) is a tool 
that MAY be used to document the root cause investigation, identify/verify root 
cause(s), and develop solutions to prevent recurrence. 

4.6 Initial Event Assessment Process  

4.6.1 When an event assessment is required, the initial assessment SHALL 
be conducted by the assigned plant personnel as soon as practical 
following the event. The initial assessment SHALL include: 

4.6.1.1 Interviewing personnel involved in the event to capture all 
pertinent information associated with the event (this 
information should be documented by writing employees 
statements, etc.) 

4.6.1.2 Collecting all documentation associated with the event (e.g. 
log entries, Work Orders, etc.) 

4.6.1.3 Drafting the initial event assessment using the Energy Supply 
Event Assessment Report Form including all information 
required by the form. 

4.6.1.4 Making the determination of any immediate corrective actions 
required to place the plant and/or personnel in a stable, safe 
condition.   

4.6.2 Draft event assessments SHALL be completed by the responsible plant 
supervisor and sent to the applicable department Manager within 48 
hours of initiating the investigation. 

4.7 Upon receipt of the draft Event Assessment Report, the applicable department 
Manager SHALL: 

4.7.1 Review the draft Event Assessment to ensure completeness and 
accuracy 

4.7.2 Review any/all supporting documentation pertinent to the event 

4.7.3 Determine if the event warrants a formal Root Cause Analysis, based on 
the complexity of the event and severity of the event consequences.  
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4.7.4 Initiate a 30-Day Event Assessment clock to ensure the Event 
Assessment is completed and submitted for review and approval within 
30 calendar days. 

4.8 If the event meets the criteria that requires a formal Root Cause Analysis, in 
accordance with the criteria in section 4.3 of this policy, the responsible 
Department Manager SHALL: 

4.8.1 Assign personnel to a Root Cause Team; including personnel involved in 
the event, subject matter experts, system engineers and other resources 
to ensure the analysis and resulting conclusion and recommendations 
are as accurate as possible. 

NOTE: The responsible department Manager may delegate the leadership 
of the RCA Team, although the Manager retains accountability for 
proper and timely completion of the analysis and Event Assessment 
Report. 

4.9 The Root Cause Team SHALL:  

4.9.1 Utilize proper assessment and analytical techniques which may include 
the following: 

 Staircase (WHY) Analysis 

 Barrier Analysis 

 Task Analysis 

 Failure Mode & Effects Analysis 

 Change Analysis  

 Fault Tree Analysis 

 Pareto Analysis 

4.9.2 Focus on the accurate determination of the root cause of the event and 
any contributing factors and 

4.9.3 Determine appropriate corrective/improvement actions to prevent event 
recurrence  
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4.10 The result of the Root Cause Analysis SHALL be documented on the Event 
Assessment Report. All completed root cause events SHALL include: 

4.10.1 A complete and accurate description of the event including date and time 

4.10.2 Identification of all personnel involved in the event 

4.10.3 Identification of the person in charge of the activity at the time of the 
event 

4.10.4 Identification of any/all procedures, Work Orders, etc, pertinent to the 
event 

4.10.5 Identification of equipment (components, system, tools, etc.)  

4.10.6 Identification of the personnel involved in the event assessment process 

4.10.7 The problem statement or undesirable results of the event 

4.10.8 The apparent cause and contributing factors for all Event Assessments  

4.10.9 The root cause and contributing factors (required for all events that 
require a formal Root Cause Analysis) and 

4.10.10 Identification of corrective/improvement actions recommended as a 
result of the event.  
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4.11 Report Review and Approval 

4.11.1 Upon completion of the final Event Assessment Report, the responsible 
Department Manager SHALL: 

4.11.1.1 Forward the completed Event Assessment Form to the site 
Management and the Site Human Performance Team for 
review. 

4.11.2 Following review of the final Event Assessment Report, the responsible 
Department Manager SHALL: 

4.11.2.1 Ensure all Action Items assigned from the review are entered 
and tracked through the Event Action Item tracking process 

4.11.2.2 Verify the completion of the Event Assessment Report by 
providing or obtaining a Site Management Team Review 
signature at the bottom of the Event Assessment Form and 

4.11.2.3 Forward the final (approved) Event Assessment report to the 
Plant Director or support organization Director for approval and 
distribution. 

4.11.3 Following approval of the Plant Director or support organization Director 
the document(s) required in section 4.3 will be reviewed by the next level 
of management, including a peer member of that management level, to 
confirm that the accurate determination of the root cause and appropriate 
corrective/improvement actions have been identified to prevent 
reoccurrence.  

4.12 Tracking Event Assessment Action Items 

4.12.1 All Action Items assigned as a result of Event Assessments SHALL be 
tracked to completion though an Action Item Tracking Process. 

4.12.2 The list of current open Event Assessment Action Items should be 
reviewed on a monthly basis 
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4.12.3 All approved Action Items SHALL be added to the Action Item Tracking 
Sheet (Attachment 1). The action register SHALL note which employees 
are assigned for the closure of the correction action. 

4.13 Distribution and Communication of Approved Event Assessment Reports 

4.13.1 Approved (final) Event Assessment Reports SHALL be distributed as 
follows: 

4.13.1.1 Upon the Plant Directors approval, the approved Event 
Assessment Report SHALL be forwarded to the Site Record 
Coordinator.    

4.13.1.2 The Site Record Coordinator SHALL:  

 File the report, as a record, in the site approved location.  

 Provide a copy of the “scrubbed” Event Assessment 
associated with personal injuries to the Plant Safety 
Consultant for posting on the Energy Supply Safety website 

4.14 The Operations Manager SHALL ensure all regional Protection System 
Operational Analysis and Corrective Action Plan involving misoperation of a 
Generator or GUS/MSA Transformer protection system are sent to Production 
Resources who will forward to Transmission Operations. 

5.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 

5.1 Affected sites/organizations SHALL maintain a file of all Event Assessment 
reports and retain these reports per the Xcel Energy Non-Nuclear Record 
Retention Schedule. 

6.0 DEFINITIONS & REFERENCES 

6.1 Definitions 

6.1.1 Root Cause Analysis is the process of determining, using facts, data, 
and logic, the cause and effect relationships that result in an undesirable 
event occurring and determination of effective and efficient corrective 
actions to break the cause and effect chain to prevent recurrence. It is a 
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Management System tool to determine how to prevent those things that 
stand in the way of continuous improvement in business processes.  

6.1.2 Net Maximum Capacity is defined by the North American Electric 
Reliability Council (NERC), Generating Available Data System, Data 
Reporting Instructions. ODMS Cause Code Impact and Event Summary 
reports provide calculation of Equipment Hours and Lost MWhs for 
forced outages, maintenance outages, and forced deratings. These 
calculations are after the fact, to provide for timely initiation of RCA and 
estimate should be used. 

6.1.3 Generator Protection System Misoperations is 1) failure of a relay to 
operate for a fault when it should, 2) operation of a relay when it 
shouldn’t operate either a fault outside of its zone of protection or when 
no fault exists (aka spurious trip). 

6.2 References 

6.2.1 XES 2.600_A01 - Energy Supply Event Assessment Report 

6.2.2 XES 2.600_A02 - Energy Supply Root Cause Investigation Report  

6.2.3 Action Item Tracking Sheet - Attachment 1 

6.2.4 Event Assessment and Root Cause Assessment Development process 
flowchart – Attachment 2 

6.2.5 Event Assessment Process Flowchart – Attachment 3 

7.0 REVISION HISTORY 

Date Revision Change Description 
 1.0 Original Issue 

01-06-
2012 

3.0 Major rewrite  
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Action Item Tracking Sheet Attachment 1  
 
 

XXXX GENERATING PLANT 
TITLE:      
          

Item # 
Date 

Assigned 
Source 

Document Assigned To   
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PREFACE 
 
The Energy Supply Operating Model Playbook is an important step in the evolution of our organization 
because it will help us contribute more to our company’s success – and to our own personal satisfaction as 
well. 
 
It came about because we wanted to make sure we were not missing any opportunity to make our 
organization as good as or better than any comparable organization in the industry. To do that, 
representatives of our various departments examined every aspect of our organization – our purposes, 
objectives, goals, strategies…what we do, how we do it, who does what, what tools we use, what 
responsibilities we have – virtually everything that makes an organization tick. They then looked at other, 
similar organizations in some of the leading utilities in the nation, learning what they could. Then came the 
hard work of putting all this information together, and finding ways where we could standardize, make better 
and more efficient use of resources, gain productivity, save money and better contribute to the company’s 
success. What they came up with is what follows – our “Playbook.” 
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1.0  Introduction 
 
The Energy Supply Generation Operating Model “Playbook” contains the principles we will follow to manage, 
operate and maintain Xcel Energy’s generating assets. The Generation Operating Model provides for the 
alignment of resources and standardization of the key elements of organizational operation to identify best 
practices, reduce operating and maintenance costs, and promote excellence. The Playbook reinforces the 
approach that operating processes are standardized across the fleet to allow Energy Supply personnel to be 
more efficient and effective.  
 
The Generation Operating Model focus is on key processes we follow to perform work, and explains critical 
roles and responsibilities, key interfaces, decision-making authority, and output of the process. The Playbook 
reinforces the approach that processes are followed consistently across the fleet to ensure Energy Supply 
personnel work efficiently and effectively.  
 
The Playbook is a “living” document used by management and team members: 

 To plan, operate and oversee operations 
 To establish governance, operational support and line accountability for results 
 To align resources to achieve performance outcomes 
 To train 
 To orient new employees 

 
The Generation Operating Model is dynamic and will evolve to meet the needs of the organization over time, 
through continuously looking to improve, capturing best practices, and incorporating those best practices into 
fleet operations. The Operating Model Oversight Committee will evaluate potential improvements or changes 
to the Generation Operating Model for application across the fleet and inclusion into the Playbook.  
   
The Generation Operating Model is the foundation for exceptional safety and reliability performance, cost 
competiveness, and environmental leadership. In addition, it will improve our technical strengths by 
leveraging subject matter experts, advancing the sharing and retention of knowledge, and aiding our ability to 
respond quickly and effectively to technical challenges and equipment failures. It gives employees a clear 
understanding of their roles, requirements, and interfaces.  
 
Elements of the Generation Operating Model Playbook clarify primary plant functions and key processes that 
will improve our ability to align priorities, interchange resources, reduce material costs, optimize training, and 
eliminate errors.  The structure was developed with fleet-wide participation to clarify exactly when, how, and 
by whom each process and activity is performed.  No single element of the Playbook operates independently 
but is interconnected and interdependent.     
 
The Generation Operating Model Playbook provides a logical and consistent method for communicating 
organizational and process-level information to Energy Supply personnel.  The information in the Playbook 
relates to fleet-level objectives and policies, while describing the organizational elements of the plants and 
identifying the functions, processes and responsibilities and how they align with each other.  
 
                        Back to top 
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2.0  Management Philosophy 
 

2.1  Xcel Energy Vision and Mission 
 
The Xcel Energy Vision:   
Be a responsible environmental leader, while always focusing on our core business: reliable and 
safe energy at a reasonable cost. 
 
Xcel Energy Mission Statement:   
Our company thrives on doing what we do best -- and growing by finding ways to do it even better. 
We are committed to operational excellence and providing our customers reliable energy at a greater 
value. We are dedicated to improving our environment and providing the leadership to make a 
difference in the communities we serve.  
 
                      Back to top 

 
2.2  Energy Supply Organization Philosophy 
 

Energy Supply Organization’s vision is to be an industry leader in safety and reliability and to 
maintain environmental leadership while being fiscally responsible.  To meet this vision, Energy 
Supply has established an Operating Model, which is built on: 
 

Accountability – Ownership of responsibilities to achieve positive results and performance 

Standardization – Deploy standard practices and continuous process improvements across the 
fleet 

Technical Excellence – Driven by teamwork and the relentless pursuit of finding a better way to 
work   

Organizational Alignment – Collaboration, communication, and clarity of roles, responsibilities, 
and interfaces 

                                                                  
Figure 2.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 
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The Operating Model supports and promotes these strategic objectives: 
 

Safety – Our Journey to Zero  
Develop a culture where safety is deliberate and second nature. 
 
Operational – Top Quartile Unplanned Outage Rate Performance  
Focus on plant system health, overhaul management, and leveraging technical expertise. 
 
Environmental – Pursue Excellence and Stewardship  
Proactively comply with all federal, state, and local environmental rules and regulations to 
protect the environment and to foster environmental stewardship. 
 
Financial – Optimize the Value of our Assets 
Adhere to proven investment planning to develop strategies to maximize value and return on 
assets. 
 
Quality – Zero Defects 
Instill the attitude that the highest quality is achievable in everything we do. 
 
Work Practices – Error-Free Human Performance. 
Promote and expect behaviors that reinforce safe, reliable, and predictable operation. 
 
Work Force – Skilled, Qualified, and Engaged 
Sponsor a culture that advances shared knowledge, personal development, and accountability. 

 
These strategic objectives will only be achieved through sharing best practices, standardization, 
teamwork, and continuous improvement.  Each element represents the knowledge and experience of 
our business area and presents the best-known means of performing a task or accomplishing a goal.   
 
The Generation Operating Model leverages centralized planning, engineering, and technical support, 
as well as common processes to support the achievement of our vision.  The model provides 
guidance to all Energy Supply personnel on the role, function, integration, and cooperation 
necessary among departments.  
 
 Go to Human Performance Policy LINK 
 Go to Human Performance Procedure LINK 
 
                      Back to top 

2.3 Organization 
 

Energy Supply organizational structure partners Operations with centralized primary support from 
Engineering and Construction, and Technical Services along with other corporate functions.  Some 
of the individuals who provide primary support are located at generating facilities with key 
responsibility to specific designated facilities. Others are located centrally with responsibility across a 
region or the fleet.  While the reporting lines and responsibilities may vary by individual, through the 
elimination of barriers, clear accountabilities and open/honest communication the organization will be 
positioned to achieve its full potential.  We encourage personnel at all levels and functions in the 
organization to propose better methods or approaches to improve work processes and procedures.  
 
 Go to Energy Supply Policies LINK  
 
The Generation Operating Model leverages centralized overhaul planning, engineering, and 
technical services. To succeed, we need to integrate, the following elements into these processes 
and everything we do: 
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• Ensure that all stakeholders are aware of role expectations and evolving work priorities. 
• Balance and manage workload between centralized support and plant personnel 
• Ensure accountability. 
• Resolve issues quickly and effectively. 

 

 
Figure 2.2 

Operations/Plant  
 
Operations is composed of two organizations: operations and maintenance.  Operations is 
responsible for the startup, operation, and shutdown of plant equipment.  Maintenance plans, 
schedules and facilitates maintenance work and maintenance processes.  In addition, both 
operations and maintenance share the responsibility for ensuring safe, environmentally compliant, 
and reliable plant operation using a partnership approach to efficiently complete work.  We 
accomplish this through leadership advocating operational standardization, employee technical 
excellence, clearly communicated accountabilities, and cross-functional alignment and adherence to 
policies and procedures.   
 
 Go to Operations Policies LINK 
 
Technical Services  
 
The Technical Services organization provides services that support the operation of generation 
facilities. The specific services include strategic asset management that provides analysis and 
training expertise;  plant process chemistry and water resources that provides analytical laboratory 
services, procures and administers water rights and performs water supply planning; overhaul 
management to optimize outage planning and execution; plant engineering to support the daily plant 
operation and maintenance activities; reliability maintenance services including non-destructive 
testing and material analysis to increase reliability; plant/equipment performance testing; and 
technical resources on plant equipment to facilitate effective maintenance.  Technical Services 
partners with Operations and Maintenance to drive fleet-wide initiatives and achievements of key 
performance indicators.   
 
 Go to Technical Services Policies LINK 
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Engineering and Construction  
 
The Engineering and Construction (E&C) organization develops and manages the Energy Supply 
capital budget process and coordinates development of the Energy Supply Strategic Capital 
Investment Plan (2-, 5- and 10-year capital projects/budgets). E&C also develops and maintains a 
uniform project management process, including supporting tools, and is responsible for the design 
and engineering process.  E&C manages capital projects, and executes larger, more complex O&M 
projects. It also develops and executes projects for new generation (including renewable and 
innovative technologies), establishes uniform technology, design, and equipment standards for 
capital projects, develops and manages an Energy Supply process for custody, care, and control of 
drawing and engineering records.  E&C coordinates development, implementation, and maintenance 
of an Energy Supply Quality Assurance and Quality Control (QA/QC) Program.  
 
 Go to Engineering and Construction Polices LINK 
 
Environmental Services 
 

The Xcel Energy Environmental Services organization is responsible for supporting Xcel Energy’s 
continued compliance with the rules and regulations governing air and water quality, hazardous 
waste, solid waste, storage tanks, remediation of acquired or divested property and emergency spill 
response.  The organization implements Xcel Energy’s environmental compliance philosophy, i.e. 
that a proactive approach to compliance better manages the company’s environmental cost and risk.   
                       

Back to top 
 

2.4 Organization Culture 
 
Positive Safety Culture 
 
A culture of “safety first” must be foremost in everything we do.  Supervisor and employee 
involvement in safely planning and executing the work must be a priority! We expect personal 
accountability at all levels in the organization. When employees see unsafe behavior, they have the 
authority and responsibility to stop work.  However, positive reinforcement of observed safe behavior 
is more powerful in building and maintaining safety. Remember: Most accidents can be prevented.  
 
Continuous Improvement 
 
The ideas, suggestions, and recommendations for improving performance come from deep in the 
organization.  We encourage an innovative culture with a focus on trust and participation, and the 
goal to push authority to lower levels and nurture teamwork.  A four-step quality model to support this 
includes: 
 

Plan:   Identify an opportunity and plan for change 

Do:   Implement the change on a small scale 

Check:  Verify results with data  

Act:  If results are positive, evaluate wider implementation. If results are negative, begin 
the cycle again. 

 
Standardization and Replication of Best Practices 
 
Standardized processes across the fleet provide the opportunity to gain efficiency in operations, and 
the ability to share technical knowledge and resource and manage cost.  Replicating best 
management and operating practices facilitates the exchange of industry, maintenance, and 
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operating experience, and resources.  Building continual feedback (or learning loops) is a key to 
transferring the experience and best practices throughout the fleet. 
 
Clear and Effective Communication 
 
Clear, effective, and timely communication promotes an engaged workforce.  Open two-way 
communication can minimize disruption to business operations and ensure understanding and 
alignment to business goals. 
 
Teamwork 
 
We can achieve Energy Supply’s goals only through teamwork.  Our collective knowledge and 
experience allows us to work more efficiently and effectively to produce desired outcomes.  
 
                      Back to top 

2.5 Decision Making 
 
Energy Supply will manage business as a matrixed organization.  We must eliminate silos in the 
organization through shared processes, measurements, and alignment on activities and goals. As a 
centralized organization, employees must approach decision-making differently.  Centralized staff 
engineering and technical functions will drive decision-making and must be a collaborative 
partnership with operations that goes beyond departmental boundaries and turf issues to pursue 
business unit objectives. Personnel will get direction from multiple sources.  To manage and resolve 
issues in the cross alignment of reporting and supervision, it is important for all employees to 
understand how we make decisions, what risks are associated with the decisions, and how we 
govern activities.   
       
The Energy Supply organization recognizes the importance of making the right decisions at the right 
level in the organization at the right time and the importance of good communication at all levels.  
We may need to act immediately upon discovery of conditions that directly impact or threaten safety, 
environmental compliance, or unit capability.  We must relay that information to higher authority as a 
priority communication, so that the higher authority can evaluate the risk, make the appropriate 
decisions, and take a proper course of action. We will make operational decisions based on safety 
being our highest priority. 
 
Committees or councils such as those listed are in place to lead, guide, or assist in the decision- 
making process. 
 
Energy Supply Safety Committee  
 
The Energy Supply Safety Committee supports and directs the safety-related activities across the 
business unit. The Committee promotes and facilitates the sharing of ideas, initiatives, programs, 
lessons, and process improvements across the Energy Supply business unit.   
 
The overall objectives of this committee are to ensure that we perform all ongoing and future safety 
initiatives in a consistent and timely manner, to support and use the Regional Safety 
Committees/Partnership for Safety team to address specific regional safety issues, to ensure that 
regional initiatives are linked to fleet wide strategy, and to advise and inform business unit leadership 
of safety matters related to Energy Supply.  
 
 Go to Safety Committee Charter LINK 
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Regional Planning Committee (RPC) – Capital  
 
The RPC manages a capital expenditure process for Energy Supply.  This includes an ongoing 
review of the capital projects to meet current, five-year and long-range planning for Energy Supply’s 
operating requirements and corporate jurisdictional targets.  The RPC meets as needed to assess 
the status of the budget process, review/evaluate proposed projects, and monitors the capital budget 
process.  It screens each project to validate the capital priority and ranking, to make sure all 
appropriate reviews and approvals have been completed, and to recommend projects to include in 
the jurisdictional total for future budgets.   
 
Training Advisory Committee (TAC)  
 
The Energy Supply Training Advisory Committee (ESTAC) ensures a highly skilled and qualified 
generating plant operations and maintenance staff and acts as an advisory group on training issues 
to the plant managers and Energy Supply management.  This committee provides the mission and 
direction of the training process for Regional Training Advisory Committees (RTAC) and Plant 
Training Advisory Committees (PTAC) to meet business objectives. The committee’s process 
enables the training to be prioritized across the fleet to optimize the value of the limited resources.  
 
 Go to Energy Supply Training Policy LINK 
 

 Operating Model Oversight Committee (OMOC) 
 
The Operating Model Oversight Committee (OMOC) is accountable for the overall success and 
performance of the Energy Supply operating model.  This Committee provides leadership, supports 
implementation, and assesses performance of the Generation Operating Model and Playbook.  In 
addition to ensuring alignment with corporate strategy and priorities, the OMOC ensures participation 
of appropriate stakeholders, communicates expectations, and addresses barriers in deploying the 
Generation Operating Model.    
 
Overhaul Council  
 
The Overhaul Council provides strategic direction and guidance for overhauls within Energy 
Supply’s fleet. The Council champions continuous improvement in fleet reliability and the optimum 
financial return for all of Xcel Energy. The Overhaul Council drives and promotes fleet consistency in 
overhaul practices, standards, and process implementation.  The Overhaul Council reviews the 
progress of implementation of consistent overhaul practices and processes across the fleet and 
provides recommendations for further improvements. In addition, the council reviews fleet 
performance metrics (reliability, financial overhaul management effectiveness) and provides 
improvement recommendations to ensure the mission of the Overhaul Council is being met. 
 
Policy Steering Committee 

   
The Policy Steering Committee directs the administration, auditing, document management, and 
communication of Energy Supply policies.  The Committee promotes a standard approach and 
structure for policy documents, which are part of the Energy Supply system. 

 
 
 
                      Back to top 
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3.0 Performance Measures 

The foundation of Energy Supply Management Philosophy begins with the corporate strategy and targets, 
which are evaluated and established annually.  Energy Supply establishes Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) that align with corporate goals and objectives annually.  Contributions to business unit and corporate 
goals that are measurable and actionable are extended to all department levels within Energy Supply.   

  

Corporate 
Strategy & 

Targets

Energy Supply
Plan & 
Targets

Business
 Area 

Targets

Plant 
Plans &
 Targets

Individual 
Targets

Safety
Reliability
Environment
Budget

 Key Performance Indicators 

 
Energy Supply uses benchmarking to evaluate how our performance in key areas compares to other similar 
utilities, industries or generating units.  This allows us to identify areas for improvement and set realistic 
targets.  As part of our effort for continuous improvement, there are teams established to track performance 
of some key areas and identify recommendations for improvement that can be used across the fleet.   
 
                        Back to top 
Common measurements are included in the following tables: 
 
3.1 Scorecard Measurement 
 
KPI Name Formula used to calculate KPI 

Safety – OSHA Recordable 
Incident Rate (ORIR) 200000*∑(OSHA Recordable Incidents (#))/∑(Hours Worked (Hrs)) 

Equivalent Unplanned Outage 
Rate (EUOR) 

(∑(UOH + EUDH)/∑( UOH + SH + Synchronous Hrs + Pumping Hrs + 
EUDHRS))x100 
Where: 
UOH = Unplanned Outage Hours 
EUDH = Equivalent Unplanned De-rated Hours 
SH = Service Hours 
EUDHRS = Equivalent Unplanned De-rated Hours during Reserved Shutdown 

Coal Inventory Average # Days in Inventory at Max Burn Rate 

NOx Emissions Intensity ∑(NOx Emissions (lb))/ ∑(Generation (MWh)) 

SO2 Emissions Intensity ∑( SO2 Emissions (lb))/ ∑(Generation (MWh)) 

Maintenance Work Productivity ∑(PM Hours)/ ∑(Base Maintenance and Operations Hours + Overhaul Hours + 
Special O&M Project Hours) 

Supply Chain Savings ∑(Cost Savings + Cost Avoidance($)) 

O & M Budget ∑(Operations & Maintenance ($)) 

Capital Budget ∑(Capital ($)) 

 
                        Back to top 
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3.2 Process / Initiative Measurement 
 

KPI Name Formula used to calculate KPI 

Schedule Compliance 

∑(WO’s completed within the scheduled finish date(#)) / ∑(WO’s worked for the 
month(#))  (BD, CM, PM only)  

BD = Breakdown Maintenance 

CM = Corrective Maintenance 

PM = Preventative Maintenance 

Schedule Quality ∑(WO’s with a scheduled finish date(#)) / ∑(WO’s worked for the month(#))   (BD, 
CM, PM only) 

% “Break In” Work ∑(Break In WO’s(#)) / ∑(WO’s worked for the month(#))   (BD, CM, PM only) 

Work Order Estimated Costs to 
Actual Costs - (12 month rolling 
average) 

∑(Estimated Costs for 12 months($)) / ∑(Actual Costs for 12 months($)) 

On-Time/ In-Full ∑(PO Lines Received On-Time and In-Full(#)) / ∑(Total PO Lines Received(#)) 

Contractor Safety ∑( Appendices Completed(#))/ ∑( Appendices Required(#)) 

Safety Lost Work Day 
Rate(LWD) 200000*∑(Lost Work Day Incidents (#))/∑(Hours Worked (Hrs)) 

Safety Days Away/Restricted 
or Transfer Rate (DART) 200000*∑( Days Away/Restricted or Transfer Incidents (#))/∑(Hours Worked (Hrs)) 

Starting Reliability (∑(Actual Unit Starts (#))/∑(Attempted Unit Starts (#))) x 100 

Equivalent Availability Factor 
(EAF) 

(∑(AH - EPDH - EUDH - ESEDH)/ ∑(PH)) x 100 

Where: 

AH = Available Hours = Sum of all service hours + reserve shutdown hours  

EPDH = Equivalent Planned De-rated Hours 

EUDH = Equivalent Unplanned De-rated Hours 

ESEDH = Equivalent Seasonal De-rated Hours 

PH = Period Hours 

Note: KPI’s may change annually with strategic objectives for Energy Supply.   
 

Go to Energy Supply Scorecard LINK 
                        Back to top 
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4.0 Roles and Responsibilities Overview 
 

The following describes critical roles, responsibilities, and accountabilities for the implementation of the 
Generation Operating Model within the Power Generation business.             

4.1 Vice President of Energy Supply 
 

 The Vice President of Energy Supply makes sure that the Operating Model is consistently 
implemented, understood, and supported across the Operations, Technical Services, Engineering & 
Construction, and Environmental Services departments.  Additionally, the Vice President of Energy 
Supply guides the strategic direction of the business unit and alignment to the goals of Xcel Energy.
   

4.2   Operations 
   
  Vice President of Operations  
 

The Vice President of Operations manages the Operating Model across Operations. The Vice 
President manages and oversees  all generation activities through the implementation of the 
Operating model (including continuous improvement) with the support and advocacy of the 
management team.  

 
  General Managers of Regional Operations (one for each region) 

 
General Managers of Regional Operations manage the larger generating assets in the Energy 
Supply fleet in the three regions of NSP, PSCo, and SPS.  The General Managers manage and 
oversee all operations and maintenance. They achieve the goals of key performance indicators for 
their region. They ensure that the station leadership is supporting and advocating the Operating 
Model as well as removing barriers to implementation.   

 
   Plant Director / Manager 
 

The Plant Director/Manager oversees the deployment of the Generation Operating Model and  
ensures implementation and sustainability through continuous improvement.  He or she ensures that 
the plant leadership team is supporting and advocating the process. Plant Directors/Managers are 
responsible for plant operating parameters, equipment and performance, maintaining the design 
basis, managing plant configuration and KPI achievement. 

 
   Maintenance Manager 
 

The Maintenance Manager is responsible for the planning, scheduling, and facilitation of all work, as 
well as the work execution processes. The Maintenance Manager ensures allocation of internal staff 
and acquisition of additional resources to execute effectively work scopes planned and scheduled, 
using the work management planning and scheduling process.  The Maintenance Manager and the 
Operations Manager lead the implementation, assessment, and continuous improvement of the 
Generation Operating Model.  The Maintenance Manager ensures safe, environmentally compliant, 
and reliable plant operation using a partnership approach to efficient work completion. 

   
  Operations Manager 
 

The Operations Manager is responsible for plant unit operations, including unit start-up, operating 
rounds, equipment checks, housekeeping, some maintenance, and unit shutdown.  The Operations 
Manager ensures compliance and work activities are completed in accordance with the daily work 
schedule and operating plan.  The Operations Manager and the Maintenance Manager lead the 
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implementation, assessment, and that continuous improvement of the Generation Operating Model.  
The Operations Manager works with the Maintenance Manager to ensure that barriers to efficient 
work completion are identified and addressed.  He or she ensures plant parameters are properly 
managed and equipment performance is optimized. 
 
Operations Designee (usually an Operations Manager, Shift Supervisor, or Lead) 

 
This position governs the work management planning and scheduling process to ensure adherence 
to the process by all parties.  The Operations Designee is responsible for assuring operation 
priorities are communicated and incorporated in the week-ahead schedule.  The Shift Supervisor 
ensures plant parameters and equipment performance are monitored, and that operations and 
maintenance barriers are identified and addressed.  
  

   Planner / Scheduler 
 

The Planner/Scheduler develops plans that facilitate effective work execution.  This position 
develops plans that are barrier-free, including verifying that materials and resources are available to 
execute work plans. The Planner/Scheduler facilitates process improvements to make work plans 
more productive and cost-competitive. The Planner/Scheduler develops resource-loaded schedules 
for all station and contract resources to execute highest priority work and maintain a high level of 
resource productivity. Planner/Schedulers lead daily and weekly work scheduling meetings and 
develop the next day's/week‘s schedule. They accelerate work when ahead of schedule and 
reassess work that is behind schedule. The Planner/Scheduler uses the skill matrix and resource 
availability calendars to ensure proper skills are assigned to the work.  

 
  Supervisor/Superintendent/Lead (SSL) 
 

The Supervisor/Superintendent/Lead is responsible for committing to the weekly work schedule work 
plans, executing plans and schedules, and providing oversight to work. Safety, environmental 
compliance, optimal worker use, productivity, and quality are all critical responsibilities.  The SSLs 
remove barriers and report status of daily work in time for the Daily Status/Scheduling Meeting.  The 
SSLs must also effectively communicate the plans and direction of the organization to their crews. 
The SSL is the first level of plant leadership and therefore must clearly establish expectations and 
provide direction for the workforce.  
 

  Team Members (Craft)  
 

Craft positions read and understand the work plan, and execute the work plan in a safe, productive, 
and high-quality manner. The craft must also assess work areas for hazards and review plans using 
their human performance improvement tools (Work Plans, Pre-Job Briefs, and applicable Job 
Hazard Analysis (JHA)).  In addition, the craft is also responsible for communicating and elevating 
issues related to plan for scope changes, barrier feedback, and skill improvement needs to their 
SSL.  The craft also assist in resolving barriers, and are expected actively participate in work 
process improvement efforts.  Excellent documentation of “as found” conditions and “as performed” 
work significantly increases our equipment history and the knowledge and experience of our 
workforce. 
 

  Operation Support Manager 
 

The Operations Support Manager oversees special programs and initiatives under the direction of 
VP of Operations and General Managers.  These include NERC/FERC, business planning, process 
improvement, and other duties assigned.  
 
                       Back to top 
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4.3 Technical Services  
 
   Vice President of Technical Services 
 

The Vice President of Technical Services is responsible for the Operating Model within the Technical 
Services organization. The Vice President manages and oversees all technical, overhaul, chemistry, 
asset analysis, testing activities and NERC Reliability Standard compliance through the 
implementation of the Operating Model (including continuous improvement) with the support and 
advocacy of the management team. 
 

  Director Asset Management  
 

The Director of Asset Management provides operational and financial data/analysis to meet internal 
and external reporting requirements.  This position is responsible for the support of the work 
management, lockout-tag out system support, operations reporting, and reliability analytics systems.  
This position oversees and manages the apprentice, initial and refresher training needs for the 
Energy Supply Operations group. 
 

  Director Chemistry and Water Resources 
 

The Director of Chemistry and Water Resources supports Energy Supply through planning, 
acquisition, and management of water resources, ancillary assets and infrastructure, and water 
resources-related documents and records for PSCo and SPS.  This position also oversees the 
analytical testing services provided through three regional testing laboratories, as well as, System 
Chemistry, where Subject Matter Experts ensure that a standard approach and “best in class” 
process chemistry is applied across the fleet.  
 

  Director Reliability Services and Overhaul Management  
 

The Director of Reliability Services and Overhaul Management is the overhaul process owner and is 
responsible for directing all resources needed to effectively and efficiently complete plant overhaul 
work.  The Director is accountable for the planning, scheduling and execution of the work that is 
performed during a plant overhaul.  The Director will work closely with Plant management, 
Engineering & Construction, and other Technical Services sub-groups to ensure that the proper work 
is performed, the needed contractor oversight is provided, and the appropriate repair standards and 
procedures are used.  This work group is responsible for overhaul workforce selection.  This position 
is also responsible for metallurgy, nondestructive examination (NDE), welding, predictive 
maintenance program leadership and owner repair programs as well as plant life management 
throughout the generation fleet.  The director also ensures compliance with state and federal repair 
codes and standards through the establishment of related policies and procedures.   

 
  Director Performance Testing and Analysis  
 

The Director of Performance Testing and Analysis is responsible for providing specialized 
performance engineering and testing services.  These specialized services consist of developing 
accurate dispatch heat input equations, completing required independent power producer facility 
(IPPF) contract required testing, conducting inventory audits of our coal piles, performing EPA 
required emission testing, maintaining the official capacity for all of our generating units, monitoring 
consultants that are used for boiler optimization, and coordinating fuel test burns.  This position also 
provides plant equipment and system troubleshooting performance testing.   
 

  Director, Plant Engineering and Technical Support  
 

The Director of Plant Engineering and Technical Support is responsible for facility based plant 
engineering, system condition assessment and technical support in the areas of chemistry, I&C and 
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computer systems.  The Director ensures adequate engineering support is available for operations 
and maintenance project work, as well as, plant condition assessment program management.  The 
Director has responsibility for “field” plant system ownership with shared responsibility for system 
performance.   

   
Director, Technical Resources and Compliance  

 
The Director of Technical Resources and Compliance is responsible for providing specialized 
engineering and technical services through subject matter experts and technical experts who provide 
comprehensive technical direction as well as drive fleet-wide initiatives and standardization.  The 
Director is responsible for FERC/NERC Reliability Standard compliance management and oversight.  
The Director has responsibility of overall fleet equipment ownership and the System Owners for 
primary equipment such as boilers, turbines, generators, combustion turbines, heat recovery steam 
generators, environmental control systems, and distributed controls.  The Director leads the 
establishment of equipment inspection procedures, testing, maintenance guidelines/standards, and 
specifications.  
 
                      Back to top 

 
4.4  Engineering and Construction 
 
   Vice President, Engineering and Construction 
 

The Vice President of Engineering and Construction is responsible for the Operating Model within 
the Engineering and Construction department. The Vice President manages and oversees all 
engineering and construction activities through the implementation of the Operating model (including 
continuous improvement) with the support and advocacy of the management team. The Vice 
President is responsible for the Capital budget, Project Management, QA/QC, Design Control and 
Drawing Control processes. 

 
  Director, Engineering, Design & Document Services (EDDS) 
 

The Director of Design and Document Services reviews, supports and develops emerging 
technologies, design and equipment standards, and standardized processes used in the 
development and execution of capital and larger more complex O&M projects.  Additional 
responsibilities include managing design documents and drawings for the operating generation 
facilities and the Transmission and Distribution drawings.  EDDS also coordinates and manages the 
O&M studies for the operating plants and provides O&M-related technical support for engineering 
issues.  EDDS provides technical support to Regulatory, Resource Planning, and Environmental for 
development of major projects. 
 

  Director, Construction and Project Services 
 

The Director of Construction and Project Services manages the construction of new, re-powered or 
modified plants and equipment, using appropriate construction techniques, quality standards, 
emerging technologies, construction supervision and oversight of contract construction personnel 
under the direction of the Project Manager or project lead. This person also coordinates 
development and maintenance of the Energy Supply QA/QC Program, ensures proper staffing of the 
construction projects, and develops and deploys fleet-wide construction standards.  
 

 Additionally, the Director of Construction and Project Services provides leadership for the Energy 
Supply (ES) capital budget development process, manages the implementation of project cost 
control and scheduling processes, and develops and deploys fleet-wide cost control/budgeting 
standards for ES capital projects.  This person also coordinates department budget forecasting and 
rollout and management of the Enterprise Project Management (EPM) program.  
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Director, Regional Capital Projects 
 

The position manages the execution of the strategic capital investment plan, the development, and 
submission of the five- 10- year budget plans, monthly review, and management of the regional 
portfolio.  This person is directly responsible for major capital project execution and provides 
Regional Planning Committee (RPC) leadership and management for fleet-wide strategic plans that 
address long- and short- term physical plant modifications for Energy Supply.  This position 
interfaces with operating company presidents to update budget and project activities in the region. 
The regional director provides technical support to Regulatory, Resource Planning, Corporate 
Finance, and Environmental for development of major or long-range project and budget planning.  
The Regional director is responsible for development and presentation of projects to the Investment 
Review Council (IRC) and Financial Council (FC) as required by corporate policies.  
 
Project Manager  
 
 A Project Manager provides project management for multiple, complex ES projects throughout the 
fleet, and provides leadership and coordination of multi-disciplinary project teams. The position 
manages teams to achieve approved project scope, develops, modifies, and tracks detailed cross-
departmental milestone schedules, project-level cost tracking, and reconciliation. This position may 
be the key liaison with specific plants or manage groups of projects at specific plants.  The position 
works closely with other fleet managers.    
 
Manager, Engineering 
 
This position is responsible for management of the engineering staff in each jurisdiction.  
Responsibilities include providing technical support to the operating fleet for capital projects and 
O&M studies leading up to capital project. This position also takes on technical lead in specific areas 
and manages projects. 
 
Manager, Design Services 
 
This position is responsible for management of the designers and drafters in all jurisdictions.  
Responsibilities include design drawings, both new and revised, for the generating facilities to 
maintain a set of documentation that reflects the actual installations. 
 
Manager, Start-up & Testing 
 
This position is responsible for the coordination of start-up and testing activities of large capital and 
retrofit projects for all jurisdictions and includes bringing on contract support for specific projects as 
needed.  The position also coordinates the processes and procedures for standardizing the start-up 
and testing across the fleet, and assists with technical support for the fleet. 
 
Quality Manager 
 
This position is responsible for the strategic development, implementation, and maintenance of the 
Energy Supply Quality Management program. In addition to Engineering & Construction, the Quality 
Management program also serves to guide the Operations, Technical Services, and Supply Chain 
(NOTE: not part of ES) functions of Energy Supply. The manager is responsible for development 
and distribution of program materials, training of fleet personnel in quality principles, and in the 
implementation of procedures and processes, including the use of forms and reporting requirements.  
 
Manager Construction Services 
 
This position coordinates construction of new, re-powered or modified plants and equipment through 
use of appropriate construction techniques, emerging technologies, construction supervision, and 
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oversight of Engineering and Construction and contract construction personnel. Duties also include 
responsibility for the coordination of construction activities related to start-up, commissioning, 
turnover, and the coordination of construction safety of Engineering and Construction projects. This 
position serves as a contact with architects, engineers, contractors and vendors for construction 
activities, and provides technical support for contract development and procurement. 
Responsibilities include ensuring uniform construction standards and processes are developed, 
maintained, and applied to all capital projects across the Energy Supply fleet.  
 
Manager Project Controls 
 
This position is responsible for developing, implementing and managing uniform standards, 
processes, and tools for the cost estimating, planning and scheduling, and cost tracking of regional 
and large plant projects within Energy Supply. The position is accountable for establishing an 
appropriate level of project controls to ensure Energy Supply capital projects meet expectations.  
The position is responsible for the development of the annual Energy Supply Capital Expenditures 
budget presentation, and responsible to verify compliance with Xcel Energy corporate governance 
control points established to meet the requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley regulations.   
 
  

Go to Energy Supply Org Chart LINK 

 
                      Back to top 

4.5  Environmental Services 
 
Director, Environmental Services 
 
The Environmental Services Directors support the development of the environmental compliance 
strategy and direct the implementation of the environmental strategies to facilitate environmental 
compliance with various federal, state, and local statues and regulations. They advise Xcel Energy’s 
executive management on environmental compliance by interpreting regulatory requirements to 
existing operations and proposed projects. 
 
Manager, Environmental Services  
 
The Environmental Managers interpret existing and proposed regulations that cover air, water, 
waste, and remediation to ensure environmental compliance.  Using system data, they support the 
development of proposals to executive management regarding environmental issues, act as the 
liaison with internal customers concerning environmental compliance requirement, and coordinate 
the developments and modifications of environmental programs that support compliance. 
 
Environmental Analyst  
 
The Environmental Analysts interpret existing and proposed regulations that cover air, water, waste, 
and remediation to ensure environmental compliance.  They obtain required permits by submitting 
permit applications and amendments required by environmental regulation, serve as the liaison with 
regulatory agencies concerning environmental compliance at the facility level, develop and provide 
training on compliance requirements to internal customers, provide/coordinate responses and 
reports for emergency spills and releases and draft, review, and submit applicable environmental 
compliance reports. 
 
Director, Auditing & Technical Services  
 
The Auditing & Technical Services Director interprets existing and proposed regulations that cover 
greenhouse gases and carbon management, supports the development of proposals to executive 
management regarding greenhouse gases, supports the development of environmental compliance 
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policy strategy and recommendation, acts as the liaison with internal customers concerning 
greenhouse gas compliance requirements, and directs the environmental compliance audit program 
and tracking of corrective actions.  
 
Team Lead, Auditing & Technical Services 

 
The Auditing & Technical Services’ Team Lead coordinates the daily activities of the Environmental 
Services Consulting Bench (Bench). The bench is a team of environmental technical experts that 
the team lead directs to develop cross regional compliance strategies and procedures. 
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5.0 Unit Operation 
 
5.1  Generation Philosophy 
 

Operations is responsible for all conditions of the plant including its safe, efficient, and cost-effective 
operation.  Included within these responsibilities are unit startup, unit operation, unit shutdown, 
maintenance of equipment, maintaining the design basis, managing plant configuration, and 
environmental and regulatory compliance.  All plants are managed and operated safely to end-of-life 
objectives. 
 
All employees in Operations must maintain a high level of professionalism and excellence, including: 
• Safety  
• Environmental, regulatory and health compliance 
• Personal accountability 
• Team and equipment performance 
• Continuous improvement and standardization of established processes 

 
Operating procedures are established and rigorously adhered to for routine and abnormal operating 
conditions. All operators must clearly understand the limits of normal conditions, and the appropriate 
responses to changing or abnormal conditions that require correction.   
 
When uncommon unit or plant conditions exist, Operations must respond in a safe and 
environmentally responsible manner.  At times, Operations in some regions may perform preventive 
maintenance and minor corrective maintenance.  Normally work flows in the following order: 
• Monitor operating parameters and equipment for optimized performance 
• Operating rounds and equipment inspections 
• Preventive maintenance 
• Minor corrective maintenance 
 
Commercial Operations establishes the generation mix and schedules unit output for each unit in the 
fleet.  This plan is communicated to and coordinated with plant operations.  Plant Operations is 
accountable to take the necessary actions to respond to an unusual plant condition.  At its first 
opportunity, plant operations will communicate the plant condition to Commercial Operations, the 
status of the unit/plant, expected duration of the event and expected return.  Operations will 
communicate any developing issues affecting unit output to Commercial Operations and then 
collaborate to develop mid-term (weeks-months) plans to correct the issue.  Plant operations, 
Commercial Operations, and Outage Management and Maintenance Support will work together to 
develop long-term (months-year) plans for planned overhauls.  Each of these development 
processes is done in conjunction with other groups as needed.   
 
Principles of Operation 
 
The role of every member of the Operations organization is to advance safety, ensure reliable 
service, increase productivity, and promote continuous improvement.   
 
We advance safety by recognizing the hazards that are present during the day-to-day operations of 
the plant.  Plant housekeeping contributes to safety objectives through prompt response to spills, 
leaks, accumulation of debris, or unsafe conditions.  We then identify the source of these problems 
and correct them.  Personnel must be trained on all safety procedures that affect their work 
assignments.  
 
Equipment must be operated within the design limits of the operating conditions and the environment 
where it exists.  Routine inspections, lubrication, adjustments, and replacement of defective and 
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worn parts facilitate reliable service and manage maintenance costs.  Standard operating procedure 
should include periodic monitoring of operating parameters, frequent checks for proper lubrication, 
temperatures, vibration levels, unusual sounds, leaks, and operating conditions.  
 
Operations Employees 

All operators must be fit for duty.  They must be thorough in completing their assigned duties and 
monitoring of equipment.  These activities are a priority as they influence the integrity of the plant 
and the safety of all personnel as well as our customers. Operators must be knowledgeable about 
their equipment, well trained in their responsibilities, and proficient in the skills required to perform 
the tasks associated with their positions or roles. 
 
Use proper PPE at all times.  
 
 Use Your Senses – One’s senses can help spot something wrong: 
 
Sight Be constantly alert to visual signs of operating concerns or conditions that may lead to 

equipment failure or unsafe conditions. 

Hearing Listen for unusual sounds of defective or improperly adjusted equipment. 

Smell  Smell can help detect most gas or chemical leaks, overheating bearings, burning   
   brakes, smoldering coal or arcing electricity. 

Touch  Contact can warn you of such things as excessive vibration or temperature deviations. 

 
Basics of Operation 
 
Effective Communication 
• Open two-way communication conducted by, but not limited to, crew briefings and shift turnover 

helps meet Operations’ safety, reliability, and environmental goals.  Personnel must ensure 
effective written and oral communication via radios, phones, logs, work requests, rounds sheets, 
shift turnover, etc. 

 
Fix Obvious Problems 
• When an identified problem is easily fixed, the repair should not be delayed.  Taking this 

approach will manage the size, scope, duration, and financial burden of repairs.  Problems that 
impact day-to-day operations fit into this category.  Well-maintained equipment is the foundation 
of continuous and efficient operations.  When unsure if corrective actions are required, consult 
other personnel.  Reminder: All corrective activity should have a work order associated with the 
job.  If the work is not previously scheduled, it should be tagged as Break In work.   

 
Evaluate the Process 
• In some cases, equipment issues are symptoms of other problems that exist upstream in the 

process.  To ensure the root cause of a problem is corrected, operators should evaluate the 
entire process.  This will prevent the likelihood of a recurring condition. 

 
Documentation 
• We can eliminate recurring problems through effective record -keeping of systems, equipment, 

and processes.  This information is invaluable to resolving the root cause(s) of problems and 
should be captured and tracked in MAXIMO, Electronic Logs, SharePoint, or other standard-use 
reporting tools. 

 
Monitor Changes 
• Carefully monitor process changes to quickly identify and catch unwanted process deviations, 

eliminate work-arounds, and prevent them from becoming major problems.  
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Equipment and Process Management 
 
Operators are responsible to maintain control of equipment and processes under their care and must 
be proficient in the following: 
 
Conduct pre-job briefs   
• Be certain that everyone involved with the task understands the job before the work begins, e.g. 

being aware of hazards, understanding procedures and whether special precautions are 
required, energy source controls, required Personal Protective Equipment. 
 

Monitor critical parameters  
• Monitor temperatures, pressures, levels and flows associated with equipment and processes to 

ensure all operations are controlled. Perform tests as required to monitor critical parameters, 
e.g., chemistry tests (pH, conductivity, etc) and take appropriate action when parameter limits 
dictate.  

 
Equipment functionality tests  
• Perform routine testing of equipment for proper functionality, e.g. valve testing, alarm testing, 

emergency backup equipment, etc. (In some regions these are known as Sunday tests.) 
 

Perform independent verification of critical operating controls  
• Examples include walking down valve line-ups following a start-up on the previous shift, and 

reviewing control settings for manual setup, bias settings, etc. 
 
Understand and use the appropriate operating procedures   
• Examples include request peer-checks during activities involving choices, and double-checking 

one’s own work before presenting it for review or before the next step in the process.  Use place-
keeping in procedures and other work instructions.  Pause or ask others to validate the next step 
or confirm information. 

 
Keep logs and record data  
• This information is necessary and useful for a variety of purposes and sometimes is required to 

verify that operations were within regulatory or design limits. Other records are useful in 
diagnosing problems. Operators should understand how to interpret records and log information 
to ensure continued operation within the limits of good operating practice. 

 
Recognize and respond to abnormalities appropriately  
• This skill requires the use of sensory skills as well as understanding of the equipment and 

processes to filter the normal from the abnormal under various operating conditions. The proper 
response for most alarms and other abnormal operating conditions should be documented, 
accessible, well -understood, and followed. 

 
Provide input for maintenance, modifications, and testing 
• This ensures that these tasks can be performed safely, with minimal adverse impact to 

operations. 
 
Perform Lock Out/Tag Out. 
• LOTO provides energy isolation for maintenance or testing work as required. 
 
Respond to equipment and personnel emergencies as required 
• In most cases, operators are the first – and possibly the only – group able to respond to 

equipment or facility emergencies, such as fire, or to personnel emergencies. Operating 
personnel must be knowledgeable, trained, and skilled in appropriately handling the initial 
response to such emergencies. 
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Perform shift turnovers   
• In this way, those coming on duty are fully apprised of all ongoing issues, concerns, activities, or 

plans for the upcoming shift so that they are prepared to act proactively. 
 
Train on the job  
• Operators need to be prepared to respond to questions about equipment, processes or practices 

from others, or to explain and demonstrate the proper skills and procedure for performing 
required tasks.  This is especially important for those who may normally work in a different role 
or area of the facility, or those who have been recently hired.   

 
                     Back to top 

 
5.2  Operate the Unit 
 

Operating Duties and Roles (Managing Operations) 
 

Titles and positions listed in this section are listed for general purposes only and may reflect different 
roles and responsibilities from plant to plant. 

 
Plant Manager – Plant Director 

 
The Plant Manager/Plant Director ensures safe and efficient operations, and directs proactive 
maintenance and environmental programs that are facilitated through Department Managers, 
Supervisors, Working Foremen and Leads or Operators.  Areas of focus include:   
• Encouraging effective communication between plant personnel and outside support organizations  
• Ensuring that all employees and contractors on-site follow all policies and procedures 
• Ensuring that employees and contractors have the resources needed to operate the units 
• Ensuring that site personnel follow all work management practices to keep the equipment in a 

good state of maintenance and comply with the daily and weekly schedules, including the use of 
the work management process to properly prioritize and rank work 

• Making sure site personnel review procedures, develop new procedures, and conduct and 
participate in training exercises 

• Making sure personnel perform identified roles and responsibilities, e.g.  log entries, effective shift 
turnovers, etc. 

• Ensuring that management of plant design basis and configuration is maintained 
 

Operations Manager (or Operations Management) 
 
In addition to Operations Management’s role in work management and validation of resource 
requirements, Operations Management provides the following support: 
• Communicates unit status and availability with Commercial Operations 
• Develops planning assumptions for unit operation and develops a schedule to operate the unit to 

these sets of conditions 
• Identifies equipment maintenance and repair priorities in the work management planning process 
• Develops and implements policies and procedures that support safe plant operations 
• Develops and implements operational improvement activities 
• Oversees and guides the training program for all operations job classifications 
 
Control of Maintenance and Modifications 
 
The Operations Department has an important role in the execution and control of maintenance, 
modification, and testing activities. It ensures the identification of equipment problems and needed 
maintenance. Operations Manager contributes to the prioritization of repairs for efficient scheduling. 
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Equipment removed from service for maintenance activities is coordinated and controlled through 
operating personnel to minimize the overall financial impact of the maintenance process relative to 
total system costs.   
 
Operations ensures the maintenance process does not adversely impact other operations or 
personnel.  It is responsible for appropriate process and system configuration, and equipment 
isolation and energy control through implementation of the Lock-Out Tag-Out (LOTO) Procedure, 
issuance of Hot Work Permits, etc. 
 
Operations must be consulted on any contemplated modification to ensure the changes are 
understood, and that appropriate adaptations are incorporated into operating procedures before the 
initial operation of the modified equipment or process.  As testing is normally performed under non-
routine operating conditions, Operations must be apprised of the planned tests, the adjustments to 
operations that are required for the tests, and their timing.  Operations is responsible to ensure the 
system has been returned to normal once tests are complete.  
 
Operations Roles and Responsibilities  
 
Shift Superintendent/Supervisor/Lead:  
 
The Shift Superintendent/Supervisor/Lead (Shift SSL) reports to Operations Management and is 
responsible for the continuous and efficient operation and maintenance of the plant during the 
assigned shift. During back shifts, holidays, and weekends, the Shift SSL is in overall charge of the 
plant. 
 
These personnel prepare and execute Lock Out-Tag Out orders for plant systems and equipment in 
compliance with approved procedures. During the course of the shift, the Shift SSL, at a minimum, 
performs the following duties in relation to plant operations:  
• Ensures units are operated within required operating parameters and plant equipment 

performance is optimized 
• Ensures that unit is operated in a safe, efficient, and environmentally responsible manner 
• Evaluates logs, standing orders, and other electronic log entries for communication to shift 

personnel 
• Evaluates logs, standing orders, and other electronic log entries for trends 
• Facilitates shift crew job briefing meetings, establishes expectations for the shift, and ensures 

that end-of-shift job updates from crew members are obtained 
• Ensures any work arounds are documented and communicated and that Operations 

Management is taking corrective actions to track and resolve those issues in a timely manner 
• In compliance with the planning and scheduling process, represents Operations and operating 

priorities at the Week-Ahead scheduling meeting, working with the other plant departments in the 
development of the week-ahead work schedule   

• For any unplanned, urgent work, tags the associated work orders as Break In and changes the 
Work Manager Priority field to 99 

• Leads work execution, facilitates and ensures high worker productivity 
• Ensures that scheduled work is performed (or if schedule deviations are necessary, 

communicates need for rescheduling during daily status meetings) 
• Ensures that all work orders and procedures performed during the shift are properly completed, 

documented and signed as needed 
• Provides a complete and accurate shift turnover to the oncoming shift 
• Accompanies operators periodically in equipment walk-downs to provide feedback, coaching, 

and training/development 
• Documents communication with Control Operator, Transmission System Operator, and 

Commercial Operations.  Monitors logs and e-logs 
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• Non-Management Leads/Operators perform the above duties excluding management (HR) 
responsibilities 

 
Control Room Operator  
 
The Control Room Operator monitors unit controls, manipulates unit controls, and changes process 
controls as necessary to match load demands or to respond to other process changes. The status of 
the unit must be considered at all times in order for these responsibilities to be carried out in an 
effective manner.  The Control Room Operator must ensure that the unit is operating safely and must 
be capable of taking action to prevent unsafe operating conditions. 
 
During the course of a shift, the Control Room Operator shall perform, at minimum, the following 
general shift duties: 
• Ensures units are operated within required operating parameters and responds to alarms in 

accordance with plant operating procedures 
• Completes equipment condition surveillances, PMs and other assigned and scheduled items 
• Monitors and reviews maintenance items in progress that will affect the operation of the unit 
• Reviews log entries made by the previous shift 
• Operates the unit in compliance with approved procedures 
• Ensures operation within compliance of all environmental regulations 
• Directs and coordinates operating activities on the shift 
• Evaluates both the shift log and electronic log to identify any unusual trends 
• Confirms all out-of-spec readings have been identified, and the cause and corrective action 

taken has been explained to the Shift SSL 
• Provides a complete and accurate shift turnover 
 
Plant Operators   
 
Plant Operators perform routine and assigned duties for equipment associated with system 
operations inside and outside of the control room. Plant operators report deviations from normal to 
the Control Room Operator and Shift SSL.  
 
Assignments vary from plant-to-plant, but usually consist of turbine equipment rounds, boiler 
equipment rounds, outside rounds, Air Quality Control System (AQCS) rounds, and the operation of 
balance of plant equipment in these respective areas. 
 
The following general shift responsibilities are performed at a minimum: 
• Completes inspection following shift rounds procedures (equipment checks), hand-held electric 

logs, plant logs, and other items as assigned, scheduled and trained 
• Conducts a thorough walk down inspection of all accessible operating and standby equipment 
• Observes systems, equipment and plant areas for the following conditions:  

o Leaks 
o Abnormal noise levels 
o Abnormal equipment operation 
o Buildup of water or other liquids on floors or equipment 
o Buildup of coal or ash on floors or equipment  
o Bearing lubrication and temperature 
o Abnormal vibrations 
o Movement of equipment or pipe 
o Insufficient housekeeping 

• Creates work order for any abnormal condition 
• Ensures all equipment and systems are operating within regulatory and environmental limits 
• Ensures that all equipment and locations are operated and maintained in a safe working 

condition 
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• Documents findings in logs, writing work orders and conveying this information during shift 
turnovers, and of corrective actions that were taken  

• Operates assigned equipment in accordance with approved procedures 
• Confirms all abnormal readings have been identified and the causes and the corrective actions 

reported 
• Performs assigned work (in some regions this includes preventive maintenance work orders and 

corrective maintenance work orders) to documented level of training received 
• Executes the isolation, verification and restoration steps of the LOTO procedure for the 

equipment under their jurisdiction 
• Conducts a complete and accurate shift turnover, ensuring that the relief person is fully aware of 

the status and condition of equipment and processes 
 

Operating Requirements 
 
Safe Operation 
 
Operations personnel must be in control of their equipment at all times. Equipment is considered out 
of control when equipment operates without the conscious understanding or awareness of the 
operator.  Operators are required to operate and maintain equipment within the safe limits of its 
design. If the equipment or process deviates outside the limits, operators should place it in a safe 
and stable condition immediately, and then advise plant management. 
 
Operators must also have an understanding of the equipment’s design parameters so they can adapt 
to abnormal conditions.  When abnormal conditions are present, operators must apply heightened 
awareness of operating limits to avoid failure and non-compliant operation. 
 
Monitoring Operating Parameters 
 
Monitoring operating parameters is critical to ensure equipment and processes are in control. 
Parameters out of control could lead to equipment failure. Examples of parameters to be monitored 
include proper water chemistry, lubrication conditions, inlet/outlet pressures, vibration, temperatures 
at particular points in the process, and flow issues. 
 
Operators must frequently monitor the operating parameters for the systems and equipment they are 
assigned to ensure appropriate actions are taken to address any out-of-range conditions or 
problematic trends. 
 
Independent Verification 
 
Independent verification should be used when performing complex operational procedures or 
electrical switching.  This can reduce operating errors and injuries. Even if a written procedure is 
available, independent verification may discover errors in the original procedure or identify 
equipment modifications or additions not in the original procedure.   
 
Multiple personnel or resources are enlisted to verify an event or irregularity.  In some instances, an 
equipment irregularity may occur, and the person discovering the event might need verification from 
someone with a different skill set. As an example, an operator discovers vibration problem with a 
pump and requests independent verification from a technician with vibration analysis skills. 
 
Inspecting Equipment Placed Into Service 
 
It is crucial to check that proper oil levels, flows and other pertinent parameters are set up before 
placing equipment into service. Correct valve alignment must be verified prior to starting a piece of 
equipment or placing a system in service.  An operator should monitor the start-up of each piece of 
equipment when possible and confirm proper operation, looking for any unusual noises or vibrations 
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during and after start-up.  Personnel in the adjacent area to the equipment must be advised of its 
pending start-up. 
 
Recognizing Irregularities 
 
All equipment critical to the operation of the plant should have well defined normal and abnormal 
operating limits.  There should be an action plan for critical equipment that exceeds normal operating 
limits.  Nuisance (non-critical or inaccurate) alarms may prevent an operator from recognizing an 
alarm of a more serious nature.  Nuisance alarms should be eliminated.  An out-of-scan search 
should be performed, where capability exists, at the start of every shift to determine if critical alarms 
have been taken out of scan.  
 
Emergency Response 
 
An event that requires immediate attention because of its serious nature and potential for further 
harm is generally termed an emergency, whether related to personnel, such as an accident with 
serious injury or grave illness, or related to equipment. Prompt response to calls, alarms, and other 
indications might prevent an emergency from becoming more serious. 
 
Operations is charged with primary response actions for both personnel and equipment 
emergencies.  The proper initial response in emergencies is critical to efforts to minimize the adverse 
impacts of such events. To facilitate effective response by Operations, emergency response plans 
for various scenarios are reviewed and updated regularly, and appropriate training is conducted.  
Operations should be well rehearsed to implement actions in response to emergencies.   
 
Job Briefing 
 
At the start or resumption of each work activity, job briefings are required. The supervisor, working 
foreman, or employee-in-charge will conduct a job briefing to review work procedures, hazards 
associated with the job, special precautions, energy source controls, and personal protective 
equipment.  
 
It is the responsibility of the person in charge to conduct these briefings: 
• At the beginning of work shifts 
• At the start of the job 
• When a lack of continuity occurs (e.g. if the job is interrupted for any reason) 
• When personnel are added to or removed from the job 
• When unanticipated hazards or safety concerns are identified during the job 
• When any change to the equipment isolation (LOTO) for a job occurs (a job brief should be 

conducted between operations and the person in charge of the job, or their designee) 
 
A brief discussion is sufficient if the work is routine and the employees, through training and 
experience, can reasonably be expected to recognize and avoid the hazards involved in the job.  A 
more detailed briefing is required, however, if the work is non-routine, complicated, or especially 
hazardous.  Employees working alone should think through the tasks of the job as if a job briefing 
were held. 
 
Communicating Critical Conditions 
 
Information about routine activities, equipment changes, and unit conditions is regularly transmitted 
at shift turnover and through operating logs.  However, information of a more critical nature must be 
communicated in a more direct and timely manner. 
 
Conditions that directly impact or threaten safety, environmental compliance, or unit capability must 
be relayed to higher authority as a priority communication, so the proper course of action can be 
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determined and taken.  Examples of critical conditions include detection of a boiler tube leak, 
increase in turbine vibration, or higher levels of CO in coalbunker.  Discoveries of this type should be 
communicated immediately as well as reported through logs, work order generation, and shift 
turnover communications. 
 
Operator Log Maintenance 
 
It is paramount that manually and/or electronically recorded data and shift logs be complete, 
accurate, and legible in ink.   
 
Falsified data is dangerous, misleading and in violation of Company Policy.  Personnel who do not 
maintain comprehensive and accurate plant records are subject to disciplinary action.  Any changes 
to readings or notations should be made by a single line strike through the original and should be 
initialed by the individual making the change. 
 
If readings or log entries cannot be made at a time specified, personnel must make a notation on the 
data sheet or log.  The notation describes the reason for the late recording of data or missing 
information, and the Shift SSL must be notified.  The reading should be taken at the next opportunity.  
The time that the reading is obtained should be noted on the log, data sheet, or shift turnover.  For 
example, readings are taken every four hours on a selected piece of equipment and the next entry is 
due at 1200, but it is not operating.  The equipment is then placed in service at 1400, and a log entry 
should be made at the time. 
  
For any record or report to be useful, the following requirements must be met: 
 
Accuracy  
• To be valid, the information presented in plant reports and records must be accurate in two 

respects: Factual accuracy refers to actual observations, data readout/recording, or engineering 
calculation.  Numerical accuracy refers to a prescribed tolerance or to the limits of accuracy of 
the measuring instrument. 

 
Completeness  
• A record or report is complete when all of the requested information has been provided, or when 

information cannot be provided, a notation of that fact is made.  Such notations must include the 
reason the information is not available. 

 
Timeliness  
• Data or information must be taken or observed at the appropriate time (e.g. pre-startup checks 

must be made before equipment is started).  Reports must be completed and submitted within 
the prescribed time schedule (e.g. daily, weekly, as soon as possible, etc.).  Military time is to be 
used. 

 
Authenticity  
• The signature or initials of the person recording or forwarding the information confirms that, to 

the best of their knowledge, the information represents actual facts or circumstances. 
 
Legibility  
• The person compiling the information must ensure that the writing is capable of being read and 

understood by others.  When adequate space is not available on the log sheet, an additional log 
sheet should be used.  Signatures and initials must be clearly entered to ensure the originator 
may be identified.   

 
Professional 
• Log information must be presented in a professional manner without unnecessary comment or 

opinions.  Logs can be obtained and reviewed by outside parties. 
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Operation logs provide oncoming shift personnel, management, and equipment owners with an 
accurate picture of the operating unit status, equipment problems and times associated with the 
problems so that accurate analysis can be performed to solve operational issues.   
 
Operators are required to complete three logs:  
 
Status Logs  
• Electronic log or paper log sheet – Electronic or paper documentation of each shift and 

operator's activities and operational equipment concerns. 
 
Shift Turnover Log  
• Documents and communicates crucial information to the on-coming shift and/or management 

and equipment owners – results in an orderly transfer of work-related information. 
 
Record Log  
• Documents the required information for the records group.   
 
Responsibilities include: 
• Shift SSL documents crew activities in the Shift Log and shares with the oncoming shift. 
• Operators take notes during rounds and while at the control board and document pertinent 

information in e-log, round sheets or paper logs – these are to be reviewed with oncoming crews 
at shift turnover (e.g., work completed, work remaining, and equipment status). 

• Management reviews paper and electronic logs periodically to ensure operators, equipment 
owners and engineers are addressing the most critical operational issues. 

• Equipment Owners, where applicable, conduct daily reviews of paper and electronic logs to 
assist in work request accuracy and ranking. 

• Work orders are written to document and communicate equipment and system conditions. 
 
Recording Data 
 
Recorded data at a generating facility is used for maintenance, safety, environmental, operations, 
financial and performance tracking.  Some of the recorded data should remain at the plant for the life 
of the plant, while other data becomes obsolete and can be eliminated.  Be sure to follow Xcel 
Energy record retention rules.  
 
Maintenance recording data is best kept in a maintenance management software tool such as 
MAXIMO.  Maintenance man-hours, materials, cost, and repair frequency can be recorded in 
MAXIMO.  The recorded data may then be used for cost justifying capital or O&M expenses, 
evaluating maintenance expenses or determining workload.  
 
Shift Turnovers 
 
Shift turnover is a critical part of operation.  An accurate summary of the overall plant status must be 
provided to oncoming shift personnel.  Oncoming and out-going personnel must have a high degree 
of confidence that an appropriate information transfer has taken place before shift turnover has been 
ended.  Oncoming personnel should conduct a comprehensive review of appropriate logs, records 
and equipment information as well as a thorough discussion of any abnormal conditions, before 
responsibility for the shift position is transferred. 
 
When Turnover should occur: 
• Prior to shift change 
• When responsibilities are transferred between people, work groups or departments (handoffs). 
• When responsibilities for on-going progress tasks/activities change 
• When work extends beyond one shift 
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Shift Turnover includes: 
• A comparison of the significant equipment parameters at shift’s start and end 
• Plant and unit status 
• Abnormal conditions 
• New work orders categorized as: I=Imminent failure; H-High risk; M=Medium risk; L= Low risk 
• Previous shift’s work orders completed 
• Operator availability and callout needs 
• Contractors on site 
• Safety, environmental, and barrier issues 
• LOTO status 
• Testing requirements 
• Transmission System Condition (Green, Yellow, Red) 

 
The turnover review by Operators shall include a review of:  
• Electronic logs 
• Comparison of the significant equipment parameters at shift’s start and end 
• Assigned area status 
• Abnormal conditions in assigned area 
• New work orders for their assigned area 
• Safety, environmental, and barrier issues 
• LOTO status 
• Annunciator alarm check list and reconciliation 
• Transmission System Condition 
 
Operating Procedures 
 
It is critical that start-up, shutdown, steady-state operations, load-following operations, and any 
special operations (such as ASME turbine testing) or response to alarms or abnormal operating 
conditions are guided by detailed procedures for these conditions. 
 
Use of procedures and documentation of progress minimizes confusion if an upset should occur in 
the process or on another unit. It also facilitates smooth and complete communication during any 
changeover in personnel (shift change or illness).  
 
Operating Tests, Drills, and Simulations 
 
Emergency Drills, simulations, and refresher training are conducted periodically to ensure 
preparedness and the ability to respond appropriately in the event of an emergency.  Routine tests 
are conducted to provide additional information regarding the condition and performance of the unit 
and equipment for maintenance and planning.  Equipment and system testing include: automatic 
valves, actuators, DC emergency systems, alarm indicators, etc. 
 
Lock Out Tag Out (LOTO) 
 
Operations control the Lock Out/Tag Out (LOTO) process to ensure personnel are able to safely 
perform required work on equipment.  This includes the proper shutdown, isolation and energy 
dissipation and securing, and subsequent restoration to service for any equipment under its control. 
Operations Managers are responsible for the development, modification, and implementation of the 
LOTO procedure.  All personnel on site must comply with LOTO requirements.  
 
LOTO Requests 
 
LOTO should be executed during prior shifts to ensure prompt starting times for maintenance crews.  
Operations must be involved in daily status meetings. Shift SSLs must be able to discuss 
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commitments regarding the availability of equipment and personnel for the next day’s LOTO 
schedule. Shift SSLs can readily prepare LOTO if advance notice is received. 
 
If non-emergency LOTO requests are not timely, employees should report this process deviation to 
the management team.  The management team is charged with determining the reason for the 
process deviation and taking corrective actions.   
 
                     Back to top 
 

5.3 Incident Management  
 
Operations is responsible for the first response to any unusual events or incidents that occur at the 
Plant in accordance with the site specific Emergency Action Plan.  They will be the Incident 
Commander until relieved of these duties.  They will take command of internal response teams; as 
well as coordinate with outside agencies should any be called to respond.  They also are responsible 
for appropriate notification of higher-level management and outside agencies as related to the 
severity of the incident.  
 
                     Back to top 
 

5.4  Event Assessment and Root Cause 
 
One key objective is to identify problems and/or information for the purpose of correcting or 
preventing recurring problems as well as to share information and best practices across the fleet. 
 
The responsible manager determines if an event assessment and/or root cause assessment is 
needed soon after the incident.  Once a root cause is initiated, the responsible manager determines 
what critical data are needed for proper investigation and preserves the incident scene.  This 
includes gathering operational data, conducting interviews, and taking pictures as needed. 
Examples of incidents that may be investigated include, but are not limited to the following: 
• Safety incidents 
• Significant derates as defined by plant management 
• Forced outages 
• Failed start-up attempts 
• Major process upsets and near-misses 
• Damaged or failed equipment 
• Equipment fires and explosions 
• Environmental permit exceedences 

 
Go to Event Assessment and Root Cause Analysis Policy (XES 2.600) LINK 

                      
Back to top 

 
5.5 Procedures 

 
Procedure Understanding and Use 
 
Operating procedures ensure safe, repeatable operation of the plant, systems and equipment.  
Actions relative to start-up, shutdown, steady-state operations, alarm response, load-following 
operations, and any special operations are typical processes documented in procedures.   
 
Procedures provide the details of how work processes are to be conducted, document best practice 
activities, capture knowledge of experienced employees, and ensure quality control of operation and 
compliance with regulations. 
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Shift SSL holds personnel accountable for compliance with plant procedures by ensuring personnel 
are properly trained, periodic observations are conducted, and procedural effectiveness is monitored. 

 
Operators are responsible to follow all policies or procedures. This is accomplished by understanding 
the procedure requirements before starting the job.  They should also initiate action to improve the 
quality of the procedure or to correct procedure problems when discovered, by documenting all 
procedure issues or suggesting improvements to the procedure and informing management. 
 
Plant Management ensures that all procedures are maintained, current and accurate, that all 
operators are trained periodically and qualified on use, and procedures in force are properly 
followed. 
 
Typical plant procedures include:   
• Controlling Procedure for Unit Startup 
• Controlling Procedure for Unit Shutdown 
• Alarm Response Procedure 
• Cold Weatherization  
• Summer Preparation 
• Extended Shutdown Equipment Check List 
• Operational tests 
 
Operators must be trained and qualified on all procedures to ensure accurate performance of 
technical operating procedures.  This training is accomplished through both on-the-job training and 
through formal means.                

Back to top 
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6.0 Work Management 
 
All craftwork to be done within the generation fleet is to be charged to a work order, regardless of the craft, 
skill, or source.  This includes all O&M and capital work. 
 
The Energy Supply standard work management planning and scheduling process is to ensure work is 
properly identified, prioritized, planned, scheduled, executed, and documented.  The intent of the process is 
to optimize the use of resources (personnel, financial, materials, parts, services, etc.) in the most efficient 
and effective manner and ensure maximum safety, availability, reliability, and equipment/facility performance. 
Each plant is required to conform to the standardized work management planning and scheduling process to 
ensure consistency among plants across all regions.  While staffing levels and position titles differ, the work 
management process and activities are still expected at all non-hydro, non-thermal generating facilities. 
 
This process defines the workflow from work order (WO) creation to work order closeout in MAXIMO, the 
work and asset management application.  The purpose of a standardized planning and scheduling process is 
to ensure work is performed in the most effective and efficient manner, and to lower the cost of ownership by 
minimizing worker downtime.  More specifically, the objective is to schedule work when the required 
materials, tools, contractor or service – and employees – are ready and available and clearances are 
scheduled and hung.   
 
Using the planning and scheduling process will drive the efforts to increase the reliability of the equipment by 
improving the work order information and equipment history to include a detailed “Work Done” description 
and capturing appropriate failure code information.  Equipment level work history provides the detail needed 
to trend equipment performance, flag recurring or repetitive problems, and assess the preventive 
maintenance (PM) effectiveness.      
 
The primary focus of this effort is centered on Corrective Maintenance (CM) and Breakdown (BD) type work 
orders.  We understand that the PM, outage, emergency/urgent work and other types of work orders affect 
the planning and scheduling process.  The assumption is that PMs are already planned beyond estimating 
hours.  If not, PMs would impact both the planning and scheduling process.  However, CM and BD work 
orders represent the majority of the work in the planning process and usually are the least efficient and most 
costly.  All work types drive the scheduling process with Urgent work having the greatest impact. 
 
 Go to Work Management Process LINK 
 
 Go to Work Management Procedure LINK 
 

Energy Supply Operations Policy, ESO 2.605 Work Management V1.2.doc  LINK  
                       Back to top 
 
6.1  Work Order Creation 

 
The work management process begins with an approved work order (WO).   Any employee can 
initiate a work order in MAXIMO, the Energy Supply work management system. The expectation is 
that the employee who identifies the equipment issue creates the new work request.  The work 
orders should be written to the component level if at all possible.  If the location cannot be found or 
does not exist in the hierarchy, then the description of the component should be written in the work 
order description field.  WO requesters need to check that NO duplicate WOs exist.  If an existing 
WO description does not contain the symptoms or repairs identified, the employee should add to the 
existing work order description as necessary.  If the new WO is unique, the requester should capture 
all the information in the required fields, save and submit the new WO.   The automated status the 
new work order will be in is “WAPPR.”   
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The work order description is one of the most important fields. It is used to describe the problem or 
work requirements concisely. Yet it should include all information that will help in determining the 
extent of the problem and will aid in diagnostics and repair.  This is the first chance to define why 
maintenance is requested.  In creating a request for maintenance work, please keep in mind the 
questions that you would ask if told that a piece of equipment is broken.  What piece of equipment 
are we talking about (who), what is wrong with it (what or how), time of day or unit load can be 
important (when), what part of the equipment is the problem (where), and how is it broken?  Be 
descriptive such as “1B Condensate transfer pump inboard bearing shaft seal is leaking at the 09:00 
position when looking at the pump end.  The seal leaks when the pump is on or off.” 
 
New Work Request components:  
MAXIMO requires specific fields be populated to submit a new work request.  The required fields 
include: 
• Plant/Operating Unit 
• Component Location 
• Check for Duplicate 
• Work Order Description - enter as much information as available or known 
• Work Type 
• WO Priority/WM Priority 
• Routing Code 
• Required Unit Status 
• Reported Problem 
• Unit Impact 
• Driver/Impact 
                     Back to top 

 
6.2  Work Validation 
        

Operations and Maintenance Management are responsible for work validation. The intent behind the 
validation steps is to close communication gaps between shifts and minimize delays in planning and 
scheduling.  Without work validation, invalid or incomplete work requests can sit idle until more 
information is gathered.  Communication issues also lead to multiple or duplicate work orders on the 
same problem when the originator is unable to locate a previously created work order or doesn’t see 
progress on previous work orders.  Validation consists of a check for correct equipment or identified 
location , duplication, a review of the priority, accounting, and making sure that the appropriate fields 
on the WO are completed. 
 
Process Expectation: All CM, BD work orders should be written to the equipment or component level. 
 
Before the end of each shift, a foreman, supervisor, superintendent or planner should run a query for 
all work orders put in WAPPR status within the last 24 hours.  Before approving or changing the 
status of the work order, make sure all information has been confirmed. 
 
If the work order is Urgent, modify the work order description by adding the words, “BREAK IN” at 
the beginning of the description and change the Work Manager Priority to 99. If the work order 
requires a Call Out, modify the work order description with the word “CALLOUT” at the beginning of 
the description.   
 
Some work may be held back or grouped to be worked at a later time, e.g., during an outage.  In 
some cases, the problem is deemed tolerable for a period of time.  A feedback mechanism or 
notification to originator could reduce the number of duplicate work orders and worker frustration if 
work is delayed. 
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Process Expectation: All work orders should be validated and moved to a planning status within 
three working days.    

 
                     Back to top 

 
6.3  Work Order Planning 
 

Planners, foremen, superintendents, supervisors and engineers are responsible to plan WOs before 
assigning the work.  The level of planning required is commensurate with scope, complexity, safety 
and health issues, materials, required plant/unit conditions, and environmental impacts. 
 
Work Order Planners should concentrate efforts based upon the priority established as well as 
consideration of upcoming work that may provide an opportunity to coordinate several work 
packages. 
 
Process Expectations: All PM work orders must have an assigned and attached job plan. Job plans 
should be attached to any work order when multiple steps are required. Urgent work that can’t wait 
for the ‘normal’ planning and scheduling process due to its impact on generation, environmental 
compliance, or worker/plant safety will still require planning and scheduling steps, but must be 
expedited based on the nature of the work 
                   Back to top 

 
6.4  Work Order Scheduling 

 
Successful and effective scheduling involves good communication and involvement from the 
planners, maintenance supervisors and operations.  Scheduling is critical to the success of  backlog 
control, to execution of PM programs and to ensure maximum use of all available resources.  This 
process will ensure continuous feedback to maintain focus upon the highest priorities.  Weekly plan-
ahead and/or daily planning meetings facilitate joint work prioritization.  A team consisting of 
operations, maintenance, engineering and other stakeholders prioritize scheduling to ensure proper 
timing and resources are available and assigned to the work.  The Week Ahead Schedule is 
expected to define the upcoming week’s work.  Revisions or interruptions to the schedule should 
meet the Urgent or Break In criteria: an impact to generation, significant safety concern or a high 
probability for an environmental non-compliance. Once the schedule is agreed upon, it is to be 
published and distributed to all plant departments.  
 
Regardless of whether a plant is in outage or non-outage conditions, scheduling and prioritization is 
a continual process year round.  The primary difference for outage periods is that the process is 
typically started months in advance versus weeks in advance.  There are a variety of reports 
available from the Compass support team in WEBI to assist with the scheduling process.   
 
Process Expectation: All BD, CM, PM work orders have a scheduled finish date. 
Scorecard KPI: Schedule compliance – work orders completed within scheduled finish date.  
                     

Back to top 
 
6.5  Work Order Execution 

 
Execution of the work through the role of craft workers includes job assignments and job briefings, 
and assurance that the correct work order number is provided for any parts issued from the 
storeroom.  The craft worker must also accurately record the time spent on the work order and 
provide a detailed description of the work performed to complete the job.  If the work order is not 
completed during a given shift, a work log is needed.  This work order/log captures the detailed work 
history on the equipment. 
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To create the work log, go to the Work Order Tracking module’s Failure Reporting tab or the Work 
Done module in MAXIMO.  For each individual or crew assigned to the work order, an adequate 
description of the work performed during that shift is required in the Long Description field, along with 
the date and employee initials.  Select the long description icon next to the Work Done field.  Enter 
the details of the work performed.  Once the work performed is entered, select the Labor Tab and 
enter the time worked on the work order.  Using the Long Description field for the work history log 
keeps the work order in progress (INPRG) for the next worker assigned to the work order.   
 
                     Back to top 

6.6  Work Order Completion 
 
Craft workers, supervisors, superintendents, foremen, planners and engineers have the role of 
capturing the work done, the parts used, time spent on each work order, conditions found and left -- 
all are essential components to a complete work order and equipment history.  They also capture the 
failure codes to accurately reflect the problem.  Cause and remedy codes aid in the reliability 
analysis for the equipment.  It is very important to include as much detail as readily available so this 
information can be accessible in the future by yourself or other maintenance personnel.  Details 
should include any special tools required or necessary steps that should be considered by future 
personnel. 

 
Once the work order is completed, two different paths can be used to complete the work order 
(entering the work done information and reporting time worked) in MAXIMO:  the Work Done module 
or through Work Order Tracking - Failure Reporting tab. 
• Work Done – allows employee to report hours worked on the specific work order and captures a 

detailed description of the work performed.  Caution: When entering information in Work Done 
field, the WO status auto-changes to WCOMP, and MAXIMO enters a Work Completed date and 
time stamp.  This time stamp may not accurately indicate when the work was done.  Verification 
of the date is required.  Once information is entered into the Work Done field, the system will 
automatically require the employee to select Failure, Cause and Remedy Codes.  

• Work Order Tracking – Failure Reporting.  This is typically used by Planners and Supervisors to 
update work orders.  It also auto-populates Work Completed date,) this time stamp may not 
accurately indicate when the work was done.  Verification of the date is required).however, the 
work order status must be changed manually.  

 
Process Expectations: All BD, CM work orders have a detailed summary of the work done and 
appropriate failure, cause and remedy codes selected; all work orders should be moved to a 
Complete status in MAXIMO within 3 working days of the job being completed. 
 
At times while a PM work order is executed, an issue is identified that requires additional breakdown 
or corrective maintenance.  This may also occur while executing a BD or CM that cannot be 
completed right away due to unavailability of parts and or materials or needs to be done while the 
unit is offline.  In these situations, ensure that the original work order is completed and a follow-up 
work order is written to capture the additional activity.             
                    Back to top 

6.7  Work Management Review 
 
A role of the plant management team is work management review. The Work Management process 
is designed to drive the identification, planning, scheduling, and completion of all work done within 
the plant.  The quality of information within these steps determines the level of accuracy for which 
management decisions are made.  The process review provides an opportunity to conduct a work 
review; to identify recurring maintenance problems and associated PM’s, as well as provide an 
overall process review.  This review feeds the analysis that leads to improved reliability and reduced 
UOR.  
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Some things to consider in the process review: 
• Identify where the process may be breaking down 
• Perform a review of duplicate, or otherwise unnecessary work orders 
• Assess work order quality 
• What things are impacting the Planning activities? 
• Metric performance:  Is the plant performance measuring up? 
• Identify recurring maintenance issues 
• Complete a job plan review 
• Review PM effectiveness 
• Determine if there are any needs for root cause analysis 
• Determine if there are any needs for equipment reliability analysis       

               
There are a variety of reports available from the Compass support team in WEBI or Meridium to 
assist with the management review process.   

                     Back to top 
6.8  Work Management Process Metrics 

 
Maintenance Work Productivity is the percentage of internal hours worked for proactive/preventative 
work as a percentage of total maintenance hours worked. 
 
Schedule Compliance – measuring the ability to work the schedule 
• This metric looks at the # of work orders set to INPRG, # of those WO’s w/scheduled finish date,  

# of WO’s completed within the schedule 
  

Total Work Order Estimated Costs to Total Actual Costs (12-month rolling average). 
 
In addition to the metrics above, there are checkpoint measures in place to further tighten process 
activities listed below: 
• Work Order Quality – trends the requirement that all CM and BD work orders are written to the 

equipment or component level 
• Work Order Validation – tracks how long it takes to review and validate new work orders 
• Work Order Planning – establishes expectation for all PMs to have job plans and good estimated 

resources (labor, material, and services) 
• Schedule Quality – tracks if the process steps are being followed 

o # of WO’s with a scheduled finish date / # of WO’s worked for the month 
• Impact of “Break In” Work – trends how much of our work is urgent or unexpected 
• % of Break In WO’s (# of Break In WO’s against the total # of WO’s over a selected timeframe 
• Work Order completion – sets expectation to review, validate, and move all work orders to the 

Complete status within 3 days of the job completion.           
                     Back to top 

6.9  Work Management Process Roles and Responsibilities 
 
The following is a list of roles that are responsible to ensure effective work planning, schedule, and 
management. 
• WO Originator 
• Planner/Scheduler 
• Maintenance Management 
• Foreman 
• Lead/Operator 
• Operations Management 
• Plant Management 
 
.For detailed information of roles / responsibilities above go to Work Management Process LINK 
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7.0 Technical Services 
 
7.1  Technical Services Philosophy 
 

Technical Services is the centralized technical and analytical organization that partners with 
Operations and Engineering & Construction personnel to successfully achieve business priorities 
such as safety, plant reliability, environmental compliance, financial performance and operating and 
maintenance objectives.  Technical Services is charged with identifying and deploying best practices 
across the power plant fleet and accelerating the benefits of lessons learned.  Technical Services is 
also responsible for driving fleet-wide initiatives and technical standardization through the following 
six sub-departments: 
• Technical Resources and Compliance provides subject matter technical expertise for primary 

plant equipment and systems across regions and is the centralized fleet system owner.  It also 
oversees the NERC reliability standard compliance activities for the power generation business. 

• Plant Engineering and Technical Support provides plant based engineering, instrument and 
control technical support, and engineering management and is the plant system owners. 

• Chemistry and Water Resources manages plant process chemistry by establishing process 
chemistry parameters, procedures and policies (i.e. the process chemistry owners) and provides 
central chemistry lab analytical support and water resource management. 

• Performance Testing and Analysis performs plant and equipment performance tests including 
emissions testing, boiler combustion optimization expertise/guidance and coal test burns. 

• Reliability Services and Overhaul Management owns the plant overhaul processes and manages 
plant overhaul scheduling, planning and execution, as well as manages the regional owner 
repair programs, provides metallurgical and welding technical expertise, nondestructive testing 
and oversees the development of predictive maintenance process/programs. 

• Asset Management performs strategic asset management analyses, provides work management 
and lockout-tagout process support, and apprenticeship and refresher training for plant 
operations staff. 

 
All employees in Technical Services must maintain a high level of professionalism, including: 
• Never compromising safety 
• Being technically competent and personally accountable 
• Achieving optimal team and equipment performance 
• Seeking continuous improvement and standardization of established processes 
• Always complying with environmental and health regulations 
 
Technical Services is a dynamic organization that relies heavily on the development and knowledge 
of its staff. The flexibility of roles and responsibilities is essential to accomplish strategic and 
operational goals.  Cross-functional resource assignments within the organization is required at times 
to meet operational, project, overhaul, and maintenance objectives. 
                       Back to top 
 
System Ownership 
 
Technical Resources and Compliance personnel  -- designated as the fleet system owner -- develop 
and direct standardized fleet programs along with Operations for maintenance and operations 
procedures, inspection and testing, component specifications and the identification and 
implementation of system and equipment best practices.  The fleet system owner/subject matter 
expert/technical expert provides guidance and direction to the plant system owner through the use of 
standards, policies, procedures, and guidelines that document best practices and ensure controls 
are in place to successfully implement approved initiatives.  
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Plant Engineering and Technical Support staffs located at the generation facility fulfill the role of plant 
system owner and are assigned both routine and project-specific duties that fit within their level of 
expertise.  They support plant management, operations, and maintenance personnel, and are 
responsible for troubleshooting on equipment and systems, training on new or modified equipment, 
supporting procedure development/maintenance, updating plant drawings/P&IDs, supporting 
execution of O&M and select capital projects, and supporting budget development.  In addition, they 
are jointly accountable for the availability of plant equipment and systems. 
 
A crucial component of the plant system owner role is to define the work needed to maintain the 
equipment in proper running order.  Equipment owners, generally Maintenance personnel, are the 
advocate for their equipment, and must ensure maintenance plans are complete and up-to-date.  
Equipment owners are responsible to start the process to define a problem, justify the request, and 
supply alternatives at the initiation of a project request.  
 
Engineering and Construction is responsible to work with plant management and system owners in 
the review, development, and support of project requests to improve, repair, or maintain plant 
systems. This includes the analysis for safety, future operational performance, reliability, efficiency, 
quality, and maintainability requirements.  To properly execute a capital project, there must be key 
partnerships created depending on the timing, complexity, and needs of the project.  For most 
projects, the partnership is among Engineering and Construction, Technical Services, Operations, 
and Procurement.   
 

Go to Project Lead Roles and Responsibilities [Future Link] 
 
                       Back to top 
 

7.2  Compliance 
 
Welding  
 
Technical Services is responsible for establishing requirements and monitoring compliance for all 
welding activities at Operations facilities.  Included in these responsibilities are the administration of 
jurisdictionally mandated welded repair programs and providing oversight support of contractor 
welded repair activities.  Technical Services develops, maintains, and administers the Xcel Energy 
Welding Manual, which provides requirements and guidance needed to produce weld repairs that 
promote reliability while at the same time complying with applicable codes, standards, and industry-
recognized best practices. 
 
 Go to Welding Manual LINK 
 
NERC / FERC 
 
Reliability Standards and Compliance department oversees all aspects of compliance to standards 
from inception of a proposed standard to the standard becoming effective. Most important, it is also 
responsible for complying with all requirements in the standard using documentation of proof.  The 
standards are both O&M-related standards and cyber security standards (Critical Infrastructure 
Protection – CIP).  The Reliability Standards and Compliance department oversees the Energy 
Supply program and engages with ES personnel, Transmission compliance personnel in all regions, 
other internal stakeholders, Corporate Reliability Department personnel, regional compliance entities 
(MRO, SPP RE, WECC), and NERC compliance personnel.  The position also coordinates and 
prepares for O&M Compliance Audits and CIP audits, any non-compliance activities that arise, and 
strategic positioning to further the compliance program for Energy Supply. 
 
 Go to NERC Standards LINK 
 Go to NERC Website LINK 
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Air Emission Testing 
 
Performance Testing & Analysis personnel, in Texas and Colorado, are responsible for planning, 
conducting, and managing all air emission regulatory testing.  This work includes and consists of 
continuous emission monitoring Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA) and other specialized permit-
required testing or studies.  In addition, the emissions group is accountable to ensure all schedules 
and regulatory testing requirements are met.  
 
In the Minnesota region, due to state regulation, emission testing is conducted by an independent 
contractor and coordinated by the Environmental Services Department.  
 
NPDES Discharge Permit Testing 
 
The Chemistry organization supports all testing requirements related to National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) permit testing.  Many states within Xcel Energy’s operational 
boundaries require NPDES permits in order to allow power plants the ability to discharge water into 
rivers, streams and lakes.  Laboratory certifications are maintained as required in order to report 
NDPES testing data to various regulatory agencies. 
 
Regulatory Reporting 
 
Regulatory Reporting gathers Energy Supply operational data to meet internal and external 
regulatory reporting requirements.  External uses include Federal and State controlling authorities. 

 
                      Back to top 

 
7.3 Technical Resources and Compliance 
 

The Technical Resources and Compliance organization provides specialized engineering and 
maintenance services for generation facilities and technical direction on specific projects and drives 
fleet-wide initiatives and standardization. Technical Resources and Compliance responsibilities 
include: 
• Fleet system ownership 
• Centralized “Subject Matter Experts” (SME) on select major plant equipment  
• FERC/NERC Reliability Standard compliance management and oversight 
• Capital and O&M project technical support 
• Overhaul technical direction  
• Technical support for equipment/system troubleshooting and operational concerns 
• Inspections, inspection procedures, maintenance guidelines, standards, specifications and other 

technical database for power plant upgrades, replacement and repairs 
• Review of new technologies  
 
The Fleet System ownership and technical direction is managed through the Subject Matter Expert.  
Subject Matter Experts drive fleet-level programs for establishment of maintenance, inspection, and 
engineering practices associated with their systems. The system and their associated details 
include: 
 
Steam Turbine/Generator Mechanical  
• Support regional overhaul schedule development 
• Turbine/generator overhaul technical support 
• Turbine balancing 
• Turbine overhaul scope development and resource requirements 
• Support contractor selection and contracting support 
• Turbine overhaul project management 
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• Contractor performance tracking 
• Turbine maintenance/inspection guideline development and implementation 
• Operations training and support 
• New equipment specification development and review 
• Bid review and vendor recommendations  
• Vibration analysis   
• New technology review 
• Nuclear plant support (NSP) 
• Turbine oil analysis review 
 
Generator/Electric Component  
• Electrical maintenance implementation 
• SME on generator maintenance  
• Technical guideline development 
• Electrical maintenance supervision 
• Subject Matter Expert on: 

o Motor maintenance and testing 
o Transformer maintenance and testing 
o Battery and plant DC maintenance and testing 

• Variable frequency drive (VFD) support 
• Regulatory compliance 
• Relay testing program administration 
• Relay testing  (SPS only) 
• Electrical trip checks standardization and testing 
• Troubleshooting 
• T-G OEM bulletin database management 
• New equipment specification 
• Excitation system maintenance, testing, replacement 
• Generator, electrical equipment operational advice 
• Nuclear plant support (NSP) 
• Transformer oil analysis review 
 
Combustion Turbine  
• Combustion turbine overhaul technical support 
• Combustion turbine balancing 
• Combustion turbine overhaul scope development and resource requirements 
• Contractor performance tracking 
• Combustion turbine maintenance/inspection guideline development and implementation 
• Operations training and support 
• New equipment specification development and review 
• Bid review and vendor recommendations  
• Vibration analysis   
• New technology review 
 
Pollution Control Equipment (SCRs and Scrubbers) 
• Pollution control equipment maintenance/inspection guideline development  
• Preparation of major repair recommendations  
• New technology engineering review  
• Engineering appropriate technology and its application to meet requirements 
 
Process Controls  
• Plant controls maintenance and engineering support 
• Control retrofit technical consultants 
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• Construction checkout including startup  
• CIP compliance and implementation 
• DCS security implementation and support 
• Fleet equipment OEM support management 
• Fleet control philosophy management 
• Fleet control display standards and development 
• Control upgrade management 
• Electrical/controls engineering 
• Controls technician mentoring, training and testing 
• Operator and I/E technical training support instructors 
• Plant controls condition assessment 
• Simulator technical support 
• Assist FERC compliance testing and support  
• Plant Generation Metering Coordination 
• Technical lead on E&C projects 
• Boiler flame safety/burner management compliance (NFPA) and testing  
 
Boiler/HRSG 
• Boiler overhaul scope development and resource requirements  
• Boiler inspections 
• Boiler QA implementation 
• Boiler Tube Failure (BTF) program  
• Certified weld inspector 
• Vendor SME source inspections 
• E & C capital project support 
 
CEMS (SPS Only) 
• Design and install CEMS data acquisition and collection systems hardware 
• Design and program data collection database and I/O 
• Coordinate data collection from analyzers to maintain compliance 
• Design and develop application software for CEMS reporting package 
• Support analyzer(s) maintenance for the power plants 
• Maintain compliance to new or revised EPA, state or other regulatory changes in requirements 
• Act as a liaison between Xcel Energy(SPS) and EPA reporting 
• Support Environmental Services with federal electronic data report reviews 
• Maintain compliance to new or revised EPA, state or other regulator changes in requirements 
• CEMS security 
• Design and install relative accuracy test audit software and hardware 
• Relative Accuracy Test Audits (RATA) support 
 
Fleet Application Engineering 
• Maintain, Support, and Modify  

o MN Welding program documentation 
o Overhaul scheduling system 
o Plant Condition Assessment 
o Contractor performance database 
o OEM bulletin database 

• Maintain, Support, and Protect Maintenance Resources Servers 
 

Energy Supply FERC/NERC Reliability Standard compliance management and oversight is 
incorporated into this organization.  Compliance with all applicable regulatory mandates is achieved 
with cooperation from Corporate Compliance, Plant Management, Plant Engineering and Technical 
Support.  Responsibilities include: 
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• Management of FERC/NERC Reliability Standards Compliance 
• Compliance to Sarbanes-Oxley 
• Management of Regional Reliability Organization Standards Compliance 
• Addressing FERC Advisories and Implementation of Requirements 
• Perform Internal Compliance Related Activities 
• Perform Interface with Corporate Compliance 

 
7.4 Plant Engineering and Technical Support 
 

Plant Engineering and Technical Support (PETS) provides plant engineering, instrument control 
technical support, chemistry services and engineering management. Additionally, Plant Engineering 
and Technical Support personnel are assigned plant system ownership and share responsibility for 
system performance. Other services this group provides include: 
• Troubleshooting on equipment or systems 
• Coal fineness 
• Heater checks 
• Degree of approach 
• Calibrate transmitters 
• Complete and maintain records for all critical instrumentation calibrations 
• Optimize and maintain all control system settings, process controls and system control 

configuration records 
• Training on new or modified equipment or systems 
• Update plant drawings /P&IDs 
• Manage Reliability Rate Profile Information 
• Monitor and recommend corrective actions based on evaluation of 
• UOR performance 
• Maintenance practices and work order history 
• OEM technical bulletins 
• Heat balance reports 
• Predictive Maintenance program  
 
Project development and management of small capital projects (if project requires design work or 
modeling then it will be assigned to E&C).  PETS shall fill the project lead role for the following 
projects: 
• Tools and instruments 
• HVAC replacements 
• Baghouse bag replacements 
• CEM replacements 
• Pulverizer overhauls 
• DC Battery replacement 
• Drag Chain – chain and gearbox replacement  
• Vehicles / scrapers 
• R.O. membranes  
• High voltage bushings 
• Small transformer replacements 

 
Special Situations 
• PSCo – Steam heat distribution system projects will be done by PETS 
• NSP – RDF capital projects will be done by plant engineering staff  
• Hydro East – Plant engineering staff is responsible for basic capital projects; E&C is responsible 

for more complex projects 
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Chemists in the PETS department are responsible for the following: 
• Overall plant chemistry performance (in partnership with operations)  
• Communication – Mgmt, Plant Chemists, Environmental 
• Chemical cleaning execution 
• Day to day chemistry activities at plant 
• Review daily tests(boiler, cooling tower, online analyzers 
• Online analyzer calibration/maintenance 
• Reports (Environment monitoring, chemical composition, chemical index, other lab related) 
• Environmental sampling and analysis for permitting 
• R.O. regeneration and maintenance 
• Chemistry indices compliance 
• Troubleshooting – contamination, plant cycle issues 
• Outage functions – inspections 
• Training oversight – chemistry and operations 
• Bulk chemical management/ordering 

 
  Instrument and controls personnel in the PETS department are responsible for the following: 

• Completing all preventive and break-down work orders for their respective areas  
• Ensuring software is updated and functioning appropriately 
• Completing operational checks to ensure proper start-up 
• Ensuring drawings and documents are updated to include new or revised information where 

applicable 
• Making sure all compliance requirements are performed and logged appropriately 
• Ensuring spares are available to support optimum reliability on their systems 
• Supporting operations with troubleshooting 

 
  Engineers residing in the PETS department are responsible for: 

• Monitoring, improving and troubleshooting their assigned systems 
• Long-term system management schedule (ensure consistency across the fleet)  
• System capital and O&M project one-pagers are accurate for five years out, including all 

associated risks 
• Ensuring equipment inspections and performance tests on systems 
• Developing and maintaining best system practices  
• Ensuring spares are available to support optimum reliability on their systems 
• Yearly training to ensure quality performance 
• Assisting with maintenance and operational system training 

 
PETS personnel update and maintain system assessment reports annually and in accordance with 
the System Assessment Guideline; identify deviations in design basis and include an evaluation of 
associated risks and benefits. PETS staff review assessments and ensure the following support data 
are current: 
• System history and design parameters 
• Long-term system management schedule (ensure consistency across the fleet) 
• System capital and O&M project one pagers are accurate for 5 years out, including all 

associated risks  
• Assessments are performed on the critical sub-systems located within the following system 

categories: 
° Boiler  
° Turbine 
° BOP (Balance of Plant) 
° Chemistry 
° Environmental 
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° Performance 
° Instrument and Controls 
° Electrical 

 
System assessment reports include: 
• System description 
• Key system design information 
• Key operating and performance parameters 
• Significant work history 
• Inspection plans 
• Performance testing, reports and procedures 
• Preventive maintenance and best practices 
• Financial records 
• Training procedures and schedules 
• Recommendations 

 
PETS staff is occasionally responsible for the following: 
• Plant oversight when management is unavailable  
• Oversight for annual performance tests 
• Environmental compliance-related reports and inspections 
• Other reporting that supports regulatory compliance  

 
7.5 Chemistry and Water Resources 
 

Chemistry and Water Resources is responsible for analytical laboratory testing services, system 
chemistry standardization, plant process chemistry, and the planning, acquisition and management 
of water resources.   
 
Analytical Laboratory Testing Services 
 
The Chemistry Resources organization consists of the Amarillo Testing Laboratory (ATL), the 
Denver Testing Laboratory (DTL), and the Minneapolis Testing Laboratory (MTL). The regional 
laboratories provide analytical testing for: water, solid samples, air, hazardous wastes, lubricating 
and insulating oils, and microbiological and biological samples. 

The laboratories provide resources for research and special studies to solve environmental problems 
that directly affect human health and the environment.  They also assist plant personnel with 
operational issues and equipment maintenance. The laboratories further provide technical consulting 
services such as development and review of sampling and quality assurance plans, interpretation of 
chemistry data and implementation of procedures and sampling programs.  

The regional laboratories manage a quality system under the direction of a Quality Assurance 
Program Manager and instituted in each facility by a Laboratory Quality Assurance Officer. The 
foundation of the quality program is the Quality Manual, which documents the general protocols for 
sample receipt and custody, laboratory analyses, data reduction, corrective action and reporting of 
results. 

  System Chemistry/Plant Process Chemistry 
 

The System Chemistry organization integrates Subject Matter Experts in all phases of plant process 
chemistry. They are the “fleet process” chemistry owners. This group directs all system chemistry 
activities throughout the fleet, including establishing and directing process chemistry parameters, 
procedures and policies. This group also supports capital projects by providing recommendations for 
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pre- and post-treatment systems, boiler and condenser tube replacements, chemical feed systems, 
etc. Services provided by this group include: 
• Ongoing review of chemistry programs and practices to drive standardization and ensure that 

they are optimal for the unique characteristics of each generating unit.  Standardized guidelines 
are: 
o On-line chemistry instrumentation 
o Steam cycle chemistry 
o Shutdown / layup / startup 
o Boiler / HRSG chemical cleaning 
o Boiler / HRSG makeup water 
o Condenser tube failure 
o Outage inspections 
o Air inleakage 
o Chemistry data management 
o Cooling water treatment 
o Stator cooling water 
o Chemistry training 

• Assistance with technical issues and problem-solving as requested, including non-standard 
testing and evaluations (metals sampling and monitoring, air inleakage testing, etc.) and 
corrosion and deposition in critical equipment (boiler / HRSG tubing, steam turbine components, 
condenser / feedwater heaters, etc.) 

• Participation in technical review and input on chemistry aspects of relevant capital projects such 
as water treatment system replacement / installation, condenser retubing, water sample panel 
and on-line instruments replacement, etc.  Initiation and support of new / upgrade technology 
installations where cost-benefit evaluation is positive. 

• Identification and communication of opportunities for reduction in O&M costs and UOR based on 
industry experiences both internal and external to Xcel Energy.  These may include procedural 
improvements, chemical programs, chemical treatment and monitoring equipment, and input to 
materials selection where system corrosion reduction is anticipated. 

• Identification of a need for boiler chemical cleanings by evaluation of boiler tube samples, 
existing operational problems (such as chemistry-influenced boiler tube failures), time since 
previous cleaning, or other relevant issues.  Assistance with boiler chemical cleanings as 
requested, including planning and participating in the cleaning.  Recommendations for boiler / 
HRSG tube sampling to understand the status of internal deposits relative to chemical cleaning. 

• Planning for and participation in unit outage inspections, both to evaluate the effectiveness of 
chemistry treatment programs and possible need for adjustments, and to identify unforeseen 
problem issues.   

• Standardizing equipment inspected and documenting / recording inspection results.  
• Chemistry training, as needed, is available through System Chemistry for Xcel personnel upon 

request. Identifying opportunities for training and learning are also communicated to Xcel 
chemistry personnel. 

• Facilitation of intra-company communication regarding chemistry issues of all types to aid 
various generating facilities in identifying improvements and avoiding problems.  Periodic 
meetings of all chemistry personnel are organized and directed by System Chemistry to aid in 
communication.   

 
Water Resources 
 
Water Resources is responsible for management of Xcel Energy’s water assets, and acquires new 
cost-effective water resources as necessary to ensure sufficient, reliable water supplies for 
generating stations in the SPS and PSCo regions.  This is accomplished through water use 
accounting and recordkeeping, and development and implementation of legal and regulatory 
strategies to protect the water interests of the company.  Water Resources also provides support to 
hydro operations through FERC permit planning, support and administration. This is accomplished 
through the following: 
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• Water supply planning, operational support and acquisition.  Water Resources periodically 
assesses the fleet water supply demand (based on the generation forecast) and then compares 
that to the anticipated yield of available water supplies to determine if the water supply is 
adequate.   

• Water data management and analysis.  Water Resources collects and analyzes water supply 
data for a variety of purposes, including - but not limited to - reporting to regulatory authorities, 
supporting other internal uses, improving/updating water supply and budget forecasts, legal 
support.  

• Ditch company management.  Water Resources manages the day-to-day business activities of 
nine water ditch companies (non-profit mutual ditch companies under Colorado law).   

• Water-related legal strategy.  Water Resources staff, in conjunction with internal and external 
legal counsel, develops and implements legal activities necessary to provide an adequate and 
reliable water supply for existing and future generating stations.   

• Legislative and regulatory support.  Water Resources staff monitors state and federal water-
related legislative and policy developments and advises internal legislative affairs personnel 
about the potential effect on Company assets and operations. 

• Dam safety.  Water Resources, in conjunction with the Hydro group, interfaces with Colorado 
dam safety officials to ensure compliance for the Company’s 22 regulated dams in the state, as 
well as coordinating with appropriate internal groups to ensure that dams are maintained in good 
repair and that all applicable dam safety practices are in place. 

• Community involvement.  Water Resources staff serves on the boards of directors of several 
Colorado water resources-oriented groups.  Participation with these groups allows for knowledge 
and involvement in water resource-related activities that may affect Company water supplies in 
the future. 
 

 
 Go to Chemistry and Water Resources LINK 
 
                      Back to top 
 

7.6  Performance Monitoring 
 
Testing and Analysis 
Performance Testing and Analysis organization conducts power plant performance and emission 
tests. These tests include routine and special tests that are performed for various corporate 
organizations to help solve complex power plant operating problems.  Testing may be performed by 
Performance Monitoring or contractors. The engineering and technical staff of the Performance 
Testing and Analysis department responsibilities include: 
• Development of net unit heat rate curve and equations for unit dispatch purposes 
• Development of the official unit capacity rating 
• Verification of independent power producer facility (IPPF) contracted capacity 
• Certification of plant emission monitors (RATA testing) as required by state and federal (EPA) 

regulatory agencies 
• Coal pile inventory quantity verification 
• Alternate fuel test burns 
• Regulatory or permit required environmental testing such as NOx, CO, PM, Formaldehyde, etc. 
 
Additionally, Performance Testing and Analysis performs engineering studies, provides solutions to 
power plant operating problems, and provides recommendations to management.  Some examples 
of this type of specialized service are: 
• Power plant equipment condition assessment tests 
• Boiler tuning to minimize slagging and emissions 
• Equipment or process operational tests to establish procurement design data  
• NOx emissions, ammonia slip and SCR performance 
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• Coal fuel additive evaluation 
• New equipment acceptance testing and other testing activities. 
 
           
                     Back to top 

 
 

7.7  Reliability Services and Overhaul Management (RSOM) 
 
The Reliability Services and Overhaul Management organization develops and provides predictive 
maintenance programs and inspection services that detect and monitor equipment degradation. 
Additionally, RSOM is responsible for the planning, scheduling and execution of plant overhauls.  
 
NonDestructive Examination (NDE) Technology 
 
NDE technology evaluates the materials that make up Energy Supply’s equipment and systems.  
The evaluations are done to comprehend the material condition, assess future reliability, and inform 
repairs for the material.  RSOM NDE Technology provides subject matter expertise in the following 
technologies: 
• Magnetic particle 
• Liquid penetrant 
• Ultrasonic 
• Eddy Current/Remote Field Testing 
• Radiography 
• Phased Array 
• Visual/Remote Visual 
• Thermography (IR) 

 
NDE Specialists apply knowledge, advanced technical principles, theories, and concepts of NDE 
technology to maximize reliability across the Energy Supply fleet.  The NDE specialists incorporate 
industry best practices into NDE inspection programs at Xcel Energy. 
 
Plant Life Management 
 
Plant Life Management is responsible to lead the common, fleet-wide, large-risk reliability programs. 
Plant Life Management establishes the procedures to effectively manage the large safety, financial 
and reliability risks that would be caused by the failure of specific plant components (e.g., high-
energy piping hangers, heavy wall headers, pressure vessels and steam drums, etc.). 
 
Plant Life Management provides subject matter expertise in the following programs:  
• High-Energy Seam components and circumferential welds 
• High-Energy Piping Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) 
• High-Energy Piping hangers 
• Heat exchanger eddy current inspection program 
• Tanks (API) 
• Vessel Inspection 
 
Each program is managed to continually improve plant reliability, and prioritizes workscope on a risk-
based approach.  Programs are reviewed and analyzed to incorporate industry experiences, detect 
trends, and adjust inspection frequency.  RSOM personnel are assigned to manage each program, 
and they coordinate the fieldwork.  The fieldwork may be performed by RSOM personnel or 
contractors. 
 
Repair Programs/Codes 
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The Repair Program/Codes personnel are responsible for the region-wide establishment and 
accreditation/certification of the company’s R-Stamp/Owner Repair program.  They are also 
responsible to perform periodic audits, ongoing surveillance, and field oversight to ensure that the 
implementation of the repair programs meets regulatory requirements.  They also facilitate quality 
repairs within Energy Supply 
 
The Repair Program/Codes personnel provide subject matter expertise for the following areas:  
• Company R-Stamp and owner repair programs 
• Code and regulatory understanding/interpretations 
 
Additional responsibilities include establishing and maintaining an effective working relationship with 
the state and national code enforcement agencies. The organization also provides program 
coordination and liaison with regulatory agencies and participates or leads regulatory reviews and 
audits. 
 
Welding Program/Welding Engineering 
 
Welding program personnel develop and maintain Energy Supply’s weld manual and welding 
procedures to meet national codes and standards and state and national regulations. The 
organization’s subject matter experts deal with the following:  
• Weld Manual, procedures 
• Weld method development/evaluations 
• Welder qualifications 
 
The organization also provides failure investigations on welded components or structures, technical 
expertise, advice, guidance and field oversight in the specialty area of welding engineering. 
 
Metallurgical Engineering/Metallurgy/Materials 
 
Metallurgical Engineering is responsible for technical support in metallurgy. It assists in determining 
the cause of failure of mechanical components or systems and provides expertise in the following 
metallurgical areas:  
• Failure analysis 
• Material condition assessment 
• Material identifications/specifications 
• Engineering analysis: fracture mechanics and finite element analysis  
• Evaluation of materials 
 
Predictive Maintenance Program (“PdM”) 
 
PdM is responsible to drive the development, implementation, and continuous improvement of a 
Predictive Maintenance program across Energy Supply.  It is responsible for the development of 
PdM standards, oversight of the fleet PdM program and the tracking of the program implementation 
across the fleet. It interprets and analyzes PdM data. It recommends corrective actions based on 
PdM data trends to improve equipment reliability. 
 
Overhaul Management 
 
Overhaul Management is responsible for leading and managing the planning, scheduling and 
execution of plant overhauls. Overhaul Management ensures the effective use of,and leads the 
continuous improvement of, overhaul standards and overhaul practices. An overhaul checklist is 
used to identify and track the planning steps required to scope, fund, plan, implement, and close an 
overhaul.  Each checklist item is documented in process documents, which provide detail on the 
checklist item, including purpose.   
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Energy Supply’s Overhaul Management process is implemented in eight phases: 
1) Strategy sets the goals and key leadership roles of the overhaul.   
2) Scope Development identifies and prioritizes the workscope required to meet the goals of the 

overhaul. 
3) Scope Breakdown separates large overhaul components into manageable projects and assigns 

individuals to lead those projects. 
4) Planning and Scheduling identifies and coordinates the resources needed to complete the 

overhaul. 
5) Readiness is a review of overhaul planning that verifies the overhaul is ready to start. 
6) Implementation is the completion of shutdown, inspect, repair and install activities during the 

overhaul. 
7) Start-up and Demobilization returns the unit to service and transitions the unit environment 

back to operation. 
8) Lessons Learned captures the challenges and best practices from the overhaul, and shares 

them with other and future overhauls. 
 
Overhaul Management works in collaboration with Plant Management, Engineering and Construction 
and other Technical Services departments to ensure appropriate work is performed to defined quality 
specifications, that contractor oversight is in place and repair standards and procedures are 
observed. 
 
Essential responsibilities include: 
• Manages all aspects of overhaul planning, scheduling, execution and the post-overhaul 

continuous learning cycle 
• Creates, maintains, and ensures that standardized overhaul planning, execution and continuous 

learning cycle processes are implemented effectively across the fleet 
• In partnership with plant management, selects and optimizes the workforce used in support of 

overhauls 
• Provides oversight of the contractor workforce, including selection, qualification, management, 

and evaluation 
• Manages regional overhaul schedules 
• Deploys overhaul lessons learned and best practices across the fleet 
• Ensures compliance with the contractor safety policy for overhaul activities 
• Selects and optimizes the workforce used in support of overhauls 
 
 Go to Overhaul Management Responsibilities LINK 
 Go to Overhaul Management LINK 
 
.                      Back to top 

 
 
7.8  Asset Management 
 

The Asset Management department consists of three functional areas:  Asset Analytics and 
Regulatory Reporting, Reliability and Work Management, and Technical Training.  These functional 
organizations are responsible for the strategic asset management recommendations that support the 
Energy Supply business unit.  The three functional areas are described in more detail below. 
 
Asset Analytics and Regulatory Reporting  
 
The Asset Analytics and Regulatory Reporting organization provides direction in the development 
and implementation of financial and risk management models, tools and methodologies for 
generating assets.  It also provides information, education, and recommendations to Energy Supply 
leadership for asset optimization.  The group provides the translation of technical alternatives into 
financial risk assessments that are used in the funding decision processes.  In addition, the 
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organization also provides the tools and processes to gather Energy Supply operational data to meet 
internal and external reporting requirements. 
Reliability and Work Management  
 
The Reliability and Work Management organization supports the use and alignment of the business 
unit systems and processes.  The organization provides consistent methodology in analysis and 
reporting for financial reconciliation and operations performance, safety document management, 
regulatory audit requirements and plant reliability analytics.  In addition, the organization provides 
training and consultation on the business unit applications, business process improvements, 
equipment reliability analysis and root cause analysis support.  The team provides support on the 
following:  
• Work Management Planning and Scheduling process and system (MAXIMO) 
• Safety document management system (eclipse) 
• Reliability analysis, data modeling, equipment performance trends and failure prediction 
• Evaluation of station maintenance and preventive maintenance programs  
• Standard reporting metrics to trend effective maintenance practices 
• Training and support on the work management system (MAXIMO) 
• Operating and maintenance performance metrics (Meridium) 
• Root cause facilitation and tools (Meridium – PROACT) 

 
Technical Training  
 
The Technical Training organization provides technical training support for apprentice, and refresher 
programs to the fossil and nuclear plants in the following areas: mechanical and electrical 
maintenance, technical safety training, plant systems, and operation training for the non-nuclear 
sites.  The technical training group also supports non-nuclear site refresher or continuing training.  
Technical Training follows the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) process to meet company, 
union, nuclear accreditation, applicable state apprenticeship, and regulatory requirements, and 
continually evaluates training needs to address employee turnover, system changes, and 
opportunities to increase the knowledge and skill sets of employees.  Technical Training is also 
responsible for the development and deployment of the professional engineering training program in 
Energy Supply. 
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8.0 Engineering and Construction 
 
8.1  Engineering and Construction  Philosophy 
 

Engineering and Construction is a centralized function responsible for the development and 
management of the strategic capital investment plan and budgeting process, which includes the 
evaluation of new and innovative technologies, and ensures that design and uniform equipment 
standards are used in development and ongoing management of capital and larger more complex 
O&M projects.   
 
Other responsibilities include: 
• Develop and implement policy and procedure to manage and execute projects 
• Own and manage the custody, care, control and updates of all drawings 
• Manage a fleetwide Quality Assurance Quality Control (QAQC) program 
• Develop and maintain business relationships with internal and external stakeholders 
• Research, develop and execute generation projects in areas such as biomass, solar and wind 
• Support development and approval of new generation projects by supplying: 

o Scope definition 
o Conceptual designs 
o Expert testimony 
o Estimates for long-term planning of additions, modifications, upgrades and retirements 

 
Engineering and Construction personnel maintain a high level of professionalism through expertise, 
engineering skills, a personal commitment to safety, quality, schedule, cost-effectiveness, high 
standards, and ethical actions in the completion of daily work and projects. 
 
Engineering and Construction is responsible to work with plant management and system owners in 
the review, development, and support of project requests to improve, repair, or maintain plant 
systems.  This includes the analysis for safety, future operational performance, reliability, efficiency, 
quality, and maintainability requirements.  To properly execute a capital project, there must be key 
partnerships created depending on the timing, complexity, and needs of the project.  For most 
projects, the partnership is among Engineering and Construction, Technical Services, Operations, 
and Procurement. 

 
 
                       Back to top 
 

8.2  Project Development 
 
There are a number of facets of project development within the Energy Supply organization.  They 
involve both capital and O&M accounting and numerous departments and business units. 
• Operating plant projects – The range of projects is from repair and/or direct replacement of worn 

out components to major retrofit/upgrade of units.  Projects that are repair are generally 
considered to be operations or maintenance and are handled by Technical Support.  
Replacement projects may become capital projects if asset accounting criteria are met.  If so, 
Plant Engineering and Technical Support personnel identify potential projects, develop project 
descriptions and justifications and establish when the project is desired to be in-service.  
Engineering and Construction develops project estimates, coordinates financial analyses, 
estimates cash flows, and develops project schedules.  In addition, Engineering and 
Construction assembles proposed projects, executes the strategic capital investment plan, 
develops and submits five- and ten-year budget plans and provides project 
planning/scheduling/design/estimating, construction management, and quality management 
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programs.  Operations and Technical Services are responsible to identify and justify plant capital 
projects based on safety, system needs, or regulatory requirements.  

• In many cases, significant study and evaluations are required to identify the best course of 
action for the larger capital projects.  The initial studies are managed under O&M until a capital 
project is approved and initiated.  Engineering and Construction manages the O&M study 
requests submitted by PETS, ES or other Xcel Energy groups to support planning for equipment 
replacements/upgrades, new generation, new technologies, long-term environmental 
compliance or any other strategy that needs to be studied. 

• For major retrofit and/or upgrade projects of existing facilities, Engineering and Construction 
hires outside services to assist with development of preliminary designs, cost estimates and 
schedules sufficient for corporate management evaluation of economics and rate impacts as 
well as for jurisdictional filings and regulatory approval.   

• New technology assessments – Engineering and Construction provide technical support to 
Energy Supply and other Business Units within Xcel Energy to help evaluate these technologies 
and their potential application to our operating fleet and/or potential threat to the current 
business model. 

• New Generation Units – Engineering and Construction works with Regulatory and Resource 
Planning continually to provide technical support of the resource planning processes in all 
jurisdictions.  Support efforts include: 
o Development and periodic update of generic generation technology performance and cost 

data for input to resource planning models.  The models identify what types of new 
generation best fit the long-term resource needs of each jurisdiction and the timing for the 
additional needs. 

o Documentation and testimony for regulatory filings and utility commission hearings related to 
resource planning and rate cases. 

o Development of documentation for filings for planned new generation.  These efforts include 
coordination with Finance, Regulatory, Business Development, Resource Planning, Legal, 
Fuels, Transmission, Substation, Transmission Access, Siting & Land Rights, 
Environmental, Operations and Technical Services.  Engineering and Construction hires 
outside services to assist with development of preliminary designs, cost estimates and 
schedules sufficient for Corporate management evaluation of economics and rate impacts as 
well as for jurisdictional filings and regulatory approval. 

• Generating unit retirement, decommissioning, demolition, remediation, and monitoring – 
Engineering and Construction works with Finance, Asset Accounting, Regulatory, Business 
Development, Resource Planning, Legal, Fuels, Transmission, Substation, Transmission 
Access, Siting & Land Rights, Environmental, Operations and Technical Services to coordinate 
and manage the host of tasks associated with retirement of existing assets.  This work is a 
mixture of capital projects and O&M per accrued funding from rates for decommissioning of 
retired assets.  Documentation for regulatory filings as well as permits from various 
governmental agencies are a part of the initial efforts. 

 
                       Back to top 
 

8.3  Project Execution 
 
The Engineering and Construction organization has multiple review and decision process points in 
the overall execution of a project to assure compliance with current policies. The areas of highest 
importance in the execution of a project are safety, project scope adherence, functional and quality 
design, schedule, contract and contractor management, financial and budget accuracy, start-up, 
testing and training.   

 
As new projects are developed, each is defined by a Capital Project Summary Document (one-
pager).  In addition, the All Media Checklist and NSR Review process are utilized to ensure that 
environmental limitations and or permitting requirements are known.  This should be done early 
enough that required permits and authorizations can be obtained from regulatory agencies.  The 
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one-pager document serves as the starting point for the project information, review, 
approval/disapproval, and ultimate execution of the project.  A Project Description and Justification 
needs to be developed, and for larger projects, a financial analysis may be needed.  For approved 
projects, this document remains active for the life of the project. For disapproved projects, this 
document serves as a record of the review and analysis of work that was not deemed to be in the 
best interest of the company. 
 
After projects are submitted and approved by the appropriate entities, a Project Lead or Project 
Manager (PM) is assigned.  The Lead/PM ensures a project plan and funding plan are in place, and 
verifies the current scope, schedule, budget, project team and other required elements for a 
successful project launch. As the project moves forward, the Lead/PM works with Plant Engineering 
and Technical Support and other stakeholders to assure proper technical, operational and 
engineering reviews, and input is gathered as the project is executed.   
 
The typical execution phases of a project are as follows: 

• Feasibility and justification 
• Planning and design 
• Procurement 
• Construction and installation 
• Commissioning and startup 
• Closeout 

 
This Lead/PM carries the project through feasibility to the closeout phase.   
 
Additional Lead/PM responsibilities/duties may include: 

• Break down the project scope into individual work tasks 
• Plan project design and task assignments with safety first 
• Develop Requests for Proposals (RFPs), technical specifications or performance measures 
• Understand QA/QC requirements for each phase of the project 
• Provide routine communication to stakeholders 
• Coordinate project meetings and attend plant-planning meetings 
• Assure project team compliance with Xcel Energy’s safety and environmental policies 
• Verify payments of project invoices and forecast future expenses 
• Identify training requirements 
• Verify project drawings updates are made in a timely manner 

 
 
                      Back to top 
 
 

8.4  Project and Construction Management 
 
Project Management 
 
Engineering and Construction, Project Managers and Project Leads provide project management for 
capital and larger O&M projects throughout the generation fleet.  This position is responsible for 
managing the completion of assigned projects as outlined in Section 8.3  This includes leading and 
coordinating multi-disciplinary project teams, managing projects within scope, developing and 
modifying schedules, milestones, cost -tracking, documentation updates, and budget reconciliation.  
Additional responsibilities include  the development and coordination of detailed cost estimates, 
schedules and associated project RFPs, RFQs, contracts, etc. and participation with other Xcel 
Energy business units to develop projects to meet corporate objectives. 
  
If the project involves the requirement for regulatory approval, obtaining permits or coordination with 
outside stakeholders, this position is responsible for leading those processes.  Activities may include 
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formal permit applications, public presentations or testimony, oversight of the transition from 
feasibility/justification, to planning and design, procurement, construction and installation, startup and 
commissioning and closeout. This position may be the key liaison with specific plants or may 
manage groups of projects at specific plants and work closely with other fleet managers.  
  
Construction Management 
 
Construction Managers working in Engineering and Construction are responsible for managing 
construction of new or modified plants and equipment.  This position ensures application of 
appropriate construction techniques, emerging technologies, construction supervision, and oversight 
of contract construction personnel. The duties of this position include construction-related activities 
for the start-up, commissioning, turnover, and safety of Engineering and Construction projects.  This 
position serves as the point of contact with architects, engineers, contractors and vendors for 
construction activities, and provides technical support for contract development and procurement. 
This position is responsible for applying Engineering and Construction standards and processes to 
projects.  
 
Key project-related construction management activities include: 

• Safety reviews of contractors 
• Construction cost estimating  
• Construction schedule development support 
• Constructability reviews and construction planning  
• Construction site layout planning  
• Working with QA/QC personnel to develop and follow construction Inspection and Test 

Plans (ITPs)  
• Review of critical lift plans 
• Labor relations management, including assistance with grievance resolutions and providing 

craft jurisdictional guidance  
• Material receipt and inspection and site storage planning 
• Construction progress tracking and forecasting 
• Capturing and applying lessons learned and best practices for construction activities 
• Keep Environmental Services informed of any changes in design of units from the permitted 

specifications 
 
                      Back to top 
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9.0 Environmental Services 
 
9.1  Environmental Services Philosophy 
 

Environmental Services is a centralized organization responsible for supporting Xcel Energy 
enterprise compliance with the rules and regulations governing air quality, water quality, hazardous 
waste, solid waste, storage tanks, remediation of acquired or divested property and emergency spill 
response. Our customers within the enterprise include Energy Supply, electric Transmission and 
Distribution, high-pressure gas, and gas Distribution.  
 
The Environmental Services organization provides environmental permitting and compliance support 
in the four operating companies and obtains regulatory permits for company operations.  
Additionally, it provides training, compliance assistance, and auditing services.  
 
Environmental Services contributes to the development and implementation of the Company’s 
environmental leadership strategy and associated policy initiatives. This is accomplished through 
participation in regulatory development proceedings, including involvement in technical review and 
industry committees, to assure informed and proactive participation in the development of new 
regulations.  Environmental Services uses subject matter expertise to support Xcel Energy’s 
legislative, regulatory and policy staff and the energy industry as a whole in establishing effective 
policies and compliance strategies regarding energy and the environment. 

 
Environmental Services’ primary work encompasses the following activities: 
• Determining environmental requirements 
• Developing plans to meet environmental requirements 
• Securing the necessary environmental permits and permit amendments 
• Drafting and submitting environmental reports 
• Implementing and administering environmental programs and strategies 
• Advising facility and operations management of regulatory requirements 
• Performing environmental compliance audits and tracking corrective action implementation 

 
9.2  Compliance and Permitting 
 

Environmental Services’ compliance activities and permitting support ensures that Xcel Energy 
operates in compliance with environmental regulations, statues and legislation. These activities 
include: 
• Formulating and directing programs for compliance with air and water quality and waste and 

remediation requirements in specified jurisdictions 
• Planning, directing, and supporting implementation of corporate environmental strategies to 

facilitate environmental compliance with various federal, state and local environmental statues 
• Advising executive management by interpreting and applying regulatory requirements as they 

apply to proposed projects and existing operations 
• Ensuring that environmental compliance is incorporated into business unit operating and 

business plans 
• Obtaining the necessary environmental permits and/or permit amendments for Xcel Energy’s 

operations and projects 
 
9.3  Auditing 
 

Environmental Services’ auditing group contributes to the environmentally responsible, long-term, 
and cost-effective operations of Xcel Energy facilities by providing risk-based, objective and accurate 
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assessments of compliance with environmental regulations, company environmental policies, and 
environmental management systems.  Responsibilities include: 
• Detects deficiencies that can result in increased risk, liability or criminal exposure for the 

company, its employees and officers 
• Manages the environmental management, risk and liability reduction program 
• Conducts audits that assess, document, and communicate environmental compliance levels 
• Ensures that effective corrective actions are developed and tracked until fully implemented 
• Ensures compliance with regulations and conformance with corporate strategies and policies, 

which may go beyond strict compliance 
 
9.4 Reporting 
 

Environmental Services is responsible for internal and external reporting of environmental 
compliance. The reporting requirement includes: 
• Internal Reporting 

o Corporate and Energy Supply environmental performance indicators 
o Plant environmental performance data 
o Notice of Violation (NOV) - enforcement actions / fines 
o Number of spills 
o Inspection findings 
o Emissions 
o Exceedances 
o Amount of waste generated 
o CEMS availability and accuracy 
o Ash utilization 
o Environmental audit reports outlining compliance deficiencies and regulatory requirements 
o Closure of audit findings or deficiencies 
o Reports on environmental compliance issues are drafted and submitted to internal 

customers 
• External Reporting 

o Regulatory and permit compliance - including submittal of required reports 
o Reporting of environmental events such as exceedances, spills, and unauthorized 

discharges to local, state, and federal agencies 
o Waste management 
o Avian reporting 
o Tank management 
o Emergency Planning, Community, and Right-to-know Act (EPCRA) 
o Tier 2 reporting and Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) reporting  
o Environmental data and facility information is provided to industry groups 

 
 

Back to top 
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10.0 O&M and Capital 
 

10.1  Corporate Integrated Planning 
 
Xcel Energy’s vision for Integrated Planning is of a dynamic, integrated, long-range planning process 
that aligns our enterprise strategy with resource plans, operating plans and financial plans, and has 
clear governance mechanisms to improve performance. 
 
Strategic planning sets the long-term direction and priorities for the company and identifies the 
initiatives necessary to accomplish the strategic objectives.  The planning process includes gathering 
information and input, facilitating dialogue around critical issues, ensuring strategic alignment, and 
monitoring strategy execution. 
 
Every few years Xcel Energy goes through a process to assess the resources necessary to serve 
customers’ future energy needs. The assessment, known as a resource plan, is submitted to 
regulatory commissions in the major states we serve.  The regulatory review includes input from 
customers and other stakeholders.  The Resource Plan also discusses our future energy efficiency 
program goals, summarizes our transmission planning process, and addresses other resources we 
may need to acquire based on our studies of future load growth.  
 
 Go to Regulatory Filings LINK 
 Go to Regulatory Accounting Training LINK 
 Go to Regulatory Accounting LINK 
 
Operations Plans are the link between the deployment of strategy and resource plans and the day-
to-day operations and budgets.  The planning process is designed to ensure that the priorities and 
performance targets of functional business areas support the priorities of the operating companies, 
and to ensure that trade-offs between performance and funding are mutually agreed to. 
 

 

Integrated Planning Cycle 
 

The Budgeting and Forecasting process is a key component of the framework for developing 
supportable and attainable financial plans by legal entity, utility, and jurisdiction. The budgets are 
used in variance analyses to evaluate actual performance and aid management in making business 
decisions and monitoring ongoing financial performance.  Two major elements of the budget are 
Operations and Maintenance Expenses (O&M), and Capital Expenditures and Plant In-Service dates 
(Capital).   
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 Go to Energy Supply Budgets and Reporting LINK 
 Go to Corporate Accounting and Budgeting LINK 
 
                      Back to top 

10.2  Asset Management 
 

Asset Analytics is responsible for developing the processes and methods to identify and mitigate 
financial impacts and risk for Energy Supply.  The organization provides professional expertise and 
direction in the development and implementation of financial and risk management models, tools and 
methodologies for generating assets.  It also provides information, education, and recommendations 
to ES business unit leadership for asset optimization. 
 
Input is coordinated from Operations, Rates, Risk, and Resource Planning to ensure alignment to 
strategy, through the translation of technical alternatives into financial and risk assessments that are 
used in the funding decision processes.  Financial analyses include life cycle analyses regarding the 
sale, retirement, or maintenance of existing generating assets and determination of financial 
implications of immediate repairs, delayed repairs, and outage durations.  The results of the 
analyses provide financial support for O&M and capital expenditure requests and assistance for 
prioritization of O&M and capital work scopes for overhauls and special projects. 

 

 
Strategic Asset Evaluation  

                        Back to top 
10.3  O&M Budget 

 
Budget information should be of rate-case quality, since all regions use the budgets in forecast test 
year rate case filings.  Adequate budget documentation and supporting calculations or estimates 
should be developed to explain all requests to the satisfaction of regulatory commissions, 
interveners, and Xcel Energy management. 
 
All Energy Supply departments, with support from their plant business analysts, provide five-year 
O&M budget proposals. Any organization may submit specific projects or activities may be submitted 
for consideration.   
 
Budgets are subdivided into the following components: 
 
Base Labor 
• All Energy Supply departments develop ten-year workforce plans to project the long-term staffing 

needs of the plant or department.  This includes ongoing base-level plant staffing, and 
incorporates review of planned retirements, which may necessitate budgeting for advanced hires 
to prepare new employees to fill critical roles. 

• The first five years of staffing from the workforce plan are included in the budget system, which 
in turn calculates the cost of the planned staffing.  Five years of headcount projections are 
included in the budget system to support the Workforce Council in their review of staffing 
projections for the entire corporation.  The budget system includes labor rate escalation factors 
for union and non-union employees (exempt and non-exempt). 
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• The plant business analyst works with plant personnel to forecast the distribution of plant 
employee labor by FERC account, including special activities such as overhauls and projects. 

 
Base Non-Labor 
• Plant personnel consider equipment condition, preventive/predictive maintenance, and historical 

experience in developing base non-labor cost projects.  Plant business analysts provide historical 
reporting and support in developing the classification of the budget by object account and FERC 
account/system.  

• The Sourcing organization provides cost escalation guidance for some categories of equipment, 
and the corporate budget guidelines provide general guidance for cost inflation.  A limited number 
of cost types, such as fleet/transportation, include specific cost guidance. 

• The Environmental Services organization develops and provides cost projections for Air Pollution 
emission notice (APEN) or AIR environmental fees. 

• The Logistics organization develops and provides cost projections for routine inventory write-offs. 
Plant personnel develop specific material write-offs in excess of $50,000. 

 
Base Commodities (includes Chemical and Water) 
• The Sourcing organization develops chemical price forecasts for distribution to the plants.  Plant 

personnel estimate the monthly quantity of chemicals to be consumed, and the resulting costs 
are included in the budget system. 

• The Water Resources organization develops water price forecasts for distribution to the plants, 
and inclusion in the budget system. 

 
Overhauls and Projects 
• Any organization may submit for consideration specific projects or activities.  Plant personnel 

develop, review and refine proposed overhaul and project work scopes and schedules, including 
project justifications, and calculate incremental changes to metrics measured by a ranking tool. 

• All regions will use the Systematic Hierarchy Analytical Review Process (SHARP) for ranking 
work scopes. 

• Required fields in the project database are completed by the submitter for each project to 
prepare for review and input into the ranking model. 

• The Plant Engineering and Technical Support (PETS) group, working with the other 
organizations, reviews projects to ensure consistency across the regions and the fleet. 

• Regional SHARP teams review proposed work scopes to validate project assumptions, discuss 
alternatives, and to treat all proposals as fairly and reasonably as possible.  

• The SHARP team, and then plant directors, review the results of the ranking tool to validate 
overhaul and project rankings. 

 
O&M Budget Review Process 
• Plant personnel develop, review, and submit five-year O&M budget requests, with the support of 

plant business analysts and other organizations as needed. 
• Regional General Managers, working with plant directors, review, refine and prioritize all budget 

requests for their region. 
• The VP of Operations reviews, refines, and proposes five-year O&M budget requests to Energy 

Supply Leadership. 
• Energy Supply Leadership reviews, refines, and proposes five-year O&M budget requests to 

Xcel Energy Leadership and Operating Company Presidents. 
• Xcel Energy Leadership reviews, refines, and proposes five-year O&M budget requests to the 

Xcel Energy Board of Directors. 
• After all these reviews have been completed, incorporating any agreed-upon modifications to 

scope and schedule, the O&M Budget request becomes the Original Budget.  
                      Back to top 
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10.4  Fuel-Handling and Ash-Disposal (FH&AD) Budgeting 
 
With the support of plant business analysts, plant personnel develop five-year budget proposals. 
Budgets are subdivided into the following components: 
 
Fuel Handling 
• For plants with outsourced fuel-handling functions, budget projections are based on the contract 

with the vendor, with adjustments made for anticipated exceptions. 
• For plants that perform fuel handling with their own plant personnel, the components detailed in 

the O&M Budgeting section should be considered in developing their budget requests. 
• For the SPS region, the fuel-handling function is included in the coal contract, so fuel handling is 

not budgeted separately. 
• For all regions, the Fuels Department provides cost and schedule guidance for planned test 

burns. 
 
Ash Disposal 
• Environmental Services develops ash disposal cost projections for all regions. 

 
                      Back to top 

 
10.5  Capital Budgeting 

 
With support from business analysts and other organizations as needed, the Engineering and 
Construction (E&C) organization develops five-year budget proposals. Budgets are subdivided into 
the following components:  
 
 Go to Capital Asset Accounting LINK 
 
Base Capital 
• Any organization may submit specific projects for consideration.  Plant and/or E&C personnel 

develop, review, and refine proposed capital work scopes, costs, and schedules, after receiving 
an initial project request of scope and justification. E&C is responsible to develop the estimate 
and ensure required regulatory, environmental, and financial reviews are complete. E&C 
calculates incremental changes to metrics that the ranking tool measures.  

• Required documentation for each project is completed by project initiator, including updates to 
the project database for each project, to prepare for review and input into the ranking model. 

 
Base Capital Budget Review Process 
• The Plant Engineering and Technical Support (PETS) group develops and submits projects for a 

five-year capital budget request to E&C group for estimating and further development, with the 
support of plant business analysts and other organizations as needed. 

• The Plant Engineering and Technical Support (PETS) group, working with the other 
organizations, reviews projects to ensure consistency across the regions and the fleet. 

• Regional Technical Services teams review proposed work scopes to validate project 
assumptions, discuss alternatives, and to treat all proposals as fairly as is reasonably possible.  

• The AHP team, followed by the Regional Planning Committee, reviews the results of the ranking 
tool to validate overhaul and project rankings. 

• RPCs, under the guidance of the Regional Project Directors, review and refine all budget 
requests for their region. 

• Energy Supply Leadership reviews, refines, and proposes five-year capital budget requests to 
SVP Operations.  

• Energy Supply Leadership reviews, refines, and proposes five-year capital budget requests to 
Xcel Energy Leadership and Operating Company Presidents. 
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• Xcel Energy Leadership reviews, refines, and proposes five-year capital budget requests to the 
Xcel Energy Board of Directors. 

• After all these reviews have been completed, incorporating any agreed-upon modifications to 
scope and schedule, the Capital Budget Request becomes the Original Budget. 

 
Major Capital 
• Major capital is defined as projects that will have a cost of more than $10 million or require 

special regulatory approvals. 
• Major capital projects are generally in response to new regulatory requirements or the need for 

additional generation.  Due to the complex nature of major capital projects, E&C generally takes 
the lead in developing these projects, working with Operations, Technical Services and other 
affected departments.   

• These projects are generally reviewed at the executive level, often requiring interaction with 
many external organizations. 

• These projects generally start their review at the E&C VP level and work through a more direct 
corporate review process, which would generally be VP Energy Supply, SVP of Operations, IRC, 
FC, and then BOD. 

  
                      Back to top 

 
10.6  Systematic Hierarchy Analytical Ranking Process (SHARP) 

 
Energy Supply uses the Systematic Hierarchical Analytical Ranking Process (SHARP) to prioritize 
capital projects, overhauls, and O&M projects.  The work scopes are prioritized to ensure that assets 
contribute to the strategic, operational, and financial success of Xcel Energy Funding requests are 
ranked relative to Energy Supply KPIs. 
 
SHARP prioritizes the budget through two independent steps.  Policy setting prioritizes and weighs 
the goals of Energy Supply.  Technical evaluation measures each budget request against the 
weighted goals.  The processes merge as requests are ranked relative to each other.  
 
Policy Setting 
• Define prioritization criteria 
• Define scoring scales for each prioritization criterion 
• Weigh scoring scale outcome against outcomes for other criterion 
 
Technical Evaluation 
• Define requests for funding 
• Score requests against criteria 
• Review requests for comprehension and completeness 
• Calculate a weighted rank number for each request 
• Prioritize and review all requests based on weighted rank numbers 
 
Each of these activities is described below. 
 
Policy -Setting 
• Definition of prioritization criteria – SHARP criteria represent the values deemed important to 

Energy Supply. Annually, the criteria are reviewed and revised as needed to match the strategic 
direction of Energy Supply.  The current criteria for Energy Supply are: 
o Safety 
o Environmental 
o Availability 
o Financial Benefit 
o Maintenance Work Productivity 
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o Efficiency 
o Renewable support 
o Reliability 

 
• Relative weighting of prioritization criteria -- An indirect assessment technique is used by the 

model to establish criteria outcome relative weights.  Thus, rather than surveying individuals by 
asking them specifically what weight they would subjectively assign to a certain criterion, 
individuals are asked to compare each criterion outcome against another and assert the 
importance of one versus the other. Asset Analytics and Regulatory Reporting provides a paired 
comparison questionnaire to each policy expert, and then the average of all experts is used in 
the prioritization analysis.  Weights are re-assessed annually, using the process described 
above to capture changes in ES goals and objectives over time. Weights can also be changed to 
provide sensitivity analyses.  Weighting values range from 10 (best) to 0 for each criterion. 

 
Technical Evaluation 
• Define Projects for Funding – Operations, Technical Services, and Engineering & Construction 

personnel define budget requests.  The requests are complete when the following is known: the 
nature of the request, maintenance details, request costs, how request cost was derived, 
benefits of completing the request, impacts of not doing the request, how long the request will 
take to complete, if the request will require a unit outage or derate, and any regulatory 
requirement related to the request.  Request benefits must relate to the criteria established for 
the SHARP process.  Requests are detailed three to five years in advance of the funding 
requirement. 

• Score Requests Against Criteria – Every candidate request is evaluated by Energy Supply 
personnel based on how well the request satisfies the criteria established.  Criteria scoring 
scales are unique to the criteria for ease of data collection, but are made consistent within the 
model as the score values are transformed using a 10 (best) to 0 scoring scale for analysis.  
Scoring is reviewed on a regional basis for consistency among similar requests. 

• Calculate a Rank Number for Each Request – Once the policy teams have updated the criteria 
and relative criteria weights, and the technical experts have completed the consistency review 
process, the criteria scores and relative criteria weights are used to produce a ranked list of 
requests.  Requests ranked with higher scores receive higher ranks. Rank numbers reflect the 
benefits of each request via the criteria established and the relative importance of the criteria via 
the relative weights. 

• Prioritize All Requests Based on Rank Numbers – Completed rank lists are reviewed by 
Operations, Technical Services, and Engineering & Construction personnel.  With input from 
Energy Supply Finance, the lists are updated to include cutlines, and requests can be revised or 
moved among years to maximize value for the each year’s funding request. 

                      Back to top 
 
10.7  Forecasting 

 
Many organizations use expenditure forecasts for planning purposes.  These include Xcel Energy 
leadership for earnings projections, Treasury to arrange for short- and long-term financing, and 
Rates for rate case planning.  Accurate forecasts support our ability to provide low-cost, reliable 
power to our customers.  
 
O&M and Headcount Forecasting 
• A collaborative effort between plant personnel and business analysts should update O&M and 

headcount forecasts monthly. 
• Plant personnel and business analysts should update O&M and headcount forecasts for future 

years when there is a significant change in cost or staffing projections.  A couple of examples 
are a new generation role for the plant, or new environmental controls. 
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• Plant personnel and business analysts should schedule a meeting at least monthly to review 
recent cost and staffing history and to discuss new, unplanned, and emergent work. They should 
include significant required changes to the forecast in the budget system monthly to make 
management aware of changing business circumstances.  

• The plant director and the regional general manager should discuss significant optional 
expenditures. 

• As a first step, plants should attempt to offset any cost deviations within their plant budget.  If 
they are unable to do so, the plant director should make the regional general manager aware of 
the cost deviation, so that the region can determine the best course of action. 

 
Fuel Handling and Ash Disposal (FH&AD) Forecasting 
• Plant personnel and business analysts should review the current year FH&AD forecasts 

quarterly, in a collaborative effort. 
• They should update FH&AD forecasts for future years when there is a significant change in cost 

projections.  
• Plant personnel and business analysts should review these costs quarterly during their O&M 

meeting to review recent cost history and to discuss new, unplanned, and emergent work. 
• Significant required changes to the forecast should be included in the budget system by the 

business analyst quarterly to make management aware of changing business circumstances. 
• The plant director and the regional general manager should discuss significant optional 

expenditures. 
• As a first step, plants should attempt to offset any cost deviations within their plant budget. If 

they are unable to do so, the plant director should make the regional general manager aware of 
the cost deviation, so that the region can determine the best course of action. 

 
Capital Forecasting 
• Project leads, plant personnel, and business analysts should monitor and track the current and 

ongoing expenditures for the project.  This includes tracking ongoing costs, predicting future 
costs, and then working with the business analyst to update capital forecasts, including cash 
flows and in-service dates for the current year capital projects monthly. 

• They should update capital forecasts for future years when there is a significant change in cost 
projections.  A couple of examples are large emergent projects and new initiatives. 

• Project leads, plant personnel, and business analysts should schedule a meeting at least 
monthly to review recent cost history and to discuss new, unplanned, and emergent work.  In 
addition, each region holds Regional Planning Committee (RPC) meetings to discuss and 
prioritize emergent funding requests and updated project cost estimates. 

• Significant required changes to the forecast should be included in the budget system by the 
business analyst monthly, to make management aware of changing business circumstances. 

• Significant changes in the project overall cost require the project lead to complete a change 
order for the increased or decreased cost. 

 
Target Tracking 
• The target for an organization starts with their Original Budget for the year. Target adjustments 

are added to or subtracted from the budget by ES Finance to calculate the Authorized Target. 
• Target adjustments are tracked for both O&M and capital.  They include agreements between 

Xcel Energy Corporate and Energy Supply, as well as transfers of funding within Energy Supply. 
• Authorized targets compared to year-end forecasts for the current year are reported by ES 

Finance monthly on scorecards for Energy Supply, VP of Operations, and Regional General 
Managers. 

• Capital project KPIs are tracked and reported each month 
 

 
                    Back to top 
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10.8  Monthly Accounting and Reporting 
 
The Xcel Energy Corporate general ledger system, which is J D Edwards (Corp JDE), includes costs 
Energy Supply incurs.  These costs are included in financial reports provided to shareholders, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), public utility commissions, and many other external 
organizations.  Xcel Energy management uses reporting of these costs for financial oversight and 
planning.  
  
 Go to Business Objects WEBI Reporting LINK 
 Go to JD Edwards Reporting LINK 
 
Accounting Accruals 
• Bills for services or materials, whether O&M, capital or fuel handling, should be processed 

promptly by the plant personnel or project managers. 
• Items processed within MAXIMO by month end are uploaded via an automated interface to the 

Xcel Energy general ledger system (Corp JDE).  In order for a financial transaction to be created 
in MAXIMO and passed to the corporate General Ledger, receipts in MAXIMO for materials and 
services must be changed by plant personnel or project managers to approved status by the end 
of the month.  Unapproved receipts must be accrued. 

• In cases where services or materials have been provided to our organizations, but no invoice 
has been received or processed by month end, an accrual should be developed by plant 
personnel or project managers, in coordination with the business analyst, so that our monthly 
costs accurately reflect our costs incurred. 

• Corporate guidance is to submit accruals for items that are $10,000 or greater. To support 
project management, items less than $10,000 can be entered into the Xcel Energy general 
ledger system (Corp JDE). 

• Business analysts work with plant personnel and project engineers to identify accruals that are 
needed.  This can be done in group meetings, or individually.  Adequate documentation (such as 
a copy of the unprocessed invoice, status report from the vendor showing percentage 
completion, or supporting calculation of the estimate) is required by corporate accounting policy 
to support accruals.  Business analysts enter accruals into Corp JDE. 

 
Financial Reporting and Analysis 
• Financial reports are prepared, reviewed, and distributed monthly for many parts of our 

organization, as well as for corporate audiences. 
• Variance analysis is performed by business analysts, plant personnel, and project leads monthly 

to identify significant cost trends and drivers. 
• Specialized reporting has been developed by Asset Management and ES Finance to track and 

monitor periodic activities, such as unit overhauls. 
• Plant and project management should review costs monthly to verify that their costs are aligning 

with their spending forecasts, or to identify and respond to cost trends that are different from 
their expectations. 

 
Accounting Corrections 
• Significant costs for all cost categories should be reviewed monthly by business analysts, plant 

personnel, and project managers to verify that these costs have been classified correctly. 
• Costs can be reviewed using standard or custom reports developed by the business analyst, 

project controls team member, or by the use of “canned” Business Objects queries. 
• When items are identified that have been incorrectly classified, this information should be 

conveyed to the appropriate business analyst so that they can record a correcting journal entry 
in Corp JDE. 

                    Back to top 
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10.9  Fleet Budgeting 
 
Licensed vehicles that are used on public highways are the “normal” fleet units.  These are obtained 
via the typical Fleet processes.  The Fleet organization will charge costs to appropriate operating and 
capital accounts as they are used.  The appropriate corporate budgeting guidelines issued at the 
onset of each budget cycle should be referenced for updated information.   
 
“Captive Vehicles” are not licensed for public highways and are to be used only within generating 
plant boundaries.  These are obtained through the central Fleet organization. They are typically older 
units that are fully depreciated.  Fleet will charge costs to obtain and maintain these captive assets to 
plant tool accounts. 
 
Once a vehicle has been purchased and the booked amount is final, the project manager is 
responsible for closing out the child work order. 
 
The Regional Project Directors maintain a tracking sheet of vehicle needs, by year and station. 

                   
Back to top
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11.0 Support Services 
 
11.1  Commercial Operations 

 
Commercial Operations is responsible for the following: 
• Planning, committing and dispatching all of Xcel Energy operating company system-owned and 

purchase power assets to reliably serve all electric customers and engage in energy trading 
transactions 

• Structuring and negotiating long-term purchase power agreements for all Xcel Energy operating 
companies and managing the agreements 

• Managing long-term power sales agreements with various wholesale customers and 
administering the Renewable REC portfolio for compliance and trading activities 

• Advocating Xcel Energy operating company commercial interests with regional market entities 
and transmission providers, regulators and commercial and reliability standards organizations 

• Monitoring changes in regulations and in the marketplace and acting as a liaison with other 
departments to relay these changes and help design strategy modifications  

• Maintaining the company relationship with regional wholesale market monitoring functions and 
for the budgeting and procurement of new resource interconnections and transmission service 
delivery rights to meet company obligations     

 
  Go to Commercial Operations Policies LINK 
 

                     Back to top 
11.2  Fuel Supply 

 
Fuel Supply is responsible for the following: 
• Providing reliable, cost-effective fuel products for electric generation and gas distribution 
• Ensuring that adequate supplies of fuel are available for reliable generation by directing the 

strategic planning and procurement of coal, wood, gas and fuel oil and managing fuel inventories 
• Leading the development of long-term requirement forecasts, identification of fuel supplies and 

transportation options (pipe, rail and truck) as well as business and regulatory strategies   
• Negotiating, securing and administering contracts and agreements for fuel, rail transportation 

and gas transportation and storage 
• Supporting operations through long-term planning for fuel requirements and the day-to-day 

oversight of fuel acquisition, scheduling and transportation for generation and Local Distribution 
Company (LDC) load requirements 

 
  Go to Fuel Supply Policies LINK 
 

                     Back to top 
11.3  Supply Chain 

 
Supply Chain is responsible for the following: 
• Procuring, expediting, receiving, storing, and delivering parts and materials, consumables and 

equipment for the support of stations’ resources and work 
• Managing all aspects of sourcing, e.g. contract development, retention, contract administration 

process, and ensuring all appropriate contractor safety documentation has been provided 
• Managing inventory levels to ensure high On Time and In Full (OTIF) material availability as well 

as assuring transactional integrity, compliance, and analytical reporting 
• Conducting plant storeroom operations to receive, issue, perform cycle counts, and safe-keep 

materials, spare parts, and equipment   
  
  Go to Sourcing Policies LINK                 
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11.4  Substation Operations and Maintenance 
 

  The Substation Operations and Maintenance organization is responsible for the following: 
• Providing operational and maintenance needs for the electric distribution and transmission 

substations, including the system protection requirements 
 
  Go to Substation O&M LINK 

                     Back to top 
 

11.5  Finance and Accounting 
 
Finance and Accounting responsibilities include: 
• Supporting the Energy Supply organization’s annual budgeting process  
• Ensuring compliance with requirements of capital asset accounting and Sarbanes Oxley  
• Providing specialized reporting developed to track and monitor monthly and periodic activities   
• Working to achieve "Rate Case Readiness" for Xcel Energy   
• Proactive identification and communication of tax-saving opportunities 
• Property and sales/use compliance and accounting, transaction analysis, and issue identification  
• Analysis of rules and regulations, issue and value negotiation, audit management and defense, 

incentives analysis, and issue research and development  
 

                     Back to top 
 

11.6  Field Safety and Training  
 
Safety is responsible for providing: 
• Safety and health professionals 
• Incident investigation and analysis 
• Crew and contractor observations, audits and ergonomic assessments 
• Identification and recommendations for corrective actions to eliminate workplace safety hazards 
• Safety compliance training and program support 
• Subject Matter Expertise during ‘agency interface’ (e.g. OSHA citations, written responses, 

rule/regulatory changes/proposals) 
 

                     Back to top 
 

11.7  Human Resources 
 
The Human Resources organization is responsible for the following: 
• Assisting with designing and managing learning opportunities to meet employee development 

needs, address career aspirations, and prepare the future workforce 
• Assisting with developing current and future leaders to improve company results, enhance 

leaders’ skill sets, and build Xcel Energy leadership pipeline 
• Designing and delivering a competitive and sustainable benefits package 
• Providing programs and systems to attract and retain the best talent  
• Assisting with labor/employee relations issues, including negotiations and administration of the 

Collective Bargaining Agreements 
• Counseling business unit management and assisting with consistent application of Xcel Energy 

policies/procedures 
• Assisting business unit management in the development and implementation of strategic 

workforce plans 
• Assisting employees and managers with EEO, Employee Relations, or Fitness for Duty issues 

and Affirmative Action and EEO Compliance 
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11.8  Resource Planning 
 
Resource Planning is responsible for the following: 
• Forecasting customer electric demand and determining the generation resources required to 

meet the demand.  
• Facilitating electric resource planning and bidding. 

Back to top 
 
11.9  Regulatory 

 
Regulatory is responsible for the following: 
• Coordinating and developing regulatory filings in each jurisdiction, which include rate cases, 

resources plans, Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN), Certificates of 
Convenience and Necessity (CCN), Certificates of Need (CON), Site and Use permits, and 
periodic updates on specific capital projects.  
                     Back to top 
 

11.10  Legal  
 
Legal is responsible for the following: 
• Assisting and advising on contract terms and conditions, contract negotiations with major 

suppliers and with legal holds related to specific court actions affecting the company.  
                     Back to top 
 

11.11  Transmission 
 
Transmission is responsible for the following: 
• Coordinating changes in generation connections and capacities to the grid.  

                     Back to top 
 
11.12 Business Systems 

 
Business Systems is responsible for the following: 
• Providing a secure, reliable computing environment. 
• Providing assistance in troubleshooting, answering questions, and solving known problems. 
• Managing the life cycle of all desktops, laptops, and printers in use at Xcel Energy. 

   
Go to Business System Services Catalog  LINK          
                     Back to top 
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12.0 Employee Qualification and Development 
 
We recognize the need for a workforce that is highly skilled and engaged in order to achieve operational 
goals and excellence.  Providing programs that will develop the workforce is a key element of the operational 
strategy.  The objective of the development and qualification programs is to provide employees with the 
necessary job-specific knowledge and skills to operate and maintain the generation facilities safely, 
effectively, and reliably.  Completion of a program will produce an employee qualified to perform the daily 
operational and maintenance tasks assigned. 
 
The programs incorporate a variety of delivery strategies to provide learning opportunities to employees who 
are geographically dispersed throughout our operating regions.  This includes a combination of computer- 
based modules, classroom instruction, self-study guides, laboratory simulations, and on-the-job training.  
Program instructors include full-time technical instructors, engineers, safety professionals, journeyman level 
craft employees, plant supervision, and program-specific Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). 
  
The employee development and qualification programs are supported by the Energy Supply Technical 
Training organization.    
 
 Go to Energy Supply Training Policy LINK 
                        Back to top 
 
12.1  Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) 

 
Energy Supply, as well as Xcel Energy, uses the Systematic Approach to Training process (SAT) in 
the development and delivery of performance-based training programs.  Using this process ensures 
the training need is fully reviewed, verified and defined.  The specific program is then designed, 
developed and delivered consistently to maximize training effectiveness.  Training is evaluated to 
ensure effectiveness and to obtain feedback used for course revision.  The process also ensures 
safety and compliance training is consistently conducted in accordance with and meets all company, 
state, and/or federal requirements.  Additionally, the use of the SAT process ensures training 
programs developed and delivered to nuclear employees meet accreditation standards.    
                      Back to top 
 

12.2  Qualification 
 
Plant personnel require extensive training to perform their specific jobs safely and effectively.  Each 
plant and department has developed a curriculum table that specifies the training needed for each 
job classification.  The table includes the required safety, environmental, and job specific courses.  It 
also lists the training interval for those programs that require periodic refresher training.  The lists are 
updated annually and the training needed is assigned to the employees via the Learning 
Management System (LMS).  Classes are typically either computer-based or instructor-led 
classroom training.    
 
Continuing training programs are also developed to ensure that existing employees remain proficient 
in their job responsibilities, which correlates to being able to operate and maintain the generation 
facilities or provide performance improvement identified by skills and/or knowledge deficiencies.  
These programs include processes for training on system changes or upgrades.   
                      Back to top 
 

12.3  Training Advisory Committees 
 
Energy Supply has formed training advisory committees (TACs) that review and prioritize training 
needs.  The Energy Supply TAC (ESTAC) performs this function business area-wide.  The ESTAC 
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acts as an advisory group on training issues to Energy Supply management.  The committee 
provides the mission and direction of the training process for plants to meet their business objectives 
in a safe, environmentally compliant, and cost-effective manner.  The committee’s process enables 
training to be prioritized across the fleet to optimize the value of the limited resources and includes 
the development of KPIs to monitor the overall training effectiveness.   
 
The ESTAC objectives are: 
• To establish Regional Training Advisory Committees (RTACs) that consists of a representative 

from each plant within the region.  RTACs meet periodically to review regional training needs 
and ensure plants are meeting training requirements.  RTACs may elevate regional issues to the 
ESTAC for business area wide consideration 

• To establish plant specific training, advisory groups that meet regularly to discuss plant- specific 
training needs and issues.  Each plant will determine specific training needs and issues that may 
be elevated to the RTAC level for consideration regionally.  Plant training groups will also ensure 
specific plant training requirements are being met 

• To ensure identified training needs are prioritized with other training requests and are budgeted 
for by plants and Technical Training   

• To ensure availability of a highly skilled and qualified generating plant operations and 
maintenance staff 
                    Back to top 

12.4  Apprenticeships 
 
Energy Supply has the need for skilled craftsmen who apply their trade skills to operate and maintain 
the power plants.  These skills are highly specialized and generally can take years to effectively 
develop.  The use of apprentice programs has proved to be a successful and effective way for 
development of these skills for our employees.  The following plant apprentice programs are found in 
our three regions: 
• Control Room/Plant Operations 
• Mechanical Specialists 
• Electrical Specialists 
• Instrument and Control Technicians 
• Welders 
 
These apprentice programs are typically a joint venture in which Energy Supply partners with the 
IBEW local to establish and monitor the program.  Regional Function Joint Apprenticeship 
Committees (FJACs) are typically formed with Energy Supply Management and union representation 
to perform this function.  Many of the apprenticeship programs are registered with their state 
apprenticeship councils.   
                     Back to top 

 
12.5  Energy Supply Technical Training 

 
Energy Supply Technical Training’s (ESTT) objectives are to provide support for Energy Supply plant 
apprentices training programs in compliance with applicable state and federal apprenticeship 
requirements and ensure apprentices are fully trained and qualified to meet the needs of the plants 
or assigned work area.  ESTT also ensures training programs for nuclear employees are developed 
and delivered to meet INPO accreditation standards.  In addition, ESTT works with plants to 
determine refresher-training needs and supports the design, development, and tracking of the 
delivery of such programs.  These programs are intended to ensure non-apprentice employees 
maintain their skills and to ensure they are capable of effectively operating and maintaining new 
equipment and systems utilizing the latest technological advancements in a safe manner.  ESTT 
partners with Energy Supply Safety to ensure all programs comply with applicable safety practices 
and procedures.     
                     Back to top 
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13.0 Appendix 
 
 
 Union Resources  

 Discipline Guidelines/Positive Discipline 

 Alcohol and Drug Free Workplace 

 Discrimination, Harassment and Other Unacceptable Behaviors 

Workplace Violence 

Appropriate Use of Technology and Information Resources 

Employee  Development 
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14.0 Glossary 
 
Break-in Work – Urgent Work that impacts the schedule is designated “Break-In.”  The words “Break-in” are 
to be added to the beginning of the work order description prior to work order approval.  
 
Business Objects/WEBI – web-based reporting tool to further query and analyze MAXIMO data. 
 
Compliance Hotline – The Compliance Hotline is a confidential way to report or inquire about a compliance 
or ethics issue.  The hotline is operated by an external agency.  Simply call the toll-free number and talk to 
the compliance representative.  You don't need to leave your name or employee ID unless you want to.  
You'll be given a code and date to anonymously check on the status of your inquiry.  The phone number is 1-
800-555-8516.   
 
Critical Path Management (CPM) Schedule – A schedule that is prepared to support overhaul and/or 
project execution.  For the project schedule, second-level tasks should be arranged on a time line.  A Gantt 
chart may be used to illustrate the start and completion dates of each task and take into consideration 
whether the tasks can be completed in parallel, or must be done in serial, due to task dependencies 
identified in the preceding task-flow network diagram. 
 
Forecast – This is the process of defining what expenditures will look like into the defined future periods.  
 
Highest Evaluated Bidder – The Supplier with the highest combined score after conducting an evaluation of 
the technical and commercial requirements and Contractor Safety Program information.  
 
Human Error – A phrase that generally means the slips, lapses, and mistakes of humankind. 
 
Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) – Hazard analysis is effective in uncovering hazards to employees. A job 
hazards analysis (JHA), also known as job safety analysis (JSA), or an activity hazard analysis (AHA), is 
described by OSHA as "a technique that focuses on job tasks as a way to identify hazards before they 
occur.  It focuses on the relationship between the worker, the task, the tools, and the work environment. 
Ideally, after you identify uncontrolled hazards, you will take steps to eliminate or reduce them to an 
acceptable risk level.” 
 
MAXIMO – Energy Supply’s work and asset management system.  Allows us to plan, schedule and manage 
operations and maintenance work, including PM’s, maintain equipment histories and associated labor and 
material cost, and manage inventory across the fleet. 
 
Monthly Generation & Fuel  Forecast – A financial spreadsheet created by Trading Analytics using the 
annual production budget as its baseline and updated monthly to provide a 12-month look ahead.  
 
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) – Refers to a company that manufactures a product. Products 
are sometimes purchased by other companies and retailed or resold under that purchasing company's brand 
name – but the OEM company is still the manufacturer.  
  
 Overhaul – A unit outage (unit not synchronized to the grid system and not in reserve shutdown) involving a 
turbine or boiler overhaul or inspection that is scheduled well in advance and is of a predetermined duration. 
 
Planned Outage – An outage that is scheduled at least 90 days in advance, is of a predetermined duration, 
usually lasts several weeks, and occurs only once or twice a year.  Turbine and boiler overhauls or 
inspections, testing, and nuclear refueling are typical Planned Outages.  An example of a PO under our 
definition would be a two- to seven- day boiler cleaning in the spring to prevent excessive slag buildup during 
the summer. 
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Plant Training Advisory Committee – A site committee that reviews department training needs, makes 
decisions regarding training provided to department employees, and prepares a site training plan. 
Playbook Process Control – Editorial changes (spelling, grammar or format correction, etc,) does not 
require a number change;  Minor revisions to the Playbook (revised links, edits, minor clarifications, etc,) will 
be denoted in revision number increase “0.1, 0.2, 0.3, etc . . . .”;  Major revisions (section rewrites, section 
additions/deletions, operational changes, etc,) will be denoted by revision number increase “1.0, 2.0, 3.0 etc . 
. . “. 
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) – is the process of determining -- using facts, data, and logic -- the cause and 
effect relationships that result in an undesirable event occurring and then determining effective and efficient 
corrective actions to break the cause and effect chain to prevent recurrence. It is a Management System tool 
to determine how to prevent those things that stand in the way of continuous improvement in business 
processes. 
 
Security Clearance – Granted to an individual in a Security Sensitive Position who has successfully passed 
the background investigation and drug screening or an Xcel Energy-approved screening process.   
 
Service – Work performed by an outside entity. 
 
Systematic Hierarchy Analytical Review Process (SHARP) - A structured, systematic technique for 
dealing with complex decisions that organizes and aligns decisions with the inherent goals of the decision-
maker. The goal of the SHARP process is to maximize both; overhaul and project O&M and capital funding 
decisions, by effectively allocating funding resources based on established criteria, which aligns with the 
objectives of Energy Supply. 
 
Subject Matter Expert (SME) – SMEs are experts on an identified system (i.e. boiler, turbine, balance of 
plant, etc.) and are accountable for their system performance and reliability, which they ensure by developing 
standards, providing direction and audits of performance of system owners at the plant.  The SME has 
responsibility for overall equipment ownership and ensures adequate engineering, technical support, 
performance -monitoring, and condition assessment programs through the Technical Experts or Plant 
System Owners. 
 
Supervisor/Superintendent/Lead (SSL) – Is responsible for committing to work plans, executing plans and 
schedules, and providing oversight to work. Safety, environmental compliance, high worker utilization, 
productivity, and quality are all critical responsibilities of the SSL.  The SSLs are responsible for removing 
barriers and reporting status of daily work in time for the Daily Status/Scheduling Meeting.  The SSLs must 
also effectively communicate the plans and direction of the organization to their crews. The SSL is the first 
level of plant leadership and therefore must clearly establish expectations and provide direction for the 
workforce.  
 
Technical Expert – Reports to an SME and provides equipment ownership and process engineering support 
for the plants, uses standardized engineering, technical expertise, coordination and teamwork to support the 
Operating Model principles for assigned equipment, interfaces closely with the plant production and planning 
teams.  The Technical Expert also provides asset life cycle planning, budgeting/business planning, and work 
execution oversight to support asset plans and strategies, sets short- and long- term work priorities for 
assigned equipment to yield the best combination of availability and cost performance, and periodically 
reviews equipment performance using continuous monitoring systems where available. 
 
Urgent Work – Work that can’t wait for the ‘normal’ planning and scheduling process, such as equipment 
failure that requires immediate repair and return to service, and work that has an immediate impact on 
generation, environmental compliance, or worker/plant safety.  Most urgent work will still require planning 
and scheduling steps, but must be expedited based on nature of work. 
 
Work Around - A method, intended to be used temporarily, for achieving a task or goal when the usual or 
planned method isn't working.  Once the problem is fixed, the workaround is abandoned. 
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15.0 Revision History 
 

Date Revision No. Change 
9/6/11 0 Original Issue 

4/18/12 1 Playbook restructured – published sections 1-8 condensed and 
reordered into sections 1-3; Section 4 details the Rolls and 

Responsibilities of Operations, Technical Services, and 
Engineering and Construction; Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 detail the 

processes of unit operation, work management, engineering and 
finance; Section 9 provides a high level overview of the 
supporting organizations; Section 10 covers employee 

qualification and development programs. 
8/1/13 2 Clarifications and content updates added throughout Playbook 

reflecting organizational changes. Overhaul Council and Policy 
Steering committee added to Section 2.5; Vice President of 

Energy Supply added to Section 4.0; Engineering and Technical 
Section 7.0 divided into two – Section 7.0 is now Technical 

Services and Section 8.0 is now Engineering and Construction; 
Base work detail was added to the new Section 7.0; Section 9.0 

is now Environmental Services. 
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1.0 PURPOSE 

This policy establishes the expectations for use of the human performance error-prevention tools.  

This policy also provides an understanding of error precursors and which human performance error 
prevention tools provide the best barriers to eliminate the potential for error. 

2.0 APPLICABILITY 

2.1 This policy is applicable to all Energy Supply personnel.  

2.2 Use of the tools described in this policy is recommended. Studies and experience have shown 
that the use of error reduction tools will enhance the ability to minimize errors and thus reduce 
the frequency and severity of events. While the lack of use of the tools in this procedure may 
be identified as a contributor to an event, human error alone is rarely seen as a root cause for 
events. Organizational weaknesses persist that create error likely situations that lead to 
events. Consequently, the greatest potential for improvement in human performance lies with 
the identification and elimination of weaknesses in the organization and processes.  

3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

3.1 Department Managers SHALL: 

3.1.1 Implement the requirements and expectations of this procedure within their 
departments. 

3.1.2 Install the expectation to understand and use Human Performance Tools in their 
personnel.  

3.1.3 Routinely participate in training, in-field observation and coaching with their personnel to 
reinforce use of the tools. 

3.1.4 Effectively use the Individual and Leader/Supervisor Human Performance Tools 
described in this procedure. 

3.2 Department Supervisors SHALL: 

3.2.1 Routinely observe work in progress and training to promote application of the Human 
Performance Tools. 

3.2.2 Coach regularly to reinforce use of these tools through both positive and constructive 
feedback. For maximum impact, this feedback can refer to: 

 Events that were avoided 
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 Instances where the ineffective use of these tools has caused or contributed to 
events.  

3.2.3 Ensure that the specific application of the Human Performance Tools is identified and 
discussed during pre-job briefs. 

3.2.4 Effectively use the Individual and Leader/Supervisor Human Performance Tools 
described in this procedure.  

3.3 All Individuals SHALL: 

3.3.1 Perform tasks in a thoughtful, conscientious manner.  

3.3.2 Effectively using the Human Performance Tools described in this procedure.  

3.3.3 Coach and reinforce the expectations for using Human Performance Tools with peers. 

4.0 REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Guiding Principles of Human Performance Management 

4.1.1 The following principles, when applied to programs, processes, and interpersonal 
relationships, encourage excellent human performance throughout the organization 
cultivating behaviors practiced by individuals to protect the safety/well being of 
personnel, as well as the reliability of the physical plant: 

4.1.1.1  People are fallible and even the best make mistakes. 

4.1.1.2 Error- likely situations are predictable, manageable, and preventable. 

4.1.1.3 Individual behavior occurs within the context of organization processes and 
values, which serve as the principal influence on the choice of behaviors. 

4.1.1.4 People achieve high levels of performance based largely on the 
encouragement and reinforcement received from leaders, peers, and 
subordinates. 

4.1.1.5 Events can be avoided by understanding the reasons mistakes occur and 
applying the lessons learned from past events. 
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4.1.2 The basic purpose of these human performance tools is to help the individual worker 
maintain positive control of a work situation that is, what is intended to happen is what 
happens, and that is all that happens. This is another way of saying, “Do the job right 
the first time.” Before taking an action, a conscientious worker understands the 
significance of the action and its intended result. Such thinking takes time. Every human 
performance tools slows things down to ultimately speed things up by avoiding delays 
that accompany events triggered by active errors. When used thoughtfully and 
rigorously, human performance tools give the individual more time to think about the 
task at hand, about what is happening, what will happen, and what to do if things do not 
go as expected.  

4.2 Principles of Human Performance Tool Implementation 

4.2.1 This procedure does not address all possible Human Performance Tools, but is limited 
to the Xcel Energy adopted tools. The tools described in the procedure are applicable to 
all employees. These tools are most easily adapted to field activities involving written 
instructions or real time manipulation of equipment. However, the underlying principles 
and concept of using tools to enhance human behavior can improve performance in 
every workplace and in all settings.  

4.2.2 Various tools/techniques have evolved that, when consistently and rigorously applied, 
can reduce the potential for human error. Some of these tools involve individual 
behaviors (i.e., self-checking, stop when unsure etc.) while others involve “team” 
behaviors (i.e., communications, peer-checking, pre-job briefings, etc.) Most of these 
tools are somewhat unnatural to the average person. For example, we don’t routinely 
use three-way communications in our lives, and checking someone else’s work (e.g., 
peer-checking) can be perceived as offensive to some people. Therefore, these 
behaviors need to be developed and reinforced in the workplace. If consistently and 
effectively applied, they help minimize human errors and make each of us more 
successful.   

4.2.3 This procedure has been developed to provide tools to assist each of us in changing 
behaviors to improve human performance within our organizations. These tools include: 

4.2.3.1 Tools that Individuals can use to prevent errors during task or activity 
performance (Attachment 1). These are broken down into two additional 
categories; fundamental tools that always apply, and conditional tools that 
depend on the work situation or risk involved. 

4.2.3.2 Tools that Leaders and Supervisors can use to prevent errors during task or 
activity performance (Attachment 2) 

4.2.3.3 A matrix that provides a cross-reference of human performance tools that can 
be used to address error likely situations (Attachment 3) 
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4.3 Accountability and Ownership 

4.3.1 We recognize, acknowledge, and accept responsibility for the reality of work situations. 
Problems are identified and solved with commitment and follow-through. 

4.3.2 Individual Accountability Definition 

4.3.2.1 Doing what you said you would do to the required standard, and if you 
determine you will not be able to meet the expectation, notify your supervisor 
soon enough to allow an alternate plan to be developed. 

4.3.3 Organization Accountability Definition 

4.3.3.1 Develop clear standards and expectations 

4.3.3.2 Communicating the standards and expectations in a manner that assures 
individuals are knowledgeable of them 

4.3.3.3 Monitoring conformance to the standards/expectations and coaching when 
appropriate. 

4.3.3.4 Implementing consequences in a manner that achieves behavior change and 
maintains a strong safety conscious work environment.  

4.4 Risk Management and Conservative Decision Making 

4.4.1 Risk management identifies and evaluates the risks created by human activities, 
inherent organizational/plant conditions, and external influences (e.g. weather or 
regulatory), and pinpoints ways to control them. A human performance risk assessment 
identifies the threats that human error potentially poses for a work activity that involves 
significant human interaction with important equipment, whether the physical plant (such 
as pipes, valves, and switches) or the paper plant (such as design documentation and 
procedures). It gives management insight into what controls and barriers are most 
appropriate to either eliminate or minimize those threats, especially for high-risk 
activities. High-risk activities have the potential to hurt people, impact the environment, 
trip the plant, damage equipment, or cause a regulatory violation.  

4.4.2 Human performance risk combines the likelihood (probability) of an undesired action 
and its consequences. 

Risk= Likelihood X Consequence 
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4.4.3 After the critical steps or phases of an activity are identified, the likelihood is evaluated 
by the identification of error precursors, complexity, and margins for error at one or 
more critical steps. 

4.4.4 Conservative decision making is a close comparison to risk management. Conservative 
decision making does not mean making the most conservative decision. It means 
making an informed decision that carefully weighs the risk of the action against potential 
barriers. It is the basic principle behind risk management. The first goal should always 
be to implement a “no risk” option. If it is not possible or reasonable to eliminate the risk, 
then conservative decision making involves using barriers that either reduce the 
probability or cap the potential consequences such that the risk is appropriate for the 
situation.  

4.4.5 Normally we tend to disregard the probability term of the equation. In other words, we 
usually understand what the potential consequences are, but dismiss that it will ever 
really happen. As examples, think of why people do not wear seal belts (“I’ve never 
been in an accident”, implying the probability going forward is zero). Or think of the 
Titanic (“unsinkable”, implying the probability that it can sink is zero). The Captain of the 
Titanic most likely understood that it could sink, but nevertheless acted as though the 
probability was extremely low (by maintaining speed through an area known to have 
icebergs). Therefore, a good way to craft the right conservative decision is to visualize 
that whatever could go wrong will go wrong, and then to figure out what the right set of 
barriers are to properly minimize the risk.  

5.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 

5.1 None 

6.0 DEFINITIONS & REFERENCES 

6.1 Definitions 

6.1.1 Behaviors, observable (action) and non-observable (thought) activity by an individual; 
“what people do.” 

6.1.2 Coaching, The process of observing behaviors, comparing them to desired behaviors 
and providing feedback by reinforcing desired behaviors and correcting those that do 
not meet expectations.  

6.1.3 Contact Time, The cumulative amount of time spent in the company of employees, 
observing and coaching their behaviors.  

6.1.4 Defense (or Barrier) – Anything that protects a system or person from a hazard 
whether physical, administrative or human in nature. A measure including expected 
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behavior that protects against various hazards or mitigates the consequences of a 
hazard. 

 

6.1.5 Error (general definition), Human error is an action that exceeds some standard or 
limit of acceptability. Human error is a behavior that is caused by a variety of conditions 
related not only to unacceptable individual behavior but also to unsuitable management 
and leadership practices and organizational weaknesses.  

6.1.5.1 Active Error, Errors that change equipment, system, or plant state triggering 
immediate undesired consequences. 

6.1.5.2 Latent Error, An error, act, or decision that results in organization related 
weaknesses or equipment flaws that lie dormant until revealed either by 
human error, testing, or self-assessment. 

6.1.6 Error-Likely Situation, A work situation in which there is a greater opportunity for error 
when performing a specific action or task due to error precursors. An error- likely 
situation typically exists when task-related factors exceed the capability of the individual 
(mismatch) at the point of “touching” the physical or paper plant.  

6.1.7 Error Traps (Precursors), An unfavorable condition at the job site or a characteristic of 
the task or an individual that increases the probability for error during a specific action. 
A matrix of error traps and tools is provided in Attachment 3.  

6.1.8 Human Performance Error Prevention Tools, A collection of standard human error 
reduction tools intended to prevent events, reduce human errors and improve station 
performance.  

6.1.9 Latent organization Weakness, Undetected deficiencies in the management control 
process (e.g., strategy, policies, work control, training and resource allocation) or values 
(shared beliefs, attitudes, norms and assumptions) creating workplace conditions that 
can provoke error (precursors) and degrade the integrity of defense (flawed defenses).  

6.1.10 Performance Mode, One of the three modes human processes information based on 
one’s level of familiarity and attention given to execute a specific task.  

6.1.10.1 Skilled-Based Task, A task driven by stored patterns of pre-programmed 
instructions. When personnel make an error while performing familiar or well-
practiced tasks, it is a skill-based error.  

6.1.10.2 Rule-Based Task, A task performed following stored rules accumulated via 
experience and training. A rule-based error is made when a rule (from 
training, procedure, etc.) is misapplied or a shortcut it taken. 
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6.1.10.3 Knowledge-Based Task, A task with no pre-programmed instructions or 
rules. An example is problem solving. When an error is made in a situation 
where rules do not exist or are not know it is a knowledge-based error.  

7.0 References 

7.1.1 XES Policy 2.630 - Human Performance Program 

8.0 ATTACHMENTS  

8.1 Attachment 1 - Individual Tools 

8.1.1 STAR 

8.1.2 Procedure Use and Adherence 

8.1.3 Stop When Unsure 

8.1.4 Co-Worker Coaching 

8.1.5 “Are You Ready?” Checklist 

8.1.6 Peer-Checking 

8.1.7 Concurrent-Verification Practices 

8.1.8 Independent-Verification Practices 

8.1.9 3-Way Communication 

8.1.10 Phonetic Alphabet 

8.1.11 Flagging 

8.1.12 Turnover 

8.2 Attachment 2 - Leader/Supervisor Tools 

8.2.1 Pre-Job Brief 

8.2.2 Post-Job Critique 

8.2.3 Observations 

8.2.4 Task Assignment  

8.2.5 Vendor/Contractor Oversight 
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8.2.6 Performance Analysis 

8.2.7 Human Performance Event Investigation 

8.3 Attachment 3 - Error Likely Situations Vs. Error Reduction Tools Matrix 

8.4 Attachment 4 -  INPO Human Performance Model 

8.5 Attachment 5 – Performance Analysis Worksheet 

9.0 REVISION HISTORY 

Date Revision Change Description 
8/8/2011 1 Original Issue 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 
 

The standard set of Individual Human Performance Tools is listed below. Based on the nature of 
the activity or task, use of these tools should be required: 

 
 Fundamental 

1. Self-Checking (STAR)  …………………………………………………………..Pg.10 
2. Procedure Use and Adherence …………………………....……………………Pg. 12 
3. STOP when Unsure ………………………………….…………………………..Pg. 14 
4. Coworker Coaching ………………………………………………………………Pg. 16 
5. “Are You Ready” Checklist...……………………………………………………..Pg. 18 

 
 Conditional 

1. Peer-checking ……………………………………………………………………. Pg. 20 
2. Concurrent Verification ……………………………………………………………Pg. 23 
3. Independent Verification…………………………………………………………..Pg. 25 
4. 3-Way Communication…………………………………………………………….Pg. 27 
5. Phonetic Alphabet………………………………………………………………….Pg. 29 
6. Flagging …………………………………………………………………………….Pg. 31 
7. Turnover……………………………………………………………………………..Pg. 33 

 
This attachment provides the following generic element of each of the Individual Human 
Performance Tools 
 

1. Basis - A description of the tool and why it is important 
2. When to use the tool - A statement on when the tool should be used (while this cannot 

address every situation it should allow the typical worker to understand when to use the 
tool) 

3. How to do it - A discussion of how the tool is implemented 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid- A set of behaviors, beliefs, assumptions, or conditions that 

tend to diminish the effectiveness of the tool.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 
 

FUNDAMENTAL 
 

SELF- CHECK (STAR) 
 

1. Basis 
 

Self-Check (STAR) is a Human Performance Tool that helps the individual methodically focus 
his/her attention on the details of the task at hand. The individual consciously and deliberately 
reviews the intended action and expected response before performing the task. This includes 
distinct thoughts and actions designed to enhance an individual’s attention to detail in the moment 
just before performing the task.  

 
S STOP 
T Think 
A ACT 
R Review 

 
Proper use of self-checking will improve the ability of all personnel at all levels to detect potential 
problem situations before an undesirable situation occurs.  
 
Knowing how to self-check is important. Knowing when to self-check is just as important. Self-
checking techniques must be emphasized continuously and positively reinforced when used. 
Good self-checking can be an effective tool in avoiding many of the common human performance 
traps, making it the single most important Human Performance Tool. These traps include; time 
pressure, distraction/interruption, overconfidence, multiple tasks, vague guidance, first shift/late 
shift, peer pressure, change/off normal, physical environment, and stress.  
 

2. When to Use the Tool: 
 
Simply stated, self-checking must be used for every task or job that has a potential to impact the 
physical plant. Some examples include: 
• Manipulating plant components 
• Components disassembly/reassembly/routine maintenance 
• Determining design requirements 
• Performing calculations 
• Revising drawings and procedures 
• Reviewing and approving documents, regardless of whether or not additional verification is 

performed 
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3. How to Do It: 
 

Self-checking is performed as follows: 
 
STOP 
This is the most important step of any self-checking technique. Pause before performing a task to 
enhance attention to detail. Eliminate current or potential distractions.  
 
THINK 
Understand specifically what is to be done before performing a task. Identify the information 
necessary to correctly perform the task. Understand the expected results of the action. Do not 
proceed in the face of uncertainty. 
 
ACT 
Identify the correct item by physically pointing at the component, before taking any action.  
 
Read the document that directs manipulation of the component. The best technique is to read this 
aloud, even if alone, to use the additional human attributes of speaking and listening   
 
Perform the intended action. For physical actions, ensure hand contact is not lost.  
 
REVIEW 
Verify that the actual response is the expected response. 
 
If an unexpected response is obtained, take action as previously anticipated/determined. 
 
Ensure all actions are conservative.  
 
For non-physical tasks, step back and perform a “sanity” check of the task results. 

 
4. At-Risk Behaviors to Avoid: 
 

• Not understanding the intent of an action or procedure step before performing it. 
• Performing several manual actions in rapid succession 
• Performing more than one action at a time 
• Performing the action when uncertainties or discrepancies exist 
• Talking with another person while performing the action 
• Looking at something other than the component being manipulated 
• Not self-checking again after losing visual or physical contact 
• Not knowing if the action is a critical step 
• Feeling sleepy or fatigued while performing a critical step 
• Not taking the time to verify that results are correct 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
FUNDAMENTAL 

 
PROCEDURE USE & ADHERENCE 

 
 

1. Basis 
 

Procedures help users perform activities correctly, safely, consistently, and in accordance with 
established requirements. Procedures direct people’s actions in a proper sequence and minimize 
reliance on one’s memory. Procedure use and adherence means understanding the procedure’s 
intent and purpose and following its direction. The user performs actions as written in the 
sequence specified by the document. However, if it cannot be used as written, then the activity is 
stopped, and the procedure is corrected before continuing. Following the procedure without 
question does not guarantee safety because procedures sometimes contain hidden flaws. But, 
understanding the overall purpose and strategy of the procedure promotes safer outcome.  

 
How we use procedures is the most fundamental Human Performance Tool we have to perform 
work without error. Industry experience has shown that not properly following procedures is a 
large contributor to human error and many consequential events. A well-intentioned worker can 
find themselves in a variety of situations where uncertainty exists in using a procedure. Clear 
guidance covering these situations will produce more consistent and error-free performance. 

 
2. When to use the tool  

 
• When manipulating, altering, monitoring, or analyzing equipment 
• When a procedure exists for a work activity 
• When no procedure exists, but there should be (STOP and get help) 
• When required by technical documents 

 
3. How to do it 
 

 Verify the procedure being used is the correct revision. Procedures are corrected and 
approved before use. 

 Review prerequisites, limits, and precautions before starting 
 An effective place keeping method should be used for procedures that do not require sign-

offs. Initial or check each step complete after the action is performed, before proceeding with 
the next step. 

 Procedures shall be followed as written without deviating from the original intent and purpose 
 Do not deviate from the sequence of steps, unless approved 
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 Do not N/A steps, unless approved. 
 IF a procedure is incorrect, will result in damage to equipment as written, cannot be 

performed as written, or is otherwise unsafe, STOP the task and contact a supervisor 
 IF desired or anticipated results are not achieved, do not proceed and contact a supervisor 

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 

 
• Assuming a procedure is well written and accurate 
• Not reviewing a procedure before performing a job. 
• Commencing a procedure without establishing initial conditions 
• Performing a procedure step without understanding its purpose 
• Not submitting feedback (technical accuracy and usability) 
• Performing a procedure without knowing the critical steps 
• Using an attachment or data sheet in place of the procedure 
• Using a procedure for a task that the user is not qualified for 
• Believing “A good operator doesn’t need a procedure.” 
• Using multiple procedures at the same time 
• Skipping steps or segments of a “routine” procedure, because those steps have been 

“unnecessary” in the past 
• Using a previous, superseded revision of a procedure  
• Marking steps “N/A (not applicable) without authorization 
• Following a procedure knowing it will cause harm if followed as written 
• Using a procedure, or segment of a procedure, for a task other than that intended by the 

procedure.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
FUNDAMENTAL 

 
STOP WHEN UNSURE 

 
1. Basis 

 
Stopping when unsure is a tool to be used when a person is uncertain about how to proceed, or 
when it is first recognized that the plan or conditions have changed. Stop when unsure includes 
questioning attitude.  
 
Stop when unsure is a subtle tool, as many times we convince ourselves we are sure. A better 
name for this tool might be stop when you should be unsure, which reinforces the need to be alert 
to job conditions that indicate an event is imminent. 

 
Significant events have occurred when legitimate questions regarding plant evolutions were 
insufficiently resolved before work proceeded. In some cases, the people raising the questions did 
not adequately advocate their positions, or they deferred to the judgment of others. In other 
instance, questions were not adequately addressed because the urgency of accomplishing the 
task took precedence. When confronted with uncertainly the chances for error are high (1 in 10 to 
1 in 2), Therefore, it is crucial to apply this tool when called for.  
 
Personnel must have confidence that the questions they raise will be valued and properly 
evaluated. Consideration of worst case scenarios is a routine part of the pre-job briefs. A 
questioning attitude is especially important when time pressure is present and the focus is on 
efficiently implementing the plan. Management must strengthen and foster a strong questioning 
attitude culture on a daily basis for this tool to prevent events. 
 
A questioning attitude promotes a preference for facts over assumptions and opinion. Questions 
such as “What if…,” or “Why is this acceptable?” help improve recognition of improper 
assumptions and possible mistakes. The structured approach described below promotes the 
discovery of facts. Facts depend on the reliability of the information source and the accuracy of 
that information. Facts are verifiable and visible expressions of behaviors and information. Without 
sufficient facts, the performer stops the activity to address an unpredictable work situation that 
could lead to either a serious mistake or a significant event.  
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2. When to use the tool 

 
Times to consider using Stop When Unsure include, but are not limited to, the following situations: 
 

• If you are not confident that the action you are about to take is appropriate. 
• If the task or work scope has changed and you are outside of the plan, procedure, or 

policy. 
• If the work flow is interrupted because of a change and requires refocusing on the task. 
• When a “gut feeling” tells you that something is not right. 
• Unexpected results 
• Unfamiliar situations 
• When hearing words such as assume, probably, I think, we’ve always, etc. 
• Questions about the job that you have no answers for 
• Uncertain that you are in compliance with expectations, procedures, regulations 
• You are unclear what successful job completion is 

 
3. How to do it 
 

• Stop the activity 
• Place the equipment and the job site in a safe condition. 
• Do not answer your own question. Notify your supervisor. 
• Obtain help from someone who possess the appropriate expertise 
• Base decision on facts from valid information source or person 

 
4. At-Risk behaviors to avoid: 
 

• Dismissing contrary evidence or points of view 
• Discounting the concerns of less experienced individuals 
• Not asking for help from more knowledgeable persons 
• Not asking for help for fear of embarrassment 
• Feeling inadequate if you have to ask for help 
• Emphasizing “who’s” right instead of “what’s” right 
• Thinking the task is “routine” or “simple” 
• Believing nothing bad can happen 
• Assuming “skill of the craft” is sufficient to address a situation 
• Not having clear abort criteria 
• Answering one’s own questions regarding a critical step 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
FUNDAMENTAL 

 
CO-WORKER COACHING 

1. Basis 
 

Co-Worker Coaching is a situation in which co-workers remind, advise, or assist each other to 
ensure the task is done correctly. Co-Worker Coaching is the process where an individual 
observes, questions and corrects (if necessary), or compliments the actions of another person. 
 
Co-Worker Coaching is distinguished from peer checking primarily by the source of the request. 
With peer checking, the performer requests or a procedure directs the action, whereas co-worker 
coaching is typically unsolicited.  

 
Coaching is a necessary element in achieving and maintaining the desired workforce behaviors. 
Coaching is a proactive means of improving human performance and preventing events. 
Coaching is most effective when it is regular and heavily weighted with positive reinforcement of 
the desired behaviors. To be effective, coaches must be very knowledgeable of the desired 
behaviors and able to identify subtle flaws in the implementation of Human Performance Tools. 
Identifying and correcting these subtleties ensure the tools will work when the workforce is 
challenged by latent organization weaknesses, flawed defenses or error-likely situations.  
 
Ways you benefit from being coached: 
• Heightened awareness of your own behaviors 
• Receive feedback to reinforce safe behavior. 
• Allows you to learn about safe and potentially hazardous behavior through feedback. 
• Helps develop a questioning attitude. 
• Develops an increased commitment to helping the site become an industry leader. 
• Builds trust and teamwork.  

 
When the culture exists in which personnel are able to coach their co-workers without retribution 
during daily activities in regards to safety, human performance, misunderstanding, etc., then overall 
organization performance will climb to new levels. 

 
2. When to use the tool 

 
Co-Worker Coaching should be considered on all tasks. A questioning and caring attitude 
regarding the overall organization, which includes the physical plant, co-worker, work processes 
and work tasks, is essential and required to be used at all times. Personnel should always be on 
the lookout for situations that may be unsafe, abnormal or error likely; e.g. complex procedure, a 
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change in plant conditions during an activity, inexperienced personnel, vague guidance, etc. Also, 
remember to let people know when they have done something well.  
 
Co-Worker coaching is not just a tool to be used in the field. Managers and supervisors using co-
worker coaching with one another is a good practice. Co-worker coaching at critical points in a 
decision making process or implementation process can prove to be a valuable tool in avoiding 
future errors.  

 
3. How To Do It 

• Immediately correct unsafe behaviors.  
• Recognize that while it is uncomfortable to approach others, people genuinely want to know 

if they are making a mistake. 
• If at all possible, reinforce good behaviors or correct undesired behaviors as they occur. 
• If the activity does not allow immediate feedback, do it at a break in the activity or as soon 

as the activity is complete.  
• Ensure feedback is specific and address behaviors not individuals. 
• Timely feedback corrects undesired behaviors allowing positive reinforcement once the 

desired behavior is demonstrated. 
• Take every opportunity to positively reinforce desired behaviors. It is the most effective 

method to ensure consistent performance. 
• Be sure positive reinforcement is specific and addresses the behavior and the standard.  

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 

 
• Convincing yourself that the person will not be receptive to your message 
• Approaching someone with a “you’re at fault” attitude.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 
 

FUNDAMENTAL 
 

“ARE YOU READY?” CHECKLIST 
 

1. Basis 
 

The “Are You Ready?” Checklist is a tool used as a personal pre-job briefing, immediately 
preceding the work activity and upon arriving at the work site. It consists of several questions to 
gauge the worker’s preparedness for the job. 

 
While this tool is a personal pre-job brief for work activities with a low level of risk on industrial or 
plant safety, do not get it confused with a formal pre-job brief. This tool is important for individuals 
to refocus themselves immediately before performance of a work activity to ensure they 
understand the task and everything that needs to occur for successful performance.  

 
2. When to use the tool 

 
This tool is used prior to performing any task that includes an error-likely situation and may be 
used during any task performance. This tool is used for self-briefings in which the frequency of the 
work activity is monthly or more frequent. Any job that appears as routine should incorporate the 
use of this checklist prior to start of the job to ensure complacent and overconfidence is not 
present. This tool can also be used by a supervisor as a limited pre job brief, when a full pre job 
brief is not required.  

 
3. How To Do It 

 
This checklist is used by answering the following questions prior to starting a job: 
 
Am I qualified to perform the task: 
• Have you received training and completed qualification for the task you are about to perform? 
• Have you recently done this or a similar type task? 
• Do you feel comfortable performing the task independently? 

  
 Am I Fit For Duty? 

• Do I have any issues or conditions that could hamper my job performance?  
 
 Do I understand the task? 

• Have you reviewed the procedures and/or work orders for the job? 
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 Can I do it safely? 
• Are PPE requirements understood and are PPE available? 
• Have you applied the job site hazards analysis/risk assessment?  

 
 Will my activity generate foreign material? 

• Are there Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) requirements listed on the work order? 
• What level and controls are needed to prevent foreign material intrusion? 

 
 What error likely situations do I have? 

• Have you considered task demands, work environment, individual capabilities, and human 
nature for potential error-likely situations?  

 
 What error reduction tools will I use? 

• What error reduction tools will you use to ensure event free operation considering the error-
likely situations?  

 
 What can go wrong? 

• What’s the worse thing that can happen if an error is made? 
• How can my work tasks affect plant safety?  
• What risk level is this job? 

 
 What conditions stop this task? 

• What abort criteria will you use to stop the task? 
 
 Am I ready to start work? 

• Have you resolved all concerns related to proceeding on with the task? 
 
 At the Job Site (e.g. two minute drill) 

• Are conditions consistent with my expectations? 
• Do I understand my surroundings? 
• What job site hazards exist? 

 
4. At-Risk behaviors to avoid 

• Not allowing workers time to review procedures/work documents 
• Participants not prepared for the task  
• Addressing human performance tools in generalities vice specifics 
• Workers failing to express concerns they may have 
• Not using lessons learned from previous activities for the task 
• Hurrying, not taking the time to look around the job site 
• Thinking that “routine” or “simple” means “no risk” 
• Believing nothing bad can happen 
• Not talking about hazards or precautions with coworkers 
• Not talking about “gut feelings” 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 
 

CONDITIONAL 
 

PEER-CHECKING 
 

1. Basis 
 

Peer-checking is a verification process that involves a verbal agreement between two individuals 
prior to a specific action and/or task, such that one individual will observe or check the behavior of 
the other to prevent an error by the performer.  
 
Peer-checking is merely two persons (performer and checker) self-checking in parallel, agreeing 
together that the action is the correct action to be performed and on the correct component. Peer-
checking augments self checking, but it does not replace it. This tool takes advantage of a fresh 
set of eyes not trapped by the performer’s task focused mind-set. The checker may see hazards 
or potential consequences that the performer does not see.   

 
It is a well-know fact that human beings make mistakes. It is an equally well-know fact that teams 
are consistently more successful than individuals. Peer-checking simply builds upon that fact and 
provides a “team of two” to better ensure important activities are performed without error.  
 
Peer-checking is typically uncomfortable for people to do. There are many natural human barriers 
to effective peer-checking. These include 

• Senior workers may not like to be checked by junior workers 
• Junior workers may not like to be checked by senior workers 
• Co-workers that do not routinely interact with each other 
• Some think it may slow the work process 
• Some think it makes self-checking less effective. (This is a myth. In fact, because most of 

us would rather that others not see us make a mistake; we do a more effective job of self-
checking.) 

• Workers may not want to challenge or question another person’s technical or professional 
abilities 

 
When peer-checking becomes engrained in the work force, an intangible secondary benefit 
occurs. That intangible benefit is overall teamwork improves and error-rates go down. When the 
barriers that prevent effective interaction are broken down through regular peer-checking, it 
becomes second nature for all levels of the organization to challenge/check on each other in non 
peer-checking situations. Peer-checking also allows us to learn from each other, the interaction of 
workers helps exchange knowledge, skill and experience. This benefit improves culture and 
personnel performance.  
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2. When to use it  

  
Unless the guiding document already specifies a higher verification method (concurrent 
verification or independent verification) work activities involving tasks or situations such as the 
following could benefit from the use of peer-checking: 

• Critical Steps 
• Irreversible or otherwise unwanted actions 
• Comparisons of test data with acceptance criteria 
• Start or stop of major components 
• Return to or removal from service 
• Identification of correct parts or correct component before maintenance 
• During installation of similar components or parts that could be interchanged or installed 

incorrectly 
• Error-likely situations related to important actions 
• First time performance for the individual 
• Individual is uncomfortable performing the task 
• Task is infrequently performed or complex in nature 
• Task has been a challenge in the past  

 
3. How to do it 

 
a. The performer self-checks the correct component. 
b. The peer self-checks the correct component. 
c. The performer and the peer agree on the action to take and on which component. 
d. The peer observes the performer before and during execution, to confirm the performer 

takes the correct action on the correct component. 
e. The performer executes the intended action on the correct component. 
f. If the performer’s action is inconsistent with the intended action, the peer stops the 

performer. 
g. If the performer’s action is consistent with the intended action, the peer informs the 

performer that the action taken is correct.  
 

4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 
• Peer is inexperienced with the task. 
• Peer is not paying close attention to the performer.  
• Peer is unable to view the component. 
• Peer is significantly junior to the performer and may be reluctant to correct the performer. 
• Peer is not prepared to prevent an error by the performer. 
• Peer assumes the performer will not make a mistake. 
• Performer acts before the peer is ready to perform the peer-check. 
• Performer and peer swap roles during the task. 
• Performer or peer does not self-check rigorously, assuming the other person will. 
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• Performer or peer uses verbal cues or observed actions of the other individual instead of 
personal confirmation or self checking. 

• Performer is less attentive to the action, believing the peer will catch any problems.  
• Performer asks another person to peer-check, when that person is already engaged in a 

risk-important activity. 
• Peer-checking is over-used, eventually leading to complacency by both parties.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
CONDITIONAL 

 
CONCURRENT-VERIFICATION PRACTICES 

 
1. Basis 

 
Concurrent-verification focuses on confirming the correct configuration, or status of equipment. 
 
Concurrent-verification is used, while maintaining as much independence as possible. For the 
sake of convention, the term “verification” refers to the confirmation of the condition of equipment 
consistent with the status required by a procedure. On the other hand, “checking” refers to the 
confirmation of a correct action, prevention of an error by a performer. From a timing standpoint 
concurrent-verification occurs before the action is taken. 
 
For concurrent-verification, the performer and verifier creates freedom of thought between them 
as much as practical. Freedom of thought requires the verifier, to the extent possible, to be 
mentally objective, without relying on the other person as to what has or has not been done. 
Because concurrent-verification requires both individuals to work together, side by side, true 
independence cannot be achieved. But, each person attempts to be as objective and unbiased as 
possible during each step of the concurrent-verification process.  
 
Concurrent-verification is usually reserved for an action of a critical nature, when an error with the 
action could result in immediate and possibly irreversible harm. When used thoughtfully and 
rigorously, Concurrent-verification provides a means to prevent an error in the act of establishing 
the new equipment or component conditions. This aspect of concurrent-verification is very similar 
to peer-checking, which aims to prevent an active error during a task. 

 
2. When to use it 

 
Consider using concurrent-verification for actions that could lead to irreversible consequences 
such as the following 

 
• Industrial safety: 

o Death 
o Injury 

• Environmental safety: 
o Uncontrolled discharge or emission of harmful substances 

• Plant safety (including productivity): 
o Plant trip or unintended significant power de-rate 
o Equipment damage and/or property loss 
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3.  How To Do It 

 
a. Prior to execution, the performer and verifier mutually agree on the action to take, 

referencing the guiding document separately, and the equipment condition to achieve. 
b. The performer self-checks the correct component. 
c. The verifier separately self-checks the correct component. 
d. The performer and the verifier agree, once more, on the action to take, on which 

component, and the final condition of the component. 
e. The verifier observes the performer before and during execution, to confirm the 

performer takes the correct action on the correct component.  
f. The performer executes the correct action on the correct component.  
g. If the performer’s action is inconsistent with the guiding document, the verifier directs the 

performer to stop the action. The performer places the equipment in a safe condition and 
notifies the supervisors. 

h. By one or more of the following methods, the performer and the verifier separately 
confirm that the condition and the expected response are correct: 

• Hands-on check (preferred) 
• Remote indication 
• If multiple remote indicators are available, use as many as possible. 
• If possible, perform at least one check locally to confirm the validity of the remote 

indication 
• System response 

i. The performer and verifier sign or initial the guiding document to record the verification.  
 

4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 
  

• Verifier is inexperienced with the task. 
• Verifier is not paying close attention to the performer.  
• Verifier is unable to view the component. 
• Verifier is significantly junior to the performer and may be reluctant to correct the 

performer. 
• Verifier is not prepared to prevent an error by the performer. 
• Verifier assumes the performer will not make a mistake. 
• Performer acts before the verifier is ready to perform the peer-check. 
• Performer and verifier swap roles during the task. 
• Performer or verifier does not self-check rigorously, assuming the other person will. 
• Performer or verifier uses verbal cues or observed actions of the other individual instead of 

personal confirmation or self checking. 
• Performer is less attentive to the action, believing the verifier will catch any problems.  
• Performer asks another person to verify, when that person is already engaged in a risk-

important activity. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
CONDITIONAL 

 
INDEPENDENT-VERIFICATION PRACTICES 

 
1. Basis 

 
Independent-verification entails the highest degree of independence, which is important for the 
effectiveness of the verification process. Independent-verification occurs after the action is taken. 
 
The independent-verification process confirms the conditions of equipment required to be in a 
particular condition to maintain the plant’s physical configuration required for safe operation. 
Otherwise, adverse consequences could result later if the improper conditions remain 
undetected. Independent-verification can be used when an immediate, adverse consequence of 
a mistake by the performer cannot occur, because independent-verification catches errors after 
they have been made, not before or during.  
 
The independent-verification process tends to have a higher probability of catching an error than 
peer-checking or concurrent-verification, because the verifier’s knowledge of the system, 
component, or work situation is unaffected by the performer. The verifier physically checks the 
component’s condition without relying on observation of or verbal confirmation by the performer. 
Preferably, the verifier is not directly involved in the activity the performer is involved in.  
 
Independence exists when the verifier has freedom of thought from the performer. Separating the 
acts of the performer and verifier in a time and by distance promotes freedom of thought for 
independent-verification. Separation in time exists such that the verification occurs after initial 
alignment of the component (or initial verification). Separation by distance is established when 
audible or visual cues of either person are not detectable by the other person. That means the 
performer, while establishing the desire condition, does not communicate with the verifier, or the 
verifier is not in a position to either observe or hear the performer. 

 
2. When to use it 

 
• During system alignments of safety-related or important equipment 
• During placement and removal of clearance tags 
• Verification of calculations 
• During restoration of equipment to service after maintenance 
• During alignment of fire protection systems or components 
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• During installation and removal of temporary modifications such as jumpers, hoses, and so 
forth   

 
3. How to do it 

 
The performer performs the following actions: 

• Self-check the correct component 
• Perform the action specified in the guiding document. 
• Confirm the expected results 
• Sign or initial the guiding document 
• Inform the supervisor upon completion of the task or notify the assigned verifier.  

 
 When notified, the verifier performs the following actions: 

a. Self-check the correct component. 
 

Caution: use verification methods specified in approved instructions to verify the condition of 
various component types.  

 
b. Determine the as-found conditions, without changing it, using one or more of the following 

means 
• Physical hands-on check (preferred) 
• Remote indication: 

o If multiple remote indicators are available, use as many as possible. 
o If possible, perform at least one check locally to confirm remote indication. 

• System response 
c. Compare the as-found condition with the guiding document. 
d. Notify the supervisor if the component condition does not agree with the guiding document 
e. Sign or initial the guiding document if the component condition agrees with the guiding 

document. 
f. Notify the supervisor or performer upon completion of the independent. 

 
4. Risk Practices to Avoid 

 
• Verifier is in close proximity at the time the performer acts.  
• Verifier uses the same indicator(s) of system status as the performer.  
• Verifier used only process parameters to determine component status. (Possible alternate 

flow paths could render process indicators unreliable.) 
• Performer and verifier walk to the component location together before the initial act. 
• Performer informs the verifier of what has or has not been done before the independent-

verification. 
• Performer and verifier are coworkers on the same job or evolution. 
• Performer is less attentive to the action, believing the verifier will catch any problems.  
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
3-WAY COMMUNICATION 

1. Basis 
 
Proper communications ensure that both the sender and receiver have a consistent understanding 
of the information contained in the message. 
 
Consistent safe and effective maintenance and operation of the plant, during both normal and 
emergency situations, necessitate accurate verbal communications. Humans routinely use 
informal and imprecise forms of conversational communication that are prone to error or 
misinterpretation. These forms of communication are comfortable and acceptable when the 
consequences of communication errors are insignificant. However, many of the daily activities at a 
power plant can, if not performed properly, result in unacceptable consequences. Effective verbal 
communication in these activities reduces the likelihood of an error; therefore, this is an essential 
human performance tool. 

 
2. When To use it 

 
3-way communications should be applied whenever miscommunication can result in a 
consequential error. This includes face-to-face, radio, and phone communications. More 
specifically, this tool is used when; 

• Communicating an important plant condition or parameter value which may require some 
action by the recipient 

• Communicating instructions to operate or test plant equipment 
• Communicating instructions from a formal work document, such as a procedure, work plan, 

task instructions, work order, work package, etc. 
• As directed by departmental specific guidance 

 
Effective communication principles can be used to improve any communication; even when there 
is not a potential for a consequential error. Experience has shown that regular use (practice) of 
this principle/technique will result in effective application during critical stressful situation.  

 
3. How To Do It 

 
The responsibility for proper communication is assigned to the originator or sender, who must 
verify the receiver understands the message as intended. Each message that is directive in nature 
must use 3-way communication and begins when (1) the sender gets the attention of the intended 
receiver, using the person’s name and speaks the message. Then (2) the receiver repeats the 
message in a paraphrased firm, which helps the sender verify that the receiver understands the 
intended message. Finally (3) the sender acknowledges that the receiver heard and understood 
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the message. Proper communications ensure that both the sender and receiver have a consistent 
understanding of the information contained in the message.  
 

 Commonly Accepted Practices  
• Using the person’s name, establishing eye contact with receiver if possible, the SENDER 

states the message 
• The RECEIVER acknowledges SENDER by paraphrasing the message in his/her own 

words; repeating back equipment name and specific data verbatim. 
• SENDER verifies and acknowledges the RECEIVER’S response is correct. 
• If incorrect, repeat the process 
  

4. At-Risk Practices to Consider Avoiding: General Rules and Insights 
• Sender not using receiver’s name to get receiver’s attention 
• Sender speaking from behind the receiver or not making eye contract when it is practical to do 

so. 
• Sender not taking responsibility for what is said and heard 
• Sender or receiver not stating his or her name and work location when using a telephone or 

radio 
• Sender attempting to communicate with someone already engaged in another conversation 
• Sender stating too much information or multiple actions in one message 
• Sender not giving enough information the receiver needs to understand the message 
• Sender not verifying receiver understood the message 
• Receiver reluctant to ask for clarification of the message 
• Receiver taking action before the communication is complete 
• Receiver not writing the message on paper if there are more that two items to remember 
• Receiver given information unrelated to the immediate task 
• Receiver mentally preoccupied with another task 
• Overusing the tool for non-operation communications 
• Not using three-way communication in order to expedite the task 
• Message not being stated loudly enough to be heard  
• Enunciating words poorly 
• Conflict between what is said (content) and how it is said (feelings) 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
PHONETIC ALPHABET 

 
1. Basis 

 
When the only distinguishing difference between two component designators is a single letter, 
then the phonetic alphabet form of the letter should be substituted for the distinguishing character. 
 

2. When to use the tool 
 

When communicating alpha-numeric information to plant equipment noun names. 
 

• For component, train, channel, or procedure step designators. 
• When the sender of receiver feels there is a possibility of misunderstanding such as sound 

alike systems, high noise areas, radio/telephone reception is poor. 
• Phonetics are unnecessary when referring to standard approved acronyms (i.e. ID fans, FD 

fans etc)  
 

3. How to use the tool 
 
 

 
 

4. At-risk behavior to avoid 
 
• Not using phonetics for equipment label designations 
• Using phonetic words other that those designated, e.g. BAKER vs. BRAVO 
• Using phonetic designators when writing 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
CONDITIONAL 

 
FLAGGING 

 
1. Basis 

 
Flagging involves highlighting a component in such a way to improve the chances of performing 
actions on the correct component. If a component is physically near other similar-looking 
components and is handled multiple times during an activity, flagging helps the user consistently 
touch the correct component. Using self-checking, an individual distinctly marks the correct 
component with a flagging device that helps a worker visually return to the correct component 
during the activity or after a distraction or interruption.  

 
Workers can also use flagging to shield components from inadvertent touching or manipulation, 
such as “trip-sensitive” equipment in the vicinity of the manual activity. Flags denoting components 
not to be touched during a work activity are commonly referred to as “operational barriers” by 
some utilities.  

 
Several events have resulted from an individual starting an activity on one component, taking a 
break or being distracted from the component, and subsequently working on an adjacent, similar 
component. Wrong unit, wrong train events have decreased dramatically with improved labeling, 
color-coding, and better procedures. However, to ensure workers perform actions on the correct 
equipment, some stations have implemented “flagging” that either denotes the correct component 
to work on or highlights those not to touch during an activity. 

 
Managers are encouraged to approve the flagging devices. Devices such as colored adhesive 
dots, ribbons, colored tags, rope, chains, magnetic placards, and red electrical tape have been 
used. Flagging devices that remain securely in place during the work activity are used exclusively 
for the job that should not interfere with plant equipment, including indications for operation.  
 
In general, if flagging is used, it would most commonly entail identifying the equipment to be 
manipulated. It also may be appropriate to only identify equipment to be avoided. Flagging both 
equipment to be manipulated and avoided may be appropriate, but must be done with caution. In 
all cases, it is crucial to correctly communicate exactly which type of flag is being 
employed on the job. Use of green and red flags fosters this communication. 
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2. When to use it 
• When handling a component near similar-looking components multiple times 
• While working on multiple trains in close proximity 
• While working on a component that will be manipulated multiple times 
• During work near “trip-sensitive” or otherwise risk-important equipment 
• When the need for flagging is identified during the pre-job briefing  
 

3. How To Do It 
a. Identify the component to be flagged using self-checking 
b. Flag the designated component to be handled or worked on using an approved devise 

(green colored device recommended)  
c. Flag components to be avoided using an approved device (red colored device 

recommended)  
d. Perform work assignment or equipment manipulation 
e. Remove flagging device(s) when work is complete.  

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid  

• Using similar flags for components to handle and for those not to handle 
• Flagging a component to be handled only once 
• Flagging both components to be manipulated and to be avoided during the same activity, using 

the same type of flags 
• Not self-checking or peer-checking before applying flagging 
• Using a flagging that does not remain securely attached 
• Using a flagging device that obscures indicators or interferes with equipment 
• Using unapproved flagging devices 
• Not removing a flagging device after completing the task 
• Using electrically conductive material for flagging devices 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS 

 
CONDITIONAL 

 
TURNOVER 

 
1. Basis 

 
Turnover is the orderly transfer of work-related information, tasks, and responsibilities between 
individuals, one off-going and the other on-coming. 

 
A turnover provides time for the on-coming individual to establish an accurate mental model of the 
work activity, situation awareness, before assuming shift responsibilities or commencing work. A 
good turnover helps every individual understand where things stand at the beginning of the shift 
and what is expected to occur during the shift. Turnovers occur during major plant activities, such 
as outages, for the permanent transfer of project responsibilities between two individuals, between 
off-going and on-coming shifts, or for maintenance tasks exceeding one shift in length.  

 
2. When to use it 

• Prior to shift change 
• When responsibilities are transferred between people, work groups, or departments (handoffs) 
• When responsibilities for on-going progress tasks/activities change 
• When work extends beyond one shift.  
 

3. How To Do It 
a. Maintain an accurate turnover log. Accurately recorded information relevant to the job 

during the shift in a log or relevant procedure. Before the turnover, the off-going individual 
compiles information such as the following for the on-coming individual’s review: 

• Status of the job(s): work completed, work remaining, and equipment status, plus 
specific parameters and related values 

• Schedule requirements, changes, and parallel activities 
• Objectives/tasks in progress and milestones to be accomplished 
• Procedures being used and last step(s) completed 
• Problems, unusual conditions or system lineups and resolution or status 
• Critical steps, possible error-likely situations, countermeasures, and contingencies 
• Availability and location or resources for planed tasks 
• Key contacts, support personnel, and organization interfaces 
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b. Review the turnover log, and walk down the work area. The on-coming individual 
independently reviews the turnover log, relevant work documents, status boards, and logs, 
checking for consistency and accuracy on information prior to assuming responsibility. 
Additionally, he or she examines the work location(s), including controls, components, 
tools, and equipment. Preferably, the on-coming and off-going individuals walk down the 
work location together.  

 
c. Discuss the information. The principal individuals conduct a meeting face to face using 

formal three-way communication on critical information and responsibilities. Each person 
listens for and challenges assumptions asking questions as needed. 

 
d. Transfer responsibility. Transfer responsibility for work activities from the off-going 

individual to the on-coming individual. The off-going person is confident that the on-coming 
person is fully capable of assuming the duties and responsibilities of the work station and 
planned tasks before handing over responsibility for the job.    

 
Turnovers must be thorough and accurate, as well as brief and simple. Individuals conduct 
turnovers visually, verbally, and in writing. A walkdown of the work locations(s) offers visual 
confirmation of work and equipment status. Both parties talk about the work situation. As a 
backup, individuals use three-way communication for risk-important information. Verbal 
information, while more convenient, is prone to distortion and may be forgotten. The most 
common error in a turnover is inadvertent failure to pass along important information - a poor 
handoff. Therefore, a written log guided by a checklist is important to the safe continuation of the 
work in progress. Finally, the off-going person should be confident that the on-coming person is 
fully capable of assuming the duties and responsibilities of the work station and planned tasks 
before handing over responsibility for the job. 

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 

• Conducting a turnover while the off-going individual is in the midst of an important activity 
requiring full attention. 

• Not talking face to face; no verbal explanation 
• Leaving out critical information or the bases for decisions 
• Not documenting activities and important information 
• Performing the turnover in a distracting environment 
• Interrupting the turnover 
• Transferring responsibilities to an on-coming individual who is not fit for duty, or who is 

otherwise unprepared.  
• Conducting a turnover in a hurry 
• Not enough time allowed for a turnover; turnovers not accommodated in the schedule 
• Off-going individual unable to communicate with on-coming individual after turnover, if 

something was overlooked.  
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Attachment 2 
Leader/Supervior Tools 

 
The standard set of Leader/Supervisor Human Performance Tools are listed below. Based on the 
nature of the activity or task, use of these tools should be required during the performance of normal 
duties:  
 

 Pre-Job Brief………………………………………………………………………………..Pg. 36 
• Post-Job Critique…………………………………………………………………………...Pg. 39 
• Observations………………………………………………………………………………..Pg. 41 
• Task Assignment……………………………………………………………………………Pg. 43 
• Vendor Oversight …………………………………………………………………………..Pg. 46 
• Performance Analysis………………………………………………………………………Pg. 48 
• Human Performance Event Investigation ………………………………………………..Pg. 50 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
LEADER/SUPERVISOR TOOLS 

 
PRE-JOB BRIEF 

 
1. What Is It 

A pre-job briefing is a meeting of workers and supervisors conducted before performing a job to 
discuss the tasks involved, hazardous, operating experience, and related safety precautions. This 
meeting helps individuals to better understand what to accomplish and what to avoid. Pre-job 
briefings help participants avoid surprises in the field and reinforce the idea that there are no 
“routine” activities. 

 
Participants clarify the task’s objectives, roles, responsibilities, and resources, what to accomplish. 
Knowing clearly what you are trying to do improves error recognition. Similarly, precautions, 
limitations, hazards, critical steps, controls, contingencies, and relevant operating experience are 
addressed, what to avoid. 

 
The effectiveness of a pre-job briefing depends greatly on the preparations of the workers and 
supervisors. People come to the pre-job briefing prepared to discuss the work. This promotes a 
quality dialogue that helps everyone understand what they are to accomplish and what to avoid, 
providing an opportunity to raise everyone’s awareness of critical activities and to mentally 
rehearse performance of critical steps. 

 
The most important thing a supervisor can do is to ensure expectations and standards are well 
communicated and understood by all participants involved with a job just prior to starting a job. 
The Pre-Job Brief is a formal process to reinforce expectations.  

 
2. When to use it 

 
This tool should be applied prior to the start of any job with the extent and detail of the Pre-Job 
Brief based on the potential or actual risk and or consequences to personnel or the plant if an 
error is made. Pre-Job Briefs for jobs in-progress should also be done at the start of the shift when 
a job takes longer than one shift to complete.  
 
How to do it 

 
• Ensure the workers and job leads have completed a review of the job including a review of the 

work document or procedures used in the job. 
• Obtain and review the applicable Pre-Job Brief Checklist and ensure all relevant information 

needed for the brief is obtained, including applicable operating experience.  
• Gather all participants in a briefing location that has ample room and is free of distraction. This 

ensures everyone has a chance to listen and participate in the discussion. 
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• Ensure all personnel involved with the job are in attendance and are participating in the 
briefing.  

• Evaluate the job error precursors, error-likely situations, identify critical steps, and determine 
defensive strategies. 

• Encourage each individual to express any concerns they may have with performing the job. 
• Ask each worker if they feel prepared enough to complete the job error free. 

 
Pre-Job briefs are more then getting together to review the job before starting. Most of the work of 
conducting a Pre-Job Brief is in the preparation. A thorough review of the procedure or work 
instruction along with a review of previous internal and external operating experience should be 
factored into what is most important to emphasize. The task analysis done on the job should result 
in contingency measures or additional barriers put into place to prevent the error or mitigate the 
consequence of an error. More complex jobs should typically involve a more thorough Pre-Job 
review prior to the brief.  
 
Data from the industry has shown that use of reverse briefs can lead to better task execution. 
Reverse briefs are Pre-Job Briefs lead by an individual contributor using the standard guidelines 
and procedures. By having an individual contributor prepare and lead the Pre-Job Brief they are 
much more likely to be engaged with the work and create and environment of better engagement 
of others involved with the job,  

 
3. At-risk behaviors to avoid 

• Discussing human performance tools in generalities 
• Conducting the meeting as a monologue, without active participation by the assigned worker(s) 
• Workers failing to express their concerns or ask questions.  
• Holding separate briefings from principal workers 
• Using a “cookbook” approach to the briefing covering every item on the pre-job briefing 

checklist regardless its applicability. 
• Being insensitive to how mind-sets or expectations may disguise problems and warning 

signals 
• Not assigning individual-specific responsibilities for contingencies and abort decisions 
• Conducting the meeting in a noisy, distracting environment 
• Holding briefings longer than 30 minutes, which could promote inattention and lack of interest 
• Not considering equipment work history or the worker’s personal experience as relevant 

sources of operating experience  
• Not considering the worker’s proficiency with the task to determine if the task is performed 

infrequently 
• Covering operating experience irrelevant to the task 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

LEADER/ SUPERVISOR TOOLS 
 

POST-JOB CRITIQUE 
 

1. Basis 
 

A post-job critique is a regular self-assessment method conducted after a work activity to solicit 
feedback from the worker. Usually, the feedback involves a face-to-face meeting between workers 
and supervisors, but the method is not limited to a meeting. Meetings should be brief and concise, 
and give workers the opportunity to submit feedback. Regardless of the feedback method used, 
workers can reliably submit feedback in key aspects of work preparation and work performance.  
 
Post-job critiques provide workers and their supervisor a forum to document or discuss what went 
well and to identify potential enhancements.  Workers review the work activity just completed to 
identify opportunities for improvement. An effective post-job review identifies lessons learned to 
improve future task performance and aids closure of the paperwork related to the job. The 
principal participants could meet after work is done, preferable after taking a break. Breaks give 
the participants an opportunity to wind down. Such breaks give people time to think about the 
work accomplished.   

 
Errors that trigger significant events are organization failures. Therefore, feedback on work 
preparation and work performance is very important for management. Procedure and equipment 
problems and minor human error require management’s attention. Such conditions tend to be 
latent in nature and accumulate within the organization if uncorrected. If workers do not 
communicate the information, managers miss an opportunity to improve. Post-job critiques 
provide management an opportunity to eliminate weaknesses with processes, programs, policies, 
and so forth that could challenge event-free plant performance.  

 
2. When to use it 

 
This tool should be applied after the completion of a job. It can also be used to review and capture 
lessons learned in the middle of a job that are complex or longer in duration.  The depth and 
duration of the Post-Job Critique should be based on the complexity and risk of the job.  
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3. How to do it 
 

• Verify the review is done as soon as practicable after the job is complete. Critiques can also be 
done after completion of a high risk activity or a longer term job. 

• Be brief and to-the-point. Post-Job Critiques should not be longer than 10 to 15 minutes 
• Identify what went well, and what could be improved. 

• Surprises, unexpected error traps, industrial safety hazards, equipment conditions, or 
personal issues. 

• Procedure or work order quality, i.e. technical accuracy and usability. 
• Quality of supervision, planning, and scheduling 
• Tools, parts, resources 
• Obstacles to performance 
• Training related to the job requirements 

• Determine method to follow up on problems and successes 
 

The two most important outcomes of the Post-Job Critique is the dialog among workers and 
leaders on the challenges associated with the job, and the collection and documentation of the 
problems or enhancements.  
 

4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 
• Not performing a post-job review or documenting feedback after working on risk-important plant 

equipment 
• Principal workers not involved in the post-job review 
• No time allotted for the post-job review, or done in a hurry 
• No method of follow-up identified to address issues 
• No follow-up with principal workers for high-interest issues 
• Post-job review of follow-up not done face to face 
• Important issues not documented for reference for future per-job briefings 
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ATTACHMENT 2 

LEADER/SUPERVISOR TOOLS 
 

OBSERVATIONS 
 

1. Basis 
 

Through field observations, managers and supervisors can see firsthand what is happening in the 
plant. The quality of individual performance and supervision, the adherence to standards and 
expectations, the effectiveness of administrative processes, procedures, and training, as well as 
the material condition and the strength of the organizations values and safety culture require 
continual scrutiny. Field observations also provide managers and supervisors with the ability to 
gauge the effectiveness of performance improvement efforts.  
 
Real-time field observations provide managers and supervisors with opportunities to do the 
following: 

• See, first hand, actual job-site conditions and worker practices. 
• Provide performance feedback to workers through face-to-face reinforcement, coaching, 

and correction. 
• Detect organization and programmatic weaknesses related to the support to the in-field 

work activities. 
• Enhance organizational alignment on expectations and values. 
• Document (organization factors) key aspects, including immediate action taken (to improve 

organization effectiveness).  
 

When mangers and supervisors devote time to observations, workers are reassured that their 
managers and supervisors actually know what is going on and that they have an opportunity to 
express their opinions, feelings, and concerns about work. Personal involvement raises the 
credibility of the manger and supervisor in the eyes of the worker. Direct involvement in work 
activities improves and promotes the real-time correction of unsafe/at-risk practices and the 
prompt reinforcement of expectations. 
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2. When to use it 
Observations should be considered anytime a consistent use of expected behaviors is needed to 
successfully perform a task. More consideration should be given to higher risk tasks and jobs. 
Frequently performed, lower risk jobs should also be observed to reinforce use of the right 
behaviors. This will serve to reduce the chance of the worker using the wrong behaviors in a 
higher risk job.  

 
3. How to do it 

 
The observation process contains four steps/phases including: 

• Preparation 
• Conduct 
• Follow-up/ Feedback 
• Documentation 

 
Behaviors seen in the workforce are there because they are being reinforced by some type of 
consequences as it relates to the individual. The job of the leader is to identify when behaviors do 
and do not meet expectations, and to understand how those behaviors are being reinforced. 
Observations provide the means to see what workers do and to provide specific consequences 
(positive reinforcement or coaching) to either increase or decrease the frequency of the behavior 
reoccurring.  

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 

 
• Performing a cursory observation (drive-by) to satisfy a quota 
• Performing several quick observations at the end of a reporting period to satisfy a quota 
• Not incorporating the results of observations into performance improvement process 
• Being insufficiently critical, being overly polite 
• Limiting observations to a narrow range of work activities, such as complex versus simple 

tasks, repetitive versus infrequently performed activities, technician verse knowledge workers, 
employees versus supplemental personnel. 

• Being unfamiliar with related work documents 
• Being unaware of critical phases or critical steps of an activity 
• Overlooking the use of human performance tools during risk important phases or actions of the 

activity 
• Not being intrusive enough to see behaviors important to good human performance 
• Interrupting a worker at risky points during a task 
• Using untrained observers 
• Not providing immediate feedback 
• Believing that observations are punitive in nature or offer no useful feedback to workers 
• Observing only the task and disregarding the total work situation 
• Not following up to investigate why what was observed occurred 
• Not communicating pertinent information back to the work group’s management  
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ATTACHMENT 2 
LEADERS/SUPERVISOR TOOLS 

 
TASK ASSIGNMENT 

 
1. Basis 

 
Whether a task involves work in the plant or in the office, managers and/or supervisors assign or 
delegate tasks to people who are able to do the job effectively and safely. The degree of manager 
involvement varies depending on the task, its risk and environmental factors, as well as factors 
relevant to the performer. High levels of involvement are necessary for complex, high-risk tasks 
and for tasks that involve considerable change to important processes or systems.  

 
This tool provides a means to analyze the potential pitfalls and traps associated with a particular 
job and to determine and deploy defensive strategies to prevent workers from falling into those 
traps.  
 
Matching the right person to the job is an opportunity to evaluate the risk, complexity, and 
frequency of performance of the task in light of the individual considered for the job. Qualification 
for the task is first and foremost but not the only factor to consider. Talent, recent experience, 
proficiency, and attitudes are other important factors to consider. In some cases tasks are 
assigned for developmental purposes. Other factors related to a person’s mental, physical, and 
emotional readiness to do the work include personal preferences, fatigue, illness, disabilities, and 
stress. Comparing these individual factors with the demands of the task improves the supervisor’s 
ability to assign the right person to the task.  

 
2. When to use it 

 
Task assignment should be applied during Pre-Job Briefs with the workers to make everyone 
aware of the location of the error traps and to jointly develop strengthened barriers (defense) to 
ensure the job will be successful. 

• When assigning a job or task to a person who will have direct contact with plant equipment, 
potentially altering the status of equipment important to safety. 

• When selecting persons to perform a project that is relevant to the configuration of plant 
structures, systems, or components.  
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3. How to do it 
 

• Review the work package or procedure to understand the details of the job. 
• Identify any potential vulnerabilities (traps) associated with the job. 
• Discuss the error prevention tools or other defensive strategies (contingencies) that can be 

used to prevent an error. 
• Ensure expectations for error reduction tools the contingencies and are clearly communicated 

to the workers involved with the job. 
 
Worker Factors - Consider the worker’s qualifications, proficiency (frequency of performance), 
experience, fitness, attitude, ingrained work habits, personal distractions, and even personal 
preferences in light of the demands the task.  
 
Task Factors - Verify that the person(s) assigned to the task understands the task’s purpose, 
goals, and success criteria. Consider the potential impact of the work setting on performance; for 
example, the physical workload, availability of procedures, schedule pressure, supervision, 
hazardous conditions, tools, and coordination.  
 
Risk Factors - Assign an individual(s) considering the task’s risk importance and complexity. 
Consider the degree of discretion the person will have to make decisions without other’s input.  
 
Environmental Factors - Consider the time of day, habitability, interruptions, distractions, and 
accessibility, among other factors. 
 
Other Factors - Consider the need for additional (just-in-time) training; operating experience; the 
availability of other qualified and experience personnel; the development of other personnel during 
the job, task, or project; and whether a walkdown was conducted, if applicable.  

 
The task assignment should be applied for every job with a quick review and discussion of the 
error traps for the job. The value from the analysis is the discussion with the workers involved with 
the job and the customized application of the most relevant error prevent tools. Some sites identify 
their Most Error Likely Task (MELT) for each shop or crew and apply a rigorous analysis of error 
precursors and strategies to mitigate or prevent the error.  

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 

• Having insufficient qualified staff for the amount of work required by the organization 
• Using only task qualifications as factor for task assignment 
• Regularly assigning the best performers to the riskiest jobs 
• Not consulting with experienced workers or supervisors when assigning a task, if the 

supervisor or manager is not personally familiar with the task. 
• Not having a face-to-face discussion between the supervisor and the subordinate assigned to 

important or complex tasks.  
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• Assigning inexperience personnel, or those without proficiency, to high-risk jobs without 
additional support or contingency plans 

• Assigning jobs to people unsuitable to the task because of resource constraints 
• Assigning supervisors to a work group when they have no experience with the jobs the work 

group performs 
• Over relying on a single expert and not developing bench strength in the task, should the 

expert be unavailable. 
• Not having a clear picture of success 
• Not considering a worker’s recent work history when assigning him or her to a job that involves 

more than one unit, train, or component.  
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ATTACHMENT 2 

LEADER/SUPERVISOR TOOLS 
 

VENDOR/CONTRACTOR OVERSIGHT 
 

1. Basis: 
Vendors and contractors need the same coaching and mentoring as plant personnel when they 
supplement the plants workforce. Supplemental personnel must understand that their work 
practices, especially regarding human performance. Must meet the same standards required of 
the plant staff. 
 
VENDOR is a mnemonic device to aid in the recall of those attributes, principles, and standards 
needed to effectively oversee the work of supplemental personnel. 

 
2. When to use it 

• During the preparation of the contract for vendor services 
• When purchasing new equipment 
• When obtaining vendor services for on or off site work 
• During actual vendor/contractor performance 
• When returning equipment to a vendor/contractor for repair, troubleshooting or maintenance 
• Following job completion 
• When there is evidence, or suspicion of improper execution or results 

 
3. How to do it 

Validation of vendor supplied data and assurances with objective evidence (trust but verify) 
 
Expectations related to equipment/product specifications, personnel training and 
qualifications and plant processes; especially industrial safety and error prevention are clearly 
communicated 
 
iN-terdendency between vendor and plant personnel; develop a close working relationship 
that generates cooperation and an appreciation for safety and quality  
 
Documentation related to the product or service is clear, detailed, and understandable. 
Vendor problems are properly documented. 
 
Oversight of office and in-field vendor activities; assignment of a responsible individual to 
coach and mentor the vendor; development of a monitoring plan consistent with the level of 
risk associated with the vendor’s activities and past performance. 
 
Review and evaluation of vendor deliverables, documentation, and other products. Were 
expectations met?     
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4. At-risk behaviors to avoid  

• Assuming the vendor is “expert” and will not make mistakes 
• Assuming vendors have the same work standards as your employees 
• Insufficiently verify vendor supplied specifications, drawings, and work processes 
• Providing insufficient oversight of vendor in-progress activities 
• Assuming the vendor recognizes the effects of changes to his/her standard product 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
LEADER/SUPERVISOR TOOLS 

 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 
1. Basis 
 

Managers and supervisors need a tool that helps them develop a clear understanding of a 
performance discrepancy and why it exists. Performance gap analysis identifies the difference 
between what is happening and should be happening and what is causing the problem. 
Performance gap analysis helps define the performance problem or opportunity by contrasting 
current performance with desired performance and by systematically identifying the factors that 
contribute to the performance gap. Using a systematic approach to diagnose performance 
problems provides a means of identifying organizational vulnerabilities, whether they are 
technical, administrative, or cultural. 

 
Performance analysis helps determines what the right fix for a performance problem is. Training 
can be an effective solution, but only if the cause of the performance problem relates to a lack of 
knowledge or skill. Training is also a solution that entails considerable resources. Performance 
analysis helps us match the optimum action to the cause of the performance gap. 
 
Performance analysis does not pre suppose that training is the right solution, and allows a more in 
depth analysis of the performance gap than the Needs Assessment.  

 
2. When to use it 
 

• After identifying a performance gap 
• When recognizing an adverse trend or recurring human performance issue 
• When operating experience reveals a gap to excellence 
• During causal analysis of an event triggered by human performance 
• When an external agency identifies a human performance issue.  

 
3. How to do it 
 

• Complete an Energy Supply Performance Analysis Worksheet (attachment 5) 
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4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 
 

• Assuming that a lack of proper motivation or training is the cause of an individual performance 
problem 

• Assuming that the plant environment and technical systems are basically safe 
• Using an unsystematic approach to analyzing the cause of performance problems 
• Defining the performance gap without noting the difference between what is (actual) and what 

should be (desired) 
• Choosing corrective actions that have the least leverage on closing the performance gap 
• Providing training when inadequate procedural guidance exists  
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ATTACHMENT 2 

LEADER/SUPERVISOR TOOLS 
 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE EVENT INVESTIGATION 
 

1. Basis 
 

An analysis can build the context of people’s decisions and actions by identifying the following for 
each individual: 

• What he or she was trying to accomplish (goal) 
• What he or she was paying attention to (object of focus) 
• What he or she knew at the time of the decision or action (situation awareness) 

This information is available from the individuals through interviews and by as review of the job-
site conditions for each individual (procedures, recorded traces, logs, computer printouts, and so 
forth). 

 
Most investigations of events triggered by human error are distorted by hindsight by knowledge of 
facts know to the analyst, after the event, that the principal individual(s) was unaware of at the 
time. Such hindsight tends to bias the analysis to search for data that confirms the individual’s 
shortcomings. Explaining what people could or should have done explains nothing about why they 
did what they did. To error or not to error is not a conscious choice. Therefore, the challenge for 
the root cause analysis is to discover why the decisions and actions of the principal individuals 
appeared reasonable to them at the time. A well-structured investigation facilitates this discovery 
by collecting data on and analyzing the interaction among people as well as their interactions with 
the system or process and the immediate work environment.  

 
2. When to use it 
 

• After a significant event that requires a root cause analysis 
• When an apparent cause analysis is performed 

 
3. How to do it 
 

See XES.2.600 Root Cause Analysis (RCA) for the requirements and expectations for conducting 
event analysis.  
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A common pitfall to root cause analysis is prematurely denoting the root cause of an event as 
inattention to detail or not following procedures. Inattention to detail and not following procedures 
are not root causes, because there are no reliable corrective actions that can absolutely prevent 
recurrence of human error. There are usually several reasons the error and the event occurred. 
Post-event analysis helps expose latent weaknesses in the organization. Shifting one’s thinking 
from “who causes..” to “what could have prevented..” is important for effective causal analysis of 
human performance events. 

 
4. At-risk behaviors to avoid 
 

• Denoting individual shortcoming as root causes 
• Explaining why people erred by what they failed to do, such as failure to follow procedure or 

failure to self-check 
• Using labels, such as “complacency” of “loss of situation awareness” to explain human error, 

which obscures factual data important to understanding why people did what they did.  
• Assuming that people are not appropriately motivated to perform safety 
• Assuming that people have a choice between making errors and not making them 
• Believing that human error is disconnected from features of the task, the work setting, the 

culture, and the organization 
• Presuming a cause and then selecting the facts that best support this cause 
• Looking for fragments of information to confirm a theory about what happened, which 

erroneously guides the search for evidence (confirmation bias) 
• Explaining the cause of an event by focusing only on the frontline worker, without considering 

the job-site and organizational factors that set the stage for performance 
• Believing there is one root cause 
• Assuming that technical systems are basically safe, and that safety is achieved by simply 

protecting them from unreliable people.  
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ATTACHMENT 3 
 

ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS VS ERROR REDUCTION TOOLS MATRIX 
 

These error likely situations do not include all possible error likely situations and error precursors, but is 
limited to the Xcel Energy adopted error likely situations. 
 
Time/Schedule Pressure 
 
Time pressure is when a sense of urgency associated with finishing a task causes people to feel anxious or 
stressed. Scheduled pressure is the pressure that comes from sense of urgency to adhere to a schedule.  
 
Distractions/Interruptions 
 
A distraction or interruption is a condition of either the task or work environment that diverts one’s attention 
from the task and requires the individual to stop and refocus on the task sequence before proceeding.  
 
Multiple Tasks 
 
Performance of two or more tasks simultaneous, either physical or mental, that results in divided attention, 
mental overload, or reduced focus on the tasks. 
 
Unfamiliar Task 
 
An unfamiliar task is a task performed by an individual or crew that has: 

• Never been performed or 
• Has not been performed within the past six months 

 
Body Rhythm 
 
Body rhythm is the normal physiological affects cause by life patterns, such as sleep/awake cycles, 
digestion, and to retuning to work after time off. 
 
Vague or Incorrect Guidance 
 
Vague or incorrect guidance is primarily written guidance that does not effectively define the task or 
guidance that contains technical errors.  
 
Ineffective Communication 
 
Ineffective communication is primarily verbal communication in which the sender and receiver do not have a 
consistent understanding of the information being exchanged.  
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ATTACHMENT 3 

 
ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS VS ERROR REDUCTION TOOLS MATRIX 

 
Over Confidence 
 
Over confidence is not making prudent decisions because of under estimating the risk i.e., the likelihood as 
well consequence of making an error.  
 
Stress (Work and Home) 
 
Stress is the feeling of anxiety when a situation of concern is not within the individual’s control. Regardless 
of the source of stress, the affect on the individual is similar.  
 
Physical Environment 
 
Physical Environment is the physical condition under which the task is to be performed. These conditions 
include: lighting, noise, cramped space, temperature, contamination, as well as the human-machine 
interface, such as labels, the shape or location or controls, indicators, etc.  
 
Task/Scope Change 
 
Task/scope change is the situation when workflow is interrupted because of a change in specific task or 
scope of job. Work flow interruption requires a re=focusing on the revised task. 
 
Peer Pressure 
 
Peer pressure is the situation when the individual’s actions are negatively impacted by the group’s stated or 
perceived opinion.  
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ATTACHMENT 3 
 

ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS VS ERROR REDUCTION TOOLS MATRIX 
 

NOTE: Try to eliminate the situation first. Any tool may work depending the situation 
Possible Error Reduction Tools to Use for the ELS Vs. Individual and Supervisory 

Human Performance Tools 
Error Likely Situations 

Individual Individual Individual Supervisory 
Time/Schedule 

Pressure 
STAR Procedure use and 

Adherence 
Peer Checking Observations Task 

Assignment 
Distraction/Interruptions Procedure use and 

Adherence 
Are You Ready 

Checklist 
STAR Observations 

Multiple Tasks Peer Checking Are You Ready 
Checklist 

STAR Task Assignment 

Unfamiliar Task Stop When Unsure Are You Ready 
Checklist 

Co-Worker 
Coaching 

Task Assignment 

Body Rhythm STAR Peer Checking Are You Ready 
Checklist 

Observation 

Vague or Incorrect 
Guidance 

Stop when Unsure Flagging  Pre-Job Brief 

Ineffective 
Communication 

3-Way 
Communication  

Stop When Unsure   

Over Confidence Procedure use and 
Adherence 

Conservative 
Decision Making 

 Task Assignment 

Stress (Home & Work) Peer Checking Procedure use and 
Adherence 

STAR Task Assignment 

Physical Environment STAR Peer Checking Peer Checking Task Assignment 
Task/Scope Change Are You Ready 

Checklist 
Stop When Unsure Conservative 

Decision Making 
Post Job Critique 

Pre-Job Brief 
Peer Pressure 

 
Stop When Unsure  STAR Observation 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
 

INPO HUMAN PERFORMANCE MODEL 
 

Human Performance System.  A system in a network of elements that function together to produce an 
outcome. Human performance is a system- the organizational nature of human performance. Though 
it may seem intangible, forces within the station environment, the social system, incentives and disincentives 
systems, and shift scheduling system are examples of systems that typically function behind the scenes. 
 
System Thinking.  Understanding organizational systems and the impact of station processes and 
leadership dynamics on job-site human performance is important to effective management of human 
performance. Systems thinking involves “thinking” through the multiple causes and effects, the variables that 
come to bear on the employee at the point of touching plant equipment. A simple model of these 
interdependencies is provided below, referred to as the performance model.  
 
Organization Processes and Values. These are processes and shared values that support work in the 
plant- for good or bad. Together, theses set the stage for work in the plant through the planning of work and 
the preparation of human resources to perform work. 
 
Job-Site Conditions. This is the unique set of job-related conditions associated with specific task and a 
particular employee. 
 
Employee Behaviors. Theses are the actions by an individual employee at the job site during the 
performance of a task. 
 
Physical Plant Results. These represent the outcomes to the physical plant, design bases, or personnel 
safety- value-added of unfavorable. Examples of plant results include capacity factor, heat rate, loss time 
accident rate, equipment reliability, outage effectiveness, and trips or transients. The effect of plant 
performance determines how well plant results achieve station objectives- organization effectiveness. 
 
Leadership.  This refers to positions that influence employee beliefs, values, and behavior but also plant 
performance and organization processes. Anyone can take on the role of leader. 
 
Defenses, Barriers, and Safeguards. These are intended to protect against hazards in the plant. A health 
set of defenses such as pre-job briefings, radiological postings and personnel protective equipment makes 
the plant immune to isolated error.  
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Attachment 5 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSHEET 
 
Date Performed:  Date analysis performed  
 
Names of individuals performing the  Analysis (Include a training department person if possible):  Names of individuals 
performing analysis 
 

NOTE: 
This form is used to address performance gaps.  If you suspect 
an individual conduct issue, do not complete this form.  Instead, 
conduct separate investigation. 

1.0 WHAT IS THE PERFORMANCE ISSUE? 
 
Define the PERFORMANCE (or behavior) that is not meeting expectations and /or standards.  Identify the level of 
performance that is currently occurring and the level of performance that is expected so that there is a clear 
understanding of the performance discrepancy (gap between actual and expected performance).  By definition, a 
performance gap exists when the measure (standard) used to determine a ‘job well done’ is not being met. 
 
If there is no clear standard or procedure used to determine the performance or behavior of concern then exit this 
analysis and perform the following: Establish a standard, procedure or performance indicator for the task or behavior 
of concern, inform workers of the standard or indicator, and monitor the workers.  If the established standard is not 
met after monitoring, then conduct this analysis.  (Monitoring time will vary depending on the nature and criticality of 
the performance issue.)  
 
Provide the PROBLEM STATEMENT in the space below.  When providing the Problem Statement, clearly state the 
job or title of the person(s) whose performance is of concern, the level of performance that is occurring and the 
standard that is not being met. 
 

Problem Statement 
 
Provide Problem Statement in this space. 
 
Briefly state the existing procedure or standard, performance indicator goal, or expectation for this behavior, job, or 
task.  If available, include the procedure or source document number and title.  Clearly indicate how the level of 
performance differs from the expected standard or level of performance. 

1.1 IS THE PROBLEM WORTH SOLVING?  What are the potential (or actual) adverse consequences to the 
station or performer if the current performance issue is allowed to continue, and how severe are the 
consequences? 

  
Explain how the current level of performance is, or could result in an adverse or negative consequence to the 
station or performer and then identify the degree of the consequence(s) in your opinion.  Consider 
consequences relative to plant operation UOR impact, personnel safety, Environmental and Regulatory 
Compliance, etc. 
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Adverse Consequences- 
 
List Adverse Consequences in this space. 
 

 Minor Consequences  Moderate Consequences  Severe Consequences 
  

1.2 Do the potential or actual adverse consequences noted in Step 1.1 pose a risk to plant operation (UOR)? 
 

 Yes...If YES, provide explanation below  No 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

1.3 Could the potential or actual adverse consequences noted in Step 1.1 negatively impact Xcel Energy relative 
to personal safety? 

 
 Yes...If YES, provide explanation below  No 

 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

1.4 Do the potential or actual adverse consequences noted in Step 1.1 pose a risk to Environmental or Regulatory 
Compliance? 

 
 Yes...If YES, provide explanation below  No 

 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 
For the step below, consider the overall consequences noted in step 1.1 and the risks identified in steps 1.2 through 
1.4.  Taken as a whole, are the potential or actual consequences of allowing the existing performance to continue 
significant enough that performance must improve?  In addition, considering the overall risk, are the actual or potential 
consequences great enough to justify the resources and cost necessary to address the performance issue? 
 

1.5 All things considered, is the performance deficiency REALLY WORTH FIXING? (Is it worth doing something 
about the performance issue in order to bring performance up to the existing expectations and standards?) 

 
 Yes, it is worth fixing  No, It is not worth fixing…If NO, provide explanation below. 

 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 
If Step 1.5 was answered YES, then continue with this analysis at Section  2.0, Performance Standard / Expectations Clear 
 
If Step 1.5 was answered NO, then no further analysis is required. Go to Section 9.0, Approval  
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2.0 Performance Standard / Expectations Clear 

2.1 Is the performance standard or expectation documented in an Xcel Energy policy, directive, procedure, or 
department key performance indicator? 

 
  Yes.  Record document number and title:        

 
  No…If No answer question below. 

 
If a plan were implemented would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

 
 

Proposed New Procedure or Performance Standard 
 
Provide Proposed New Procedure or Performance Standard in this space. 

2.2 If the proposed new procedure or standard is implemented, would the performance gap (difference between 
expected and actual performance) identified in Step 1.0 still exist?  (e.g. does the existing level of 
performance fall below the revised procedure or standard?) 

 
  Yes, the gap will still exist because the current performance DOES NOT meet or exceed the proposed 

new performance standard.  If yes, then go to step 2.4. 
 

 No, the gap will not exist because the current performance meets or exceeds the proposed new 
performance standard.  Go to Section 8.0. 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

 

2.3 Are expectations for acceptable performance routinely and clearly communicated (from supervisors, 
manager and others) to the performers, and do they understand them? (Can the performers tell you what a 
good job ‘looks’ like?) 

 
 Yes 

 
 No…If No, answer the question below 

 
 
If a plan were implemented such that the performers received regular and clearly communicated 
expectations regarding job performance requirements (from supervisor, managers, and others), would 
performance improve and likely remain improved? 
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 Yes  No  Not Sure 

 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

  

3.0 Resources Adequate 

3.1 Are resources, tools, equipment and other assistance adequate? 
 

  Yes 
 

  No…If NO, answer question below 
 
If a plan were implemented to provide adequate, resources, tools, equipment or other assistance, would 
performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

3.2 Are the procedures / work documents accurate and usable by the performers?  Are directions and standards 
(between procedures, supervisors and managers, or departments) in agreement?  Is a useable/simple 
process available to the performers to enable them to be successful performing this task or job?  Consider 
potential human performance error traps that may exist within the current process. (Do the performers have 
the right instructions to do the job?) 
 

 Yes 
 

 No…If No, answer the question below 
 
If a plan were implemented to provide adequate, procedures, work documents, instructions or processes, 
would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

4.0 Feedback Adequate 

4.1 Is regular and critical feedback on their performance consistently provided (from supervisors, managers, and 
others) so that the performers know if/when performance is NOT meeting expectations? (Performers are 
routinely coached or provided feedback so that they know how they are performing relative to the 
expectations.) 
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 Yes 
 

 No…If No, answer the question below 
 
If a plan were implemented to provide regular and critical feedback consistently to the performers (from 
supervisors, managers and others), would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

5.0 Consequences Appropriate 

5.1 Is the desired performance punishing to the performer (more work, delays, anxiety, ridicule, or fatigue) 
 

 No 
 

 Yes…If Yes, answer the question below 
 
If a plan were implemented to reduce or eliminate negative consequences, would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

 

5.2 Is substandard performance rewarding to the performer(s)?  Are the performer(s) rewarded for not 
performing to standards or expectations? 

 
 No 

 
 Yes…If Yes, answer the question below 

 
If a plan were implemented to reduce or eliminate positive rewards for substandard performance, would 
performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

 

5.3 Does the performer(s) experience positive consequences for good performance?  Are the rewards immediate 
and certain?  Are the rewards valued by the performer(s)?  Does desired performance matter to the 
performer(s) (for example perceived unsafe, morale, work ethic, self-esteem, and peer pressure)? 

 
 Yes 
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 No…If No, answer the question below 
 
If a plan were implemented to provide immediate, certain, and valued positive consequences for performing 
up to standards and expectations, would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

6.0 Other Obstacles 

6.1 Are ergonomic challenges present in the workplace for example, workarounds and problems with labeling, 
habitability, equipment accessibility, clothing, PPE, human-machine interface, or lighting)? 

 
 No 

 
 Yes…If Yes, answer the question below 

 
If a plan were implemented to reduce or eliminate ergonomic challenges, would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

6.2 Are there inappropriate distractions or interruptions in the workplace?  Are there obstacles to communication 
between the performer(s) and supervision? 

 
 No 

 
 Yes…If Yes, answer the question below 

 
If a plan were implemented to reduce or eliminate distractions, interruptions, or obstacles to effective 
communication, would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       
 

7.0 Performer(s) Capable 

7.1 Are the job/task performance requirements beyond the performer’s capabilities (strength, dexterity, potential 
to change, ability to learn what needs to be learned)? 

 
 No 
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 Yes…If Yes, answer the question below 

 
If a plan were implemented to reassign the work to someone capable, would performance improve? 
 

 Yes  No  Not Sure 
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

 

7.2 Do the performer(s) have ample opportunity to perform the job/task to stay proficient? 
 

 Yes 
 

 No. If No, Determine Training Gap  
 
Analysis/basis (as needed)       

 

8.0 RECOMMENDATION 

8.1 Summarize the performance improvement interventions that could improve performance identified in 
Sections 2.0 through 7.0 above. 

 

REVISE the PERFORMANCE 
STANDARD 
Develop or Revise the current 
standard to the proposed revised 
standard from Step 2.1 or Step 
2.2. 

 

 

COMMUNICATE PERFORMANC 
EXPECTATIONS 
Management or supervision 
communicates expectations for 
‘what a good job looks like’ (from 
Step 2.4). 
 

 

PROVIDE ADEQUATE 
RESOURCES 
Provide resources, tools, 
equipment or assistance from 
Step 3.1 
 

 

 

REVISE 
PROCESS/PROCEDURES 
Provide adequate, procedures, 
work documents, instructions or 
processes from Step 3.2 

 

PROVIDE FEEDBACK 
Management or supervision 
develop and implement a plan to 
provide regular feedback 
regarding performance (from Step 
4.1). 
 

 

 

PROVIDE APPROPRIATE 
CONSEQUENCES 
Reduce or eliminate negative 
consequences from Step 5.1 
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PROVIDE APPROPRIATE 
CONSEQUENCES 
Reduce or eliminate positive 
rewards for substandard 
performance from Step 5.2 

 

 

PROVIDE APPROPRIATE 
CONSEQUENCES 
Provide immediate, certain, and 
valued positive consequences for 
performing up to standards and 
expectations from Step 5.3 
 

 

REMOVE OBSTACLES 
Reduce or eliminate ergonomic 
challenges from Step 6.1 

 

 

REMOVE OBSTACLES 
Reduce or eliminate distractions, 
interruptions, or obstacles to 
communication from Step 6.2 
 

 

ENSURE CAPABLE 
PERFORMERS 
Reassign the work to someone 
capable from Step 7.1 

 

 

ENSURE CAPABLE 
PERFORMERS 
Perform training needs 
assessment from Step 7.2  

 
OTHER (Explain) 

 
      

9.0 Performance Improvement Intervention 

9.1 What specific work group(s) or target audience should be designated to be included in the intervention?  For 
example, Mechanical Maintenance, Chemistry, Engineering Subgroup, Supervisory Personnel, etc.  
Consider all possible workgroups or individuals that would benefit from the intervention (cross discipline) not 
just the group(s) that may have been in the original problem identification. 

 
Target Audience is 

 
Provide Target Audience in this space. 
 

9.2 How will the intervention improve performance? 
 
Upon completion of the intervention, it is expected that performance would improve in the area targeted for 
improvement.  Review Step 1.0 to define a specific and measurable metric, indicator, or goal that should be monitored 
to indicate improved performance. 
 
 
 

Performance Improvement Metric or Goal 
 
Provide Performance Improvement Metric or Goal in this space. 
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10.0 SUMMARY 
Provide a brief summary of the results of the analysis (solution), including the actions that will be implemented or that 
are required in order to address this performance issue in the space provided below.  NOTE-If a combination of non-
training and training solutions are recommended, it may be prudent to implement the non-training solutions first and 
monitor performance before implementing the more expensive training solutions.  It is possible that the non-training 
solutions resolve the performance gap. 
 

Solution 
 
Provide Solution in this space. 
 
 
APPROVAL 

10.1 Signature (electronic signature is acceptable) - Supervisor reviewer (or designee). 
 

     _______________________________ Date:       ____________  
 

10.2 Signature – (electronic signature is acceptable) - Department Manager approving the results of the analysis 
(or designee).  

 
     _______________________________ Date:       ____________  
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KPI Threshold
50% 2013 Target Maximum

150% Weight

OSHA Recordable 
Incident Rate 1.84 1.50 1.33 25%

UOR 6.50% 5.86% 5.22% 20%

Coal Inventory
 > 37days; 25 

months w/in +15% 
of monthly target

 > 37days; 32 
months w/in +15% 
of monthly target

 > 37days; 35 
months w/in +15% 
of monthly target

10%

NOx Emissions 
Intensity 2.06 1.87 1.68 10%

SO2 Emissions 
Intensity 3.93 3.57 3.21 5%

Maintenance Work 
Productivity 38% 42% 46% 15%

Supply Chain 
Savings $32.0M $37.6M $47.0M 15%

100%

The measure is the NOx emission intensity for the major “anchor” coal units. Intensity = mass emissions per unit of 
energy generation (lb/MWh). This target will be used to manage, control, and improve performance by optimizing 
operations through comparing monitored emissions against operating projections. Expected generation and emission 
rates were used to identify the target.
The measure is the SO2 emission intensity for the major “anchor” coal units. Intensity = mass emissions per unit of 
energy generation (lb/MWh). This target will be used to manage, control, and improve performance by optimizing 
operations through comparing monitored emissions against operating projections. Expected generation and emission 
rates were used to identify the target.

The percentage of internal hours worked for proactive/preventative work as a percentage of total maintenance hours 
worked. (Total Hours Worked = base maintenance and operations, overhaul maintenance and special O&M projects) 

Supply Chain Savings are the combination of cost savings and cost avoids. Cost savings is defined as a year over 
year unit price reduction.  Cost avoidance is defined as avoiding a year over year unit price increase, or driving down 
cost through bidding and/or negotiation when no year over year baseline exists. Recurring savings will be tracked for 
the life of the contract. The Center for Advanced Procurement and Supply (CAPS - a Supply Chain benchmark 
leader) guidelines were used to develop our savings definitions.

2013 KPI Definitions

The number of on-the-job OSHA recordable injuries related to a common exposure base of 100 full-time workers.  
(Calculation = Number of OSHA Recordable Cases x (100 x 2000) / Annual Hours Worked). Includes Energy Supply, 
Environmental and Fuels employees.

The Unplanned Outage Rate measures the percentage of time that fossil generating plants are not available for 
reasons other than planned outages and reserve shutdowns. It is the sum of forced outage hours plus maintenance 
outage hours plus related equivalent derated hours divided by the effective expected hours to operate. It is a NERC 
established operational metric. Sherco 3 is not included in the 2013 target . The rate will be reported with one decimal 
point and is reported as a percentage. There will be no payout greater than 150%. Nuclear not included.

Coal inventory, as measured in days inventory at max burn, will average at least 37 days in each region (NSP, PSCo 
and SPS) and will be no greater than 15 percent above the monthly target for each region 32 out of 36 months. 
Minimum performance will be 25 out of 36 months and maximum performance will be 35 out of 36 months.   (36 
months = 12 months X 3 regions)
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KPI Threshold
50%

2014 
Target

Maximum
150% Weight 2013 

Results

OSHA 
Recordable 

Incident Rate
1.49 1.16 1.05 20% 1.21

Unplanned 
Outage Rate 5.7 5.2 4.7 15% 5.4

Equivalent 
Availability 

Factor
82% 85% 88% 10% 80%

Earnings 
Contribution $15M $21M $25M 10% $21.8M

Maintenance 
Work 

Productivity
47% 51% 55% 15% 50

Energy Supply 
Sourcing 
Savings

$39.4M $47.1M $54.8M 15% 47.2

Component Threshold Target Maximum

Permit Compliance 78 63 49
69 exceedances 

Other ES 
compliance 

On-time response to dam safety owners 
program, regulatory enforcement actions 

& audit findings

75%=1 late audit
50%=2 late audit

0% = 3 late audit "or" 
1 late enforcement 

"or" 1 dam 
component

100%=0 late NA
Env. Services 

late on 
implementing 

one audit finding 
corrective action

NOx emission intensity 1.79 1.74 1.57 1.79

SO2 emission intensity 3.11 2.83 2.55 3.11

NERC standard requirement compliance 50%=1 non-compliance 
event

zero non-
compliance events NA 0 

noncompliance 

100%

RPI V1 definition

Regulatory Performance Index is the combination 
of Environmental operating performance; on-time 
regulatory permit applications, amendments, 
renewals and reports; timely response to 
regulatory enforcement actions and audits; and 
non-compliance events related to NERC 
standards.

The percentage of internal hours worked for proactive/preventative work as a percentage of total 
maintenance hours worked. (Total Hours Worked = base maintenance and operations, overhaul 
maintenance and special O&M projects) 

Sourcing Savings are the combination of cost savings and cost avoids. Cost savings is defined as a year 
over year unit price reduction.  Cost avoidance is defined as avoiding a year over year unit price increase, or 
driving down cost through bidding and/or negotiation when no year over year baseline exists. Recurring 
savings will be tracked for the life of the contract. The Center for Advanced Procurement and Supply (CAPS - 
a Supply Chain benchmark leader) guidelines were used to develop our savings definitions.

Regulatory 
Performance 

Index
52 100 129

Definitions

The number of on-the-job OSHA recordable injuries related to a common exposure base of 100 full-time 
workers.  (Calculation = Number of OSHA Recordable Cases x (100 x 2000) / Annual Hours Worked).

The Unplanned Outage Rate measures the percentage of time that fossil generating plants are not operating 
for reasons other than planned outages and reserve shutdowns. It is the sum of forced outage hours plus 
maintenance outage hours plus related equivalent derated hours divided by the effective expected hours to 
operate. It is a NERC established operational metric. Nuclear not included. The 2013 yearend actual was 5.4. 
The threshold was left at 5.7 because 5.4 would have been too close to the target of 5.2.  

EAF measures the amount of time a power plant is able to produce electricity over a certain period, divided 
by the amount of the time in the period. (((All service hours + reserve shutdown hours) - Planned Derated 
Hours - Unplanned Derated Hours - Seasonal Derated Hours) / Period Hours) x 100 

Contribution to earnings from trading activities.  (Threshold values set based on margins forecast in the 
areas of REC sales, Generation and Proprietary trading.) The 2014 threshold is smaller than the 2013 results 
as 2013 included hybrid REC sales which ended December, 2013.

15%
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KPI Threshold
50%

2015 
Target

Maximum
150% Weight

OSHA Recordable 
Incident Rate 1.08 0.77 0.73 20%

Unplanned Outage 
Rate 6.0% 5.0% 4.0% 10%

Equivalent 
Availability Factor 83.5% 87.0% 90.5% 10%

Earnings 
Contribution ($M) $18.0 $22.5 $27.0 10%

Maintenance Work 
Productivity 56% 60% 64% 15%

PTT Index 50 100 150 15%

Operational 
Excellence Benefits

($M)
$31.9 $37.6 $43.3 10%

Component Threshold Target Maximum
Permit Compliance 90 78 63

On-time response to dam safety owners program, 
regulatory enforcement actions & audit findings

75%=1 late audit
50%=2 late audit

0% = 3 late audit "or" 1 late 
enforcement "or" 1 dam 

component

100%=0 late 100% maximum 
payout

NOx emission intensity 1.65 1.57 1.41
SO2 emission intensity 2.78 2.43 2.19

NERC standard requirement compliance 50% = 24 to 29 100%=30 of 30 100% max payout

Project 
Management 
Performance

90 100 110 0%

100%

10%

The Project Management Performance Index is intended to measure individual “non-routine” project success 
based on schedule and cost performance. The objective of this indicator is to measure the successful execution 
of large non-routine capital projects. The metric is a combination of meeting cost and milestone date targets for a 
defined scope of each capital project with an emphasis on the large dollar or high priority projects.

New measure. Target to be based on required contribution to operations target. Quartile ranking not available.  
Operational Excellence Benefits are the combination of Sourcing Savings and PTT Benefits. Sourcing Savings 
consists of cost savings and cost avoidance. Cost savings is defined as a year-over-year unit-price reduction.  
Cost avoidance is defined as avoiding a year-over-year unit-price increase, or driving down the cost through 
bidding and/or negotiation when no year-over-year baseline exists. Recurring savings will be tracked for the life of 
the contract. The Center for Advanced Procurement and Supply (CAPS-a Supply Chain benchmark leader) 

Regulatory 
Performance Index 52 100 129

2015 Energy Supply Definitions
The number of on-the-job OSHA recordable injuries related to a common exposure base of 100 full-time workers.  
(Calculation = Number of OSHA Recordable Cases x (100 x 2000) / Annual Hours Worked).

The Unplanned Outage Rate (UOR) measures the percentage of time that fossil generating plants are not 
operating for reasons other than planned outages and reserve shutdowns. It is the sum of forced outage hours 
plus maintenance outage hours plus related equivalent derated hours divided by the effective expected hours to 
operate. It is a NERC established operational metric. Nuclear not included. In 2015 UOR will be exclusive of 
outages/derates caused by Comanche unit 3 superheater tube leaks. (The values were rounded from 6.02%, 
Equivalent Availability Factor (EAF) measures the amount of time a power plant is able to produce electricity over 
a certain period, divided by the amount of the time in the period. In 2015 EAF will be exclusive of outages/derates 
caused by Comanche unit 3 superheater tube leaks.(((All service hours + reserve shutdown hours) - Planned 
Derated Hours - Unplanned Derated Hours - Seasonal Derated Hours) / Period Hours) x 100 
Contribution to earnings from trading activities.  (Threshold values set based on margins forecast in the areas of 
REC sales, Generation and Proprietary trading.) 
The percentage of internal hours worked for proactive/preventative work as a percentage of total maintenance 
hours worked. (Total Hours Worked = base maintenance and operations, overhaul maintenance and special 
O&M projects) 
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2010
 Target

2010 
Actuals

2011
 Target 

2011
 Actuals

2012
Targets

2012
 Actuals

2013
 Targets

2013 
Actuals

2014
 Targets

2014 
Actuals

2015
 Targets

OSHA Recordable Incident Rate 1.54 1.38 1.28 1.16 (1.86)* 1.70 1.45 1.50 1.21 1.16 0.83 0.77
Equivalent Unplanned Outage Rate (%) 6.89 8.77 6.9 7.6 6.9 5.42 5.86 5.4 5.2 5.6 5
Equivalent Availability Factor (%) 85 86 87
Trading Earnings Contribution ($M) 21.0 14.2 22.5
Coal Inventory (>37 days; # months w/in +15%) 27 35 32 35
Maintenance Work Productivity (%) 38 43 40 42 50 51 56 60
PTT Index 100
Operational Excellence Benefits ($M) 37.6

Supply Chain Savings  ($M) 30.0 41.7 53.0 71.8 (14.2)** 16.7 23.1 37.6 47.2 47.1 44.9

Regulatory Performance Index 100 105 100

Permit Exceedences 63 71
On-time implementation of programs involving 

regulatory or audit findings (100%=0 late) 0 0

NOx Emissions Intensity (Lbs/MWh) 1.85 1.82 1.77 1.87 1.79 1.74 1.61 1.57
SO2 Emissions Intensity  (Lbs/MWh) 3.45 3.87 3.32 3.57 3.11 2.83 2.62 2.43

NERC Standard/Requirement Compliance (%) 0 0

Energy Supply Key Performance Indicators

**The $71.8M value in 2011 included the nuclear savings and the $14.2M is the non-nuclear portion. 
*Nuclear plants included in 2010 - 2011 targets. The value of 1.16 includes nuclear and the value of 1.86 is without nuclear.
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Case Description Addressed in 
2016 TY Case

12-961 DOC 191 B. Please provide the same information shown on Schedule 3 (usage, price/lb, total cost) for Emission Control Chemicals for 2012 actual, 
2013 budget, 2013 actual, 2014 budget, 2014 actual, 2012-2014 average, 2015 forecast, 2016 budget and 2017 budget.

Schedule 9
12-961 DOC 191 C. Please provide all Emission Control Chemicals by plant (actual percentage owned by Xcel) including usage amount, price, and total 

cost (like Table 3 by plant) for 2012 actual, 2013 budget, 2013 actual, 2014 budget, 2014 actual, 2012-2014 average, 2015 forecast, 2016 
budget and 2017 budget. Schedule 10

12-961 DOC 192 Please provide capital additions for Energy Supply for 2012 actual, 2013 budget, 2013 actual, 2014 budget, 2014 actual, 2012-2014 
average, 2015 forecast, 2016 budget and 2017 budget. Please provide on total company and Minnesota jurisdictional basis, including 
support for allocator used. B. Please provide a breakout by capital project and plant for Energy Supply capital additions for 2013, including 
brief description of each project, why project is needed, support for estimated cost of the project, (impact on depreciation life of the facility 
and why - not included in update), and support for in-service date of the project. Schedule 5 & 6

12-961 DOC 199 A. Please provide the same information on Table 3 (O&M budget by cost category amount & percent) for 2012 actual, 2013 budget, 2013 
actual, 2014 budget, 2014 actual, 2012-2014 average, 2015 forecast, 2016 budget and 2017 budget by total Company and Minnesota 
jurisdictional. 

Testimnoy Table 5&6, 
Schedule 3

12-961 DOC 199 B. Please provide the Energy Supply O&M costs by plant for 2012 actual, 2013 budget, 2013 actual, 2014 budget, 2014 actual, 2012-
2014 average, 2015 forecast, 2016 budget and 2017 budget  by total Company and Minnesota jurisdictional. Testimnoy Table 5&6, 

Schedule 3
12-961 DOC 200 A. Please provide the same information on Table 4 (cost drivers) for 2012 actual, 2013 budget, 2013 actual, 2014 budget, 2014 actual, 

2012-2014 average, 2015 forecast, 2016 budget and 2017 budget  by total Company and Minnesota jurisdictional. 
Testimony - Section IV

12-961
DOC 200 B. Please provide support for Overhauls O&M expense in 2016 test year. Testimony - Section IV, 

Schedule 8
12-961

DOC 200 C. Please provide support for Base Labor expense in 2016 test year.
Testimony - Section IV

12-961
DOC 1119

B. Please provide any changes to the current operational status for each generating unit owned by the Company that are expected to 
occur in 2016.

Schedule 7
12-961 MCC 436 With respect to forced outages: A. Please provide forced outage history by unit. B. Please specify the causes, duration of the outage and 

costs associated with the outage by cost category. The cost category should include and not be limited to capital costs, operating costs, 
costs of purchased energy, purchased capacity, loss in wholesale margin s. Please also indicate any costs that are covered under 
warranty. . Please explain whether Xcel is seeking recovery of these costs in this rate case or any other proceeding. If Xcel is seeking 
recovery in this rate case, please provide references to where these costs are included and resulting revenue requirements. If Xcel is 
seeking recovery in another proceeding, please provide the references. D. For forced outages in years 2007 to 2011 please identify 
capitalized costs in rate base that continues to be recovered. Schedule 12

12-961 OAG 2 Provide a summary of NSP generation plants showing the following information by plant: 1) generation capacity; 2) type of fuel; 3) 
generation in kWh produced by month for the test year rate base amount for each plant; 5) identify plants that were idled for 2011 and/or 
2012 and the duration they were idled; 5) explain the reasons that plants were idled; 6) if there are currently plants that are not in service 
explain what the plans are for putting them back in service.

Schedule 11
13-868 MCC 137 Please provide the annual forced outage rate by unit for the last five years. This information should be provided for any unit over 50MW. 

Please provide in .xlsx format and not PDF, along with a narrative explanation.
Testimony - Section V.

13-868 OAG 100 For 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 provide the following information for each company owed generating unit that is included in rate base:

1) location and fuel type; 2) maximum capacity; 3) MISO accredited capacity; 4) the number of days in each half month (i.e. Jan. 1 – Jan. 
15, Jan. 16, - Jan 31, etc.) during the year that the unit was generating power; 5) identify the dates for the 20 days during 2012 and 2013 
when the unit was generating at its highest level; 6) for each of the 20 days identified in (5) what was the level of kWhs generated; 7) 
generation in kWh produced by month; and 8) the cost amount included in rate base.

Schedule 11
13-868 OAG 102 For all responses show amounts for Total Company and the Minnesota jurisdictional electric unless indicated otherwise.  Total Company 

is meant to include costs incurred by Xcel Energy Services and NSP Minnesota, both regulated and non-regulated operations.
For each year 2012, 2013 and the test year identify the generating units by location and capacity that are or would be in rate base for the 
Minnesota jurisdiction.  

Provide the same information for generating units that are or would be in rate base to serve the Wisconsin jurisdiction. Schedule 11

IR No.

Energy Supply Pre-Filed Discovery - 2016 Minnesota Electric Rate Case
Index
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